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Prologue

Analogies of Empire

I O 2003, as Baghdad bathed in blood from bombs detonated in op-
position to the U.S. occupation, President George W. Bush flew toward Manila
aboard Air Force One on a mission of historical affirmation. Over the Pacific the
president’s entourage recast the past for reporters with a briefing paper explain-
ing that U.S. colonial rule over the Philippines “was always declared to be tempo-
rary and aimed to develop institutions that would . . . encourage the eventual es-
tablishment of a free and independent government.” The formal reason for this
Manila visit was, of course, to assure the Philippines’ continuing participation in
the “Coalition of the Willing,” that curious mélange of middling and small states
cobbled together for the war in Iraq when most of Washington’s major European
allies remained aloof. This colonial past, the memo continued, confirmed the
correctness of the Bush administration’s current mission to bring “institutions of
democracy to Iraq.”1

Repeating these themes in an address to the Philippine Congress, President
Bush’s words erased the years of brutal pacification that had followed the U.S. oc-
cupation in 1898. “America,” he said, “is proud of its part in the great story of the
Filipino people. Together our soldiers liberated the Philippines from colonial
rule.” Those who questioned the wisdom of his current course in Iraq should,
the president chided, be mindful of history’s lessons. “The same doubts,” he
explained, “were once expressed about the culture of Asia. These doubts were
proven wrong nearly six decades ago, when the Republic of the Philippines be-
came the first democratic nation in Asia.”2

Analogy is arguably the lowest form of history, stripping both cases of nu-
ance to make some tendentious political point. But the war in Iraq has produced



a succession of parallels with this Philippine past too numerous to dismiss as
merely incidental or ironic. Despite all that has changed in the intervening cen-
tury, close comparison of these two conflicts reveals some striking similarities,
though not those the Bush administration imagined. Indeed, anyone who has
followed the Iraq War even casually in the press will be struck, as they read the
chapters that follow, by deep resonances from this Philippine past in our Iraqi
present.

This study shares the Bush administration’s conviction that the Philippines
reveals a great deal about America as a world power, albeit from a critical rather
than celebratory perspective. At first glance, this book seems a study of Philip-
pine policing, both colonial and national, throughout the twentieth century. At a
deeper level, however, this is an essay on the exercise of American power, from
imperial rule over a string of scattered islands in 1898 to today’s worldwide do-
minion. By focusing on the actual mechanisms of Washington’s global reach,
both conventional and covert operations, this study explores the nature of U.S.
force projection and its long-term consequences for both the nations within
America’s ambit and America itself.

The growing relevance of this book’s subject, the U.S. pacification and polic-
ing of the colonial Philippines, was an unintended, even unwelcome result of
spending a decade on its research and writing. Yet this relevance cannot be de-
nied. In the midst of this protracted crisis over Iraq, it would be, in my view, irre-
sponsible to leave these lessons to political partisans whose aims are exculpatory
rather than explanatory. Indeed, the U.S. Army has a long tradition of studying
military history closely, carefully, to mine the past for prescriptions to guide
future operations. Frankly, I would be gratified if in some small way this book
could contribute to mitigating some future foreign policy disaster like that of
Iraq. Instead of saving these lessons for the book’s final chapter, let me offer them
here at the outset in part to serve the needs of the political present and in part
to move on, unencumbered, to the broader problems of colonial rule and state
formation central to this study. For those who prefer their history pointed and
pragmatic, this prologue offers a quick review of Philippine-Iraq parallels fol-
lowed by a summary of their implications for contemporary U.S. policy. In read-
ing this redacted history the reader should be aware that contrasts are often more
revealing than similarities.

From a strategic perspective the U.S. invasions of the Philippines and Iraq
began as secondary theaters in larger global conflicts: the Spanish-American War
and the global war on terror. Just as President William McKinley used the sinking
of the battleship Maine in Havana as a pretext to invade the Philippines half a
world away, so President Bush invoked the attack on New York’s Twin Towers by
Saudi terrorists trained in Afghanistan to justify the invasion of Iraq. In both
cases Republican Party visionaries launched these invasions as modest military
operations that would catalyze major geopolitical change. Just as McKinley tried
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to make America a Pacific power by colonizing the Philippines in 1898, so Bush
hoped to transform the modern Middle East by occupying Iraq in 2003 or, as one
senior Central Intelligence Agency analyst put it, to “use regime change in Iraq
as a stimulus for regime change . . . elsewhere in the region.”3 Both invasions
also began with strong support from similar political coalitions of Republican
partisans, imperial ideologues, corporate contractors, middle-class patriots, and
working-class soldiers.

In the first months of both wars the U.S. Army soon routed the ill-trained Fil-
ipino and Iraqi armies. But as guerrilla resistance persisted the American public
grew bitter about the ensuing quagmire. The level of U.S. casualties—4,200 killed
among 70,000 troops in the Philippines by 1902 and 4,200 killed among 130,000
troops in Iraq by late 2008—were not high compared to the far heavier bloodshed
incurred in major conventional conflicts such as the Civil War and World War II.
But these losses seem unjustified in wars waged against such weak enemies. And
in both cases they were amplified by the bloody aura of high civilian casualties:
some 200,000 dead in the Philippines and comparable estimates for Iraq ranging
from 97,000 to 601,000 by late 2008.4 As losses mounted, both interventions were
opposed by a diverse group of critics, social progressives and some Democratic
Party partisans, who felt that these presidential wars threatened American
democracy.

In both cases combat continued long after the White House declared “mission
accomplished,” first in July 1902 and later in May 2003. In the long pacifications
that followed, the U.S. Army descended, directly or through local surrogates, into
what the French colonial military once called “la guerre sale,” a dirty war marked
by clandestine penetration, psychological warfare, disinformation, media manip-
ulation, assassination, and torture. As early combat victories gave way to brutal
counterinsurgencies, American domestic critics were increasingly incensed by
the wholesale violence and periodic atrocities. After intervening in Cuba in 1898
to stop General Valeriano Weyler’s “reconcentrations” of civilians, the U.S. Army
soon found itself using similar methods in the Philippines.5 After invading Iraq
in March 2003 to end Saddam Hussein’s brutality, the army was soon abusing
Iraqis inside the former dictator’s most notorious prison, Abu Ghraib. Without
accurate intelligence to identify insurgents, both operations employed torture to
extract information from hostile populations, via the “water cure” on Filipino in-
surgents and “water boarding” on Afghani and Iraqi terrorists.6 Revelations about
both practices fueled rising domestic disquiet then and now over such brutality.

In both wars electoral politics played a central role at home and abroad. The
presidential campaign of 1900 became a debate over McKinley’s imperialism,
just as the 2004 and 2006 elections were a referendum on Bush’s doctrine of pre-
emptive warfare. Within the occupied territories American officials tried to use
local elections to staunch rising resistance. The convening of the first Philippine
Assembly in 1907 forged an effective colonial alliance between Americans and
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conservative Filipino elites, just as the 2005 Iraqi parliamentary elections won
qualified support from the majority Shiite population. These elections also pro-
vided some legitimation for the controversial military occupations back in the
United States, quieting for a time partisan calls for rapid withdrawal.

The real significance of this comparison may lie not in these many similarities
but in a few critical contrasts. The spectacular capture of the defeated heads of
state, Emilio Aguinaldo in 1901 and Saddam Hussein in 2003, were both success-
ful covert operations that momentarily stilled U.S. domestic dissent. There the
similarities end. In Manila, the American commander, Gen. Arthur MacArthur,
granted Aguinaldo an immediate pardon and rewarded his officers with positions
under colonial rule. As we will see, these Filipino veterans played a critical role in
building the political parties and colonial police forces responsible for the ulti-
mate success of the American pacification campaign. In Baghdad, by contrast,
General MacArthur’s latter-day counterparts punished Saddam Hussein with a
show trial, humiliated him with a brutal execution, and barred his officers from
any role in the new democratic regime. In 2003 the head of the Coalition Provi-
sional Authority, L. Paul Bremer, dissolved the Iraqi army without pay or pen-
sions, sparking an underground resistance that unleashed a wave of well-planned
bombings.7 “Now you have a couple hundred thousand people who are armed—
because they took their weapons home with them—who know how to use the
weapons, who have no future, who have a reason to be angry at you,” said Col.
Thomas X. Hammes of the Marines when he was asked to explain the reasons for
the tenacious Iraqi resistance in late 2006.8

As the British learned in Burma in the 1880s and the Japanese in Korea a
quarter century later, this is perhaps the most important historical lesson for any
military occupation: the forced demobilization of a defeated army without con-
ciliation or compensation may well be the key factor in promoting protracted
resistance.9

Starting in 2007, the fifth year of the war, the U.S. military reversed this disas-
trous policy and began to tame the resistance by putting ninety-four thousand
Sunnis, many of them ex-insurgents, on its payroll as members of local militias—
in the face of smoldering opposition from its allies in the Shiite-dominated gov-
ernment. In late 2008, when U.S. commanders finally completed the pacification
of Anbar Province, once the site of bloody fighting that resulted in a thousand
American deaths, Iraqi leaders pointed out that such violence could have been
avoided. “Paul Bremer disbanded the army, the government, the police,” said one
Sunni tribal leader. “We had no choice but to resist.” As the U.S. command began
transferring these militia forces, called the Awakening Councils, to Iraqi govern-
ment jurisdiction in September 2008, the transition was troubled. Key militia
commanders were assassinated by Islamic insurgents. There were also tensions
with Shia sectarian rivals in the government forces who were still pursuing 650
Awakening commanders as enemies. “The American forces put us in a dilemma,”
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said Sheik Salah al-Egaidi, a militia commander in Baghdad’s Dora area. “The
Awakening is the reason for the security improvement in Baghdad . . . but they
have sold us now. Our choices now are either to be killed or to be arrested or
to leave Iraq.” Within six months these words proved prophetic, as the Awaken-
ing’s commanders, numbering some five hundred in Baghdad and nearby
provinces, found themselves caught in a vise jaws between assassination by ter-
rorists or arrest by government troops.10

As a result of the midcourse policy correction associated with the “surge” in
U.S. troop strength in 2007–8, American policy in Iraq finally focused, after five
years of failure, on the formation of local army and police forces as the basis for
an exit strategy other than retreat. There seems to be a certain parallel between
this surge strategy and the U.S. colonial policy that transferred pacification after
1901 to the paramilitary Philippines Constabulary, whose ranks were filled with
former Filipino insurgents. Indeed, the army’s formation of indigenous forces in
the colonial Philippines, the constabulary and the Philippine Scouts, was its first
experience training an allied security force, a precursor to the postcolonial strat-
egy of force projection among third world allies through bilateral security agree-
ments, military aid, and training missions.

There are, of course, some deeper structural contrasts. In Iraq the United
States has inserted itself into an ongoing civil war between sectarian enemies,
Sunni versus Shia. By the time the U.S. Army landed at Manila in 1898, almost all
Filipino factions shared common aspirations for independence after two genera-
tions of nationalist agitation. To an extent not fully grasped by many historians,
the U.S. occupation of the Philippines succeeded because it co-opted this revolu-
tionary nationalism, making an American presence seem a vehicle for the realiza-
tion of Filipino aspirations. Moderate Filipino collaborators were rewarded with
a degree of access to colonial offices unparalleled in an imperial age when colonial
office was a white man’s privilege. By contrast, Filipino radicals who resisted were
punished with exile, imprisonment, and relentless police surveillance, a combina-
tion that soon contained Philippine politics within colonial bounds. A century
later, by contrast, Washington intervened in a struggle among Iraqi religious fac-
tions so bitter that even the formidable firepower of the U.S. military initially
failed to restrain a cycle of revenge that ripped this fragile nation apart at its sec-
tarian seams.

More narrowly there are key differences in the effectiveness of the two mili-
tary occupations, particularly in the realm of policing. In both the Philippines
and Iraq the military soon realized that pacification required effective local po-
lice and armed forces to identify guerrillas. In the Philippines seasoned U.S.
Army officers worked for fifteen years to make the Philippines Constabulary and
Manila Police exemplars of imperial efficiency. A century later the Iraqi police
grew rapidly into an ill-disciplined force infiltrated by rogue militia and im-
mersed in sectarian slaughters, which soon made them a key factor in the failed
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U.S. war effort. Despite American expenditures of over $12 billion on Iraqi secu-
rity forces by late 2006, Iraq’s president, Jalal Talabani, offered a sharply critical
assessment shared by American experts: “What have they done so far in training
the army and police? What they have done is move from failure to failure.”11

Thus, it seems a second policy prescription can be drawn from this historical
comparison: an efficient local police force is critical to the success of any peace-
keeping operation.

This comparison also produces some broad cautionary lessons about the
domestic costs of these overseas occupations. In both the Philippines and Iraq,
the U.S. military, thrust into these crucibles of counterinsurgency, developed in-
novative methods of social control that had a decidedly negative impact on civil
liberties back home. As the military plunged into a fifteen-year pacification
campaign in the Philippines, its colonial security agencies fused domestic data
management with foreign police techniques to forge a new weapon—a powerful
intelligence apparatus that first contained and then crushed Filipino resistance.
In the aftermath of this successful pacification, some of these clandestine inno-
vations migrated homeward, silently and invisibly, to change the face of Ameri-
can internal security. During the country’s rapid mobilization for World War I,
these colonial precedents provided a template for domestic counterintelligence
marked by massive surveillance, vigilante violence, and the formation of a per-
manent internal security apparatus.

Empire thus proved mutually transformative in ways that have arguably
damaged democracy in both the Philippines and the United States. In retrospect,
this Philippine past is hardly the harbinger of Arab democracy that President
Bush hoped to build in Iraq. To break resistance to foreign rule, U.S. colonial po-
lice subjected Filipino nationalists to constant surveillance, subverted religious
reform, harassed the emerging labor movement, and reinforced entitled elites.
After nearly two decades of colonial governance, the U.S. state repatriated these
coercive innovations, in the years surrounding World War I, for domestic legisla-
tion that curtailed civil liberties: notably, the criminalization of drug use under
the Harrison Narcotics Act of 1914, arbitrary arrests of dissidents under the 1917
Espionage Act, widespread wartime surveillance by military intelligence, and the
postwar Palmer raids on suspected subversives.

Although at this writing the global war on terror is still far from over, its im-
pact on American civil liberties is already showing some disconcerting parallels
with this earlier Philippine pacification. In the five years after 9/11, the Bush ad-
ministration expanded domestic surveillance with the USA Patriot Act, moni-
tored domestic communications in defiance of U.S. law, and legalized CIA psy-
chological torture under the Military Commissions Act of 2006. And there may
well be long-term legacies of our Iraqi occupation that will not become manifest
for decades to come. After all, it has taken us nearly a century to grasp the impact
of Philippine colonial rule on American democracy. For the time being, it appears
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that the Iraq War, like the Philippine War of 1899 –1902, might prove to be a fiery
crucible that recasts the American polity through circumscribed civil liberties
and pervasive internal security.

There are slender but significant signs that the Iraqi occupation may in fact
become a second such crucible, developing new surveillance technologies with
possible domestic applications. In April 2007 the New York Times published a
photograph showing two American soldiers scanning a retina “to identify an
Iraqi after the search of his house in Mansour, a western Baghdad neighborhood,
that has been torn apart by sectarian violence.” Without any data beyond that
terse caption, we can infer the technological ramifications of this single retinal
scan: sophisticated digital cameras for each U.S. patrol, wireless data transfer to
a mainframe computer, and a comprehensive database for all the adult eyes in
Baghdad. Eight months after the cryptic photo appeared, the Washington Post re-
ported that the Pentagon had collected over a million Iraqi fingerprints and reti-
nal scans to prepare for the deployment in early 2008 of collapsible labs, called
joint expeditionary forensic facilities, each linked by satellite to a biometric data-
base in West Virginia. “A war fighter needs to know one of three things,” ex-
plained the Pentagon’s inventor of this lab in a box. “Do I let him go? Keep him?
Or shoot him on the spot?” In the next model the Pentagon planned a portable
backpack-sized laboratory, possibly allowing some future U.S. sniper to sight the
eyeball of a suspected terrorist, pause for a nanosecond transmission of the tar-
get’s retina to West Virginia, and then a second later pull the trigger, terrorizing
the terrorists and breaking their resistance.12

Lest this all seem a bit too fanciful, we should remember that in late 2008 the
veteran Washington Post reporter Bob Woodward revealed that much of the suc-
cess of President Bush’s troop surge in suppressing the Iraqi resistance was due
not to boots on the ground but to bullets in the head. Starting in May 2006 Amer-
ican intelligence agencies launched a series of Special Action Programs (SAPs)
using “the most highly classified techniques and information in the U.S. govern-
ment” in a successful effort “to locate, target and kill key individuals in extremist
groups such as al Quaeda, the Sunni insurgency and renegade Shia militias.”
Under the leadership of Gen. Stanley McChrystal, the Joint Special Operations
Command (JSOC) used “every tool available simultaneously, from signals inter-
cepts to human intelligence,” for “lightning quick” strikes. One intelligence offi-
cer said the techniques were so effective that they gave him “orgasms.” President
Bush called them “awesome.” In a television interview, Woodward said, “I would
somewhat compare it to the Manhattan Project in World War II,” adding that cut-
ting Iraq’s violence in half within a matter of months “isn’t going to happen with
the bunch of joint security stations or the surge.”13 These operations were part
of a broader authority that Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld gave JSOC in
early 2004 to “kill or capture al-Qaeda terrorists” in twenty countries across the
Middle East, producing dozens of lethal operations, including an AC-130 air strike
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on Somalia in January 2007, a special forces raid in Pakistan’s tribal areas that
killed twenty in September 2008, and a CIA-directed assault in Syria in October
2008 that left eight dead. Throughout 2008, as well, Predator drones operated in-
side Pakistan with lethal efficiency, killing nine of the twenty top-priority al-
Qaeda targets identified by the U.S. intelligence community.14

Just as Philippine colonial police methods percolated homeward in the se-
curity crisis surrounding World War I, so in the aftermath of some future terror-
ist attack on America enhanced retinal recognition could be married to omni-
present security cameras for routine surveillance of public space across America.
The same equipment, tempered to a technological cutting edge in the forge of
Iraqi counterinsurgency, could be readily adapted to scan every passenger at U.S.
airports, every pedestrian on a Manhattan street, and every visitor to a federal
facility—matching retinal scans to a national computer database and sending
antisubversion teams scrambling for an arrest. In time we may add routine retinal
scans to the National Security Agency’s constant sweeps of domestic electronic
communications to lay the technological foundations for a digital surveillance
state. By the time the global war on terror is over, the Iraqi crucible, like its Philip-
pine predecessor, may yet form security doctrines that will increasingly curtail
civil liberties inside the United States.

There are some possible explanations for this striking continuity in U.S. policy
across the span of a century. Most important, the occupation of the Philippines
from 1898 to 1935 transformed the character of the American state, leaving a last-
ing imprint on its security apparatus and imbuing it with underlying attributes
that can recur in any subsequent occupation, even one that comes a century later.

If these similarities are anything more than historical ironies, then this
Philippine past may provide some clues about the outcome of the U.S. interven-
tion in Iraq, offering lessons that President Bush ignored during his visit to
Manila. From a more critical reading of this colonial history, here is the bottom
line. After the U.S. Army destroyed the conventional Philippine forces by Novem-
ber 1899, the complete subjugation of just six million Filipinos living in an im-
poverished island nation and isolated from any source of arms or ammunition
required fifteen years of continuous combat and covert operations. To achieve
this hard-won victory, Washington needed a permanent colonial garrison of
forty-seven thousand troops led by regular officers who dedicated much of their
careers to building the most modern police forces found anywhere under an
American flag. Increasing the chances of success, these security forces were backed
by a colonial government that claimed full sovereignty and enacted whatever dra-
conian laws were needed for pacification. Even after granting the Philippines in-
dependence in 1946, the United States retained massive military bases there for
the next half century. In each postcolonial decade, Washington has intervened to
revitalize the country’s security forces with massive infusions of aid and advisory
support, a process that continues today.
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Circumstances in the Middle East are even less favorable. Iraq’s insurgents
have vast supplies of weapons, permeable borders through which to import
more, and endless extralegal financing through oil smuggling and kidnapping.
Further complicating the chances for long-term success in building a viable
democracy, Baghdad’s client government is crippled by corruption, ethnic divi-
sions, and a simmering civil war.15 Yet, with its national prestige at stake, Wash-
ington may yet invest sufficient manpower and material resources to reduce the
insurgency to manageable levels, transfer power to a viable coalition, and with-
draw to fortified bases inside Iraq for another half century, intervening periodi-
cally with aid and advisers, much as we are still doing in the Philippines, to shore
up a corrupt client state and its secret police whenever it is shaken by coups or
insurgency. As Ahmad Chalabi, once America’s favored Iraqi ally, observed so
acutely at end of the Bush era in late 2008, many in official Washington still
wished to make Iraq a “puppet state . . . governed through a corrosive mix of
covert intelligence and military support spoon-fed to a permanent oligarchy.”16

If we wish to understand the future of America’s adventures in Iraq and
Afghanistan, then this parallel Philippine experience offers some cautionary
reminders about the costs of conquest at home and abroad. At this historical
moment of America’s untrammeled global dominion, it seems timely to look
backward and explore the impact of the long-forgotten Philippine pacification,
particularly the critical role of colonial policing in the formation of two modern
states, America and the Philippines.

From a personal perspective, this study draws together two strands of my re-
search that have remained quite separate. Over the past forty years, for reasons
that still elude me, I never quite found a way to fuse my conventional scholarship
on Philippine history with my unconventional writing on the demimonde of
crime and drugs. Looking back, it seems that I needed several decades of research
on Southeast Asia to make sense of all those details and grasp something of a
larger design and its implications for the study of history. Simply put, it has taken
me half a lifetime to know what I know.

Considering the role of police and crime in shaping the Philippine state has
produced some unexpected insights. Through juxtaposition of the formal and in-
formal, legal and illegal, the study of a seemingly small problem—policing in the
twentieth-century Philippines—quickly grew into an exploration of larger issues.
Arbitrary separations between colonizer and colonized, home and abroad, gritty
crime scene details and abstract constitutional principles, dissolved, and there
emerged a perspective that should encourage some revisions in the national nar-
ratives of the Philippines and the United States. Both modern states were forged
after 1898 in the same crucible of colonial conquest that unleashed powerful forces
of mutual transformation, particularly in the sub rosa realm of internal security.
As a first step toward such a revisionist history, the chapters that follow offer some
correctives to our current, overly formal understanding of the modern state.
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If the fruits of this fusion are so rich, one might ask why scholars have been so
slow to incorporate the criminal and covert margins of society into the history of
modern nation-states. Here we can only speculate. Most fundamentally, histori-
ans need sources to study. History is thus shaped to a surprising degree by the
randomness of the documents that survive war and revolution, fire and flood.
Armies usually preserve their papers for posterity while police and secret services
tend to conceal or destroy their records. Military histories can quote first-person
sources, battlefield dispatches, and staff studies while the far fewer police histo-
ries often rely on secondary sources, many of a critical or even adversarial prove-
nance such as court cases or commissions of inquiry.17 Military history, with its
heroism and accessible archives, fills academic journals and library shelves with
tens of thousands of volumes; the police, with their sordid aura and sealed
dossiers, are thus much less studied.

By ignoring the substantial role of criminal syndicates and clandestine ser-
vices in modern political life, academic historians have often relegated these un-
seemly matters, by default, to the lower registers of vocational education or pop-
ular entertainment in film, pulp fiction, or tabloid exposé.18 Soldiers and sailors
are integral to national narratives; police, prison guards, syndicate bosses, in-
formers, and spies are much less so. Workers who strike are carefully studied, but
the private detectives and secret services that plot their defeat and even their
deaths receive brief mention at best. In the writing of national history, society’s
shadowy interstices and those who inhabit them often remain obscure.

Certainly, there are serious scholarly studies of the criminal and clandestine
milieu. In recent years, as the study of globalization and its borderlands has
drawn social scientists to the transnational trafficking in illicit goods, their in-
sights have been hampered by what the editors of a seminal volume call “the diffi-
culty of thinking outside the conceptual and material grasp of the modern
state.”19 Even this research is still, at this writing, overwhelmed by the sheer mass
of dissertations, monographs, histories, textbooks, documentaries, monuments,
and museums whose unstated, unwitting aim is to affirm state authority. Through
the sum of these endeavors, historians have encircled the nation-state with a
sacral barrier that precludes cognizance of its profane margins: systemic violence,
institutional corruption, extralegal security operations, and, most important,
syndicated vice. Many social historians have escaped the nation-state’s hegemony
through studies of popular movements among workers, women, or minorities.
But few have looked at the state long and hard from its sordid underside—an
interstice that is the sum of addiction, avarice, blackmail, cowardice, scandal,
torture, venality, and violence. As acolytes of the nation-state, conventional his-
torians turn away from such a disconcerting dimension and often adopt a posi-
tive, at times celebratory view of their polity that discourages consideration of
the influence of the informal on the formal, the criminal on the powerful, or, in
some cases, the colonized on the colonizer.
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Understanding how the state operates is a problem of critical import for ordi-
nary citizens who have to function in a social rather than represented reality.
These topics omitted from formal scholarship have become subjects of endless
popular fascination in fiction and films, from D. W. Griffith’s racist epic Birth of a
Nation to Francis Ford Coppola’s The Godfather. Academic historians usually find
their carefully crafted monographs read in graduate seminars with perhaps a
dozen students, while historical films about America’s dark underside have be-
come a revisionist curriculum for a worldwide audience of millions.

Clearly some correction is in order. As a discipline that hews closely to pri-
mary sources, history is best engaged not in the ether of theoretical abstraction
but in its empirical application to particular problems. Thus, to tease out the full
significance of the Philippine pacification for American state formation we can
mine the mass of archival documents from a half century of U.S. colonial rule,
incorporating the police and security services into a revised historical narrative
for a new approach to America’s imperial past.

To probe the mutually transformative impact of empire, part one of this
book examines the origins of U.S. policing in the Philippines. By exploring a
range of terrain and topics, these eight chapters show how America’s antecedent
information revolution created a colonial surveillance state that transformed the
character of Philippine politics by repressing radical nationalism and replacing it
with conservative patronage politics. On the other side of the Pacific, Washing-
ton repatriated the personnel and policies of colonial rule during World War I
and used them to conduct what may have been the most systematic surveillance
of its citizens ever undertaken by a modern government, producing institutional
innovations that helped establish a nascent national security state.

Part two of the book explores the legacy of colonial policing in the postcolo-
nial Philippines with two aims: understanding how the security apparatus em-
bedded inside the Philippine state during U.S. colonial rule remained a potent
instrument of executive power; and, of equal import, analyzing how postcolonial
American involvement in Philippine security reforms was a manifestation of
Washington’s global reach. While the book’s first half tracks the flow of intelli-
gence innovations from Manila to Washington, the second emphasizes the re-
verse flow of security doctrines through the periodic dispatch of U.S. military aid
and advisory teams to support the Philippine state against internal threats, from
counterinsurgency against communist-led peasant guerrillas in the 1950s through
the antiterrorist campaign against Islamic insurgents since 2001.

Each chapter in part two explores a distinctive facet of a colonial legacy that
has proved deep and lasting. By forming a secret police to serve executive power
and then prohibiting vice in ways that encouraged political corruption, the
American colonial government set in motion contradictory forces, powerful se-
curity and syndicated vice, that continued to shape the Philippine polity after in-
dependence in 1946. The new Philippine Republic’s reliance on police controls
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and its citizens’ sensitivity to issues of order have made policing a potent source
of political legitimacy. As crime and violence roiled Manila in the early 1970s,
President Ferdinand Marcos played on this disorder to abolish the Republic and
establish an authoritarian regime that ruled for fourteen years through central-
ized police controls.

After Marcos’s fall in 1986 his democratic successors expanded this now per-
vasive system of police power. While President Corazon Aquino deployed the na-
tional police to quash popular protests, her successor, Fidel Ramos, used his long
years in command of the constabulary to make police service a new path to the
presidency. Two succeeding presidents, Joseph Estrada and Gloria Arroyo, em-
ployed their police powers to expropriate a share of the jueteng lottery’s illegal
profits and thereby finance their political operations—schemes made possible by
the colonial and national legal prohibitions that sustained this vast illicit industry.

The continuing influence of U.S. colonial policing was clearly manifest by the
late 1990s when mastery of the criminal netherworld became a prerequisite for an
effective Filipino president. Just as patronage machines once dominated Philip-
pine elections in the middle decades of the twentieth century, so the nexus of
police, crime, and covert operations now shapes the character of Philippine
electoral politics. The police powers created under U.S. colonial rule have thus
become a central facet of the modern Philippine state in the half century since
independence.

Clearly, colonial policing has left a persistent, problematic legacy for the post-
colonial Philippines. Whether Filipino presidents exploit their extraordinary po-
lice powers, try to limit them, or attempt something in between, each is impli-
cated in the system and is in some way forced to engage this netherworld of secret
services and criminal syndicates. At a wider, more abstract level, this study at-
tempts to explore the hidden costs of this march to modernity in both America
and the Philippines, arguing that progress toward democracy has also unleashed
countervailing forces: a strong state security apparatus, intrusive surveillance,
and an empowered executive inclined to use both.
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Capillaries of Empire

A         , Commodore George
Dewey of the U.S. Navy arrayed his squadron of steel-hulled warships at the edge
of Asia. Steaming across Manila Bay at first light on May 1, 1898, his rapid-fire
guns sank the aging Spanish fleet and cleared the way for an attack on Manila.
After transports arrived three months later, U.S. Army troops stormed Manila’s
massive battlements and seized a city Spain had ruled for 350 years. At the cost of
just 121 casualties in a single day of sporadic fighting, the United States had be-
come, for the first time in its history, an imperial power.1

Yet even in this hour of glory, the U.S. Army faced the immediate threat of a
second and far more violent war. Only hours after occupying the city, the Provost
Guard was charged with maintaining order in what its commander called “this
revolutionary and insurrectionary city of . . . 250,000 inhabitants of the most di-
verse nationality and . . . [with] an unusually large proportion of the criminal
classes . . . , gamblers and speculators, toughs and the blackguards.” And ringing
the city were trench works bristling with the guns of fifteen thousand Filipino
soldiers, the army of a revolutionary republic poised to rise in revolt.2

At the dawn of the twenty-first century, Chief Superintendent Florencio Fi-
anza of the Philippine National Police (PNP) arrayed his squads of helmeted riot
police before the gates of Manila’s presidential palace. Fighting desperately from
first light on May 1, 2001, police armed with shotguns and water cannons scattered
a mob of fifty thousand urban poor, their bodies marked with gang tattoos and
fortified with drugs. At the cost of just 117 civilian casualties in six hours of hand-
to-hand fighting, Philippine police had saved the presidency of Gloria Arroyo.

Yet even in its hour of victory the Arroyo administration faced volatile in-
stability. Millions of urban poor filled the fetid slums that ringed Manila, ready
to spill into the streets in anger over miserable lives plagued by endemic disease
and endless unemployment. Armed with special powers, Arroyo’s police would



struggle to prevent a recurrence of mass violence by “hoodlums and crimi-
nals” hidden in the back alleys of a metropolis swollen to some twenty million
inhabitants.3

The juxtaposition of these two battles separated by a century reveals the
Philippines as the site of a protracted social experiment in the use of police as an
instrument of state power. In the late nineteenth century at this edge of empire,
freed of the constraints of constitution, courts, and civil society, the U.S. regime
deployed its information technologies to form what was arguably the world’s first
surveillance state.4 True, British imperial rule relied on the Indian Police Service,
which grew after 1860 into a repressive “Police Raj” with omnipresent spies and
brutal paramilitary squads. The Dutch organized a political police for the Neth-
erlands Indies in 1921 with a blanket surveillance that smothered Indonesian
nationalist agitation for nearly twenty years. The French formed “intelligence
states” that were “over-stretched and outflanked” in their North African colonies;
and, after 1917, created a centralized Sûreté for Indochina that engaged in “the re-
lentless acquisition of information” and became “skilled at forecasting threats to
French authority.” The famed Paris police, though a “laboratory of police moder-
nity,” still suffered “marked shortcomings” throughout the nineteenth century.
The czarist secret police was legendary during its long history from 1827 to 1917
for agile agent provocateur tactics, though it, too, was hampered by “technologi-
cal inadequacy” and as late as 1910 had only forty-nine employees reading mail for
the entire empire.5 Despite certain strengths, none of these could match the syn-
thesis of legal repression, incessant patrolling, and suffocating surveillance found
in the colonial Philippines. During the first decade of U.S. rule, the colonial se-
curity services, particularly the multifaceted Philippines Constabulary, succeeded
in demobilizing a deeply rooted national revolution and advancing a conserva-
tive elite to fill the political void. Hence this study’s first substantive conclusion:
the creation of sophisticated modern policing was crucial to the U.S. pacification
of the Philippines.

After creating a formidable counterinsurgency force, the U.S. regime installed
this coercive apparatus within the Philippine colonial state, making the constabu-
lary central to both its administration and popular perception. With strong links
to the executive and minimal checks and balances, the police quickly emerged as a
major factor in the country’s politics. Moreover, by enacting stringent laws against
personal vices such as gambling and drugs, the colonial government inadvertently
amplified the role of police as would-be guardians of public morality. After
Philippine independence in 1946, the national police remained as a key instru-
ment of both legal and extralegal presidential power. Simultaneously, a symbiosis
of police power, political corruption, and vice prohibition soon metastasized into
something akin to a social cancer that persisted long after colonial rule, fomenting
iconic incidents of abuse and violence. Through corruption and excessive force,
the police became the source of the country’s recurring legitimation crises, from
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the electoral violence of the early 1950s through the latest “people power” upris-
ing of 2001. In a nation with countless sources of social conflict, it seems signifi-
cant that police scandals, often petty or even sordid, should raise such profound
issues of political legitimacy. Thus a second major conclusion: the U.S. colonial
regime’s reliance on police for pacification and political control embedded this
security apparatus within an emerging Philippine state, contributing ultimately
to an unstable excess of executive power after independence.

Not only did colonial policing influence Philippine state formation, but it also
helped transform the U.S. federal government. Indeed, security techniques bred
in the tropical hothouse of colonial governance were not contained at this pe-
riphery of American power. Through the invisible capillaries of empire, these in-
novations percolated homeward to implant both personnel and policies inside
the Federal bureaucracy for the formation of a new internal security apparatus.
During the social crisis surrounding World War I, a small cadre of colonial police
veterans created a clandestine capacity within the U.S. Army, establishing Mili-
tary Police for the occupation of a war-torn Europe as well as Military Intelli-
gence for both surveillance at home and espionage abroad. Once established
under the pressures of wartime mobilization, this federal surveillance effort per-
sisted in various forms for the next fifty years, as a sub rosa matrix that honey-
combed U.S. society with active informers, secretive civilian organizations, and
government counterintelligence agencies.

This exploration of colonial policing thus reveals an important facet of state
formation not only in the Philippines but also in the United States. Though gen-
erally ignored by U.S. historians as a regrettable, even forgettable episode in the
course of American progress, when viewed through the prism of policing the
conquest of the Philippines emerges as an event of seminal import. Viewed con-
servatively, it was a bellwether, a significant manifestation of the repressive po-
tential of America’s first information revolution, discussed below.6 Viewed more
boldly, it arguably accelerated these changes, making the Philippine Islands a so-
cial laboratory at a critical juncture in U.S. history and producing a virtual blue-
print for the perfection of American state power. From the time its troops landed
at Manila in 1898, the U.S. Army applied the nation’s advanced information tech-
nology for combat operations and colonial pacification, merging Spanish police
structures with its own data management to create powerful new security agen-
cies. Unchecked by constitutional constraints, American colonials developed
innovative counterintelligence techniques that expanded the state’s ability to
monitor its Filipino subjects. Indeed, the first U.S. federal agency with a fully de-
veloped covert capacity was not the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) or the
Office of Naval Intelligence (ONI) but the Philippines Constabulary (PC).

These colonial origins were no mere catalyst for a process that might have
produced the same preordained outcome; instead, through a congruence of mo-
tive and opportunity, this imperial influence left a distinctive imprint on the
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character of America’s domestic security apparatus. These secret service methods,
whether broad information systems or specific interrogation techniques, have a
specific institutional genealogy, a gestational continuity, that requires the histo-
rian to track personnel, policies, and precedents, not assuming that they somehow
arrive axiomatically with the advent of modernity. While Europe’s highly evolved
state security services, colonial and national, contributed obliquely to the devel-
opment of U.S. intelligence doctrines, the occupation of the Philippines provided
a particularly favorable environment for cultivating covert techniques, institu-
tional networks, and systematic surveillance. These security procedures, bred like
tropical hybrids, were antithetical to American political traditions. But empire
provided a vehicle for introducing them into a deeply democratic society. Hence
a third conclusion: innovative colonial policing in the Philippines influenced the
formation of the American state, contributing to the development of a sophisti-
cated internal security apparatus.

The flow of security personnel and practices coursing through these capil-
laries of empire was neither unilateral nor confined to a particular period. Once
their roots were planted in the first decade of colonial rule, the circulation of
ideas would continue unabated for another century, first westward from Manila
to Washington, where they shaped U.S. internal security operations during World
War I, and then eastward back across the Pacific, where they strengthened the re-
pressive capacities of the postcolonial Philippine state. Whenever the Philippines
has been shaken by insurgency in the last sixty years, Washington has intervened
to shore up its security services with an infusion of military aid, first under the
Republic (1946 –72), then under President Marcos’s martial law regime (1972–86),
and most recently through President Arroyo’s role in the global war on terror
(2001–9). Viewed from Manila, these recurring contacts with U.S. security agen-
cies have made police power a key facet of the Philippine state. The Philippines
has become a major battleground in the war on terror—another protracted
foreign adventure whose security innovations are slowly migrating homeward
silently to spread surveillance and curtail civil liberties inside the United States.
Thus a fourth conclusion: by collaborating in the refinement of covert tech-
niques for internal security, these two states have forged powerful instruments to
fortify themselves against the processes of political change, slowing progress to-
ward civil rights in America and social justice in the Philippines.

The study of U.S.-Philippine security relations also serves as a microcosm for
America’s changing role in international affairs. No other nation has felt the force
of American power so closely, so constantly throughout Washington’s century-
long rise to world leadership. No other nation can reveal so much about the char-
acter of America’s international influence, both direct colonial rule and diffuse
global hegemony. At the high tide of European empires circa 1898, the Philippines
became the jewel in an American diadem of island colonies that stretched half-
way around the world from Cuba through the Canal Zone to Manila Bay. During
World War II the Philippines was the site of America’s greatest military defeat
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and greatest naval victory. In the postcolonial era that followed, the constant U.S.
presence in the Philippines exemplified Washington’s global reach through over-
seas bases, military alliances, and CIA covert operations whose sum has been the
integration of this and other sovereign nations into a nonterritorial American
imperium. For nearly half a century, from 1947 to 1992, the massive air and naval
bases near Manila were the largest among hundreds of U.S. military facilities in
operation overseas. While nuclear armadas contained communist armies behind
the Iron Curtain, a mix of covert intervention and counterinsurgency suppressed
any dissidence inside the allied nations that lay on America’s side of this global
divide. At the dawn of the cold war during the 1950s, the CIA tested new counter-
insurgency doctrines against peasant guerrillas in the Philippines. A decade later,
as Washington trained anticommunist police worldwide, American advisers
helped build a massive antiriot force for metropolitan Manila, laying the founda-
tions for martial rule. When Washington embraced third-world dictators during
the 1970s, President Marcos and his first lady were toasted at a White House state
dinner. After the United States reversed its policy and began advocating democ-
racy worldwide, the Philippines again led the way with its famed 1986 “people
power” revolution against Marcos, a televised uprising that inspired imitation
along the Iron Curtain from Beijing to Berlin. Its newly elected president, Co-
razon Aquino, addressed the U.S. Congress to thunderous applause and graced
the cover of Time as the magazine’s woman of the year. Since September 2001,
President Bush has spoken before the Philippine Congress and U.S. Special
Forces have become a constant presence in the Islamic isles of the southern Phil-
ippines. Thus, the study of the twentieth-century Philippines reveals much about
the changing character of U.S. global power.

There is an obvious yet overlooked international dimension to the U.S. colo-
nial legacy. By embedding a paramilitary apparatus inside the Philippine execu-
tive, the United States installed a point of entry for later intrusions into the inter-
nal affairs of a sovereign state. In the half century since independence, the United
States has intervened almost every decade, working through its natural allies in
the Philippine police and military to introduce aid, advisers, security doctrines,
and covert operations, thereby curbing local threats to the U.S. global order
posed by communist guerillas, student demonstrators, or Islamic insurgents. Yet
the U.S. influence goes beyond strengthening a bureaucratic apparatus of repres-
sion. Building on the institutional foundations laid during colonial rule, U.S. ad-
visers have fostered an extralegal dimension in Philippine security operations
through the introduction of macabre psychological warfare tactics in the 1950s,
training in sophisticated torture techniques during the 1970s, violent vigilante
operations in the 1980s, and tacit approval of widespread extrajudicial killings
since September 2001.

Though long treated as a peripheral chapter in U.S. history, the pacification
and policing of the Philippines after 1898 is a small topic with larger implications.
Methodologically, the study of national history via policing’s netherworld
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breaches the analytical barriers that separate high politics from low, colony from
metropole, allowing a fuller view of the past and its politics. Empirically, it de-
mands revisions to the political history of two nations. From the U.S. perspec-
tive, this is a book about America’s exercise of global power, its character and
consequences; viewed from Manila, it is an inquiry into America’s role, as both a
colonial and postcolonial power, in shaping the contemporary Philippine plight
of endless poverty and mass desperation contained by efficient police repression.
Theoretically, the investigation of Philippine policing can help us move beyond
the concept of colonialism as a unilateral process that only affects the far-off
periphery toward an awareness of the pervasive, mutually transformative power
of empire, changing the character of governance in both colony and metropole.
Ultimately, this inquiry invites a reconsideration of the character of the modern
state, both its internal security operations and its integration into larger global
systems.

Thinking about the State

At the theoretical level, this study of Philippine policing challenges the most ven-
erable axiom about the character of the modern state. “What is a ‘state’?” politi-
cal theorist Max Weber asked an audience at Munich University in 1918. “Today,”
he famously answered, “we have to say that a state is a human community that
(successfully) claims the monopoly of the legitimate use of physical force within a
given territory.”7 Although this maxim has long resonated for its striking clarity,
Weber said surprisingly little about the ways a state might exercise such raw
power. By emphasizing physical force, admittedly an important attribute, he
overlooked a subtle yet significant facet of political power—the modern state’s
use of coercion not to enforce brute compliance but to extract information for
heightened levels of social control.

Indeed, the modern state seems to be distinguished from its medieval anteced-
ents by an advance beyond exemplary physical punishment of the few to system-
atic social control over the many. By the eighteenth century the early modern state
had sufficient coercive capacities to press-gang peasants or punish enemies in
what E. P. Thompson called “the ritual of public execution” with “the corpse rot-
ting on the gibbet beside the highway.”The aim of such grisly executions was noth-
ing less than political control through what Michel Foucault styled the “exercise
of ‘terror.’ ”8 But the state still lacked the means for systematic social regulation.
The slow perfection of state power in Europe and its colonies was, as the political
scientist Benedict Anderson reminds us, “impossible without the kind of finan-
cial and technological resources that high-industrial capitalism made possible.”9

Over the past two centuries the state has been modernized through the deep-
ening penetration of private space for the accumulation of ever more diverse and
detailed information. In his provocative study of the first, post-Enlightenment
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phase of this modernization, James C. Scott suggests that we study the state not
by gazing down from its lofty ramparts like Weber but by looking up from its
encircling forests and furrows. Viewed from below, the modern state’s defining
attribute is its imposition of “legibility” on man and nature through a series of
“state simplifications.” Just as cadastral maps, first adopted by the Netherlands in
1807, transformed a peasant patchwork into a precisely quantified array of tax-
able land, so Napoleon decreed that all French citizens would have patronyms,
distinctive last names, to inscribe them for tax, census, and conscription.10 Leg-
ibility came to Europe’s empires somewhat later, with Britain’s Colonial Office
trying to manage its far-flung territories after 1820 by collecting long lists of
loosely aggregated data on taxes, duties, exports, and imports.11 Yet all this infor-
mation was passive, statistically, even socially useful but not politically action-
able. The bureaucracy was still “blind,” unable to read deeply into its endless lists
of property and people to detect deviants or subversives.

America’s Information Revolution

After this European rationalization played itself out in the mid-nineteenth cen-
tury, the United States became the site of an information revolution whose syn-
ergies were a second, significant phase in the perfection of state power. In an ex-
traordinary burst of human ingenuity, American inventors created new products
and processes for the rapid compilation, codification, transmission, storage, and
retrieval of information. Moving beyond simple enumeration of land or human
bodies, this information revolution allowed the manipulation of raw data that
was limitless in its capacity for quantification, swift in its retrieval of significant
detail, and agile in its analysis. Among its many applications, such data manage-
ment invested the state with the potential for mass surveillance, allowing for the
first time an advance beyond punishment of the few to control over the many—a
critical, defining attribute of the modern state. Instead of compiling mute lists
for purposes of taxation and conscription, the state now had the political intelli-
gence with which to identify individuals and surveil groups deemed subversive,
amassing incriminating information and monitoring movements. Clearly, the
character of this American innovation merits closer examination.

In the late nineteenth century America’s information revolution erupted,
during two extraordinary decades, the 1870s to the 1880s, from a concatenation of
inventions in the management of textual, statistical, and visual data. Let us listen
as these dates sing, a cappella, a song of progress. In just a few years, the combina-
tion of Thomas A. Edison’s quadruplex telegraph (1874), Philo Remington’s com-
mercial typewriter (1874), and Alexander Graham Bell’s telephone (1876) allowed
the transmission and recording of textual data of unprecedented quality, at un-
equaled speeds, and with unsurpassed accuracy.12 After completion of the trans-
continental telegraph line (1861) and the transatlantic cable (1866), the Western
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Union Corporation imposed a monopoly over the nation’s fragmented telegraph
industry, expanding its wired network tenfold from just 76,000 miles in 1866 to
769,000 by 1893. Through contracts with Western Union, the Associated Press
grew with equal speed, leasing its first direct telegraph wire (1875), using the Edi-
son quadruplex for simultaneous transmission of multiple messages (1875), and
adopting the typewriter for rapid, accurate transcription (1885). The integration
of these innovations allowed the sending of dispatches from around the globe to
newsrooms across the nation at forty typed words per minute, the international
standard for another century.13 Fifteen years after the New York Herald’s first
publication of a transatlantic telegraphic dispatch (1866), over 100,000 miles of
oceanic cables, largely British, crisscrossed the globe, making the international
wire services, particularly the Reuters-Havas cartel (established 1870), a domi-
nant force in news media. By 1881 America’s Bell system had a network of 123,000
telephones, by far the world’s largest, and was incorporated four years later as
American Telephone and Telegraph (AT&T).14 The fusion of these innovations
fostered a global information regime that allowed fast transmission and accurate
processing of almost limitless quantities of textual information.

This dynamic era saw parallel progress in statistical and visual data manage-
ment. In the business world Dorr E. Felt’s development of a key-driven adding
machine (1885) accelerated the spread of cost accounting, producing, arguably,
the first quantum advance since the development of double-entry bookkeeping
in the fifteenth century. After the engineer Herman Hollerith patented the punch
card (1889) with the distinctive elongated dimensions used for the next century,
the federal government quickly adopted his inventions, first in the Surgeon Gen-
eral’s Office to track thousands of military patients and then in the U.S. Census
Bureau (1890). With Hollerith’s Electrical Tabulating machine clerks could pro-
cess up to twenty thousand cards per day, counting two hundred tons of census
records in just six weeks to announce that the U.S. population was 62,622,250—
a speed that stunned the American public and a success that later led its inventor
to help found International Business Machines (IBM).15 Almost simultaneously
the development of photoengraving (1881) and George Eastman’s roll film (1889)
extended this information revolution to visual data, culminating in the construc-
tion of the Automatic Photograph Factory in New York with a heretofore un-
imaginable output of 147,000 prints daily (1895).16

Parallel innovations in data storage allowed reliable encoding and rapid re-
trieval from this swelling torrent of information. At opposite ends of same small
state in the mid-1870s, two American librarians solved the ancient riddle of clas-
sification. While cataloging the Amherst College Library, Melvil Dewey published
his famed Decimal Classification (1876), which reduced the complexity of human
knowledge to a set of Arabic numerals. At Boston’s Athenaeum Library, Charles
A. Cutter, finding that this decimal system did not allow close classification,
added letters to Dewey’s numbers for a system with thirty-six divisions, described
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in his Rules for a Dictionary Catalogue (1875) and Expansive Classification (1891).
When the new Library of Congress opened in 1897 with 950,000 volumes, many
unclassified, its chief cataloger refined Cutter’s method to produce a system,
striking in its “simplicity and elasticity,” which became an international standard.
The sum of these innovations was the “smart number,” which signified not just
mute order but actual content.17

Within a decade of Cutter’s and Dewey’s first publications, U.S. libraries, hos-
pitals, and armed forces applied the smart number to systems that reduced other-
wise unmanageable masses of books, persons, and reports to numerical codes,
unique and categorical, for rapid filing, retrieval, and cross-referencing. In quick
succession the Office of Naval Intelligence created a file card method for record-
ing intelligence (1882) and the U.S. Army’s Military Information Division (MID)
adopted a similar system at its founding three years later (1885). Indicative of the
intense tempo of this information revolution, MID’s intelligence cards grew
from just four thousand in 1892 to over three hundred thousand a decade later.18

In its quest for quantification, the army used a short test, developed by the psy-
chologist Lewis M. Terman, to measure the “intelligence quotient” (IQ) of the
nearly two million males conscripted at the start of World War I, collecting data
that seemed to show marked ethnic differences in intelligence.19 These synergies
in statistical, textual, and visual data represented nothing less than a modern in-
formation revolution.

Yet the impact of these innovations on domestic security was surprisingly
slow. Gilded Age law enforcement was controlled by urban political machines
that used police for patronage, inhibiting both innovation and professionalism.
Consequently, change came to U.S. crime control from a mix of foreign and
domestic sources.20 At the Paris police headquarters in 1884 Alphonse Bertillon
developed the world’s first scientific criminal identification system based on
four key elements: eleven precise cranial and corporeal measurements, two facial
photographs (front and profile), twenty-seven biometric divisions for accurate
filing, and a single six-inch-square card for recording both physical description
and criminal history. At Chicago in 1896 the National Association of Chiefs of
Police established a central bureau of identification based on Bertillon’s method.21

Just as Bertillonage was winning acceptance, however, the senior inspector for
British India, Sir Edward R. Henry, developed a fingerprint classification system
so accurate that it was adopted by his colonial police in 1897 and Scotland Yard
just four years later. After a British officer demonstrated the speed of the Henry
system to American police chiefs at the Saint Louis World’s Fair in 1904, New
York and other major cities soon adopted fingerprinting as their sole standard
for criminal identification. Although the Bureau of Investigation (later the FBI)
did not follow suit until 1924, its files passed the six million mark within a decade
and its director was soon urging compulsory fingerprinting for all citizens. Only
months after a young J. Edgar Hoover became head of the bureau’s Radical
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Division in 1919, he could boast of eighty thousand file cards “covering the ac-
tivities of not only the extreme anarchists but also the more moderate radicals.”22

Indeed, Henry’s fingerprints and Bertillon’s file cards merged into the standard
U.S. criminal identification format still seen on the FBI wanted posters displayed
at every post office, with physical description, criminal record, and facial photos
arrayed much as they were on Bertillon’s original card back in 1884. Though
long superseded, Bertillonage established the fundamentals for all subsequent
biometric systems, even the most recent innovations in retinal identification:
precise measurement, reliable taxonomic indices for data retrieval, and visual
confirmation.23

While it was an imitator in criminal identification, the United States was an
innovator in police and fire communications. In 1852, Dr. William F. Channing
installed the world’s first electric fire-alarm system in Boston using forty cast-iron
alarm boxes to transmit signals through telegraph wires to the city’s Central Fire
Alarm Station. After patenting his invention in 1854, Channing sold the rights to
an entrepreneur, John N. Gamewell, who soon made this system the world stan-
dard with installations in over five hundred American cities.24 In 1880, just four
years after the invention of the telephone, Gamewell pioneered an integrated po-
lice telegraph/telephone call-box system. “With the advent of this service,” said
the company’s commemorative volume, “a police department became . . . a com-
pact unit, quickly responsive to conditions, and controlled and directed as one
man by a central authority.”25 In 1890, for example, the city of Brooklyn installed
a Gamewell network in nine police precincts with two-way messaging for foot
patrols via 189 signal boxes, which were soon handling an annual volume of
143,411 hourly reports and 2,375 patrol wagon calls in a single precinct.26 By 1900,
American cities had a total of 912 municipal security networks transmitting
forty-one million messages annually.27

In the space of a few decades America had changed from a society with frag-
mentary records and local constables into a nation with centralized criminal files,
wired cities, nascent intelligence services, and systematic social indices. European
states, of course, had long maintained libraries, ledgers, and legions of spies that
made their capitals nests of espionage and imperial intrigue.28 But it was the
American genius to rationalize data management inside these same institutions,
producing innovations whose sum was a modern information infrastructure. For
the first time, state security services had the capacity to identify every individual
with a unique number, allowing accurate encoding, filing, and retrieval of data
on countless millions, whether citizens or colonial subjects.

But application of these innovations inside America itself was blocked by
a strong tradition of civil liberties. From the perspective of even a half century
later, Washington’s reach circa 1898 was faint, its grip on citizens’ lives light, and
its role in crime control still surprisingly limited. Between 1877 and 1900 the
United States experienced what Stephen Skowronek calls a “patchwork” pattern
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of state building without anything akin to “a concentrated governing capacity.”
After 1900, however, urbanization, industrialization, and overseas expansion
“raised demands for national governmental capacities that were foreign to the ex-
isting state structure,” unleashing a process of bureaucratic modernization in
these imperial decades.29 The twinned forces of centralization and moderniza-
tion also influenced federal crime control and domestic security, topics often
overlooked in this burgeoning literature on U.S. state formation.30

Indeed, policing exemplifies the processes of U.S. state formation through its
shift, circa 1900 to 1930, from localized law enforcement, which was mired in pa-
tronage, to a modern, centralized administration. As cities grew beyond the early
citizen “watch forces,” New York formed the nation’s first “full-time police force”
in 1845, and others soon followed. Between 1865 and 1905 metropolitan police
forces grew rapidly, with Chicago’s, for example, expanding tenfold to 2,196 offi-
cers by century’s turn. City fathers, determined to avoid the militarized European
model, compromised by creating uniformed police forces under local civilian
control. With the start of civil service protection in 1884 at Brooklyn and Milwau-
kee, police became more professional, but paradoxically, as Americans discovered
to their dismay in the 1890s, “they also became more corrupt.” For readers of New
York City’s penny press, these problems were personified by Alexander “Clubber”
Williams, a pathologically violent officer with a thirty-year career (1866 –95)
marked by 350 formal complaints against him in a single year and a tidy $100,000
in graft from his command of the Tenderloin vice district. “There is more law in
the end of a policeman’s nightstick,” he said defiantly, “than in a decision of the
Supreme Court.” Throughout 1894 the New York legislature’s Lexow committee
conducted a sensational probe of the city’s police, showing how officers pur-
chased promotions, their commanders served as agents of the Democratic ma-
chine, and both protected the vice trades. When the committee pressed police
chief Thomas F. Byrnes to explain how his annual salary of $5,000 built a real
estate fortune that included a Fifth Avenue property worth $550,000, he denied
any personal corruption but admitted that his officers took bribes from brothels.
The city’s subsequent attempt at reform did not last much beyond Theodore
Roosevelt’s brief tenure as police commissioner, and his most lasting achieve-
ment was easing Clubber Williams and Chief Byrnes gently into retirement—
with full pensions. Parallel investigations from Baltimore (1895) to Los Angeles
(1900) found the same corrupt alliance between precinct captains and powerful
ward bosses. Fighting against these big city machines for the next thirty years,
middle-class reformers would campaign for centralization under an empowered
police chief and rationalization through modern communications. As a counter-
weight to these urban problems, states such as Pennsylvania (1902) and New York
(1917) established paramilitary state police. Moreover, the federal role in local law
enforcement grew as the Bureau of Investigation formed a Criminal Division
(1919), launched the country’s Uniform Crime Reports system (1930), and
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opened its National Division of Identification (1930), which amassed, over the
next quarter century, 141 million fingerprints.31

There were, of course, important European innovations in intelligence and
counterintelligence that could have had a significant influence on the U.S. federal
government but, for complex reasons, did not. Russia’s Okhrana state police, es-
tablished in 1881, proved deft at agent provocateur and penetration operations.
Britain’s Special Branch started its political surveillance in 1884. Italy established
a centralized fingerprint bureau in 1908. Germany excelled in scientific detection
and resident registration, with twelve million cards filed by two hundred clerks
for Berlin alone by 1914. But many of these advances came too late, their data
management was too labor-intensive, and, above all, their clandestine operations
were too carefully concealed to have any real impact on America. In the 1880s Eu-
ropean armies invited American military attachés to observe their maneuvers.
European police regularly exchanged criminal identification procedures and in-
formation. But all state security agencies, civil and military, concealed every as-
pect of their clandestine operations: names, procedures, even their very exis-
tence. Starting in 1883, for example, the czarist Okhrana operated in Paris for a
full quarter century—with a stunning counterintelligence coup as early as 1890—
but its presence was unknown until a press exposé in 1909, and its tradecraft went
unstudied until the records were unsealed in 1957.32

Whatever lessons the Europeans might have offered, the U.S. Army’s Military
Information Division remained oblivious to the study of intelligence until the
advent of empire in 1898 created an undeniable need for information. Only
months before the Spanish-American War, the U.S. military attaché at Saint
Petersburg, Lt. Henry T. Allen, compiled a comprehensive report for MID on the
Swedish military that ignored only one major area: intelligence.33 This oversight
also appears in an analysis of Europe’s 1895 maneuvers by an officer who would
soon command MID, Capt. Arthur L Wagner, and recurred in its review of the
world’s armies for 1896, with just four sentences on intelligence in a twenty-one-
page survey of the German army.34 Indeed, Wagner’s own treatise, The Service of
Security and Information, published in 1893 and revised a decade later, devoted
most of its 250 pages to sentry posts and cavalry patrols, seemingly oblivious to
the modern craft of intelligence and counterintelligence.35

Thus, on the eve of empire in 1898 the United States still had a national bu-
reaucracy with surprisingly limited coercive and covert capacities. During its first
century the federal government had created a few small enforcement units, each
restricted to a narrow investigative ambit: the U.S. Marshals Service (1789) to sup-
port the federal courts; the Postal Service’s special agents (1801) to investigate
mail fraud; and the Secret Service (1865) to prevent counterfeiting. For most of
the Gilded Age Washington left policing to the cities and private detectives. When
the Justice Department was first established in 1870, Congress denied it an en-
forcement arm but allocated funds for investigations the attorney general used to
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hire the Pinkerton Agency’s private detectives. After Pinkerton’s armed agents
attacked workers during the violent Homestead Steel strike in 1892, Congress
barred the federal government from using even these services. Indeed, after Pres-
ident McKinley’s assassination in 1901 the treasury secretary reported that “no
provision exists for the investigation of the secret organizations which are main-
tained in all centers of industrial activity” and are filled with members “who
preach assassination and anarchy.” Absent an adequate federal force, the big three
among security firms—Burns, Pinkerton, and Thiel—grew by the end of the
“golden age of private detective work” in 1920 to a combined total of 135,000 em-
ployees and 10,000 local offices.36

Thus, by 1900 U.S. state security was still restricted to revenue investigations
by a small Secret Service Division in Treasury and the Special Agency Service in
Customs.37 Recognizing that the government had little investigative reach beyond
the customs barrier, the Justice Department, on orders from President Theodore
Roosevelt, established the Bureau of Investigation in July 1908. This fledgling
force, with just twenty-three agents and limited authority, would slowly grow
into the modern FBI.38 At century’s turn, however, Washington still remained, in
the clandestine realm, a tabula rasa on which empire could inscribe its writ.

Imperial Army

During its first three years in the Philippine Islands (1898 –1901) the U.S. Army
combined combat operations, innovative policing, and civil reforms to crush
the Filipino revolutionary army, creating an occupation government that it be-
queathed to its civilian successor and thereby casting the new colonial state in its
coercive mold. Most important, the army also carried a template from America’s
new information technology that would soon shape the character of the U.S. colo-
nial police. In the years before the outbreak of the Spanish-American War in 1898,
the army’s fledgling Military Information Division had amassed substantial re-
sources for library research, including a data set of three hundred thousand cards,
a collection of six thousand maps, a military monograph series, and a photo-
graphic unit. As a result, the Spanish-American War was the first to be fought
with real-time telegraph communications and war planning based on MID’s in-
telligence. In the protracted pacification of the Philippines that followed, three
among MID’s slender cadre of veterans—Gen. Arthur MacArthur, Capt. Henry T.
Allen, and Capt. Ralph Van Deman—would expand these rudimentary military
methods into an elaborate system of surveillance and counterintelligence.39

Although the translation of these innovations into effective military practice
was slow, fitful, and surprisingly painful, a protracted counterguerrilla campaign
made accurate intelligence an imperative.40 After its repeating rifles, field artil-
lery, and rapid maneuvers destroyed the regular Filipino formations in the first
months of the war (February to November 1899), the U.S. Army spent the next
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three years mired in demoralizing counterinsurgency operations for which it was
ill-prepared. Landing without maps, language, or intelligence, the army soon be-
came, as a senior intelligence officer put it, “a blind giant” that was “more than
able to annihilate, to completely smash” anything it faced but found it “impos-
sible to get any information” about where or when to unleash this lethal force.
Complicating the army’s intelligence efforts, Filipino officers, despite their gener-
ally poor combat performance, were surprisingly skilled at espionage, developing
codes to conceal their identities and using disinformation to implicate fellow
countrymen disloyal to their cause.41

In one of history’s accidents, the Filipino flair for counterintelligence and the
American appetite for information combined to create an advanced form of mil-
itary espionage that fused combat intelligence and political surveillance. The U.S.
Army applied its advanced data management techniques to counterinsurgency
through a complex of new security forces: the Manila Metropolitan Police, the
Philippines Constabulary, and its own Division of Military Information.42

During the four years of combat operations, Manila became the battleground
for a new form of information warfare that left an important impress on the sub-
sequent colonial regime. Unlike their European counterparts in New Delhi, Bata-
via, or Saigon, American expatriates inherited an established city without a segre-
gated colonial cantonment that could insulate them from the crime and disease
of the native quarters, compelling the colonial government to impose its police
and public health regime on the entire city.43 Consequently, during its occupation
of Manila from 1898 to 1901, the army combined military intelligence and mod-
ern data management to lay the institutional foundations for a modern metro-
politan police force. When foot patrols and archival analysis failed to destroy
the revolution’s urban underground, the U.S. Provost Guard Special Brigade
developed covert techniques of surveillance and penetration to fight a counter-
guerrilla war in Manila’s maze of bricks and bamboo. After the capital was trans-
ferred to American civil officials in 1901, the army bestowed its innovative military
procedures on the new civilian police, notably, typed reports, numbered files,
specialized intelligence units, and sophisticated clandestine methods.

To these systems, Manila’s new police force added, between 1901 and 1906, ad-
vanced American crime-control technologies, including a centralized phone net-
work, Gamewell’s police and fire alarms, Bertillon’s photo identification system,
and fingerprinting. Within twenty years the Metropolitan Police would amass an
extraordinary “all embracing index” of alphabetized file cards for two hundred
thousand Filipinos—the equivalent of 70 percent of Manila’s entire popula-
tion.44 In an age when most U.S. police still relied on foot patrols and practiced
what New York City’s commissioner called “systematic and organized blackmail,”
Manila’s Metropolitans had, by 1906, a cadre of clerks trained in data manage-
ment and photographic identification, bilingual patrolmen who circulated the
city with clockwork regularity, and detectives skilled in undercover operations.45
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Inside the colonial capital five separate secret services—Army, Constabulary, Po-
lice, Customs, and Internal Revenue—deployed spies and agents in a ceaseless
surveillance of Filipino leaders and their private lives. The paramilitary Philip-
pines Constabulary was a particularly supple force, combining long-arm patrols
in the countryside and secret-service operations in the capital. Within five years
of its founding in 1901, the constabulary had developed a covert capacity that in-
cluded media monitoring, psychological profiling, surveillance, disinformation,
penetration, manipulation, and, when required, assassination. In their covert op-
erations and information systems, the U.S. colonial police quickly advanced far
beyond both their Spanish antecedents and their American counterparts.

In the first decade of civil rule the colonial government covered the archipel-
ago with a coercive apparatus that was invisible in its covert penetrations, omniv-
orous in its appetite for information, and enveloping in its omnipresence. Regu-
lar regiments stood ready near the capital to quell any disturbance, constabulary
companies crisscrossed remote hinterlands, and municipal police guarded town
plazas and city streets. Armed resistance was met with mass slaughter as artillery
and repeating rifles covered the ground with corpses. Nationalist agitation was
contained through a suffocating surveillance. Labor agitation was crushed by ar-
bitrary arrests and agent provocateur operations. Within a decade this total infor-
mation regime had pacified the Philippines.

Spanish Imprint

At this remote periphery of empire, the conjuncture of conquest and colonial rule
made the Philippines the site of an informal experiment in policing that revealed
the full potential of the new U.S. information infrastructure. Yet the American
experience was not altogether unique. With unchecked power over their colonial
subjects, imperial regimes worldwide were conducting similar, albeit less success-
ful experiments in social control. Indeed, after 1898 the U.S. colonial police in the
Philippines drew heavily on the structure and staff of the defeated Spanish im-
perial state. In the decades just prior to the U.S. conquest, Spanish officials in
Manila and San Juan, Puerto Rico, had applied scientific methods to create mod-
ernizing states markedly more effective and empowered than the governments in
either Madrid or Washington. Despite their dismissive rhetoric about degenerate
Iberian rule, American officials in Manila were heirs to a Spanish colonial appa-
ratus that had participated directly in Europe’s liberal application of science to
governance, creating in its remaining island colonies intrusive law enforcement,
modernized prisons, and centralized police forces.

During its last half century in the Philippine Islands, the Spanish regime
slowly built a tripartite structure for modern law enforcement through three
broad phases that culminated during the 1890s in the creation of centralized po-
licing in the European mold. After the loss of its Latin American empire and a
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local revolt by Filipino Creoles in the 1820s, the Spanish established a new police
force for Manila and its surrounding provinces with the aim of “protecting the
public safety and the property of honorable and pacific men,” ordering its agents
to “pursue without ceasing those who disturb the public order” with “gambling,
vagrancy, and robbery.” Reflecting the colony’s larger transition from a patrimo-
nial royal domain to the sovereign territory of a modern state, Manila’s police
were a hybrid force headed by a chief with cavalry and infantry at his disposition
yet still relying on local officials to monitor their residents.46

In a second, more rigorous centralization during the 1860s, the Manila au-
thorities separated the police from the long-dominant military, creating special
paramilitary forces for both capital and countryside. To contain rising unrest in
Philippine provinces, Spain introduced the European model of rural police as
a mounted force armed with short-barrel carbines, called the Gendarmerie
Nationale in France (established 1793), the Carabinieri in Italy (1814), and the
Guardia Civil in Spain (1844). In the three decades after its founding in 1868, the
colonial version of the Guardia Civil grew rapidly to cover the entire Philippine
archipelago with 156 officers and 3,342 men. To discharge its prime responsibility
of “determining the loyalty and disloyalty of individuals,” its troopers could ar-
rest anyone on the basis of mere suspicion and enjoyed a de facto authority for
“the use of force to extort confessions.”47 While the Philippine Guardia Civil se-
cured the countryside, a parallel organization, the Guardia Civil Veterana, po-
liced the streets of Manila, maintaining order and arresting prostitutes, thieves,
and drunkards. In 1882 this urban force underwent a substantial modernization.
Its regulations for regular mounted and foot patrols were made “military in their
essence”; its arms upgraded; and its ranks expanded to four hundred men, in-
cluding fifty European-born Spaniards of “good antecedents.”48 By the mid-
1890s, daily reports filed by the Guardia Civil Veterana depict an organization
that had devolved from an elite security squad into a conventional city police
force devoted mainly to directing horse cart traffic, enforcing tax payments, and
stopping the unsanitary slaughter of pigs and chickens.49 As Manila grew into a
city of 350,000 policing failed to keep pace, dropping from a ratio of one officer
per 844 residents in 1872 to one per 912 by 1896.50

In its last years the Spanish regime struggled to modernize law enforcement
by introducing less obvious components of urban security: fire control, forensic
science, telegraph service, telephones, public illumination, and prisons. In a
decree of January 1870, the government ordered the Guardia Civil to organize
Manila’s first firefighting service, which grew, over the next quarter century, into
a separate brigade with 276 employees. Following a royal order from Madrid that
applied to the entire Spanish empire, the colonial government granted an exclu-
sive franchise to the Manila Telephone Company in 1889 conditional on the pro-
vision of free service to government departments. To promote public safety, the
Spanish regime also chartered Manila’s La Electricista as a joint stock company in
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1892, granting it a twenty-year contract for the city’s public lighting. Within a few
years the city had replaced its faint kerosene street lamps with 1,140 electrical
lights along 104,280 meters of public streets, pushing back the shadows where
criminals and subversives took refuge.51 Telegraphy also grew steadily from a
single Manila-Cavite line in 1872 to an archipelago-wide system that extended
north to Ilocos by 1875, to Hong Kong by 1880, and south to the Visayan Islands
after 1881.52 In 1866 the Spanish government built a prison, the Cárcel de Bilibid,
as a model Benthamite edificio panóptico with a central tower from which guards
could see inside all the radiating cell blocks. Seventeen years later it made this
complex the capstone of a three-tiered carceral regime with central prisons, pro-
vincial jails, and local work brigades.53 By the 1890s, the colonial courts were
staffed with trained lawyers on both sides of the bar, the colony had a respectable
ratio of one constable for each 205 inhabitants, and the prison system was robust
enough to hold nearly one percent of the Filipino population behind bars.54

There was also a qualitative shift toward modern law enforcement exemplified by
the opening of the Laboratorio Médico Legal de Manila in late 1894. Following a
royal order from the Ministerio de Ultramar in Madrid that a scientific labora-
tory be built to assist in criminal investigations, Manila’s facility imported lab
equipment from Paris, established tight technical procedures, and was providing
chemical evidence in opium-smuggling cases by 1895.55 Despite marked limita-
tions, by the end of their rule in 1898 the Spanish had laid the rough foundations
for metropolitan security in Manila.

As dissidence rose in the last decade of its rule, the Spanish regime focused
not on the broad institutional infrastructure but on specialist operations to
maintain order and check subversion. In 1889, the Guardia Civil command in
Pampanga Province just north of Manila compiled systematic tabular data on
suspected subversives ( filibusteros), recording residence, race, and profession.56

Moreover, in July 1895 the Spanish regime announced the formation of the
Cuerpo de Vigilancia de Manila, an elite force of forty-five men with eight first-
class agents, mainly Spaniards, and thirty-two second-class agents, almost all Fil-
ipinos with military experience. Although it was subordinate to Guardia Civil
Veterana, its agents wore normal civilian clothes (vestidos de paisano).57 A year
later, when revolution erupted in Manila, the Spanish governor authorized these
officers to work undercover in “ordinary . . . clothing in order to enter, unnoticed
and without causing anyone to suspect them, the anti-Spanish meetings or con-
spiracies.”58 At the end of Spanish rule in 1898, Manila had 983 police in five units:
413 Veterana, 356 Carabineros, 134 Guardia Municipal, 35 port police, and 45
secret agents of the Cuerpo de Vigilancia.59

Like the larger Spanish police apparatus, the Cuerpo de Vigilancia generally
failed in its mission to penetrate subversive groups and preempt sedition. During
the months before and after the August 1896 revolution, many of the Cuerpo’s
second-class agents submitted daily reports of uneventful rambles along city
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streets. A Spanish judge in Cavite Province, the heart of the national revolution
just south of Manila, noted that the security services had “contemplated separat-
ist ideas with stoic passivity without placing any obstacle in their way.”60 Only
weeks after the outbreak of armed violence, the Cuerpo’s chief claimed that his
force had been aware of the impending revolt but the movement was so large that
it overwhelmed the finite resources of the security forces. As the prisons filled
with subversives, there had been “neither force, nor time, nor men sufficient for
this task,” forcing the Cuerpo to parole prisoners who soon rejoined the rebel
forces. Complicating matters further, the Cuerpo soon gathered convincing evi-
dence that the revolution had penetrated and compromised municipal police in
the Manila area.61 This undercover force did have its successes, notably a secret
mission by a second-class agent, a Filipino named Toribio Gatbonton, who en-
tered Gen. Emilio Aguinaldo’s revolutionary encampment in July 1897. The agent
had extensive conversations with the general himself and returned to make a de-
tailed report of the rebel army’s weapons, defenses, and morale.62 Other missions
were disastrous, including an undercover reconnaissance of Diliman, due east of
Manila, by second-class agent Gregorio Enriquez, who was chased by thirty men
armed with bolo knives and only escaped after jumping into a river.63 In the end
the sheer size of the revolutionary movement, the impossibility of monitoring
the entire population, and the deeply rooted Spanish accommodation with local
elites prevented the colonial security forces from crushing the revolution.

Among Filipinos there was strong antipathy toward the colonial police, par-
ticularly in the provinces near Manila where nationalist agitation was strongest.
Patrolling the countryside to extirpate banditry, the Guardia Civil harassed thou-
sands of ordinary Filipinos with petty charges of illegal gambling, improper
papers, or late taxes.64 In the last years of Spanish rule, a foreign observer noted
that Filipinos “accuse the Guardia Civil . . . with practicing extortion upon
defenseless natives [and] torturing witnesses to extort evidence.”65 The U.S. colo-
nial official Dean C. Worcester reported that many dissidents had suffered sum-
mary arrest, “which was followed either by their complete disappearance or by
the subsequent discovery of their dead bodies.” Not surprisingly, he added, the
“guardia civil were regarded with detestation and terror by the people.”66

In retrospect the excesses of Spanish law enforcement may have helped erode
the legitimacy of its colonial state. Reflecting this deep Filipino antipathy, the na-
tional martyr Jose Rizal broke the narrative of his famed 1886 novel, Noli Me Tan-
gere, for a chapter-length indictment. “Go from town to town, from house to
house, listen to the silent sighs of families,” the outlaw Elias tells the novel’s
wealthy protagonist, Ibarra, and “you will be convinced that the evils the Guardia
Civil correct are . . . less than the evils they continually cause.” As the voice of the
voiceless poor, Elias asks rhetorically whether the “terrorism” of the Guardia Civil
will “be able to put out the fire on which it pours more fuel?”67 As Rizal predicted,
such repression seemed to encourage rather than restrain the rise of a national
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consciousness. In August 1896 a small revolt erupted on the outskirts of Manila
and soon spread south to nearby Cavite Province, where a local landholder
named Emilio Aguinaldo quickly assembled a revolutionary army of 5,400 regu-
lars and 15,000 reserves. After some stunning victories against the Spanish forces,
General Aguinaldo’s troops launched a fitful campaign that, by the time the U.S.
Army landed in 1898, had swept Spaniards from the provinces and laid siege to
their capital, Manila.68

Although underfunded and overwhelmed right to the end, the Spanish forged
a surprisingly resilient bureaucratic template for subsequent security operations
that would persist for a century after their departure—a modern metropolitan
force to secure the capital, mobile constabulary for the countryside, and local po-
lice for scattered rural municipalities. More broadly, Spanish colonial police de-
fined a lasting set of missions for any state that would rule these volatile islands:
maintaining public order, regulating vice, and suppressing subversion.69

Colonial Laboratory

Like some imperial palimpsest, U.S. colonial policing bore the invisible but indel-
ible imprint of Spain’s antecedent empire. Facing implacable Filipino resistance
from the beginning, American colonials married the technologies of their own
information revolution to the centralized Spanish police structure, producing a
potent hybrid called the Philippines Constabulary. Lacking a tradition of na-
tional police, these accidental American colonials also mimed the tripartite Span-
ish enforcement structure: the Manila Metropolitans, rural constabulary, and
municipal police. Without language skills or local knowledge, American colonial
police initially relied on skilled subalterns recruited from the ranks of their for-
mer enemies, both mestizo veterans of the Spanish forces and defeated Filipino
officers hardened in a decade of revolutionary warfare. The U.S. governor-
generals who created and commanded these police were influenced by what one
colonial called “the historic continuity of the office under Spain,” which soon
overcame, in this colonial context, an ingrained “American prejudice . . . against
conferring centralized administrative control upon a single executive head.”70

Through this tropical hybridization, executive power, information management,
and imperial police were combined into a powerful coercive apparatus that soon
became central to U.S. rule.

Despite differences in scale, Great Britain’s reliance on colonial police to
govern its global empire provides the closest analogy to the American experience
in the Philippines. Colonial police were central to both British imperial rule
worldwide and modernization of the London metropolitan force at home. In-
deed, a recent survey of the British Empire from 1830 to 1940 called its police
“the most visible symbol of colonial rule” and “the cutting edge of colonial au-
thority.”71 In Egypt, India, and Central Africa surveillance was essential not just
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for law enforcement but for political control of native nationalists, leading C. A.
Bayly to argue that all European empires found “military and political intelli-
gence . . . a critical determinant of their success.”72 Through a “cross-fertilization
of imperial policing” across the British Empire, innovations in India influenced
the Royal Irish Constabulary and both later shaped the Palestine police.73 In this
high imperial age the ongoing modernization of London’s Metropolitan Police
was strongly influenced by colonial innovations, first from Ireland, which be-
tween 1780 and 1830 served as “the experiment station” for Britain’s own “projects
of centralization,” and later from a more disparate “colonial experimentation”
that introduced “quasi-military practices” to Victorian England.74 During the
empire’s protracted, painful decolonization, control over the police force and its
“ubiquitous” Special Branch enabled British officials to navigate the transition
and shape the new national governments. Across that quarter of the globe once
ruled by Great Britain, colonialism left a lasting legacy as newly independent states
from India to Ghana inherited a police apparatus that remained, apart from a
turnover in senior personnel, surprisingly unchanged.75

Though useful, these observations about Great Britain must be amplified in
ways that take the United States far beyond the limits of this literature. As a late
imperial power America occupied the Philippines in the midst of Asia’s first na-
tional revolution and soon found a colonial police force critical for both pacifica-
tion and political control. In a sprawling empire of Western plains and tropical
islands, only the Philippines stretched Washington’s coercive capacities to the
breaking point during a fifteen-year succession of insurgencies by a revolutionary
army, guerrilla remnants, an urban underground, messianic peasants, tribal war-
riors, and Muslim separatists. So strong was this resistance, and so sophisticated
Filipino counterintelligence, that the U.S. pacification campaign was pushed be-
yond the limits of contemporary knowledge. The Americans were forced to de-
velop techniques for which there were no names: psychological profiling before
psychology was an academic discipline and disinformation before information
warfare was a military doctrine. In an American republic with a tradition of local
law enforcement, the creation of a centralized colonial police did not simply
influence the nature of metropolitan policing as it had the United Kingdom.
Instead, it transformed Washington’s nascent national security apparatus.

To contain this Filipino insurgency, U.S. colonial forces fused military intelli-
gence with civilian technologies to create a modern surveillance state. In contrast
to Spain’s reliance on mass deportations, exemplary executions, and omnipresent
police, the American regime achieved political control over the Philippines pri-
marily through a synergy of information technologies: the telegraph, telephone,
typewriter, photograph, and numbered file. Not only did the U.S. Army lay ten
thousand miles of telegraph lines in just three years and staff its stations with
clerk-typists who could pound out text at a rate of up to ninety-five words per
minute—six times the speed of the quickest Spanish scribe—but the colonial
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regime drew these technologies into an integrated system of information-based
police controls.76 In its first decade the colonial state censored public discourse,
infiltrated civil society, penetrated households, and placed individual leaders
under incessant surveillance. Armed with authority unimagined in America,
these colonials conducted an ad hoc experiment in police-state controls, fostering
innovations in both data management and shoe-leather surveillance whose sum
was a modern police panopticon.77

Even at the level of physical coercion American colonials embraced the mod-
ern symbolically. In place of Spain’s iron garrote, which crushed neck vertebrae
slowly in gruesome public executions, the U.S. regime installed an electric chair
deep inside Manila’s Bilibid Prison in 1924 for quick, closeted dispatch.78 This
combination of information and coercion telescoped time for the Philippines,
carrying the archipelago through two centuries of technological change in less
than two decades.

In the most fundamental sense, the hostile foreign environment heightened
the impact of these operations on the U.S. military, forcing rapid innovation
that might not have occurred in a more benign domestic context. While bilingual
American police could walk a beat on Manila’s streets, they were useless for under-
cover work, forcing the constabulary to recruit a corps of Filipino civilian agents
for infiltration and surveillance. Inside the constabulary’s Information Division,
Filipino file clerks handled confidential reports from Filipino agents about Fili-
pino leaders, forcing the introduction of numerical identification codes that pre-
vented the otherwise inevitable leaks. Both methods, civilian auxiliaries for pene-
tration and coded identification for security, would become standard procedure
for U.S. Army intelligence from 1917 onward.

This centralized information apparatus was dedicated first to the suppression
of subversion and later to the moral reformation of Filipino society. After Amer-
ica’s first civil governors, William H. Taft and Luke Wright, imposed a rough co-
lonial order through draconian laws and harsh repression, their successors col-
laborated with both colonial missionaries and educated Filipinos in using police
to restrict or prohibit personal vices, which were deemed a threat to the eugenics
of the body social—alcohol abuse, gambling, prostitution, and opium smoking.
In the second decade of U.S. rule after 1908, the colonial regime thus shifted from
simple repression to the inculcation of democratic values through education,
elections, public health initiatives, amateur sports, and civic rituals whose totality
was an ambitious attempt at “social engineering.”79

America’s invention of the surveillance state was an accidental, almost coinci-
dental confluence of long-term trends and ephemeral events. Washington’s con-
quest of Spain’s dying empire brought the U.S. Army to the gates of Manila at the
very moment when Philippine revolutionary forces had encircled the city’s walls.
In their pacification of Asia’s first national revolution, American colonials were
attempting nothing less than a complete reversal of a deeply rooted national
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awakening. The Philippine revolution represented two generations of political
transformation, starting with the invention of a Filipino national identity, articu-
lation of a political program for its realization, and mobilization of an army in its
defense. Washington’s decision to colonize the country plunged its soldiers into a
sustained campaign to reverse these revolutionary processes: first, a short, bloody
war against the Philippine Army; next, a harsh counterinsurgency to crush its
guerrilla forces; and, finally, a protracted secret-police operation to demoralize
the radical leaders and discredit the nationalist ideals that had been their inspira-
tion. For over a century scholars have focused on the initial, conventional phase of
U.S. Army combat operations, which seems, in retrospect, to be of secondary im-
portance in the resolution of what was fundamentally a political conflict. Indeed,
the final, most challenging sub rosa phase of this pacification campaign entailed
a new form of policing that relied on information, not simple coercion, to break
the Philippine nationalist movement from within, recasting both the concept of
nationhood and the conduct of politics in more conservative terms.

Under the relentless pressure of covert and counterguerrilla operations,
American officers trained as engineers, doctors, and combat soldiers created an
entire clandestine tradecraft complete with individual surveillance, covert infil-
tration, political manipulation, psychological profiling, comprehensive data col-
lection, and strategic disinformation. With little precedent or principle to guide
them, this small cadre mobilized the full repertoire of their nation’s advanced in-
formation systems and then pushed beyond these bounds, experimenting with
methods at the very edge of technological capacity. In sum, colonial pacification,
with its diverse arenas of conflict, proved an ideal laboratory for innovation in
the realm of intelligence and counterintelligence.

Imperial Mimesis

At the high tide of empire, the U.S. colonial police shaped the Philippine pol-
ity, creating an interlocking regime of vice prohibition and paramilitary policing
whose effect is still evident more than a half century after independence. Since
police were central to the colonial regime, the succeeding Philippine Republic
inherited a state apparatus reliant on formal and informal police powers. Above
all, the American colonial regime, by creating the constabulary as a political and
paramilitary force, embedded a powerful security apparatus within the Philip-
pine executive that has been employed by almost every Filipino president from
Quezon in 1936 to Arroyo in 2006. Moreover, the covert doctrines developed
under U.S. rule persisted inside the Philippines Constabulary and its successor,
the Philippine National Police, allowing state control over a volatile society
through clandestine methods such as surveillance, infiltration, disinformation,
and assassination.

During the 1950s the Armed Forces of the Philippines (AFP) had a mixed
record in countering the Hukbalahap (Huk) communist rebels with regular
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combat, but was quite sophisticated in the use of covert operations. In more re-
cent years the AFP has used these unconventional methods against revolts that
challenged its limited conventional capacities. With the end of the Marcos dicta-
torship in 1986, the AFP’s “intelligence projects,” which were directed primarily
against the Maoist New People’s Army (NPA) and the Moro Islamic Liberation
Front (MILF), created countergroups that were initially successful but soon spun
out of control, devolving into criminal gangs expert in robbery and kidnapping.
Of equal import the state’s reliance on police repression has prompted periodic
mass protests, from the nationalist demonstrations of 1911 through the student
marches of 1971 and the two “people power” uprisings of February 1986 and Jan-
uary 2001. As a direct result of the country’s long colonial experience, police have
played a defining role in shaping the character of the Philippine polity and the
conduct of its politics.

If imperial rule had such a profound influence on the colonized, we might
well ask whether it had an equally significant impact on the colonizer. Through
decades of careful study historians have delineated the transformative impact of
U.S. rule on the Philippines, showing how it created a modern civil service, pros-
perous middle class, and mass education system. After a century of this unilateral
approach it is time to press this inquiry further and ask a more elusive question:
was the experience of empire mutually transformative, with lasting consequences
for both the postcolonial Philippines and the United States?

Such an inquiry demands if not circumspection then a modicum of caution.
The formation of the U.S. state was, of course, influenced by its own internal de-
velopment as well as by multiple processes of expansion: conquest of the western
frontier, global commercial reach as a second-tier power, and a formal overseas
empire. Yet there seems to have been a uniquely catalytic quality to colonial rule,
making it a Promethean fire of institutional change. Through conquest and pac-
ification colonialism pushed the capacities of an occupying power’s statecraft to
the breaking point while at the same time creating opportunities for experimenta-
tion not possible at home—making empire a crucible for forging new state forms
and functions. Empire, any empire, makes its metropole more self-conscious,
more calculating in the application of power. Just as war transforms technology
and industry, so colonialism plays a comparable role for government, producing
innovations, particularly in the use of coercive controls, with a profound impact
on its bureaucracies both home and abroad. In an age of limited, laissez-faire gov-
ernance circa 1898, America’s activist colonial states, from Puerto Rico through
Panama to the Philippines, conducted bold experiments whose lessons were later
repatriated through policies and personnel.

Focusing on colonial policing reveals how empire simultaneously formed a
modern Philippine polity and transformed the American state, fostering both a
coercive capacity and the inclination to apply it. Above all, empire empowered the
U.S. presidency, investing the executive branch with broad powers over subject
territories and fostering an extraordinary authority akin to what the president
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had heretofore enjoyed only in wartime. At a more mundane level empire formed
an extraconstitutional circuit among the president’s colonial appointees, corpo-
rate allies, and political cronies. Colonization expanded federal patronage, linking
Republican Party machines in powerful states such as Ohio and Michigan to the
colonial civil service.80 More visibly, colonial expansion created a new path to the
presidency taken by Theodore Roosevelt and William H. Taft but not by Leonard
Wood, making empire a dominant, even decisive influence in four presidential
campaigns between 1900 and 1912.

Colonial rule also fostered long-term institutional change in Washington’s na-
tional security apparatus. The colonial regime in Manila developed a comprehen-
sive internal security doctrine, drawing information technologies from the U.S.
metropole, merging them with imperial innovations, and then repatriating these
novel procedures, tempered and tested. When high imperial rule over the Philip-
pines ended in 1916, colonial veterans came home to play a key role in the develop-
ment of the U.S. Army’s expanded intelligence operations during World War I. As
Washington mobilized for war a year later, the contradiction between its world-
wide empire and coastal defenses snapped with a vengeance. After two decades
of playing the global game on the cheap, the United States suddenly found itself
caught up in the clash of empires with military forces that paled before Great Brit-
ain’s navy and Germany’s army, a lack of preparedness that produced real con-
cerns in Washington and reverberated as xenophobic hysteria across the country.
In this hour of crisis Washington relied on its colonial veterans to establish a na-
tional security apparatus for both domestic surveillance and foreign espionage,
founding the army’s Military Intelligence Division and later its Military Police.81

The U.S. Army’s overall commander in Europe, Gen. John Pershing, had built
his military career in the Philippines, first as a celebrated captain fighting Muslim
rebels on the southern island of Mindanao and later as military governor of its
Moro Province. In selecting his senior officers for the European campaign, Gen-
eral Pershing drew on Philippine veterans for key staff and field positions, par-
ticularly in less conventional commands. The former chief of the constabulary,
Harry Bandholtz, became Pershing’s provost marshal general and at the close of
war founded the Military Police (MP) to manage the chaos of occupation and
demobilization in Europe. In the lower echelons of this new service, Philippine
veterans were also prominent, notably the former chief of Manila’s Secret Service
and a former senior officer in the Philippine Scouts, both of whom trained MPs
for the postwar occupation of Europe.82

The influence of these imperial veterans was even more marked on the do-
mestic front. As fear of enemy espionage grew in the first months of war, empire
provided Washington with the requisites for greatly expanded state security oper-
ations. Just as repressive colonial sedition and libel laws had silenced Filipino rad-
icals by 1907, so parallel U.S. legislation under the Espionage Act of 1917 allowed
the jailing of antiwar dissidents such as Eugene V. Debs.83 Lacking any intelligence
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capacity whatsoever at the start of this global war, the U.S. Army relied on Col.
Ralph H. Van Deman, the former chief of army intelligence in the Philippines, to
establish its Military Intelligence Division. Applying colonial lessons from data
management to operational doctrines, Van Deman built the MID from a staff of
one—himself—into a division of seventeen hundred and within weeks designed
a complete intelligence and counterintelligence doctrine.

Yet even in this domestic iteration U.S. military intelligence showed signs
of its imperial origins. Just as colonial security had relied on hundreds of Fili-
pino agents, so Van Deman forged close alliances with American civilian auxil-
iaries for the counterintelligence work that became his division’s main wartime
mission. To search for suspected subversives among German Americans, the
colonel collaborated with a nationwide vigilante group, the American Protective
League, to launch the largest mass surveillance yet conducted by any modern
state, domestic or otherwise. As an index of its pervasiveness, the league’s legion
of 350,000 citizen-spies used its extralegal powers to amass, with allied groups,
an archive of over a million pages of surveillance reports in just eighteen
months of war.84 Looking back on the spread of internal security, a senior offi-
cial of the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) called Van Deman “the single
most important figure in shaping this civilian mission and consolidating its
base,” using “military intelligence . . . to curb movements for change.”85 Indeed,
Van Deman himself was a product of empire, transformed by his Philippine ex-
perience from a military mediocrity into the “father of U.S. military intelligence.”
Hardened in this crucible of colonial pacification, he returned home in 1902 to
spend the next half century working tirelessly, obsessively, breaking laws and
bending bureaucracies to build almost singlehandedly an intrusive internal se-
curity apparatus.

In the tumultuous, anti-Bolshevik aftermath of war known as the “red scare,”
MID continued its covert campaign against radical unions while senior U.S.
Army commanders applied lessons from the colonial Philippines to crush a radi-
cal miners’ revolt in the West Virginia coalfields—the only armed uprising against
the American state in the twentieth century. This alliance between federal agen-
cies and civilian adjuncts forged during World War I would remain a defining
feature of U.S. internal security operations for the next half century. Empire also
invested U.S. intelligence doctrine with a problematic racial paradigm for the
perception of threat. Viewing the Philippines through a filter of social Darwin-
ism that bred both superiority and insecurity, American colonial police acted as
racial exemplars ruling over supposedly lesser breeds: Chinese, Filipinos, Spanish
mestizos, Muslims, and highland tribes. Indeed, a parallel study of British and
French intelligence in the Middle East mandates found that their “threat assess-
ment was inherently politicized by the dominant ideology of imperialism with its
coded hierarchies of racial difference.”86 Back home, these colonial veterans im-
bued the new U.S. domestic intelligence apparatus with an imperious dominion
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over those deemed other, and thus lesser, whether ethnic communities, political
dissidents, or ordinary workers.

These security operations in the years surrounding World War I intro-
duced a recurring tension between America’s eighteenth-century constitution
and its twentieth-century surveillance. Two decades after America’s information
revolution had created a capacity for mass surveillance, empire became the
means for transforming technological potential into state practice. Once it had
adopted the colonial model for its internal security, the federal government culti-
vated a repressive capability manifest during periodic political crises throughout
much of the twentieth century. From the anti-German hysteria of World War I
through the anticommunist purges of the early cold war, there were clear signs of
fundamental conflict between the constitutional protections of individual liberty
and growing state surveillance.

Inspired by their experience of social engineering in colonized societies,
American leaders would apply similarly coercive methods to shape their own pol-
ity, acculturating immigrants, banning drugs and alcohol, barring aliens, polic-
ing subversives, rehabilitating addicts, and rebuilding cities. Just six years after
Manila prohibited opium smoking in 1908, for example, the U.S. Congress passed
the Harrison Narcotics Act of 1914, the start of American drug prohibition and
the first federal law restricting individual rights over the body. Similarly, the U.S.
public health service at both the state and federal levels drew on a militarized im-
perial model, introduced in Cuba and perfected in the Philippines, for domestic
control of epidemic disease.87 Colonialism was thus mutually transformative,
forming a modernized Philippine polity and transforming the United States into
an activist state with powerful internal security agencies.

For sixty years after its independence in 1946, the Philippines would continue
to serve as a laboratory for the perfection of American power, collaborating in the
development of new military doctrines to meet a succession of challenges to U.S.
global hegemony. During the 1950s, American advisers pioneered unconventional
tactics to defeat Filipino peasant guerrillas, creating a novel counterinsurgency
later applied throughout the third world. A decade later, as student demonstra-
tions roiled democracies worldwide, Manila’s university belt became Washing-
ton’s testing ground for police riot-control techniques. During the 1980s, as Amer-
ica recoiled from its demoralizing Vietnam defeat, the Philippines, along with
Central America, served as a proving ground for a reinvigorated counterguerrilla
doctrine called “low intensity conflict.” After the September 2001 terrorist attacks,
the Pentagon developed a distinctive concept of “population centric warfare” in
the southern Philippines that it applied, starting in mid-2009, to an intensified
pacification of Afghanistan. In a latter-day iteration of imperial mimesis, the
global war on terror also produced innovations in electronic surveillance and
biometric identification that are, once again, migrating homeward to circum-
scribe civil liberties in America.
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An Exceptional Empire

As the source of these seminal changes, this distinctive U.S. colonial state mer-
its closer analysis. Recent scholarship on American rule in the Philippines, con-
fusing political rhetoric with imperial reality, has often described its policies
through colonial catchphrases such as “benevolent assimilation,” “imperialism of
suasion,” or “tutelary” democracy. Whatever his stated aims might have been, the
first colonial governor, William H. Taft, imposed rigid controls over information,
using draconian laws to restrict public debate and secret police to monitor pri-
vate communications.88 Under a series of U.S. Supreme Court decisions that
made Filipinos subjects of the United States but not its citizens, Taft exercised far
greater powers over colonized Filipinos than any stateside official did over his fel-
low citizens.89 When harsh libel and sedition laws failed to silence Filipino mili-
tants, the colonial government used its police powers, including the selective re-
lease of incriminating information, to punish its critics. Through this mix of law
and police, surveillance and scandal, the U.S. regime slowly stifled political dissi-
dence and constrained Filipino public discourse within colonial bounds.

The underlying character of this U.S. colonial administration has long eluded
scholars. To cite a recent example, a leading Filipino historian has argued in
essays on American “orientalism” that early U.S. scholar-officials used “colonial
knowledge” to create “a certain model of Philippine society in order to facilitate
and justify the pacification of Filipinos.” Like the European orientalists famously
dissected by Edward Said, this American colonial scholarship supposedly created
a similarly resilient paradigm that shaped the American perception of the Philip-
pines in the long aftermath of colonial rule.90

Whatever its merits might be, this argument does raise some larger questions.
While American colonial officials in Manila had little time for the classical stud-
ies of language and culture that obsessed European orientalists, clearly there
must have been some conceptual framework for rule over an island empire that
stretched halfway around the world from Puerto Rico through the Panama Canal
to Hawaii and the Philippines. Like all imperialists, Americans needed informa-
tion. But they seem to have valued a different kind of knowledge. At what is per-
haps midpoint in this American century of global dominion, it seems timely to
inquire into the character of what scholars, conservative and liberal alike, now
regard as history’s most powerful empire.91 Is there some attribute that distin-
guishes this U.S. imperium from the seventy empires that have preceded it in
world history? If Washington has not relied on an orientalist paradigm, was there
another intellectual architecture, a deeper design, that informed its overseas occu-
pations, from the Philippines in 1898 to Afghanistan and Iraq since 2001? Simply
put, how does Washington exercise its power, and what impact does it have upon
the nations subject to its global reach? American historians have spent so many
decades in denial about the reality of U.S. global empire that we still understand
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surprisingly little about its character.92 Ironically, we can see the essential epis-
temologic of the American state most clearly not at its epicenter in Washington
but at the edge of empire some ten thousand miles away.

The historical record provides little evidence for an American orientalism—
if by orientalism we mean a historically specific field of study akin to that which
served European imperial expansion into Asia and North Africa. To begin with
the basics, there was a striking contrast between European and American educa-
tional standards for colonial service. Over 90 percent of the 362 British officials
selected for the Sudan Political Service from 1899 to 1952 were graduates of elite
private schools and leading universities such as Oxford and Cambridge. Most
American officials in the Philippines were discharged soldiers, accidental coloni-
als who soon rose far beyond their formal qualifications. “Corporals became cap-
italists,” recalled one American old-timer of the first years of U.S. rule in Manila,
“sergeants became school superintendents, . . . company clerks operated restau-
rants and bars.” Among the 509 schoolteachers who arrived at Manila aboard the
U.S. Transport Thomas in 1901, arguably the most carefully selected of all Amer-
ican officials, 31 had high school diplomas, 121 normal school training, and the
rest “some college,” a far cry from England’s erudite empire builders.93 In 1919
French trainees for the Moroccan native affairs directorate took 140 hours of Ar-
abic, studied Arab ethnography, and contributed to the scholarly Revue du Monde
Musulman. Comparable American recruits for the Philippines Constabulary
were cadets plucked from private military schools with little training beyond drill
and discipline.94

Consequently, American rule in the Philippines was distinguished by its in-
herently superficial character, by the absence of anything akin to an American
orientalism—that is, of anything approaching a deep study of archeology and
philology to inform colonial rule. With their schoolboy lessons in Latin and
Greek, English colonials emerged from Oxford and Cambridge with a classical ap-
proach to imperial rule, heading east of Suez to probe textual and archaeological
remains for a timeless cultural essence.95 In colonizing India during the nine-
teenth century, the British “believed they could explore and conquer . . . through
translation” by learning languages, both classical and vernacular, which they
“understood to be the prerequisite form of knowledge for all others.”96 Exemplify-
ing this approach, Britain’s famed Arab Bureau, an intelligence unit that operated
from Cairo’s Savoy Hotel during World War I, was a scholarly coterie with extraor-
dinary cultural expertise. Its chief, David George Hogarth, was an eminent Ox-
ford archaeologist of Arab antiquities; his deputy, Capt. Kinahan Cornwallis, had
read Arabic at Oxford; and their agents included two first-class Oxford honors
graduates, T. E. Lawrence, adviser to the Arab revolt against the Ottoman Empire,
and the archaeologist Gertrude Bell, one of the architects of modern Iraq.97

With his Harvard education and affinity for British imperialism, Governor-
General W. Cameron Forbes was one of the few American officials to embrace
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this English cultural emphasis. On his arrival at Manila in 1904, he made a stab at
studying the Tagalog language with the famed Filipino socialist Lope K. Santos.
But even Forbes soon confessed in his private diary that the local language was
“fearfully and wonderfully made most difficult,” with pronouns so impossible
and syntax so “confusing” that he soon abandoned the effort.98 Few Americans
bothered to learn Filipino languages; instead thousands taught Filipinos to read
English.

Through private subscription, a Cleveland publisher issued fifty-two volumes
of early Spanish documents on the Philippines edited by Emma H. Blair and
James A. Robertson. Although launched by Dr. Robertson, the founding editor of
the Hispanic American Historical Review, as a scholarly endeavor in the European
style, the series was dominated after volume five by James LeRoy, the private sec-
retary to senior colonials Taft and Worcester, who transformed it into a pragmatic
vehicle for anti-Spanish, pro-American propaganda. But the project was a finan-
cial failure and there is little evidence that U.S. officials made serious use of these
weighty tomes, making them not foundational texts for an American orientalism
but fifty-two signposts to a road not taken.99

While European empires operated under a costly command-style bureauc-
racy, American colonialism employed a decentralized market model, responding
to problems by mobilizing a cadre of contractors for quick, cost-effective solu-
tions. Rather than expanding the federal bureaucracy with a large colonial min-
istry, Washington created a surprisingly small agency in the bowels of the War
Department, the Bureau of Insular Affairs, and then outsourced overseas rule to
low-cost surrogate states in the Philippines and Puerto Rico. Instead of career co-
lonials such as the legendary British or Dutch savants who gave their lives to em-
pire, American overseas rule relied on the short-term secondment of consultants
and contractors—rotating military officers between continental and colonial ser-
vice, and dispatching experts such as urban planner Daniel K. Burnham and
forester Gifford Pinchot to frame templates for colonial policy. Within a few years
of the landing at Manila in 1898, the colonial state had mobilized a transitory
A-to-Z army of technical consultants in administration, agronomy, entomology,
ethnography, economics, meteorology, plant biology, public health, urban plan-
ning, and zoology.100

This stark contrast needs some qualification. The British also attempted,
through archeology and cartography, to reduce “India to orderly blocks of
empirical information that could be rendered in maps, charts, and glossaries.”
But these remained “micro-knowledges” subordinated to a “generalized body of
knowledge organized at the state level” around orientalist conceptions from the
study of language and culture. There were, moreover, a few accidental American
scholars such as Roy F. Barton or Dr. Najeeb M. Saleeby in the Mountain and
Moro provinces, respectively. But they were isolated at the periphery of colonial
power, generally ignored in their day, and respected for their scholarship largely
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in retrospect. On a spectrum of imperial information systems, the British subor-
dinated technical data to cultural models, while the Americans, by contrast, did
not temper their empiricism with significant study of language or culture.101

If the Europeans prized erudition, the Americans preferred information, ac-
cessible and succinct. If European imperialists emphasized deep cultural knowl-
edge of oriental societies for their manipulation from within, American colonials
amassed contemporary data for control from without. Instead of immersion in a
Philippine past informed by archaeology or philology, it was an American inno-
vation to adapt its new information technologies for hasty, inherently superficial
surveys of the Philippine present through cadastral mapping, census taking,
geography, photography, police surveillance, and scientific reconnaissance. As
a lightly populated archipelago at the edge of Asia, the Philippine Islands had
no history of ancient empires that left literary fragments or royal ruins such as
Angkor and Borobudur to detain archaeologists or philologists. As products of a
utilitarian education system, American colonials favored research for pragmatic
or political applications, with all data reduced to compact handbooks for ready
reference. Ignoring language and culture, the U.S. colonial government commis-
sioned a Spanish Jesuit, Fr. José Algué of the Manila Observatory, to reduce three
centuries of Spanish natural and social science to a handy two-volume summary
titled El Archipiélago Filipino.102

In the first decade of U.S. rule, colonial bureaus thus produced a series of
practical guides such as A Preliminary Check List of the Principal Commercial
Timbers and Handbook on the Sugar Industry of the Philippine Islands. Exemplify-
ing this effort was the encyclopedic Pronouncing Gazetteer and Geographical Dic-
tionary of the Philippine Islands, a 933-page “compendium of such information
[that] would be practically useful to the American people,” all arranged alphabet-
ically from Aanosa (“village on W. shore of Talim I”) to Zumarraga (“pueblo
in Samar, 9 m. from Catabalogan”).103 Building on this base, the U.S. regime’s
Bureau of Science maintained an impressive library of useful data and published
hundreds of pragmatic how-to reports on the mundane details of agriculture,
fishery, and handicrafts.104

The paragon of this American imperial knowledge was Elmer D. Merrill, the
famed botanist who collected a million herbarium specimens as director of the
Philippine Bureau of Science, the New York Botanical Garden, and Harvard’s Ar-
nold Arboretum. He was known throughout his long, distinguished career, half
of it spent in the colonial Philippines from 1902 to 1923, for never going “far below
the surface” and for an “ability to deal superficially with extraordinarily large
numbers of plants.” The rigorous taxonomy that propelled Dr. Merrill’s voracious
collection, reducing the archipelago’s green riot of tropical jungle to just 2,136
pages in his Enumeration of Philippine Flowering Plants, also infused the episte-
mology of America’s empire, particularly the army’s early intelligence operations.
Significantly, the pioneers of military intelligence in the Philippines all had ad-
vanced training in the biological sciences in an age when Linnaean taxonomy was
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ascendant. The army’s earliest analysts, Dean C. Worcester and Dr. Frank Bourns,
had first come to the Philippines as zoologists on collecting expeditions, while the
founder of its field intelligence, Capt. Ralph Van Deman, was a qualified medical
doctor. Whether through these specific personalities or the broader ethos of
America’s information revolution, U.S. intelligence in the Philippines was quin-
tessentially taxonomic in its insatiable appetite for data, punctilious classifica-
tion, and thin, even superficial treatment.105

If the prime aim of the modern state is, as James Scott argues, to establish
metrics for rendering “a social hieroglyph into a legible and administratively more
convenient format,” then U.S. imperial rule was unrivaled in its ability to “read”
alien terrains through such surface reconnaissance.106 European scholars of em-
pire such as Niall Ferguson who fault the contemporary American aversion to
foreign languages and deep cultural knowledge in the exercise of its global domin-
ion fail to grasp the guiding genius of a distinctive U.S. imperial style grounded in
short-term service and serviceable information.107 Yet shallowness should not be
mistaken for a want of seriousness. For embedded within this seemingly surface
engagement was a relentless drive for omniscience, even omnipotence, imbued
with the capacity, if challenged, for a lethal response unchecked by any of the em-
pathy that might have come from a deeper cultural engagement.

From this perspective, U.S. colonial rule over the Philippines was a transi-
tional regime, moving its global governance from Europe’s older territorial co-
lonialism of plantations, police, and bolt-action repression to a postcolonial,
supranational regime of military bases, electronic surveillance, and psychological
warfare. Just as the United States conducted cartographic, demographic, and
photographic surveys in its quest for colonial legibility in the Philippines after
1901, so a century later it would deploy airpower and satellite imagery for the pac-
ification of Afghanistan and Iraq, seeking to elevate its military controls into an
ether beyond either cultural nuance or political complexity. For the present, be-
fore the perfection of a future electronic battlefield, the U.S. military still relies on
applied social science to aid its earthbound troops. So pronounced is this empiri-
cal emphasis that in 2008 when the army found itself adrift in Afghanistan’s
dense cultural terrain, with Taliban insurgency spreading and American casual-
ties rising, it integrated academic anthropologists into Human Terrain Teams.
These contract scholars were assigned to each combat brigade and tasked to re-
duce social complexities to “ethnographic intelligence” or pithy how-to maxims.
According to a leading advocate, Assistant Deputy Under Secretary of Defense
John Wilcox, such human terrain mapping “enables the entire kill chain.”108

Political Scandal

The illiberal character of American colonial rule over the Philippines was evident
in its reliance on innovative forms of information and disinformation for political
control. Through relentless surveillance and centralized intelligence, U.S. colonial
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police penetrated private social space to collect derogatory data on Filipino polit-
ical leaders, whether radical or conservative, revolutionary or collaborator. By the
systematic collection and selective release of such incriminating information, the
colonial government protected its allies from gossip and damaged or destroyed its
critics with scandal. To suppress countervailing criticism, the regime enacted
harsh punishments for subversion or libel of its public officials, relying on the
colonial courts to punish erring newspaper editors harshly. As this mix of police
pressure and political co-optation turned Filipino activists into spies and collab-
orators, the militant nationalist movement imploded by 1912 amid suspicion and
betrayal, leaving conservative politicians in control of public space through pat-
ronage politics.

Through their deft manipulation of information, these U.S. colonial police
offer us a rare opportunity to explore the elusive role of scandal in modern soci-
eties. Historians generally do a poor job with scandal. For history itself, the very
process of recovering and recapitulating past events, robs scandal of its central
source of fascination: revelation. The petty derelictions of the powerful over sex
or money that seem so riveting during their unfolding lose their power immedi-
ately upon disclosure. No scandal, no matter how lurid, is as absorbing in the
retelling as it was in the heat of discovery. No raconteur, no matter how skilled,
can replicate the enthrallment everyone feels as a scandal unfolds. For over two
centuries a stream of scandals has fascinated modern publics, yet historians have
found surprisingly few are worth recounting. Similarly, for political scientists
“engaged in the weighty study of ‘real’ conflicts,” says a scholarly treatise, “scan-
dals rarely reach the level of fluff ” and “are best left to the prurient pages of the
yellow press.” More recently, however, British sociologist John Thompson has
argued that, “in this modern age of mediated visibility,” political scandals are “so-
cial struggles fought out in the symbolic realm,” revealing much “about the na-
ture of power and its fragility.”109

In thus treating scandal as serious politics, fiction succeeds where history
usually fails. As George Orwell reminds us in his novel Burmese Days (New York,
1934), there is a subtle, unexamined dimension to the colonial state’s coercion be-
yond our contemporary focus on repression and resistance. Inspired by his own
service as a British colonial policeman during the 1920s, Orwell’s story about a
lowly Burmese bureaucrat’s use of sexual scandal to best a British rival contains a
vision—indeed, a theory—about the subtle interplay of imperial politics.
Through secret police the colonial state invaded the privacy of native elites, col-
lecting incriminating information that allowed an almost invisible control over
aspiring nationalists. Native politicians responded in kind, as Orwell observed,
collecting local gossip about the sexual dalliances of European colonials that
served as something of a political counterweight. At moments when circulation
of rumor or confidential documents sparked public controversy, the consequent
political crisis could disgrace individuals, topple governments, or threaten the
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legitimacy of entire colonial regimes. Ultimately, we cannot understand the
interaction between colonizer and colonized without considering the intertwined
roles of secret police and political scandal.

By ignoring the political role of colonial police, particularly their secret ser-
vices, we historians have produced a one-dimensional portrait of imperial poli-
tics that overlooks the constant, high-stakes contestation in the intimate realm of
personal privacy mediated by police detectives, special agents, and native spies.
Indeed, scandal, often arising from seamy, even sordid cases, influenced high co-
lonial politics—everything from competition for office to issues of political legit-
imacy. By this oversight we have neglected the fusion of information and coer-
cion central to the rise of the modern state, both its colonial progenitor and its
metropolitan successor.

Using the rich U.S. records, study of the Philippines can take us beyond the
view of the colonial police as a blunt instrument for physical coercion to a more
nuanced understanding of its role as a panopticon, sweeping the shadows for
sensitive information with spies or surveillance and then selectively releasing, or
threatening to release, scandal to shape the course of Filipino political careers.
Though long ignored, such deft control over information was a key facet of colo-
nial control over elites beyond coercion or manipulation. Just as the threat of fu-
sillades from repeating rifles restrained striking workers or rebellious peasants, so
the possibility of public humiliation constrained native political elites within the
colonial state’s tight bounds.

Through their formal repression and informal information controls, colonial
police were a significant force in the formation of the modern Philippine state.
Apart from the formalities of regular elections and representative government,
the U.S. colonial regime fostered a freewheeling system that made newspaper ex-
posés and public scandals integral to the political process. Not only did American
rule establish a formal institutional infrastructure of legislature, executive, and
judiciary, but it encouraged the informal interplay of courts, press, politicians,
and public that helped make Philippine politics so characteristically conten-
tious. As oligarchic families and political elites swapped favors, a crusading press
aroused the middle-class public with scandalous exposés, sparking pressure for
reform. Through their dominant role in the maintenance of social order, the po-
lice became both actor and accused in these grand scandals. By exploring this
intersection of high and low, public and private, we can see more clearly how pe-
riodic scandals and political crises were central to the conduct of an emerging
Philippine democracy.

Covert Netherworld

The study of police and scandal takes us beneath the visible surface of politics
into a murky realm between the formal and informal, licit and illicit, that we call,
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for want of better words, the “covert netherworld.” By looking beyond formalities
of elections and legislation, we can better understand the riddle that is the Philip-
pine state, weak yet strong, centralized yet localized. To better grasp its colonial
origins and postcolonial character, we need to probe this netherworld of secret
services and criminal syndicates to see how their commingling has created a
supple nexus of control.

At its core this covert netherworld is an invisible interstice, within both indi-
vidual nations and the international system, inhabited by criminal and clandes-
tine actors with both the means and the need to operate outside conventional
channels. Among all the institutions of modern society, only intelligence agencies
and crime syndicates can carry out complex financial or political operations that
leave no visible trace. While the illegality of their commerce forces criminal syn-
dicates into elaborate concealment of their membership, activities, and profits,
political necessity dictates that secret services practice a parallel tradecraft of un-
traceable finances, concealed identities, and covert operations. The CIA, “like any
other professional criminal organization,” explained a former covert operative,
“lived according to a strict code of secrecy. . . . Cryptonyms replaced the names of
agents. Even geographical places were renamed. . . . It was as if the CIA lived in a
parallel universe.” In sum, both criminal and covert actors are practitioners of
what another CIA officer, Lucien Conein, called “the clandestine arts,” that is, the
shared skill of operating outside the normal channels of civil society.110

This vast, complex, and uncharted terrain operates at three distinct yet inter-
secting levels: the transnational, the national, and the local. Taking a leaf from re-
cent United Nations (UN) documents, its transnational dimension is an elusive,
largely nonterritorial sector of the global economy created by national and inter-
national prohibitions. As an index of scale, consider illicit drug trafficking, which,
according to the 1997 edition of the UN’s World Drugs Report, is a $400 billion in-
dustry with 180 million users and 8 percent of world trade—larger than textiles,
steel, or automobiles.111 Although its clandestine character often denies it a spa-
tial manifestation, this illicit international trade occasionally touches ground,
thereby creating a local dimension of free ports or outlaw zones, epicenters of
contraband commerce that are detached from nation-state controls and known
by evocative place-names such as the Golden Triangle, Golden Crescent, or Tri-
border area. Inside individual nations the interaction between the state’s secret
services and outlaw elements, whether rural warlords or urban gangsters, can
define the character of an entire polity. During tempestuous times in their re-
spective national histories, nominally nonstate actors such as the Italian Mafia,
Indonesian Preman, or Japanese Yakuza have become mechanisms of social con-
trol integral to the functioning of the legitimate state. Just as E. H. Norman and
Maruyama Masao once argued that the prewar Japanese empire used crime syn-
dicates for political control and Tim Lindsey has recently reached parallel conclu-
sions about contemporary Indonesia, so we need to explore how similar influ-
ences may have shaped the Philippine polity.112
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In searching for appropriate analysis of such a multifocal Philippine state, we
can peel the academic onion, stripping away the scholarly layers to reach its core
characteristics. For decades historians and political scientists have tried to explain
the country’s politics by arguing that Manila had married the formal structures
of electoral democracy developed under U.S. colonial rule with extrasystemic
elements such as clientelism, bossism, and social protest. But this literature, while
capturing important dimensions of the process, ignores the influence of the
coercive apparatus and its criminal netherworld. Comparing American colonial
policing in the Philippines to the Dutch panopticon on Java, for example, the dis-
tinguished historian Theodore Friend dismissed U.S. political surveillance as
“inexact and unsystematic” and its constabulary as “light-fingered with others’
possessions, heavy-handed with their liberties, and sometimes trigger-happy.”113

Such conventional political history cannot explain the country’s recurring extra-
systemic crises and complex politics.

Among the American specialists in Philippine politics, only one, John T.
Sidel, has merged the formal and informal to produce an analysis appropriate to
this enigmatic polity. In his study of bossism, he argues that the Philippine state
is a “complex set of predatory mechanisms for private exploitation and accumu-
lation of the archipelago’s human, natural, and monetary resources” mediated by
a constant electoral competition that makes the Philippine state “essentially a
multi-tiered racket.”114 Beyond the state’s bureaucracy, regular elections foster a
system of bossism that rests on an “electorate susceptible to clientelist, coercive,
and monetary inducements and pressures.”115 With elections every two years, the
periodic mobilization of these voters rests on diverse actors, including elected
officials, warlords, militia chiefs, and crime bosses. By delegating its authority to
these fragments of the Philippine state, Manila grants them a series of informal
immunities that inevitably shape the character of the country’s politics, fostering
an array of nonstate actors and localized systems of social control. In his biog-
raphies of two Cebuano criminals, for example, Sidel argues that the state used
them “as subcontracted law enforcement agents” to control the poor of a major
city, “bearing witness not to the state’s supposed weakness but to its strength.”116

In the end, however, not even Sidel takes the next step by inverting this analyt-
ical framework to show not just the center’s influence on these criminal and pro-
vincial peripheries but their role in shaping both political processes and actual
administration at the epicenter of state power. If we flip his analytical telescope
for a microscopic scrutiny of crime, police, and political crisis, we can see the
Philippine polity as a union of center and periphery, formal and informal, licit
and illicit.

Reaching out from the epicenter, Manila exercises a supple influence over its
sprawling archipelago despite seemingly weak central controls. To contain the
centrifugal pull of both local and transnational forces, the Republic has deputized
a panoply of parastatal elements: bandits, warlords, smugglers, gambling bosses,
militia chiefs, special agents, forest concessionaires, planters, industrialists, and
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vigilantes. Although many are, at best, quasi-legal and some are outlaws, these
surrogates of the state serve as agents integral to the Philippine polity. Instead of
relying solely on the formal coercive instruments of bureaucracy, military, and
police, Manila controls its disparate archipelago by delegating informal authority
to this array of de facto state actors whom it invests with legal immunity and local
autonomy. This extralegal devolution of coercive authority also allows these Phil-
ippine variants of Max Weber’s “autonomous functionaries” to privatize police
power, producing recurring incidents of spectacular abuse that have periodically
culminated in crises of legitimacy for administrations or entire regimes.117 Yet
beneath this untidy, seemingly chaotic spectacle of political violence, rural revolt,
and secessionist struggle, the state apparatus stretches or strains but never breaks.
Through these surrogate leaders it retains effective control of even its most re-
mote and troubled regions. In sum, by investing these informal deputies with
delegated police powers the Philippine state has become decentralized or even
diffuse yet resilient and paradoxically powerful.

The application of this covert paradigm to the United States allows new in-
sight into the role of clandestine services in shaping U.S. history throughout the
twentieth century. After using this model to write the first fourteen of this book’s
chapters about U.S. colonial policing in the Philippines, I then applied it, very
tentatively, to America, hypothesizing that colonial innovations might have had
some influence on the formation of a U.S. internal security apparatus. Processing
documents through this paradigm led to some unexpected findings. The first was
the extraordinary career of Ralph Van Deman, from his central role in Philippine
pacification as a young captain in 1901 through his obsessive compilation of se-
cret files on a quarter million suspected communists as a retired major general by
1952. The second discovery was of other, lower-level figures in the history of the
Philippine-American War generally ignored by historians yet central to this his-
tory, both its immediate conduct and its long-term consequences. Following
these leads through years of additional research led to the realization that a dis-
tinctively American fusion of state agencies and civilian adjuncts, first developed
in the colonial Philippines, forged a resilient state-civil apparatus as a defining
feature of U.S. internal security operations—indeed, of its national political
life—for much of the twentieth century. Finally, the analysis of this distinctive
covert apparatus revealed a strong skein of institutional continuity through
seemingly separate periods across a half century of U.S. history, from the anti-
German hysteria of 1917 to the Japanese American incarcerations of 1942 and the
anticommunist blacklisting of the 1950s.

Thus, from the historian’s perspective police are an apt point of entry into an
invisible interstice otherwise beyond the limits of conventional scholarship. In
modern states police signify much more than car chases, kickbacks, and shoot-
outs. Although their records are less tidy and more closely held than those of
their military counterparts, police are nonetheless a state agency and leave their
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bureaucratic fingerprints on history’s vessels. In many modern societies police are
not simply guardians of an impregnable social frontier that keeps moral outcasts
at a safe remove from polite society but serve instead as informal gatekeepers
between the state and its social margins, patrolling the boundaries of parallel so-
cial systems, civil society and its criminal netherworld. This hidden sector of
commercial vice—gambling, prostitution, and addictive drugs—is not simply the
realm of derelicts and deviants. It is the meeting ground of high and low, a level-
ing marketplace where the privileged and underprivileged exchange goods and
services otherwise prohibited by moral and legal sanctions. Through methods
legal and extralegal, police regulate this informal marketplace where high caste
and outcast trade illicit goods and illegal services, where society’s formal laws and
informal imperatives are discreetly mediated.

Although deceptively out of sight at society’s margins, this demimonde is
an important zone of clandestine political contestation that can, depending on
time and circumstance, either amplify or challenge state power. Throughout the
modern age, secret police in the strong states of Europe, Asia, and the Americas
have used this netherworld as a covert adjunct, conducting extralegal operations
to marginalize dissidents, contain restive workers, control the dangerous classes,
and even expand empires. Often in weaker third-world polities this netherworld
can also serve as a sanctuary for rebels, subversives, and social marginals who
challenge entrenched elites.

Whenever conflicts erupt from the netherworld into a grande scandale d’état,
they usually obsess modern publics for a few weeks or months and then subside
to become at best a footnote to national history. Neither the journalists who
report these lurid details nor the historians who later ignore them seem to con-
sider whether these periodic scandals might be part of some invisible social sub-
stratum, some political dimension worthy of more sustained notice. Breaking
through this social barrier and merging these separate realms—police and poli-
tics, scandal and legitimacy, plebeian and patrician—allows us a fuller, three-
dimensional view of the past and its politics.

Syndicated Vice

In conducting such an unconventional analysis, it is important to place this neth-
erworld and its illicit economy squarely at the intersection of politics and police,
supply and demand. Stripped of the usual rhetoric, public morality plays a para-
mount role by prohibiting specific goods and services, thus forcing them from
the legal into the illicit economy. Indeed, legal prohibitions are the necessary pre-
condition for a vice economy and all that it entails: criminal syndicates, police
corruption, political collusion, and periodic crisis.

Once banned, illegal goods and services such as gambling or commercial
sex are no longer the object of the usual taxation and market regulation but are
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instead subjected to legal and extralegal police control. Instead of eradicating
such activity law enforcement often acts as an informal regulator, controlling the
volume of vice trading and setting the level of syndication. Aggressive, uncor-
rupted enforcement can, in theory, crush powerful syndicates and curb illicit ac-
tivity. Conversely, a symbiosis of politicians, police, and vice entrepreneurs can
foster powerful syndicates and a high volume of illicit activity. Wherever a partic-
ular vice sector might fall on this spectrum from license to prohibition, any anal-
ysis of the criminal netherworld should be mindful of four strategic actors: law
in setting the parameters of the illicit market, police in regulating both the vol-
ume of vice trading and the level of syndication, political leadership in either
protecting or attacking such collusion, and criminal entrepreneurs in exploiting
legal immunities and market opportunities.

In the Philippine case the U.S. colonial regime, with the support of the
Filipino political elite, banned opium and most forms of gambling between
1906 and 1908, creating the regulatory preconditions for the rise of a thriving vice
economy. Although the opium ban was moderately effective, parallel gambling
restrictions were an ill-advised attempt to transform popular culture through
police coercion. Officers raided gambling dens endlessly, but physical force could
not change a social practice that made betting an abiding Filipino passion. After
independence in 1946 a conservative moral consensus preserved these prohibi-
tions on personal vice. Apart from a periodic recurrence of illegal drugs—heroin
in the 1960s and amphetamines since the 1980s—illegal gambling, above all a
daily lottery called jueteng, has shaped the Philippine vice economy through its
resilience, sheer size, and political ramifications.

In retrospect, illegal jueteng gambling seems an extraordinary social phe-
nomenon shaped by an unforeseen convergence of state policy, elections, police,
and public morality. In the back alleys of the nation’s slums, hidden from public
scrutiny and academic analysis, this illegal lottery has become one of the Philip-
pines’ largest industries, generating much of the cash that sustains the country’s
costly machine politics and lavish election campaigns. President Marcos, for
example, emptied the national treasury to spend an unprecedented $50 million
on his 1969 reelection campaign, far more than the $34 million Richard Nixon
needed to capture the U.S. presidency in 1968.118 A 1999 survey found that 28
percent of all adult Filipinos bet on jueteng. A few months later the Philippine
legislature estimated the annual gross from gambling syndicates on the main
island of Luzon at nearly a billion U.S. dollars. This illegal lottery was also one of
the country’s largest employers, with an estimated 400,000 workers—far more
than the 280,000 then employed in the country’s largest export industry, silicon
chip manufacturing. If we add this $1 billion in illegal gambling to the $5 billion
in illicit drug sales, the Philippine vice economy is a vast underground industry
with gross revenues equivalent to nearly half the government’s annual budget
and a commensurate power to corrupt.119 “It’s the drug lords and the gambling
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lords . . . who finance the candidates,” said House Speaker Jose de Venecia with
disarming frankness in October 2007. “So from Day One, they become corrupt.
So the whole political process is rotten.”120

After the restoration of Philippine democracy in 1986, jueteng emerged from
the margins of provincial politics to become a major force in national elections
and a potent source of political crisis. As national politics and popular fantasy
joined in a latter-day moral economy, political parties competed for a floating
mass of predominantly urban voters with cash handouts and celebrity candi-
dates: film stars, television personalities, and sports heroes. Through four succes-
sive administrations from 1987 to 2007, jueteng’s grip on the country’s political
system tightened. Confronted with a succession of military coups after taking
office, the Aquino administration (1986 –92), desperate for cash to build a private
army and a bloc of loyal legislators, forged the first explicit alliance between the
national executive and provincial jueteng bosses. Under the Estrada administra-
tion (1998 –2001), an unexpected exposé of the president’s alliance with leading
“gambling lords” prompted mass demonstrations that soon drove him from the
palace. Although his successor, President Gloria Arroyo, took her oath of office
before a crowd that cheered her promises of reform, she was soon mired in a
strikingly similar scandal that came perilously close to evicting her from the pal-
ace as well.

If political patronage, police corruption, and illegal gambling have become
the interlocking gears in the machinery of electoral politics, then jueteng was the
oil that lubricated a patronage system otherwise unsustainable in such an im-
poverished society. Throughout the twentieth century jueteng has closed the gap
between the Philippines’ persistent poverty and the high cost of what a one news-
paper columnist called “the most expensive elections among the democracies of
the free world.”121 Clearly, ignoring policing and the illicit industries it protects
affords but a partial view of Philippine political life.

Legitimation Crisis

Apart from their informal role in regulating the illicit economy, uniformed po-
lice also remain the most visible symbols of state power. While military forces
are isolated inside remote barracks, police are omnipresent in local precincts or
mobile patrols, daily reminders of the nation’s armed authority. “The police, in
any society,” argues David H. Bayley, “helps in the formation of attitudes and
values undergirding political life, respect for law, acceptance of government au-
thority. . . . In whatever they do, policemen are teachers of the streets.”122 On a
similar note, John Kleinig argues that law enforcement agencies “represent for
many citizens the most immediate and visible expression of governmental au-
thority and power.”123 If we accept that legitimacy is somehow grounded in actual
political performance, then policing, as the most visible manifestation of the
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state’s majesty, involves matters far beyond mere law enforcement, particularly
when it is directed by national rather than local authorities.

Throughout the twentieth century, each of the six regimes that ruled the
Philippines found that police played a critical role in both winning and losing
legitimacy. After its bloody defeat of the revolutionary Philippine Republic in
1902, the U.S. colonial regime courted first acceptance and later won legitimacy
from its Filipino subjects by its performance in three critical areas: education,
health, and justice. Indeed, these three priorities consumed nearly half the 1912
colonial budget of §17.4 million, with education first (§3.6 million) followed
closely by the constabulary (§2.5 million) and public health (§1.4 million).124 The
U.S. regime and its apologists have long emphasized the centrality of public edu-
cation in building legitimacy, and more recent scholarship has rediscovered pub-
lic health, but police performance played an even more critical role in a colonial
rule founded not on the consent of the governed but on coercion and compliance.

In contrast to their Western counterparts, Filipino analysts have long rec-
ognized the paramount importance of police in their country’s governance.
“There is no institution or branch of government which can be demoralized with
a greater direct harm to the people’s interest than the police,” explained Maj.
Emanuel Bajá in his landmark study of Philippine police published near the end
of colonial rule.125 A half century later the leading law enforcement expert of his
generation, Gen. Cicero C. Campos, found in a comparative survey of Asia and
Africa that the police role in representing and legitimating the state was particu-
larly “extensive” in the Philippines.126

If police are a potent source of political legitimacy, then by implication they
can also cause their nation’s most divisive convulsions. “In the Philippines,” ob-
served General Campos, “police . . . corruption is chronic; scandals are discovered
perennially.”127 Most are unremarkable, a passing flurry of newspaper headlines
that might produce pressure for some sort of investigation. But the scandals that
implicate national officials can prompt key social sectors to withdraw obedience
and thereby serve as catalyst for a major crisis of legitimacy. As Jürgen Habermas
reminds us, when a state’s legitimacy collapses the existing order can either un-
leash its “latent force,” a momentary solution, or seek long-term stability by ex-
panding the “scope for participation”—in effect, a choice between repression and
reform.128 When confronted with legitimation crises, Philippine officials, like
their counterparts elsewhere, have either reformed or risked losing power.

Indeed, throughout the twentieth century all the crises serious enough to
threaten the legitimacy of Philippine governments or regimes have somehow re-
volved around policing, either corruption from syndicated vice or the illegitimate
use of lethal force. During its four decades, the U.S. colonial regime faced only
two serious crises of legitimacy and both involved policing, the first in 1905
during a harsh rural pacification campaign and another in 1923 over Manila po-
lice corruption. After independence a few spectacular instances of police abuse
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soon did considerable damage to the Republic’s legitimacy, but the problem was
eventually corrected through major reforms. In the early 1970s, however, well-
publicized police abuse in the countryside and the collapse of public order in the
capital created an opening for President Marcos to declare martial law, closing
Congress and abolishing the Republic. Similarly, a succession of spectacular con-
troversies over illegal gambling in 2001 and 2005 destroyed one presidency and
seriously damaged another. Looking back on these events, it seems both surpris-
ing and significant that such petty scandals could spark a crisis of legitimacy at
the highest levels of the Philippine state.

Of equal import, a focus on police and legitimacy highlights an issue often
overlooked in scholarship on the country’s political culture: the popular need for
order. With its inherently conservative view of mass politics, an emphasis on
order contravenes the thrust of Philippine nationalist scholarship, which gener-
ally emphasizes the popular struggle for freedom, implicitly depicting the masses
as innately revolutionary and willing to sacrifice in the struggle against oppres-
sion. Studies of legitimacy and order, by contrast, incline toward a portrayal of
the people as innately conservative, willing to accept any government—colonial
or national, authoritarian or democratic—that offers peace and prosperity.129

Since by definition the colonial state was an alien imposition, it could not
win acceptance through indigenous religious or cultural symbols, the domain of
anticolonial nationalists. Instead it courted mass compliance through a rhetoric
of modernity, efficiency, and order. Alien imperial regimes sought acceptance by
invoking a narrow form of performance legitimacy that gave colonial police
forces such as the Philippines Constabulary both substantial and symbolic roles.
Through the coercive nature of the colonial state, the perception of order as syn-
onymous with legitimacy has apparently persisted within popular consciousness
after independence, fostering a key facet of the country’s popular political culture
that has survived far beyond the imperial age.

As heirs to the antecedent colonial state apparatus, newly independent
nations such as the Philippines have found that their legitimacy also derives to a
significant degree from their success in maintaining order. In the latter decades
of the twentieth century, as the rise of a mass Filipino electorate erased the per-
sonalist ties of clientelism, Philippine presidential politics were increasingly dom-
inated by the symbolic rhetoric of public order. In the half century since inde-
pendence, a succession of Philippine presidents have appealed to this need for a
strong leader.130

In postcolonial societies like that of the Philippines, police serve as both sur-
rogates and symbols for the state’s promise of order. If police are compromised
through corruption or partisan influence, people can see—in a visible, even vis-
ceral manner—that their hopes for a just social order have suffered a crippling
blow. Beyond their capacity for physical coercion, police are thus powerfully
symbolic. Few governments lose legitimacy due to potholes or poor schools. But
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failures in policing can produce iconic incidents that ramify rapidly into serious
political crises. When police scandals erupt, as we will see in the chapters that fol-
low, individual leaders, governments, or even entire regimes can be shaken to
their constitutional foundations and tremble on the brink of collapse.

Over the past century police have thus played a significant role in the forma-
tion of the Philippine polity, both its structure and its symbolism. Just as a his-
tory of the Soviet Union without the KGB or the German Democratic Republic
without the Stasi is almost unthinkable, so ignoring the influence of the police on
the formation of the Philippine polity and the transformation of the American
state risks an analysis that is not only incomplete but inaccurate.
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Lt. Edward Y. Miller of the U.S. Army, governor of Palawan Province, Philippines, from 1905 until his
drowning there in 1910, posing with the grandson of Sultan Harun. (Field Museum of Natural
History, CSA23497)
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Colonial Coercion

J  8 : 00 ..  A 30 , 1903 , the Pacific Mail steamship
carrying one of America’s most influential imperialists dropped anchor into the
mud of Manila Bay. After five years of U.S. colonial rule, the capital was ready for
his return. Thousands of American flags fluttered from city spires in the brisk
morning breeze. Over a hundred ships sounded their steam whistles to hail the re-
turning colonial hero. Towering above the Filipino and American reporters who
clambered up the gangway to catch his first words, the American vice-governor,
Luke E. Wright, said simply, in the drawl of his native Tennessee, “This seems like
home.”

After his launch steamed across the bay past a line of Coast Guard cutters,
the vice-governor stepped ashore beneath Manila’s massive stone battlements. The
guns of Fort Santiago roared. The Philippines Constabulary band struck up the
“Star-Spangled Banner.” Sabers gleaming, the U.S. Thirteenth Cavalry escorted
Wright’s open carriage down the mile-long Malecon Drive, washed by a morning
rain and lined with thousands of brightly dressed Filipino spectators.

From a reviewing stand wrapped in American flags, Wright gazed approv-
ingly as representatives of the U.S. colony’s social hierarchy and military might
passed in review. First came the parade’s grand marshal, Chief Henry T. Allen,
leading his paramilitary constabulary. The U.S. Army’s Thirtieth Infantry, two
Philippine Scouts companies, and two batteries of light artillery followed. Next
was Manila’s police chief, John E. Harding, leading a detachment of first-class
police, all Americans, and another of second-class police, some of them Filipinos.
Then, with a clatter of hooves, the city Fire Department’s spirited horses and
gleaming engines rolled past. Last of all, just ahead of the street sweepers, trailed
hundreds of Manila workers carrying union banners and twenty-five carriages
filled with Filipino politicians, the leaders of the rival Nacionalista and Federa-
lista parties.



At the parade’s close Wright swept through the walled city of Intramuros
to the seat of colonial government, the grand Ayuntamiento building, and up
its marble staircase to the waiting crowd. There colonial commissioner James
Smith hailed the legislation that Wright had won from the U.S. Congress, saying,
“Public order has you to thank for the Constabulary Bill, business prosperity is
grateful for the Currency Bill.” After Smith’s statements were translated into
Spanish for the Filipinos, Wright rose to warm applause, assuring the audience,
“There is no doubt but that the great heart of the American people beats warmly
for the Philippine people . . . Knowing this, I think that all . . . Americans and Fil-
ipinos may touch shoulders and work without ceasing for the betterment of these
islands.” In its lead editorial, the Manila Times, voice of the American colony,
praised Wright’s Constabulary Bill, saying it would increase security by making
U.S. Army troops “available for police duty.”1

With every footfall, every hoofbeat, this procession showed the centrality of
coercion to U.S. colonial rule over the Philippines. From its start in 1898, the
American regime had been shaped by the imperatives of crushing a national rev-
olution and then containing the dreams that had been its inspiration. During its
first, formative years in these islands, the United States devoted an extraordinary
effort to pacification, starting with open warfare and then eliding into a counter-
insurgency campaign that would drag on fitfully for another decade. Throughout
these years of turmoil, the U.S. regime met any challenge with a mailed fist to
crush the resistance and political concessions to co-opt its leadership. The first
civil governor, William Howard Taft, erected a comprehensive apparatus for co-
lonial repression, with harsh laws and an efficient police network that gave him
the means to suppress both armed resistance and political dissent. In the months
that followed its founding in July 1901, Taft’s civil government drew on military
precedents to form a three-tiered security structure that would persist for nearly
a century: a lightly armed Filipino force for each of several hundred municipal-
ities; a binational unit, the Manila Metropolitan Police, to contain radical nation-
alists and militant workers in the capital; and the Philippines Constabulary, a
paramilitary police of Filipino soldiers and U.S. officers, to patrol the country-
side. Supporting the constabulary in its pacification efforts were the Philippine
Scouts, a Filipino infantry integrated into the U.S. Army and led by white Ameri-
can officers.

These formal structures were the core of a security apparatus that imposed
overlapping grids of control across the archipelago. Operating first under condi-
tions of martial law and then under a colonial government that denied Filipinos
full civil liberties, the U.S. regime deployed police surveillance to track suspected
subversives, both Filipino and foreign. In this tropical hothouse of institutional
hybridization, the colonial police fused military intelligence methods with the
latest in civilian law enforcement to achieve an exemplary efficiency. The Philip-
pines Constabulary created a secret service, the Information Division, that be-
came the first U.S. agency with a fully developed covert capacity. The Manila
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Metropolitan Police, equipped with a Secret Service Bureau of its own, soon be-
came the most modern police force anywhere under the American flag. At the
apex of this colonial intelligence community, the U.S. Army’s Division of Mili-
tary Information conducted intelligence, counterintelligence, and foreign espi-
onage. Any crowd that formed in Manila was soon thick with spies from these
three secret services.

With a complexity and coherence that belied the speed of its formation, this
nascent U.S. security state combined uniformed forces for raw coercion and se-
cret services for covert control. Battle hardened in a dirty war against Filipino
nationalists and ardent in their embrace of empire, these American colonial po-
lice and their native auxiliaries soon mastered techniques of surveillance, intelli-
gence, and penetration. Most important, the U.S. Army’s application of military
science to municipal administration created something of a revolution in polic-
ing. Combining militarized coercion, information management, and covert op-
erations, the army created a police force far more advanced than either its Span-
ish antecedents or its American contemporaries.2

Colonial Infrastructure

From the very start of the U.S. occupation, aggressive colonial policing was a re-
sponse to tenacious Filipino resistance. In 1898 the Americans landed at Manila in
the midst of a revolution that had, in three years of armed struggle, mobilized an
army, destroyed an entrenched colonial regime, and created a national govern-
ment. “We of the Eighth Army Corps,” General Arthur MacArthur told the U.S.
Senate in 1902, “did not know what a complete structure the Philippine Republic
of 1898 –9 was until, having shot it to pieces, we had abundant leisure to examine
the ruins.”3 Destruction accomplished, it was now the task of the American re-
gime to create a new administration to legitimate its occupation and substantiate
its claims of superior governance.

In the capital the colonial regime laid the groundwork for an intricate security
system by forming three complementary networks: sanitary inspectors, who en-
forced a rigid public health code; the fire department’s electrical grid; and the U.S.
Army’s telecommunications. By 1903 Manila’s fire department, staffed largely by
Americans, operated a telephone system and network of 153 Gamewell cast-iron
police and fire alarm boxes, linked by 291 kilometers of copper wire, which dis-
patched steam pumpers or patrol wagons to any section of the city within min-
utes. To deny subversives and criminals the shadows of the long tropical night,
firemen also installed 11,897 incandescent streetlights in 1903 alone.4 From its
headquarters the U.S. Army operated a telephone system with a central exchange
connecting the 176 receivers in the homes of senior officials to fourteen provin-
cial circuits “radiating from Manila.” Beyond the city walls the Signal Corps inte-
grated Manila into a nationwide telegraph network that allowed the rapid dis-
patch of military forces and the instantaneous transmission of intelligence. In
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just five years, the corps laid 5,355 miles of landlines and 1,615 miles of undersea
cable that connected 297 signal stations and carried, in 1903, 3.1 million messages
with a total of 100 million words, producing what General Adna Chaffee called “a
very potent factor in . . . the maintenance of peace and order.”5

Simultaneously, American colonials built a government that they trumpeted
as both an improvement on the Spanish administration and the foundation for
a future Philippine state, seeking first acceptance and then, over the long term,
legitimacy in the eyes of their Filipino subjects. In official and unofficial propa-
ganda the U.S. regime emphasized its reforms in three critical areas of colonial
administration: education, health, and justice. Visible advances in education and
health, both hallmarks of colonial order, helped to legitimate the occupation in
the eyes of ordinary Filipinos.6 But reforms in these areas, though important,
were arguably less pressing for Filipino subjects who had long been denied the
civil rights of citizenship and subjected to arbitrary, at times capricious Spanish
coercion. In the late nineteenth century the Spanish regime had pushed the Fili-
pino elite to revolt by building a quasi-modern complex of courts, police, and
prisons that was both abusive and corrupt.7 Among their self-conscious correc-
tions to Spanish rule, the Americans reformed this troubled colonial justice sys-
tem, modernizing prisons, appointing qualified judges, and, above all, building a
reputable security force. After a century of rough Spanish justice and a decade of
revolutionary chaos, Filipino acceptance of American rule rested, to an extent his-
torians have not recognized, on efficient policing and a stable social order.

During nearly two decades of direct U.S. rule over the islands, 1898 –1916, po-
lice were a vital component of the colonial state, imposing order on a restive pop-
ulace and administering remote provinces. Numbers can only begin to commu-
nicate the enormity of this security effort. By 1903, a year after the end of major
combat operations, the American regime was allocating nearly a quarter of its
7,109 civil service posts to security personnel—including 795 Manila police, 287
constabulary officers, 153 customs agents, 81 prison staff, 74 Manila firemen, 65
coast guard officers, and 13 Manila sheriffs.8 These civil officials were just one arm
of a massive security apparatus of 47,000 men, including 18,000 U.S. Army sol-
diers and 22,000 Filipino troops, or one security officer for every 170 Filipinos.9

While the British ruled Ceylon quite effectively with just 1,600 police for 3.5 mil-
lion people, the Americans required a far denser proportion of 10,400 police for 7
million Filipinos.10

This concentrated effort produced measurable results. In its first three years,
the U.S. regime confiscated over 25,000 military rifles scattered by six years of war
and revolution.11 After taking charge of pacification in 1902, the constabulary
pursued these leftover firearms relentlessly while enforcing regulations that in
1909, for example, allowed only 2,766 licenses for revolvers and hunting rifles.12

Between 1903 and 1908 Manila’s police arrested 60,117 residents for minor viola-
tions and charged 3,462 more with major crimes, meaning that in just five years a
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full 30 percent of the city’s population felt the grip of colonial law.13 In 1923 the
constabulary’s 5,743 troopers, based in 150 posts, mounted 14,042 patrols covering
1,134,613 kilometers; 844 separate municipal police forces with 6,385 officers
patrolled town plazas armed with 4,684 revolvers; and Manila’s 797 police made
19,580 arrests, most for violations of public order.14

This success was due less to brute force than to innovative law enforcement.
Under U.S. rule manpower fell markedly from Spain’s 27,000 police in the 1880s
to just 10,000 in 1902, thus reducing the ratio from one officer per 200 Filipinos to
one per 700.15 While convictions remained steady at 42 percent of all accused, ar-
rests dropped from 13 per 10,000 inhabitants under Spain (1870–87) to just 9.6
under the United States (1903 –8). After a close study of these statistics in 1909,
Attorney General Ignacio Villamor concluded that there had been “an unques-
tionable decrease in the number of criminals” and an overall “decrease of crimi-
nality” under American rule.16 If the U.S. regime achieved more control with less
coercion, then its methods may well have been more subtle and effective.

Colonial Capital

From the moment the U.S. Army landed at Manila on August 13, 1898, the city
became the site of the longest, most complex battle of the Philippine-American
War. Arriving with cavalry and light artillery for a rapid advance into the coun-
tryside, the army found itself bottled up inside Manila by sixteen miles of rev-
olutionary trench works, facing the constant threat of uprising from within
and attack from without. Isolated inside the capital, the army was forced into an
impromptu experiment in civil administration. Within weeks it established a city
government complete with public health and sanitation programs, schools, tax
collectors, animal control officers, courts, and, above all, innovative policing.
Throughout four years of war, the U.S. military mounted ceaseless operations in-
side Manila to suppress what it called the “numerous insurgent agencies . . . in
this city for . . . recruiting for their army and securing and forwarding funds and
information to the field.”17 Through this combination of city administration and
urban pacification, the U.S. Army laid the foundations for a colonial surveillance
state that survived long after the end of its military rule.

At the outset, the U.S. occupation of Manila was a fragile venture, a secondary
theater in a small war fought at the furthest reach of American power against two
weakened but still formidable armies. Looking back on these events a century
later the American conquest of the Philippines seems preordained, even inevi-
table. But at the time, particularly during its first dangerous months, America’s
colonial adventure flirted with failure. After destroying the Spanish fleet effort-
lessly in May 1898, Admiral Dewey’s fleet patrolled Manila Bay for the next three
months while a succession of U.S. troop transports steamed in from San Fran-
cisco. By early August the Eighth Army Corps had 10,900 troops on ships in
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Manila Bay facing 13,000 Spanish soldiers behind Manila’s massive stone battle-
ments and 15,000 armed Filipino revolutionaries in trenches ringing the city.18

On August 13, 1898, just hours after Spanish and American diplomats signed a
truce in Washington, U.S. troops rushed through the gates of the old walled city,
Intramuros. Filipino forces followed in their wake to occupy the southern sub-
urbs just outside the city walls. In a day of desultory combat with light casualties,
the U.S. Army captured a colonial capital with 250,000 residents, 22,000 firearms,
and nearly $900,000 in cash.19

After his troops secured the walled city, the U.S. Army’s interim commander,
Gen. Wesley Merritt, accepted the surrender of the Spanish forces and seized
their seat of government, the grand Ayuntamiento building, where he pro-
claimed “a military government of occupancy.” As the American flag rose over
the city, the acting provost marshal general, a colonel of the Oregon Volunteers,
occupied the government offices: the Treasury vaults with $750,000 in cash, ar-
senals with three million rounds of ammunition, stables with 350 horses, and
batteries with fifty artillery pieces. Two days later General Merritt appointed his
“very efficient brigade commander,” Gen. Arthur MacArthur, as provost marshal
general and military governor of the city, relieving the Spanish mayor, Don Euge-
nio del Saz-Orazco, of “offices, clerks, and all municipal machinery.”20

With his characteristic decisiveness, General MacArthur quickly imposed
surface order on the city by cleaning the streets and mounting police patrols that
numbered three thousand troops supported by sixty Filipino veterans of the Span-
ish Guardia Civil. A week later, sensing Filipino hostility toward their former guar-
dians, he ordered the veterans of Manila’s now superseded Guardia Civil Veterana
and Guardia Municipal to “deposit their arms” at the Ayuntamiento. In early Oc-
tober, the army’s new provost marshal general, Gen. Robert P. Hughes, was desig-
nated both chief of police and commander of the Provost Guard Separate Bri-
gade, granting him the power, under the U.S. Articles of War, to convene a general
court-martial for both soldiers and civilians. With 3,200 troops drawn from three
regiments, this brigade became a unique unit for maintaining order in a city of
250,000 with both a criminal underworld and a revolutionary underground.21

From the start Manila presented daunting problems, requiring, as the provost
marshal general put it, “administrative ability of a high order and . . . very delicate
manipulation.” Situated in an estuary only three to four feet above high tide, Ma-
nila lacked bridges to facilitate congested traffic or rapid police movement. Its
“floating population” of migrants from south China and the surrounding Philip-
pine countryside was large and “difficult to keep in check,” particularly the great
numbers of “vicious classes and the dissolute of both sexes.”Spain had distributed
alcohol licenses freely, creating an irrepressible “liquor traffic” in native vino
among American soldiers that the military police tried to control by “a stringent
license law.” With unrestricted migration from southern China, Spain had also
presided over a fluid Chinese population active in commerce, crafts, and vice with
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licensed opium dens, legalized gambling, and illegal brothels. From the first days
of the U.S. occupation Manila also became a garrison city with thousands of “dis-
orderly soldiers” arriving, departing, recuperating, and carousing. Confidence
men and racketeers from across Asia and the Pacific flooded in. Compounding all
these problems, the Spanish administration had left an inadequate infrastructure
for a crowded city of a quarter million, particularly in the areas of finance, public
health, sewage, flood control, electricity, water, and fire prevention.22

To address these problems, the military governor made his provost mar-
shal general responsible for both Manila’s security and administration. This po-
sition, occupied by a succession of talented officers—Arthur MacArthur, Robert
Hughes, J. Franklin Bell, and George Davis—became the linchpin of the new
military government, laying the foundations for a modern metropolitan admin-
istration and its police.23

The sudden departure of Manila’s Spanish administrators created both the
need and opportunity for innovation. Fortuitously for Washington, the army had
two commanders who proved to be skilled civil administrators: Gen. Ewell S.
Otis, a Harvard Law graduate and shrewd bureaucrat; and Gen. Arthur MacAr-
thur, who adroitly blended raw coercion and civic action.24 As General Otis
noted, “[N]early all the city high officials were Spaniards” but soon very “few per-
sons of prominence of the Spanish race remained,” leaving behind Filipinos who
“had no previous experience in government, save in a very minor degree.” On Au-
gust 19, the provost marshal general’s troops had occupied the Custom House “al-
most at the point of bayonets” and used similarly forceful tactics in taking over
the Treasury, mint, and internal revenue offices.25 Two days later, when U.S.
troops entered Manila’s Hacienda Pública, the Spanish clerks refused their re-
quests for information and walked out with all the relevant tax regulations. When
the soldiers finally located the city’s charter and tax codes, they found, according
to Otis, “a system so complex that after the study of months it is not yet fully
understood.” The general considered the “reestablishment of this so-called city
government . . . an impossibility” and placed “not only the police of the city but
of all its municipal affairs” under his empowered provost marshal general.26

In reforming this antiquated administration the U.S. military introduced a
novel synthesis of Spanish antecedents and American innovations. For expanded
street illumination the provost marshal general installed hundreds of new arc
and incandescent lights with power provided by the Spanish licensee, La Electri-
cista. To provide clean water the military simply repaired and reopened the famed
Carriedo waterworks, the Spanish regime’s greatest contribution to the city’s
public health. To assure safe food in city markets the provost marshal’s Bureau of
Licenses cleaned the fetid stalls, required veterinary inspection of slaughtered an-
imals, and imposed “a strict espionage of the street vendors.” To check fires the
bureau banned the construction of flammable bamboo houses in the inner city.
Similarly, on September 1 the military reopened the Spanish system of thirty-nine
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primary schools, serving five thousand children, and slowly introduced English-
language instruction.27

To establish a working judicial system, the army balanced continuity and
innovation, reviving the local courts while relying on its own military tribunals.
Only a day after his forces occupied Manila, the U.S. commander decreed that all
laws compatible with American supremacy would remain in effect, and just a
week later he opened military tribunals and provost marshal courts. After pro-
tracted negotiations the city’s Spanish judges resumed civil, though not criminal,
proceedings on October 7. They operated for four months until Spain, as a part of
its withdrawal, transferred their functions to the U.S. Army on January 31, 1899.28

The military courts soon communicated the new regime’s capacity for repres-
sion. In November 1898, for example, a military commission found the editor of
La Voz Española, the Spaniard Antonio Hidalgo, guilty of “circulating seditious
newspaper articles in violation of the laws of war” and ordered that the press and
“all appurtenances of the printing office” be sold to pay a five hundred dollar fine.
To counter such anti-Americanism, General Otis hired a propagandist to pro-
duce sympathetic articles on “the theory of government” for the city’s Filipino
and Spanish newspapers.29 From these rapid-fire innovations the provost mar-
shal general’s administration grew into a comprehensive city government, both
restoring basic services and planning Manila’s future. By mid-1900, the military
government was investigating details of urban life and preparing to draft a city
charter that would guide Manila’s administration for the next half century.30

Battle for Manila

Despite its early successes in Manila, the U.S. Army still faced formidable prob-
lems of political subversion and common crime. Its commander, Gen. Ewell S.
Otis, ordered constant vigilance against “the radical element in the insurgent
councils . . . who were then organizing . . . for revolutionary purposes.” Without
effective intelligence to attack the rebel underground, Otis saturated the city with
military police, assigning three thousand troops to the Provost Guard Separate
Brigade, nearly a third of his total strength and three times the superseded Span-
ish force. Apart from sheer numbers, the provost marshal general had the advan-
tage of a “special signal telephone system, putting him in direct communication
with his police about town” dispersed in eight precinct stations.31

The army was reacting to the very real threats of lawlessness and insurgency
when it put its military police on the streets of Manila. Indeed, the situation was
more serious than General Otis had imagined. Although the initial occupation of
the city in August 1898 had caught Filipino commander Gen. Emilio Aguinaldo
unprepared, several of his officers soon formed a revolutionary underground be-
neath unseeing American eyes. Within weeks Aguinaldo’s influence inside the
city had grown to the point that his undercover city governor, Ambrosio Flores,
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intervened to block strikes deemed disruptive of the revolution by workers in La
Insular’s tobacco factory, the tramway, and the railway. Two months later Agui-
naldo was able to conclude a contract with three of the city’s Chinese for opium
sales in the Bikol provinces for twelve hundred pesos per month.32 Teodoro San-
diko, a radical nationalist who had studied law in Madrid, even organized a
clandestine militia inside the city. Hired as an interpreter by the U.S. provost
marshal general, he cultivated American friends and convinced them to release
members of the revolutionary society, the Katipunan, who had been jailed by the
Spanish. Simultaneously, Sandiko was organizing a network of social clubs as a
cover for a spreading revolutionary network inside Manila.33 After it grew to
some ten thousand members, this network became “the subject of grave appre-
hension,” particularly when the military police learned that the group was dis-
tributing arms and training fighters.34

General Aguinaldo’s plans for an urban uprising were accelerated by un-
expected events that pushed both sides to war. On January 4, 1899, General Otis
released the text of President McKinley’s proclamation of “the conquest of the
Philippine Islands” and his promise that “the mission of the United States is be-
nevolent assimilation.”35 Outraged, Aguinaldo replied the next day with a declar-
ation that “my government is disposed to open hostilities.” Over the next two
weeks some fifty thousand Filipinos, a quarter of Manila’s population, fled the
city, crowding the streets with wagons full of household goods and filling out-
bound railway cars “to their utmost capacity.”36 On January 9 Aguinaldo issued
detailed instructions to the city’s guerrilla underground, the “brave soldiers of
the Santadahan,” for an uprising that would massacre the Americans in their
homes, murder their sentinels at the barrack gates, and launch a military assault
while the city erupted in arson. Over the next three weeks Sandiko worked tire-
lessly to organize some 6,330 men into guerrilla companies that took their oath to
the Philippine flag on February 2 at Caloocan, just north of the city.37 But before
he could complete his preparations sentries at the city’s outskirts exchanged shots
on the night February 4. Within hours the U.S. Army launched a devastating at-
tack that, at the cost of forty-four American dead, smashed the Filipino lines,
killed some five hundred in their trenches, and pushed Aguinaldo’s main force
north beyond the city’s outskirts.38

After reforming his lines north of the capital, General Aguinaldo ordered an
attack on Manila to counter the initial American advance. On the evening of Feb-
ruary 22, two red Bengal flares pierced the darkness over the city, signaling the at-
tack. Over a thousand Filipino troops, led by Gen. Pantaleon Garcia, had already
slipped silently into the city’s northern Tondo slums for a night-into-day battle.
Once inside the city, this Filipino force could only be saved from slaughter through
an attack by General Aguinaldo’s main force on the American lines and a mass up-
rising in Manila. But Aguinaldo’s troops disobeyed orders to attack and the Manila
underground was already weakened by the U.S. Provost Guard, leaving General
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Garcia’s troops to fight alone. Within twenty-one hours their gamble would fail,
with half the Filipino troops dead and whole city blocks reduced to smoking
ruins from abortive arson attempts.39

Though victorious, the U.S. army was traumatized by this unexpected im-
mersion in urban warfare with its mix of arson, night fighting, and the specter
of mass uprising. Emerging from these battles obsessive about security, the U.S.
command launched a campaign to pacify Manila through a combination of
liberal reforms and harsh repression. General Otis reopened the local courts,
starting in May with the Audiencia Territorial, a supreme court for both civil and
criminal cases, under three American and four Filipino justices.40 Despite their
political significance, these civil courts could not meet the military’s immediate
need for drumhead justice to enforce martial rule.41 Consequently, the army’s In-
ferior Provost Courts continued to operate, trying 10,511 defendants in the year
ending June 30, 1900, including 2,111 for curfew violations.42 During the three
years of military rule, army tribunals prosecuted thirty-seven thousand Filipino
defendants, over a quarter of Manila’s adult population.43

The threat of urban uprising forced simultaneous innovations in military po-
licing. Although its first attacks were soundly defeated, the revolutionary under-
ground remained, in the words of the provost marshal general, “almost con-
stantly . . . conspiring . . . to destroy the city.” For two years, starting in February
1899, the provost marshal maintained a strict 7:00 p.m. “curfew order” on the
capital. Adding to this sense of danger, in late December the military police de-
tected a plot by Gen. Artemio Ricarte, revolutionary commander for Manila, “to
dynamite the escort of honor attending the funeral of the late General [Henry]
Lawton.”44 To contain incendiary revolutionary rhetoric, the provost marshal
general was similarly vigilant in monitoring the Manila press. When several
newspapers became “outspoken in their policy of aiding and abetting the insur-
rection” in mid-1899, the military government moved quickly to “suppress cer-
tain of them and discipline others,” silencing any criticism of the U.S. regime.45

In the months following the attempted bombing, the provost marshal general
moved beyond military police patrols, experimenting with new surveillance tech-
niques. “Insurgent agents, some with fair social standing, if not prominence,”
General Otis complained, “are continually plotting in our midst, and Manila . . .
has its accredited insurgent governor.” With regular military patrols insufficient
to combat this underground, the army was forced to develop new methods that
married secret service operations, expanded intelligence, and joint Filipino-
American policing. In March 1899 the provost marshal general assigned a combat
veteran from the Eleventh Cavalry, Lt. Charles Trowbridge, to command the
city’s Bureau of Information, a new secret service tasked with tracking subver-
sives. In its first four months this small squad of four Americans and several Fili-
pino agents “succeeded in breaking up many of the active insurgent organiza-
tions in the city of Manila,” discovering a “secret organization” among the
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waterworks employees and arresting Col. Lucio Lucas, leader of the Armas Blan-
cas underground with fifteen hundred followers inside the city.46

To supplement his military police, General Otis formed a segregated force of
246 native civil police in August 1899, soon discovering that they were “feared by
the criminals and disloyal element of the population much more than our sol-
diers . . . because they are known to and closely watched by them.”47 Despite some
difficulties, within a year this binational police force largely succeeded in its main
mission of imposing a rough colonial order on the capital. In the year ending June
30, 1900, the U.S. military police and its Native Civil Police made 15,927 arrests, in-
cluding numerous revolutionary officers operating secretly inside Manila.48

The Bureau of Information under Lieutenant Trowbridge was ordered “to be
on the ‘lookout’ for insurgent meetings . . . and people who are actively engaged
in working against the Government.” In October 1899, this secret service found a
“seditious pamphlet” titled “Abajo Caretas” circulating in the city and raided the
printing office, seizing two hundred copies and arresting “one Aurelio Tolintino
[sic], the person who had them printed.” In June 1900 its agents located “a recruit-
ing station” for the “Vibora Katam” regiment under General Ricarte, the “director
of operations in Manila.” In this year of dirty war, the new secret service captured
thirty-five insurgent officers at the cost of five of its twelve agents killed or cap-
tured, including one “Ludwig Windall, found dead in the street.”49

Arriving in June 1900, the secretary of the civilian Philippine Commission,
the nascent civil regime, described the city as “a huge military camp swarming
with khaki-clad soldiers. They patrol the streets, guard the public buildings, and
perform all the functions of government. . . . We go to bed to the sound of taps
and wake to hear the bugles sounding reveille. Military authority is supreme—
omnipotent. To be on the street after ten at night is presumptive evidence of trea-
son; any one found abroad after that hour without a pass is hustled to the guard
house.”50 A young Filipino nationalist named Manuel Quezon who visited Ma-
nila branded its government “the American Military Dictatorship.”51 In Septem-
ber, when the president ordered the military governor to cede control of many
localities to the Philippine Commission, Manila was still deemed “infested with
insurgents who were continually plotting for its destruction” and remained under
martial rule.52

In December 1900 the U.S. commander, General MacArthur, issued a draco-
nian decree warning that all guerrillas would be tried “as war traitors against the
United States.” These strictures, the general ordered, would “apply with special
force to the city of Manila . . . from which an extensive correspondence is distrib-
uted to all parts of the archipelago by sympathizers . . . of the insurrection.” In ef-
fect, the capital was under the “rigid restraints of martial law” and anyone giving
“aid, support, encouragement, or comfort to the armed opposition in the field”
would be “tried for felonious crimes.” The decree, derived from the army’s Gen-
eral Order 100 of 1863, warned the Manila press that “any article . . . which, by any
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construction, can be classed as seditious” would subject “all connected . . . to such
punitive action as may be determined by the undersigned.”53 After signaling his
seriousness by banishing recalcitrants to Guam, MacArthur felt that his decree
had stifled resistance. “Rarely in war,” he said grandly, “has a single document
been so instrumental in influencing ultimate results.”54

To aid in the destruction of Manila’s revolutionary underground, the provost
marshal general appointed a new police superintendent, Lt. Col. W. E. Wilder, to
shake up the city’s force. After taking command in September 1900, Wilder had
found the city’s police administration chaotic and lacking leadership for the 618
Filipinos in the segregated native police. “It was quite evident,” Wilder reported,
“that the police department was not equipped to do the work . . . against either
the insurgent or criminal classes.” Recognizing the “inability of Americans to get
reliable information,” Chief Wilder felt that the situation could be salvaged “if
only a small percentage of the 618 native police . . . could be honestly and earnestly
engaged” through “the intelligent supervision of Americans.” Consequently, he
arranged the transfer of volunteer officers who in the coming months led the Fili-
pino police in the arrest of eight hundred revolutionary officers and the “circum-
vention of . . . their plans and conspiracies in this capital.”55

In these effective police operations, the city’s Bureau of Information played a
key role, introducing modern methods by collecting “500 photographs of the
most noted criminals of Manila,” which proved to be of “great value in the suc-
cessful tracing of those accused of crime.” Its chief, Lieutenant Trowbridge, re-
cruited thirty former insurgents to “ferret out the leaders” of the revolutionary
underground. This produced some six hundred arrests in four months, which,
after freeing the “many persons . . . falsely denounced,” resulted in the capture of
250 “bona fide officers of the insurgent army.” Apart from these targeted opera-
tions, the military police swept the city, making a remarkable 19,200 arrests dur-
ing its last year, about 20 percent of Manila’s adult population.56 By early 1901 the
capital was largely secured against insurrection.

Metropolitan Police

As counterguerrilla warfare wound down in Manila, the U.S. Army worked with
the incoming civil government, the Philippine Commission, in a seamless trans-
fer of control over the capital and its police. The civil authorities authorized the
army’s provost marshal general, under Act 70 of January 1901, “to raise and to
properly equip, a police force for the city of Manila.” The roster of fifty-seven of-
ficers and three hundred privates shall, the commission directed, “be selected
from the American Volunteer soldiery now serving in these Islands . . . and shall
be known as the Metropolitan Police Force of Manila.”57 An Associated Press cor-
respondent reported, a bit hyperbolically, that this rigorous selection produced “a
fine, able-bodied, strong, healthy-looking lot of men, accustomed to discipline”
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and credited its first chief, Capt. George W. Curry, a former New Mexico sheriff
and veteran of the Rough Riders, with “having organized a police force, the white
portion of which is the peer of any police force in the world.”58 In March and
April these new police units relieved the army patrols, and detectives in the mili-
tary’s Bureau of Information were integrated into the city police as its new Secret
Service.59 By the time military rule ended formally in July, Manila’s police force
had grown to 1,900 men, including 696 Americans selected from the army for
“possessing the best physical and mental qualities” and 1,204 “native police,” the
core of a future Filipino force.60

In planning this transition the army’s provost marshal general, George Davis,
left a lasting mark on Manila’s government by drafting its city charter, forming its
bureaucracy, and staffing the new Metropolitan Police with his veterans. On June
13, two months before the city’s transfer to civil rule, General Davis delivered a
detailed report, with operating budget and draft charter, granting far less self-rule
for Manila than for rural municipalities. Although the president’s instructions of
April 1900 specified that Filipinos should “be afforded the opportunity to man-
age their own local affairs,” Davis felt that granting self-rule to Manila “would
prove to be vastly more unwise or even more disastrous than such delegation of
power proved to be in the District of Columbia.” Hence, the general recom-
mended that Manila, like Washington, DC, be governed by a three-man appoin-
tive commission authorized to enact local ordinances for police, health, fire, and
public works. Manileños, like Washingtonians, would be denied the vote, but as a
concession to local self-rule one of the commissioners would be Filipino, as
would most city employees except the police.61

Under General Davis’s plan, nearly a third of Manila’s $1.6 million budget,
three times the amount allocated to its schools, would be dedicated to the new
Metropolitan Police. With law enforcement consuming nearly 20 percent of the
city’s tax revenues, Filipino “native police” would be paid $144 annually and
American patrolmen $780, the latter salary approaching the $900 paid police in
Washington, DC. Noting that the “wide differences in the rate of wages . . . are the
subject of adverse comment by the natives,” the general defended his policy, ar-
guing that Americans faced “the increased expense of personal maintenance
peculiar to this city.” Under the proposed charter the city’s appointive executive
would deploy these American police, under an all-powerful city marshal, with
wide powers of warrantless arrest. Taken together, the general’s charter and
budget meant that Manila householders would face a 500 percent tax increase,
from $37.50 to $200 annually, in return for the privilege of arbitrary arrest by
foreign police who answered to a city government they did not elect.62 As the
provost marshal general had planned, this structure subjected Manila to strict
central oversight and limited the autonomy of its police administration, a pat-
tern that would continue for much of the century.63 After the city police passed
to civil control in August 1901, racial segregation within the department became
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politically untenable. In November the Philippine Commission ended this divi-
sion to create, under Act No. 286, a unified metropolitan force of 875 men, in-
cluding a Secret Service with 24 detectives, 300 first-class American patrolmen
paid $900 annually, and 360 third-class Filipino patrolmen paid $240.64

The full integration of the metropolitan and native police proved difficult. At
first “many full-fledged insurrectos managed to enlist to further the cause of
Aguinaldo,” but most of these were “weeded out,” leaving a residue of suspicion.
Over the long term many “prominent ex-insurgents,” former lieutenants and cap-
tains, served the Manila force as corporals and sergeants and made a strong con-
tribution to “the effectiveness of the native police.” All American officers were
veterans who had been “actively fighting the Filipinos” and thus “evinced no
great desire to work with the native police.” Initially, it was necessary to segregate
these former enemies into “separate districts” until they could be slowly merged
through the mediation of a small cadre of Spanish Filipino officers. For example,
the commander of Precinct 5, Capt. Jose de Crame, was a Spanish mestizo and a
veteran of the Spanish secret service who had served the U.S. native police since
its inception.65 To facilitate communication the police offered Filipinos night
classes in English and expected Americans to be bilingual. Among the expatriate
officers, 207 demonstrated a working knowledge of Spanish, 79 of Tagalog, and
47 of both.66

In contrast to the constabulary’s color bar between white officers and native
troops, by 1902 the Manila Police was a binational force of 798 men—with 382
American and 416 Filipino patrolmen led by 33 American and 32 Filipino officers.
Within these broad cohorts, however, there was a marked racial disparity since
Americans represented 87 percent of the high-ranking patrolmen. More broadly,
the Manila Police offered little opportunity for advancement to either race, and a
striking 71 percent of Americans and 83 percent of Filipinos who served between
1902 and 1911 went a full decade without a promotion. With low salaries and little
opportunity to advance, corruption was common, as evidenced by an unbroken
succession of police scandals.67 Once appointed, American officers clung to their
posts in the face of constant fiscal pressures to cut the high-cost colonials. Al-
though the proportion of Filipinos on the force rose gradually through expatriate
attrition, the Manila Americans fought a running media battle to retain white of-
ficers in the name of efficiency.68 The Manila Times, the voice of the American
community, often denigrated the capacity of Filipino patrolmen. “Native Police
Take to Heels: Ran Away from Fight in Gordon’s Saloon in Pasay,” read a typical
headline in January 1908.69 Through such political maneuvering the Manila police
remained one of the largest concentrations of Americans in the islands until 1917.
And even then it was Filipinized later and less completely than other sectors of the
colonial service. Only after a sharp rise in American repatriation, accelerated by
World War I and reinforced by pension incentives, did Filipino representation
within the Manila force increase from 64 percent in 1911 to 93 percent in 1921.70
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Despite budgetary constraints, the new civil government moved quickly to
build a modern city police force. To secure the city streets, armed foot patrols
walked regular beats, using a system of telephones and alarms to summon re-
inforcements. To overcome the “great difficulty” of communication, the police
first stationed three officers at the central telephone office; finding this inade-
quate, they imported the Gamewell Police and Fire Alarm System to “put this city
on an equal footing with any in the United States.” After its installation in 1903,
the city’s police chief reported that “this system prevents loitering on beat by
patrolmen, . . . renders the work of men more systematic and thorough . . . and in
fact, keeps the station in touch at all times with every part of the Precinct.”71 By
1903, moreover, the Metropolitans were uniformed in olive drab with cork hel-
mets and armed with eight hundred new .38 caliber pistols and three hundred
Winchester repeating shotguns called “riot guns.”72

While uniformed patrols made regular rounds, the plainclothes detectives of
the Secret Service Bureau had more specialist beats: boarding all steamships, in-
specting every pawnshop daily, and photographing discharged prisoners. Work-
ing in a city without any system of criminal identification, in its first year the Se-
cret Service compiled “about 3,000 photographs of convicted criminals of all
classes and nationalities” with physical, political, and professional descriptions.
To improve the speed and accuracy of identification, in 1905 the bureau sent its
top detective, John W. Green, to the United States for a course in dacyloscopy
(fingerprinting) and “an exhaustive study of the Bertillon System of identifica-
tion by anthrometrical system.” Inside the new police Identification Department,
established in 1907, Green discarded “the bulky system of record-filing” and
introduced “an entirely new system” based on Bertillon’s model, which reduced a
criminal’s career to a single page that was, in the words of another Manila detec-
tive, “numbered consecutively and bound in book form, each book containing
500 pages, each page a complete and concise record of the offender.”73 In 1909,
when the system was fully operational, the Identification Department processed
3,314 suspects, including 836 “measured and photographed,” 400 measurement
verifications, and 464 confirmations of “old criminals,” exposing many who were
using false names.74

Green was promoted to Secret Service chief in 1913 and spent several years re-
fining this criminal identification system by establishing a police photo labora-
tory and making Henry fingerprinting a standard police procedure. Above all, he
refined his filing system by creating three intersecting records stored in steel cabi-
nets by “modus operandi” for ready retrieval: a file card for every offender, a
numbered sheet for habitual criminals, and a rogues’ gallery of selected identifi-
cation photos. Where “system is the motto” and “science is the watchword,” wrote
a reporter after a 1918 visit to the Secret Service’s Luneta headquarters, “few crim-
inals escape the all embracing index.” By the mid-1920s the department had
amassed 30,870 numbered photographs and 200,000 alphabetized identification
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cards for the city’s 285,000 people, 70 percent of Manila’s population.75 Through
his seminal role in scientific detection, Green would rise from patrolman in 1901
to police chief in 1922, retiring seven years later to accolades for his moderniza-
tion of the force.76

The Secret Service Bureau’s confidential duties included surveillance of sus-
pected subversives, monitoring prominent Filipinos, and “private and secret in-
vestigations of officials and employees, many of whom have had to be shadowed
to prevent their leaving the islands.” In 1902–3, for example, the Secret Service
“cleaned out” gambling houses in Binondo, assisted in prosecuting the labor rad-
ical Dr. Dominador Gomez, and took “the initial steps to suppress this evil . . . of
the seditious dramas.” To maintain the aura of American superiority, detectives
also delivered a “body blow” to a gang of the “worthless American element . . . of
gamblers, confidence men, ex-Alaska adventurers, and ex-convicts,” forcing them
to flee the colony. At the broadest level, the bureau’s founding chief, Charles
Trowbridge, tried “to keep the finger of the bureau at all times upon the pulse of
Manila’s populace.”77 In these operations the Secret Service collaborated so
closely with the Philippines Constabulary’s Information Division that within a
few years “business of a confidential nature between the two departments” re-
quired installation of a direct phone line from the desk of the Secret Service chief
to his constabulary counterpart.78

Only two years after the founding of the Manila force, U.S. officials would
praise “the high character” of American patrolmen and claim that their work
could be “favorably compared with that of any police department in the world.”79

By its innovations in communication and criminal identification, the Manila po-
lice had become an integral component of America’s colonial panopticon.

Municipal Police

In marked contrast to the efficient Manila Metropolitans, the hundreds of mu-
nicipal police forces spread across the countryside remained the most problem-
atic facet of colonial security. While the Manila police benefited from incessant
innovation, the municipal police were an almost accidental mixture of Spanish
precedent and U.S. military priorities. Appointed by town mayors and embedded
in local politics, municipal police were a perpetual problem not only for the U.S.
colonial regime but for its successor, the Philippine Commonwealth. Implemen-
tation of serious reforms would have required a degree of oversight that compro-
mised municipal autonomy, a central tenet of American colonial rule. Rather
than addressing this contradiction, a succession of U.S. administrations generally
ignored local police unless some particularly egregious incident prompted short-
term intervention.

As the U.S. Army broke out of Manila and began its march across Central
Luzon in early 1899, it soon found that reviving local governments and arming
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their police were necessary adjuncts to pacification. After occupying the Repub-
lic’s capital at Malolos in March, the commander of the Third Artillery, Maj. W. A.
Kobbé, organized civil governments in four nearby towns with native police to
enforce regulations over gambling, intoxication, and any disorder.80

Impressed with this model, the U.S. commander, General Otis, used these ru-
dimentary regulations as the basis for his General Order 43 of August 1899, which
urged the formation of similar local governments across Luzon. Under these reg-
ulations each town would have a municipal council whose president would estab-
lish a police force with “the senior headman” as lieutenant of police empowered
to “arrest or order the arrest of persons violating a city ordinance.” Police could
only hold prisoners for twenty-four hours before releasing or transferring them
to the U.S. Army’s provost court for trial.81 In March 1900 the general introduced
a municipal code under General Order 40, confidently proclaiming a “genuinely
liberal spirit” that would soon put the Philippine people on “the path to true
progress” through “a really autonomous and decentralized government.” The
code decreed that all municipalities except Manila would hold elections for a
mayor and town councilors who would establish a police department to suppress
“games of chance, gambling houses, disorderly houses . . . , and all kinds of vice
and immorality,” including prostitution and opium smoking. To enforce such
local ordinances, the council had the authority to impose jail terms of up to fif-
teen days without appeal, giving the mayors and their policemen almost un-
checked judicial powers.82

To transform this nominal authority into armed reality, General MacArthur,
who succeeded Otis as commander in May 1899, provided both funds and regula-
tions for local police. Confronted with a surge of guerrilla activity in June 1900,
the general authorized his department commanders to arm municipal police
with Colt .45 revolvers, thereby encouraging “the idea of self-protection against
robbers and roving bands of criminals, with which the country abounds.” With a
grant of U.S. $150,000 from the Philippine Commission to supplement munici-
pal budgets, MacArthur quickly mobilized, in just eight months, a force of 6,150
municipal police, with 2,500 carrying firearms and the rest short swords called
bolos.83

In January 1901, during the transition to civilian rule, the incoming Philippine
Commission enacted a municipal code that preserved much of the original de-
sign, requiring that councils establish a police force to maintain order and pro-
hibit personal vice.84 When military rule ended in July, the new civil administra-
tion inherited a fragmented force of thousands of heavily armed, poorly trained,
local police dispersed across the countryside without effective supervision. This
was an oversight the commission soon tried to correct by charging the Philip-
pines Constabulary with “frequent inspections . . . of the police force of each and
every municipality.”85 Despite its overall efficiency, the constabulary’s supervision
of local police was a failure. When the governor-general visited Iloilo Province,
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Mayor Benito Lopez voiced the concerns of many by condemning the local police
as “badly disciplined, badly organized” and called for the creation of “a unified
municipal police force . . . drilled and instructed by intelligent officers.” To con-
tain the damage, the constabulary reduced the total number of municipal police
from nearly ten thousand in 1903 to six thousand two years later and replaced
their rifles and shotguns with revolvers and short swords.86

Nonetheless, colonial criticism of local police mounted with each passing
year. “The entire force of a town goes out of office with the presidente [mayor],”
the secretary of commerce and police reported in 1908, “and the appointment of
the new policemen is the perquisite of the incoming official, so that they are
rather servants of the presidente than law officers of the town.”87 For the next
eighty years, countless Filipino and foreign observers would echo these criticisms
with varying degrees of vehemence.

Division of Military Information

While the experiment with municipal police was a failure, the army’s field intelli-
gence unit, the first in its hundred-year history, was an unqualified success. As it
struggled to uproot guerrillas immersed in rugged terrain and hostile popula-
tions, the army established the Division of Military Information (DMI) to serve
as a central intelligence clearinghouse for the half-dozen civil and military agen-
cies engaged in political warfare.

In the first years of fighting General Otis had assigned intelligence to his divi-
sional commanders, producing a diffuse, decentralized effort and an inconclusive
counterinsurgency. In 1899, however, he established the Bureau of Insurgent Rec-
ords to catalog the masses of documents captured from Filipino forces, who were,
in the words of one intelligence officer, “prone to put into writing all their official
acts . . . but . . . seem generally not to have taken proper precautions to keep these
records from failing into our hands.”88 This Filipino practice of punctilious doc-
umentation and the voracious American appetite for information collided to cre-
ate an effective field intelligence unit within the U.S. Army.

After taking command of the Philippine Division in May 1900, General
MacArthur soon recognized the critical role of intelligence. In his systematic
search for a winning strategy, the general found that Lt. W. T. Johnson’s analysis
of the invisible guerrilla influence over towns in La Union Province was “the best
description . . . of the insurgent method” while Capt. Henry Allen’s use of accu-
rate information for the aggressive pursuit of rebels on Leyte Island exemplified
the most appropriate tactics. Consequently, when MacArthur unleashed an in-
tensified counterinsurgency in December 1900, his adjutant general instructed
the chief of insurgent records, Capt. John R. M. Taylor, to expand his small bu-
reau into the Division of Military Information with the mission of “collecting
and disseminating information that is of great value . . . in fixing the identity” of
the insurgents. As the army’s first combat intelligence force, the new division
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lacked the experience or expertise to balance the needs for careful research and
timely intelligence. Initially, it seemed to mime the Military Information Division
in Washington, using its archival methods to collect and catalog the two hundred
thousand insurgent documents captured between 1899 and 1901. From these
three tons of paper Captain Taylor eventually selected some fifteen hundred doc-
uments for publication in his five-volume The Philippine Insurrection against the
United States, a boon for later historians but of limited immediate use in pacifica-
tion. After about three months of operations, the unit began to develop proce-
dures for “the collection and dissemination of military intelligence data” that as-
sisted in the arrest of 600 suspected subversives, including 250 insurgent officers
in the Manila area.89

When Taylor returned home in early 1901, Capt. Ralph Van Deman, later
known as the “father of U.S. military intelligence,” assumed command of an
embryonic intelligence unit that was still far from meeting the army’s needs.
Juxtaposing his mediocre military record prior to this post and his remarkable
achievements afterward, it seems that imperial warfare proved a transformative
experience for both this officer and his army. Educated at Harvard and trained
as a medical doctor in Cincinnati, Van Deman had joined the service in 1893 as
a surgeon before switching to the infantry for several years of undistinguished
duty. The outbreak of the Spanish-American War in 1898 found him working in
Washington, DC, as a staff officer at the Military Information Division. There he
was relegated to the map section, overshadowed by the division’s brilliant com-
mander, Maj. Arthur L. Wagner, and its intrepid operative Lt. Andrew S. Rowan.
The lieutenant had been recalled from Arctic explorations for dispatch to Cuba
with the famed “message to Garcia,” the Cuban insurgent leader. Angry at being
passed over for these missions, Van Deman quit MID in early 1899 and trans-
ferred to the Philippines where, ill-suited for combat because of bad eyes and un-
gainly body, he served as a general’s aide and mapped terrain for two years. In
an era when his peers fought on the frontier and won medals for courage under
fire, his was an undistinguished record that showed little hint of the exceptional
achievements to come over the next eighteen months.90

After taking command of DMI at Manila in February 1901, Captain Van
Deman worked tirelessly to raise its intelligence and counterintelligence capacity
to unprecedented levels, developing policies and procedures that would shape in-
telligence operations for the entire U.S. Army fifteen years later. While the heroes
of this imperial age won acclaim exploring remote arctic and tropical terrains,
Van Deman was quietly discovering an invisible interstice just beneath society’s
surface and would devote the rest of his life to probing this covert netherworld.
Working within a military whose intelligence capacity was at best rudimentary,
Van Deman quickly developed innovative doctrines for the DMI by collecting,
categorizing, and operationalizing what soon became encyclopedic informa-
tion on every aspect of the Filipino resistance: active guerrillas, civilian sup-
porters, finances, firearms, ideology, propaganda, communications, movement,
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and terrain. Instead of passively filing documents and compiling monographs
like the Military Information Division in Washington, Van Deman’s Manila com-
mand combined reports from the army’s 450 post information officers with data
from the colony’s civil police to produce actionable field intelligence. With tele-
graph lines knitting nets around guerrilla zones and the captain pressing subor-
dinates for fast, accurate information, DMI’s field units proved agile in tracking
rebel movements and identifying their locations for timely raids.91

Exemplifying its voracious appetite for raw data, DMI launched a “confiden-
tial” project in March 1901 to map the entire guerilla infrastructure by compiling
information cards for every influential Filipino. “In order to facilitate the inter-
change of information, with reference to insurgents and sympathizers,” read the
orders, “the Division Commander directs that . . . all posts . . . be called upon to
supply the data as indicated on information cards . . . limited to the following per-
sons: (a) Insurgents . . . above the rank of lieutenant (b) priests (c) Presidentes
[mayors] or other important officers (d) Active civilian sympathizers of means
and standing in the community.” Data was to be “supplied from every possible
source,” duplicate copies would be filed at each echelon, and new names would be
added quarterly.92 From across Luzon hundreds of army posts sent Van Deman
one to two dozen “Descriptive Cards of Inhabitants” for each municipality, many
revealing extraordinarily detailed local knowledge. On May 1, for example, Cap-
tain Harry Nichols submitted twenty-two cards for the town of Malolos, Bulacan,
including one (see facing page) with a typically precise knowledge of the subject’s
physical appearance, personal finances, political loyalties, and kinship networks.

For rapid retrieval, DMI’s clerks transcribed these cards into indexed, alpha-
betical rosters for each military zone, including over two hundred initial entries
for the Central Luzon region alone. Systematizing this process six months later,
army headquarters ordered each post to appoint a full-time “Intelligence Officer”
who “will be expected to avail himself of every opportunity to obtain informa-
tion,” starting with a detailed description of the local infrastructure for insur-
gency.93 In DMI’s Manila office, Van Deman was assiduous in checking submis-
sions, asking the post intelligence officer at Pila, Laguna, for example, why “the
barrios you mention under ‘cross roads and trails’ do not appear on the one inch
map.”94

To operationalize this information, Van Deman’s unit disseminated intelli-
gence among military echelons and the civil police via products ranging from a
daily summary for headquarters to operational bulletins for field commands. The
mass of data from the army’s 450 posts was, as Van Deman later recalled, distilled
into “reports on the topography . . . and the Filipino personnel . . . made available
to the Commanding General and his staff.”95 Through selection and summary of
diverse sources, Van Deman’s daily intelligence brief provided headquarters with
information on both broad political trends and immediate threats. His report on
October 30, 1901, for example, contained warnings from an army detachment in
Dasmarinas about three hundred “natives with arms” in the nearby mountains,
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from a scouts officer in Quingua, Bulacan, about unrest caused by agitators, and
from a constabulary inspector in Laoag, Ilocos Norte, who was tracking agents of
the dissident Bishop Gregorio Aglipay.97 Indicative of close interservice coopera-
tion, Van Deman also reported that, to uncover insurgent agents inside Manila,
“an exceedingly close watch is being kept on all suspected persons . . . by the Po-
lice Department, the Constabulary and ourselves, all of us working together.”98

While the army and police provided useful information on civilians, opera-
tional intelligence about guerillas had to come from Filipino spies, turncoats, or
captives, creating an espionage that was both difficult and dangerous. In Febru-
ary 1902, for example, the detachment commander at Boac, Marinduque, tried to
recover a cache of some seventy rifles but hit a wall of subtle resistance from the
governor, prosecutor, and municipal mayors. When the captain pressed an ex-
guerrilla into service as a guide, the man preferred “suicide by jumping off a high
cliff.”99 Similarly, as the army intensified its pressure on active guerrillas south of
Manila in late 1901 the American captain in command at Tanauan, Batangas,
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(To be forwarded through District Headquarters. No letter of Transmittal Necessary.)

Station Reported From: Mallolos, P.I. Date: May 1st 1901

Officer Making Report: Capt. Maury Nichols 3rd Inf.

Name of Person Reported upon: Juanito Reyes, M. F.
Residence: Sarioncillo Barrio Malolos Pueblo Bulacan Province Luzon

Island

Description: Height 5–6 1
⁄ 2 Weight 140 Age 26 Married, Single

Where Born: Pueblo Barasoain

Tribe or nationality: Tagalog-Pampanganese

Distinguishing marks: Bright appearance—neat dresser

Blood Connections [of prominence only]: Connected with Tiongson family of

Malolos by marriage and closely related to Panlilo family Mexico, Pampanga.

Increasing influence.

Attitude toward U.S.: Presumably treacherous.

Oath of Allegiance, where and when recorded: Not known . . . to have accepted

oath at Manila.

Occupation: Lawyer

Ever held as prisoner: Known to have held important rank as adjutant to Gen.

Torres during late insurrection.

Financial Condition—real and personal property: Heir presumptive to $20,000

Mex. in farm property.

Remarks: Studied the law. Late conduct neutral. Has not been in active service

for 2 years . . . His brother was insurgent president [mayor] of Barasoain during

American Occupation.96



reported that his local informant, Alvaro Narareth, had been butchered with
bolos near the town market just before noon. Although “the man’s blood was
spattered over the counters,” proprietors of all thirteen shops fronting the crime
scene remained stubbornly silent. After giving them the night to think it over, the
captain took decisive albeit counterproductive action: “No information was
forthcoming and the 13 places were burned.”100

When the U.S. Army mobilized to crush Luzon’s last pockets of armed re-
sistance in the revolution’s heartland just south of Manila, both the strengths
and weakness of this intelligence effort soon became evident. Assessing popular
sentiments in the provinces of Batangas, Cavite, and Laguna, one officer reported
that “the great majority of the people are violently opposed to American rule,
and both hate and fear the Americans.” With permissive orders that removed re-
strictions on the treatment of civilians, army patrols began burning crops and
villages in July 1900, forcing the surrender of the commander for Cavite Province,
Gen. Mariano Trias, with two hundred soldiers in March 1901. After troops cap-
tured the correspondence of Laguna’s Gen. Juan Cailles in January, DMI quickly
reduced this mass of paperwork to a “comprehensive list” of all 560 of his guer-
rillas. Four months later the capture of another cache of documents revealed
“the whereabouts of arms and the names of prominent people associated with
him.” As troops raided his camps and arrested his supporters, General Cailles
marched into the town of Santa Cruz with six hundred troops to surrender his
arms and accept his reward, five thousand dollars in cash and an appointment as
Laguna’s provincial governor.101

Farther south in Batangas, the charismatic commander Gen. Miguel Malvar
eluded capture through his mastery of the terrain, strong local support, and dis-
ciplined guerrilla operations. In August 1901 the U.S. Army’s regional commander,
Gen. Samuel S. Sumner, reported that his operations against these insurgents were
“paralyzed for want of accurate information.”102 A month later the general wrote
to army headquarters announcing the formation of a Bureau of Information in
his command since it was the only means of defeating the guerrillas “unless we
burn the barrios, destroy the food, and subject them to personal torture which is
inhuman and unwise.”103 Within weeks, this new bureau’s chief, Lt. Emory S.
West, issued orders for special intelligence officers to compile lists of insurgents
and for the allocation of Secret Service funds to pay Filipino informants.104

The search for General Malvar ultimately revealed the limits of intelligence or
at least the limits of the army’s patience in waiting for it. As army posts sent in
captured documents and interrogation reports, DMI’s Manila headquarters eval-
uated each for significance, coded it for filing, and sent a summary to the appro-
priate commands. After receiving the text of an interrogation from Tanauan
dated November 7, for example, DMI clerks cataloged the message with a unique
identification number and within twenty-four hours Van Deman himself dis-
patched it to General Sumner’s headquarters, which forwarded it to a cavalry unit
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that was tracking these guerrillas.105 Since time-sensitive messages could be sent
by telegraph, Van Deman needed only minutes to forward a detailed description
of Malvar’s messenger to the post at Binan, Laguna: “Forty years of age, poor and
barefooted. Has lost all fingers of right hand and habitually carries right hand
bent right angles close to body.”106 Beyond individual reports, DMI reduced a
mass of detail to a roster of ten “Insurgent Officers still in the field in Batangas
and Tayabas Province” with precise physical descriptions, known residences, and
recent activities.107

When both superiors and subordinates grew tired of General Sumner’s slow,
incremental progress, the division assigned the search for Malvar to another com-
mander, the hardnosed Gen. J. Franklin Bell. With a ruthlessness that troubled
even his superiors, Bell ratcheted up the pressure by degrees from drumhead pros-
ecution of any rebel sympathizer to systematic devastation of the countryside.
With a force of 7,600 men, Bell’s brigade ravaged Malvar’s main refuge, the Lobo
Mountains of eastern Batangas, destroying in just one of these forays a million
tons of rice, six thousand houses, and nearly nine hundred draft animals. After
such wholesale destruction of farming villages and a “reconcentration” of the
province’s entire population into miserable compounds that caused some eleven
thousand civilian deaths, Malvar, stripped of his followers and his family wracked
with fever, finally surrendered in April 1902.108

Under Van Deman’s command, DMI’s covert operations also revealed a po-
tential pitfall of intelligence: the capacity to weave discrete strands of data into a
dark tapestry of threat. At a time when most accounts suggested that insurgent
activity was on the decline, his team was pursuing rumors of “an active plot . . .
for the proposed assassination of all . . . important military officers in the city” by
an “attacking force . . . concealed in certain swamp land.” A visit by a single Japa-
nese military attaché prompted Van Deman to assign scarce staff to unearth a
possible “Asiatic” conspiracy.109 This perception of the Philippines as a bubbling
cauldron of insurrection was so deeply ingrained in the colonial intelligence
community by the end of formal hostilities in July 1902 that it defied a changing
reality. The former revolutionary commander for the Bikol region, Vito Belar-
mino, was blind, deaf, and defeated, but American security officers still saw him
as a dangerous incendiary who could fan the embers of a dying revolution. In
January 1902, for example, Manila’s Secret Service reported that the ex-general
was hosting meetings of “a very suspicious appearance” at his home on Calle Jolo
that were “being watched by this Department.” In Bikol an army intelligence offi-
cer reported that “he pretends to be very feeble” and “pretends to be friendly” to
Americans,” but he was supposedly “planning in secret” to take to the hills with
his troops, a fear shared by Captain Van Deman. These alarmist reports notwith-
standing, at his surrender in 1901 Belarmino encouraged a recalcitrant rebel com-
rade to capitulate and thenceforth remained just what he seemed: blind, deaf, and
defeated.110
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On balance, Captain Van Deman’s maiden Philippine effort exhibited the
same contradictory elements that would later trouble his expanded intelligence
operations during World War I. With few military precedents to guide him, he
developed comprehensive doctrines for both intelligence and counterintelli-
gence. Most fundamentally, he instituted new procedures for systematic data
collection, accurate coding, and rapid dissemination. Through its central role in
coordinating an otherwise fragmented colonial intelligence effort, DMI also
promoted institutional cross-fertilization, distilling innovations by, and distrib-
uting information from, the half-dozen civil and military agencies fighting this
underground war. But this exhaustive effort was also married to a problematic
paradigm, marked by the indelible imprint of this imperial age, which equated
threat with ethnicity. As we will see in a later chapter, Van Deman would become
the vehicle for domesticating these colonial lessons, both their larger design and
their operational details, when the U.S. Army established its Military Intelli-
gence command during World War I and put him in charge of its domestic
counterintelligence.

U.S. Colonial Constabulary

The Philippines Constabulary (PC) was an almost accidental creation born of a
brutal colonial pacification that could not succeed without an adaptable force of
Filipino soldiers under American leadership. As the fighting shifted from conven-
tional combat to counterinsurgency, the U.S. Army discovered the utility of “na-
tive troops” and recruited Filipinos to serve as guides and interpreters. Drawing
on this experience in late 1900, the incoming civil administration, the Philippine
Commission, recommended that “a comprehensive scheme of police organiza-
tion be put in force as rapidly as possible, [and] that it be separated and distinct
from the army.”111 In sum, the constabulary’s mission was twofold: first, disarm
the countryside using paramilitary patrols to capture both guerrillas and their
rifles strewn by the revolution; and, second, secure the capital using intelligence
operatives to round up subversives and monitor radical nationalists. In carrying
out this mission, the constabulary would become a Janus-faced organization,
serving as both the long arm of the colonial executive and as a vehicle for Filipino
aspirations. During the early years of its operations, the color bar was palpable,
presenting significant hurdles to Filipino advancement. But by placing guns in
the hands of “natives” and replacing American soldiers with Filipino constables,
the constabulary eventually became a force for the realization of Governor-
General Taft’s goal of building a “Philippines for the Filipinos.”112

With the inauguration of the U.S. civil government in July 1901, the Philip-
pine Commission recognized the need for a national police force to complete the
army’s pacification. General Aguinaldo’s revolutionary army had been broken,
but guerrilla bands, bandits, and messianic rebels were still active across the
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archipelago. Civilian rule also coincided with departure of all U.S. volunteer sol-
diers, adding pressure for the recruitment of native auxiliaries to assist the re-
maining army regulars. Under the commission’s legislation of that same July, a
new Insular Constabulary was authorized to recruit 162 soldiers for every prov-
ince. As civil law officers, constables were empowered to “make arrests upon rea-
sonable suspicion without warrant for breaches of the peace” provided that
suspects appeared before a judge within twenty-four hours “if reasonably practi-
cable.” Accordingly, in August the commission established the Philippines Con-
stabulary and just three months later, reflecting the centrality of intelligence to
U.S. rule, added an Information Bureau staffed by a superintendent, three inspec-
tors, two special detectives, a clerk, and a draftsman.113

For implementation of these acts Governor Taft turned to his good friend
and secretary for police, the former Confederate war hero Luke E. Wright. To this
daunting task Wright brought a wealth of experience: four years with the Con-
federate Army during the American Civil War; eight more as attorney general of
Tennessee; and several decades of creative, sometimes courageous civic leader-
ship in Memphis, building the city’s banks, press, public health service, and mass
transit system.114 Unlike many of his peers, he soon recognized the need for an al-
ternative to regular U.S. soldiers, whom he felt “had neither the will nor the orga-
nization to do police duty.”115 In effect, as Wright designed it, the constabulary
became a hybrid force, deployed in localized units like police but armed with rifles
like soldiers. So arrayed, its troopers would pursue bandit and revolutionary rem-
nants with considerable success and bring colonial order to the countryside.

In a parallel move some months later the U.S. Army inducted its Filipino irreg-
ulars into a unified force called the Philippine Scouts or “Native Scouts,”which was
periodically mobilized to supplement the constabulary in its pacification efforts.
Under General Order 293 of September 1901, the army formed fifty scout compa-
nies of 104 men each organized by “tribe” or language group, armed with Spring-
field rifles, and paid by the U.S. government. Though often criticized by American
officers, a Filipino scout cost the army just 36 percent of the expense of an Amer-
ican soldier, suffered half the sick days, and fought with what the army called the
“dash and grit” of “racial courage.” By July 1902 there were only 15,500 U.S. Army
troops left in the islands, concentrated in cantonments for external defense—a de-
ployment that forced the 11,000 Filipino soldiers in the scouts and constabulary to
take over the rural pacification campaign.116 Three years later, when the commis-
sion’s three-tiered security system was fully developed, the colony’s “native”secur-
ity forces totaled twenty-one thousand men—including seven thousand constab-
ulary, five thousand scouts, and nine thousand municipal police.117

Both the constabulary and scouts began with similar colonial profiles—white
officers and native soldiers—but they soon developed distinctive institutional cul-
tures. The scouts were infantry units concentrated in a half-dozen major bases for
external defense, while the constabulary was a police force dispersed in hundreds
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of small posts to maintain internal order. The scout regiments remained regular
units of the U.S. Army until their abolition in 1949, while the constabulary was a
colonial police force subordinate to both Filipino and American civil officials.
Whenever electoral fraud, official venality, or police abuse became excessive, the
colonial state imposed central control over remote localities through the constab-
ulary, which in the four decades of U.S. rule averaged only 325 officers and 4,700
constables. Whenever peasant or tribal revolts strained the limits of these lightly
armed police, the colonial governor could call on the scout infantry, which was,
as mandated by Congress in 1903, subordinate to constabulary field officers in
these operations118

Relations between these colonial forces were complicated by a formal separa-
tion of civil and military authority. Unlike European empires, the United States
divided colonial power in the Philippines between a civilian executive (the civil
governor) and a senior military officer (the general commanding the Philippine
Division). Each controlled his own native troops, constabulary or scouts. Each
reported to different authorities in Washington, the governor to the president
and the general to the army’s chief of staff. On the spot in Manila, moreover,
there was no formal mechanism to coordinate these two distinct colonial regimes
and mediate their inevitable conflicts. Later the army conducted a study, which
found that this complete division of civil and military authority had fostered
“friction between the Governor-General and the [Philippine] Division com-
mander.” Rather than creating a department of colonies to mediate this conflict,
Washington administered its overseas possessions through the War Department’s
Bureau of Insular Affairs, an arrangement that gave “greater prestige to the Divi-
sion commander.”119

Though awkward and often inefficient, this dyarchy was a correction to a
historical process that had invested the army with unchecked civil and military
power over the Philippines for three full years. By the time the fighting was largely
over in early 1901, the War Department in Washington realized that a viable civil
government required restraints on this military power. “We intend to discontinue
the military governor of the Philippine Islands and to establish a civil govern-
ment which will be supreme there,” Secretary of War Elihu Root wrote to his new
Philippine commander, Gen. Adna Chaffee. “We are very desirous to have this ac-
complished . . . because we wish to avoid the prejudice which always arises when
military government is too long continued.”120

Unconvinced, General Chaffee remained suspicious of Filipinos and reluc-
tant to cede authority to American civil officials. After Filipino guerrillas massa-
cred a group of U.S. Marines at Balangiga, Samar, in September 1901, the general
concluded that “we are dealing with a treacherous, lying, half-civilized commu-
nity, that the natural instinct is hatred of the white race, and . . . constant suspi-
cion must be the watchword of our men.”121 A month later he refused to recog-
nize the authority of the new civil courts, arguing that “it is very necessary to
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maintain here the influence of the army on the mind of the people—That they
shall fear it.” Despite presidential directives to the contrary, the general felt that
the Philippine Supreme Court “has no right I believe to demand the presence of
a prisoner held by the Military Authority.”122

From the outset this unresolved civil-military conflict complicated the work
of the constabulary. According to Mrs. Helen Taft’s memoir, her husband’s “pet
project” of forming “a force of several thousand Filipinos, trained and com-
manded by American Army officers” met firm opposition from General Chaffee.
“I am opposed to the whole business,” the general announced in mid-1901 when
Secretary Wright called to discuss his draft constabulary bill. “It seems to me that
you are trying to introduce something to take the place of my Army.” “Why, so we
are,” Wright replied. “We are trying to create a civil police force to do the police
work which we understood the army was anxious to be relieved of. . . . We con-
sider it necessary to have a constabulary . . . in a country where the natives take
naturally to ladronism [banditry].”123

Although he was a regular army officer, the constabulary’s first chief, Capt.
Henry T. Allen, championed its cause. As his companies took the field, Allen
quickly devised an ambitious plan to shift the entire pacification campaign from
the U.S. Army to his insular police. By January 1902 Governor Taft had indepen-
dently concluded that American soldiers were no longer effective for pacification,
so he accepted Allen’s argument that five thousand constabulary spread across the
islands could both guarantee order and allow a rapid reduction of army forces
to just fifteen thousand “white soldiers” and five thousand “native troops.” Pre-
dictably, this proposal aroused heated opposition from the Philippine Division,
notably Major General Lloyd Wheaton, who favored a force of forty thousand
American troops, and his regular officers, who still felt the best Filipino was a
dead one.124

The army retaliated by restricting the constabulary’s access to modern arms.
Originally, Washington had allocated 1,372 Krag-Jorgensen repeating rifles for
the new colonial police. But the army’s commander, General Chaffee, objected
to placing its most advanced weaponry in native hands, warning that “50, 100, or
200 men, with hostile intent, armed with rifle or carbine, constitute a force that
takes thousands of troops and months of time to overcome.” Consequently, the
constabulary wound up with pistols, shotguns, and antiquated Springfield rifles
to fight rebels armed with rapid-fire Mausers or razor-sharp fighting bolos, the
latter surprisingly lethal in close combat. After General Chaffee delivered five
hundred Springfields in early 1902, Captain Allen hailed it as “the weapon for the
Constabulary” even though its single-shot magazine was inferior to that of the
Mauser, many bores were so worn that their accuracy suffered, and many were
not equipped with bayonets, which were essential for close combat against the
bolo.125 Operating outside the army hierarchy further complicated constabulary
procurements. As a civil agency, it had to route its orders through the War
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Department’s Bureau of Insular Affairs in Washington where it joined the awful
“confusion here of a Tom, Dick, and Harry order from Tom, Dick and Harry in
the Philippines.” This confusion was exemplified by errors in delivery of the cor-
rect rifle cartridges and problems with an “outrageous” trigger pull on a special
order of Colt .45 pistols. These difficulties would not be resolved for another four
years until the army adopted the Model 1903 rifle and finally agreed to turn over
its superseded, six-shot Krag-Jorgensens to the constabulary.126

The army also resisted the transition from martial rule to civil law. In Octo-
ber 1901, after several heated civil-military disputes, the Philippine Commission
passed Act No. 272 exempting army officers in just six troubled provinces from
the requirement of habeas corpus for military prisoners.127 Implementation of
this accord proved difficult, particularly during the final phase of pacification in
1902. When the army’s Manila garrison arrested three former revolutionary offi-
cers for sedition, Acting Governor Wright protested to General Chaffee, citing
this act to insist “that if he really had any proof against these men the civil author-
ities would be glad to proceed against them in the courts.” After Wright presented
evidence that one was a victim of a false report by “political rivals,” another had
already sworn loyalty to the United States, and the third had no evidence against
him, the army released them all. Even so, Wright was concerned that “these con-
tinued arbitrary arrests have a tendency to frighten the people.”128

After the “Philippine Insurrection” formally ended in July 1902, these civil-
military conflicts intensified. With primary responsibility for pacification and in-
adequate forces for the task, the constabulary struggled to contain the insurgency.
To address the need for additional manpower, Congress responded to Wright’s
personal appeal by passing a law in January 1903 that authorized the civil govern-
ment to mobilize the army’s native troops, the Philippine Scouts, “to assist the
Philippines Constabulary in the maintenance of order.” Since the law effectively
placed these regular military forces under the civilian police, the legislation also
provided that five regular army officers would be detailed to the constabulary as
assistant chiefs or chief, the latter with a brevet rank of brigadier general.129 In ef-
fect, this law meant that for the next decade half a dozen U.S. Army officers would
command the constabulary.130 In spite of this concession to military control, the
army’s new Philippine Division commander, Gen. George Davis, complained bit-
terly that the new law placed his officers in “the mortifying position” of being
“forbidden to lead into action the troops of their commands whom they had or-
ganized, instructed for years, brought to a high state of efficiency, and whose ma-
terial wants . . . they must still supply.”131 But Taft, continuing to pursue his goal of
“Philippines for the Filipinos,” asserted that the new act had “worked extremely
well,” allowing the civil government to restore order with native troops, the con-
stabulary and scouts, rather than white regulars. “In this country,”Taft stressed, “it
is politically most important that Filipinos should suppress Filipino disturbances
and arrest Filipino outlaws.”132
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Despite incessant wrangling over details, the civil and military authorities
agreed about the constabulary’s overall mission and composition. “With the close
of active campaigning,” wrote General Davis in early 1902, “the [U.S. Army]
troops are assembled into large camps, and the constabulary is day by day show-
ing its capacity to over-awe the evil minded. The Filipinos have at last been dis-
armed and we must prevent their re-armament.”133 His superior, General Chaf-
fee, also felt that as the army withdrew from pacified areas “the Civil Government
is required to install a considerable force of constabulary” to meet what he called
“this manifest necessity for military surveillance.”134

These goals demanded exceptional skills from both the Filipino soldiers and
the American officers who led them. In contrast to the civilian carpetbaggers who
flocked to Manila in search of patronage posts, the army regulars who com-
manded the constabulary were educated engineers and military careerists insu-
lated from the colony’s pervasive cronyism. “These places require soldiers of no
mean qualifications,” wrote Chief Allen of his officers. In addition to language
proficiency, they “must have special administrative talent, must understand deal-
ing with natives, and must possess sufficient tact to secure the cooperation of
both Insular and Provincial officials. A knowledge of Spanish and judgment of
character are essential.”135 Indeed, the key attribute of these American officers
was their ability to cooperate with Filipinos. “The requisites of a good officer of
native troops,” Allen explained in 1904, “are a liberal education, tact, and versatil-
ity. Above all he should not be . . . a nigger hater or one who considers the Filipino
question as a second Indian proposition.”136 Successful officers needed to have
what PC colonel Harry Bandholtz called “a special knack” for understanding the
“native character” and for gaining “the confidence of the people.” Finding regular
officers with such empathy was difficult since, as the colonel noted, army person-
nel do “not as a rule admit Filipinos even of the highest class to social equality.”137

When he formed the Philippines Constabulary in 1901, Secretary Wright
made colonial race theory his organizing principle, albeit with some unusual
twists to the usual imperial practice. Although he was a former Confederate Army
officer, Wright had more nuanced views about race, exemplified by his public de-
fense of black soldiers who had fired on white looters in Memphis during the
city’s devastating yellow fever epidemic of 1878.138 Instead of exploiting “tribal
prejudices” as the Spanish had done and British were doing, Wright insisted that
each constabulary unit should be recruited in its home province, eliminating the
usual “disposition to abuse and oppression . . . when native military . . . forces
were operating among . . . hereditary enemies.”139 During their fifteen years in
command, American officers assigned to these ethnically segregated units were
encouraged to master the language of their native troops for this was considered
critical to effective command in an archipelago without any common language,
either colonial or national. By 1913 a total of 36 American officers, among the 261
then in service, were formally qualified in a range of local languages: sixteen in
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Visayan, nine in Tagalog, five in Ifugao, two in Bicol, two in Ilocano, one in Nato-
nin Bontoc, and one in Maguindanao.140 The prevalence of highland languages,
Ifugao and Bontoc, is but one indication that American officers, like the British
before them, had developed the colonials’ natural affinity for “martial tribes” and
thus favored Luzon highlanders for their loyalty and marksmanship.141 For native
officers English fluency was a requirement, and early reports by Filipino lieuten-
ants exhibit a mastery of both its grammar and idiom.142

It was the task of Captain Allen, as the constabulary’s first chief, to translate
Secretary Wright’s colonial principles into military practice. Born into an ante-
bellum Kentucky household with eleven slaves, Allen graduated from West Point
in 1882 ranked twenty in a class of thirty-seven. But with the charm and connec-
tions that graced his career Allen was able to join the cavalry, then considered the
army’s fast track to command. His first assignments took him to garrison duty in
Montana and exploration in Alaska where, as a young lieutenant, he won early re-
nown for his intrepid exploration of the Copper River basin. Realizing that the
American West was the army’s past and the world its future, he left the cavalry to
study Russian in Saint Petersburg and later joined the army’s new Military Infor-
mation Division as military attaché in the czarist capital. During his four years
abroad Allen gained competence in three languages and filed reports on topics
ranging from strategic analysis to thinly disguised espionage. Although his supe-
rior in the Information Division often faulted his reports as “too political,” this
proved an ideal preparation for his future work with the constabulary. When the
Spanish-American War broke out, he left a post in Berlin for combat in Cuba and
was transferred to the Philippines in January 1899.143

Assigned to Leyte and Samar with the Forty-third Volunteer Infantry in 1900,
Allen plunged into the fastness of these sprawling, uncharted islands to pursue
the country’s most elusive guerrillas. During his eighteen months in the eastern
Visayas, Allen learned what sort of tactics would not work. After insurgents
slaughtered the U.S. troops at Balangiga, Samar, in 1901, Gen. Jacob Smith or-
dered a punitive campaign, saying, “I want no prisoners. . . . I wish you to kill and
burn. . . . The interior of Samar must be made a howling wildness.” Privately, the
general told Allen that “he never talked with one of the ——, —— ‘niggers’; that
he never wanted to see one of the —— ,——, s—s of b——s, and that if Leyte
were turned back to him for two months he would kill a large number.” In a re-
port to Governor Taft, Allen described the general as “a disgrace to the army” who
had “done his best to make an insurgent situation in order that he might be able
to say that he pacified it.” This judgment was confirmed four months later when
Smith was court-martialed for ordering his soldiers to kill everyone on Samar
over the age of ten.144

Unlike many Manila Americans or army officers, Chief Allen felt that Filipi-
nos had the makings of soldiers and citizens. When the arch-imperialist senator
Albert J. Beveridge wrote that the Filipinos were “Orientals and Malays” incapable
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of self-rule, Allen respectfully disagreed. “I fully recognize the defects of the Fili-
pino character, especially the absence of integrity,” he wrote, “but over three hun-
dred years of Christian rule, however bad it may have been, accrues enormously
to our advantage.”145 When drilled and disciplined by “a goodly number of white
officers,” Allen advised the War Department, Filipino soldiers were capable of
“giving a good account of themselves in battle.”146

Allen was not immune to fears of a “yellow peril,” and like many colonials
he viewed the geopolitics of his era in racially inflected terms. To solve the col-
ony’s chronic labor shortage he recommended selective immigration to stiffen
Filipinos’ racial fiber. “Half a million Chinamen put into the fields would work
wonders in the harbor of Manila,” he wrote in 1904, “and set an example that
would be of great value to the Filipinos themselves.”147 When the Russo-Japanese
War began in early 1904, Allen analyzed the conflict as a racial struggle against a
“gigantic Oriental human wave” that could also become a “menace to Aryan civ-
ilization.”148 After Russia’s defeat two years later, Allen advised merchants in his
native Kentucky that the United States must continue its “highly human and
philanthropic” rule over the Philippines “until the people are fit for independent
government.” Until that day came the United States must hold its “present coaling
stations” in the Islands so “we can properly compete in the aggressive commercial
rivalry.”149

Although he was less extreme in his opinions than many in Manila’s expatri-
ate community, Chief Allen still believed in countering Filipino opposition with
brute force. In April 1902 controversy erupted in the U.S. Congress over a report
by the civil governor of Tayabas Province, Maj. Cornelius Gardener, accusing the
army of abuses in its pacification campaign. “Of late by reason of the conduct of
troops,” the major stated, “such as the extensive burning of the barrios in trying
to lay waste the country . . . , the torturing of natives by so-called water cure and
other methods, . . . a deep hatred toward U.S. . . . is being fast . . . engendered.”150

While conceding the truth of the charges, Allen lobbied hard to have the matter
swept aside in the interests of the larger imperial enterprise. In a confidential let-
ter to a War Department officer, he admitted that he had received credible reports
of torture, of soldiers raping women in a Tayabas town, and of troops that had
worked two Catholic priests to death on a road crew. If investigated these charges
would, he said, “scandalize the army in the eyes of all decent Americans,” putting
“a considerable weapon in the hands . . . of people who apparently would be glad
to see the Philippine problem a failure.”151 Rural Filipinos, Allen felt, suffered
from “intense ignorance” and the “fanatical tendencies characteristic of semi-
savagery” for which, regrettably, “the only immediate remedy is killing and for
the same reason that a rabid dog must be disposed of.”152 When he was con-
fronted with persistent resistance by messianic rebels on Samar, Allen wrote West
Point’s commandant in 1903 that “the only rational policy is to kill off the leaders
and enlighten the masses.”153
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Despite his prejudices, Allen supported Secretary Wright, who believed that
properly trained Filipinos could “produce an effective military police body at
about one third the cost (or less) of Americans.”154 Although Wright aroused an-
tagonism in the army and the Manila American community by arming Filipinos,
he tempered this innovation by stipulating that “Americans should . . . be in com-
mand” and Filipinos should be “non-commissioned officers and privates.” Under
these guidelines, Allen personally selected sixty-eight American officers from U.S.
volunteer regiments and recruited Filipinos as ordinary soldiers, creating a de
facto color line that only slowly faded.155 Two years later, in 1903, the constabulary
officer corps consisted of 212 Americans and 71 Filipinos. Over the longer term
the percentage of American officers declined steadily from a peak of 86 percent
in 1902 to 54 percent under the Filipinization program in 1916 and then to only
2 percent by the time the Philippine Commonwealth was inaugurated in 1935. As
with the Manila Police, American resignations, accelerating after 1917, cleared the
way for Filipino recruitment and rapid promotion. While no Filipino ranked
higher than first lieutenant in 1905, thirty years later seventy-seven Filipinos held
ranks from captain to colonel.156

At the apex of this hierarchy, the seventeen U.S. Army regulars who held most
of the constabulary’s top commands from 1901 to 1917 were among the most tal-
ented officers of their generation. Thirteen of the seventeen retired at star rank,
a degree of success unequalled by any other army cohort. The constabulary’s
founder and first chief, Captain Allen, later led the Ninetieth Division “with
credit” during the fighting in France and succeeded Gen. John Pershing as U.S.
commander for Europe at the end of World War I. His successor as PC chief,
Harry H. Bandholtz, later served as wartime provost marshal general in France
where he founded the U.S. Army’s Military Police (MPs).157 The constabulary’s
third commander, James G. Harbord, joined the army as a private in 1889 and
rose through the ranks to serve as General Pershing’s chief of staff during the
war. Later, as president and board chairman of the Radio Corporation of Amer-
ica (RCA) from 1923 to 1947, he led this fledging firm to the first rank among the
world’s communications companies.158

Under U.S. rule, two generations of middle-ranking Filipino officers also
served the constabulary, ultimately defining its legacy for the Philippines. The
first generation, often recruited from the ranks of the revolutionary army, rarely
advanced beyond lieutenant, while the second, trained at the Constabulary
School, rose to command by the early 1930s. The decision to include Filipinos in
the constabulary had its critics. In 1902 the Associated Press correspondent Edgar
Bellairs reported that the PC was “largely composed, as to the rank and file, of the
former Filipino soldiers” and “many of the native inspectors . . . were former in-
surgent officers,” raising the “grave possibility” that that they would “rise and
massacre every white officer.”159 But the constabulary had taken the precaution of
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requiring that every Filipino inspector be, in Chief Allen’s words, “recommended
almost solely by officers of the Regular [U.S.] Army.” Allen himself had ap-
pointed Licerio Geronimo, a revolutionary notorious among Americans for kill-
ing their hero, General Henry Lawton, after several U.S. officers declared him
“the most honest, straightforward native that they have ever known.”160 Similarly,
Colonel Pedro Guevara, a graduate of the elite Colegio de San Juan de Letran,
fought against the Americans as revolutionary officer in his native Laguna Prov-
ince. He then served the constabulary for three years, becoming one of its first
Filipino lieutenants before going on to a distinguished career as a senator and
Philippine resident commissioner in Washington, DC.161

Another of these long-serving Filipino officers, Maximo Meimban, joined the
constabulary as a twenty-two-year-old private in 1901 and five years later won
promotion to subinspector. Assigned to tribal highlands alien to the ecology and
culture of his native Pampanga Province, Lieutenant Meimban showed real skill
in dealing with both his American superiors and Ifugao soldiers. For seven years
he served in a small force of sixty tribal constables that established PC control
over forty thousand Ifugao who had long resisted Spanish colonial rule. There he
led patrols to suppress head-taking, winning over suspicious elders and gathering
detailed intelligence about tribal leaders. After this demanding duty, he followed
his American commander up the Cordillera to pacify the warlike Kalinga and
Apayao before retiring in 1919, still only a captain after eighteen years of exem-
plary service.162

Further down the hierarchy, Filipino sergeants advanced through the ranks
even more slowly, often serving for decades in remote frontier outposts where
they played a critical role in establishing constabulary control over the country-
side. Magno Fruto, for example, enlisted at Iloilo in 1902 and remained a private
until his “exceptional ability” finally won him promotion to sergeant in 1912.
During ten years spent leading patrols along the upper Agusan River in central
Mindanao, he was “known as the terror to the wild Manobos who were living
without the reach of law” and fought in eight major engagements before he was
killed by a Manobo warrior in 1922.163

At the bottom of the hierarchy the ordinary Filipino constables varied widely
in ability, from illiterate privates conditioned to colonial deference through edu-
cated corporals and sergeants who had been revolutionary officers. Indeed, edu-
cational requirements for early recruits were minimal, and in some constabulary
companies literacy in any language was as low as 33 percent.164 Regardless of abil-
ity, Americans viewed these armed Filipinos guardedly. “The enlisted natives,” re-
ported Police Secretary W. Cameron Forbes in 1904, “need constant and rigorous
supervision by competent officers to prevent [them from] using their newly ac-
quired authority to oppress the people.”165 But statistics provide less biased testi-
mony about the quality of Filipino service. During the constabulary’s thirty-four
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years as a U.S. colonial police force, just fifty-nine American officers were killed
compared to 2,107 Filipino soldiers, a high mortality rate for a force that averaged
only four thousand troops.166

The second generation of Filipino recruits followed a more conventional ca-
reer path. For a few years after 1907, the constabulary found recruitment of qual-
ified “native officers” difficult since the American presence slowed promotion
and educated Filipinos found better opportunities in the civil service. Indeed, the
PC chief complained in 1909 of “an exceptionally large shortage of officers” com-
pounded by a rash of Filipino resignations and a “marked falling off in Filipino
applications since the character of our examinations has become known.”167

Gradually, however, the Filipinization policy adopted in 1913 and the mass resig-
nation of American officers during World War I made rapid promotion possible,
attracting a second cohort of educated Filipinos.

On the constabulary’s thirtieth anniversary in 1931, its journal, Khaki and Red,
published photobiographies of the Southern Luzon District’s officer corps, pro-
viding a tableau of the overall Filipinization of its officer corps. Seventy-three Fil-
ipino officers were arrayed in a clear age-grade hierarchy that indicates steady im-
provement in recruitment, training, and retention. Reflecting early difficulties,
the district’s six majors, all born between 1881 and 1890, were largely college grad-
uates and all were from the greater Manila area. Indicating wider recruitment,
the district’s fourteen captains, born between 1889 and 1894, came from towns
across Luzon. Most had finished high school, and all had graduated from the Con-
stabulary Academy, the majority in 1915 –16. Beneath these captains the district’s
junior officers, divided into three lieutenant grades, had benefited from the ex-
pansion of the academy to a nine-month curriculum by 1916 and the rapid re-
patriation of Americans a year later. Officers in each of these echelons would later
rise to command their nation’s military. In addition to Maj. Alejo Valdes, who
later headed the PC Intelligence Division (1934 –35), Capt. Rafael Jalandoni would
serve as Armed Forces chief of staff (1945 –48), as would 3d Lt. Jesus Vargas
(1953 –56).168

Yet Filipinization of the constabulary’s command came only gradually. In that
same 1931 anniversary issue of Khaki and Red, the headquarters staff posed for a
formal portrait. It was a veritable snapshot of colonial tenacity as five of the seven
senior officers seated in the front row, all attired in riding boots and campaign
hats, were Americans. At their center was the “old tiger,” Gen. Charles E. Nathorst,
a sixty-nine-year-old Swedish aristocrat who had come to the islands as a private
with the Thirteenth Minnesota Infantry in 1898, joined the constabulary as a lieu-
tenant in 1901, and served with distinction in the Cordillera, negotiating peace
agreements among warring highlanders. After the death of the incumbent chief
in 1927, Nathorst, famed for knowing the names of all four hundred of his Fili-
pino officers—and, frankly, little else—served as chief for five years. He retired
just before his seventieth birthday in 1932, exceptional longevity for any soldier.169
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Conclusion

During three years of military rule the U.S. Army played a central, even defining
role in the formation of the Philippine colonial police, leaving a legacy that per-
sisted for decades. At the end of martial rule in 1901, the U.S. civil administration,
following military precedents, left the municipal police under local control, thus
avoiding direct responsibility for this political miasma. Again following the army’s
model, the colonial regime maintained close supervision over Manila’s police and
formed the Philippines Constabulary as a paramilitary force to control the coun-
tryside. Through this contradictory policy of simultaneously centralizing and
decentralizing its security forces, the American regime balanced the need for a
mobile paramilitary police inherited from its Spanish predecessors with its own
national tradition of “maintaining police as a responsibility of local govern-
ment.”170 Along with the tripartite division into national, metropolitan, and mu-
nicipal police, this central-local tension would remain a feature of Philippine po-
licing for the rest of the century.

In creating this colonial security apparatus, the military government also de-
veloped covert techniques, discussed in the next chapter, that would remain a de-
fining attribute of Philippine policing. Though initiated to protect the new state
from insurrection, this systematic surveillance also swept up sensitive intelligence
about the moral derelictions of prominent Filipinos and Americans, producing
incriminating information whose selective release soon became a key instrument
of colonial control. In the transition from military to civil rule, Washington had
denied the Filipinos constitutional guarantees that could have restrained the co-
lonial government from this relentless violation of their privacy. The new civil
regime and its constabulary, unhindered by concerns about civil liberties, would
use this intelligence as a subtle but surprisingly potent weapon of political con-
trol, deftly manipulating both Filipino politicians and American colonials.
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3

Surveillance and Scandal

O J 2, 1902, fifty American colonials gathered at the Army-Navy Club for
“the most sumptuous banquet ever given in Manila,” a farewell dinner for the
local Associated Press (AP) correspondent, the dashing English gentleman Capt.
Edgar G. Bellairs. Led by Gen. Adna Chaffee, the U.S. Army commander in these
islands, this distinguished crowd of officers, bankers, editors, and judges raised
their glasses to an intrepid reporter who had chronicled every chapter in Amer-
ica’s rise to empire.

For four years Captain Bellairs had followed the U.S. Army halfway round
the globe. From Cuba, where he reported on Gen. Leonard Wood’s rule as Ameri-
can military governor. To China, where he marched with General Chaffee’s expe-
dition against the messianic Boxer rebels. All the way to the Philippines, where he
covered the army’s bloody pacification campaign. Now this roomful of empire
builders wished him good luck and Godspeed on his greatest adventure yet—a
trip across the Pacific to New York City for the publication of a sensational book,
an exposé that would surely oust William Howard Taft as civil governor of the
Philippine Islands and install General Wood as his successor, putting the hero of
San Juan Hill on a path to the U.S. presidency in 1908.1

Matters did not quite go as planned, of course. Governor Taft, not General
Wood, won the presidential election of 1908. Instead of putting Wood in the
White House, the bid to discredit Taft backfired, producing press attacks and
Senate investigations that exiled Wood to a secondary command in the southern
Philippines and sent Bellairs to the Arizona Territory in search of a new career.

Although his name has been erased from the collective memory, Edgar G.
Bellairs was an important actor in the history of America’s early empire.2 In the
story of U.S. imperial expansion dominated by presidents, senators, and gener-
als, this con man, ex-convict, and alleged pederast, born Charles Ballentine,
played a surprisingly central role. Spinning a web of deception after his parole



from a Florida prison farm in 1896, Ballentine borrowed the name of an En-
glish gentry family to baptize himself Edgar Bellairs. With this new persona he
wangled an appointment as an AP correspondent in Cuba during the Spanish-
American War. In mid-1898 Bellairs arrived at Santiago de Cuba where he be-
friended another adventurer whose ambitions equaled his own, General Wood,
an army doctor who would be president.3 From this colonial periphery, criminal
and general set out to shape America’s destiny through skillful media manipula-
tion that made Wood governor-general of Cuba in 1899 and aspired to make him
president of the United States within a decade.

As a foreign correspondent for the Associated Press, Bellairs wrote wire ser-
vice dispatches carried by 90 percent of U.S. newspapers, shaping the views of
millions of Americans about their expanding empire. Although he ultimately
failed, his scheming to advance General Wood from Havana via Manila to the
White House got surprisingly far. More significantly, Captain Bellairs person-
ifies, in both his success and his failure, the imperceptible historical process that
allows criminal and colonial peripheries to shape politics at the center of mod-
ern empires. Indeed, his uncommon career shows how U.S. national politics be-
came entwined with colonial intrigues in this imperial age, seamlessly weaving
together Manila intrigues, Ohio machine politics, New York media, and Wash-
ington policy.

Most important, in his dual roles as correspondent and ad hoc press agent for
Wood, Bellairs exemplifies the importance of information and its control in the
politics of empire. Without discounting his charm and cunning, it was his access
to the AP wire service, the most powerful news network in America’s first infor-
mation age, that elevated Bellairs from ex-convict to colonial power broker. If he
rose rapidly by means of his brilliant manipulations of the new information re-
gime, he was destroyed just as quickly because he underestimated its capacities
and mistook Governor Taft for a mere proconsul instead of a fellow player.

As the first civil governor of the Philippines, William Howard Taft was
constructing a new kind of state based not on physical coercion but on control
over information. Through a unique convergence of historical forces, he had the
autonomy to establish himself as an imperial plenipotentiary with unchecked
civil powers. Under his instructions from Secretary of War Elihu Root dated June
1901, Taft was to “exercise the executive authority in all civil affairs . . . heretofore
exercised . . . by the military governor of the Philippines.” Until the new Philip-
pine Assembly convened in 1907, the governor could, on his own authority,
promulgate laws, impose taxes, proclaim martial law, dismiss officials, grant par-
dons, and order exile or deportation.4 Moreover, the U.S. Supreme Court had
created a special colonial status for the islands by ruling, in the famed Insular
Cases, that the Philippines, as Taft himself later explained, was not “incorporated
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into the Union . . . over which the Constitution extends with all its provisions.” As
residents of unincorporated American territories, Filipinos could enjoy natural
human liberties such as freedom of the press but were denied full citizenship
rights such as suffrage and trial by jury. With Filipino civil rights so circum-
scribed, Taft could enact draconian libel and sedition laws that one U.S. senator
called “the harshest . . . known to human statute books,” giving himself powerful
control over all forms of expression.5

Among the many security services formed in the early years of U.S. rule, it
was a Taft creation, the Philippines Constabulary, that most fully realized the po-
tential of police to facilitate state control over information. In the constabulary
Taft created a new kind of centralized security force that simultaneously moni-
tored public discourse and penetrated private space. Officially, the constabulary’s
mission was to help with the pacification of the Philippines. But limitations on
civil liberties at this edge of empire emboldened the colonial regime to deploy
this paramilitary police in ways unforeseen at the time of its formation in August
1901. Of course, intelligence gathered by its agents aided in the prosecution of
crimes against the state. In many cases, however, such relentless surveillance un-
covered incriminating information that proved more potent when either sup-
pressed or released outside formal judicial bounds. Under such circumstances
Americans and Filipinos vied with one another to acquire damaging informa-
tion, secreting damning documents in private safes as insurance against political
reprisals or as currency in future political maneuvers. But American officials had
the upper hand as they used the constabulary’s clandestine Information Division
to compile files on derelictions committed by Filipino leaders and exploited this
intelligence to shape the character of Philippine politics during the early years of
U.S. rule, 1901 to 1913. Americans also used scandalous intelligence against each
other, seeking to advance themselves within the colonial regime or win higher of-
fice in Washington.

Through its secret police operations the constabulary demoralized the radical
nationalists who had led the revolution, demobilized their followers, and culti-
vated a cohort of collaborators that included politicians such as the future Philip-
pine president Manuel Quezon. The system protected cooperative Filipino poli-
ticians by suppressing rumors that could damage their careers and persecuted
uncompromising nationalists by releasing information selected and timed to de-
stroy their reputations. To survive under alien rule ambitious Filipino politicians
often served the constabulary as informants, paid spies, or political operatives.
Such service could also assist in their rise. Yet even at the apex of power these
collaborators, fearful of being exposed as spies or traitors, continued to operate
within circumscribed colonial bounds, moderating their rhetoric and calibrating
their resistance. Through the constabulary’s systematic infiltration of radical
circles and skillful co-optation of prominent Filipino leaders, the idealistic
nationalist movement imploded within a decade amid suspicion and betrayal,
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leaving more conservative politicians to lead the nationalist movement by means
of a materialist patronage system.

The combination of strict surveillance and repressive laws fostered a pervasive
politics of scandal that has generally been ignored by a postcolonial scholarship
that until recently was focused on the grander themes of empire and resistance.6

While the colonial state could use its firepower against peasant rebels, more sub-
tle methods were needed to keep collaborating elites within acceptable limits.
Whether exposed by the press, shared with a select audience, or secreted for fu-
ture use, scandal had the potential to ramify far beyond the private realm, at times
determining the fate of senior officials or the future of entire administrations.

Politics of Scandal

Scandal was not just gossip. It was a constant force in the diurnal jostling for
colonial patronage and power. It could erupt into serious political controversy,
threatening the fragile accommodations whose sum was the colonial order. Across
the archipelago ordinary Filipinos toiled and most Americans fought tedium in
barracks or classrooms. But in Manila educated Filipino elites and ambitious
American expatriates competed for patronage from the colonial state. Within the
confines of this tutelary colonialism, both American officials and Filipino leaders
were held to high moral standards whose transgression could have devastating
consequences. As exemplars of a higher “breed,” American officials, often single
males, risked dismissal for extramarital liaisons, the colonial crime of concubin-
age, and lesser sanctions for infractions such as graft, debt, or drunkenness. Under
the rigid racial segregation of this period, even an American who married a Fili-
pina risked mockery from colonial superiors and mistrust from Filipino officials.7

Educated Filipinos, as exemplars of their “race,” could be tainted by gambling,
a vice deemed a barrier to “racial progress” by nationalists and colonials alike.
Within Manila’s tight social strictures, everyone collected gossip about everyone:
Americans about Filipinos and fellow Americans, Filipinos about local rivals and
colonial enemies. Since Americans philandered, Filipinos gambled, and everyone
embezzled, all faced the constant threat of political death by scandal.

Americans were the prefects of this school for scandal, using law and the po-
lice to make both public discourse and private gossip powerful instruments of
colonial control. The progenitors of this system, its senior prefects so to speak,
were the two Americans most synonymous with the first decade of U.S. colonial
rule: Governor Taft, the legal architect of the new information order; and his
interior secretary, Dean C. Worcester, the master of its dark underside. As colo-
nial governor, secretary of war, and eventually president, Taft dominated and de-
fined U.S. policy toward the Philippines from 1900 to 1913, creating the legal
framework for this information regime while sharing colonial power with
landed, educated Filipinos. As the colony’s long-serving secretary of the interior,
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Worcester shaped much of the regime’s internal administration, using his
vast local knowledge to pioneer the extralegal uses of defamatory information.
Worcester was a social Darwinist who equated race with civilization in ways that
made him a determined imperialist and a fiery opponent of Filipino self-rule.
Even their contrasts were complementary: Taft obese and deskbound, Worcester
energetic and peripatetic; Taft aristocratic and charming, Worcester hardscrabble
and aggressive; Taft focused on imperial design, Worcester obsessive about detail.
Despite their differences, a common commitment to America’s imperial adven-
ture made them if not fast friends at least close political comrades.

Throughout their long alliance, Taft and Worcester made information essen-
tial to both colonial politics and state power. Setting aside their society’s tradition
of free speech, these two proconsuls made a determined effort to control the flow
of information by every means at their disposal, passing punitive laws, forming a
powerful colonial police force, prosecuting editors for criminal libel, exiling radi-
cals, and jailing dissidents. At a less formal level they used secret police to compile
files on Filipino failings such as gambling, corruption, and “caciquism.” When
legal means failed they could reach into these files for malicious revelations about
the sexual or financial failings of their enemies, both Filipino and American.
Through these colonial practices Governor Taft presided over a total information
regime.

Behind his Saint Nicholas demeanor of jovial smiles and three-hundred-
pound girth, William Taft was personally vindictive and politically astute with an
almost intuitive feel for power. Reared in Ohio when that state was the power-
house of American politics, he apprenticed in a political machine that produced
half a dozen presidents in half a century, from Hayes (1879 –82) to Harding
(1921–23). Taft’s family were lead players in a rough Cincinnati politics in which
both parties had the same guiding principles: “Stay in office if possible and get all
the graft available while in office.” Under the tutelage of the legendary Republican
boss George B. Cox, the young Taft served the machine in the violent city elec-
tions of the mid-1880s before patronage launched him on a judicial career that
would include service as U.S. solicitor general and eight years on the federal
bench. In the great split of 1888 among Ohio Republicans, Taft distanced himself
from Boss Cox by forging ties to the rising Hanna-McKinley machine. It was a
judicious move, for eight years later Marcus A. Hanna, a wealthy Cleveland in-
dustrialist, would take control of the Republican National Committee and begin
building the country’s first modern political party. With millions in corporate
contributions and fourteen hundred paid campaign workers for the epochal 1896
elections, the Republicans crushed the Democrats’ seemingly unstoppable silver
crusade and put Ohio’s favorite son, William McKinley, in the White House. After
the president appointed Taft Philippine governor in 1901, he swapped patronage
with Hanna, by then Ohio’s junior senator, while deftly maintaining good rela-
tions with Joseph Foraker, the state’s senior senator and Hanna’s bitter rival.8
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From this long political apprenticeship Taft learned several precepts that
guided him through his decade of leadership in Philippine affairs. Above all he
equated human progress with corporate profits. He believed in the innate supe-
riority of Anglo-Saxon society, its laws, culture, and civilization. Though com-
mitted to training Filipinos for eventual self-rule, he felt, as he wrote in 1907, that
it would be a “disaster . . . giving the Philippines independence short of two gen-
erations or probably a century.” Years later, out of the political fray as chief justice
of the U.S. Supreme Court, he still felt that “[Sergio] Osmeña and [Manuel]
Quezon represent the standard of [Filipino] civilization . . . , and it isn’t a high
one.” Ethically, Taft believed passionately in loyalty and reciprocity, and he reviled
anyone who failed to follow this clubby gentleman’s code.9 He fused ardent im-
perialism with patronage politics in ways that made him tolerant of cronyism
among his Republican allies whether in Cincinnati, Manila, or Washington.

With his mastery of constitutional law and machine politics, Governor Taft
pulled the levers of state power to construct a colonial information regime via se-
vere legislation and secret police.10 Confronted with political and press criticism
in the first months of his rule, he enacted punitive libel and sedition laws to curb
Manila newspapers, which he privately condemned as “very vicious and venom-
ous little American sheets that delight to revile the [Philippine] Commission in
every way.”11 In October 1901 Taft’s Civil Commission, which functioned as his
executive council, passed a tough Libel Law (Act No. 277) prescribing a year’s im-
prisonment for print or speech that exposed anyone to “public hatred, contempt
or ridicule” with the exception of “a fair and true report of any . . . public official
proceedings.” Significantly, the law also provided that a “publication is presumed
to have been malicious” unless its publisher could prove both truth and public
good, in effect imposing a presumption of guilt for “malicious defamation” on
every edition. Just a week later the commission enacted the complementary Sedi-
tion Law (Act No. 292), which severely punished any political activity deemed
subversive, notably, death for treason, seven years in prison for failing to report
it, two years for uttering “seditious words or . . . scurrilous libels against the
Government,” and one year for advocating “the independence of the Philippine
Islands.”12

These laws were but one element in a larger legal architecture that gave the co-
lonial government expansive powers over the press and political opposition. De-
spite his image as a pro-Filipino governor, Taft reversed much of the early recog-
nition of native rights stipulated in President McKinley’s formal instructions of
April 1900. He used his broad executive authority in ways that rendered moot
even the nominal rights the U.S. Supreme Court conferred on Filipinos in the In-
sular Cases. In addition to the Sedition Act, he enacted a series of authoritarian
laws to enforce his rule, including the Bandolerismo Statute (Act No. 518) of No-
vember 1902, which allowed the execution of brigands without the need to “ad-
duce evidence that any member of the band has in fact committed robbery,” and
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the Reconcentration Act (No. 781) of June 1903, which permitted the governor-
general to order mass incarcerations in any province infested with “ladrones or
outlaws.” Reversing the military regime’s policy of favoring native judges, Taft
packed the courts with American colonials, reducing Filipinos to a minority on
the Supreme Court and to just six of the country’s sixteen district court judges.
To increase his leverage over the courts, he proclaimed Act No. 396 of May 1902,
which allowed him to transfer judges at will and without cause, powers he used to
banish those deemed insufficiently punitive to remote provinces at reduced sala-
ries. The fruit of these controls was soon manifest in frequent convictions for
political crimes by lower courts and in the landmark 1905 Philippine Supreme
Court decision Barcelon v. Baker, which exempted the governor-general’s suspen-
sion of habeas corpus from judicial review, a precedent that would empower co-
lonial and national executives for the next seventy years.13 With a pliable execu-
tive commission to enact his laws and compliant courts to enforce them, Taft
soon transformed a relatively liberal colonial regime into a repressive one.

But it was the formation of the Philippines Constabulary, Taft’s “pet project,”
that enabled him to both enforce these laws and, when convenient, circumvent
them. While invoking the new legislation to brand editors and correspondents as
“anarchists,” “agitators,” and “liars,” he also used sensitive information, much of
it constabulary intelligence, to combat political foes and promote political favor-
ites.14 In 1903, for example, Taft wrote a longtime patron, Ohio senator Joseph B.
Foraker, to seek his support for the promotion of district judge E. Finley Johnson
to the Philippine high court. The judge was, Taft said, “a pure man, and an hon-
est man and a fearless man” whose nomination might be blocked by local ene-
mies circulating “an unfounded libel that he had improper relations with a
woman, a stenographer.” Showing his mastery of colonial scandal, Taft then
rattled off a catalog of similarly salacious gossip about each of the judge’s critics
among local lawyers. An American attorney named Terrell was “a thoroughly
disreputable man” who rigged local prizefights; another was found “guilty of
embezzlement and . . . accepting a retainer to enable a client . . . to evade the
gambling laws”; and a prominent Filipino opponent, Felipe Calderon, had been
“charged with unprofessional conduct and brought to trial.” As befits a loyal pa-
tron, Senator Foraker assured his former protégé that patronage would always
trump propriety, saying, “It will afford me pleasure to give every assistance I can
to secure the confirmation of Judge Johnson.”15

With even greater ease Dean Worcester evolved from an academic zoologist
into a master of colonial intrigue. Along with his University of Michigan school-
mate Dr. Frank S. Bourns, Worcester was one of America’s very few Philippine
experts when the United States invaded the islands in 1898. As students these two
had joined their university’s zoological expeditions to the archipelago in 1887–88
and 1890–91, acquiring local knowledge they later used during the Philippine-
American War. Finding that his intelligence service lacked linguists, the U.S.
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commander, Gen. Elwell S. Otis, had turned to Major Bourns, then Manila’s chief
medical officer, to develop a “spy system” inside the enemy’s ranks and advise him
about political dealings with Filipinos. After the doctor went home on leave in
July 1899, Worcester took “charge of his spies” to supplement his work as a mem-
ber of the first Philippine Commission. “Each morning, if there was news,” he re-
called, “I myself laboriously thumped out my notes on the typewriter,” a habit of
information collection, recording, and filing that he maintained for the rest of his
colonial career. Tall, domineering, and vindictive, Worcester was the embodi-
ment of American empire. He was also its most ardent advocate, believing firmly
in racial evolution and telling his Michigan zoology classes that Filipino tribal
“savages” were the “lowest of living men,” the first step in man’s cultural evolu-
tion from “the gorilla and the orang-utan.”16 To illustrate these theories, Worces-
ter liked to pose—frame stiffly erect, body fully covered in colonial costume—
towering above diminutive forest Negritos, their dark, wiry frames clad only in
loincloths.

Worcester’s only Filipino friends were a coterie of wealthy, well-educated,
fair-skinned Spanish mestizos: Benito Legarda, T. H. Pardo de Tavera, and Caye-
tano Arellano. While they provided him with intelligence on their fellow Filipi-
nos, Worcester reciprocated by rewarding these “intimate friends of mine” with
high offices when Taft’s second Philippine Commission formed a civil govern-
ment after 1900.17 His bitterest enemies belonged to a circle of radical Tagalog-
speaking intellectuals that included Fernando Ma. Guerrero, Rafael Palma, and
Mariano Ocampo. When their newspaper, El Renacimiento, mocked his racial
theories in a famous “Aves de Rapiña” (Birds of Prey) editorial in 1908, Worcester
sued for libel, winning both a criminal conviction and a civil suit that bankrupted
the journal.18

As interior secretary in the first years of U.S. rule, Worcester searched the
constabulary’s confidential files and compiled, with his formidable taxonomic
skills, detailed dossiers on the failings of Filipino leaders. “Possession of such in-
formation gave Worcester extraordinary power,” wrote a biographer, Peter Stan-
ley, “and he used it cunningly . . . to enhance his own authority and dominate
others.”19 But Worcester was not simply a dirty player in a rough colonial game.
He was the progenitor of a new system of state power. During his twelve years as
a colonial official, he used scurrilous information systematically culled from
court and constabulary records to manipulate Filipino politics.

When the first Philippine Assembly took office in 1907, for example, Worces-
ter drafted a twenty-one-page register of the new Filipino legislators, detailing
alleged derelictions large and small. He noted, for example, that Representative
Manuel Quezon had been “charged with shooting prisoners while a major in the
insurrecto army” and was later investigated for “charges of attempted rape, ab-
duction, and various acts of abuse as fiscal of Mindoro.” Other entries noted that
many legislators had faced criminal charges, including Jose Altavas of Capiz for
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“tampering with government witnesses,” Dominador Gomez for “highway
robbery, brigandage and . . . diverting funds of Union Obrera,” and Jose Lerma
of Bataan for blackmailing “a woman into paying $600 by threatening to have
her son hanged.”20 In an updated dossier for a later session, Worcester noted,
with a disdain Filipinos found repellant, that the legislature was full of “vicious
criminals.”21

Worcester was equally aggressive in attacking his fellow Americans. In 1911 the
opening of the Philippine General Hospital brought a myriad of problems com-
pounded by his own maladministration. When minor scandals broke in the press
and the governor-general ordered an investigation, Worcester compiled a two-
hundred-page report that shifted the blame to subordinates, meted out penalties,
and absolved any who bent to his will. But the chief surgeon, Dr. John R. McDill,
backed by allies in the governor’s office, proved insufficiently penitent. “I’m going
to get McDill,” Worcester told another physician, “and if they attempt to use the
Big Stick on me and to interfere in my department . . . [I will] stand them all on
their heads.” In his final report he distilled reams of stenographic notes into a 110-
page indictment of Dr. McDill as a “trouble maker” whose mix of “brain fag” and
greed for private gain had “led him into very grave error.” Using his trademark
method of slander by sexual innuendo, Worcester charged that the doctor had
violated regulations by sending emergency room staff to the city’s Gardenia “red
light district for the purpose of administering morphine to uproarious, drunken,
or hysterical prostitutes,” creating “circumstances of the most improper and
inexcusable sort.” Worcester then sealed the report as confidential, denying the
doctor redress or reply. He shared salacious passages with allies in the Philippine
Assembly and circulated rumors that the doctor had been “forced to resign” for
pocketing a hefty two thousand pesos in private fees when the actual amount was
an inconsequential seventy-five pesos. By the time Worcester was done with him,
Dr. McDill was back in Milwaukee with “my professional reputation . . . under
grave suspicion and my future career . . . jeopardized.”22

Sensitive information sealed in dossiers or released for scandal was thus
central to U.S. colonial control, both its policing and its politics. Although none
could equal Worcester, a cache of damaging documents was an asset to any colo-
nial official. The threat of exposé imposed discretion on daily life and careful
calculation on major political moves. When controversy erupted, partisans on
both sides of the imperial divide rushed to open files or dictate sworn affidavits
with disparaging revelations about rivals. As a result the Philippine courts heard
703 cases for “offenses against reputation” (slander, calumny, libel) from 1903 to
1908, numbers approaching those for more conventional crimes such as rape or
murder.23

Rather than precipitate a public scandal with an uncertain outcome, most po-
litical actors collected scurrilous documents that were filed carefully but released
infrequently. Scandal was most effective when threatened rather than released.
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During a bitter battle between Governor Wood and Senator Quezon in 1924, for
example, the writer Katherine Mayo discovered a sensational document in “the
governor general’s archive” that could have silenced his Filipino rival. When she
asked why he did not release it, Wood, a master practitioner of this dark art, re-
plied with unintended frankness, “You weaken your position if you do it, even
working from under the surface.”24 Beneath this surface of colonial politics, with
its rhetoric of nationalism or imperial uplift, events thus turned, to an extent that
scholars have not appreciated, on the use of slanderous information held in pri-
vate papers accessible only with the passage of many decades.

In this school for scandal the anonymous letter was also feared. When Harry
Bandholtz, then constabulary chief, wrote Capt. Julius C. Buttner criticizing his
performance as a PC inspector at Capiz in 1907, the officer replied that he had
been the innocent victim of a poison pen letter from a Filipino police sergeant
who had made similar anonymous attacks on at least four officials.25 During the
1906 gubernatorial elections Manuel Quezon was forced to collect character ref-
erences from American colonials after an anonymous writer circulated accusa-
tions of drunkenness.26 Correspondence intercepted en route posed another
threat. Mindful of his security in the age of the telegraph, Quezon preferred to
send his confidential communications in sealed envelopes since “telegrams are al-
ways read by other persons,” a reference to the operators at both ends of the line
who coded and decoded every message.27 In 1921 Worcester would complain that
“there is no privacy obtainable for telegraphic messages” and “private letters fre-
quently show evidence of having been tampered with.”28

Paradoxically, American colonials were more vulnerable to scandal than their
Filipino wards. As supposed exemplars of a higher race, U.S. officials were sen-
sitive to rumor and quick to ostracize any who violated community norms of
moral rectitude. Upset by the presence of so many “dissolute, drunken . . . trucu-
lent and dishonest” U.S. veterans, the Philippine Commission passed a sweeping
vagrancy law in 1903, offering suspended sentences for those who accepted free
transportation home and agreed not to return for ten years. The incentive re-
sulted in the de facto deportation of 223 Americans in 1906 alone.29 In 1902 the
head of the constabulary’s Information Section, Capt. E. G. Currey, was forced to
resign when his wife, a woman of “the most shady type,” was caught using a Chi-
nese detective to extort protection money from Manila’s Chinese merchants. Al-
though the captain’s work had been excellent, he was deemed “responsible for his
wife’s actions” and dismissed.30

While petty scandal could be fatal to a colonial career, serious crimes were
covered up to protect the American aura. When a scouts commander in Palawan,
Capt. Boss Reese, raped a dozen of his Filipino soldiers in a series of drunken
rages, the U.S. Army tried first to silence the subordinate who complained and
then to hush the matter up with his hasty resignation. Headquarters convened a
formal inquiry only when news of the scandal threatened to leak.31
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Crime statistics bear out this anecdotal evidence about the paradoxical nature
of the U.S. moral regime. Even as political crimes such as sedition accounted for
40 percent of the eleven thousand cases before U.S. colonial courts, prosecution
of offenses such as concubinage and prostitution fell from 46 percent of all
charges under Spain in 1885 to just 6 percent under the United States in 1903.32

But the drop in morals violations was misleading. Instead of formally charging
suspected perpetrators of adultery, bigamy, abduction, and seduction, as called
for under U.S. law, colonial police unofficially collected intelligence about sexual
dalliance for later use, both legal and extralegal. Such surveillance, combined
with modern police methods, allowed the U.S. regime to increase its secretive
controls while reducing overt coercion.

The few American observers who crossed the Pacific were often surprised to
discover a police state quite unlike anything back home. Arriving at Manila in
early 1904 for a few months’ research, Dr. H. Parker Willis, an economist who
later served as secretary of the U.S. Federal Reserve, found himself living in “a
reign of terror.” Pulpit, stage, and public meeting were “subjected either to official
or unofficial surveillance.” Filipino leaders feared that their servants were “in the
employ of the secret service bureau, and even wholly innocent remarks, either
oral or by letter, were likely to be seized upon and distorted by detectives.” Philip-
pine society was “literally honeycombed by the secret service,” whose activities
were above the law since “constabulary abuses are always investigated . . . by con-
stabulary officers.”33 Dr. Willis had found a surveillance state that used its infor-
mation controls to terrorize Filipinos, intimidate Americans, and deny the U.S.
Congress news about the policies implemented in its name.

Constabulary Surveillance

The constabulary was, as Dr. Willis had discovered, vital to U.S. political control
over these islands. Indeed, the real achievements of its founder and first chief,
Henry Allen, lay not in his storied combat operations but in the less visible realm
of political intelligence. From his years of prior service in the Military Infor-
mation Division and as a military attaché in czarist Russia, Allen had gained the
experience needed to make the constabulary’s Information Section an effective
secret police.

At the broadest level Chief Allen faced the daunting task of shifting intelli-
gence collection from the U.S. Army’s controversial coercive methods to the less
visible surveillance appropriate to a civil administration. Writing a brother officer
in 1902 about the earlier use of torture to obtain field intelligence, Allen observed
that during combat “the ‘watercure’ and other inquisitorial methods will be re-
sorted to in spite of the strictest instructions. I have heard that under me, al-
though against my orders, the ‘watercure’ and other methods as bad, or worse,
were adopted, and probably under you the same.”34 While the army had often
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used torture to extract intelligence from hostile civilians, Allen’s constabulary
planned to avoid it by cultivating hundreds of paid Filipino agents. Writing Pres-
ident Theodore Roosevelt after just two months of police operations, Allen as-
serted that “had we known the people and the country upon arrival as we now
do, the insurrection could have been put down at half the cost in half the time.”35

Only three months later Allen would claim that “it is scarcely possible for any
seditionary measures of importance to be hatched without our knowledge” since
“I have secret agents in every province.”36

Starting with just six officers, a draftsman, and a mission to draw maps, the
constabulary’s Information Section quickly grew into a multifaceted political
intelligence unit. During its first year the section did 672 major translations,
compiled 2,034 identification photos, and processed 7,620 reports from twenty-
two secret “operators.”37 Over the next two years this fledgling unit grew from a
modest-sized “section” into the Information Division, a powerful covert espion-
age agency with hundreds of spies in nationalist groups across the archipelago.
By late 1904 the original 22 Filipino operators had increased to 118, rendering
“ready, intelligent, and very valuable advice as detectives and secret-service
agents.” Indicative of its self-consciously covert ethos, the constabulary’s report
for that year noted, in appropriately convoluted language, that the division was
“more effective in securing results of certain kinds, difficult to officials or agents
without special training and aptitude, than any other element.”38 In the constab-
ulary’s annual report for 1905, totaling 115 pages, the Information Division’s pres-
ence shrank to a single table showing 1,589 cases investigated. In subsequent years
as the division’s net grew ever wider, it disappeared from published reports alto-
gether, becoming fully and formally clandestine.39

Constabulary field officers quickly discovered the superiority of covert opera-
tions over conventional military force. After posting to Sorsogon at Luzon’s
southern tip in August 1901, the local PC company began pursuing “a fanatical or-
ganization known as ‘Anting Anting’” (amulet), led by a peasant named Antonio
Colache, that swept villages “like an epidemic” until it had four hundred fighters
armed with bolo swords. After leading forty constabulary troops and local militia
on patrols for six weeks without result, Inspector Harvey P. Nevill “decided to . . .
bring about the capture of Colache by the use of spies.”Only four days later one of
these spies led local militia into Colache’s camp, seizing the movement’s entire
leadership and ending the revolt.40 This experience, repeated countless times,
soon taught the constabulary the primacy of intelligence for pacification.

While the constabulary’s patrols pursued peasant rebels in the countryside, its
Information Division monitored and manipulated radical intellectuals in the
capital. With the end of military rule in July 1901, Filipinos were nominally free to
form nationalist political parties, something Governor Taft circumscribed with
both formal legislation and informal manipulation. Working through his top
operatives, Dean Worcester and Frank Bourns, the governor encouraged some
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125 members of the capital’s wealthy elite to form the Partido Federal, a conserva-
tive party that advocated U.S. annexation. Throughout 1901 Taft lavished patron-
age on this party, appointing its leaders to senior posts.41 As the Federalista advo-
cacy of American statehood produced a steady erosion of the party’s popular
support throughout 1902, Taft looked for alternative allies among Manila’s edu-
cated elite. Finding the call for political autonomy by a new party, the Partido
Liberal, acceptable, he hosted its leaders at a Malacañang Palace banquet in honor
of its leader, Pedro Paterno.42

Taft was disturbed, however, by a sudden resurgence of nationalist rhetoric at
the start of civil rule in mid-1901. Most threatening from his perspective was a
nationalist newspaper publisher, Pascual Poblete, who formed the Partido Nacio-
nalista to advocate independence. The party soon attracted a group of talented
young writers: Lope K. Santos, Aurelio Tolentino, and Isabelo de los Reyes. Deter-
mined to curb their influence, the colonial regime subjected these nationalists to
close surveillance that intensified after the Philippine Commission enacted the
Sedition Law in November.43 In March 1902 the constabulary summoned Poblete,
together with ex-general Santiago Alvarez, for questioning about a rumored re-
vival of the Katipunan, the famed secret society that had led the revolution against
Spain in 1896. Poblete assured his inquisitors that since the Sedition Law had
passed he had required every member of his Nacionalista Party to sign an oath of
allegiance to the United States. He was also holding his followers “ready for ser-
vice to the United States Government at any time, whether as soldiers or as civil-
ians.” After this interrogation these two radicals renounced even this modest
challenge to the colonial state, and their nationalist party soon dissolved.44

Bishop Aglipay

Such raw repression could not long restrain the rising nationalist movement,
forcing the constabulary to seek alternative methods, notably scandal. The criti-
cal role of petty scandal in the high colonial politics of this period becomes clear
through closer study of two key cases: the use of scurrilous intelligence about
Bishop Gregorio Aglipay to attack his nationalist church and the suppression of
damaging revelations about Representative Manuel Quezon to assist his political
career. During the first, formative decade of U.S. rule, such clandestine manipu-
lations allowed the colonial regime to set the tenor of Philippine politics, con-
straining the influence of radical nationalists such as Aglipay and advancing con-
servative collaborators such as Quezon.

Bishop Aglipay’s nationalist church traced its origins to the work of his close
ally, Isabelo de los Reyes, a socialist intellectual arrested in 1902 for leading work-
ers in a series of militant strikes. Emerging from a long trial and imprisonment,
de los Reyes transferred his boundless energies to an area that should have been
exempt from colonial surveillance, the establishment of a new nationalist church.
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Ironically, his success would provide the constabulary with both a unique
challenge and a secret victory.45 Even at the height of his labor activism, de los
Reyes had been intrigued by the idea of a national church that could liberate the
nation from Catholicism, long an instrument of Spanish control. After returning
from Europe in late 1901, he contacted a town mate, Gregorio Aglipay, an excom-
municated Catholic priest who had been chaplain-general of the revolutionary
army, “advising him to organize an independent Filipino church, arguing that
that was the only way to save the dignity . . . of the Filipino clergy.” Seeking
support for his schism, de los Reyes met with Protestant missionaries at the
American Bible Society in November, expressing fears that the Spanish friars
“would probably accuse this church of being an enemy of the government.” Con-
sequently, the Methodist missionary Dr. Homer C. Stuntz arranged for de los
Reyes to meet Chief Allen, who offered assurances that the “authorities would
not interfere with him unless the public order was disturbed.” After another year
of preparatory work, Father Aglipay inaugurated the Iglesia Filipina Indepen-
diente (IFI) with a high pontifical mass on the pavement of Tondo’s Paseo de Az-
carraga before thousands of urban poor. Two months later at a nearby chapel
twelve IFI priests and bishops laid their hands on Aglipay to consecrate him as
archbishop of the new church—a sudden rupture in the unbroken line of apos-
tolic succession dating back two millennia to Saint Peter, the first Bishop of
Rome. From this humble mass the IFI grew quickly into a denomination with
twenty bishops, 250 priests, and four million followers, producing an almost seis-
mic shift in a Philippine religious landscape that had been dominated by Catholi-
cism for over three centuries.46

With over a third of the population under the spiritual leadership of two rad-
ical nationalists, Chief Allen began to monitor the IFI, intervening at strategic
moments to slow the growth of a church deemed threatening to colonial order.
On the general’s direct orders, the Information Division’s superintendent, Capt.
Winfield S. Grove, interviewed “various prominent residents of the Islands” to
compile a detailed, damning set of “Biographical Notes” on Archbishop Aglipay,
portraying him as cruel, lecherous, and power hungry. Presenting rumor as fact,
the report alleged that during the revolution Aglipay had once ordered three hun-
dred lashes for a jailed Spanish bishop to avenge humiliations he had suffered
during his seminary days. Miraculously surviving this lashing, the bishop ap-
pointed Aglipay the ecclesiastical governor of his own northern diocese, a pro-
motion Aglipay celebrated with unseemly pomp and ceremony. Armed with his
new authority, he allegedly began lurking about the local convent in Vigan look-
ing for opportunities to molest Dominican nuns and their young female charges.
Later, when the U.S. Army marched north from Manila in 1899, Aglipay had cast
off his cassock and, armed with baton and saber, led Filipino guerrilla forces.
Succumbing at last to U.S. authority, he changed sides for a third time, courting
Governor Taft by persuading his former comrades to lay down their arms.47
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If it were released this catalog of Aglipay’s alleged sins would dishonor him in
all circles. To the American colony the details of Aglipay’s combat role would be
deeply disturbing. To U.S. missionaries, the report’s charges of arrogance, lust,
cruelty, and opportunism would make him seem nothing less than despicable.
Many of the biography’s most demeaning statements—particularly the fable
about the three hundred lashes, a number that no human could survive—were so
improbable that one must suspect the constabulary of distributing disinforma-
tion. Nonetheless, the report had an authoritative aura that would probably have
convinced any unsuspecting American reader.48

As a devout Protestant and nominal Episcopalian, Chief Allen understood
the legitimating force of apostolic succession and used this secret document to
deny the IFI access to consecration from its most likely source, the Episcopal
Church. By mid-1904 Aglipay was negotiating with the Episcopal missionary
Bishop Charles H. Brent for an affiliation that would grant the IFI bishops sacral
legitimacy, that is, a proper consecration with a laying on of hands by three Epis-
copal bishops who could trace their apostolic succession back to Saint Peter.49 In
support of this union Brent wrote a twenty-three-page report, “Religious Condi-
tions in the Philippine Islands,” criticizing the Catholic propagation of “coarse
blasphemy” and tacit tolerance of its clergy’s immorality, particularly concubin-
age, the “besetting sin of the Filipino.” By contrast Brent portrayed Aglipay’s IFI
as a church of considerable promise that showed a surprising “cohesion,” a char-
ter with “a sane view of ecclesiastical polity, Catholic doctrine and moral living,”
and, above all, a massive membership “in the neighborhood of 3,000,000.”50

When this report reached Bishop Daniel S. Tuttle in New York, the Episcopal
prelate pronounced it “excellent and admirable” and forwarded it to his church
executive for consideration at its upcoming convention in Boston.51

At this critical juncture, when Aglipay seemed assured of winning the apos-
tolic succession that would make him a real bishop, Chief Allen intervened. In
July 1904, while steaming across the Indian Ocean en route to Boston, Bishop
Brent, though still hopeful of a union between their churches, wrote Aglipay ex-
pressing some disappointment that his recent letters about affiliation were “too
vague to justify any official action on my part.” Brent also forwarded a carbon
copy of his letter to Chief Allen. Apparently seeing an opening, the PC chief
promptly mailed Brent “a short history of Aglipay compiled in the Division of
Information.” When the Episcopal bishops gathered in Boston a few months later,
Brent acknowledged receipt, saying, in a markedly changed tone, “I am afraid the
man is too slippery to do anything with.”52 During the Episcopalian convocation,
Bishop Brent expressed his sudden hostility toward Aglipay in a hastily written
confidential report, “For Bishops Only,” that echoed the constabulary’s biography
in describing Aglipay as a “selfishly ambitious man” who would not easily “sur-
render any of his despotic prerogatives.” Under its current leadership the IFI was,
Brent concluded, such “a sham” that it was better that “the whole disaffected mass
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should be reabsorbed into the Roman communion than it should continue its
present course.”53

Although the circulation of the constabulary’s spurious biography no doubt
damaged Aglipay’s relationship with the Episcopal Church, this was just one shot
in a sustained attack on his schism. After four years of stunning growth that won
about half the Filipino faithful, the IFI plunged into a sharp decline after 1906
due to a combination of factors: fading of the nationalist passions that had been
its driving force; a court decision restoring all churches to the Catholic hierarchy;
and, thanks in part to Allen’s letter, the failure to secure apostolic succession. Be-
hind a façade of impartiality, the U.S. regime was instrumental in this decline,
enacting a law in 1905 that elevated such church property disputes to the local Su-
preme Court where the colonial justices, often responsive to political direction,
ruled definitively in favor of Rome.54 In the covert realm Allen dismissed Bishop
Aglipay, in a July 1906 report to then Secretary of War Taft, as lacking in “integ-
rity, uprightness, and intellectuality” while also describing a recent meeting with
the papal nuncio, Rome’s ambassador, that exemplified the constabulary’s close
ties to the Catholic hierarchy. “The best bureau of information and secret service
the world has ever known is organized and at your service—the Church,” the
nuncio had proclaimed, prompting Allen to affirm their amity.55

For the price of a postage stamp, at a critical turning point in the IFI’s history
Allen was able to transform Bishop Brent from Aglipay’s advocate into his impla-
cable enemy, denying his schism the sacral authority of apostolic succession. This
breach also blocked a formal affiliation with the Episcopal Church and its in-
fluential laity that could have restrained the colonial regime’s alliance with the
Catholic hierarchy. In this sub rosa alliance of church and state, the constabu-
lary’s secretive methods were essential to preempting any backlash in Washing-
ton, where such a policy was anathema under the U.S. Constitution. Indeed, the
secrecy was so complete that Allen’s role eluded both Bishop Aglipay, who con-
tinued to treat the PC chief as his protector, and later historians, who would re-
main unaware of the constabulary’s role for another century.56

This success indicates that after just six years of operation the constabulary
had penetrated the deepest recesses of Philippine society, even the sacral mys-
teries of apostolic succession. In terms of intelligence tradecraft the Information
Division had moved beyond its basic mission of gathering objective information
to fabricating misinformation or even disinformation. In other words it had en-
tered the realm of psychological warfare, where the aim is not to defeat the enemy
but to demoralize him to the point where he defeats himself.

Representative Quezon

Just as Chief Allen had circulated a derogatory report to discredit a religious
leader who seemed to threaten the colonial order, so, just a few years later, he
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would suppress compromising information about a close ally of the U.S. regime.
As it turned out, this was a small decision with lasting implications for Philippine
politics. Titled the “Family History of M.Q.,” this report, compiled by Captain
Frank L. Pyle, a scouts officer attached to the Division of Military Information,
began by documenting the murky origins of Representative Manuel Quezon. “A
certain Padre in Baler, Tayabas had a querida [mistress], whom he put in a family
way,” reads the report’s fable-like opening. “During this period he did the same
thing with her sister, from whom was born M.Q.” In the fifth month of the sec-
ond sister’s pregnancy, the “padre,” who was Manuel Quezon’s biological father,
paid a carpenter from Manila eight hundred pesos to marry her, thus assuring
that his son would be born in wedlock. By the first sister the padre also fathered
Emilia, Ampara, and Aurora, “three girls M.Q. always called his cousins; they
were, in fact, his half-sisters.”

The captain’s report offered similarly lurid allegations about Quezon’s role in
the revolution that many readers, Filipino or foreign, might have found unpalat-
able. In the first months of the Philippine-American War when insurgents am-
bushed a U.S. Army patrol, Quezon, then a major in General Aguinaldo’s army,
ordered that two American prisoners weak with fever be “buried alive,” a crime
for which he was later tried and acquitted before a Filipino revolutionary tribu-
nal. An American mess boy was also wounded in the attack, but Ampara and
Aurora nursed him back to health, teaching him fluent Tagalog and making him
a favorite of the Quezon household. A year later, when a U.S. Army column ap-
proached Baler, Major Quezon, fearing trouble if the boy were found in his
household, had him killed, “some say by head hunters, others by hired men of
the family.”

Once the war was over, the report continued, Quezon had relations with his
half-sister Ampara and the fruit of that union “died at the age of a year and a half
and is now buried in Paco cemetery, Manila.” He then turned his attention to
another half sister, Aurora, and she, too, became pregnant. Although he would
marry her years later, at this early stage of his career he arranged an abortion “by
certain old woman methods,” which left Aurora dangerously weak.

After finishing law school in Manila and opening a practice in Tayabas Prov-
ince, Quezon accepted a retainer of three hundred pesos from the wife of one Se-
gundo Samonte to file a civil suit against the Church. But “Q.” took five hundred
pesos from the defendant to throw the case, prompting an angry Samonte to file
a malpractice suit. Quezon, when he was later elected provincial governor, “had
the former arrested and tried for attempted murder.” Although the conviction
was reversed on appeal to the Supreme Court of the Philippines, Samonte
“through fear, refused further to prosecute Q.”

At the bottom of the report’s last page, Chief Allen added, in his own hand,
a detailed paragraph that reveals his close attention to the later scandals that had
marked Quezon’s career. “Charged by Gov. Offley with rape,” the chief wrote,
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referring to an official inquiry into Quezon’s abuse of authority on Mindoro, and
accused of “knocking down a consejal with the butt of a gun because he would
not let him have his daughter.”57

Since Allen never had occasion to use this dossier against Quezon—who re-
mained, unlike Bishop Aglipay, a loyal constabulary asset—we can only speculate
about why the chief carried it with him for the next quarter century, from Manila
to Washington and into retirement. Clearly, secreting this report kept it ready for
release should its subject transgress. It may have infused the constabulary chief
with the sense of superiority essential for the exercise of colonial dominion.
More disturbingly, Allen’s apparent belief these sordid stories of assault, murder,
rape, and incest were true indicates that Quezon’s supposedly weak character may
have increased his appeal to the constabulary as an ally and asset.

Despite these disturbing findings, Allen’s subordinates, Harry Bandholtz and
James Harbord, were determined to protect their protégé from such scandal. In
March 1907, with legislative elections on the horizon, Harbord suppressed the
“horrible story” that Quezon had impregnated his “cousin” Ampara since local
rivals were beginning to circulate that rumor at the behest of powerful Manila
politicians. Quezon seemed “genuinely horrified at the yarn,” and promised to
prove his innocence by sending the still slender Ampara to see Bandholtz and
then murdering the source of the gossip. To avert this disaster Harbord urged
Bandholtz to have the governor-general prevent the rival Federalista Party leader,
Dr. T. H. Pardo de Tavera, the suspected source of this scandal, “from carrying on
that kind of campaign.”58 With the rumors somehow quashed, Quezon unified
local factions behind his candidacy and cultivated strategic alliances with Manila
politicians to triumph in the legislative elections, leaving him well positioned to
contend for leadership of the majority Nacionalista Party when the Assembly
opened in October.59

In retrospect, Chief Allen and Colonel Bandholtz backed Quezon’ s political
advance confident that their secret dossiers could destroy him should he prove to
be too independent. But their relations, grounded in mutual need and genuine
affection, held firm. Quezon never gave his American patrons any reason to
reveal what was in Allen’s file. If necessary, the Americans could have brought
him down in 1912 over his questionable role in the Manila Railroad scandal (see
chapter 6). Quezon also knew a great deal about dubious dealings by Colonel
Bandholtz since they were partners in several get-rich-quick schemes. In sum,
Quezon and his constabulary patrons were so tightly bound together that secret
documents were mere insurance. The greatest political impact of these secret
dossiers may have been the confidence they gave Americans to enter into political
alliances with Filipino leaders, wheeling and dealing in a foreign culture where
they might otherwise have hesitated to venture, thereby fostering a political
system that bound Filipino nationalists and American colonials in a relationship
of interdependence.
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Taming the Colonial Press

Just as its political maneuvers were supple, so the Information Division’s analysis
of Filipino politics was nuanced and its monitoring of the Manila press assidu-
ous.60 Staffed mostly by nationalist intellectuals, the Filipino press reveled in its
newfound freedom by criticizing the personnel and policies of the colonial re-
gime. But the civil government suffered even sharper attacks from the city’s four
American newspapers. Three of these—the Manila American, Manila Freedom,
and Cablenews—were written and edited largely by military veterans, ardent im-
perialists all. The Manila Times, founded by the Englishman Thomas Cowan, was
the sole paper without a marked promilitary bias.61

In the weeks before Governor Taft signed the libel and sedition laws in Octo-
ber 1901, press criticism of the two Filipinos on the Philippine Commission, Be-
nito Legarda and Dr. T. H. Pardo de Tavera, reached a crescendo of vituperation.
In September the editor of the Spanish satirical weekly Miau, Vicente Garcia Val-
dez, charged Pardo de Tavera with both political opportunism and personal cow-
ardice by detailing an incident ten years earlier in which his sister had been fatally
shot in Paris by her enraged husband, the famed artist Juan Luna.

And Pardo, who was in the house, instead of defending his sister and his un-
fortunate mother, flees like one of those rats for which the Board of Health pays
two and one-half cents . . .

[The Philippine Republic] at Malolos is constituted and . . . he . . . is made Min-
ister of State, and, as such, sits side by the side of that Luna, the slayer of his sister
and mother . . .

We are sorry not to be able to congratulate the American government for
selecting one of such transient loyalties.62

With even greater venom, Miau published a separate attack on Commissioner
Legarda, portraying him as a shameless opportunist who had risen from lowly
clerk in the prosperous J. M. Tuason trading company by marrying the chief
executive’s widow, a woman twelve years his senior, and after she died seducing
her young daughter Teresa. Complicating the tangled politics of this exposé, the
paper’s editor, Vicente Valdez, was the estranged husband of Maria Tuason, the
alleged victim’s younger sister and Commissioner Legarda’s stepdaughter, making
this accuser the accused’s son-in-law. Whatever its motivations, Miau repeated
the scurrilous charges against the commissioners for months. When Legarda and
Pardo de Tavera finally sued under the old Spanish libel law, the Manila Times
chided them, arguing that “their honorable name is at stake until they can give
the lie to the statements of Miau.”63

After private meetings in early 1902 failed to dissuade American editors from
further attacks, Acting Governor Wright launched a campaign against the city’s
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press under the stringent libel legislation enacted the previous fall.64 In early April
Manila Freedom provided grounds for action with an editorial titled “A Few Hard
Facts” listing a litany of complaints against the Commission, including its ap-
pointment of “Filipinos who are . . . notoriously corrupt and rascally.”65 Just three
days later Wright, with the support of both Governor Taft and Secretary of War
Elihu Root, ordered the attorney general to indict Freedom’s staff for criminal
libel.66

Within hours the Manila Press Club telegrammed President Theodore Roose-
velt complaining about the police “arresting newspaper men virtually lese majeste
under sedition law for criticizing civil government.” Privately, Freedom’s staff sig-
naled the governor that unless the libel charges were dropped it would implicate
an American commissioner, Judge Henry C. Ide, “in a nasty scandal, averring . . .
he has been too intimate with Eva, the servant in the family, and that she had
given him venereal disease which forced him . . . to send her back to the States.”
Wright shot back that this charge was “disgusting and ridiculous” because it was
he, Wright, who had deported “this foolish girl” after a full investigation. He
warned Freedom’s staff members that should they “attempt to make their threat
good they may receive a dose they will never forget.”67

Despite such pressures, the American press persisted in its lurid coverage
of Commissioner Legarda’s libel suit against Miau. Under the headline “Calls
Legarda Seducer Perjurer, and Traitor,” the Manila Times described the “sensa-
tional” courtroom drama that ensued when Miau’s American defense attorney,
Edward H. Lamme, tried to prove the truth of his client’s allegations. “As in a
measured and solemn tone,” the Times reported, the paper’s lawyer “read his list
of accusations, Benito Legarda paled, his black shifting eyes became as balls of
fire and his whole frame shook with emotion.” As the attorney finished each sen-
tence of his spellbinding brief, Legarda’s lawyer, Felipe Calderon, would “spring
to his feet, a torrent of objections pouring from his lips.”68

Although the Manila Times followed this dramatic description with vivid
extracts from the defense brief, its editors were not charged with libel, perhaps
because Taft considered it a “conservative” paper that had “done very good work
for the cause of good government.”69 On the same day, however, the govern-
ment’s bête noir, Manila Freedom, though more cautious in its actual coverage,
carried the same story beneath a bold headline that made it the target of new
libel charges.

,    
Sensational Allegations against Commissioner Legarda

Made of Record and Read in English.
Spanish Reading Waived

Wife Would Have Killed Him.

Legarda Pale and Nervous
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In contrast to the colorful account in the Manila Times, Freedom simply
quoted verbatim from the defense attorney’s allegations that Legarda had seduced
his young stepdaughter, Teresa Eriberta Tuason. In the words of this statement,
his wife, the aging Tuason heiress, “became so enraged at the lewd, lascivious
and licentious conduct of her husband . . . that she made a desperate but futile at-
tempt upon his life.” During the revolution, the defense brief continued, Legarda
“voluntarily took the oath of allegiance to three, separate, distinct and hostile
governments within the period of eighteen months.” Denying any malicious
intent, its lawyer argued that Miau was simply informing the American and
Filipino people of Legarda’s “total unfitness for the official position he was then,
and is now, occupying.” Governor Wright saw malign motives all around and ex-
pressed them in a detailed account he prepared for Taft. Calling Lamme a “swash-
buckler” who had “twice failed the bar exam,” Wright accused him of delivering
“a long string of libels against Legarda.” Consequently, on May 23 the attorney
general, on Wright’s orders, filed new charges of criminal libel under Act No. 277
against Manila Freedom’s proprietor, Fred L. Dorr, and its editor, Edward F.
O’Brien.70

Writing Taft in Washington, Commissioner Legarda recounted his humilia-
tion as Miau’s lawyer “read to the Court before a gathering of newspapermen and
scandal-mongers who had been previously advised to be present, a filthy and des-
picable libel . . . , calling me seducer, traitor, and perjurer.” To attest to his inno-
cence, Legarda enclosed a recent, front-page retraction from the Manila Times,
which reported the Tuason heir’s denial that “his sister had been seduced by her
stepfather,” explaining that “Mr. Legarda made every honorable effort to marry
Miss Teresa,” even visiting Rome in 1893 to petition, unsuccessfully, for a dispen-
sation from Pope Leo XIII.71

A month later an angry Taft replied to Legarda, his closest friend among the
Federalista leaders, assuring him that “the outrageous libels upon you by the vi-
cious, irresponsible American press of Manila have been the source of the great-
est grief to me.” To punish these papers Taft had recruited a tough attorney from
Michigan who would “prosecute the circulation of such a libel in such a mean
contemptible way.” That same day Taft wrote Wright that the Manila judge who
admitted the evidence of incest against Legarda, Arthur Odlin, had “proved ut-
terly recreant to his trust” and ordered his rustication to a provincial bench. The
judge accepted his transfer without protest, and his successor proved more re-
sponsive to government wishes. “If we could only land one of these newspaper
editors in Bilibid and keep him there for six months,” Taft suggested, “I do not
think we should have any more trouble.”72

The government pressed its campaign on all fronts, scoring victories that pum-
meled the colonial press into submission. In the case against Freedom for libeling
Legarda, the new judge handed down heavy sentences of six months’ imprison-
ment, just as Taft had dictated. In separate charges under the tougher Sedition Law,
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the lower court also found the paper’s staff guilty for its “Few Hard Facts”editorial.
In the original Miau libel case Legarda appealed to the Philippine Supreme Court,
which multiplied the modest penalties Judge Odlin had imposed on the editor Val-
dez tenfold, upping them to a heavy fine of §6,250 and a severe six years’ banish-
ment 250 kilometers from Manila. The high court also affirmed Valdez’s convic-
tion for libel against Commissioner Pardo de Tavera, adding four more years’
banishment from Manila for a total of ten years. In all this litigation the govern-
ment suffered but one modest reverse. When Freedom’s staff appealed its convic-
tions, the Philippine Supreme Court, in rare defiance of the colonial executive, re-
versed the paper’s second conviction under the Sedition Law (Act No. 292), finding
that the “Hard Facts”editorial had not shown any “seditious tendency.”73

In the wake of these tough penalties, the American colonial press became
more circumspect in its coverage of the civil government, henceforth pursuing
only the most vulnerable targets. While Commissioner Pardo de Tavera was too
austere for further attacks, Legarda’s looser lifestyle still made him fair game. In
early 1903 a young woman, Tomasa Fidelino, filed a civil claim against Legarda for
twenty thousand dollars, claiming that three years earlier he had entered her bed-
room, “caught her by the throat,” and violated “her virginity.” Trusting his prom-
ises of marriage, she had agreed to “continue illicit relations” until a child was
born. Although he successfully fought her damage claim all the way to the Su-
preme Court, Legarda admitted to making payments for both sexual liberties and
paternity, sparking a sustained attack by the American colony and its press. In
December the moderate Manila Times, invoking “inexorable principles of mo-
rality . . . as broad as civilization,” called on the Philippine Commission “to re-
buke the libertine and cast him from their midst.”74 But the controversy waned
when Taft hailed “my very dear friend, Benito Legarda” at his farewell banquet in
December 1903.75

In his campaign against Manila’s newspapers, Governor Taft had set aside the
constitutional principle of press freedom in favor of the colonial state’s power to
control information. By prosecuting editors for reporting adverse statements
made in open court, Taft punished the press not simply for libeling a fellow com-
missioner but for challenging his control over information. Armed with his libel
and sedition laws, Taft alone would decide who would and would not be the tar-
get of scandal. Anyone who challenged his control over information would feel
the force of the courts and constabulary.

L’Affaire Bellairs

In the midst of all this pressure on Manila’s colonial press, Taft singled out one re-
porter for a sustained vendetta that grew into the grand scandale d’état of Amer-
ica’s early empire. By the time this controversy had run its course, the U.S. Senate
would devote weeks to hearings that ran to a thousand printed pages, leaving the
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most powerful man in America dead and destroying the presidential ambitions of
its greatest war hero.

Landing at San Francisco on medical leave in January 1902, Governor Taft in-
flamed smoldering resentments among the military and its press allies by an-
nouncing that U.S. Army forces in the islands could be reduced from the current
forty thousand troops to an “ample force” of just fifteen thousand by transferring
pacification to his “native constabulary.” Taft’s statement “provoked a great deal
of adverse criticism” among officers at Philippine Division headquarters in Ma-
nila who were, according to Acting Governor Luke Wright, “inclined to adhere to
their contention . . . that the only good Filipino is a dead one.” Unable to criticize
civil officials directly, the division commander, General Chaffee, hit back through
his allies in the Manila press. As mere “echoes of military sentiments,” the local
papers, Manila Freedom and the Manila American, soon published editorials crit-
ical of what the latter called “Governor Taft’s Mistaken Hallucination.”76 In mid-
January Wright wrote Taft that the military was encouraging these virulent press
attacks and buying up large numbers of Freedom and the Manila American for
local distribution.77

A few days after Taft’s troop announcement, Chief Allen forwarded to him
detailed reports on the hostile press, including a front-page article in the Manila
American blasting his promotion of Filipinos to senior posts under a hyperbolic
headline that read “Blood-Thirsty Natives, Who Intimidated, Robbed and
Abused the Confidence of the Government.”78 Through unnamed yet “unques-
tioned sources,” Allen traced these inflammatory stories to the flamboyant As-
sociated Press correspondent Capt. Edgar Bellairs, who was ringleader of “a
small coterie here in Manila . . . doing everything that can possibly prejudice
Civil Government.” Freedom was “roasting” the constabulary, while the Manila
American, the chief told Taft, was insinuating that “your mind was influenced by
your tropical service.” He urged Taft to use his leave in Washington to work for
Bellairs’s dismissal, saying it “would strike terror into this disaffected element.”79

In graver tones Wright wrote Taft that Bellairs’s dispatches were meant to “pro-
duce the impression in the United States that we are sitting on a volcano liable to
erupt at any moment” and to convince Congress that “a large military force must
be maintained here.”80

Gradually the civil government concluded that Bellairs was part of a plot to
oust the ailing Taft as governor-general and replace him with General Wood, who
was stepping down as governor-general of Cuba. From local gossip, Wright had
gleaned the reporter’s two-part strategy. First, Bellairs would float rumors “that
General Wood is to be sent out as Governor to take charge of both civil and mili-
tary affairs,” and then he would promote a local victory celebration to “boost”
General Chaffee as a candidate for command in Washington, clearing the way for
General Wood in Manila. Livid at “the evident effect . . . in the United States” of
this press coverage, Wright had summoned Bellairs to rage against his report of
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“the so called uprising” in nearby Rizal Province and accuse him of “magnifying
trifles and sending half truths as descriptive of conditions in these Islands.”81

Within weeks Bellairs was unmasked and undone. In response to pressure
from Taft and other powerful Republicans the AP wire service finally investigated
the reporter’s background and finding it scandalous quietly dismissed him in
March 1902. After that celebratory banquet at the Army-Navy Club, Bellairs
sailed for New York in July, leaving behind twelve thousand pesos in bad debts.
Clearly “humiliated at having such a man,” the AP’s New York chief sent carefully
screened replacements to Washington for Taft’s approval. He found the first,
William Dinwiddie, to be “free from the prejudice which we have so often found
in previous correspondents” and pronounced the next, Martin Egan, to be pos-
sessed of “fairness of spirit.” For the balance of the Taft era, the AP would select
Manila correspondents sympathetic to his civil government.82

Meanwhile, Bellairs gamely continued his public relations campaign from
the nation’s media hub, New York City. There, trading on his status as a former
AP correspondent, he soon published an accusatory book with Scribner’s, As It
Is in the Philippines, indicting Taft, his civil government, and its press controls.
Though seemingly “a smiling, courteous, suave gentleman,” Governor Taft was,
Bellairs charged, duplicitous, autocratic, and manipulative, with a record in Ma-
nila that compared poorly with General Wood’s in Havana. Taft’s Civil Commis-
sion was “rotten and corrupt,” riddled with “evidences of carpetbagging and ru-
mors of graft,” while Wood had developed a “successful form of government in
Cuba . . . not duplicated in the Philippines.” If only “such a man as Leonard Wood
will succeed Taft,” Bellairs concluded, the Philippine situation might still be
saved.83 In an age when print was still the medium of politics, this book, with its
prestigious Scribner’s imprimatur, could have damaged Taft’s presidential ambi-
tions. In response the Ohio Republican machine mounted a sustained smear
campaign against Bellairs and his backer, General Wood.

The machine’s first move came in Manila in January 1903. As word of the
book’s charges spread, a veteran operative named Frank S. Cairns, then Manila’s
customs surveyor, called at constabulary headquarters to deliver the dirt on Bel-
lairs. Cairns was the former chief of special agents for U.S. military customs in
Cuba, a post that gave him a wealth of sensitive information. Although he refused
to speak on the record before a stenographer, he told a tale of his years on the trail
of a man known variously as “Captain E.G. Bellairs of Havana,” “Mr. E.G. Bel-
lairs of Baltimore,” or “Sheridan,” lately of the Florida State Penitentiary. At the
close of the Spanish-American War in 1898, Bellairs had turned up in the city of
Santiago de Cuba as an AP correspondent and quickly befriended the local mili-
tary governor, General Wood. When Wood was promoted to governor of Cuba,
Bellairs presented him to Havana society with a grand banquet at one of the city’s
most exclusive clubs. Through such diplomacy the reporter, his calling card now
sporting an imaginary commission as “Captain E. G. Bellairs,” also grew close to
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General Chaffee, using his military contacts for wire-service scoops. Other re-
porters, perhaps envious of his access, began to spread rumors “implicating him
in unnatural crimes with a Puerto Rican boy fifteen years of age.” Next a “typical
specimen of a Florida man” named Charles Johnson hit town. Spotting Bellairs at
the Havana race track, he addressed him as “Sheridan,” prompting the reply “that
he was not Sheridan in Havana, but was Bellairs, and mum was the word.” John-
son later told Cairns that the two had served time together at the Florida Peniten-
tiary, he for murder and Bellairs for fraud. Bellairs had been flogged twice, once
for “an unnatural crime with one of the inmates.” Governor-General Wood, anx-
ious to preserve Bellairs as an ally, ordered the story suppressed. Meanwhile, Bel-
lairs, changing his calling card to read “E. G. Bellairs, Baltimore, Md.,” shipped
out of Havana as an AP correspondent with the China expedition under General
Chaffee.84

Only days after Cairns filed this report, the constabulary delivered the docu-
ment to Governor Taft to be used in a renewed vendetta against Bellairs. Out-
raged at “the audacity of the man in printing a book like this,” Taft fired off a bar-
rage of long letters to New York newspaper editors, citing the report from Cairns,
who he described as the former “secret agent of Wood in Cuba.”85 In April 1903,
two months after Taft had sought his help, William Laffan, editor of the influen-
tial New York Sun, published the results of the newspaper’s investigation of Bel-
lairs as a dramatic, two-part editorial attacking the reporter’s book as part of a
crude move to oust Governor Taft and install Wood in his place. “Who is Bel-
lairs,” the Sun asked, “the defamer of William H. Taft and the eulogist of Leonard
Wood?”86 To answer this question, the Sun’s next edition turned to another book,
Professional Criminals of America, a bound Bertillon-like rogues’ gallery illus-
trated with mug shots compiled by New York’s former police chief, Thomas
Byrnes. Bellairs, the paper said, bore a striking likeness to photo 346, identified
therein as Charles Ballentine, “alias Ernest Allaine Cheiriton, forger and swin-
dler,” a clergyman’s son from Norfolk County, England, who had gone from fleec-
ing school chums at Cheltenham College to conning “the best families in En-
gland, France, Australia, and Canada.” Using its global wire service, Laffan’s Sun
had tracked Bellairs across the globe, from Manila, Havana, and Tampa all the
way back to his native Norwich, where he was not connected to the distinguished
Bellairs family.87 Picking up the story the next day, the New York Evening Post lent
its prestige to the attack. “We have before us an attractive menu of a ‘farewell’
dinner given in Manila on July 2, 1902,” it wrote in a withering exposé. “There
were toasts to Bellairs in Cuba, Bellairs in China, Bellairs in the Philippines. . . .
Only one was lacking—Bellairs on the chain gang in Florida.”88

Taft was delighted with these attacks on Bellairs. “I hope that the disclo-
sures,” he wrote the War Department, “will result in driving him out of America
and into some other field than that in which he has wrought so much damage
for the last three or four years.” Indeed, the exposés discredited Bellairs’s book
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and dispatched its author to the Arizona Territory for new adventures. More sig-
nificant, as the scandal shifted from the New York press to the U.S. Senate these
editorials may have helped send Wood into an extended exile in far-off Zam-
boanga as military governor of Mindanao, a distinctly secondary colonial post.89

Nearly a year later, more reliable evidence about Bellairs surfaced during dra-
matic Senate hearings into General Wood’s rule over Cuba, an inquiry convened
by the most powerful kingmaker in America, Marcus A. Hanna, the junior sena-
tor from Ohio and chairman of the Republican National Committee. For raising
McKinley to the White House in 1896, Hanna had been rewarded with control
over the party’s patronage appointments. After 1898, as empire opened new paths
to the presidency via Havana and Manila, Senator Hanna had been careful to se-
cure prime postings for his protégés: Havana’s post office for Estes G. Rathbone,
a party stalwart who had bribed Ohio legislators to win Hanna his Senate seat;
and Manila’s Malacañang Palace for Taft.90

Now, in 1903, President Roosevelt’s bid to win a second star for Wood, his
good friend and Taft’s rival, would set the stage for a bitter confirmation battle
with the ultimate prize nothing less than the American presidency. Since Roose-
velt and Wood were famously former comrades in the Rough Riders, Senator
Hanna’s attack on the general could weaken the president in 1904 and eliminate
Wood as a candidate in 1908. If empire were to raise a proconsul to the presidency
in 1908, Hanna seemed determined that it should be his man Taft via Manila not
his enemy Wood via Havana. When this nomination for major general reached
the Senate in December 1903, Hanna turned the pro forma proceedings into a
full-blown investigation of Wood’s rule in Cuba that churned out over a thou-
sand printed pages of transcript rich in seamy allegations and vehement denials.
With Senator Hanna leading the attack, his longtime Ohio rival, Senator Foraker,
served as Wood’s impassioned defender. While these Buckeye bosses exchanged
verbal shots across the committee room floor, the hearings became a political
duel to the death that ended with Hanna’s health broken and Wood’s reputation
irreparably damaged.91

The sordid Bellairs scandal became Senator Hanna’s secret weapon in this
war against General Wood. Testifying under oath, witnesses told the senators how
Wood had manipulated the press, through Bellairs, in his extraordinary eighteen-
month ascent from army surgeon to governor-general of Cuba. Assisted by
Bellairs, Wood solicited hagiographic coverage of his rule over Santiago de Cuba
and encouraged criticism of his superior, General John R. Brooke, the military
governor of the island. Writing in 1899 in McClure’s magazine, the famed muck-
raker Ray Stannard Baker celebrated Wood’s transformation of Santiago from
“reeking filth” into a “clean, healthy, orderly city.” Baker also collaborated with
Wood in placing an article in the North American Review that condemned General
Brooke’s rule in Cuba as a “record of error and neglect.”92 After Wood succeeded
the hapless Brooke in late 1899, Bellairs, now the AP’s Cuba correspondent, acted
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as the new governor’s main booster. “In the year 1908 Leonard A. Wood will be
elected president of the United States,” he announced at a luncheon for the visit-
ing secretary of war, “and I will put him there. You know what I have done for
him in the past; mark my words and watch the future.” Governor Wood, Hanna’s
witnesses revealed, had repaid these political debts with interest. When Bellairs
ran into his old cellmate Johnson in May 1900, the governor sent an intermediary
to offer the ex-convict hush money and a free ticket home. Four months later,
when the Havana Post’s editor, Dr. C. L. Fisher, told Wood that Bellairs had en-
gaged in “sodomy” with two Cuban boys and served a prison term in Florida, the
governor insisted that the paper suppress the story. Wood later called personally
at AP’s New York headquarters to scotch these rumors as “stories . . . evolved by
known convicts.”93

In testimony before the Senate, AP’s general manager, Melville Stone, ex-
plained the reason for his sudden dismissal of Bellairs in March 1902. He stated
that Secretary of War Elihu Root had called him to the War Department “very
much incensed at the obvious attempt on the part of Bellairs to build up the glory
of the Army at the expense of the civil government of the Philippines.” Not long
after that meeting, Stone was “very much startled” to receive a letter from Senator
Hanna himself forwarding a “personal, confidential letter” from a Florida corre-
spondent alleging that Bellairs was “an ex-convict.” Disturbed by this news, Stone
headed downtown to the Pinkerton Detective Agency at 57 Broadway in lower
Manhattan. There Robert A. Pinkerton personally escorted the AP chief into his
agency’s confidential “records room” where the clerks needed only “a moment” to
identify Bellairs as a notorious forger who had once used the alias Cheiriton.94

Only fate saved General Wood from a humiliating Senate defeat in his bid for
a second star. President Roosevelt, seeing his own prestige at stake in the attacks
on Wood, threw the full weight of his office behind the promotion to major gen-
eral. These high-pressure hearings exhausted Hanna, who in the words of Sena-
tor Foraker suffered “great anxiety during the progress of the investigation,”
which “no doubt did much to precipitate his last illness.” Hanna died in early 1904
just before the final vote reached the Senate floor, allowing Wood’s confirmation
by a comfortable majority.95

Although they had failed to stop Wood’s promotion, the dexterous use of
scandal by Hanna and Taft derailed Bellairs’s journalistic career and damaged,
perhaps fatally, Wood’s presidential ambitions. “I think that Dr. Wood’s . . . spu-
rious medals,” Mark Twain wrote mockingly of Wood’s nomination as major
general, “and furtive insubordinations, and clandestine libels, and frank false-
hoods, and pimpings for gambling hells, and destitution of honor and dignity . . .
have earned it for him and entitled him to it, and that he ought now to be lifted to
that lofty summit and permanently left there, . . . for the laughter of a thousand
generations!” Before the start of this contentious confirmation process in mid-
1903, President Roosevelt sent Wood off to a secondary posting as a regional
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governor in the southern Philippines, a marked demotion. Even after the Senate
approved his second star, the scandals kept Wood on the remote colonial frontier
not for the six-month tour the president had planned but for a six-year exile that
did not end until well after the 1908 presidential elections. Meanwhile, Governor
Taft would return to Washington to become secretary of war in 1904 and the Re-
publican presidential candidate in 1908.96

These Senate hearings also help us to place Taft in the context of his times,
making his passionate hatred of Bellairs seem understandable, even logical. Flim-
flam artists like Bellairs, who flitted across oceans and continents with a trail of
bad paper and broken lives, seem to have been the raison d’être for Bertillon’s
biometrics, the Pinkerton record room, and the larger system of criminal iden-
tification that Taft and his Victorian peers were building worldwide. Taft the pro-
consul had good reason to despise and destroy Bellairs, but Taft the leader in a so-
ciety of laws had no firm basis for his original allegations against an AP reporter
whose only verifiable crime had been criticism.

Secret Service Intrigues

After the Manila press had been constrained within Taft’s tight strictures, the gov-
ernment’s undercover operations continued unabated, making incriminating in-
formation vital to many colonial careers. It seems to have been no accident that
three of the most avid practitioners of scandal learned their dark craft in colonial
customs houses, the gateway through which all mail passed, even the most confi-
dential correspondence. Manila’s was a cesspit of corruption, swirling with what
the Manila Times called “rumors of scandals and irregularities.”97

In the aftermath of the Bellairs–Wood controversy of 1903 –4, Taft, now pro-
moted to secretary of war and well-positioned for the presidency, retained the
Manila customs surveyor Frank Cairns to conduct private investigations “of a
confidential character,” charging him to probe for scandal about his enemies and
preempt any about himself. To serve his powerful patron Cairns moved tirelessly
across the arc of America’s empire, from Manila to New York and Havana, filing
confidential reports at every stop. At Manila in 1905, Cairns investigated petty
“graft” in procurements by army officers, compiling a list for Taft of persons im-
plicated in this “crookedness,” including “generals Chaffee, Humphrey, and Cor-
bin.”98 When Cairns visited New York on home leave in June 1906, Taft asked him
to investigate “the author of certain articles which have appeared during the past
few weeks in the New York Daily News, signed by one W.A. Lewis.” Indeed, this
tabloid had just published a three-part series beneath the headlines “Dictator Taft
and the Scandal of the Benguet Road”and “Taft Gave the Philippine Railroad into
Trust Hands.” As he later wrote to Taft, Cairns, “pretending to be a disgruntled
employee of the Philippines, and without revealing my identity,” interviewed the
offending editor at his home on 930 West End Avenue. There Lewis had freely
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admitted that his aim was “to discredit your administration as Governor.” Al-
though the Daily News editor would not name his source, Cairns emerged “quite
satisfied that Mr. Herbert Ross, lately of Manila, whose record I sent you
through Captain [Frank] McIntyre [of the War Department], is in part respon-
sible for these attacks.”99 En route to Manila a few months later, Cairns passed
through Havana to report on the “repressive and coercive measures,” marked by
assassination and terror, that the corrupt Moderate Party had used to win the last
Cuban election.100

By January 1907 Cairns was back in his post as Manila’s customs surveyor
where he soon was locked in mortal combat with a combine led by his old enemy
General Wood, now commander of the Philippine Division of the army, and a
longtime local rival, acting customs chief H. B. McCoy. As Cairns explained in a
letter to Taft, Wood still felt an “implacable hatred” because of his “connection . . .
to the Bellairs investigation.”101 In pursuit of his quarry, the general had forged a
working alliance with McCoy, who was now competing with Cairns to succeed
the outgoing customs chief, W. Morgan Shuster.102

As this bureaucratic vendetta continued, acting customs chief McCoy or-
dered his secret service to investigate Cairns for possible charges of stealing letters
from the mail. Going beyond the usual shoe leather surveillance, the customs se-
curity chief deployed some inspired innovations, assigning an agent to compact
himself in a cabinet inside Cairns’s office to eavesdrop, later emerging to record
conversations in sworn affidavits. To secure the combination to Cairns’s office
safe, another operative drilled a small hole in the ceiling and, suspended from a
specially constructed catwalk, used binoculars to peer for hours on end until the
target finally turned the tumbler. With the safe’s combination secured, agents
removed Cairns’s private letters for photographic copying.103 Secret agents thus
used human assets to effect the equivalent of audio and visual surveillance, which
would not become technologically feasible for another quarter century.

Over the next fourteen months these intrigues culminated in two trials with a
typically colonial brew of intrigue, scandal, and purloined letters. In the first trial
two of McCoy’s secret agents were found guilty of fraud in connection with the
theft of confidential documents from the safe in Cairns’s office. At the second
McCoy was convicted for his role in this same fraud. But before anyone spent
a day in prison, all three conspirators were granted full pardons by their patron
and protector, Governor-General James Smith. Bitter over the outcome, Morgan
Shuster, now a member of the Philippine Commission, encouraged his Filipino
allies in the opposition Progresista Party to pass “a resolution condemning the
Governor-General for having pardoned McCoy,” a move that may have damaged
Shuster more than his enemy.104

After his inauguration in March 1909, President Taft overlooked Colonel
McCoy’s criminal conviction and rewarded his years of partisan loyalty with
a permanent appointment to the top customs post. Within days McCoy packed
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Cairns off to the provinces as customs collector in Iloilo City.105 Higher on the
colonial hierarchy, McCoy’s ally, W. Cameron Forbes, bested Shuster in their pro-
tracted competition for promotion to governor-general. Apart from his mala-
droit maneuvers in the Customs House litigation, Shuster was tied to the fading
Federalista/Progresista party boss, T. H. Pardo de Tavera, while Forbes had allied
himself with leaders of the rising Nacionalista Party, Sergio Osmeña and Manuel
Quezon.106 Most important, the incumbent secretary of war, former governor-
general Luke Wright, still nursed a “grudge against Shuster” from an earlier con-
troversy over constabulary operations in Cavite. Now, with president-elect Taft’s
support, Wright forced Shuster off the commission in January 1909. With his
rival eliminated, Forbes became acting governor-general in May, the first step to-
ward a permanent appointment six months later.107

Despite their defeat, Shuster and Cairns were by no means amateur players in
these imperial intrigues. Though momentarily eclipsed, Shuster returned to his
native Washington, DC, where he worked for two years as a lawyer and lobbyist
until President Taft was “delighted” to back his appointment as treasurer general
of the Persian empire. After overthrowing Shah Mohammad Ali Qajar, whom
Shuster called “the most perverted, cowardly, and vice-sodden monster that had
disgraced the throne of Persia,” the new parliament and its middle-class liberals
apparently hoped that a neutral American could bring fiscal reforms to extricate
Persia from a British-Russian imperium. With broad powers from the parlia-
ment, Shuster picked three protégés from the Philippine Customs House for sen-
ior treasury posts in Tehran, including the irrepressible Frank Cairns, who was
appointed chief tax collector for an empire of eleven million people.108

During their year in Persia, this American contingent plunged into a form of
power politics far more ruthless than anything Havana or Manila could offer. On
his arrival in Tehran in May 1911, Shuster saw himself as the defender of Persia’s re-
cent “bloodless revolution,” which had imposed “constitutional forms” on the
“centuries-old absolutism of the Persian Monarchs.” To lay the fiscal foundations
for a modern state, Shuster formed a Treasury Gendarmerie of fifteen thousand
troops to collect taxes from recalcitrant provinces. But his attempt to appoint a
British attaché, Maj. C. B. Stokes, as its commander precipitated a crisis with Rus-
sia, which was jealous of its exclusive sphere of influence in the country’s north.
Trying the media manipulation so effective in Manila, Shuster wrote the London
Times denouncing Russia’s “hostility to the regeneration of Persia.” Rather than
endorsing Shuster’s views, the British press reacted with skepticism, even hostility.
In December Russia demanded the American’s ouster, backing its ultimatum by
sending thousands of Cossacks across the border to attack two northern cities and
advance on Tehran while attempting to assassinate Shuster with several bombs.109

After weeks spent as a virtual prisoner inside his lavish Tehran estate, Shuster,
now abandoned by both London and Washington, resigned his post and caught a
steamer across the Caspian Sea, leaving Cairns to wrap up their mission’s work
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with “his thirteen American associates.” Landing at New York to a hero’s welcome
in early 1912, Shuster spoke to a cheering crowd of two thousand at Carnegie Hall
and later published a memoir to laudatory American reviews. The Persian
government rejected Cairns as Shuster’s successor, and after a few months he left
for Manila with his small entourage of American gendarmes, ending this Yankee
imperial interlude.110

Conclusion

In retrospect the principals in these relentless intrigues—Cairns and McCoy,
Shuster and Forbes—were colonials who used scandal in the cutthroat competi-
tion for position and power. Yet there was something distinctly American about
the way they played the press in these imperial intrigues. Their use of media
exposés may have been common to colonial politics in Manila and Washington,
but it proved disastrous in London and Saint Petersburg, as Shuster found to his
peril. Even as Shuster’s press statements prompted British censure and Russian
outrage, they also aroused American adulation and brought him home a hero.
For there was in this brief Persian adventure and the more protracted Philippine
colonization a distinctive strain of American idealism, an aspiration for the dem-
ocratic transformation of these subject societies mocked abroad yet deeply ad-
mired at home.

This same American synthesis of press and politics had its seamier side in the
use of scandal to destroy reputations and severe colonial laws to suppress dissent.
Through legal restraints and police pressure, the U.S. colonial regime shaped the
character of Philippine politics and political culture. By the time Taft left Manila
in late 1903, his regime had influenced the formation of key Filipino institutions—
church, press, and political parties—that were the seedbeds of social change. In
the first decade of colonial rule, prosecutions and sedulous media manipulation
curbed the feisty Manila press, leaving just a few independent papers, notably El
Renacimiento and the Philippines Free Press.111 In 1907 Taft’s colonial protégé, the
secretary of commerce and police W. Cameron Forbes, noted in his diary that
“the newspaper situation is much better in hand. Each month some black-leg is
weeded out, and we shall have a respectable news service some day.” When Taft
moved on to the White House two years later, Forbes added that Martin Egan,
Bellairs’s successor as AP correspondent and now editor of the Manila Times, was
“close to the President, with whom he is great friends,” enjoying open access to
the Oval Office during home visits.112

In the first ten years of U.S. rule, 1898 to 1907, the colonial regime redirected
the country’s political trajectory from confrontation to collaboration, from revo-
lutionary mobilization to electoral participation, and from nationalist idealism
to material realism. Such sudden change was necessarily a multifaceted colonial
project requiring every available means from attraction to coercion. To court
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support the U.S. regime offered Filipino nationalists access to policy formation,
legislative oversight, and judicial authority. As this emerging Filipino political
elite closed ranks with American colonials in a joint nation-building effort after
1907, they also collaborated in curtailing resistance by irreconcilable nationalists,
ardent revolutionaries, and messianic peasant rebels. Severe laws enforced by the
colonial courts silenced dissent; military forces rounded up the rebels and dis-
armed the countryside, denying Filipinos any means of armed resistance; and a
ubiquitous secret police wrapped the society in surveillance, monitoring elite
loyalties and stifling political dissent. In this complex process of political change,
reform and repression were inextricably intertwined.

That said, one should be cautious, in this focus on colonial police, about priv-
ileging state authority, about assuming imperial omnipotence of the sort that
strips the subjugated society of agency, of its ability to shape its own destiny. On
balance, this police system may have had a more profound impact on American
colonial politics and metropolitan policies than it did on their seemingly power-
less Filipino subjects.

To study secret police operations is to enter a house of mental mirrors. As their
omnipresent police apparatus infiltrated Philippine society, American colonials
amassed files on their Filipino subjects rich in the most intimate details. But the
possession and even the release of confidential information takes us into a maze of
image and illusion, perception and deception. Possessing such information about
Filipinos, even if it was never used, no doubt empowered American colonials to
maneuver with magisterial authority, advancing native clients and conceding
them power and position confident in the knowledge that they had weapons to
destroy their creations. But was this sense of empowerment illusory? While scan-
dals about fiscal or sexual delinquency would have been devastating in late Victo-
rian America, Filipinos moved in a colonized society where scurrilous informa-
tion in the form of rumor and gossip could be both retailed and discounted.

As this first, formative decade of U.S. colonial rule drew to a close, the con-
stabulary shifted its focus from controlling the elite to containing lower class dis-
sidence. Starting in 1905 and continuing for nearly a decade, the second phase in
the constabulary’s history was focused on paramilitary pacification of the coun-
tryside, both lowland messianic peasants and highland tribes, as well as sub rosa
penetration of the city slums, breaking militant unions, mutual aid societies, and
radical conspiracies. While Philippine elections extended from the municipal in
1901 to the legislative in 1907, the colonial regime and its constabulary moved
beyond shaping the broad structure of political parties and focused instead on
the individuals who were forming a new political elite. As we will see in the next
two chapters, the constabulary’s clandestine operations would play a seminal role
in shaping the character of the country’s politics, crushing armed resistance,
curbing radical conspiracies, and advancing conservative allies.
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Paramilitary Pacification

O M 16, 1905, General Henry T. Allen, chief of the Philippines Constab-
ulary, paused during combat against peasant rebels in the central Philippines to
record an angry entry in his private diary. For the past three months he had been
leading his troops along Samar Island’s muddy trails, which were booby-trapped
with spike-filled pits and deadly spring spears. Hacking their way up steep ridges
and hiking through trackless terrain pushed his men to exhaustion. Then with-
out warning, hundreds of Filipino pulajan fanatics would erupt from the under-
brush to charge through constabulary rifle volleys. In the hand-to-hand fighting
that followed, Allen’s men were using their rifle butts to fend off the short, razor-
sharp native swords called bolos. This same morning the general had visited a
field hospital where one of his lieutenants was recuperating from a bolo charge
that killed thirteen of his soldiers. Surprisingly, Allen’s anger this day was di-
rected not at these Filipino rebels but at Stanley Portal Hyatt, an English reporter
for the Manila Times.

“The last numbers of the Manila papers just received,” Chief Allen dictated to
his aide on the banks of the remote Catubig River, “contain articles . . . antagonis-
tic to the Constabulary” and tending “to prejudice the public against the officers
and men.” He closed with an intimation of the criminal charges he would soon
file against the Manila press: “In some instances, a wholesale perversion of the
truth of affairs has resulted in statements so near the libel mark that it is hard to
discern the dividing line.”1

Even while he was steaming upriver into this heavily forested interior, Allen’s
eye was on Manila. The enemies he dreamed of defeating were not the province’s
illiterate peasants but the capital’s politicians, reporters, and editors—a political
sensibility that reflects the centrality of the constabulary in U.S. colonial rule. In-
deed, this force was the core of the colonial state. Formed hastily for pacification
in 1901, this paramilitary police apparatus included, at its peak in 1905, a central



intelligence office, a transport unit with 172 wagons, a fleet of 65 boats, a medical
service with 10 hospitals, 230 police posts staffed by 7,300 troops, and a network
of 400 telegraph and telephone offices sending 1.7 million messages annually over
4,200 miles of copper wire. Its diverse duties, which one officer called “analogous
to [those of] the Indian Civil Service,” included administration of tribal terri-
tories, supervision of municipal police, surveillance of elite politicians, law en-
forcement, and rural pacification.2

Through these diverse missions, this police force soon came to symbolize the
colonial state and its political legitimacy for both Americans and Filipinos. Even
as the constabulary’s botched counterinsurgency in Samar shook the confidence
of the colony’s American community, allegations about its abuses in Cavite Prov-
ince that same year angered Filipinos and sparked the first serious legitimation
crisis for U.S. colonial rule. Coverage of the Samar campaign in Manila’s Ameri-
can press no doubt enraged Chief Allen. But it was the exposés of constabulary
excesses in Cavite published by Filipino newspapers that served as the catalyst for
major political change.

Despite Allen’s confrontational stance, the U.S. pacification of the Philippines
would ultimately rest on the regime’s relations with Filipino political elites, first
through alliances with a few wealthy, well-educated Manileños and later through
the cultivation of rising provincial politicians. In its early years the U.S. regime
tried to rule by co-opting the small Spanish mestizo elite in the capital while
crushing mass resistance in the countryside. Between 1902 and 1904, the colonial
state and its constabulary forced rural Filipinos into crowded “reconcentration”
camps, including 451,000 peasants relocated on Luzon and Samar, over 10 percent
of the population of those islands.3 During these same years the constabulary
also waged its own informal war on municipal officials in insurgent provinces
just south of the capital, producing abuses that outraged Manila’s middle-class
intelligentsia. After Washington relaxed its punitive policy in 1906 and broadened
Filipino participation via provincial and legislative elections, the constabulary
allied with Manila intelligentsia and provincial politicians to pacify most rural re-
volts within a year, in the process forging a political entente with Filipino elites that
lasted to the end of U.S. rule. Whether antagonism or alliance, the constabulary’s
relations with Filipino leaders were thus critical to the success of U.S. colonial
rule. Ending these widespread revolts was impossible without the collaboration
of Filipino elites, and these leaders would not cooperate unless colonial coercion
yielded to political concessions. In the largest sense, therefore, the structure of
Philippine society, with its tight, reciprocal ties between elite and mass, forced an
unintended fusion of democratization and pacification in U.S. colonial policy.
Even the most visible hallmarks of U.S. rule, provincial and legislative elections,
were shaped by the imperatives of colonial policing.
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Though quick to recognize the value of alliances with wealthy, well-educated
Manileños, U.S. officials were slower to appreciate how much damage constabu-
lary excesses in insurgent provinces could inflict on the regime’s standing with
these influential leaders back in the capital. It took a press campaign and a public
relations crisis in 1905 to force the issue and thereby transform U.S. colonial pol-
icy. By broadening Filipino participation via legislative elections and emphasiz-
ing nation building over military operations, the U.S. regime reaped immediate
benefits when its Filipino allies reciprocated by furnishing the support critical in
crushing a series of messianic peasant uprisings.

Thus, after trial and costly error American colonials learned that military suc-
cess rested not on raw coercion but on a supple cooperation with the country’s
established and emerging political leadership. Indeed, Chief Allen’s continuing
reliance on paramilitary repression despite growing Filipino political authority
made the constabulary the catalyst for a major crisis of legitimacy in 1905 –6,
forcing a shake-up in the government and its police. Simultaneously, younger
constabulary officers, with long service in the provinces where they interacted
with and learned from Filipinos, were developing an alternative strategy that bal-
anced politics and pacification. After Allen and his allies were cashiered, Harry
Bandholtz, Rafael Crame, and James Harbord assumed command and, under-
standing that capital and countryside were intertwined, quickly moved the con-
stabulary from antagonism to alliance with Filipino political leaders.

Pacifying Manila

In the intense political conflict that marked the early years of U.S. rule, the con-
stabulary’s aptly named Information Division tracked radical nationalists in Ma-
nila and nearby provinces, using the colonial courts to jail any deemed subver-
sive. Although most guerrillas had surrendered by July 1902, revolutionary ideals
remained strong among both the elite and the masses. Poor workers and rich
landowners were, as the wealthy Manila lawyer Felipe Calderon told the Philip-
pine Commission, “weary of the state of anarchy.” But Manila also had an inter-
mediate element “made up of clerks and writers, who have the habit of stirring
up the town” and “do not want peace under any circumstances because . . . they
also have these wrong impressions of Americans.”4 In the war’s uneasy aftermath,
Manila, from a police perspective, had all the elements for a revival of armed re-
sistance: a militant working class, a fiery local press, radical intellectuals, and
charismatic speakers who could rouse the crowds.

To contain this ferment the PC Information Division combined U.S.
Army intelligence protocols with innovative secret police methods to conduct a
relentless surveillance. Working with the Metropolitan Police, the constabulary
watched the homes of suspected radicals. The clerks and analysts of its Informa-
tion Division also monitored the local press, studying articles translated from
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Spanish and Tagalog for signs of subversion. Through its network of secret Fili-
pino agents, the division penetrated nationalist groups and planted spies at the
sides of their leaders.

Such espionage helped shape the character of an emerging Filipino political
leadership. In the capital’s narrow political circles of 1902–3, with just three or
four staff persons to manage Filipino political parties and leading newspapers,
we can only imagine the full impact of some two hundred paid Filipino spies, cir-
culating incessantly about this small city monitoring and manipulating.5 With
their identities concealed by numeric codes, it is possible that many of the agita-
tors at any Manila meeting were spies maneuvering for both popular leadership
and PC rewards. Even more speculatively, prominent leaders on the constabu-
lary’s payroll may have used its cash and protection as a cover for nationalist agi-
tation antithetical to American aims. Such possibilities will remain hypothetical
until a list of code numbers and their corresponding names surfaces. Despite their
many limitations, these covert operations succeeded in containing and then
crippling the radical left, advancing collaborating elites and shifting the center of
political gravity from militant nationalism to patronage politics.

Among Manila’s many agitators, Gen. Artemio Ricarte remained the In-
formation Division’s top target for over a decade, the object of intense surveil-
lance for his untiring efforts to arouse a mass uprising. While commanding Ma-
nila’s underground during the revolution, Ricarte had been captured and exiled
to Guam. After his release in early 1903, he refused to take a loyalty oath to Amer-
ica and was deported to Hong Kong where he reestablished the revolutionary
government-in-exile. As his agitators began moving throughout Manila to form
a new secret society called the Third Zone, the Information Division was able to
insert “four spies acting as officers” in his organization.6

After slipping into Manila aboard a steamer in December 1903, Ricarte moved
about the capital region meeting secretly with nationalist leaders to spark an
armed revolt. But Governor William Taft’s concessions had already won wide
support from prominent Filipinos, and his most likely allies—Gen. Emilio Agui-
naldo, Dr. Dominador Gomez, and Isabelo de los Reyes—saw no reason to rebel.
Although the playwright Aurelio Tolentino thought his plans for a rebellion with
bamboo lances were “absurd,” he agreed to join Ricarte, and the two tried, with-
out success, to organize armed resistance in the nearby hills of the Bataan Penin-
sula. By May 1904 Ricarte, isolated and hungry, had come down from the moun-
tains and worked as a court clerk until he was betrayed to the constabulary. With
ample intelligence from its spies, the constabulary soon arrested forty-two of his
followers. During his interrogation by the colony’s secret service chiefs, the gen-
eral proved surprisingly cooperative and gave them a detailed confession. Con-
victed of subversion, he would spend the next six years in solitary confinement.7

In this tense political climate, even Filipinos who advocated independence by
legal means were also subject to surveillance. With the onset of civil government
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in July 1901, a half dozen new political parties and a dozen newspapers suddenly
appeared in Manila. Ranging from the radical Partido Nacionalista to the reac-
tionary Partido Federal, each claimed a handful of educated leaders, nationalist
aims, a Spanish-language newspaper, and a following that narrowed as the party
program moved to the right. Still threatened by the specter of revolution, the
colonial state and its constabulary struggled to control any manifestation, ha-
rassing the radical nationalists, monitoring the moderates, and cultivating the
conservatives.

The regime soon attacked the radicals with the full force of law and police,
starting with the indomitable Dr. Gomez. Through his infectious charisma and
spellbinding oratory, Gomez aroused deep loyalty among Manila’s workers, who
elected him to every available office, and bitter antipathy from colonial Ameri-
cans, who were determined to destroy him by every possible means. As a tireless
organizer, he expanded the city’s main union, revived the Nacionalista Party in
July 1902, and launched a militant newspaper, Los Obreros. Within months, how-
ever, the courts and constabulary moved against him, sentencing him to four
years’ imprisonment for forming an illegal association, a decision eventually
overturned on appeal. Ground down by relentless prosecution, Gomez eventu-
ally capitulated and worked with the constabulary in 1906 to negotiate the sur-
render of the very outlaws he had once been accused of aiding. A year later he
won a seat in the National Assembly representing Manila.8 Indicative of the con-
stabulary’s success in restraining this fiery radical within colonial confines, Col.
Harry Bandholtz recommended that “it would pay to keep him in our employ”
even though he was “a deep-dyed villain.”9

Samar Campaign

While civil officials struggled to control politics in Manila, the constabulary was
equally challenged in pacifying the provinces, producing a resonance between
order in capital and countryside. The limitations of this reliance on raw force was
most evident on remote Samar Island where messianic pulajan rebels used terrain
and tenacity to evade capture, creating a colonial crisis that would soon peak in
the harsh pacification of Cavite Province just south of Manila.

Starting in mid-1904, the small pulajan bands swelled into a mass movement
along Samar’s northeast coast when a new leader, an educated nationalist named
Andres Villasis, known locally as “Dagohob” (thunder), became the first to fight
with a real strategy. Combining the fervent pulajan faith with revolutionary ter-
ror, this “very shrewd individual” burned whole towns and forced their popula-
tions into the island’s interior. There, as Chief Allen reported, he “soon made
himself master of that region by reason of his cruelties, his arms, and his power
of organization.” Carrying older single-shot Springfield rifles without bayonets,
Allen’s constables were helpless against the hard-charging pulajan who could
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erupt suddenly from the brush swinging razor-sharp bolos.10 After hundreds of
bolomen slaughtered twenty scouts soldiers in November and massacred forty-
seven more in December, Allen landed on Samar to find the island in crisis with
towns burned, villages empty, and fields abandoned.11

Allen soon discovered that his main enemy was geography. Samar was a wild-
erness of dense forests and rugged mountains. The rebels had lined the island’s few
trails with lethal traps and snares: sharp bamboo spikes (carang-carang) concealed
in the grass to puncture a soldier’s boot; deep, spear-spiked pits (liong) hidden be-
neath hemp leaves; and sprung saplings (balatic) triggered by vines and laced with
sharp stakes that could cut a man in half. As the troops wound their way up the
steep slopes, rebel sentries sounded conch shells or beat hollow logs, sending a sig-
nal three or four miles to allow their comrades ample time to escape.12 Using this
terrain and its impassable trails to his advantage, Dagohob proved adept at shifting
his force of some eight hundred followers back and forth across the mountains to
elude the U.S. forces.13 From January to March 1905, Allen led three combat patrols
that plunged blindly into the island’s vast interior for endless days of arduous
hiking spiked with a few unpredictable minutes of hand-to-hand combat.14

In the midst of this campaign, the constabulary suffered a humiliating defeat.
In late March Capt. William Green and scouts lieutenant Emil Speth led their col-
umn on an all-night march from Catubig on the north coast to surprise the main
pulajan camp on a hilltop at Bongon. As the troops approached up a steep trail,
Dagohob unleashed a lethal counterattack. Pulajan riflemen rained volleys from
prepared positions. At their bugle’s sound, the firing ceased and bolomen surged
out of the jungle in a ferocious charge from both sides that split the constabulary
column, sending the separated detachments fleeing in panic. As the soldiers
straggled out of the jungle with their wounded, rumors about the constabulary’s
flight under fire reached regular army officers, feeding what Allen called “the well
known antagonism of the army toward the organization.”15

In a bold effort to save his failing campaign, Chief Allen joined Capt. Cary I.
Crockett, a descendant of the famed American frontiersman, to lead another col-
umn of 115 men up the Gamay River and into the jungles of the Maslog moun-
tains. Without warning, the rebels erupted from the dense foliage, firing a few
shots and charging the column’s left flank, swinging their bolos with “fanatical
courage.” One of those shots went right through Crockett’s forearm, forcing him
to fall back firing. “I therefore got into it with both feet,” Allen later wrote Gov-
ernor Wright, “and I might add with my pumping Winchester also. This effective
short range weapon brought down three most gaudily bedecked pulajans, of
whom two were officers.”16 A week later Allen emerged from the Gandara Valley,
which he called “the cradle of pulajanism,” to report that the rebels were “surren-
dering in great numbers” and the revolt had been contained.17

The capital’s press did not share his optimism. In March the Manila Times
carried dispatches from a British adventurer, Stanley Hyatt, under headlines such
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as “Constabulary Reported Beleaguered in Maslog” and commentary demanding
a “Military Governor for Samar.” In his concluding report on March 16, Hyatt
complained that “the civil government has not the machinery to deal with the re-
volt” and recommended army rule to end the “curse” of divided civil-military au-
thority. Although Hyatt wrote these dispatches after weeks of hacking through
the jungle with Captain Crockett, Allen dismissed them as unreliable.18

In the end the reporter’s judgment proved sounder than the chief ’s. After
three exhausting months, the constabulary found that “the continuous strain of
the campaign had proved too much.”19 When the pulajan mounted a devastating
attack on a PC stockade in mid-May, Governor Wright, clearly losing confidence
in his constabulary chief, cabled Allen questioning his reports of “pulajan disin-
tegration” and urging that Samar be turned over to the military.20 From PC head-
quarters in Manila, the assistant chief, Col. William S. Scott, telegrammed Allen
that Samar had “given the Constabulary a black eye” in the press and strained its
resources to the breaking point, making it advisable to transfer operations to the
army’s “unlimited troops.”21

Under such pressure Chief Allen capitulated. In a May 25 cable to Governor
Wright, he relinquished troubled eastern Samar to the army and added, almost
spitefully, that they would soon “learn that capturing . . . criminal bands in
Samar . . . is more difficult than criticism.”22 But just ten days later army troops
surprised the main pulajan camp, killing Dagohob and ninety-three followers, a
stunning victory that had “an immediate effect upon the whole region” by re-
turning villagers to government control. With a certain smugness, the Philippine
Division’s commander, Gen. Henry C. Corbin, claimed Samar “demonstrates that
the Constabulary organization is not suitable for extensive punitive expeditions”
and should not be used in future campaigns, criticism that soon reverberated in
Manila’s American press.23

Other American journalists chimed in, amplifying the concerns raised in
Hyatt’s dispatches. The Army and Navy Journal of New York, noting that Samar
had “become extremely serious,” branded the constabulary a “failure” and urged
its abolition.24 A few days later, Cablenews, quoting a telegram from the army’s re-
gional commander, reported that “the Constabulary had fled before the Pula-
janes at Magtaon” on Samar. As Hyatt would later recall, the “plucky” American
press had succeeded in making the constabulary and its Samar policy “the laugh-
ing stock of Manila.”25

Cavite Controversy

Still seething from colonial press coverage of his disastrous Samar campaign,
Chief Allen returned to Manila where he found the constabulary under even
sharper attack by Filipino nationalist newspapers. These two press communities
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had different, even diametric politics. The Filipino editors, many of them former
revolutionaries, were still fighting for independence, whereas the Americans,
mostly U.S. Army veterans, favored a restoration of military rule. While the Amer-
ican papers’ call for army intervention on Samar implicitly endorsed a punitive
approach to pacification, it was the severity of the abuses in Cavite and Batangas
provinces on Luzon that drew even sharper criticism from the Filipino press. Led
by officers detailed from the army, the constabulary patrolled Luzon’s country-
side like an occupation force and persisted in the merciless tactics used at the
peak of the Philippine-American War—burning crops, maltreating civilians,
and torturing suspects. When these methods began to target local elites, the result
was a crisis that would challenge the legitimacy of the colonial state and ulti-
mately force the U.S. regime to change its political strategy in the Philippines.

For nearly a decade, 1896 to 1905, a succession of Spanish and American cam-
paigns had failed to pacify the mountainous provinces south of Manila, making
this region the heart of the Philippine revolution. When the U.S. Army first
marched into Cavite and Batangas in early 1900, it faced “the cream of the rebel
army” and a hostile population that “precluded the formation of a spy and scout
system”—circumstances that encouraged a recourse to brute force.26 When the
constabulary joined these operations, it took a cue from the army and used the
same severe tactics. In November 1901 Chief Allen wrote President Theodore
Roosevelt that the punitive Sedition Law should be followed by a “vigorous cam-
paign” in Batangas “until we are complete masters, and one and all of the Philipi-
nos [sic] recognize themselves not merely as surrendered but as whipped.”27 The
army’s commander, Gen. Adna Chaffee, similarly vowed to “bring under surveil-
lance a large proportion of the inhabitants.”28 In practice this uncompromising
rhetoric soon translated into torture, including the notorious “water cure” and
other extreme measures that according to one officer produced “a deep hatred
toward us.”29 In February 1903, however, U.S. civil officials on the Philippine
Commission, concerned about Filipino reaction to such repression, passed Act
No. 619, which imposed heavy penalties on any constabulary officer “who whips,
maltreats, abuses, subjects to physical violences, or tortures by the so-called
‘water cure’ or otherwise, any native of the Philippine Islands.”30

Although the army’s six-month campaign of fire and sword across Batangas
forced the surrender of the last revolutionary general in 1902, just two years later
there was a resurgence of guerrilla resistance. South of the capital in these same
rugged mountains, Macario Sakay, a former revolutionary officer, proclaimed
himself “Supreme President of the Tagalog Isles.” Invoking the revolution’s rhet-
oric, Sakay mobilized hundreds of guerrillas by awarding lofty titles to local lead-
ers who combined banditry with resistance. After several months of low-level
guerrilla operations, the rebels assaulted the scouts barracks at Laguna in No-
vember 1904 and a constabulary post in Parañaque a month later. This latter raid
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was particularly dramatic, with Cornelio Felizardo, a former revolutionary cap-
tain, leading seventy-five guerrillas in a surprise attack just after dark, making
off with seventeen firearms and over a thousand rounds of ammunition.31

As the insurgency intensified, colonial Manila responded with aggressive tac-
tics, flooding the region with 2,300 constabulary, nearly a third of its forces, and
1,800 scouts.32 The newly arrived secretary of police, W. Cameron Forbes, “tipped
backward in his swivel chair, . . . in his hands a map of Cavite,” while PC officers,
as one colorfully recalled, explained that this small province, just twenty-five
miles square, “could easily be divided by roads, rivers, and ridges into checker
board squares; a detachment of twenty constabulary men could be placed in each
to comb its cañons and bivouac its bushes, and that within thirty days, certainly
within ninety, the work in hand would be finished.” Consequently, in September
1904 the constabulary divided Cavite into seventeen operational districts for
sweeps by fifty-man detachments.33

Simultaneously, the PC’s Information Division expanded its “secret service
bureau” at Imus, Cavite, under Lt. Rafael Crame, issuing orders that field officers
deliver all prisoners who “can be utilized in obtaining information by confessions.”
With methods deemed “intelligent, conservative, and thorough,” Crame released
captured ladrones (bandits), “as spies to hunt for other ladrones.” These spies also
proved useful during “dragnet performances” when troops would “round up the
male inhabitants of certain barrios and have these ex-ladrones . . . identify any of
their former companions.” In one such exercise near San Francisco de Malabon,
Capt. R. B. Kavanagh observed as fifteen hundred residents “were corraled” and
then “required to pass in review” as “our judge eyed them closely,” picking out
fourteen for trial as subversives. “The ex-governor of the province, the justice of
the peace, and the presidente walked by,” the captain was pleased to report, “with
hat in hand as humbly as the ‘rice paddy tao.’ ” In a society with a refined sense
of status, such humiliation of proud leaders carried a high price. Although the
captain believed that the rebel bands had “largely been broken up,” the aggrieved
Cavite political elite was withholding their cooperation and the revolt was steadily
spreading.34 By October rising resentment led to the murder and mutilation of
eight constabulary secret agents, 10 percent of the Information Division, includ-
ing a Detective Ponce, who was knifed and shot; agent Juan Figueroa, body
burned; and agent Alejandro de Jesus, hanged in a Cavite barrio.35

In January 1905 hundreds of rebels marched into the town of Taal in Batan-
gas, disarming local police, seizing fifteen thousand pesos from its treasury, and
fleeing with twenty-five rifles. The constabulary, increasingly suspicious of local
leaders, arrested all the municipal officials and charged them with sedition. Just
two weeks later some three hundred guerrillas, disguised as constables and aided
by “some prominent men of the province,” attacked the town of San Francisco de
Malabon, hoping to capture the provincial governor, Mariano Trias, who was
working closely with the constabulary. When he jumped out of a window and hid
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in the river, the rebels kidnapped his family. During three weeks of captivity, they
serially raped his wife in the presence of her children and broke her ribs with a
rifle butt.36 Chief Allen wrote Taft that “the leading politicos of Cavite . . . had
connived with the ladrones and induced them to attack Malabon for the purpose
of literally destroying Trias,” now reviled by radicals who were desperate to derail
his chances for reelection.37

The constabulary met elite resistance with relentless repression. To free the
military from legal restraints, Governor Wright suspended habeas corpus in late
January 1905 and created a militarized Provisional District for the four affected
provinces, moves the Manila Cablenews hailed as imperative, dismissing possible
hardships as mere “inconvenience or annoyance.”Armed with these broad powers,
Col. David Baker, the constabulary’s leading advocate of the mailed fist, led both
PC constables and scout regulars in an unrestrained pacification campaign that
combined combat patrols with an untenable social strategy.38 In Baker’s analysis
of southern Tagalog society, a group of landed oligarchs called principales con-
trolled these four provinces and backed the bandit groups “for their own protec-
tion, profit, or both.” To gain the “cooperation of these principales,” the colonel
launched “a campaign of education,” hoping to gain accurate local intelligence
and “do away with a secret service against which there were many complaints.”39

This perceptive yet prejudiced sociology launched the colonel on a fateful con-
frontation with the Cavite elite.

To implement his plans, Colonel Baker flooded the district with three thou-
sand troops, including fifty Bontoc constables from the north and fifty Muslims
from the south who excelled in tracking Christian Filipinos.40 After a month of
mixed success, he decided that extreme measures were required. “Ladronism
must cease,” the colonel declared flatly in early March, ordering the “reconcentra-
tion” of the population of the Provisional District. In areas suspected of harbor-
ing rebels, constabulary troops herded rural residents into concentration camps
and unleashed terror to discourage contact with the guerrillas. Observers esti-
mated that a third of the population of Cavite and Batangas was hastily relocated
inside military cordons and another third was “partially relocated.” Whole towns
were deserted, and Cavite Province became “a green desert.”41

Although he admitted that reconcentration “sounds awful,” Secretary Forbes
felt that it was “the best thing . . . to handle certain situations here” and praised
Colonel Baker for taking what he called “active measures.”42 Governor Wright
defended the tactics as humane, claiming that the soldiers had allowed people
to bring “food supplies of every sort, together with their cattle and household
property.” The constabulary’s policy, he argued, denied outlaws food, protected
prominent citizens, and encouraged residents to provide information. Under
these pressures, he claimed, “larger bands began to disintegrate.”43

When the rebels still refused to surrender, Colonel Baker applied his social
theory about the root causes of the revolt by arresting prominent landlords and
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local officials. In April the colonel inadvertently created a cause célèbre by detain-
ing a wealthy Batangas planter, Pedro A. Roxas, on charges of rebellion. At the
trial, the family’s plantation manager, Francisco Olivas, retracted a sworn state-
ment about Roxas’s alleged contact with the rebels, claiming that it “was extorted
by the constabulary under torture.” This testimony was, said Forbes, “the founda-
tion of a good deal of that torture talk which those who don’t like our being here
lap up so greedily and repeat.”44

The constabulary’s coercive methods finally broke the revolt. By June 1905 the
last major guerrilla group had surrendered with just nineteen men left, finally
completing the pacification of Batangas. A month later the Philippine Scouts
withdrew from the special zone, leaving the constabulary to mop up.45 Colonel
Baker reported that his campaign had captured 518 firearms and 422 rebels were
killed, captured, or surrendered.46

With rebel bands reduced to a handful of fighters, the constabulary shifted
from combat to covert operations in pursuit of the few leaders who had fled to
the hills beyond Batangas. After taking command of this constabulary district in
late 1905, Colonel Bandholtz, convinced that regular patrols were too cumber-
some, applied his distinctive mix of political attraction and covert penetration.
By courting the Filipino governors, the colonel soon won control of all their se-
cret operational funds for what he called a “nasty campaign” to contain and then
destroy the rebel leadership.47

In 1905 these covert operations scored what at first report seemed to be a stun-
ning success against the Cavite rebel Cornelio Felizardo, who had become a prize
second only to Sakay himself. For nearly three years Lieutenant Crame’s Subdivi-
sion of Information at Imus had been pursuing this guerrilla leader by watching
his cousin and protector Mariano Noriel, a former revolutionary general who was
now an influential cacique in the town of Bacoor. On the well-founded theory
that their power was intertwined—with the cacique protecting the rebel’s
“haunts near Bacoor” and the rebel’s reputation for “revenge” empowering the
cacique—Crame filed three criminal cases against Noriel. But Noriel com-
manded a loyal local following and the prosecutions all failed.48 Then, in Septem-
ber 1905, a PC patrol was in hot pursuit of the rebel chief through Cavite’s rugged
ravines when, according to a banner headline in the Manila Times, “Felizardo
Leaps 300 Feet to His Death.” Reveling in this triumph, Col. David Baker and the
head of the constabulary’s Information Division, Maj. William Baker, identified
the mangled body as Felizardo’s.49

But this breakthrough soon proved to be a major bungle. In February 1906,
five months after Felizardo’s supposed death, a PC spy named Gregorio de Guia,
a bitter rival of the cacique Noriel, “informed the Constabulary that Felizardo . . .
was hidden in the barrios of Bacoor under the protection of Noriel.” Acting on
this intelligence, Colonel Bandholtz, working through the provincial governor,
recruited a PC private who had served under the rebel chief during the revolution
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and was now willing to “either capture or kill Felizardo.” After an elaborate cha-
rade to feign desertion, two troopers, Bernardino Carpio and Gregorio Buendia,
made contact with the guerrilla leader. At his camp they soon persuaded Feli-
zardo of their sincerity and urged him to attack their garrison, Camp Hayson, to
capture arms and kill its commander. When Felizardo paused to urinate during a
reconnaissance of the camp, the two attacked him from behind, hacking his neck
with a bolo so forcefully that it was nearly severed. After identification of the
body by both Crame and Bandholtz, the constabulary, determined to convince a
skeptical public, distributed photos of Felizardo’s naked corpse to the press.50

Other successes soon followed. In April the rebel leader Leon Villafuerte sur-
rendered to Colonel Bandholtz with information that led to the arrest of Sakay’s
chief Manila agent, Melencio Makapugay, just three days later.51 In mid-June the
colonel used these covert methods to bag Sakay himself. Using the impending
legislative elections as a “club” to win cooperation, Bandholtz told politicians
from the affected area that “unless Bandolerismo [banditry] was extinct in Cavite
and Batangas those provinces would undoubtedly be cut off from representation
in the assembly and the assembly jeopardized.” In a controversial move, the
colonel recruited “the most influential native in the Islands today,” Dr. Domina-
dor Gomez, to persuade Sakay to surrender on the promise of a fair trial. After
eluding countless PC patrols for over four years, Sakay and five of his followers
now walked off a lake steamer and into the constabulary’s Manila headquarters.
From Washington, Secretary of War Taft sent a celebratory telegram, published
on page one of the Manila Times, crediting this success to “the persistence and
skill of Harry H. Bandholtz.” With supreme confidence, the colonel then released
Sakay to bring in his remaining followers, a task the rebel chief accomplished in
just a month. At their trial Sakay and his commanders tried to plead not guilty.
But Captain Crame’s evidence was compelling and Dr. Gomez denied making
any promises of amnesty, forcing them to plead guilty in hopes of leniency. In the
end all were convicted and executed, the culmination of an exemplary campaign
that marked Bandholtz as the progenitor of a new politico-military strategy for
the constabulary based on close collaboration with local leaders.52

As the pacification campaign scored gains throughout 1905, the severity of
the American violence alienated many Filipino politicians, who instead of cele-
brating these successes began to charge the constabulary with abuse, sparking
a serious political crisis. With the strong support of his superiors, Wright and
Forbes, Colonel Baker had been relentless in pursuit of the rebels and brutal in
his treatment of prisoners.53 With his punitive policy toward the Cavite princi-
pales, the colonel had angered landholders and local officials who had close ties to
prominent Manileños through proximity and kinship. “Rich residents of Manila
are buzzing like a hornet’s nest,” Police Secretary Forbes noted in April, adding
dismissively, “They can’t understand why wealth does not give men immunity to
do anything.”54
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By the time this crisis erupted in mid-1905, Filipino political leaders were al-
ready chafing from seven years of militarized colonial administration. American
veterans filled the ranks of the civil regime, staffing its police, courts, and execu-
tive bureaus. Compounding the problem, Governor Taft’s cordiality had given
way, after his departure in late 1903, to Governor Luke Wright’s aloof, even racist
administration. Instead of welcoming prominent Filipinos to Malacañang Palace
as Taft had done, Wright found allies among the Manila Americans who popu-
lated the racially exclusive Army-Navy Club.55 In such a tinder-dry political cli-
mate, the constabulary’s brutal Cavite pacification soon sparked a clash between
American and Filipino leaders.

In March 1905 Dr. T. H. Pardo de Tavera, a Federalista Party leader with fam-
ily ties to Cavite, wrote Secretary Taft in Washington that “abuses committed by
certain officers of the Constabulary . . . have become intolerable and have created
enormous feelings of hostility.” But Wright insisted that Colonel Baker and his
officers “are men of the highest character and would not for a moment . . . toler-
ate any abuse.” At meetings of the Philippine Commission in May, Pardo de Ta-
vera, the leading Filipino member, objected when the governor expressed his
“utmost confidence” in the constabulary, insisting that “some of its members
merited my most profound contempt.”56 Another Filipino commissioner, Benito
Legarda, also wrote Wright protesting the “police methods, the secrecy observed,
and the lengthy detention.” But the governor replied that the revolt had left the
constabulary no choice but to use “reconcentration with its consequent hardship
and suffering” and to employ secret agents in a way that “carries with it the pos-
sibility of abuse.”57

Crisis of Legitimacy

Almost from the start of the Cavite campaign, the nationalist newspaper El Re-
nacimiento had featured emotive exposés of constabulary brutality, stoking out-
rage among educated Manileños. After the rebels raided Taal in January 1905, the
paper reported that many of the town’s “distinguished persons” had been taken
by PC’s secret service “in the middle of the night without the knowledge of their
families.” The municipal president was fined two thousand pesos for allegedly
aiding the rebels while his vice president and police chief were sentenced to eigh-
teen months’ imprisonment.58 “How can anyone defend,” the paper wrote angrily
in May 1905, referring to PC troopers, “a sergeant who shoots an elderly man
in San Francisco de Malabon; a Strong who strangled the president of Santa
Rosa; . . . a Ramos who ordered a witness whipped; . . . a Sims who violated the
honor of a married woman in Montalban?”59

Then on June 7 El Renacimiento published a front-page exposé accusing the
constabulary command of systematic cruelty in the municipality of Bacoor, Ca-
vite. “Business is paralyzed,”a reporter wrote after visiting the town. “The country
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people cannot till their lands in view of the fact that Colonel Baker and Inspector
[Lorenzo] Ramos consider the well-to-do as persons of suspicion in the pueblo
and compel them to take to the field in search of [the rebel] Felizardo.” When one
Nicolas Gonzales refused, these officers beat and tied him tightly “elbow to
elbow” as he cried out, pleading, “Don’t maltreat me; I am a man, not an animal.”
When another of Bacoor’s leading citizens, Felix Cuenca, ventured into the bush
and brought back just one prisoner instead of the expected thirteen, “Baker be-
came furious” and threw Cuenca into “their pig sty” prison where he slept “in the
midst of decaying matter, among human excrement.” Poor peasants were recon-
centrated on a barren shore, scrounging mollusks from the sea and sleeping
“mixed together in motley heaps, men, women, and children exposed night and
day to the inclemency of the weather.” Smitten by a local beauty in town on her
wedding day, Lieutenant Ramos threw her groom in jail and “took the young
woman for himself.”60

Just two days later the Manila Times reported that PC headquarters was, in
fact, investigating this now notorious Lieutenant Ramos for torturing a Batangas
barrio chief, allegedly applying a burning ember “to his stomach, his groin and
other portions of his body.” In its front-page coverage, the paper noted that the
lieutenant had faced many similar complaints of “cruelty and torture,” adding in
an editorial that “compulsion in the form of physical violence” was standard
practice in constabulary interrogations and many officers “take what might be
called a professional pride in the form of coercion or torture they impose.”61

Three weeks later Colonel Baker, calling El Renacimiento’s reportage “bit-
ter and reckless,” counterattacked by filing charges of criminal libel against the
paper’s three editors to give “constabulary officers a chance to defend themselves.”
On June 23 Manila police arrested editor Fernando Guerrero, publisher Martin
Ocampo, and writer Lope K. Santos and arraigned them before Judge John C.
Sweeney. In the recital of facts, the colonel called the paper’s articles “most cun-
ningly contrived lies.”62 In support of this action, Chief Allen wrote a brother of-
ficer, almost smugly, that “action is being taken against ‘El Renacimiento’ for its
numerous libelous articles, and undoubtedly ‘La Democracia’ will enjoy the same
treatment.”63

The trial was high political drama, arguably the most significant litigation in
the forty years of U.S. colonial rule, attracting three months of close coverage in
the Manila press. Since the Libel Law placed the burden of proof on the accused,
most of July and August were devoted to corroborating the paper’s reports of
constabulary abuses, sensational allegations that were repeated on page one of
every Manila newspaper beneath banner headlines. Much of the trial revolved
around events in Bacoor, both internment in its reconcentration camps and
interrogations conducted during the hunt for the rebel leader Felizardo. One for-
mer prisoner, Francisco Garcia, for example, recounted how Lieutenant Ramos
had dripped hot candle wax into his eyes during one of these interrogations.
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In one of the trial’s high points, ex-president Emilio Aguinaldo recalled how he
was summoned before Colonel Baker at Bacoor and threatened when he refused
to assist in the capture of Felizardo. A prominent resident, Luis Landas, de-
scribed how Lieutenant Ramos threw him in jail when he failed to return from
the bush with any rebels and there witnessed a PC corporal kicking a bound
prisoner.64

In late August the prosecution presented its witnesses to rebut the defense’s
sensational allegations. The most persuasive evidence came from Capt. Rafael
Crame of the Information Division who testified that from the time he arrived in
1902 Bacoor had been a hotbed of rebel sympathizers. Insurgent chief Felizardo
rode freely through the town’s main streets, attending cockfights under the pro-
tection of the municipal police.65 In defense of Colonel Baker’s extreme mea-
sures, the assistant prosecutor, Jesse George, argued, “There is such a thing as a
whole community being responsible for the existence of an outlaw and I want to
say that Bacoor is responsible for . . . Felizardo.” In his summation chief prosecu-
tor Charles A. Smith added that the court’s failure to convict would reflect badly
on both Colonel Baker and Captain Crame.66

At midpoint in the trial, Taft, now secretary of war, returned to Manila with
a delegation of U.S. congressmen, a coincidence that inserted these proceedings
into a larger process of political change. A few days in the city convinced James
Leroy, a colonial scholar with the party, that Filipinos had “genuine grievances,”
and that the “fundamental cause of the entire trouble” was the rising “race preju-
dice” of Manila Americans. During a breakfast meeting at the Metropole Hotel
between Filipino provincial governors and American congressmen, Manila’s
mayor, Arsenio Cruz Herrera, ruptured colonial protocol with a stinging attack
on Governor-General Wright for constabulary abuses in Cavite, adding pointedly
that the governor “did not sympathize with Filipinos” and “considered them an
inferior race.” The mayor had, he said, accepted U.S. sovereignty “because he
believed it was for the best interests of the Filipinos.” But he now doubted “the
wisdom of ever ceasing the hopeless struggle” for independence. Amid a storm of
outrage from the local American press, the mayor resigned on September 18.67

Gradually, Filipino nationalists began to win this political showdown in the
courts, on the commission, and even in the constabulary. On the eve of Taft’s ar-
rival, Chief Allen drew up a thirty-page force review attributing the “libelous,
false, and almost seditious” press criticism of the constabulary to Manila politi-
cians trying to stir up the “incitable masses”and create disturbances that “will dis-
gust America in its philanthropic Oriental experiment to the point of renouncing
it.” But, sensing change in the wind, Allen did a quick about-face after Taft’s
departure on August 31, writing his American officers that “the military phase of
our work [will] be less pronounced” and henceforth “your first consideration” is
to convince Filipino officials that the constabulary is “a loyal and actually inter-
ested element of Civil Government.” After a mass firing of fifty-two officers in
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mid-1905, Allen tried to replace them with “university men . . . with more solid
training” than the usual military school graduates he had been recruiting.68 The
general also admitted that the use of secret agents had “done great harm,” and he
ordered that “armed secretos should be sent out only with the greatest of care.”
These words were the precursor to a major purge.69

Just days after issuing these orders, Chief Allen sailed homeward for nine
months’ vacation furlough, leaving Colonel Baker as acting chief to implement
these changes, which began with a reduction in force from seven thousand to five
thousand troops. In November PC headquarters dismissed all thirty officers in
the Information Division, now tainted by the Cavite campaign and the indict-
ment of their comrade, Lieutenant Ramos. In a parallel action Baker removed the
military eagle from constabulary epaulets and adopted uniforms that resembled
the less martial style of the Manila police. The number of scouts companies serv-
ing with the constabulary dropped from thirty-one in mid-1905 to just one a year
later. By May of 1906, Colonel Harbord could report that he had drilled his Sec-
ond District subordinates through “inquiry and admonition” in the idea that they
should cultivate “friendly relations, social and official, with the Filipino people.”
The few officers who “failed to see the dawning light” had been dismissed.70

To promote long-term change, the constabulary also established a service
academy to train its officers for their new civil mission. One of the commanders
in the Cavite campaign, Col. W. S. Scott, felt that it was no longer enough for of-
ficers to “handle his men and shoot,” but they now needed “sufficient education”
for the “far more varied and delicate duties” of assisting Filipinos “to become
good citizens.”71 To “weed out . . . men not adapted to the service,” in mid-
September the Philippine Commission required that all PC officers attend a
training course focused specifically on “the duties of peace officers, the laws with
reference to crime . . . , the rules of evidence, and other procedures in the lower
courts.” All American trainees would study both Spanish and “one of the native
dialects.”72 Within a year, two classes of forty-two officers had completed the re-
quired three-month course.73

The political climate had changed during the long libel trial, and the courts,
once reliable instruments of colonial repression, began to show greater indepen-
dence. In January 1906 a judge sentenced Lieutenant Ramos, the focus of El Rena-
cimiento’s torture charges, to a year’s imprisonment for killing a prisoner who was
leading him to the rebel Felizardo. Then, in February, Manileños crowded the
court for the long-awaited decision in the El Renacimiento case. “All of the allega-
tions [in] the articles complained of are clearly proven by the witnesses of the de-
fense,” ruled Judge Manuel Araullo, exonerating editor Fernando Guerrero and
reporter Lope K. Santos. The judge praised the paper for upholding “the sacred
duty of the press to correct abuses and secure good government” and condemned
the constabulary for its brutality. When he finished his five-hour reading of the
entire decision, the Filipino crowd erupted with euphoria, launching a sustained
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celebration of their victory over Governor Wright and his constabulary. Even the
jingoistic Cablenews conceded that Judge Araullo “went by the evidence,” chided
the government for letting the constabulary “run wild,” and called for reforms to
restore its “moral fiber.” This “sensational outcome,” said the conservative Manila
Times, had a chastening effect on the American colony, leading many to admit
that repression and press censorship had been “a mistake.”74

To regain legitimacy in the eyes of its Filipino subjects, Washington was
forced to remove all the colonial officials tainted by the crisis and then, over the
longer term, to share power with the Filipino elite. Responding to the Renaci-
miento decision, Secretary of War Taft started a slow purge in March 1906 by re-
moving Governor Wright and assigning him to a lesser post as ambassador to
Japan. Apart from his role in this controversy, Taft faulted Wright for being “so
contemptuous of Tavera, Legarda, and those old friends of ours” and for that
“inborn lack of confidence that a Southerner has in a race of any different
color.”75 In October the Manila Times reported the dismissal of Colonel Baker
and his two ranking constabulary officers. Saddened, Secretary Forbes noted in
his journal that Baker “nearly killed himself,” adding that “it’s all a pro-Filipino
doctrine now.” By the following May, Chief Allen had been sent home at the re-
duced rank of major to lead mounted patrols around Yellowstone National Park,
making a clean sweep of those responsible for the constabulary’s Cavite cam-
paign.76 All his civilian superiors—Taft, Wright, and Forbes—replied to his re-
quest for references with blunt criticism.77

In his study of this period, the historian Peter W. Stanley found that the
constabulary abuses in Cavite had created a major crisis of legitimacy, alienating
the educated Manila politicians who had formed the Federalista Party and begun
to accept American rule. To the Federalista leader Pardo de Tavera, the “Con-
stabulary was behaving like the Guardia Civil,” unleashing a “centripetal press of
forces” like those that had driven the revolution against Spain.78 Setting a pattern
for later legitimation crises, police abuse linked to the chief executive could and
did become a virtual lightning rod for broader public dissatisfaction. The resolu-
tion of such a serious crisis required not just reform but a broadening of political
participation.

Cultivating Political Allies

The constabulary’s new leaders, Colonel Bandholtz, a regular army officer, and
Captain Crame, a Spanish mestizo, were selected for their ability to work effec-
tively with Filipino politicians. In reporting the first of these changes, the hyper-
patriotic Manila American noted the “striking comparison” in the Cavite cam-
paign, “where Major Baker failed [and] Captain Crame succeeded in the very
essential feat of retaining the esteem of the people.” As a “square, frank, level” of-
ficer and an “ilustrado among his race . . . knowing those with whom he deals,”
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Crame, the paper opined, was the ideal choice to head the Information Divi-
sion.79 Even the ousted Colonel Baker, writing to congratulate Bandholtz on his
promotion to PC chief, said that it was fortunate that the force, with the new Phil-
ippine Assembly in the offing, had “at its head one so conversant with and skillful
in dealing with natives as yourself.”80 Indeed, Secretary Forbes told Bandholtz
that he had been chosen because he had “learned how to deal with the Filipino
people, how to win their confidence.” Instead of punishing Filipinos under the
harsh penal code, Forbes said the constabulary’s new mission would be to sup-
port the shift “to a modern and civilized system with equal rights to all.”81

Chief Bandholtz, in turn, began promoting officers who showed a flair for
cooperation and reprimanding any who complained about Filipinos.82 More
broadly, Bandholtz started a long-term shift from military pacification to civil
policing that in a few months would relieve all scouts companies from service
with the civil government.83 These reforms soon restored the constabulary’s rap-
port with the Filipino leaders. “When I was here more than two years ago,” Secre-
tary Taft wrote after a visit in late 1907, complaints against the constabulary “were
numerous, emphatic and bitter.” Now he was happy to report that “there is a
thorough spirit of cooperation between the . . . men of the Constabulary and the
local authorities.”84 Indeed, Chief Bandholtz was, Secretary Forbes told Taft,
being “very severe in weeding out undesirable officers” to make sure that “the
whole organization now understands the absolute necessity of harmonious rela-
tions with local officials.”85

Like the constabulary itself, Bandholtz had learned the imperative of close
political collaboration, almost by accident, from his first days in the Philippines.
In 1901 a young Major Bandholtz had been assigned to Tayabas as an army intelli-
gence officer and there confronted the challenge of pacifying the province’s
rugged Pacific coast. While Gen. J. Franklin Bell’s seven thousand troops were
cutting a fiery swath across nearby Batangas in pursuit of a guerrilla general,
Bandholtz captured one of his rebel captains with a small detachment of local
volunteers. “All the Filipinos who accompanied me did excellent work,” Band-
holtz explained, “and it would have been impossible to succeed without them.”86

With fluent Spanish and keen political instincts, the major soon grew close to
local officials, becoming convinced that a policy of attraction would win over the
guerrillas. Indicative of his success, the province’s municipal councilors elected
him as their governor in 1902, a post in which he served for a year before resign-
ing to accept a constabulary commission.87

These mountains and their messianic traditions provided a test for Governor
Bandholtz’s emerging strategy of using Filipino leaders for pacification. In mid-
1902 a former revolutionary soldier named Ruperto Rios ascended sacred Mount
Cristobal to proclaim himself “King of the Philippines,” promising that once in-
dependence was won “there would be no more labor, no taxes, no jails, and no
constabulary.” Believing Rios a “direct descendant of God,” some two hundred
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peasants armed with rifles and bolos attacked the town of Laguimanoc in Sep-
tember. Instead of using regular forces, Bandholtz mobilized his municipal
police and village militia to support the constabulary, an effort that soon drove
Rios into neighboring Laguna where he was captured in March. Five months later
this would-be king was tried in Tayabas at Bandholtz’s behest and hung before a
crowd in his hometown of Antimonan.88

After joining the constabulary as commander of this region in April 1903,
Colonel Bandholtz applied this same strategy to an uprising farther down the
Pacific coast. In Albay Province a former revolutionary major, Simeon Ola, had
been driven into the hills “by the persecutions of . . . municipal officials” and
there attracted nearly a thousand peasant followers. On taking command of the
operation in June, Bandholtz found elite support critical to his strategy of recon-
centrating some 150,000 peasants across the province. Several weeks after the re-
concentrations commenced in June, the colonel invited Commissioner Pardo de
Tavera for a tour, producing “a marked difference in the attitude of the more in-
fluential people.” Finally, in September Bandholtz worked through the municipal
mayor of Guinobatan to arrange General Ola’s surrender, thus ending the revolt
with a minimum of bloodshed on both sides.89

With these same keen political sensibilities, Colonel Bandholtz realized that
long-term stability required close alliances with the rising generation of Filipino
politicians. When a young lawyer named Manuel Quezon returned home to Taya-
bas in 1903, Bandholtz recognized his talents and, in Quezon’s words, “immedi-
ately befriended me.” As a former revolutionary officer, Quezon recalled: “[I was]
proud of the fact that I knew nothing of English,” had not yet “reconciled to
American regime,” and thought its Filipino collaborators “contemptible.” Over
the next two years, the colonel opened his home to the ambitious young Filipino,
gave him his first English lessons, and backed his appointment as provincial pros-
ecutor, or fiscal, first in Mindoro and then in Tayabas. “Despite his faults,” Band-
holtz later said of Quezon, “I love the little rascal and know he likes me.”90

As the provincial prosecutor for Tayabas, Quezon won national notice when
he indicted Francis J. Berry, the publisher of the influential Manila American, for
fraudulent land transactions and won a conviction before an American judge,
Paul W. Linebarger. In the words of Quezon’s biographer, the judge’s “sincerity”
did much to change the young lawyer’s “anti-American feelings.” After Bandholtz
moved on to command the constabulary’s First District at Manila, his successor
in Tayabas, Colonel Harbord, formed an even closer friendship with Quezon and
backed his successful campaign for provincial governor in 1906. “I must say no
American in those early days . . . gave me a better idea of American manhood
than the then Colonel Harbord,” Quezon later wrote.91

If we are to believe Quezon’s own celebratory account, constabulary officers,
through their inspiring example, persuaded this young Filipino nationalist of
America’s altruism and launched him on a path to the Philippine presidency. In
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confidential documents and diaries, however, Quezon’s relationship with the U.S.
surveillance state and its agents appears more complex and corrupting. To pro-
mote Quezon’s political career, Bandholtz, Harbord, and other American patrons
used their influence to shield their protégé from rumors of abduction, assault,
and witness tampering even though Chief Allen apparently believed the alle-
gations credible. To spare Quezon from financial pressures, Bandholtz also gave
him interest-free personal loans and made him a partner in two disastrous ven-
tures, the Baler Hemp Company and the Polillo Coal Company, the latter a car-
bon El Dorado that eventually collapsed with heavy losses for all.92 Undeterred,
Bandholtz likewise concocted the ill-fated Baler Hemp plantation in Quezon’s
hometown, leaving the Filipino leader with a loss of ten thousand pesos and a
potential scandal over the unpaid wages handled by his half brother, Teodorico
Molina.93

After the new Philippine Assembly convened in August 1907, all of these
investments in Quezon’s future repaid handsome political dividends, allowing
the constabulary continuing influence when the legislature emerged as a coequal
branch of the colonial government. All tax and budgetary legislation now re-
quired the Philippine Assembly’s approval. When Manila nationalists began agi-
tating for Filipinization of the constabulary in mid-1907, Bandholtz, as acting
chief, silenced the Filipino papers by calling in political debts from Fernando
Guerrero at El Renacimiento, Macario Adriatico at La Independencia, and Dr.
Pardo de Tavera at La Democracia. “I also got Quezon up here,” Bandholtz wrote
Allen, “and for a few moments they are quiet again.” Even before the Assembly
convened, Quezon and his Nacionalista Party ally Sergio Osmeña assured Band-
holtz that “no radical propositions will emanate from them.” Throughout the
legislature’s first session, these two, as speaker and majority whip, blocked any de-
bate over “immediate independence,” first by gagging and then expelling the rad-
ical Dr. Gomez.94 As Colonel Harbord noted during the 1908 deliberations over
the constabulary’s budget, the Assembly “cut us very badly for political effect,”
but the commission “would not stand for it” and defaulted to the 1907 appropri-
ation, which left the force “in better shape today than ever before.”95 Once the
colonial regime invested the legislature with fiscal control, it was clear that the
constabulary and the colonial government had to reach a modus vivendi with
legislators such as Quezon.

By late 1909, when Quezon left for Washington as Philippine resident com-
missioner, the highest office then open to a Filipino, American officials viewed
him as a useful but problematic ally. Although possessed of “the most brilliant
mind of any Filipino,” Quezon had, Governor-General W. Cameron Forbes told
President Taft, a deeply flawed personality. As fiscal of Mindoro he had been “ex-
tremely loose morally” in his relations with women and more recently, in Paris
for the Navigation Congress “was foolish with money and extravagant in his dis-
sipation.” Even so, Quezon “has really been, without exception the most useful
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man to the Government. . . . He was head and shoulders the leader on the floor of
the Assembly, and was my agent for getting everything through which I set out
for.”96 With similar ambiguity, Chief Bandholtz described him as “one of the best
assets of the Government” and a “loyal friend” who nonetheless “is volatile and
needs watching.”97 The colonial police, recognizing both his brilliance and his
unstable temperament, played to Quezon’s strengths by assisting his rapid ascent,
but also played on his weaknesses to keep him within bounds.

Messianic Movements

In the aftermath of the Cavite controversy, the constabulary reforms and the
broadening of political participation produced a reconciliation with the Filipino
politicians that had measurable results, helping, almost immediately, to quash a
series of peasant messianic revolts that had defied the constabulary for nearly five
years. In their mix of folk religion and populist nationalism, these magically
endowed, messianic leaders had an astonishing capacity to mobilize hundreds,
sometimes thousands of bolo-wielding peasants to rush with surprising courage
into the constabulary’s fusillades. When reinforced by scouts regulars, constables
could grind down these peasant rebels with sheer force. But winning the support
of Filipino politicians proved far more effective. If properly cultivated, these leg-
islators and local officials could provide accurate intelligence, mobilize militia,
and negotiate surrenders—effecting pacification with a surprising economy of
blood and treasure.

In the twelve months before the Assembly opened, these essentially political
tactics, exemplified by the collaboration between Colonel Bandholtz and Dr.
Gomez that had brought about Sakay’s surrender, were replicated in operations
that swept the last guerrillas from Luzon’s Pacific coast. In July 1906 the famed
rebel Pataleon Villafuerte, who had been hiding in the extreme north of Tayabas
Province since the end of the Philippine-American War, suddenly surfaced to
raid the town of Palanan. Governor Quezon joined Maj. Peter Borseth’s constab-
ulary forces in an operation that “succeeded in killing Villafuerte and capturing
all his followers with their arms.” A year later, the governor again worked with the
PC, this time joining Colonel Harbord to break up a “religious-military organiza-
tion,” the Ejército Libertador Nacional, that had been active in the hills above the
town of Antimonan for nearly three years.98 After steaming down the coast at
night in a darkened launch, the colonel’s detachment surprised the guerrillas’
sleeping camp at 1:00 a.m., flushing them “like a flock of quail” and capturing
several leaders. When Harbord decided to release these prisoners to bring in their
leaders, Quezon “did the talking and made the bloody threats of what would be
done to them and their relatives if the thing did not result well.” Moving on to
Antimonan proper, Governor Quezon fired the town officials and called a mass
meeting to explain “how they were hurting their own people . . . and not
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Americans” by supporting the guerrillas. By May 1907 this extraordinary alliance
had effected the capture or surrender of nineteen rebel leaders.99

Across a broad swath of the Visayan Islands from Negros to Leyte, the con-
stabulary sought similar alliances with local leaders to defuse another wave of
messianic revolts. Eager to court colonial support, provincial politicians worked
effectively with constabulary to encourage the surrender of these peasant rebels.
In the steep, treeless hills of Cebu Island, the formidable Tabal brothers, Anatolio
and Quintin, led some five thousand followers in a successful guerrilla campaign
until mid-1906 when they decided to surrender after meeting with Governor
Sergio Osmeña, whom the constabulary praised as “untiring in his efforts for
peace.”100 Even though the largest and longest of these revolts had ravaged the
sugar districts of Negros Island for over a decade, the rebels agreed to surrender
in August 1907 after the constabulary enlisted the help of a local mayor, Gil Mon-
tilla, whose family had once employed the revolt’s leader “Papa Isio.”101

By contrast, in the eastern Visayas, particularly on Samar Island, where poor
local economies denied municipal officials effective control, the U.S. regime was
forced to rely on brute force in breaking these messianic revolts.102 On Leyte
Island, the constabulary enjoyed support from relatively affluent elites in the
coastal trading towns and was able to contain the local pulajan movement more
easily than on Samar. After several years of fitful insurgency, a sharp rise in rebel
strength in 1905 inflicted heavy casualties on the constabulary, including fourteen
constables hacked to death in an encounter with some two hundred bolomen in
July.103 Gradually, however, combined constabulary and army patrols backed by
five thousand “volunteers” mobilized from Leyte’s coastal towns forced the rebels
out of the hills where they could be more readily tracked and killed. Finally, in
June 1907 these forces captured Faustino Albin—a “famous leader,” known as
“Papa Faustino”—a blow that broke the Leyte revolt.104 By contrast, on Samar,
where local leaders had little influence with the pulajan rebels in the hills, the
constabulary pursued the island’s surviving leader, Otoy, for another four years.
A patrol killed him in November 1911, eliminating the last messianic leader in the
central Philippines.105

By late 1907 the removal of the region’s top rebels—the Tabal brothers on
Cebu, Papa Isio on Negros, and Papa Faustino on Leyte—had brought peace
“throughout the Visayas.” With the exception of insurgent pockets in Samar and
Central Luzon, conditions across the archipelago were, General Bandholtz re-
ported, “the very best in my recollection.”106 Although the revolts sprang from di-
verse causes and persisted for up to eleven years, all ended with a surprising simul-
taneity between July 1906 and July 1907, just in time for the first Assembly elections
on July 30. Clearly, the political accommodation with Filipino elites, exemplified
by the provincial and legislative elections, was central to the pacification of half a
dozen disparate regions. Above all, effective colonial policing required collabora-
tion between constabulary officers and local officials. Men such as Quezon,
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Osmeña, and Bandholtz, who grasped this new imperative, rose to power. Men
such as Baker and Wright, who defied it, were disgraced and destroyed.

Policing Morality

Once the countryside was pacified through this ad hoc alliance, American offi-
cials and Filipino leaders agreed that the constabulary should undertake a new
mission of national rejuvenation by suppressing personal vice. The results of this
second phase in colonial police efforts—ambiguous success in stamping out
opium use, the failure to stop gambling, and a symbiosis of law enforcement with
syndicated vice—suggest both the possibilities and the limits of what colonial
policing could achieve.

Only two years after the Cavite controversy, the opening of the legislature in
1907 brought a stable separation of police powers with the colonial executive com-
manding the constabulary and the Philippine Assembly controlling its budget. As
part of this political entente between colonizer and colonized, the constabulary’s
overarching objective shifted from subjugation to nation building. Instead of
paramilitary pacification, it would enforce a prohibition on personal vice that
was seen by American colonials and Filipino leaders alike as the foundation for
national regeneration. As the missionary Bishop Charles Brent explained, the
“constitutional fault of the Filipinos, a fault common to all Orientals, is sensual-
ity,” which, he said, manifests itself in laziness, concubinage, and gambling.107

With the exception of prostitution, which the regime decided to regulate rather
than suppress, the colonial government adopted a hard line on matters of per-
sonal vice, placing the police on a collision course with two deeply embedded cul-
tures: opium smoking among overseas Chinese workers and gambling among
Filipinos of all classes. Ultimately, efforts to extinguish these habits demonstrated
the limitations of coercive policing in the realms of public morality and popular
culture.

Through the convergence of high imperial politics in Washington and Ma-
nila, opium prohibition emerged unexpectedly as the foundation for this new co-
lonial morals regime. After purchasing the Philippines from Spain in 1899, Wash-
ington soon discovered that it had acquired, along with these seven thousand
islands, hundreds of state-licensed opium dens generating a substantial $500,000
in tax revenues from opium auctions open only to Chinese.108 Amid a volatile
interplay of opium traders, addicts, and their evangelical opponents, colonial of-
ficials were frustrated in their attempts to find a satisfactory solution. After at-
tempting a laissez-faire approach, they finally settled for the mailed fist of all-out
prohibition and the heavy policing it entailed.

Without any legal basis for doing otherwise, at first the U.S. military regime
accepted the Spanish system, with modifications, by abandoning the retail li-
censes and raising the customs duty to an onerous 45 percent on imported
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opium, an apparent attempt to reduce demand while maintaining revenue. In
1902 the new civil government found that this ad hoc accommodation had led
to substantial growth in drug addiction, with 130 tons of opium sold that year
through 190 retail dens to twenty thousand smokers, most of them Chinese.
Realizing that high tariffs encouraged smuggling without discouraging use, the
Philippine Commission lifted the ban on opium imports and drafted what it
styled a “carefully prepared bill” resuming the Spanish auctions for state-licensed
Chinese smoking dens. The proposal brought “considerable opposition” from
Evangelical Union missionaries, notably Dr. Homer Stuntz, who argued, based
on his experience elsewhere in Asia, that licensing would “stimulate the con-
sumption of opium.” As Protestant leaders bombarded the White House with
cables and cards, President Roosevelt decreed that any opium law would require
his approval.109 Chastened, the Philippine Commission decided to “table the bill,”
grumbling that much of the agitation against the proposed law, particularly the
barrage of cablegrams “arousing the moral sentiment” in America, “were paid
for by the importers of and dealers in opium in Manila.”110

Under such pressure from Washington, Governor Taft formed an Opium
Commission to explore alternatives to legalized sales, creating a policy paralysis
that allowed an unrestricted opium trade for the first five years of U.S. civil rule.
In this legal limbo, powerful Chinese merchants took control of the lucrative traf-
fic, soon raising the number of Manila’s “filthy and unsanitary” opium divans, all
unlicensed and many selling a pipe for just twenty cents. As legal opium imports
increased to a hefty 134 tons in 1905, retail sales rose to an impressive $2.5 million,
or §5 million, and smokers reached an unprecedented peak of forty thousand.111

Meanwhile, the Opium Commission, led by Bishop Brent and a Manila phy-
sician, Jose Albert, spent nearly two years traveling across Asia in search of solu-
tions, slowly forming a consensus that equated tolerance with iniquity. In Indo-
china Brent found that French officials, many of them opium addicts, placed “no
restriction whatever . . . upon the free use of the drug by the natives,” making Sai-
gon “one of the wickedest cities in the Orient.” China’s utter lack of controls had
subjected it to “the horrors of opium.” But in Japan “the prohibitory law is abso-
lutely effective.” By the close of the tour, Brent had concluded that prohibition
“seemed to be the only hopeful” solution.112

As the inquiry proceeded, Bishop Brent’s opinions became the Opium
Commission’s official findings. Surveying the Philippines, the commission found
that a half century of licensed sales had fostered three concentrations of serious
addiction—527 Chinese smokers in Iloilo, 509 in Cebu, and an estimated eight
thousand in Manila. Above all, the commission feared the spread of addiction to
Filipinos, a concern corroborated in the Cagayan Valley where the constabulary
reported that “nearly two-thirds of the natives of . . . Echague are slaves to this
[opium] habit.” Through questionnaires sent to nineteen provincial residents,
the commission found that educated Filipinos saw addiction as a serious social
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problem. To control the “alarming” spread of addiction among natives, in its 1905
report the Opium Commission recommended a balanced response involving a
state monopoly over imports, limited sales to registered smokers, and free treat-
ment for addicts at government hospitals.113

But in March 1905 the U.S. Congress, under strong pressure from Protestant
moralists, used its tariff powers to set a three-year deadline for the end of Philip-
pine opium imports and a mandatory ban on all nonmedicinal sales. Suddenly
stripped of its discretion, the colonial government prepared for the ban with a
three-step plan leading to full prohibition. Adapting the recommendations of the
Opium Commission for its first step in March 1906, the regime issued temporary
licenses to 289 “retail opium establishments,” restricted sales to 12,600 registered
Chinese smokers, and offered free hospital treatment. As its next step a year later
the regime passed Act No. 1761 requiring a 15 percent reduction in the amount of
opium allowed each smoker. Significantly, the act also imposed five years’ impris-
onment on any who “use or permit to be used in or on his body any opium, ex-
cept for medicinal purposes.” By January 1908 these measures had reduced the
trade to thirty “opium dispensaries patronized by about 2,675 registered users.”114

Finally, with strong support from Manila’s clergy and Chinese community,
the government banned all narcotics sales on March 1, 1908. This “ ‘black’ Sunday
for opium habitués” hit hard, forcing hundreds to flood San Juan de Dios Hospi-
tal “in sheer desperation” until staff could no longer restrain “so large a number
of frenzied patients” and suspended treatment. In response to this emergency, the
government opened its mental wards at San Lazaro Hospital for some 250 addicts
who “fought, screamed, threatened, and sulked” for opium until they finally
accepted detoxification. As the number of patients at San Lazaro dropped from
four hundred in 1908 to just one hundred a year later, an elaborate illicit traffic
quickly emerged to supply the thousands of untreated addicts. With drugs smug-
gled in from Hong Kong, some fifty illegal “opium joints” opened in Manila’s
Chinese districts of Binondo and San Nicholas, many neutralizing police raids by
“barricading the doors with heavy lattice work, barbed wire, ice box doors and
iron bars.” In May 1909 the government tried “to make the prohibition effective”
by imposing penalties of three hundred pesos and three-months’ imprisonment
for opium use. The price of illicit opium soared, discouraging the poorer stratum
of Filipino smokers and encouraging Chinese dealers. Calling them the “world’s
most adept smugglers,” the public health chief, Dr. Victor Heiser, was impressed
by ingenious Chinese traffickers who sealed the drug in jam tins or injected lique-
fied opium into a few fresh eggs concealed among the countless thousands arriv-
ing weekly on ships from Hong Kong.115

Although drug abuse soon declined markedly compared to neighboring colo-
nies, smuggled opium still met much of Manila’s illicit demand and created a
major law enforcement problem.116 In the five years following the 1908 prohibi-
tion, colonial police made 7,869 arrests for drug violations, but the number of
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“habitual users among the Chinese” was still estimated at a substantial five
thousand.117 All the secret services charged with stemming the traffic—the Cus-
toms House, Internal Revenue Service, and Manila police—were soon tainted
by systemic corruption. In April 1910, for example, when customs scored a record
opium seizure of three hundred kilograms valued at ninety thousand pesos,
several of its Filipino employees were “implicated in . . . smuggling the opium
through the bodega” for an “influential Chinese commercial firm.” The five-
hundred-peso bribe paid to two customs employees represented a full month’s
salary for each.118 A year later, prosecutors charged three Manila detectives with
taking bribes to protect several Chinatown opium dens operated by a criminal
named Sy Boco. In the sensational trial Sy Boco himself testified that to avoid
being raided he had made weekly payments to the police. One of the accused de-
tectives claimed that he had advised his secret service chief, Charles Trowbridge,
that “these houses existed and that Detective [Eugenio] Samio was receiving
bribes for their protection.” In his own testimony, Trowbridge denied any corrup-
tion, insisting that he had passed information about these dens to the internal
revenue’s secret service, which had jurisdiction in opium cases.119 These charges
and countercharges show that in just three years opium traffic had survived in
Manila through a symbiosis with systemic corruption in the city’s police force.

The illicit traffic was so lucrative that it also corrupted elements of the politi-
cal elite. After the 1908 opium ban, the wife of Assembly Speaker Sergio Osmeña,
Estefania Chiong Veloso, boldly, even brazenly used her husband’s influence to
continue the family business of supplying Cebu’s opium addicts. In the last years
of Spanish rule, her Chinese father, Nicasio Veloso Chiong Tuico, had won a
three-year contract for opium sales in Cebu and Bohol, bidding an impressive
§116,280 to beat out fourteen competitors. “She was quite a woman, an amazing
businesswoman, deeply involved in opium and other smuggling operations,” re-
called her grandson John “Sonny” H. Osmeña in a 1974 interview. “She usually
picked up the smuggled goods in Talisay and would personally ride in the trucks
to San Nicolas, where there was a constabulary checkpoint for traffic coming
from the south. When approached by the PC soldiers, she would threaten them
with the loss of their jobs if they attempted to search her trucks; if it is was night,
she would hold the lantern of the truck up to her face to be sure that they recog-
nized who she was.” For nearly a decade, the Speaker’s wife remained an active
trafficker, using the profits to purchase substantial amounts of land in northern
Cebu until she died in 1918 delivering her thirteenth child.120

Enforcement of the opium ban remained episodic until 1919 when Governor-
General F. B. Harrison, concerned that “the habit will spread its debauching ef-
fects” from Chinese to Filipino, ordered a nationwide assault on “the opium evil.”
With inspectors patrolling Manila’s waterfront and launches cruising the south-
ern sea frontier, customs was supposed to interdict opium smuggling whether by
Chinese merchants or Muslims in “fast-sailing vintas.” The constabulary also
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“broke up barricaded and labyrinthed Chinese opium joints” across the archipel-
ago.121 Sustained police pressure on Manila’s Chinatown gradually reduced the
city’s thirty “opium joints” to sixteen by the end of 1919. The surviving smoking
dens were concealed inside barricaded houses and protected by diffident city
prosecution of arrested smokers. In mid-1921, however, Manila’s Municipal Board
barred construction of such barricades inside any house that the courts had ruled
an “opium joint.” Under intensified police pressure, exemplified by 1,443 arrests in
1921–22, what was supposed to be the city’s last opium den was closed by late 1922,
reducing use inside Manila to a level the police deemed “negligible.”122

As these suppression campaigns faded, the local equilibrium of illicit drugs
and police corruption resumed. In the last decade of direct U.S. rule, the constab-
ulary launched sufficient opium raids across the country to reduce but not elimi-
nate the problem. In 1926 customs reported that due to “strict vigilance” over the
past ten years “the opium traffic has been gradually decreasing to a degree that . . .
the opium smoking habit is practically confined within the Chinese commu-
nity.”123 In ending the threat of addiction among Filipinos, the opium campaign
had met the aims of the colonial regime’s moral alliance with the country’s polit-
ical leaders. Yet it had done so not by eradicating the problem but by confining it
within its original core area, Manila’s Chinatown, an ambiguous success for colo-
nial policing.

But gambling was the real nemesis in this colonial antivice crusade. After
nearly a century of formal prohibition and informal promotion, the Spanish co-
lonial state had left a legacy that would survive a century beyond its demise. In
1838 the Spanish governor-general had called gambling “a consuming cancer that
destroys the fortune of many families, encourages sloth, hinders the sources of
public wealth, perverts good faith, corrupts the people’s morals, and leads them
to degradation and misery.” The regime prohibited most forms of gambling and
applied the force of law to their eradication. In March 1881, for example, Manila
police arrested 411 gambling violators, 36 percent of them Chinese, a dispropor-
tionate number that reflected their prominence as both promoters and players.
Although in time games such as panguingue and fan-tan were overtaken by the
Spanish monte, the low-cost lottery known as jueteng proved remarkably resil-
ient, as did horse racing and the age-old blood sport of cockfighting.124

In the last decades of their rule, the Spanish had fostered an irrepressible
gambling culture through limited licensing and failed policing. As with opium
these practices fortified the state budget while placing serious strains on the wider
society. Between 1788 and 1880 tax revenues from cockpits rose from §6,000 to
§118,500, providing nearly one percent of the government budget.125 By the 1890s
gambling had become a significant source of income for many members of the
emerging Filipino elite. At the Santa Mesa racetrack, members of the exclusive
Manila Jockey Club entered mounts in high-stakes races that paid out over 51,500
Mexican silver dollars during a four-day meet in March 1896.126 In his memoirs
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the ilustrado Victor Buencamino described how his grandmother, “Lola Ninay,”
known more formally as Doña Saturnina Salazar, lifted their family into “the
flashiest of circles” through money lending and gambling operations, both monte
and jueteng. But even Lola Ninay’s success paled before the grandeur of Capitan
Joaquin Arnedo’s casino in Barrio Sulipan, Apalait, the heart of the Pampanga
sugar district, where wealthy planters staked “the season’s sales from cane sugar
and rice and tobacco” on the turn of a single card. Looking back on this Spanish
era glitter from a stricter postindependence perspective, Buencamino concluded
that “our colonial rulers had tolerated gambling, first, to get the minds of the
masses off their misery and, second, the easier to rule the idle rich in their state of
degeneration.”127

When the U.S. Army occupied Manila in 1898, its military government soon
found both lively legal gambling, notably high-stakes horse racing, and thriving
illegal gambling among the city’s Chinese. In Binondo’s Chinatown fan-tan card
parlors and a jueteng lottery with a jackpot of five hundred Mexican dollars clus-
tered along Calle San Jacinto.128 As with opium the regime did not initially pro-
hibit gambling. Instead, needing legal diversions for its off-duty soldiers, the colo-
nial government loosened the few restraints left by the Spanish regime. By 1906
Manila’s racetracks were operating 220 days a year, up sharply from just eight days
under Spain, with wagers totaling an impressive eight million pesos.129 In October
1902 the colonial government banned cockfighting to extirpate this pervasive Fili-
pino vice, but it relented in response to protests and permitted contests in munic-
ipal gallerias on public holidays.130 A year later, during the Philippine Commis-
sion’s debate over morals legislation, Vice-Governor Luke Wright, the secretary of
police, called gambling “one of the greatest curses,” but he also expressed strong
reservations about using the police to suppress such a popular vice. “If you give to
all your policemen,” he warned, “the right to rush into a house and see if gam-
bling is not going on, . . . you practically destroy the privacy of a man’s home.”131

Reflecting Victorian laissez-faire sensibilities about the limits of government, the
U.S. regime at first seemed wary of using coercion to suppress gambling.

But as military pacification faded into moral reconstruction, concerns about
gambling intensified among both Americans and Filipinos. In the latter decades
of Spanish rule, Filipino nationalists had identified gambling and opium as bar-
riers to national progress. In his influential 1886 novel Noli Me Tangere, famed
propagandist Jose Rizal broke his narrative with a full chapter condemning cock-
fighting as “one of the people’s vices, more transcendental than opium among
the Chinese.” Against Spanish claims that “magnificent schools rise, bridges and
highways are built” from gambling taxes, Rizal juxtaposed the poor Filipino who
returns from the cockpit “awaited by his anxious wife and ragged children, with-
out his little capital and without his cock.”132 Now, as they allied with America to
realize their reformist agenda, Filipino leaders pressed the new colonial regime to
promote moral reform.
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After its initial experiments with deregulation, American colonials came to
agree that gambling was, as Protestant missionaries put it, “the curse of the Is-
lands”and would deprive Filipino society of “the vital forces”needed for develop-
ment.133 “The Filipinos are born gamblers,”wrote Commissioner Dean C. Worces-
ter, adding, “Gambling is their besetting sin.”134 An American justice, George A.
Malcolm, concurred, saying, “The evil of gambling infects all classes. The Filipino
is an inveterate gambler, for thus he varies a rather monotonous existence.”135

In its first years the constabulary had found gambling both pervasive and
protected. In 1902–3, for example, constables arrested 250 gamblers in Batangas
Province but found it “very difficult to convict this class of offenders before the
courts, owing to the disinclination of witnesses to testify.” From southern Luzon,
Colonel Bandholtz reported that local officials “are addicted to the vice” and local
police were complicit in the corruption. After several years of probing this illicit
alliance, constabulary officials recommended that the Philippine Commission
pass “stringent and specific laws” stripping municipal officials of any role in gam-
bling enforcement.136

Even when relations were still raw, Filipino nationalists supported the re-
gime’s coercive approach to morality. Though often critical of the constabulary,
the nationalist newspaper El Renacimiento also encouraged police campaigns
against the gambling scourge with celebratory headlines such as “Formidable
Campaign in Batangas—Brilliant Report of Lipa Police.” This coverage struck a
responsive chord among readers. “The energetic campaign launched by El Rena-
cimiento against gaming in Rizal Province,” wrote a resident of Nabutas, “de-
serves the congratulations of all who care for the good of the Philippines.” When
an American judge, William A. Kincaid, rejected the idea that Filipinos are “a race
of gamblers,” a Filipino correspondent from Cebu disagreed vehemently, telling
the Manila Times that the way to eradicate this “injurious and immoral” vice was
“by passing and enforcing laws prohibiting it and not by trying to whitewash a
racial fault.”137

As with opium, American missionaries catalyzed the colonial regime’s deter-
mination to prohibit gambling. In a six-part essay written for the Manila Ameri-
can in February 1906, the Episcopal missionary Mercer G. Johnston branded gam-
bling “an unmitigated evil” and urged a “progressive prohibition” on the model of
the opium campaign. As a first step the Manila Times suggested that the American
community “drop our pharisaical licensing of the race track, which cannot be jus-
tified without recourse to casuistry of the worst type.” When the regime did not
respond, Mercer joined the Methodists in forming the Moral Progress League and
staging a mass meeting at the Zorilla Theater with support from both the Catho-
lic archbishop and General Aguinaldo. After Bishop Brent weighed in with an
influential sermon damning gambling as “contemptible,” the league drafted a
restrictive horse-racing bill and sent it to the government for action.138
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Under pressure, Governor-General James F. Smith, a conservative Catholic
moralist, soon changed the libertine laws that had made Manila a wide-open
soldiers’ town. Starting in mid-1906, the Philippine Commission adopted the
Moral Progress League’s bill reducing horse racing from 220 days annually to
public holidays and one Sunday a month.139 Then, in October 1907, the regime
suddenly adopted a string of legal prohibitions: Act No. 1761 restricting and then
banning opium; Act No. 1773 making adultery, along with rape and abduction,
“public crimes” exempt from private settlement; and, most ambitious, Act No.
1757 prohibiting most forms of gambling.140 Under the latter law, the commission
replaced the modest Spanish gaming ban of 1887 with a blanket prohibition on all
gambling, broadly defined as “the playing of any game for money,” except peri-
odic cockfights and horse racing. Gamblers would be fined between ten and five
hundred pesos, and any “peace officer . . . who knowingly permits gambling”
faced penalties up to a thousand pesos or a year’s imprisonment.141

As their legislative power grew after 1907, emerging Filipino leaders, with
mass support, embraced this coercive approach to morality and equated gam-
bling with racial degeneration.142 Even after winning full legislative autonomy in
1916, Filipino senators and representatives did not undo the colonial gambling
bans. The country’s Supreme Court joined this moral majority, writing a dozen
decisions between 1912 and 1919 that granted police wide latitude in pursuit of
illegal gambling. In a majority decision in United States v. Salaveria, Justice Mal-
colm ruled that local governments “afflicted by this evil” needed adequate author-
ity under “what is called the police power” for the fight against “an act beyond
the pale of good morals, which, for the welfare of the Filipino people, should be
exterminated.”143

Under U.S. rule, Filipino educators developed a complementary critique of
gambling’s social costs. When Reverend Johnston denounced the first Manila
Carnival’s cockpit concession in 1908 as “A Covenant with Death, Agreement with
Hell,” the four-hundred-strong Philippine Teachers’ Association backed him.144

“People who gamble are moral degenerates,” argued Dr. Serafin Macaraig in his
1933 high school civics text, “for they use trickery and cheating to make a living.”
Gamblers are “parasites,” he said, and gambling, along with usury and caciquism,
was one of three “social diseases” that had slowed the nation’s progress.145 In an-
other high school civics text (1940), the famed educator Camilo Osias celebrated
Filipino virtue and condemned just one vice. “The blind trust of people in get-
ting something for nothing; their perverted view of amusement or games being
uninteresting unless there is something at stake,” he wrote, “are qualities and
practices that sap the vitality of the Philippines and bring shame to our life.”146

Reflecting this moral consensus, between 1907 and 1932 the constabulary
combined constant local pressure and periodic national campaigns in a largely
futile attempt to stem the spread of illegal gambling. In 1917 Interior Secretary
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Rafael Palma, a prominent nationalist, called for a “campaign for the speedy and
complete eradication of the gambling vice,” and the constabulary responded
with 296 raids nationwide. In 1925 constables conducted 745 raids, arresting 4,245
suspects and confiscating §25,273 in wagers. As always, however, the Manila po-
lice carried the weight of this antigambling battle, making 10,845 arrests that
same year, more than double the constabulary’s figure. As the leading Filipino
police expert, Maj. Emanuel A. Bajá, explained, the main aim of these operations
lay not in the arrests per se but “in their moral influence . . . on the public
mind.”147

In response to such suppression, criminal syndicates, protected by politicians,
emerged to service an unmet popular demand for gambling. By 1912, after several
years of aggressive enforcement, the constabulary reported widespread gambling
and political corruption in provinces across Central Luzon. Only ten years after
the first local elections, gambling was integrated, top-to-bottom, into provincial
politics. Cavite’s governor attended illegal monte games at the Binacayan cockpit
while municipal police guarded the door. Similarly, Bulacan’s Governor Teodoro
Sandiko protected Marilao’s gaming houses and financed his faction’s campaigns
by taking a peseta from every peso bet that Polo’s mayor, his campaign leader, col-
lected from three ongoing jueteng lotteries.148

Card games and illegal casinos entertained the rich, but it was jueteng that en-
ticed the poor. Since workers could win up to ten pesos, a week’s wages, on a one-
centavo bet, it was irrepressibly popular. Bettors won by picking two numbers
between one and thirty-seven. This seemingly generous gesture of allowing bets
on two numbers instead of one raised the odds, through mathematical sleight of
hand, from one chance in thirty-seven to one in 1,332.149 Through this illusion of
easy winnings, the game tapped into lower-class aspirations and made this illegal
lottery a central facet of Filipino popular culture that has persisted long beyond
the colonial era. These odds also produced ample profits for its promoters and
protectors. In the early 1930s Major Bajá expressed the opinion that jueteng had
“nourished the gambling spirit of the people more than all the other prohibited
games put together” and was prevalent in “99% of our cities and towns.” While
cockfighting and card games such as monte were a male-only activity, women
worked as jueteng collectors and often outnumbered male bettors, effectively
doubling this racket’s working-class clientele.150 Moreover, the intimacy that de-
veloped between jueteng runners and poor bettors fostered social networks that
could be mobilized during elections. Through its unique integration into the fab-
ric of Filipino mores and mass politics, jueteng fused illicit profits, police corrup-
tion, and political patronage into a resilient nexus that defied state controls.151

While raiding monte clubs was difficult, stopping jueteng was impossible. Its
powerful Chinese operators usually bribed local police and politicians for protec-
tion. In 1926, for example, jueteng bankers met an informal weekly payroll: pro-
vincial governors two hundred pesos, municipal mayors one hundred, police
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chiefs fifty, and patrolmen five. Three years later Manila’s mayor gave his police
“strict instructions to eradicate this vice within the city limits,” but the operators
simply moved their base to the nearby suburbs of Pasay and Malabon. Whenever
the police made an arrest, the lowly cobradores (runners) went to prison on full
pay, sparing the principals, who hired new men to keep the lottery running.152

The remarkable resilience of jueteng after sustained attempts at suppression
illustrates the fate of the larger U.S. campaign against personal vice. At its start in
1907, the colonial executive charged the municipal police with antigambling en-
forcement. Five years later, when their failure was clear, the regime transferred the
task to constabulary, which soon found it, too, was incapable of enforcing moral
reform.153 Criminalization of gambling forced it farther underground, increasing
opportunities for corruption. Similarly, the ban on opium encouraged smug-
gling, and the Manila police shared in the profits. While collaboration between
the U.S. regime and Filipino politicians had aided pacification, colonial officials
clearly found victory in the realm of personal behavior more elusive.

Conclusion

In the aftermath of the Cavite controversy, the constabulary and Filipino nation-
alists reached an entente that shaped the direction of Philippine politics for an-
other decade. When the Americans conceded legislative power in 1907, Filipino
politicians used their social leverage to demobilize peasant revolts and shift the
political debate in more moderate directions. For the colonial regime these con-
cessions to Filipino leaders were necessary to defuse the Cavite crisis, stamp out
messianic revolts, and burnish a tarnished legitimacy. From a Filipino perspective
cooperation was a small price for strides toward the ultimate goal of national
independence, an outcome that would depend, they felt, on moral regeneration
through prohibition of personal vices that had troubled the country for decades.
Within months these mutual concessions shifted the overall tenor of colonial re-
lations from confrontation to collaboration, particularly between constabulary
officers and Filipino politicians.

The complexities entailed in this shift from dominance to mutual dependence
are well illustrated by the changing relationship between Manuel Quezon and
Col. James Harbord. When they first met in 1905 Colonel Harbord was a rising
colonial and Quezon a local lawyer with a checkered past and limited prospects.
Over the next three years the colonel helped launch Quezon’s political career by
backing him, against formidable odds, in two provincial elections while deflect-
ing scandals that threatened his ruin.154 Only eight years later the two were peers,
swapping career-saving favors. In 1913 Quezon, then the Philippines’ resident
commissioner in Washington, helped Harbord win command of the constabu-
lary while Harbord used his position to help Quezon evade damaging allegations
of kickbacks from the sale of land to the Manila Railway.155
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Beyond swapping political favors, there was a quality of mutual affection in
their correspondence. In late 1914 Harbord, now back in the U.S. Army at a dusty
California outpost, wrote praising Quezon’s recent essay on the constabulary,
saying, “If we were up at Baler in dear old Tayabas I should say ‘Good speech,
boy!’ ” Two years later Quezon wrote back, acknowledging “how much good has
been done to the Islands by the Constabulary” and expressing “friendly affection
for some of these officers.”156

Simple colonial dominance thus gave way to a complex hierarchy. When his
former PC patrons Harbord and Bandholtz returned to the U.S. Army, Quezon
cultivated more junior American and Filipino clients in the constabulary, taking
care to balance these short-term alliances with his long-term plan to convert the
colonial force into a Philippine national army.157 As a part of this new political
balance, the U.S. regime began training Filipinos for constabulary commands.
In 1907, the same year it launched the National Assembly, the colonial govern-
ment graduated two Filipinos from a short training course in Manila and then
moved this fledgling Constabulary School to permanent quarters in Baguio City.
There substantial numbers of Filipino cadets underwent six months of rigorous
training.158

Radical nationalists remained outside this cozy collaboration. Denied access
to elective office by their nationalist activities, radical leaders created an alterna-
tive political space by mobilizing Manila’s masses with rallies, strikes, and mutual
aid societies. To curtail this agitation the constabulary launched a covert cam-
paign to break the militant movement. In its initial effort, from 1902 to 1907, the
PC had worked openly to control a new generation of Filipino politicians, ad-
vancing some and attacking others. In its second phase, from 1907 to 1914, the
constabulary, now restrained by Filipino legislative authority, launched discrete
covert operations to demobilize Manila’s masses and demoralize their leaders. In
these difficult, delicate maneuvers, it intended not simply to damage individual
reputations but to discredit the core ideals that had inspired two generations of
nationalist struggle and six years of revolution. As we will see in the next chapter,
this demanding task would require unconventional policing and covert opera-
tions that strained even the constabulary’s exceptional resources.
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First Company, Philippines Constabulary, Pampanga Province, 1908. (Library of Congress)



U.S. Army officers and surrendered Filipino commanders, Lucena, Tayabas Province, July
2, 1901. Front row, left to right, Capt. Milton F. Davis, Colonel Castillo, Capt. Harry H.
Bandholtz, Major Nadres. Second row, left to right, unidentified, Captain Miller, Captain
Price, and Major Alfonso. (Box 6, H. H. Bandholtz Papers, Bentley Historical Library,
University of Michigan)

Ilocano policemen of Bangued, Abra Province, circa 1910. (Field Museum of Natural
History, no. CSA24613)



Muslim soldiers, Fifty-second Company Philippine Scouts, organized by orders of Gen.
John Pershing, Mindanao, Philippines, 1909. (Library of Congress)



Charles Ballentine, forger and swindler, alias “Captain Edgar G. Bellairs,” the Associated Press Manila
correspondent in 1901–2. (Thomas Byrnes, Professional Criminals of America, New York, 1895)



Fernando Ma. Guerrero, editor of the newspaper El Renacimiento, during his 1905 crusade against
the Philippines Constabulary’s forced relocation of farmers into concentration camps (campo de
reconcentracion) to pacify the town of Bacoor, Cavite Province. (Lipag Kalabaw, July 27, 1907)



Dionisio Sigobela (center, with chains on his ankles), the messianic leader known as “Papa Isio,” and
his aides after their surrender, provincial prison, Bacolod, Negros Occidental, 1907. (Box 7, H. H.
Bandholtz Papers, Bentley Historical Library, University of Michigan)



From 1907 to 1916, the Nacionalista Party leader Manuel Quezon (above) fought for Filipino self-rule
against Republican imperialists led by colonial Interior Secretary Dean C. Worcester (top), shown
reading an editorial in the nationalist newspaper El Renacimiento branding him a “bird of prey.”
(Lipag Kalabaw, June 6, 1908; Lipag Kalabaw, November 21, 1908)



Fourth Mountain Company, Philippines Constabulary, at presentation of the Col. Wallace Taylor
Cup for marksmanship, Kiangan, Ifugao Sub-province, 1911. Front row, Lt. Owen Tomlinson (left)
and Lt. Maximo Meimban (right). (Box 2, Owen Tomlinson Papers, Bentley Historical Library,
University of Michigan)



In the rugged Ifugao district of
Mountain Province, constabu-
lary officers such as Lt. Eugene
H. Kolb (left) led local recruits
like these noncommissioned of-
ficers of the Fourth Mountain
Company (below) in suppress-
ing head-taking vendettas, circa
1913. (Box 2, Owen Tomlinson
Papers, Bentley Historical Li-
brary, University of Michigan)



Mobilization of Kalinga policemen like these from Lubuangan (top) was central to the pacification
strategy of Interior Secretary Dean C. Worcester (above, center), shown with Governor Blas Villamor
(third from right) and four Kalinga chiefs, including Bakidan (far left) at Pinukpuk, Kalinga
Sub-province, January 1905. Note the curved blade of the axe at right for head-taking. (U.S. National
Archives; 5-a-10 Worcester Collection, by permission of the University of Michigan Museum of
Anthropology)



Photographed at a cañao peace ritual in the Ifugao highlands circa 1916, Lt. William E.
Dosser served the Philippines Constabulary for thirty years, rising to commander for
northern Luzon and concurrent governor of Mountain Province before retiring in 1939.
(Tiffany Bernard Williams Photograph Collection, Special Collections Library, University
of Michigan)



By 1908 a private U.S. transit monopoly, the Manila Electric Railroad & Light Co. (Meralco), operated
a citywide network of electrical trams like this one (above) on the Escolta in downtown Manila. Fares
were so high that a satiric Filipino weekly caricatured the company (top) as a bloated American
tycoon labeled “E.R.R. & L. Co.” who hauls away bags of money as he drags a poor Filipino vomiting
coins. (Library of Congress; Lipag Kalabaw, October 21, 1908)



Despite prohibition of opium in 1908, Chinese smuggling and official collusion in the Customs
House (top) gave Manila ample supplies for illicit smoking dens like this one (above) on Malinta
Street, Manila, in 1924. (Philippines Free Press, January 11, 1919; Library of Congress)



W. Cameron Forbes (right) and Gen. Leonard Wood (left) on a study mission investigating
Philippine corruption, Cavite Province, 1921, just before Wood became governor general.
(MS Am 1192.12, W. Cameron Forbes Papers, by permission of the Houghton Library,
Harvard University)

In the midst of a political crisis over police graft, Detective Ray Conley thumbs his nose
at Interior Secretary Jose Laurel, who has accused Conley of taking bribes from illegal
gambling. (El Debate, April 20, 1923)



As the Philippine National Bank collapses from corruption, merchant Vicente Madrigal backhands
stolen pesos to Assembly Speaker Sergio Osmeña while financier Ramon Fernandez bribes Senate
President Manuel Quezon. (Bag-ong Kusog, March 7, 1924)



In 1941– 42 Japanese American writer Mary Oyama Mittwer (top) worked as Agent B-31
reporting about alleged Japanese espionage in Los Angeles to Gen. Ralph Van Deman
(above), shown in 1919 when he was chief of U.S. counterintelligence at the Versailles
peace conference, Paris. (Bancroft Library, University of California; U.S. Military History
Institute)
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Constabulary Covert Operations

I J 1907, Manila was stunned by news of a spectacular upset in the elections
for the first Philippine Assembly. After years of harassment by the courts and
constabulary, Filipino nationalists had captured a clear majority of seats, reduc-
ing the once dominant collaborators of the Federalista Party to an impotent mi-
nority. But one victory stood out as a sign of deeper changes yet to come. Only a
year after the nationalist newspaper El Renacimiento had faced criminal charges
for criticizing the constabulary, its crusading editor, Fernando Guerrero, had won
an Assembly seat from Manila. Elated by his election, nationalists staged an emo-
tional victory parade through the city’s streets on August 11. They waved the red
banner of the Katipunan, the secret society that had led the revolution against
Spain. They ripped American flags from public buildings. They shouted “Fuera
los Americanos!” “Americans Out!”—a demand that Manila’s colonial rulers
were determined to defeat.

Two weeks later, on August 23, the city’s archcolonial police chief, John
Harding, outlawed the Katipunan flag and sent officers across the capital to seize
any on display. That night, in a last imperial hurrah, Manila’s American colony
massed to “Rally Around the Flag.” Over three thousand angry Americans filled
the Grand Opera House to hear speakers thunder threats of retaliation for any
future denigration of the Stars and Stripes. The veterans’ leader, Maj. W. H.
Bishop, insisted that these islands, “purchased with the blood of American sol-
diers,” should forever “remain the territory of the United States.” Fearing mob
violence, the U.S. colonial executive quickly strengthened the Sedition Law and,
with some reluctance, enacted a Flag Law banning display of the Katipunan ban-
ner. The Manila Times cheered this tough response, asking whether the natives
“take their medicine like men or . . . play the child and sulk?”1

As this furor over flags indicates, the U.S. decision to share power with the Fil-
ipino elite through elections was a tectonic change, disrupting a delicate colonial



balance and starting a process that would lead, step-by-step, to full indepen-
dence. Yet the 1907 election was also a flash point, sparking nationalist sentiment
long suppressed under U.S. rule. Pushed slowly to the political margins, Filipino
radicals had retreated from party politics and were creating an alternative politi-
cal space of public meetings and street rallies. As the city’s moderate, educated
elites dominated electoral politics after 1907, these radicals gained a new follow-
ing by mobilizing the city’s working class with a rhetoric of unbending national-
ism and social justice. Instead of trying to influence colonial policy, these mili-
tants organized both mass meetings to protest the arrival of American capital
and labor unions to mount strikes against U.S. corporations. When police repres-
sion and PC penetration ended these walkouts, activist leaders formed mutual
aid societies for the city’s workers, creating a new constituency for radical agita-
tion. At the extremist fringe of these movements, many radicals advocated an
alliance with Japan as an alternative imperial protector and exemplar.

With each turn in this radical Filipino mobilization, the constabulary adjusted
its tactics to defeat the militants, defend the moderate center, and secure the place
of the U.S. regime as the islands’ unchallenged ruler. The threat of scandal, so
effective in controlling the actions of educated political moderates, had little
impact on those outside the main arena of colonial politics. While conventional
American and Filipino careerists stocked up on scurrilous intelligence to protect
their reputations or destroy rivals, groups at the extremities—from Japanese
agents to Filipino radicals and Chinese opium traders—played by a different set
of rules. It was the constabulary’s duty to neutralize all these volatile forces, an
end it achieved by taking the manipulation of information to new extremes.

After five years of fighting rural revolts from 1902 to 1907, the constabulary
adapted both its officer corps and order-of-battle for political operations to con-
tain strikes, street rallies, and mass meetings. Instead of deploying rifle compa-
nies against armed peasants, the constabulary used its Information Division for
intensified surveillance of Manila’s militants. In this difficult political transition,
the constabulary applied its coercive powers for the steady demoralization and
destruction of groups that threatened the colonial order. It was discreet in its
treatment of the Philippine Assembly even when assertive nationalists won elec-
tion. But radical or noncooperating leaders who operated outside the bounds of
electoral politics through union organizing or street rallies were subjected to sur-
veillance, infiltration, and ultimately arrest and prison. By penetrating these rad-
ical organizations, the constabulary sought to destroy them from within through
psychological profiling, disinformation, black propaganda, and entrapment. Most
important, the U.S. regime strove to corrode the tenuous bonds of trust that held
the upper echelons of these groups together, depriving them of effective leader-
ship. In sum, after 1907 the constabulary’s main mission shifted from counterin-
surgency to psychological and information warfare. Under the pressure of this
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strategy, the Filipino radical movement would soon implode amid suspicion and
betrayal.

Shadow Masters

The success of these covert operations was the product of an eight-year col-
laboration between two unconventional officers: Gen. Harry Bandholtz, chief of
the constabulary, and Lt. Col. Rafael Crame, superintendent of its Information
Division. Although raised in societies separated by nine thousand miles, their
backgrounds and personalities were surprisingly similar, indicating that a certain
character was best suited to life in society’s shadows. Both men achieved distinc-
tion in the service of their respective nations, Bandholtz as founder of the U.S.
Army’s Military Police, or MPs, and Crame as the first Filipino chief of constab-
ulary. Both are honored as martial paragons, Crame by the national police head-
quarters in Manila that bears his name and Bandholtz by a heroic bronze statue
before the U.S. Embassy in Budapest.2 They shared an aloof personality and
caustic intelligence that in regular military service might have barred their rise to
command. But under the peculiar circumstances of colonial policing these were
attributes ideal, even imperative, for success.

Their biographies, like their personalities, are somewhat similar. As a Spanish
mestizo and son of a lieutenant in the Spanish colonial artillery, Rafael Crame
straddled Manila’s main racial divide. He was immersed in yet apart from Fili-
pino society, allowing him vast local knowledge and the liberty to use it for
foreign rule. Born in 1863 in the small town of Malabon near Manila, he attended
the elite Ateneo de Manila College and the local Spanish Military Academy before
finishing his education at Manila’s Spanish Infantry School in 1881. A year later he
won a post in the internal revenue service by examination and rose rapidly to
deputy collector. When the revolution erupted in August 1896, he took a two-year
leave to fight the rebels as a soldier in the Filipino-Spanish Volunteer Battalion,
winning promotion to lieutenant. After Spain’s defeat in August 1898, Crame
rallied to his former enemies in the Philippine revolutionary army for several
months before switching sides again to join the U.S. Army’s new Manila Police,
quickly advancing to captain. After losing his rank in the reorganization of 1902,
he transferred to the constabulary as a third lieutenant and rose inside its Infor-
mation Division for the next fifteen years until his promotion to chief in 1917,
a post he would hold until his death ten years later. At the close of his career,
Crame, puffing his massive chest and flexing his firm biceps, would tell visitors
how as a young man he “had a competition in physical endurance once with Dr.
Dominador Gomez, . . . one of the strongest Filipinos,” and years later one of his
chief antagonists in the ranks of Filipino radicals. During his fifteen years in se-
cret police work, Crame proved both brilliant and relentless, deploying his secret
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agents strategically, analyzing their reports with acute insight, and pursuing radi-
cal nationalists until he had destroyed their movement and killed their leaders.
For over twelve years he tracked ex-general Mariano Noriel with the ruthlessness
of a Filipino Javert, the merciless inspector in Les Miserables, twisting truth and
law from inside the bowels of the secret service until the old general swung from
the gallows of Bilibid Prison—the only execution of an educated Filipino in forty
years of U.S. rule.3

Harry Hill Bandholtz shared similarly mixed parentage and ambiguous rela-
tions with his own society, an alienation that may have led him to find his real
calling in the netherworld of colonial policing. Born in Constantine, Michigan, a
small town near Chicago, in 1864, just fourteen months after Crame, Bandholtz
was the child of working-class parents who could give him little more than the
most basic of American birthrights. Three years earlier his mother, Elizabeth
Hill, the daughter of an Irish-English mason, had married a German immigrant
twice her age and settled down in this modest midwestern village. After graduat-
ing from high school in 1881, the year Crame finished infantry school in Manila,
Bandholtz worked as a clerk in Chicago before winning admission to West Point
by examination. Although he started at the top of his class, he developed an eye
ailment and graduated with an undistinguished record in 1890, relegating him to
the infantry. But the Spanish-American War rescued this lowly first lieutenant
from drilling undergraduates at the Michigan Agricultural College and sent him
to Cuba where he quickly won a brevet promotion to major and a silver star for
gallantry near San Juan Hill. In Cuba as well, Bandholtz also found his real voca-
tion, civil affairs, while supervising elections in Sagua la Grande. Arriving at Ma-
nila in 1900, he rose rapidly through the colonial service over the next thirteen
years in civil missions that combined intelligence and politics: the mass surrender
of revolutionaries on Marinduque Island in 1900, pacification of rebel-infested
Tayabas Province a year later, and the elimination, by capture and assassination,
of Cavite’s rebel leaders in 1906 –7. These successes and his refined political sen-
sibilities won him an appointment as chief of the constabulary in June 1907 with
the brevet rank of brigadier general.4

In assembling and assaying a daunting mass of raw intelligence, Bandholtz
brought to his police work uncommon talents evident even in his choice of pas-
times. Throughout his decades of military service, he was, in his words, an “ar-
dent collector of all kinds of curios”—stamps, weapons, hats, and photographs—
pursuing every object with a hunter’s intensity and cataloging each with a
curator’s care. At the Saint Louis World’s Fair of 1904, his collection of 213 pieces
of Philippine memorabilia covered the entire wall of a major hall. His holdings
included the original dagger that Andres Bonifacio had used to initiate revolu-
tionaries into the Katipunan, an iconic object he later offered to Sen. Manuel
Quezon as a token of their long friendship.5
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The detachment and dark intrigues that served Bandholtz so well in police
work also spilled into his private life, chilling even the most intimate of relation-
ships. Ambition for promotion drove him to join every possible Manila organiza-
tion: the Republican Party, Veterans Army, Masons, Knight’s Templar, Bamboo
Oasis, and Army-Navy Club. But he remained a loner, calculating in his friend-
ships and unperturbed by their betrayal whether by his own son Cleveland, who
had followed him to West Point, or his constabulary subordinate James Harbord,
who rose far beyond him. At the close of his military career in the early 1920s,
Bandholtz filled his army personnel file with documents to prevent his only son
from “besmirching” his name and incarcerated his wife of thirty-two years in a
Michigan mental hospital.6 With the same scurrilous tactics he once used against
Filipino radicals, Bandholtz later filed for divorce by detailing her fantasies of his
fornication with the “wife of a prominent official” on the forward deck of a coast
guard cutter.7 While his predecessor, Henry Allen, retired to be considered for a
vice presidential nomination and his successor, Harbord, chaired the Radio Cor-
poration of America, Bandholtz returned to his native Michigan village and
spent his final days there counting his savings, a tidy $101,000, and cataloging his
thousands of curios.8

Though aloof from other American officers, Bandholtz could perform with
an intuitive brilliance in foreign cultures. “Bandholtz certainly has more gift than
any of us for handling the Filipino people,” wrote Colonel Harbord in 1907.9 In
explosive situations Bandholtz never failed to grasp the political jugular and
could restore order by sheer force of personality. Acting on his own, he contained
a potentially violent demonstration by forty thousand Manila workers in 1911.
Eight years later, alone and armed only with a swagger stick, he repulsed truck-
loads of Rumanian troops bent on plundering Budapest’s National Museum. In
1921 he broke an armed uprising by eighteen thousand West Virginia coal miners
with a snap of his fingers and without firing a shot.10 The detached observation
and deft manipulations that defined his personality, though hardly appealing,
would prove useful in a colonial police whose work entailed betrayal, deception,
disinformation, and, on occasion, assassination.

There were, however, some significant differences in the abilities of these two
shadow masters. If we compare their intelligence reports, Bandholtz, though
encyclopedic in his grasp of Filipino political connections, was a bit flat, often
missing the critical cultural nuance. As constabulary chief in 1907, he could
sweep across Luzon at dictation speed, enumerating the kinship, character, and
allegiances for almost every provincial governor, calling Pangasinan’s Artacho
“energetic,” Nueva Ecija’s Gabaldon “very weak,” and Cavite’s Leonardo Osorio “a
puppet in the hands of Dominador Gomez.” But Crame’s 1909 survey of elected
officials demonstrates an even greater depth of local knowledge and, most im-
portant, an uncanny insight into individual character akin to what decades later
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would be called psychological profiling.11 Bandholtz had a superior military edu-
cation and a broader political vision, but Crame was clearly the intellectual force
and social fulcrum for the constabulary’s success as a secret police force, a talent
that Bandholtz acknowledged by deferring to his subordinate’s judgment on sen-
sitive matters.12

Covert Tradecraft

Under the leadership of Bandholtz and Crame, the constabulary’s Information
Division devised a covert tradecraft that included surveillance and infiltration for
intelligence collection, in-depth analysis of incoming data, and manipulation of
target groups by means of black propaganda, psychological warfare, and agent
provocateurs. Through this distinctively colonial experience, the Information
Division developed an expertise unrivaled by any comparable U.S. agency.

In the seven years of its most intensive political warfare, 1907–14, the founda-
tion for the constabulary’s covert operations was the daily, shoe leather surveil-
lance of suspected radicals by hundreds of Filipino agents—or, to be precise, 118
of these “operators” in 1904, the last year this figure was released.13 Known only
by code names or numbers, they were the full-time foot soldiers in the constabu-
lary’s secret war, moving daily through Manila’s radical meetings and detailing
every contact in thousands of regular reports.

Through judicious recruitment, the Information Division won some invalu-
able Filipino agents whose revolutionary background and paradoxical commit-
ment to the nationalist cause gave them access to the leading Filipino militants.
At the high tide of Japanese espionage in 1908 –9, for example, Agent 11, known as
“Justo Sagasa,” showed a consistent ability to extract information from both the
radical leader Felipe Buencamino Sr. and his Japanese contact, Capt. J. Ihara,
a member of Japan’s General Staff then working undercover as a student at
Buencamino’s Manila college. Although Agent 11’s true identity is still concealed,
he was, like others in the secret service, a former revolutionary respected by his
comrades.14 Similarly, Agent 6, known as “Mariano Nicolas,” was an early mem-
ber of the Katipunan and a former general in Aguinaldo’s army. Indicative of
both his access and his motivation for espionage, this agent’s report of January
1911 charged that Manila’s leading radicals—Felipe Buencamino, Ramon Diokno,
Isabelo de los Reyes, and Bishop Gregorio Aglipay—had “signed a contract with
Japan to cede the Philippine Customs to the latter for thirty years upon emanci-
pation of the Philippines by aid of Japan.” Expressing his deep concern over the
possible success of this scheme, Agent 6 added that “as an ex-general of the revo-
lution of 1896 and a practical expert, I want the independence of the Philippines
at a day when the people are united and not in these years of division, egoism and
regionalism, because civil war is inevitable.”15 When circumstances demanded it,
the constabulary played on more venal instincts to recruit agents in Manila’s
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netherworld of spies, radicals, and racketeers. In December 1909, for example,
Agent 22 reported that a spy named Istellas was bragging at a local cockpit about
working for Colonel Crame, saying, “Look, friend, I never lack money for ex-
penses and clothes.”16

Colonel Crame was also skilled at turning enemy agents into double agents.
In December 1909, Agent 22 reported that a radical had recruited a PC officer to
foment mutiny. The colonel soon identified this would-be mutineer as Sgt. Blas
Baglagon and summoned him from Cavite with his commander, Col. Thomas I.
Mair. Confronted with the agent’s report, the sergeant confessed to joining “the
revolution they are planning under the direction of Ishikawa, Trias, and San-
diko,” adding that they were “waiting for arms from Japan.” Instead of arresting
the sergeant, Crame “gave him instructions to continue working with the con-
spiracy until he had concrete knowledge of all the plans of the revolutionists.”17

Though lacking formal instruction in covert tradecraft, these Filipino agents
were resourceful operatives, improvising to create a repertoire of surveillance
techniques. In their rounds of Manila by foot, horse cart, tram, and train, full-
time agents attended radical meetings in streets, empty lots, or theaters, taking
extensive notes on the endless debates. At a December 1909 gathering of some 150
workers at Barrio Mangahan in Paco district, Agent 2 monitored discussions of
a possible war between Japan and America to identify enemy sympathizers. At
the opposite end of the social scale, he attended a meeting at the Manila Opera
House in May 1910 called to protest the sale of Church lands to American trusts,
listening closely as the editor of the daily La Vanguardia warned that “the day will
come when we shall be like watchdogs tied to our master’s table.”18 Covert infil-
tration by even the most experienced agents often risked exposure. As PC opera-
tions intensified, prominent Filipino radicals fielded their own men for counter-
intelligence. After one of Felipe Buencamino’s spies followed Agent 11 to Colonel
Crame’s office in March 1910, this operative was suddenly shut out of radical
circles, rendering his future reports almost useless.19

Intelligence Analysis

With its network of several hundred active Filipino agents, the constabulary’s In-
formation Division collected masses of political data through intensive surveil-
lance of individuals, infiltration of radical groups, and careful monitoring of
press and public discourse. All this intelligence flowed into its Manila headquar-
ters where it was translated, typed, and filed. Using numbering systems similar to
those devised by Melvil Dewey and Charles A. Cutter in the 1870s, each document
in this torrent of information was coded by topic and sequence to juxtapose re-
lated reports for individual character studies, order-of-battle rosters, and longi-
tudinal surveys of entire movements, creating a colonial frame for analysis and
action.
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This system reduced each detailed report, which often ran to ten or twelve
typed pages, to a single “smart number.” Thus, a letter from Agent 30 dated Janu-
ary 15, 1911, became simply report “No. A14/0223.” Data was then cross-referenced
in name and topical files to allow a quick response to queries prompted by subse-
quent reports. When a letter denouncing Colonel Crame, signed “Luis David,”
reached PC headquarters in May 1911, a check of the surname David found the
Christian names “Agapito, Antonio, Bernardo, Felix, Guillermo, Hermogenes,
Honorio, Juan and Leoncio.” Through steps not explained this led to the identifi-
cation of the author as “Luis David living at Angeles, Pampanga, who has been
regarded as pro-Japanese.”20

At the operational level, this information facilitated arrests of subversives, the
amassing of evidence for trial, dissemination of disinformation, and psychologi-
cal warfare to foster suspicions among targeted groups. At its peak after 1910, the
Information Division fused close political analysis and nuanced character study
to produce biographies of prominent radicals. More broadly, constabulary offi-
cers could weave diverse information retrieved from files spanning many years
into a sociological study of the culture and politics of major movements.21

During his decade commanding the Information Division (1907–17), Rafael
Crame refined these longitudinal studies to counter Japanese espionage and later
used them, with considerable effect, in his covert campaign against Filipino radi-
cals. Drawing on these files and reports, Crame’s staff compiled order-of-battle
rosters for Filipinos in the pro-Japan movement, identifying ten legislators,
notably the future statesmen Rafael Palma and Jayme de Veyra, and fourteen
newspapermen, including the entire staff of the nationalist newspaper El Renaci-
miento, as “agents of the Japanese government.”22

Driven by this threat, Colonel Crame himself profiled the Filipino legislators
elected in 1909, drawing data from the division files on family background, social
networks, and personal vices to produce some insightful character studies. In
sum, Crame’s reports, like Goya’s Spanish caricatures in Los Caprichos, were bru-
tally frank portraits of the stunted personalities and blighted lives found in the
shadows of empire. With withering prose, Colonel Crame portrayed Laguna’s
governor elect, Domingo Ordoveza, as a diffident child of colonial wealth who
had returned from studies overseas with a pastiche of social superficialities in-
stead of skills or principles. “When he came from America, he had imitated Amer-
ican customs,” reads a passage that shows how deeply surveillance had reached
into private social space, “thereby disgusting his family, for he began to discharge
the servants, saying that in America rich people had no servants but did their own
work, and he wished to imitate them.” With sharp sensitivity to his country’s po-
litical culture, Crame portrayed the representative elect for Rizal Province, Jose
Lino Luna, as a wastrel with no political qualifications save one. “His public life
has been in the cockpits,” the colonel explained. “He has no moral influence over
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the masses and his triumph in the election is due to the support of his cock-
fighting friends who gave him great help.”23

As its antiradical campaign expanded, the Information Division drew on this
rich intelligence to profile the man it considered the greatest threat to colonial
order, the irrepressible rebel, General Artemio Ricarte. In contrast to later, less
sympathetic accounts, Colonel Crame’s thirty-page biography of the general
portrays him as a dreamer whose quixotic quest to repeat the Katipunan’s mass
uprising and rewind history’s clock damned him to a life of prison, poverty, and
perpetual failure. After several years leading the revolution’s underground inside
U.S.-occupied Manila, Ricarte was captured in 1900 and exiled to Guam with
other “irreconcilables.” Despite three years’ imprisonment on that isolated island,
he refused to take an oath of loyalty to America and was deported to Hong Kong
where he tried in vain to revive the Katipunan. In December 1903 Ricarte slipped
back into Manila on a steamer for a desperate second attempt at revolution. Dur-
ing his weeks of moving about Manila meeting secretly with former comrades,
the radical playwright Aurelio Tolentino asked how they would fight without
guns. “In the same way as against Spain in 1896,” Ricarte replied, “namely, with
daggers and bamboo pikes.” But his plans for an uprising by “Constabulary in-
spectors who had belonged to the revolution” imploded in a premature mutiny,
relegating Ricarte to cutting stone in a Mariveles quarry and an eventual six-year
sentence in solitary confinement at Bilibid Prison. Judging from the PC reports
Crame cited in his case file, Ricarte’s every step in this six-month journey to de-
feat was the subject of detailed reports from either PC surveillance or comrades
who had betrayed him.24

Counterespionage

After taking command of the Information Division in late 1906, Colonel Crame’s
covert operations moved through two distinct phases, starting with an obsessive
counterespionage effort against the threat of Japanese aggression and then shift-
ing to a successful campaign against Filipino radicals. In his initial, rather lonely
crusade against Japanese conquest, Crame seemed to slip into that hall of mental
mirrors common to counterintelligence, mistaking rumors for reality and fitting
fragments of data into a distorted mosaic of threat.

After its defeat of Russia in 1905, Japan became, in American eyes, a rival for
control of the Philippines. Two years later the islands were, in the words of PC
chief Bandholtz, “simply slopping over with Japanese spies.” The aim of such es-
pionage was not, he said, invasion but “to incite the Filipinos to frequent upris-
ings . . . in the hopes . . . that our government would be willing to get rid of the
islands at any price.”25 Half a world away inside the White House President Theo-
dore Roosevelt shared a similar sense of Japanese threat. In 1907 he ordered the
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Military Information Division to submit “weekly memoranda concerning the
activities and apparent intentions of the Japanese all over the world.” Reportedly
“convinced that Japan was preparing a hostile move against the United States,”
the president, mindful of recent tensions with Tokyo over Japanese immigration,
ordered the Atlantic Fleet to cross the Pacific in a show of force, producing the
famed circumnavigation of the globe by America’s “Great White Fleet.”26

That dramatic demonstration of naval power was more show than substance,
however, and it could not mask the reality of America’s retreat from the western
Pacific. Fueling a growing Filipino sense that U.S. influence was fading, Roose-
velt’s successor, President William H. Taft, pulled the main U.S. Navy forces back
to Pearl Harbor in late 1909 and ended construction of naval fortifications at
both Corregidor and Subic Bay in the Philippines. In the words of one PC secret
agent, this news “sounded like a bomb in all social circles.”27 Communicating a
sense of vulnerability at this edge of empire, Governor-General W. Cameron
Forbes warned the War Department that “it is the policy of Japan to cultivate
throughout the islands a pro-Japanese feeling and an anti-American one at the
same time they are mapping and surveying . . . the roads and ports.” He urged
that “we should take certain precautionary measures . . . of creating among the
Filipinos a public opinion distrustful of Japan.”28

Such pronouncements were informed in part by constabulary intelligence. In
his first report on this looming danger dated December 1906, Colonel Crame
warned that after its victory over Russia Japan had committed itself to “the com-
plete expulsion of the Caucasian races” from Asia and that the United States was
now “its only serious obstacle.” In the event of war, Tokyo would strike first at
Hawaii and then occupy the Philippines, a move that would be supported by a
Filipino “uprising in favor of the Japanese intervention.” To this latter end Japan
was working through Filipino agents to compile “a set of maps on a much larger
scale . . . than exist anywhere else.”29

If Crame sounded the warning, then starting in late 1909 his secret agents
supplied ample details for his vision of a complex conspiracy. To arm the secret
Filipino army that would rise in support of Japan, Vicente Lucban, an ex-general
famed for slaughtering U.S. troops at Balangiga, Samar, had reportedly left for
Japan to purchase ten thousand rifles while his confederates moved through the
city’s slums seeking recruits for a mass slaughter of American colonials.30 Among
the many reports about arms smuggling, the constabulary attached the most
credibility to those involving ex-general Licerio Geronimo, who was despised
by American colonials for killing their hero, General Henry Lawton. To unmask
his activities the Information Division periodically dispatched secret agents to in-
vestigate the arms warehouses he was reportedly building on Polillo Island off
Luzon’s remote Pacific coast.31

In a desperate counterattack, the U.S. colonial regime used its intelligence ser-
vices to mount a clandestine propaganda and surveillance effort. Writing “for the
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eye of the honorable secretary of war only” in October 1909, Governor-General
Forbes reported that Japan was engaged in “a systematic effort . . . particularly
through the extremely hostile newspaper ‘El Renacimiento,’ to injure American
prestige, stir up race feeling, and create dissatisfaction with the government.” To
check this campaign, Forbes urged, in the strongest terms, the launching of a
comprehensive anti-Japanese propaganda campaign “to create a terror of Japan
by giving a list of fancied horrors” leading to the conclusion “that the existence of
the Filipino as a separate race would be endangered or its extinction absolutely
certain” under Japanese rule. This information would be disseminated covertly
among Filipinos via political parties, public meetings, and the press. To this end
the government’s undercover agents should attend “every secret meeting, sup-
plied with facts and arguments ready-made to give a good logical case against
Japanese occupation.”32

In the meantime, the constabulary scored some surprising successes, notably
the capture of a suspected Japanese asset, the messianic leader Felipe Salvador.
Alone among Luzon’s peasant rebels, Salvador had eluded the Americans for over
a decade, defeating even the most extreme attempts to extract intelligence from
his followers.33 After years of inactivity, in early 1910 constabulary agents re-
ported that Salvador had returned from Japan to mount a propaganda campaign
on the slopes of his sacred Mount Arayat, fanning fears of an “approaching war
between America and Japan.” In reality this rumor was one of several PC penetra-
tion efforts that finally led to Salvador’s capture in July. After the courts sentenced
him to death, the U.S. regime carried out the execution in 1912 before the mayors
of the Central Luzon municipalities where he had been most active, demoralizing
peasant radicals and stilling messianic revolts in that region for the next quarter
century.34

As the constabulary surveiled its agents, Japan’s Manila consulate reacted by
first conducting counterintelligence to identify personnel in the PC Information
Division and then withdrawing most of its operatives.35 In April 1910, when two
Japanese were jailed for attempting to buy the plans of Manila Bay’s fortifications
from a soldier in the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, the consulate quickly agreed
to voluntary deportation.36 After three years of aggressive counterespionage and
some success, the constabulary’s initial, inflated fears of a Japanese-sponsored
conspiracy thus declined and its Information Division turned to a more substan-
tial target: Filipino nationalism.

Surveilling Radical Nationalists

As this sense of foreign threat receded in 1909 –10, the Information Division
shifted its gaze inward. Its agents slowly infiltrated Filipino nationalist circles so
deeply that they were able to provide the constabulary with both accurate intelli-
gence and considerable control over the movement. Gradually, the constabulary
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moved beyond mere surveillance to covert penetration, both damaging the radi-
cal movement and embroiling the division in political intrigues.

Colonel Crame’s agents were few and his funds limited, but through painstak-
ing analysis he identified the radical movement’s weakest points and deployed his
resources strategically to exploit them. Whether by accident or design, the colonel
ignored the movement’s institutional foundations of press, parties, and unions
that so obsessed his American superiors. Instead he attacked the less visible, more
vulnerable intangibles that were its real strength. Lacking a unifying organization
like the original Katipunan, Manila’s militant nationalist movement comprised a
loose, three-tiered structure: a network of a dozen leaders, a hundred-plus mid-
level cadres, and a floating mass of workers. To mobilize this amorphous move-
ment, radical leaders relied on loose personal networks as they moved about Ma-
nila in street-corner rallies, meetings in private homes, and chance encounters on
streets, trams, and trains. Their ultimate strength, as Crame understood, lay in
the slender threads of shared values, language, and aspirations whose sum was
trust. Attacking each element strategically, the police and PC monitored count-
less meetings within the nationalist networks in Manila and its surrounding
provinces. At radical street rallies constabulary agents and allies rose from the
crowd to deliver seemingly spontaneous rebuttals, articulating a counterpropa-
ganda that contested the movement’s ideological appeal. Simultaneously, secret
agents infiltrated the militants’ leadership, fomenting suspicion and division. As
fear and recrimination spread throughout the nationalist network, trust, its es-
sential social cement, eroded.

In this final, critical phase of the antiradical campaign, the constabulary owed
much of its successful infiltration to Filipino agents with credibility and contacts.
In this effort Bandholtz and Crame formed tactical alliances with four famed na-
tionalists who served the constabulary as unpaid voluntary agents: Eulogio Reyes
Carrillo, a Makati planter and well-known activist; Aurelio Tolentino, a famed
radical dramatist; Santiago Alvarez, a former revolutionary general; and Manuel
Quezon, the senior Nacionalista legislator and a rising political star. Drawing on
their oratorical skills and local connections, they acted as de facto spokesmen
for U.S.-Filipino collaboration. At times they went a step further, providing key
intelligence that aided the constabulary’s efforts to neutralize radical move-
ments. Some, like Quezon, no doubt tried to manipulate the U.S. security ap-
paratus to serve their vision of Filipino aspirations, but others, like Tolentino,
seemed to have been broken by the pressure of police surveillance to serve colo-
nial ends. With the help of these agents, and lesser contributions by several hun-
dred more, the constabulary succeeded in demoralizing and dividing the radical
nationalist movement between 1907 and 1912. By discrediting the leaders and
disbanding their militant organizations, the constabulary in effect cleared the
colony’s narrow democratic space for political moderates willing to collaborate
with colonial rule.
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In November 1909 Carrillo set off on a personal mission to infiltrate pro-
Japanese circles, producing useful intelligence that he detailed in a seven-page re-
port to the U.S. governor-general. At Hong Kong, Carrillo had a hostile meeting
with Vicente Sotto, an exiled radical second only to General Ricarte in the pro-
Japan conspiracy. When Carrillo said the Filipinos “should declare themselves
completely neutral” in any war between America and Japan, Sotto dismissed this
visitor as “a spy of the American government.” Privately, however, Sotto was
eager to swap intelligence for a pardon from rape charges that were keeping him
in exile and offered documents about radicals’ secret negotiations with the Japa-
nese to smuggle seventy thousand rifles into the Philippines. In concluding his
report to the U.S. governor-general, Carrillo recommended an aggressive cam-
paign to counter the radicals’ pro-Japanese propaganda.37

Quezon’s relationship with the constabulary was more complex. As noted
earlier, during the first decade of his political career he had been an undercover
operative for the colonial police and relied on its commanders to suppress scan-
dals that could have destroyed his reputation. In the early 1920s, General Crame
claimed that Quezon had once been his “private spy . . . used in all sorts of cases
in the early days of the Constabulary.” The quotation apparently refers to 1902–3,
when Crame was still a junior lieutenant in the Information Division and Que-
zon a “penniless” student and neophyte lawyer. These were years of nationalist
ferment when the constabulary was using numerous Filipino spies to monitor
radical groups. Amidst this antiradical campaign in May 1903, the Manila Police
raided a theater during the final scene of the incendiary play Kahapon, Ngayon, at
Bukas (Yesterday, Today, Tomorrow). As the Filipino flag rose triumphantly to
cheers from the audience, burly American officers burst in, threw one actor off
the stage, and arrested its author, Aurelio Tolentino. In the famed “subversive
drama” case that followed, the young attorney Quezon defended the playwright
against felony charges. Even though his client was sentenced to a stiff prison term,
Quezon’s lead role in his defense no doubt facilitated contacts among Manila rad-
icals that were useful to the constabulary. If Crame was correct, then Quezon,
playing the colonial game with consummate skill, won nationalist credentials by
defending radical leaders and colonial patronage by spying on them. Later, when
he was chief of the constabulary, Crame could say of Quezon to powerful Amer-
icans, “I know him from top to bottom and he never will dare to attack me.”38

Even after the legislature sent Quezon to Washington as its resident commis-
sioner in 1909, he still worked closely with the constabulary, using his radical ac-
cess to gather intelligence and preempt uprisings that might have complicated his
negotiations with the U.S. Congress over independence. “The Manila conspira-
tors are endeavoring to land arms over on the contra costa [east coast],” PC Gen-
eral Bandholtz wrote Quezon in December as he traveled to Washington. Band-
holtz asked his protégé to write “your parientes in Baler and Casiguran and some
of your friends in Mauban and Infanta” to keep aloof from “any so-called
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‘japanofilo’ revolutionists or conspirators.” Reminding Quezon of his protection
and patronage, the chief added, “We want you to make good, to make good em-
phatically and there is no living Filipino who can benefit his people more than
Manuel L. Quezon.”39

Whether visiting Manila or passing through Hong Kong, Quezon met regu-
larly with radicals to discourage their plots and gather intelligence. In October
1911, after years of fund-raising, the radicals planned to unveil a statue of Andres
Bonifacio at Balintawak near Manila while mobilizing a crowd of forty thousand
revolutionary veterans armed with fighting bolos, the symbolic weapon of the
1896 revolution. On a home visit from Washington, Quezon feared that fiery rhet-
oric and fighting bolos were a volatile combination that could mean bloodshed of
tragic proportions. “Quezon inside of 48 hours also got next to the Ricarte con-
spiracy and verified everything that we had,” General Bandholtz wrote his army
colleagues, and then “came to my house one night in much concern having ac-
quired information almost identical with our own.” To avoid shooting “several
hundred poor ignorant taos [peasants],” Bandholtz dispatched Colonel Crame to
warn the rally’s organizers that “we would see to it that the ones first hurt would
be the chairmen of the committees.” Finding themselves in the constabulary’s
sights, the radicals ordered that workers attend without their bolos.40

The constabulary also made good use of Quezon’s access to General Ricarte
himself, the last active revolutionary. During this same voyage of October 1911,
Quezon, on an apparent mission to plant disinformation, met Ricarte at Hong
Kong to warn that his top Manila leaders were plotting with the constabulary to
stage a sham uprising that would justify mass arrests of his followers.41 A year
later, in December 1912, Agent 27 reported that Quezon had again met Ricarte in
Hong Kong, urging him to delay the revolt and promising that should “peaceful
measures in America fail” to win independence “the two will come to the Philip-
pines together and begin the revolution.”42

At the close of the Taft era, W. Cameron Forbes, who had supervised the con-
stabulary for a decade as police secretary and governor-general, called Quezon
“the most responsive little organism to outside influences that I know.” Explain-
ing why a short leash was needed to keep him in line, the governor-general added,
“I have likened Quezon to a wonderfully trained hunting dog run wild. If the
hunter is skilled . . . Quezon will become a sheep dog, rounding up the sheep and
bringing them in admirably. But alone or in bad company, he goes wrong and
ends up killing lambs and devastating hen yards.”43

If Quezon was the constabulary’s guide through the thickets of elite politics,
then Aurelio Tolentino was its ideological gladiator in Manila’s crowded slums.
As a dedicated revolutionary and radical dramatist, Tolentino’s name is synony-
mous, even today, with unbowed resistance to American rule.44 But confidential
PC reports reveal that by 1908 a decade of ceaseless PC pressure had transformed
him from nationalist icon into colonial agent.
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For over a decade, from the founding of the Katipunan in 1892 through the
launching of the radical Partido Nacionalista in 1901, Tolentino had been at the
storm center of revolutionary struggle. Two years later he won lasting fame after
his arrest and trial for presenting the incendiary drama Kahapon, Ngayon, at
Bukas at a time when colonial repression made the stage the only free democratic
space. He then joined an abortive uprising led by General Ricarte and was again
arrested in the constabulary’s round-up of the conspirators. In February 1907,
after an extended public campaign, Tolentino was released on a “strict parole”
that required him to report monthly to Colonel Crame. Under the colonel’s close
supervision Tolentino resumed work as a dramatist but now submitted his scripts
to the Manila Police for strict censorship that moderated his radical politics. In
striking contrast to his early anti-imperialist works, his 1908 drama Luwalhati
featured a crudely metaphoric marriage between the Philippines and America.
For a full five years, until his executive pardon in 1912, Tolentino faced the threat
of summary incarceration as he moved about the city producing plays and par-
ticipating in political debate, circumstances that gave the constabulary an ex-
traordinarily valuable asset.45

Tolentino first proved his usefulness to the police during a sudden wave
of labor militancy that swept Manila in early 1909. Responding to an influx of
U.S. capital after the Payne-Aldrich Tariff opened the American market to Philip-
pine imports, militant nationalists, now marginalized in the electoral arena,
shifted tactics by mobilizing workers for a renewed attack on colonial rule. Under
the fiery leadership of Dr. Dominador Gomez, the Union Obrera Democratica
launched strikes against American firms that dominated key sectors of the city’s
economy: first a successful six-day strike by fourteen hundred seamen against the
port’s shipping companies in January; next an abortive action by stevedores in
the import-export houses in February; and, most important, a bitter monthlong
walkout in March by motormen and conductors of the city’s streetcar monopoly,
the Manila Electric Railroad and Light Company (Meralco).46

When Meralco rejected the union demands, Filipino workers struck against a
corporation that symbolized American colonial capital more than any other. In a
massive deployment, police patrolled the yards and rode each tram with riot
guns, allowing American employees to keep the streetcars running. After five days
at the brink of defeat, the union suddenly shifted tactics and inspired a surge of
mass support with wall posters and newspaper advertisements calling on patri-
otic Filipinos to boycott the trams and ride carromatas, the city’s omnipresent
horse cabs.47 Now facing both strike and boycott, the colonial government mobi-
lized 140 city police to ride streetcars and 730 constabulary to patrol suburban
lines, an overwhelming show of force that allowed the trams to run unimpeded.48

As the strike emptied the streetcars for a second week, the U.S. regime, reaching
the limits of physical coercion, used court orders and covert operations to decap-
itate the movement. In mid-March the government jailed Dr. Gomez for four
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months on the charge that he had used “threats” in an earlier strike.49 When he
later applied for a pardon, the governor-general, in a deft use of scandalous data
from constabulary files, refused, claiming that the doctor had “fleeced a . . . friend
out of §30,000 in a sure thing gambling game” and used his medical license for
“trafficking in opium . . . among his fellow countrymen.”50

As parallel strikes spread to the Manila Railway, the El Oriente cigar factory,
and the Luzon Sugar Refinery in May, the union executive decided to renew its
boycott of Meralco’s streetcars and chose Aurelio Tolentino as director general of
the planned strike. At this sensitive juncture, Colonel Harbord, then deputy PC
chief, passed a warning through Agent 16 that Tolentino would “suffer a loss of
prestige” as a powerless figurehead in a potentially violent strike. The colonel also
met personally with the union president, Antonio Montenegro, urging him to re-
sign rather than lead a strike. At a mass meeting that night, Tolentino publicly re-
fused the post of strike leader, an example followed by a dozen subsequent nomi-
nees. Adding to the demoralization, Montenegro resigned as union president.
These visible losses left the union “pretty badly disorganized.” When the union
executive launched its strike on May 29, the usually sympathetic El Renacimiento
accused “these good-for-nothing Messiahs” of “shameless charlatanism,” a har-
binger of the strike’s imminent collapse.51

Apart from his role in curbing the union movement, Tolentino, once famed
for his fiery anti-American scripts, now appeared at countless public meetings
before hundreds, sometimes thousands of workers in the city’s slums to chal-
lenge the ideological hegemony of radical nationalism.52 In this age when an
orator’s words were a powerful force for working-class mobilization, few could
equal Tolentino’s mastery of Tagalog rhetoric and powers of persuasion. At a
Nacionalista Party rally on Tondo’s Calle Moriones in June 1910, other speakers
damned the United States for enslaving the Filipinos while Tolentino praised U.S.
rule as “a model of colonial governments, the worthy production of a people
who had freed slaves.” This government, he said in words recorded separately by
the three PC secret agents present, was composed of “illustrious persons, both
Americans and Filipinos,” who had “passed laws with masterly wisdom” while
showing respect for “political, social and religious liberty.” Attacking the rally’s
radical speakers as “false and thieves,” Tolentino insisted that “impatience for
national independence should cease” since “many prominent Americans are la-
boring day and night to grant Filipinos what is theirs.”53 At a street rally in Ma-
nila’s Trozo district in April 1913, he braved the crowd’s anger to predict that the
American Democratic Party would honor its commitment to “grant the Filipi-
nos independence.” Should the Americans betray this promise, then, he said, “all
the Filipinos ought to arm themselves and spill their blood for the liberty of the
Philippines.”54

With his forceful personality, Colonel Crame seems to have been the key to
Tolentino’s compliance, winning his loyalty even while serving as his parole officer.
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“I know Colonel Crame,” Tolentino told a fellow radical in 1910, in words re-
corded by another secret agent present, “he is a good friend and as a patriotic
Filipino he is one of the few good ones we have here.” What then, his comrade
asked, should we do about the “imminent perils” that threatened the nation’s
future? “All we Filipinos ought to take the side of the American government,”
Tolentino replied, and realize that “the tomb of our political future is prepared
in the abyss of Japanese expansion.”55

Yet in assaying the impact of police repression on such a dedicated nationalist
we must take care to place any apparent inconsistencies in context. In his change
from nationalist rebel to colonial agent between 1905 and 1909, Tolentino main-
tained his political loyalties, moving in tandem with his allies at the head of the
rising Nacionalista Party, who were shifting from confrontation to collaboration
with the colonial regime. In 1903 –4, when Tolentino had staged his famed sedi-
tious plays and taken up arms in the hills, his nationalist allies were struggling
against a U.S. regime still reluctant to share power. After 1907, when he was par-
doned and emerged from prison to speak in support of U.S. rule, his Nacionalista
comrades had captured the new Assembly and were cooperating with the Ameri-
can governor-general in drafting budgets and distributing patronage. For this
dedicated nationalist, like his less idealistic political associates, police repression
and political reform were intertwined in an effective colonial strategy.

In his continuing campaign against the radicals, Colonel Crame used an-
other of his key agents, Santiago Alvarez, a former revolutionary general and
famed nationalist, to split the militant Dimas Alang society, whose sudden pop-
ularity among Manila’s workers had made it a serious security threat. This or-
ganization had been formed in 1910 by the radical Patricio Belen as a mutual
aid society to assist Manila’s working class with illnesses and burials. As Dimas
Alang’s membership spread through the city like wildfire, Colonel Crame’s con-
cern grew, and in June 1912 he backed ex-general Alvarez in forming a rival
group, the Makabuhay society. With a skillful use of agent provocateur tactics,
this constabulary-controlled society was incendiary, even revolutionary in its
rhetoric, an apparent effort to draw dangerous militants from the more moder-
ate Dimas Alang to engage in violence that would lead to their arrest, thereby
eliminating them and defusing their mutual aid movement. Fighting soon
started between the two societies, damaging Dimas Alang. To preempt discovery
of his PC ties, Alvarez admitted “his connection with the secret service” to some
members, claiming that it would further their revolutionary cause by allowing
recruitment of “a large number of Constabulary soldiers . . . to strike down the
tyrants.”56

In the midst of this bitter infighting, rumors of an armed revolt swept Manila,
forcing constabulary countermeasures. Just before midnight on August 24, two
informants called at Colonel Crame’s house to warn that the radical Felipe Buen-
camino was spreading news that “the members of the Dimas-Alang Association
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were going to rise” at Balintawak two days later, the anniversary of the 1896 revo-
lution. The next day, August 25, the colonel moved ceaselessly about Manila, try-
ing to block the impending revolt by confronting key actors such as Buencamino,
who denied any role and pointed an accusing finger at Archbishop Aglipay. When
August 26 passed without incident, Crame concluded that the PC operations had
“a good effect on the conspirators.”57

In the aftermath of August 26, the rivalry between the two societies escalated.
In mid-September Dimas Alang was, Agent 6 reported, “scaring the people” with
the charge that Alvarez was “a secret agent of the government” who was betraying
his own Makabuhay members to the police.58 Despite these swirling charges, the
Makabuhay pressed its fight against Dimas Alang until December 19 when the
Manila Daily Bulletin delivered a deathblow. In a sensational front-page story,
the paper charged that Colonel Crame had infiltrated both societies with spies
such as Alvarez and used them to incite an unsuccessful uprising by Dimas Alang
on August 26. In the exposé’s aftermath, Alvarez resigned and Makabuhay’s mem-
bers, nervous about possible arrest, dissolved their chapters to join Dimas Alang.59

Hastily Colonel Crame also cut his ties to Alvarez.60

Troubled by the Bulletin’s report, the Assembly moved quickly to authorize a
special investigation into the allegations that General Alvarez, working as a con-
stabulary spy, had fomented the attempted August uprising. Rising to speak for
the motion, Representative Pedro Guevara, a former constabulary officer, de-
nounced the abortive revolt in three nearby provinces as “foolishness . . . because
they understand that the [U.S.] Democratic Party, as soon as it assumes the ad-
ministration, will comply with its promises, without the need to resort to violent
measures.” Since this uprising was, he added, a “plot aiming to . . . instill the im-
pression that this is a people prone to disorder, a chaotic people, a people inca-
pable of assuming responsibilities that come with self government,” these events
threatened the nation’s cherished goal of independence. Broadly and boldly
framed, the Assembly’s final motion formed a committee armed with full sub-
poena powers to investigate these charges that Alvarez was “a secret service agent
of the insular police, that he instigated the ignorant people of Bulacan, Rizal, and
Cavite to rise in armed revolt.” Approved unanimously, this measure launched
the legislature’s first inquiry into the nation’s security services, producing a final
report that cast strong suspicions on Alvarez and the constabulary.61

In Colonel Crame’s partisan view, the legislative inquiry was a “flat failure”
since at least two of the three investigators were affiliated with the Dimas Alang.
Although the committee’s final report “whitewashed” this radical society and
blamed Makabuhay for the intramural violence against Dimas Alang, it did not,
he said, determine whether Alvarez was in fact “a secret agent of the Constabu-
lary.” Rejecting the legislature’s criticism of this covert operation, PC chief Band-
holtz described Dimas Alang as “most detrimental to the interests of the Fili-
pino people” and branded its leaders opportunistic plotters.62
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Radical Implosion

Despite occasional reversals, the cumulative weight of constabulary espionage
from 1909 to 1914, in combination with U.S. political concessions, marginalized
the militant nationalist movement. As the Information Division elaborated its
deep penetration and agent provocateur tactics, radical leaders grew angry, lash-
ing out in impotent outbursts before turning inward for bitter recriminations. In
this crippling climate, Manila’s radical movement imploded through betrayals
both imagined and real.

At the first signs of surveillance, radical leaders were brashly, even naïvely
confident. “I do not believe that there can be a single traitor among us,” Isabelo
de los Reyes, the leader of the militant Union Obrera, told a closed meeting of
trusted radicals, including a PC spy who took down his every word. “Up to the
present the agents of the government have accomplished nothing in their investi-
gations. . . . They succeed in learning that arms have been landed but cannot learn
where they are hidden . . . since we have well paid employees to warn us, among
the very secret police themselves.”63 Similar defiance rang through the Opera
House in early 1911 when the Filipino Carnival was banned by the Municipal
Board for competing with the American-controlled Manila Carnival. “I must re-
mind you that for about one month, I have been watched by secret agents,” said
the vice chair of the Filipino Carnival Committee, Doña Constancia Poblete, in a
defiant voice noted by the PC spy present. “But . . . if it is necessary to lose my life
for our country, I would do it gladly.”64

Gradually radical leaders began to accuse their comrades of espionage, often
on groundless suspicions. One Sunday morning in July 1910, Manila’s leading
pro-Japan agitator, Jose Ramos Ishikawa, became “greatly excited, cursing his
friends, whom he called traitors,” and ordering his servants to bar them from his
household. According to Agent 27, who had a spy inside the household, Ishikawa
“said he had learned that Dr. Bonifacio Arevalo and Vicente Lukban had played
the traitor to him and were acting as secret police for Col. Crame.” In a report to
his chief, Crame explained that Arevalo and Lukban were not his agents and had
recently accompanied Ishikawa on a propaganda mission to Japan. But they had
also called at his constabulary office to “learn what they were suspected of . . . and
this, doubtless, was enough to make them suspicious to their accomplice.”65

While Colonel Crame played on such suspicions, General Ricarte’s revolution-
ary coterie was drawn into a maze of mirrors. After his second deportation to
Hong Kong in 1910, Ricarte found himself in a “demimonde” inhabited by radical
Filipino exiles such as Vicente Sotto, the aforementioned fugitive from rape
charges in Cebu, and Japanese spies such as Usa Onkihiko, the proprietor of a local
brothel. When exiles appointed him head of their Revolutionary Council, Ricarte
summoned three Manila loyalists, including his trusted representative Ignacio
Velasco, and instructed them to “collect war funds” by selling made-up military
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ranks with ornate certificates ordered from a Hong Kong printer. In a revealing
coincidence, constabulary Agent 26, who was also a trusted Ricarte aide, came to
Hong Kong in March 1911 with a Manila delegation for meetings at the general’s
Lamma Island headquarters. After an exchange of warm greetings among old
comrades, Ricarte walked the party, including the PC secret agent, into the nearby
hills to discuss their military plans for Manila, explaining that he did not trust his
secretary Agueda Esteban, a lifelong revolutionary who would soon become his
wife. In the midst of this plotting, the Revolutionary Council collapsed in an ugly
public feud in which Ricarte accused Sotto of cowardice and Sotto charged Ri-
carte with exploitation. Reflecting the pathology of exile politics, Ricarte con-
vened his Philippine Revolutionary government of three members to expel the
other two, Sotto and Tomas Umali.66

As Ricarte retreated into a fog of suspicion, Resident Commissioner Quezon
called at Hong Kong in October 1911 with a serious warning, duly recorded by
Agent 26, that may well have been constabulary disinformation. The Revolution-
ary Council’s top Manila leader, Licerio Geronimo, was, Quezon charged, “in
combination with the General of Constabulary [Bandholtz] and Colonel Rafael
Crame to start a sham battle in the city so that the Government will have a right
to arrest . . . persons . . . attached to Ricarte.” Without questioning this improb-
able scenario, Ricarte appointed his most trusted comrade, Velasco, as Manila in-
telligence chief and ordered him to block these betrayals. In effect, Ricarte had
ordered Velasco, a traitor who was probably PC Agent 26, to spy on Geronimo, an
ex-general of the revolution whose loyalty was still firm.67

Over the next two years, 1913 –14, as the U.S. Congress debated major reforms
for the Philippines, times were changing but General Ricarte was not, holding
fast to the old revolutionary vision of an armed uprising. In February 1913, the
constabulary scored a major coup against Ricarte when its agents in Japan
learned that he was plotting to steal plans for fortifications on Corregidor Island,
the U.S. Army bastion that guarded the entrance to Manila Bay. After one of
Colonel Crame’s agents intercepted two professional tracings “enroute to Ricarte
in Hong Kong,” Chief Bandholtz ordered his senior secret agent, Edwin C. Bopp,
to raid the home of one Jose Gansiko, a draftsman for the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers and “chief of staff of one of Ricarte’s insurrecto zones.” There con-
stables caught him “actually at work tracing . . . fields of fire of Carabao, El Fraile
and Caballo Islands.” Even after arresting Gansiko for espionage, the PC preferred
to press lesser charges instead of “giving away our whole scheme of secret service
as far as watching the Ricarte movement is concerned.”68

By early 1914 President Wilson’s election had robbed General Ricarte of elite
support, reducing his following, in Crame’s words, to “a class wholly without
education or intelligence.”69 Growing desperate by year’s end, Ricarte planned a
bold, two-stage uprising to capture Manila, starting with attacks to secure arms
from local police stations and culminating in a massive assault on Fort McKinley,
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the U.S. Army post just outside the capital. Although this revolt would be easily
crushed, the colony’s security services were compromised by political intrigues.
In his memoirs Governor-General Francis Burton Harrison, a liberal Democrat,
charged that arch-imperialists within the army’s Philippine command were
mounting an agent provocateur operation “to stir up an ‘insurrection,’” foment-
ing spectacular bloodshed to show that the Filipinos were unready for the auton-
omy offered in the Jones bill then before the U.S. Congress. Indeed, the army’s
local Military Intelligence Division had infiltrated the rebels’ meetings with two
Filipino scouts sergeants who now “promised them arms if they would rise up.”
Since the initiative for the revolt came, the governor-general said, from this “secret
organization in the Scouts,” the constabulary’s intelligence chief, Colonel Crame,
suddenly finding his usually informed sources uniformed, was “puzzled and ner-
vous because of his inability to trace these rumors to their source.”70 Alone among
these security services, the Manila Police, under the leadership of Chief George
Seaver, monitored Ricarte’s preparations carefully and countered them effectively.

According to a detailed report by the Manila Police, Ricarte had prepared this
revolt for the past two years, sending couriers from Hong Kong to appoint offi-
cers for his revolutionary army and dividing the archipelago into military zones.
After printing his revolutionary constitution, the general dispatched bulk ship-
ments of the document, which the Manila Police intercepted. Nonetheless, on
October 14 the constabulary attempted to take full control of the investigation
and instructed the police to cease all activities, an order they quietly ignored. At
this point “certain spies or agents” of the U.S. Army’s Military Information Divi-
sion, Harrison claimed, convinced Ricarte’s plotters that “the Scout and Constab-
ulary organizations would mutiny,” inspiring the masses in the Manila zones “to
start the revolution.”71

On December 23, police and PC spies inside the revolutionary underground
warned of an impending revolt, putting the capital on a full security alert. By the
time the rebels massed on Christmas Eve, Manila Police were ready. At 7:30 p.m.,
a cook named “Captain” Eduardo Adajar and two hundred of his “army corps”
assembled at the Botanical Gardens for an attack on the constabulary’s Cuartel de
España barracks inside the old walled city of Intramuros. If the rebels advanced,
PC troops were waiting with machine guns and primed for slaughter. Within
thirty minutes, however, armed police squads swarmed the gardens, firing three
warning shots in the air, scattering the rebels, and arresting twenty who were car-
rying daggers and Katipunan insignia. By dawn the uprising was over with mini-
mal bloodshed. In just a few days, the Manila Police had arrested most of the rev-
olutionary officers and scattered their remaining followers.72

With General Ricarte now discredited and his forces disbanded, U.S. officials
required only his arrest. At their urging British authorities expelled him from
Hong Kong (where he was a legal resident) into Chinese territory (where he could
be arrested). In March 1915, Colonel Crame’s chief agent, Lt. Edwin Bopp, trailed
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the general on a ship steaming north to Shanghai, the start of a fruitless four-
month pursuit. With a proper warrant from a U.S. exterritorial court in China,
Agent Bopp finally made the arrest and boarded a ship bound for Manila with his
prisoner in tow. But Ricarte escaped during a stop at Hong Kong and fled back up
the China coast with the hapless Bopp again in pursuit all the way to Shanghai.
There, with the help of Japanese agents, Ricarte eluded the PC lieutenant and es-
caped on a steamer bound for Japan, where he would live for the next thirty-five
years as the proprietor of a Yokohama noodle shop.73 Although Bopp’s attempt to
capture Ricarte had failed in the most obvious sense, after fourteen years of
ceaseless surveillance the constabulary’s Information Division had finally suc-
ceeded in destroying the radical nationalist movement and driving the country’s
last active revolutionary into retirement.

Chinese Deportation

The U.S. regime was not alone in manipulating information to achieve its politi-
cal ends. Even as the constabulary refined its methods to defeat Japanese agents
and Filipino radicals, Manila’s less visible community of Chinese vice merchants
exploited the colonial regime’s repression to secure its dominion over the city’s il-
licit gambling and opium trafficking. In August 1909 Governor-General Forbes,
skirting the law in the name of security, ordered the midnight deportation of
twelve Chinese who were allegedly members of the notorious “Highbinder Tong,”
a decision of dubious legality that the press challenged from day one, creating
what Forbes himself called “one of the most violent causes célèbres in the history
of the Islands.”74 While the colonial government depicted the deportees as lethal
Chinese criminals who could plunge Manila into dreaded tong warfare, most of
the press portrayed them as respectable merchants who had been branded crimi-
nals, secretly and falsely, by their rivals in Manila’s Chinese community.

For several years Manila’s Chinese Chamber of Commerce had complained
of extortion by criminal gangs, or tongs, particularly the recently arrived Gee
Hock Tong, a criminal brotherhood of clannish Teochow (Chiu Chau) speaking
immigrants from the Chinese treaty port of Swatow (Shantou). In May 1908 the
Manila Police reported the tong killing of a prominent Chinese in Tondo and an
attack on the Soler Street home of a wealthy merchant by eight “highbinders”
armed with knives, crimes that soon led to convictions for six members of this
notorious Gee Hock Tong, including the “terror of Chinatown,” Luis Sane. But
in a murky political move two years later the wealthy Hokkien merchants of the
Chinese chamber, locked in a bitter commercial competition with the rising
Fooking Merchants Association, apparently decided to effect their rivals’ depor-
tation by branding them, falsely, as clandestine tong criminals. In April 1910 the
Chinese chamber’s legal counsel, A. Zarate Sycip, met with PC chief Bandholtz to
urge raids on the Ban Siong Tong, which he described as a criminal society that
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concealed its lurid crimes behind a legitimate front. To assist in these arrests,
Sycip provided the constabulary with an interpreter and identified Agapito Uy
Tongco as the leader of this Ban Siong criminal gang. But he did not mention that
these supposed criminals were actually respectable members of the Fookien Mer-
chants Association, which was headed by the same Agapito Uy Tongco.75 Without
consulting Forbes, who was away, two of his executive aides, mindful of the
bloody Chinatown “tong wars” that had wracked San Francisco in 1886 and Bos-
ton in 1903, moved quickly to make the mass arrests.76

Over the next few months, the Chinese Chamber of Commerce worked with
Peking’s consulate and the colonial executive to arrange the deportations. Backed
by the city’s established Chinese merchants, the chamber collected ten thousand
pesos and compiled a list of twenty-seven alleged tong criminals, including one
of those Sycip had fingered earlier, Agapito Uy Tongco. On August 20 the captain
of the steamer Yuensang delayed lifting anchor until midnight, allowing Manila
detectives to sweep Chinatown just as nightfall covered their movements. Over
the next five hours police broke into private homes without warrants or court or-
ders, arresting eight Chinese merchants from the legitimate Ban Siong Society
and four actual criminals from the Gee Hok Tong, acting solely on secret intelli-
gence obtained from their enemies in the Chinese chamber.77

As the detectives were sweeping the streets, a reporter named James A. Guild
at the Cablenews-American, still an aggressive newspaper, got an inside tip that
“something was doing in Chinatown.” According to a confidential report by PC
Agent 30, Guild rushed to Binondo and soon found “a number of Chinese were
being rounded up by police.” That night a police detective tipped another re-
porter, Frank W. Holland, “to go to the new docks and keep his eyes open.” Hid-
ing behind a post at the Malecon landing, Holland watched as paddy wagons
pulled up in the darkness and a dozen Chinese were loaded onto a steam launch
for deportation to Amoy on China’s southern coast. When Police Chief Harding
and Secret Service Chief Trowbridge drove up in a carromata, the reporter
stepped out of the darkness to ask, “What’s the story, Chief ?”78

When this scoop hit the streets, the Cablenews-American transformed a secret
operation into a public scandal. Beneath the banner headline “Twenty Chinese
Deported Untried,” the paper charged that most were “men of good character”
victimized by baseless accusations from enemies in the Chinese community. The
next day the paper condemned this “official kidnapping” as a “despotic act,” ask-
ing, “Do not the police and secret service know that Government has been made
the tool of . . . the adherents of one tong to wreak vengeance on the members of
another tong?” Unlike the police, the paper’s editor, Frederick O’Brien, seemed
to be aware that Agapito Uy Tongco’s arriviste Fooking Merchants Association
had been engaged in a bitter competition with the long-established merchants of
the Chinese Chamber of Commerce for political leadership in Chinatown. In-
deed, the supposedly criminal Ban Siong Tong was simply another name for the
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legitimate Fooking Merchants Association. Casting further doubts on their crim-
inality, the Cablenews-American reported that the deported Ban Siong/Fooking
Merchants members had been police informants in a recent anti-opium cam-
paign while their rivals in the Chinese Chamber had controlled the city’s opium
traffic since the beginning of U.S. rule.79

The story became a sensation that divided the capital. “The manner of arrest-
ing and deporting twenty Chinamen may be contrary to our ideas of justice and
the rights of the individual,” Commissioner Newton W. Gilbert told the Manila
Times, “but I hope we may never see the day that Manila is at the mercy of Chi-
nese secret societies as is San Francisco today.” Predictably, Chief Harding dis-
missed the deportees as the city’s “worst element.”80

When Governor-General Forbes returned to Manila a few days later he found
little support, legal or factual, for deportations conducted in his name but with-
out his knowledge. To help Forbes justify these actions retrospectively, Chief
Harding forwarded police records for the twelve deported Chinese. The four Gee
Hock Tong deportees had long criminal records, including tong boss Francisco
Co Tiao Cha, who had four arrests for gambling and opium trafficking. Nine of
his Gee Hock followers had Bertillon photos in the Manila Police “rogues’ gal-
lery,” including Chua Lui, “alias Luis Sane,” who was an opium den operator and
gambler. By contrast, police records for the Ban Siong society’s deportees con-
sisted of a single, identical sentence typed into each file, reading, “Companion of
Agapito Uy Tongco in his raids and assaults on respectable Chinese.” Although he
was supposed to be a tong boss leading a crime wave, police could only describe
Agapito Uy Tongco as “the subject of numerous complaints from responsible
Chinese merchants,” who were, of course, his commercial rivals in the Chinese
Chamber of Commerce. In forwarding these police files to Washington, even
Forbes had to admit that they looked “as if they were prepared more for action al-
ready taken than as an impartial statement without any axe to grind.” Indeed, the
police had bundled the legitimate Ban Siong merchants together with hardened
Gee Hock criminals, decorating the mix with some paperwork to make a plau-
sible package for deportation.81

In March 1910 six of the deported Chinese returned to Manila, reviving the
controversy. As soon as they stepped off the ship their attorneys were ready with
a habeas corpus petition and quickly won an injunction from a liberal Manila
judge, A. S. Crossfield.82 With Washington’s support fading and opposition
among Manileños rising, Governor-General Forbes decided, as he told his diary,
to toss “a bombshell into their camp by getting the Legislature to pass a law au-
thorizing and ratifying the whole transaction.” In the closing minutes of the ses-
sion at 4:00 a.m. on April 19, the Assembly passed Act No. 1986, declaring the
governor-general’s deportations “legal.” In a confidential letter to the secretary of
war, Forbes attributed the bill’s passage to the influence of Speaker Sergio
Osmeña, calling him “a very good friend and cordial co-worker.” Three years
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later, in May 1913, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled that the legislature’s eleventh-
hour motion had made Forbes’s original deportation of the dozen Chinese
legal.83 After years of “constant abuse from some of the native papers in regard to
this deportation matter,” Forbes now planned to celebrate his legal victory by
starting deportation proceedings against “two or three of the most vicious Chi-
namen,” who, he said, “have sent me a letter threatening my life.”84 But just two
months later Forbes was “fired” as governor-general, ending his anticrime cru-
sade in Chinatown.85 Most important from a police perspective, this scandal
showed that Manila’s elite Chinese, with skills honed under an autocratic Man-
chu state, fed chiefs Harding and Bandholtz just the right information to trans-
form otherwise respectable merchants into dangerous criminals and eliminate
their commercial rivals. Apparently unaware of the bruising infighting inside
Chinatown, the Manila Police had played into the hands of the Chinese chamber
by allowing its vice merchants to consolidate their control of the city’s lucrative
opium traffic.

Colonel Crame’s Triumph

If it took ignorance of local context and neglect of due process to deport a hand-
ful of Chinese, only a mastery of information warfare could ensure the miscar-
riage of justice that would soon crown the career of Rafael Crame. Drawing on
covert tradecraft refined inside the PC’s Information Division, Crame maneu-
vered the courts and constabulary into executing a prominent Filipino nationalist,
the ex-general Mariano Noriel. For eleven years Crame, like the consummate co-
lonial Javert he had become, tracked Noriel tirelessly through revolution, revolts,
and radical plots to finally catch his quarry in a murderous local love triangle.
Through his long years of service in the shadows of the colonial state, Crame had
risen from a lowly PC lieutenant bested by Noriel in multiple court cases back in
1903 to a colonel of intelligence who could, through adroit management of infor-
mation, finally put the noose around Noriel’s neck in 1915. Through this murky
triumph, Crame demonstrated his dominion over the covert netherworld and his
worthiness in colonial eyes for an unprecedented promotion. Two years later,
when Noriel swung, Crame became the first Filipino chief of the constabulary.

This cause célèbre began, unremarkably, one night in May 1909 when as-
sailants broke into the home of a wealthy farmer named Gregorio Magtibay at
Bacoor, Cavite, just south of Manila. After fatally stabbing him, the anonymous
killers fled into the darkness. Within weeks what first seemed a routine robbery
became tangled in a decade-long blood feud between the town’s rival political
bosses: ex-general Noriel and his bitter enemy Gregorio de Guia. With the help of
Luis Landas, the town mayor and Noriel’s godson, the constabulary investigated
and gathered what at first seemed convincing evidence against the alleged master-
mind, de Guia, and his supposed henchman, Gregorio Buendia, a scouts soldier
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known for killing the famed rebel Felizardo. At court hearings that dragged on
until March 1910, the prosecution witnesses built what appeared to be a credible
case against the two accused.86

Just three months later, however, de Guia won a new trial when a key witness
retracted his testimony, claiming he had testified falsely “from fear of Lieutenant
[Eleuterio] Kalaw of the Constabulary.”87 This reversal was apparently the work
of two scouts captains close to the accused, notably Frank L. Pyle of the Army’s
MID, who scored an early coup in this case by jailing one of Noriel’s key hench-
man, a jueteng collector named Roman Malabanan, on trumped-up vagrancy
charges. By October the captains advised PC headquarters that Lieutenant Kalaw
had been guilty of “dubious judgment” and five of the prosecution witnesses had
been “paid by Mariano Noriel.”88

At this sensitive juncture in January 1911, PC Chief Bandholtz dispatched
Crame to Cavite on a mission to exonerate the two accused, de Guia and Buendia,
who had acted as their confidential agents five years before in killing Felizardo. At
a personal level Crame was pursuing his own vendetta, one dating back to 1903
when, as a lieutenant leading a PC intelligence team in Cavite, he had made three
unsuccessful attempts to prosecute Noriel for his role in the province’s insur-
gency.89 This Cavite campaign had inspired El Renacimiento’s allegations of abuse
in 1905, which led to the constabulary’s libel charges against the paper with Crame
as the star prosecution witness. When the court dismissed his evidence and exon-
erated the accused editors, Crame was embarrassed, even humiliated. Clearly, the
colonel had ample reason for revenge.

Drawing on his many years of experience in Cavite, Crame now concocted a
new theory to crack this murder case. In his view Noriel had engineered both the
crime and the frame-up, first killing his local rival and then fabricating evidence
to implicate his blood enemy de Guia. The aim of Noriel’s faction was, the colonel
said, “to avenge the death of [the bandit] Felizardo.” From his earlier espionage
in Cavite, the colonel regarded Noriel as “unscrupulous and brutal” for, among
other crimes, executing the revolution’s leader Andres Bonifacio in 1897. Maneu-
vering skillfully through the town’s convoluted factional feuds, tight kinship ties,
and torrid love affairs, Crame effected a stunning reversal in this complex case.
First, he extracted sworn retractions from the eight prosecution witnesses against
his secret agents, de Guia and Buendia, winning dismissal of all murder charges
against them. Then he produced seventeen new witnesses to indict Noriel, his
henchman Roman Malabanan, and their ally ex-mayor Luis Landas.90

After the local magistrate recused himself, Manila assigned a special judge,
Isidro Paredes, who soon won colonial plaudits by puncturing Noriel’s elaborate
alibis with probing questions. But once again Colonel Crame’s extrajudicial ma-
neuvers were critical. The prosecution’s star witness, Alfonso Cuenca, appeared
six times for testimony that the court deemed credible even though he was still
working as Crame’s paid PC agent. When the trial judge asked him how he knew
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“all with reference to the life of the accused,” Cuenca told the court: “Why should
I not do so, being ordered to spy on him by the Government of the United States
of America?” Pressed to elaborate, Cuenca said that he had been on the PC pay-
roll since 1909, operating so secretly that not even his wife knew. Even more re-
markably, Colonel Crame was employing de Guia, Noriel’s blood enemy, as a
confidential agent to investigate both the accused’s culpability in this killing and
his ongoing acts of subversion.91

The two scouts officers were also experienced investigators. In March 1912, for
example, Captain Edson I. Small filed a detailed report arguing that the accused
had ample motives. Ex-mayor Landas had long coveted the victim’s wife and took
her as his mistress after the murder. And Noriel had a history of rising tensions
with the victim that culminated in an altercation at Bacoor’s cockpit. Just two
days before the murder, the victim Magtibay had exploded when Noriel refused
to settle a cockfighting bet and, before hundreds of spectators, threw a bleeding
rooster in his face. Humiliated, Noriel had stormed out, threatening “I will cut
your horns for you.”92

At every echelon of the U.S. regime, American colonials felt that Colonel
Crame was the key to cracking this case. One of the governor-general’s aides who
attended every court hearing said that Crame’s testimony “as to the character of
Noriel and his history in Bacoor was very valuable.” Above all, the colonel’s “in-
fluence was, as always, quite extraordinary in getting witnesses to tell what they
knew.” He even managed to transform Agapito Boson from Noriel’s former revo-
lutionary lieutenant and “right-hand man running his jueteng games” into a wit-
ness “of great value to the prosecution.” Just a few days after his testimony, Boson
was attacked in the local cockpit by four defense witnesses and would have died
had not one of Crame’s secret service men suddenly stepped from the crowd to
deftly catch the hand wielding a foot-long fan knife.93

In June 1912 Judge Paredes sentenced Noriel to die on the gallows in a fifty-
page decision that was soon affirmed by the Philippine Supreme Court, which
praised the prosecution’s “voluminous and minute” evidence. But two years later
when the lower court fixed the execution date for January 12, 1915, Manila’s politi-
cal elite suddenly rallied to save one of its own. House Speaker Sergio Osmeña
pleaded with Governor-General F. B. Harrison, a liberal Democrat sympathetic
to Filipino aspirations, for a stay of execution. Though “amazed beyond expres-
sion at the character of the men . . . and the anxiety they displayed,” the governor-
general rejected their appeals.94 While strongly liberal on many issues, Harrison
was still a colonial governor commanding a security apparatus synonymous with
his authority.95

With Malacañang Palace cold to their pleas, Filipino leaders shifted their ef-
forts to the White House. Osmeña cabled the Philippine resident commissioner,
Manuel Quezon, that Noriel had been convicted only “after great activity . . . by
military constabulary officers before special judge,” adding that the Filipino
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public “believes scout soldier Buendia was the crime’s author and his absolution,
irregularly secured, was followed by [U.S.] federal secret service activity and
prosecution of Noriel.” As the January 12 execution date neared, Quezon lobbied
furiously, apparently convinced that these covert intrigues had convicted an in-
nocent man. In desperation on the eve of the execution, Quezon called at the
White House to plead for a stay.96 Almost immediately President Woodrow Wil-
son cabled the governor-general ordering that “execution Noriel be suspended
until case can be investigated.” Harrison replied with his resignation, insisting
that Noriel was “not deserving of any clemency.”97 Within twenty-four hours the
president retreated and Quezon did the same, cabling Osmeña that “Philippine
cause is supreme and Harrison fidelity to it demands we should not embarrass
him further.”98

The day before Noriel’s execution, delegations of tobacco workers, revolu-
tionary veterans, and many others crowded into the governor-general’s Ayunta-
miento office with hundreds of petitions for clemency. That night his attorneys
called at the homes of two Supreme Court justices with affidavits from prosecu-
tion witnesses retracting their testimony. Finding this new evidence compelling,
the justices granted a final hearing for nine the next morning, ample time before
an execution scheduled for noon. But that same night the prison authorities had
secretly moved the hanging forward six hours. At sunrise on January 27, 1915,
guards at Manila’s Bilibid Prison marched Noriel and his two alleged henchmen
to the scaffold and pulled the trap door at exactly 6:30 a.m. Outraged at the de-
ceptions used to conceal the true hour of the execution, Noriel’s gadfly American
attorney, Amzi B. Kelly, fired off an accusatory open letter to the governor-
general that was published in the Manila Times.99

Kelly, a colorful figure known for his quixotic attacks on the colonial re-
gime, now launched a doomed crusade for Noriel’s posthumous vindication. On
the execution’s first anniversary, he published a book that was bitterly critical of
Colonel Crame, the Cavite judge, and the Philippine Supreme Court. To ensure
maximum publicity, Kelly mailed copies to the U.S. Senate marked “Exhibit A” in
a formal complaint against five Philippine justices for “criminally careless neglect
of duty.” Within weeks the Philippine Supreme Court ordered him disbarred,
jailed for six months, and fined five hundred dollars for his book’s libelous accu-
sations. Released after just twenty-one days in response to public pressure, Kelly
fought on for another five years, using his Democratic Party ties to lobby Wash-
ington untiringly but unsuccessfully for Noriel’s exoneration. Four years later, in
a desperate bid for readmission to the bar, Kelly dropped his accusations, met
Crame as a conciliatory gesture, and tried to launch Governor-General Harrison’s
campaign for the Democratic presidential nomination. But the local Supreme
Court still refused to readmit him to the bar.100

Not content with this vindication, Crame published his own seventy-page ref-
utation of Kelly’s j’accuse, portraying himself as an impartial policeman who had
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done “nothing that was a deviation from the line of my duties.” Yet there is good
reason to regard the colonel’s pamphlet as disinformation. In his point-by-point
rebuttal of Kelly’s charges, he insisted, for example, that Noriel’s local rival de
Guia “was at no time in the service of the Constabulary”even though that same de
Guia had been sending Crame secret reports, quoted above, for nearly a decade.101

In retrospect, Crame’s triumph was nothing less than remarkable. Over
tremendous opposition he had maneuvered to effect the hanging of a former
general of the revolution, the only educated Filipino executed in forty years of
U.S. colonial rule. So agile were his manipulations of witnesses that his seamless
evidence convinced the trial court, Philippine Supreme Court, and governor-
general. Working silently behind the scenes, his moves remained invisible to both
Noriel’s impassioned Filipino defenders and the American president, who was
forced to retract his stay of execution.102 This hard-won victory marked Crame as
a master of intrigue and information, an officer amply qualified for Governor-
General Harrison’s appointment, just two years after Noriel’s execution, as the
first Filipino chief of the constabulary.

Conclusion

The constabulary’s covert campaign against Filipino radicals explains a central, if
understated, problem in modern Philippine history: the reasons for the rapid de-
cline of militant nationalism after 1907. How was an ideology powerful enough to
inspire Asia’s first national revolution supplanted only a decade later by machine
electoral politics that offered little to the masses or the middle class? Several
scholars have traced the rise of elite parties while others have explored the persist-
ence of nationalism among the masses, but none has satisfactorily explained this
sudden shift from ideological mobilization to conservative patronage politics.103

In retrospect, the constabulary’s role in demoralizing the radicals by means of
surveillance while protecting elected politicians from scandal seems to have been
a determining factor in this demobilization.

Over time this colonial surveillance discredited the radical nationalist move-
ment, whose coin was ideology and idealism, leaving elite politics in the hands of
a conservative electoral elite whose métier was material gain through patronage
politics. As they were forced from the electoral arena after 1907, the radical nation-
alists shifted their efforts from elite agitation to mass mobilization, organizing
rallies, trade unions, and working-class brotherhoods. Although the colonial po-
lice could contain or crush the most visible manifestations of this mobilization—
the nationalist church, general strikes, and mass organizations—it could not con-
trol the deeper discontent and impassioned ideals that fueled this social conflict.
Mass movements maintained a certain autonomy that allowed them to move in
increasingly radical directions, from tenancy strikes in the 1920s and urban unions
in the 1930s to armed revolt in the 1940s.
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Apart from its obvious influence on the emerging state apparatus, the
constabulary played a subtle yet seminal role in setting the Philippines’ larger
political direction. Through its covert operations it shaped the character of the
country’s politics, first by influencing key social institutions such as church
and legislature, next by selecting the country’s new political elite, and finally by
moderating its mass political culture. In its first years under Governor Taft, the
colonial state focused on controlling leaders of the press, parties, and church
and only later turned its attention, somewhat less successfully, to the masses,
their labor unions, and mutual-aid societies. By the time the U.S. colonial regime
conceded Filipinos full legislative autonomy in 1916, it had left its imprint on
the key institutions that would serve as a template for social change for decades
to come: the press, the church, political parties, labor unions, and fraternal
organizations.

By the time Filipinos gained this legislative power, three of their leaders had
risen through careers shaped in good measure by constabulary espionage. The
president of the Philippine Senate, Manuel Quezon, had served for years as a
constabulary intelligence asset and had been protected from disgrace during the
early, critical phase of his career. House Speaker Sergio Osmeña had avoided a
crippling scandal because the constabulary overlooked his wife’s opium smug-
gling. And the first Filipino chief of constabulary, General Rafael Crame, had
spent most of his service in the Information Division, rising to command of the
national police through covert operations rather than combat.

By contrast, radicals who challenged American authority—labor leader Dr.
Dominador Gomez and playwright Aurelio Tolentino—faced constant surveil-
lance and endless prosecutions that first broke and then reformed them as agents
of the colonial state. By advancing the moderates and checking the radicals, the
imperial information regime subtly, almost invisibly, kept Filipino political de-
velopment within colonial bounds. Through its use of information warfare, the
colonial government simultaneously selected new leaders and influenced civil in-
stitutions, thereby shaping the country’s political culture. The shift from revolu-
tionary nationalism to patronage politics in the first decade of U.S. rule was not
simply a natural response to its “policy of attraction”; it was influenced by secret
police manipulation of sensitive information for effects ranging from disinfor-
mation to demoralization. Radical Filipino ideals did not die of natural political
causes; they were poisoned by the colonial secret police.

The success of colonial policing in this new, American-made arena of na-
tional politics stands in striking contrast to its mixed results in two regions of for-
bidding cultural complexity: remote tribal territories and Manila’s working-class
slums. In the capital the Manila Police had to maneuver amid entrenched vice
trades, impassioned nationalism, and an aggressive local press. In the tribal zone
the constabulary was caught between colonial policy and local cultures in ways
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that compromised its larger mission. As we will see in later chapters, in both
arenas the police became embroiled in petty, parochial conflicts that reverberated
upward through their hierarchies until they produced major political crises for
the U.S. colonial regime.
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Policing the Tribal Zone

S  1908 Captain Harold Elarth was leading a patrol of ten Filipino
constabulary soldiers into the mountains of Mindanao Island to investigate ru-
mors of a revolt by local Muslims, the “warlike” Moros. Suddenly his soldiers ran
headlong into “a thousand tribesmen, armed and ready for action.” Without
warning, three “frenzied fanatics” broke from the crowd and attacked, screaming
death as their followers unleashed a shower of spears. “Elarth dropped the first
two Moros with skull shots from his pistol,” reads one celebratory account, “but
there was no time to stop the third, who was armed with a spear.” The captain was
doomed. But his loyal Filipino subaltern, Sergeant Alvarez, “leaped forward to
take the spear in his chest.”Leaving behind eight “bodies bristling with spears,” the
captain and his two surviving men fled back to the safety of their fortified post.1

Forty years later, Elarth, then a retired PC colonel living in Los Angeles, re-
flected on these experiences. “By fair dealing, unusual sagacity and confirmed
courage,” he said, young American officers “pacified and controlled tribes that for
300 years had continuously warred with the Spaniards.” These young lieutenants,
he explained, commanded deep loyalty from their Filipino troops: “Such is the
psychology of the Malay . . . that his adoration is reserved solely for his own offi-
cer . . . and for him if need be, he would gladly give his very life.”2

Setting aside this imperial sentimentality, the Philippines Constabulary
played a critical role in the tribal zone. Some of its American officers did indeed
have adventures not unlike those recounted by the old colonel. In contrast to the
political constraints on policing the Christian lowlands, direct U.S. rule over the
pagan north and Muslim south invested the constabulary with broad authority,
at times even a de facto autonomy in minority areas. In the Philippine Organic
Act of 1902, the U.S. Congress provided for a future Philippine Assembly to train
Filipinos in self-government but denied it the right to legislate for the country’s
Muslim and minority areas.3 For Americans who served in these remote regions,



the constabulary was, in the words of one officer, the government’s “strong right
arm” and “index finger.”4 In the Moro Province, which covered the Muslim areas
of western Mindanao and the adjacent Sulu Archipelago, U.S. military governors
used the constabulary for patrols and pacification in vast regions otherwise be-
yond Manila’s reach, empowering even the most junior officers and enmeshing
them in complex relations with local sultans and datus. In the remote tribal high-
lands of central Mindanao and northern Luzon, PC officers often embodied the
colonial state, whether as company commanders or civil lieutenant governors.

This expanded authority embroiled constabulary officers in endless political
intrigues. In tribal territories far from Manila, PC officers were enmeshed in an
ill-defined joint rule by the constabulary and the Bureau of Non-Christian
Tribes, a unit of the colonial Interior Department that served as the regime’s all-
powerful agency for minority areas. From this administrative ambiguity, tensions
between PC lieutenants and the bureau’s lieutenant governors reverberated up-
ward from countryside to capital, culminating in a personal vendetta between
their respective leaders, Interior Secretary Dean Worcester and the constabulary’s
Chief Harry Bandholtz. In 1912–13, as Republican imperialism gave way to Dem-
ocratic reforms, their personal clashes became political since PC commanders fa-
vored the rapid Filipinization of government, which Worcester bitterly opposed.

In the midst of this delicate transition, Worcester, playing to America’s long
struggle over the abolition of slavery, seized on charges that elite Filipinos were
engaging in enslavement of their non-Christian brethren. Using this tenuous
claim as a pretext for slowing Filipino progress to self-rule, he joined his imperi-
alist allies in maneuvers intended to extend their reach into minority areas rich in
agricultural and commercial potential. With consummate skill these colonials ex-
ploited the very tribes they pretended to liberate and translated their public of-
fices into private wealth. This enterprise not only set them on a collision course
with the constabulary but also bucked a broader trend toward Philippine inde-
pendence. Though seemingly remote, these tribal territories were thus central to
the U.S. imperial enterprise. Shaping and shaped by imperial politics along the
Manila-Washington axis, they served as both the backdrop for individual rivalries
and a battleground for colonial policy.

Moro Province

In the southern Philippines, the Moro Province became the exoticized setting for
America’s greatest colonial saga. While indirect rule in the Christian lowlands was
complexly antiheroic, the Moro Province had all the ingredients for a classic co-
lonial script: unexplored jungles, pirate-infested coral seas, tribal populations,
and, above all, bloody combat against Muslim “fanatics.” Two of the greatest U.S.
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military heroes of this imperial age, Leonard Wood and John J. Pershing, served
as governors of the Moro Province, leading mass slaughters of Muslim rebels that
added to their allure in the eyes of the American public. In reportage, fiction, and
later films, colonial writers celebrated the constabulary’s American officers as
agents of civilization. “The Moros are incredible,” read a popular book published
in 1938. “No word picture could paint . . . the ferocity and inherent fighting abil-
ity of these Mohammedans of the southern Philippines.”5 Using similarly hyper-
bolic language, Col. James Harbord, the first PC chief for Mindanao, noted that
his work with the Moros was done “on the frontier of savage treachery.”6

In pacifying these southern islands, the U.S. military operated in several dis-
tinct theaters, each with a cultural diversity that offered complex challenges. By
the time American troops arrived in 1899, the region was divided, by history and
geography, into three broad zones: a “Moroland” of Muslim sultanates in the
Sulu Archipelago and western Mindanao, a Christian Filipino swath of Cebuano-
speaking migrants along Mindanao’s northern coast, and a vast interior of dense
forests and scattered tribal villages. Among the region’s half a million people,
some three hundred thousand were Muslims, with the balance divided evenly
between Christian townsmen and pagan tribes.7

While admitting the need for Filipino self-government in the Christian areas,
most civil and military colonials saw Mindanao’s lightly populated lands as a new
American frontier and scorned the local Muslim elites as corrupt, divided, and
easily manipulated. In early 1902 Gen. George W. Davis reported that the island’s
west coast was “inhabited exclusively by Moros whose principal industry is the
slave trade” and predicted, with stunning inaccuracy, that they would “not give us
any serious trouble.”8 In a similar vein the colonial vice governor, Luke E. Wright,
urged that this “great island . . . be thrown open to American enterprise.” The
local Moro leaders, known as datus, were “mutually distrustful and jealous of
each other,” and their “absurd” claims to the island’s vast lands “could doubtless
be bought from them for a song . . . if they were given a small pension and used as
puppets in governing their people.”9

From the outset, however, these same Muslim leaders proved capable of de-
termined resistance. When the Moro chiefs of Lake Lanao spurned American au-
thority in early 1903, Capt. John J. Pershing marched around its shores attacking
their formidable earthen forts, called cotas, and slaughtering the defenders with
artillery bombardments. For his victories Pershing was celebrated as a military
genius and three years later catapulted over 862 more senior officers from captain
to brigadier general.10

In July 1903 the full force of the U.S. empire arrived when Gen. Leonard
Wood landed at Zamboanga with broad authority as both the first civil governor
of the new Moro Province and the military commander of Mindanao’s 4,500
troops. As America’s most celebrated proconsul, Wood was more than equal to
the task of subduing the region’s Muslim population. For the past twenty years he
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had won renown as a highly decorated veteran of the campaign against Ge-
ronimo’s Apaches, leader of the Rough Riders in the Spanish-American War, and
the governor-general of Cuba who conquered yellow fever. Applying the sum of
this experience to Muslim Mindanao, General Wood quickly organized five dis-
trict governments, each with municipalities and tribal wards. Working alongside
Col. James Harbord, he formed local constabulary units to supervise their ad-
ministration. By 1904 the constabulary had 350 troops and 17 officers, mostly
Americans, who were filling civil roles as deputy district governors and judges in
tribal courts.11

During his three years as governor, Wood’s command fought over a hun-
dred battles against Mindanao’s Moros, with the general himself often leading his
men in these brutal engagements.12 But even the bloodiest of the Mindanao cam-
paigns were overshadowed by the fighting on Jolo Island, which culminated in
the massacre of some six hundred to three thousand Muslims. After Wood abro-
gated the 1899 Bates Treaty, which had conceded autonomy to the sultan of Sulu,
and then extended the cedula (head tax) to the region in early 1905, opposition to
U.S. rule rose sharply among local datu chieftains. In March 1906 several thou-
sand Muslims withdrew to the extinct Bud Dajo volcano, which rises 2,100 feet
above Jolo Island at the heart of the Sulu Archipelago, building cota fortifications
on its steep slopes and digging breastworks along the crater’s rim. During two
days of fighting in this “battle in the clouds,” eight hundred U.S. troops, Amer-
ican infantry and local constabulary troops, fought their way up the slopes. The
hero of Bud Dajo, Col. John R. White, recalled leading his constables in a rush on
the Moro defenses at the peak that left “the slope below us . . . carpeted with dead
and dying Constabulary and regulars.” In taking the last cota, U.S. forces, as one
veteran recalled, “turned that machine gun on them and they’d stand there, the
Moros would, and just look like dominoes falling.” This slaughter left “over six
hundred Moro men, women, and children . . . killed while resisting to the last.” Al-
most immediately General Wood, who commanded the entire operation, cabled
Washington that the killing of women and children was unavoidable since “the
Moros one and all were fighting not only as enemies but as religious fanatics.”13

The Washington Post and some in Congress condemned Wood for the slaughter,
but Republicans defended their proconsul. “It was no more possible to avoid kill-
ing women and children here,” said Interior Secretary Worcester, “than it was to
avoid killing them in the Wounded Knee fight in the United States.” President
Roosevelt hailed Wood for a “brilliant feat of arms wherein you . . . so well upheld
the honor of the American flag.”14

As governor of Moro Province from 1909 to 1913, General Pershing continued
Wood’s reliance on military force to contain Muslim resistance. “During the slow
process of evolution leading up to civilization,” he wrote in 1910, “the Moros must
be kept in check by the actual application of force or by the moral effect of its pres-
ence.” In support of this policy, Pershing expanded the constabulary to eighteen
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companies, using them for both policing and administration. In September 1911,
after two years of Muslim recalcitrance, Governor Pershing decided that it was
“time to teach the Moros the meaning of government” by decreeing it unlawful
“for any person within the Moro Province to acquire . . . any rifle, musket, car-
bine, shotgun, revolver, pistol . . . or to carry . . . any bowie knife, dirk, dagger,
kris, campilan, spear or other deadly cutting or thrusting weapon.” The policy
aroused strong resistance among these independent warrior peoples. When sev-
eral datus led six thousand Muslim fighters to the ridges of Bud Bagsak, a moun-
tain on Jolo Island, in early 1913, General Pershing’s forces unleashed salvos
against massed rebels in five days of fighting that left an estimated four hundred
to two thousand dead, ending organized resistance to U.S. rule.15 Summarizing
his four years in Mindanao, Pershing stated bluntly: “As soon as a Moro is dispos-
sessed of his firearms he becomes a peaceable Moro.”16

With the Moro Province subdued, the governor-general and the army nego-
tiated its transfer to civil administration. Eager to eliminate the cost of remote
garrisons, the Philippine Division also pressed for the replacement of its regular
units with five new constabulary companies backed by twenty scouts companies.
During this transition from military rule, the new civil government invested
PC officers with “dual positions” as district governors, justices of the peace,
and health officers. Among the fifteen governors assigned to three Muslim sub-
provinces between 1913 and 1930, seven would be PC officers and five would be
Americans.17

Worcester’s Tribal Empire

In other minority areas, particularly northern Luzon and central Mindanao, the
civil government exercised a direct but more ambiguous authority through its
Bureau of Non-Christian Tribes. Instead of the clear military hierarchy of Moro
Province, constabulary officers seconded to the bureau’s territories served under
civil governors who could order patrols or pacification campaigns, producing
both convoluted politics and frequent conflicts. This hybrid structure was the
creation of the colony’s interior secretary, Dean C. Worcester, who turned his
bureau’s loose supervision of minorities into a bureaucratic empire that ruled
nearly a million people, over 12 percent of the Filipino population.18

In his first years on the Philippine Commission, 1900–1902, Worcester estab-
lished a half dozen minority provinces under his personal control. In 1905 he won
passage of the Special Provincial Government Act, extending the executive’s di-
rect rule over minority areas and expanding the powers of his governors, symbol-
ized by the gold-headed cane each carried. In August 1907, determined to elude
the authority of the incoming Filipino legislature, he expanded his tribal empire
by carving Agusan Province out of central Mindanao, thereby removing the
island’s resource-rich interior from Filipino oversight. In a similar move a year
later, he doubled the expanse of the Luzon highlands under his direct control
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with the creation of the sprawling Mountain Province. By 1908 Worcester’s do-
main had grown so large that he could proclaim himself “the ruler of all non-
Christians” before the hundreds of “leaping and shouting savages” assembled for
his annual inspection tours.19

In both public appearances and private letters, Worcester played to the impe-
rial romance of the white explorer venturing alone into wild tribal territories. In
a 1906 letter to Secretary of War William Howard Taft, Worcester described an
epic trek across northern Luzon’s rugged Cordillera range. After leaving behind
native bearers who “were afraid to accompany me,”he reached “the head waters of
the Abulug River,” there discovering “the presence in this hitherto unknown river
valley of some twenty thousand rather warlike . . . people, very few of whom had
ever seen a white man.”20 Reflecting the admiration Worcester’s heroics aroused
in this imperial age, in 1907 Taft congratulated him on the establishment of his
tribal subprovinces under American governors and condemned Filipinos for the
“mistreatment or utter neglect with which they visit the Non-Christians.”21

In removing these special provinces from the Philippine Assembly’s ambit,
Worcester was, with the support of his colonial superiors, fighting a determined
but doomed rearguard action against the political drive for Filipino self-rule.
Apart from angering the legislature, Worcester’s insistence on absolute autonomy
over his tribal domain also produced periodic conflicts with the constabulary.
Whenever the colonial executive created one of his special provinces, Worcester
appointed experienced constabulary officers as governor and lieutenant gover-
nors while insisting on their authority over all PC troops in the territory. By carv-
ing his provinces out of areas where the constabulary was already in control,
Worcester was seeking not just to second PC officers but to subordinate them.22

Indicative of their central role in U.S. rule, the scouts and constabulary con-
ducted the first explorations of central Mindanao, charting the forested fastness
of this island of thirty-six thousand square miles for empire’s future exploitation.
In early 1902 Lt. R. O. Van Horn led eleven Philippine Scouts on a 290-mile ex-
ploratory expedition across the island’s northern tier, starting from the west coast
and paddling eastward for six days up the great Pulangi River into the uncharted
interior. Continuing on foot, the party finally reached the Mailag Valley, which
the lieutenant described as “30 miles long and 8 miles wide, good rich soil covered
with short grass, well watered; would support a population of 100,000.” From
there the party moved northward to the vast “open table land” of the Bukidnon
Plateau, hiking for three days through “grass knee deep” that stretched to the ho-
rizon before descending to the town of Cagayan de Oro on Mindanao’s north
coast.23

Two years later, in May 1904, PC colonel James Harbord led a similar mapping
expedition into Mindanao’s northeastern forests on the opposite side of the is-
land. After landing at Bagañga Bay on the east coast, the party marched due west
for nine days through forty miles of “damp, dark forests untouched by men,”
encountering the “extremely timid” Mandaya pagans who lived in bamboo
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huts “raised high on poles.” After reaching the headwaters of the Agusan River,
Harbord’s party floated downstream toward the coast, passing villages of Ma-
nobo tribesmen who “cultivated the soil more extensively” than the Mandaya but
were still, in Harbord’s view, “an inferior race.” In his final report the colonel
called the Agusan Basin “the largest and most productive virgin area now left in
the islands,” predicting that “this magnificent stream” would in time “float to the
sea some of the richest forest products and best timber in the Philippines.” But
for now there was “no protection for these people against the wild tribes and ag-
riculture worthy of the name will not begin in this splendid valley until some is
afforded.”24

To pacify northern Mindanao, the constabulary pushed into the interior,
patrolling the Bukidnon Plateau and establishing a post at Talacogon forty-five
miles up the Agusan River for the “freeing of slaves and apprehension of out-
laws.”25 Apart from unsubdued tribes, the PC also met resistance from members
of the Filipino political elite of Misamis Province who, as hemp brokers oper-
ating from the coastal town of Cagayan de Oro, exploited the inland farming
villages in ways that fostered instability. During a 1904 inspection, Governor-
General Luke Wright noted that “poor and ignorant men have been loaned small
sums of money and then required to work indefinitely to pay it in hemp . . . for
the practical enslavement of the man.”26 Though order improved by 1906, the
constabulary still regarded Misamis Province as “the one festering sore in the fifth
district,” and their supervisor, Secretary of Police W. Cameron Forbes, branded
the province’s elite “the most turbulent and troublesome of any in the Islands,
next to the Moros.” Most of the trouble could be traced, PC officers said, to Ca-
gayan de Oro’s corrupt “ring,” or political machine, whose machinations assured
that “slavery continued, and poor and mountain people imposed upon in a most
shameful manner.”27

To this delicate colonial balance the Philippine Commission added Dean
Worcester by merging the Bukidnon Plateau with the Agusan River basin to cre-
ate the Special Province of Agusan in 1907. For the colonial executive this new
province represented, in principle, an effort to protect the pagan tribes, the forty
thousand Manobos along the river and the forty-five thousand Bukidnon on the
plateau, from commercial exploitation by Filipino merchants in coastal towns
such as Cagayan de Oro.28 For Worcester, with all his avarice and ambition, this
was a heaven-sent opportunity to exploit the economic potential discovered dur-
ing the constabulary’s explorations several years earlier.

To lead his new tribal province Worcester selected three talented officials:
Frederick Johnson, an active-duty constabulary captain, as Agusan’s governor;
Frederick W. Lewis, a former colonial official and experienced cattleman, as lieu-
tenant governor of Bukidnon Subprovince; and, Manuel Fortich, an educated
Filipino from Cebu City and former PC lieutenant, as the assistant governor for
western Bukidnon.29 Of these three Assistant Governor Fortich, combining the
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Cebuano elite’s finesse with the constabulary’s raw force, achieved what Worces-
ter called “extraordinary success in influencing wild men to come in from the
hills and establish model villages.”30

Despite Worcester’s celebratory claims, his civil officials required constabu-
lary firepower to subdue this remote region, a dependence that fostered politi-
cal infighting from the very start. Reacting to colonial encroachment, a warrior
known as Tawidi led the Manobo tribes along the Agusan River in open revolt,
murdering a Bureau of Science researcher in May 1907 before retreating deep into
the rugged highlands. By 1911 Manobo raiding in the mountain range between
the Bukidnon Plateau and Agusan River had become serious, and Governor
Lewis urged that an additional PC company be assigned to the river valley and
sixty more constables to the Bukidnon Plateau.31 In November Tawidi led 150
men into southern Bukidnon, killing eighteen villagers, and Manuel Fortich, now
the lieutenant governor of Bukidnon, pleaded for more constabulary, a request
denied by Chief Bandholtz on the grounds of limited funding.32

Outraged, Secretary Worcester fired off a letter to the governor-general, call-
ing the situation in Agusan “intolerable” and condemning Chief Bandholtz’s
“vacillating attitude.” Unless troops were sent soon, he warned, “the towns which
we have established at such pains will be deserted and people will take to the
hills.” He asked that “the Director of Constabulary be compelled to deal effec-
tively with this situation” or provide funds direct to Agusan so “that the province
be allowed to police itself.”33

As he usually did, Governor Forbes sided with Worcester and dispatched a
company of scouts for sustained operations against Tawidi. After six months of
“incessant campaigning in constant pursuit of the outlaws,” Tawidi’s men were so
hard-pressed by constabulary patrols that they could not plant crops and the Ma-
nobo villagers that the PC had press-ganged as guides and bearers “became very
weary of it all.” By 1913 local leaders negotiated Tawidi’s surrender to the constab-
ulary and some four hundred of his Manobo followers settled in Bukidnon. As
Worcester reported in his usual triumphal tone, at one Manobo village “in the
very heart of Mindanao” these once ferocious warriors were now “cutting the
grass on their town plaza with a lawnmower.”34

Although Worcester trumpeted Bukidnon’s pacification as civilization’s tri-
umph, he was playing a long colonial hand that complicated, and ultimately com-
promised, the constabulary’s mission.35 In 1910 the colony’s chronic beef shortage
and Bukidnon’s unique grassland ecology converged to foster, in Worcester’s me-
thodical mind, visions of a private empire in this “ideal cattle region.” The bar-
riers to his cattle kingdom on the Bukidnon Plateau were many: legal limits on
land sales to Americans, untested cattle breeds, local instability, and competition
for these virgin lands from settlers, American and Filipino. In his last years of co-
lonial service, Worcester would use his office to overcome each of these obstacles.
He skirted the landownership issue by leasing rather than purchasing pastures,
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encouraged research into disease-resistant breeds, drove off rival Americans who
threatened his domain, and, most important, barred Filipino competitors from
operating on the plateau.36

Range War

During his six-year rule over Agusan Province, Secretary Worcester was relentless
in driving rivals off the Bukidnon Plateau. From 1907 on, he worked through his
local appointees to sever Bukidnon’s long-established trade links with Filipino
merchants in the coastal towns of Misamis Province, particularly Cagayan de Oro,
playing on the colonial regime’s concern about the exploitative relationship
between these savvy merchants and the illiterate tribal pagans in the interior.37 To
end this exploitation his lieutenant governor, Frederick Lewis, enticed the tribes
into new villages by hosting elaborate fiestas with brass bands and showering them
with pennies, beads, combs, and mirrors. As the Bukidnon moved down from the
hills into his settlements, he opened four government stores to cut their commer-
cial ties to the coast and called village assemblies to attack Cagayan’s hegemony.38

Within months the Cagayan elite maneuvered to file charges against Lieuten-
ant Governor Lewis for his alleged “habit of raping women at the point of a six
shooter.” But Worcester soon quashed these intrigues by assembling the Misamis
governor and his coterie, warning them that, “I should personally interest myself
in . . . the arrest and trial of those who were continuing seditious secret agita-
tion.”39 Two years later he reported that through his efforts the Bukidnon tribes
were “cut off from Misamis,” ending the “rapacity” that had allowed them to be
“robbed of their coffee cacao, hemp, and gutta percha.”40

Ironically, the chief barrier to Worcester’s dominion over the Bukidnon
Plateau was not this Filipino merchant community but a small American colony
located deep in the island’s interior. In 1905 a retired U.S. Army captain, Eugene
Barton, had led four American pioneers into the great Mailag Valley where the
headwaters of the Pulangi River spilled down from the Bukidnon Plateau. At the
outset the Barton plantation made “fair profits” by trading for forest products
with Manobo tribesman and farming with tribal tenants. With colonial repre-
sentatives far away on the coast, the Barton group exercised considerable local
authority.41

At first Worcester and his men treated the Barton party as allies in the admin-
istration of the new province. But in mid-1910 relations suddenly soured, locals
said, because Governor Lewis “wanted an interest” in Captain Barton’s farm and
his brother, Richard Barton, had hired away “Lewis’s mistress” Dominga as his
laundry woman. Adding to these local tensions, both Barton and Lewis used the
police to press-gang hundreds of tribesmen into their road crews, working them
hard for starvation wages. The workers “disliked them both and feared them
both, not knowing what would happen if they were disobeyed.”42
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These simmering tensions erupted on August 5, 1910, when Lieutenant
Governor Lewis rode into the Mailag Valley with an exploratory party headed by
Maj. Elvin R. Heiberg, governor of Cotabato, and Capt. M. H. Signor of the U.S.
Navy. When Lewis asked for bearers, Eugene Barton exploded in anger, accusing
him of taking the plantation’s tenants for his road crews and declaring that “he
would not stand for it any longer.” That night Captain Signor made some astral
calculations, determining that the Eighth Parallel, the official provincial bound-
ary, was three miles north of the Barton farm. In effect, the whole Mailag Valley
was in General Pershing’s Moro Province not Lewis’s Bukidnon Subprovince, a
discovery that, if true, would release Lewis from the responsibility of defending
the farm from attack.43

Although Major Heiberg cautioned that these calculations were unofficial,
Lewis quickly declared the farm beyond his boundaries and commenced a three-
month war on the Bartons. He fired Richard Barton as road foreman, canceled
construction, and withdrew constabulary protection from the Mailag Valley.
With the constabulary gone, Lewis and Fortich signaled to the Manobo tribes, di-
rectly or indirectly, that the Barton farm was open for retribution.44

On October 25 some three hundred Manobo tribesmen armed with spears
and angry over unpaid government wages raided the unprotected Barton home-
stead, ransacking the premises and feasting on stolen pigs. During five hours in
the farmyard, their leader Banao, a Manobo warrior famed for eating the liver of
a local policeman and his ability to “catch bullets in his shirt,” vacillated danger-
ously. After dancing toward the house, spear forward to signal war, he announced
that he “wanted a white woman.” Although accepting a servant as surrogate, he
still insisted that Mrs. Barton kneel before him and swear she would not call the
constabulary. Throughout this long morning, Mrs. Barton, her brother-in-law
Richard, and their servant were confined inside an outbuilding, saved only by the
presence of a sympathetic local chief, Manliguayan, and their own firearms.45

That afternoon Assistant Governor Fortich and Lt. Dorr H. Malone arrived at
the farm with a detachment of eleven constables who fired on the fleeing ma-
rauders, killing ten and wounding many more. Although Mrs. Barton named sev-
eral raiders, Lieutenant Governor Lewis and his constabulary unit claimed that it
was impossible to track them through the mountains. Just five days later, how-
ever, Lt. Col. John White, the hero of the Bud Dajo battle, rode to Mailag from
the coast, crossed the river alone and, within hours apprehended Banao himself
lying wounded and bleeding in the bush. Concluding that Lewis was “headstrong
and violent” and Fortich “even more violent and unbalanced than Lewis,” White
declared that Barton was “entitled to protection . . . and not to be hounded out of
the country by all the forces of the government as will be the case if Lewis and
Fortich are left alone.”46

With order restored, charges and countercharges flew. In January 1911,
Governor-General Forbes ordered a government attorney, Fisher H. Nesmith, to
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investigate Lewis. Just as Worcester kept files on Cagayan’s caciques, so the cacique
ex-governor of Misamis, Manuel Corrales, “brought out two notebooks” during
an interview at Cagayan de Oro that recorded “every time a native came down
from the interior . . . who had a reclama [complaint] against . . . any Americans in
Bukidnon.” After taking evidence from all parties, Nesmith compiled a damning
report, describing Lewis as “intensely pugnacious” and his administration “dicta-
torial in the extreme.” The investigator urged that, given his “violent and suspi-
cious” nature, Lewis be transferred out of Bukidnon.47

On his return from another bureaucratic battle in Washington, Worcester
replied to this report with a ninety-two-page rebuttal that turned the tables on
his critics. With his usual mastery of derogatory information, he tarred Eugene
Barton as a corrupt official who had resigned as treasurer of Misamis Province
“under a cloud” and then fled into the interior where he “was selling vino to the
Bukidnon people in violation of the law.”48 He mocked Captain Signor as “a
naval officer with a peculiar mania for fixing the 8th parallel.” Sadly, the secretary
concluded, the investigator Nesmith was “a young man fresh from law school” ig-
norant of “the bitter hostility of certain of the Filipinos of Misamis toward the
work being carried out in Bukidnon under my direction.” In closing Worcester
insisted “it will be little short of a real calamity if Lieutenant-Governor Lewis
doesn’t return to Bukidnon.” The secretary praised Fortich as an official who “has
long been feared and hated by evil-doers, many of whom he has himself killed.”
In the end Governor-General Forbes, deeply committed to Worcester’s civilizing
mission, backed the interior secretary against his constabulary critics.49

Worcester’s control over Bukidnon was soon complete. In July 1911, just three
weeks after this rebuttal, Worcester took Governor-General Forbes along on his
annual inspection tour. The two rode together through the Mailag Valley, finally
cleared of the Bartons and their farm, daydreaming about retiring from govern-
ment to these “alluring” grasslands for the life of a cattle rancher. Not only did
Forbes exonerate the accused officials, but he soon promoted both—Lewis to
governor of Agusan Province and Fortich to lieutenant governor of Bukidnon.
Forbes also extended Bukidnon’s boundary south to incorporate the Mailag dis-
trict, thus adding this valley’s virgin grasslands to Worcester’s domain.50

With his power over the province consolidated, Worcester moved quickly to
transform this great plateau into a cattle kingdom. He barred Christian Filipinos
from settling in Bukidnon, saying they had “absolutely no equitable claim to the
territory of . . . the wild hill tribes.”51 In March 1913, though still the interior
secretary, Worcester became vice president of the American-Philippine Com-
pany and hired former governor Lewis as his assistant to “take over the work of
starting up the cattle proposition.” Concealing his role through intermediaries,
Worcester used his official position to negotiate low-cost grazing leases for the ten
thousand hectares that became his Diklum Ranch northwest of Malaybalay. After
the Republican defeat in the 1912 U.S. elections forced him to retire a few months
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later, he began stocking the ranch with disease-resistant Nellore cattle bought
from government experimental farms at a steep discount. For another herd of
twenty-five hundred head, he leased an additional seven thousand hectares to
create the Nellore Ranch in the Mailag Valley, the old Barton territory. Although
Worcester was now out of office, in 1914 Fortich was appointed governor of Bu-
kidnon and served him faithfully for the next seven years, building his own herd
of six thousand head on grasslands leased from the government.52

But Worcester and Fortich, ignoring the legislature’s growing influence, finally
overplayed their hand. In 1921 Governor Fortich decided to sell the province’s
experimental ranch and advised Worcester to purchase its seventeen hundred
Nellore cattle “before the Manila caciques bought them,” something the Ameri-
can did for the bargain price of forty-three thousand pesos. This insider deal
outraged Senator Quezon, who called a special legislative session to denounce
Fortich as an “Americanista” and force his resignation. The legislature also re-
duced the province’s size substantially by lopping off all the territory north of the
Tagoloan River, producing a sudden depopulation of the model settlements, the
so-called sanitary villages, that had once been the hallmark of Worcester’s tribal
domain.53

Though his political regime was finally defeated, Worcester’s economic im-
print on Bukidnon’s landscape persisted for another twenty years. In his decade-
long campaign to keep this range open for cattle, he fought hard to block Filipino
migration into Bukidnon where there were three hundred thousand hectares of
unsettled land.54 With Worcester intimidating any official who dared to advocate
homesteading, the plateau’s grasslands were carved into large corporate ranches
for the balance of the colonial era. The once independent Bukidnon tribesmen,
the very wards Worcester would save from Cagayan’s caciques, were reduced to
hired hands, mere “muchachos” working for wages, debt bonded to the ranchers,
and denied upward mobility as landowning farmers.55 The prosperity of this one
American imperialist came at the high cost, for his ranches alone, of family farms
for some twenty-five thousand poor, just as his larger policy for the Bukidnon
Plateau denied prime agricultural property to some four hundred thousand
land-hungry Filipinos.

Highland Head-Hunting

In northern Luzon’s rugged Cordillera range, the constabulary faced the daunting
mission of eliminating tribal warfare while mired in even more contentious civil-
military wrangling. Inside boundaries 150 miles long and 50 miles wide, the
region’s Mountain Province had rugged topography and a diverse tribal popula-
tion of 140,000, which made it a unique challenge for colonial policing.56 With
ridges rising to four thousand feet and peaks well above eight thousand, the Cor-
dillera was etched with deep ravines, raging rivers, and steep rice terraces that had
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largely defied Spanish colonial conquest for three centuries. In these impene-
trable mountains, unsubdued tribes such as the Bontoc, Ifugao, and Kalinga
practiced ritual head-taking and endemic warfare with spear and shield. From
the outset the U.S. regime treated this region as a tribal zone and divided its dis-
tricts along ethnic lines. Reinforcing these linguistic boundaries, the constabu-
lary recruited its companies locally, requiring American officers to command, for
example, Ifugao constables in Ifugao or Bontocs in Bontoc.57

Along the Cordillera, which had been lately and only lightly incorporated into
the Spanish state, the success of U.S. rule rested largely on the skills of young
constabulary officers. In contrast to their policy of strict law enforcement in the
lowlands, American officers regarded the highlanders as “martial tribes” with
backward yet complex cultures whose transformation required a subtle manipu-
lation. To check endemic conflict, PC officers compromised with these warrior
cultures in ways that reinforced their martial attributes. The Americans ruled
through powerful bacanang leaders who had won high status in battle, punished
whole villages for ritual head-taking with “punitive expeditions” rather than in-
dividual arrests, and accepted “customary law as the law of the land.”58 Despite
the difficulties of this mission, the PC often posted just a single company, with
one American lieutenant and twenty to forty native constables, to police tribal
territories with up to twenty thousand warriors scattered across rugged, un-
mapped terrain.59 In their seven-year pacification of this remote highland fron-
tier, from 1902 to 1908, young American PC lieutenants were plunged into tribal
warfare that tested their character, exercising more personal power than their
brother officers did anywhere else in the archipelago.

As its posts and patrols spread slowly up the Cordillera mountain range, the
constabulary became a surrogate state, building roads, administering remote dis-
tricts, mediating disputes, and ending the head-taking vendetta that had long iso-
lated villages from neighbors and the entire region from the lowlands. Such war-
fare and its head-hunting traditions, the constabulary soon found, was not mere
banditry but was central to spirit rituals celebrated by “dancing with shield and
spear . . . the old men . . . taunting the young men with tales of great valor.” Sup-
pression of such religious practices would require a judicious mix of policing
and politics that, civil officials and PC commanders agreed, was best done by the
constabulary.60

In its first year, 1901–2, the constabulary advanced into the more accessible
southern mountains around Baguio and Benguet as the vanguard of the civil re-
gime and then moved due north up the Cordillera into the Bontoc tribal villages.
At first contact the constabulary described the mountaineers, called Igorots, as
“clear-eyed, muscular and deep chested, honest and heathen, timid in manner
but courageous in fact.” Physically they formed “the best military material on
Luzon” and caused no trouble “except for their head-hunting forays, which per-
suasion could stop.” Although the first posts were manned with lowland Ilocanos,
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in December 1902 constabulary headquarters ordered that highland companies
recruit Igorot tribal constables.61

Through exploration and analysis, the civil government knitted these constab-
ulary operations into a comprehensive pacification policy for the Cordillera. In
late 1902 Dr. David P. Barrows, the chief of the Bureau of Non-Christian Tribes,
led two anthropologists and twenty PC constables on an expedition that hiked
northeast from Baguio until it reached the Ifugao rice terraces where it found both
devastation and deep-seated resistance. After the sudden Spanish withdrawal in
1898, Barrows reported, “head hunting has burst out again in its most brutal
form.” Reflecting on this highland zone back in Manila, Barrows concluded that
militarized Spanish presence had represented a welcome alternative to tribal “an-
archy.” By building eleven military settlements with barracks, chapels, and con-
vents and then knitting them together with a network of highland horse trails, the
Spanish had introduced order, Christianity, and coffee cultivation. Although this
work was “utterly swept away in a brief period of four years” during the Philip-
pine Revolution, Barrows recommended that the U.S. regime could use a similar
paramilitary scheme to relieve this race “from the fury of its own savagery.”62

Simultaneously, Governor L. E. Bennett of Nueva Vizcaya, another of
Worcester’s tribal domains, proposed posting 120 constabulary soldiers in four
permanent garrisons across the nearby Ifugao highlands until roads and schools
could follow. By recruiting Ifugao to fill the lower ranks, they would, he believed,
be “forced into contact with the outside world . . . [and] they will gradually aban-
don their barbarous customs.”63 Consequently, in April 1903 Capt. Lewis Patstone
and thirty constabulary soldiers marched into the Ifugao hills to locate a future
garrison at Kiangan and “make peace negotiations with the Ifugao Igorrotes.” In
December his deputy, Lt. Levi Case, returned to establish a permanent post at
Kiangan, the first of four he opened. Over the next two years the lieutenant ex-
tended his influence across central Ifugao through a mix of deft politics and pu-
nitive expeditions, leaving pigs slaughtered and houses in flames. After Lieuten-
ant Case took a medical leave in 1906, the legendary Lt. Jefferson Davis Gallman,
a nephew of his Confederate namesake, used a successful mix of force and sua-
sion to impose colonial order on the forty thousand residents of central Ifugao
with a force that never exceeded two officers and sixty men. When a local leader
at Cambulo greeted the arrival of Gallman’s troops with a defiant war cry, the
lieutenant fired a single shot across a canyon, hitting him in the forehead—a bla-
tant violation of U.S. law that awed local warriors. By the time the Ifugao area
was merged into the new Mountain Province in 1908, Gallman’s tactics had re-
portedly won him the respect of its tribes and appointment as the subprovince’s
first lieutenant governor.64 After establishing an administrative grid and enumer-
ating the population in each hamlet or rancheria, Gallman, in his civil capacity,
regularly press-ganged twenty thousand laborers to blast a network of horse and
hiking trails through these rugged mountains. Yet he also used his influence for
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development, mobilizing, for example, 496 men for up to 120 days of labor on a
six-kilometer irrigation canal across the Lagawe Plateau, opening the area for cul-
tivation and rewarding his workers with the land.65

Despite occasional defeats, the constabulary quickly interpolated itself
among tribal societies along the Cordillera, both mediating and manipulating
their vendetta for pacification with minimal force. Rather than arresting warriors
for killings or head-taking done under customary practice, until 1909 the constab-
ulary mobilized tribal armies for “punitive expeditions against the guilty com-
munity as a whole.”66 In March 1904, for example, Lt. Harry E. Miller marched
east from Bontoc with twenty tribal constables to arrest five Ifugao tribesmen
who were guilty of taking several heads from local Bontocs. After crossing the
steep Polis range, which separated the Bontoc and Ifugao zones, the column
reached the Ifugao village of Guines where the lieutenant conferred with the
chiefs. Suddenly, some seven hundred warriors from Balangao village arrived to
save their constabulary allies from, they said, certain slaughter. Chanting war
songs, they attacked the two thousand Guines fighters massed on the terraces.
Along these two ragged lines of combatants, ringing with shouts and chants, “the
fighting was in the form of duels, two and two fighting,” with warriors thrusting
spears until one went down and the victor was “allowed to finish killing him.”
Outnumbered, the constables and Balangao men retreated along the trail under
sniper fire, returning to Bontoc to complete what was a model mission for the
constabulary. By manipulating ethnic conflicts, this lieutenant had amplified a
twenty-man patrol into a tribal army of seven hundred, allowing him to extend
his authority into a hostile district.67 To minimize the need for these punitive ex-
peditions, starting in 1903 constabulary officers also tried to arrange peace pacts
between traditional enemies throughout the Cordillera.68

With the Ifugao and Bontoc-Igorots largely subdued by 1904, the constabu-
lary completed its northern advance along the Cordillera by subduing the Ka-
lingas, the most aggressive of highland warriors, through punitive expeditions
intended to restrain their attacks on other villages, which were often marked by
head-taking and wholesale massacres.69 After opening its first post at Lubuagan
at the heart of Kalinga in 1904 and another farther north at Babalasan, the con-
stabulary applied paramilitary methods developed earlier in Bontoc and Ifugao,
supervising road construction, patrolling aggressively, and, most important,
negotiating peace pacts.70

After just five years of determined operations, the constabulary had laid down
a coercive network across the Cordillera, posting companies strategically and
patrolling aggressively to eliminate resistance. After PC telegraph lines reached
Bontoc in late 1903 and its posts expanded during the next year into the violent
eastern ranges of Kalinga and Ifugao, the constabulary had an effective infra-
structure of control and head-taking soon declined sharply, particularly among
the Bontocs. “The stimulating touch of American civilization,” the PC district
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chief said of the highlander, “has increased his wants and sharpened his wits and
aroused his genius.”71

Instead of expanding the constabulary’s authority, as some of its officers
proposed, the colonial executive consolidated Secretary Worcester’s control over
the entire Cordillera by creating, in 1908, a unified Mountain Province with
seven subprovinces, one for each major ethnic group. In effect this nominal ad-
ministrative change had some profound implications, removing this vast terri-
tory from oversight by the new Philippine Assembly and incorporating it into
Worcester’s expanding tribal empire. To better exercise his new powers, Worces-
ter recruited several PC officers as lieutenant governors for his new territory’s
subprovinces.72

At first Worcester seemed somewhat flexible in his use of power, seeking allies
among the Assembly and constabulary to resolve serious difficulties in his new
territory. In March 1909, for example, Worcester’s tribal domain was shaken
when Ilongot tribesmen in northeastern Luzon murdered Dr. William Jones, an
anthropologist from Chicago’s Field Museum. As the constabulary unleashed its
usual punitive campaign against the six thousand Ilongot who remained unsub-
dued in the rugged headwaters of the Cagayan River, Lt. Wilfrid Turnbull swept
through the hills burning crops and houses, bringing the Ilongot to “the verge of
starvation,” and inducing villages implicated in the killing to deliver eleven sev-
ered heads as tribute. In August, however, Worcester took a conciliatory approach
by traveling to Baler on Luzon’s Pacific coast “to be present at an assembly of
Ilongots brought together through the influence of Señor Manuel Quezon.”
Quezon was part Ilongot, unbeknownst to Worcester, and willing therefore to
put aside his personal antipathy toward an American he disdained as an arch-
imperialist. During his “very interesting interview with these people,” Worcester
promised both “a special effort to see that they . . . were protected from abuses”
and “swift and severe punishment” for any future raids. As the Spanish had done
before him, Worcester then made Baler the headquarters for his mission to the
Ilongot by opening a government store, special provincial office, PC post, and
horse trail.73 Within a few years Lieutenant Turnbull was back in Baler at a per-
manent constabulary post no longer burning tribal villages but instead building
a new life for Ilongots in ways Quezon and Worcester had envisioned, a rare in-
stance of cooperation between antagonists that had, in effect, completed the con-
stabulary’s pacification of Luzon’s tribal highlands.74

Over the longer term, however, a collision between the constabulary’s old
autonomy and Worcester’s new civil authority produced serious, sustained con-
flict. Within months the PC chief complained that this new structure of minor-
ity provinces was suffering from “faulty administration” since a lieutenant gov-
ernor “can do nothing except thru the Constabulary,” and he was, of course, a
civil official outside the police hierarchy.75 In 1909, for example, the governor of
the Mountain Province, William F. Pack, wrote PC chief Bandholtz to protest the
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“incompetency” of a senior inspector “you have forced upon me against my
wishes and against my protest.” In a mocking reply, the chief addressed Pack, a
former protégé, as the “Ex-Lieutenant of the Celebrated Centerville Warriors . . .
And Now Governor and ‘cacique-en-jefe’ of the Mountain (without ‘Dew’) Prov-
ince.” In a wry reference to Worcester’s lieutenant governors, Bandholtz swore
that he would move mountains to give “the Mountain Province 20,000 Constab-
ulary angels who should ‘kow-tow’ three times per cubic ‘minute’ to their
Lieutenant-Excellencies.”76

Hearts of Darkness

To break the constabulary’s autonomy inside his Mountain Province, Secretary
Worcester maneuvered tirelessly to subordinate the PC’s lieutenants to his own
lieutenant governors, the aforementioned “Lieutenant-Excellencies.” Under this
new regime, some of his American governors would become entangled in local
and colonial politics that compromised their self-styled civilizing mission. Others
went beyond these bounds to discover a heart of darkness.

A few of these accidental colonials adapted well to the complex demands
of highland service, notably the incoming lieutenant governor of Ifugao, Owen
Tomlinson. Fleeing small-town Indiana, he lied about his age to join the U.S.
Army as a private, arrived in the islands in 1899 at the height of the Philippine-
American War, and later was commissioned a third lieutenant in the constabu-
lary.77 After some uneventful years patrolling the central plain just north of Ma-
nila, in 1909 he transferred to the Fourth Mountain Company at Banaue in the
Ifugao highlands, a colonial frontier where an ambitious officer could make his
reputation. In this awe-inspiring terrain of earthen rice terraces that scaled steep
mountain slopes, Tomlinson proved a natural colonial, rising to captain of con-
stabulary and serving as lieutenant governor of the Ifugao Subprovince from 1913
to 1915. With Manila a month away by mail, he learned the local language and be-
came a one-man regime, building schools, developing agriculture, tracking out-
laws, and enforcing the ban on head-hunting.78 Such success was due in part to
his Filipino subaltern, Lt. Maximo Meimban, who had an encyclopedic knowl-
edge of every Ifugao tribal leader and an uncanny ability to spin out long lists de-
tailing every aspect of Ifugao’s administration.79 In 1918, after twenty years in the
islands, Major Tomlinson returned home with a government pension and a final
fitness rating as “a most deserving and worthy officer.”80 Although he would later
complain “I wasted the most valuable years of my life” in the constabulary, he
rose to become superintendent of Mount Rainier National Park and returned to
Ifugao in the early 1950s for a series of emotional reunions.81

Further north in the Kalinga Subprovince, the civilian lieutenant governor,
Walter F. Hale, responded very differently to the extraordinary authority he en-
joyed under Worcester’s tribal regime, becoming capricious and at times cruel.
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Despite the existence of PC posts and regular patrols, these Kalinga villages had
persisted in ritual head-taking.82 In 1908 the constabulary called the forty-four
heads taken in the Cordillera, nearly half by Kalingas, “the principal stain of
crime on our Philippine record for the year.”83 Secretary Worcester was similarly
dissatisfied with the PC’s performance and invested Hale, who he described as a
“man with chilled-steel nerve,” with broad powers to subdue this “fine lot of
head-hunting savages.”84

Raised on a ranch in the American West where he became “a dead shot with a
revolver from any position,” Hale fought with the Nebraska volunteers in 1898
and later prospected for gold in the Cordillera. An American colleague described
him as a man with a “fiery temper” and the build of “a large stocky gorilla” who
“could outhike and outfight the bravest and strongest warriors.” More savage
than the supposed savages, Hale appropriated Kalinga culture to pacify the Ka-
lingas, soon becoming the unchallenged warrior-chief of this violent land, bar-
ring his tribal charges from contacting the constabulary and thus denying them
information needed for effective policing. With unchecked power and in clear
defiance of the law, he doubled the road labor requirement for all Kalinga males
to twenty days per year, allowing him to extend the highland trail network with
unequalled speed, pleasing Worcester.85

Known universally as “Sapao” for having once led Bontoc warriors in a raid
on an Ifugao village of that name, Hale expanded on that tactic by organizing a
Kalinga police force under his personal command. Learning of the power of local
leaders called pangat (conflict mediators), he appointed them presidentes of local
police, in effect using their cultural authority for war instead of peace. When a
Kalinga district rebelled, the lieutenant governor would assemble hundreds of
warriors from rival villages and lead them on punitive raids with fire and spear.86

“I would rather have fifteen picked natives in the capacity of Deputy Sheriffs
working under our direction than all the Constabulary military officers stationed
in Kalinga,” Hale told the PC district commander.87

In January 1911 Hale’s destructive attack on the unsubdued Bacari and Gui-
nabual districts finally drew attention to his violent methods. A year earlier he
had led his police into the Bacari area to arrest three men for taking the head of a
Lubo man named Lissuag. Local warriors had thrown spears and set suga (stake
traps) on the trails, forcing Hale to retreat empty-handed. This area had long
been notorious, in colonial eyes, for its determined resistance. Local warriors had
slaughtered a Guardia Civil unit in 1883 –84 and attacked a constabulary patrol in
1903, taking two soldiers’ heads. Now advised that Bacari and its neighbors had
amassed two hundred warriors and one hundred guns to launch an open revolt,
Hale wrote the governor of the Mountain Province proposing a pincer attack in
which Bontoc’s constabulary would march north while his Kalinga police and
constabulary moved south.88 In response, Governor Pack issued orders to Bon-
toc’s lieutenant governor, J. C. Early, to march into Bacari with sixteen constables
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under Lt. Charles Penningroth ready “to kill, wound, and disperse.”89 The
governor also instructed Hale to lead fifteen constables under Capt. W. D. Harris
south “for the purpose of demonstrating to the natives . . . that our Government
is in force in their district.” In both sets of orders, Governor Pack gave his subor-
dinates identical instructions about relations with their constabulary escorts in-
dicative of a problematic, overlapping authority between PC commanders and
the lieutenant governors.90

Two weeks later with the mission completed, Lieutenant Penningroth tele-
grammed a routine after-action report to the PC’s northern Luzon headquarters,
sparking a bitter battle in the ongoing bureaucratic war between Worcester and
the constabulary. According to this report, Penningroth had marched north into
the rebel zone with twenty-two men on January 14 and there encountered Hale
with six hundred Kalinga “polistas” from Lubuagan and Balbalasan. Operating as
a punitive force, the Kalinga police had slaughtered village pigs for food, scattered
their entrails across the trail, and “torn down houses to provide materials for the
erection of their camp.” Over the next two days, the lieutenant found that “many
of the houses in the district had already been set on fire” by the Kalinga police
and heard reports that they would soon begin killing any locals they encountered.
On January 20 the lieutenant crossed paths with a “long column” that turned out
to be “Lt. Gov. Hale with soldiers and several hundred Kalingas carrying loot.”91

The Northern District Constabulary chief, Col. Wallace Taylor, reprimanded
Hale, reminding him that “the use of savage war parties against others is not ap-
proved” and refusing to supply his PC troops for any future expeditions of this
nature.92

In response to this stinging rebuke Hale telegrammed the provincial governor
at Bontoc on January 30, defending his actions and belittling his chief critics,
Lieutenant Penningroth and Lieutenant Governor Early, as “two very small boys,
rather than two full grown men holding responsible positions in the Mountain
Province.” Hale admitted ordering his Kalinga volunteers “to kill pigs, dogs, bring
in palay [rice], and destroy all shacks,” but he insisted that the operation had
taught Bacari and nearby districts “a very practical lesson.”93

The constabulary was unconvinced. “It may be that higher authorities will
consider the means were justified by the results,” wrote Colonel Taylor, “but . . . I
will refuse to furnish escorts to Lieutenant-Governors who take with them hordes
of warriors for the purpose of devastating the country.” When these papers
reached PC headquarters in Manila, Chief Bandholtz wrote the governor-general
on February 3, suggesting that “expeditions . . . composed of mixed forces and
controlled by mixed leadership are faulty in their organization.” He also asked
for advice about whether to affirm the colonel’s decision to deny troops to
Worcester’s officials for future punitive expeditions.94

Instead of a prompt reply to a routine query that was referred, in due course,
to his Interior Department, Secretary Worcester spent the next eight months
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assembling his case, determined not merely to defeat his enemies but destroy
them. Riding into Kalinga for a firsthand investigation, Worcester listened and
his stenographer recorded while Lieutenant Governor Hale dictated his version
of events to the assembled Bacari rebels. “You would not do what was right,” Hale
told them. “You would not even have a talk. . . . We burned your houses, or
shacks, because you insisted on fighting me.” Then Worcester spoke, warning the
Bacari warriors to fear his power. “We could bring ten thousand men up here,” he
told them. “We have got guns that shoot from here clear over to where you live
and they make such a noise . . . that you would think the whole world was blow-
ing up.” When he finished this thundering oration, one of the chastened chiefs
replied, “We are afraid to do any more fighting.”95

On October 5 Worcester finally sent Governor-General Forbes a thirteen-page
memo backed with a thick dossier of nine attached documents. The secretary
argued that the constabulary’s original reports on the Bacari operation “consti-
tute . . . an insidious attack by the Director of Constabulary [Bandholtz] on
Lieutenant-Governor Hale.” Moreover, his lieutenant governor’s tally of 262 guns
captured in Kalinga during the past three years was more than the constabulary
had taken in the past decade. Admittedly, some of Hale’s Kalingas took the jaw of
one or two rebels killed in the fighting, a regrettable “manifestation of the blood-
lust which still continues in the hearts of these people.” But this savagery was
matched, nay exceeded, by the constabulary’s tribal soldiers, who shot “a poor
Kalinga woman and child . . . full of buckshot at very short range” and then bor-
rowed a Kalinga head ax to hack away her jaw, a trophy prized in their vendetta
culture. Finally Worcester, playing a purloined PC document as a trump card,
sought to discredit a key witness in the dispute by charging that Lieutenant Pen-
ningroth himself “had but a few days before stood calmly by . . . while his Igorot
Constabulary hacked off with bayonets the head of a man whom they killed.”96

From his private archive of damaging documents, all numbered and cross-
referenced, Worcester had plucked Penningroth’s report of an unrelated patrol a
full year earlier in which he had pursued four warriors guilty of head-taking in
the Mambucayan area. After the men threw spears and the constables fired, killing
one, a Bontoc soldier, in the lieutenant’s words, “did a very repulsive thing, in that
he cut off the dead man’s head.” Penningroth reprimanded this otherwise loyal
constable for “a grave impropriety in a peace officer.” But the soldier replied defi-
antly that “it was Igorot custom,” though he apparently relented and left the head.
The lieutenant, deeply upset but “not knowing how the dead had been treated in
similar situations,” simply reported the dereliction to a senior inspector.97

The outcome of Worcester’s protean effort was less than he might have hoped.
By the time his memo hit the governor-general’s desk in January 1912, Forbes was
already besieged by allegations of Manila police corruption and needed closure
rather than controversy from these distant highlands. In letters to his warring sub-
ordinates, he advised Chief Bandholtz that Hale’s expedition had been soundly
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organized, at most a mild rebuke for the constabulary. He told Worcester that
Hale’s conduct had been “more or less admirable,” at best faint praise. But he also
affirmed Colonel Taylor’s ban on constabulary troops “leading hordes of spear-
men into fights,” stating flatly that “the Government must certainly be against
turning bands of savages loose against each other.” To placate Worcester, the
governor-general closed by saying, “Penningroth has been let out of the service.”98

But, as the ever watchful Worcester soon learned, this sop was a lie and his quarry
Penningroth had escaped by resigning months before, returning to the United
States for law school with full pension and an exemplary fitness rating from
Colonel Taylor. Worcester was outraged and determined to have his revenge.99

Imperial Transition

Conflicts in remote tribal territories between constabulary lieutenants and civil
lieutenant governors ramified through their respective hierarchies to Manila,
fueling public controversy and stoking personal animosities. Through a mix of
bureaucratic in-fighting and public debate, Worcester’s special provinces became
a flash point for political conflict during the larger colonial transition to greater
Filipino autonomy. Worcester himself drew withering attacks from Manila’s na-
tionalist press, which mocked the interior secretary in cartoons and editorials. In
October 1908 the satirical weekly Lipag Kalabaw published a cartoon showing
Worcester as the biblical King Belshazzar asking the meaning of the phrase
“Mene, Mene, Tekel, Parsin.” In reply an oracle labeled “Opinión Pública” says, “It
means, Oh powerful King of Amburayan, Bukidnon and Benguet, that you ought
to resign as soon as the sun rises.” Almost simultaneously the nationalist news-
paper El Renacimiento published an editorial titled “Aves de Rapiña” (Birds of
Prey) accusing Worcester of “ascending the mountains of Benguet to classify and
measure the skulls of the Igorrote and . . . civilize them, and to espy in flight, with
the eye of the bird of prey, where are the large deposits of gold.” Two years later,
while battling the Filipino bid for independence, Worcester sued El Renacimiento
for libel. The colonial courts bankrupted the paper by awarding him an unprece-
dented sixty thousand pesos in damages. With his usual vindictiveness, Worces-
ter appeared at the auction of the publishers’ assets in January 1910 where he out-
bid them for the copyright to the paper’s name and for their own homes.100

That October, during an infamous public address at the Manila Young Men’s
Christian Association (YMCA), Worcester invoked his experience in Bukidnon
to charge that minorities “were being cruelly exploited by Filipinos.” He dispar-
aged the courage of the Filipinos, adding that “six Moros with barongs” could
take any “civilized town” in the islands. Outraged, municipal councils across the
archipelago passed motions demanding his dismissal. The Philippine Assembly
went on strike for twenty-six days to force his resignation, only resuming sessions
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in February 1911 to pass a unanimous censure motion that its resident commis-
sioner in Washington, Manuel Quezon, delivered to the War Department.101

Again Worcester went on the offensive. He began by attacking the constabu-
lary command, starting in September 1910 with a formal complaint against a PC
inspector on Mindoro Island for failing to enforce street-cleaning regulations.
When Chief Bandholtz seemed unconcerned about the unsightly litter, Worces-
ter complained to his colonial superior, the secretary of commerce and police,
that the general’s reply was “very offensive to me.” In a perfunctory apology,
Bandholtz expressed “great mortification” for failing to realize “my ambition to
have the Constabulary ‘play the game’ in the non-Christian provinces.”102

In early 1912 these disputes led Worcester to conclude, in his Manichean man-
ner, that Chief Bandholtz was an enemy who must be destroyed. Consequently,
when Bandholtz left for the United States to lobby for a promotion to the Bureau
of Insular Affairs, Worcester wrote a personal letter to President Taft warning that
the appointment “would be a serious misfortune for these Islands.”103 In support
of these claims, Worcester added a fourteen-page catalog of complaints against
constabulary officers, focusing on conflicts in Bukidnon and Kalinga and blam-
ing Bandholtz for them all.104 When Bandholtz was passed over for promotion,
Worcester “seemed elated,” bragging publicly to his provincial officials that he
had blocked the appointment.105

As the Democrats headed for victory in the U.S. presidential elections of
November 1912, the personal and political merged as Woodrow Wilson’s candi-
dacy brought the promise of systematic reforms. During the campaign’s closing
months, Manila colonials felt certain that Wilson would appoint more Demo-
crats to the Philippine Commission and would almost certainly remove Worces-
ter, by now the personification of Republican imperialism. When the election re-
turns reached Manila, Nacionalista Party activists began agitating, in the words of
one PC secret agent, for a “complete change in the present administration when
the Democrats come into power.” Throughout this election year and its after-
math, Republicans responded with propaganda that the Filipino practice of slav-
ery made them unfit for self-rule. Governor-General Forbes first raised the issue
in an address at Harvard that June, arguing that the Philippine Assembly’s failure
to pass a law “prohibiting slavery and involuntary servitude” meant that prema-
ture independence would bring oligarchic rule and “oppress the masses.” After his
defeat in November, President Taft joined Forbes in a determined campaign to
slow independence, using Worcester’s controversial research about slavery as its
centerpiece.106

Personal disputes in Manila thus coincided with the political transition in
Washington, both intensifying local vendettas and elevating them to a higher po-
litical plane with important implications for the Philippines’ future. Worcester
fought hard for the retention of the islands as U.S. territory while Bandholtz
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aligned himself with nationalists such as Manuel Quezon who were working
for eventual independence. In the months before the Democratic broom finally
swept him from office, Worcester mobilized his allies in a systematic hunt for two
kinds of derogatory information: public allegations about slaving by members of
the Filipino elite and personal scandals involving Quezon, their most visible
leader. Since Quezon was then resident commissioner in Washington and Worces-
ter planned to use slavery charges as anti-Filipino propaganda before Congress,
the secretary utilized both forms of muckraking throughout the yearlong transi-
tion from Republican rule in Manila.

In contrast to his public bombast over slavery, Worcester conducted a simul-
taneous search for dirt on Quezon quietly and concealed the findings in his pri-
vate files. In January 1913 PC lieutenant Wilfrid Turnbull wrote Worcester from
Baler, Tayabas, Quezon’s hometown, with news of the secret investigation he had
conducted at the secretary’s behest. Defying superior officers protective of Que-
zon, the lieutenant had found that after a legal marriage during the revolution
Quezon and one Maria Cajacob had reportedly lived “as man and wife” at Baler
for several months. Some years later his wife Maria, now separated but not di-
vorced from Quezon, learned that he planned to marry again in Cebu. At this
sensitive moment, the estranged wife Maria “wrote to the Cebu girl informing of
his previous marriage to her,” precipitating a sudden end of Quezon’s engage-
ment to the sister-in-law of Cebu governor Sergio Osmeña. Now, six years after
this incident, Lieutenant Turnbull promised to obtain the full story from one of
Quezon’s hometown enemies, a Spanish mestizo.107 While Worcester continued
to amass evidence for his exposé of Filipino slavery, his private secretary pressed
Turnbull to inquire into “slave-holdings by Mr. Quezon.” The officer replied du-
tifully, promising results.108

To assist Worcester’s hunt for smut, Austin Craig, a history professor and
Forbes protégé, wrote from Tokyo in April 1913 with a tantalizing lead. On his
return to Manila, the professor offered to help by “going to Tayabas to look up a
story about Quezon’s relations with his sister, said to have resulted in a nephew-
son,” an old rumor that had been the subject of a detailed intelligence report
submitted to then PC chief Henry Allen several years earlier. Although he was a
biographer of the revolutionary hero Jose Rizal and a supporter of Filipino aspi-
rations, Craig was implicated in the colonial information regime by his appoint-
ment at the state university.109 Moreover, in October Worcester acquired copies of
papers from a 1904 Mindoro rape case against Quezon certified by the original
government investigator, attorney Hartford Beaumont, who had taken the offi-
cial papers along with him when he left government employ.110

Though salacious, even scandalous, these sexual derelictions remained secon-
dary to charges of graft that Quezon and his PC protectors struggled to suppress.
Professor Craig supplied Worcester with a letter by an American teacher charging
that Quezon, working with a Tayabas attorney, Tomas Umali, had pocketed 50 to
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75 percent of the payments the Manila Railroad had made for rights-of-way to
their clients, a group of local landowners. When these clients filed fraud charges,
Quezon persuaded his partner to assume the burden of guilt with the assurance
that his case could be fixed on appeal to the Supreme Court, a risible strategy that
resulted in Umali’s conviction and flight to Macao.111 A year later the insular au-
ditor found that the “right-of-way syndicate of Tayabas” had paid six hundred
thousand pesos, five times the market rate, to purchase 240 hectares of land
for 30 kilometers of railroad.112 While Bandholtz and Harbord suppressed these
scandals, Worcester filed the damning documents in his private archive, ready for
retrieval and release, which may explain Quezon’s otherwise puzzling avoidance
of any showdown with Worcester in later years.

Meanwhile, to demonstrate that the Filipino elite was unfit for self-
government, Worcester, assisted by “three or four Constabulary officers” in Ma-
nila and others in his tribal domain, spent six months combing “court, police and
constabulary records” for information on anything that could be construed, or
misconstrued, as slavery or bondage. While providing information due Worces-
ter as a senior official, the constabulary tried to check his partisan use of it. Prior
to printing this official report on Slavery and Peonage in the Philippine Islands,
Chief Bandholtz criticized its final draft as “unnecessarily insulting to the mem-
bers of the Assembly.” When it was published unaltered in July 1913 for distribu-
tion in both America and the Philippines, the report enumerated, by misrepre-
senting both evidence and context, the hundreds of pagan tribesmen allegedly
enslaved by Christian Filipinos. By then, Worcester’s ill-fated attempt to stay on
as a special commissioner for the non-Christians under the new Wilson adminis-
tration had failed and he submitted his resignation on June 30.113 Released just
days after his resignation, Worcester’s sensational charge of widespread slavery
launched a new phase in his colonial career as a professional propagandist strug-
gling to slow any move toward Philippine independence by the U.S. Congress.

During his retirement banquet at the Manila Hotel in October 1913, Worces-
ter told four hundred American well-wishers that the incoming Democratic
governor-general’s pro-Filipino policy would soon produce “a plethoric crop of
new, interesting, and important data.” Calling on the Republican crowd to send
him “real, hard, incontrovertible facts,” the raw material for political scandal,
Worcester announced that his new mailing address would be 30 Church Street,
New York, where his business would be to “bring home to the people of the
United States the truth about the Philippines.” In effect, he was appealing to fel-
low colonials to continue the flow of damning information that his resignation
would soon deny him.114

After his arrival at Manila that same month, the new governor-general, Francis
B. Harrison, advised Washington that the slavery question was “politically the
most important matter”he faced, complicated by widespread skepticism “as to the
sincerity of Secretary Worcester in this matter.” Further investigation convinced
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Harrison that peonage was a more accurate term for Philippine conditions
and Worcester’s campaign had not been “conducted in good faith.” To defuse this
political bomb, the governor worked with the Assembly from the moment he
arrived in October 1913 to pass a law outlawing slavery. Then in a concerted effort,
the Assembly formed five subcommittees that fanned out across the archipelago
in November and December to investigate every instance of slavery alleged in
Worcester’s report. The legislators later compiled their findings in a three-
hundred-page study concluding that slavery did not exist in the Philippines in
any of its “forms and manifestations.” In a dramatic endorsement of this report,
the governor-general’s office sent all surviving copies of Worcester’s slavery re-
port to the Manila Ice Plant for incineration. Undeterred by fact or logic, Worces-
ter himself returned to the United States in November to launch a sustained cam-
paign portraying the Filipino elite as slavers unworthy of self-rule, thus playing,
skillfully but unsuccessfully, on the sensitivity of this issue in post–Civil War
America.115

For the next two years Worcester crisscrossed the United States with moving
pictures, lantern slides, and lectures displaying these tribal wards and arguing for
a “steady hand” to restrain their dormant “blood-lust.” Warning that “the Filipi-
nos would adopt toward such hostile primitive peoples the policy of extermina-
tion,” he argued passionately for the colony’s permanent retention to prevent this
“crime against civilization.” His arguments fed live ammunition to Republican
legislators fighting the Jones bill, with its promise of greater Filipino self-rule,
during its fitful passage through the U.S. Congress from 1913 to 1916. This re-
tentionist propaganda was, of course, a direct challenge to Quezon, who was
championing the bill’s passage as the Philippine resident commissioner in Wash-
ington.116 As duty required, Quezon criticized Worcester’s slavery report for por-
traying Filipinos as “savages and absolutely incapable of self-government.” But
Quezon did not strike back with his characteristic vehemence either in Wash-
ington or as president of the Philippine Senate four years later. After Worcester
warned Congress in 1915 that the Jones bill would allow Filipinos to enslave tribal
minorities, Quezon testified before the same committee without challenging
these offensive remarks. Instead he promised blandly that the Philippine Assem-
bly “will take good care of those non-Christian tribes.” In part to placate Repub-
licans legislators, who cited Worcester’s doubts about Filipino fitness for self-rule,
Quezon and his Democratic allies had to dilute the Jones bill’s original promise of
a date certain for independence to a vague rhetorical commitment. Armed with
dirt on Quezon and other Filipino legislators, Worcester thus excoriated the Fili-
pino elite with racist attacks and then returned to the Philippines to wheel and
deal with near impunity, amassing a private fortune through cattle and coconut
trading by the time he died at Manila in 1924. Through it all this arch-imperialist
and his vulnerable enterprises were spared any attempt at retaliation by Quezon
and his powerful Nacionalista Party allies.117
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Changing Security Services

President Wilson’s inauguration in early 1913 ended the tenure of Chief Band-
holtz and Secretary Worcester, sparking long-term changes in both the constabu-
lary and tribal territory. After twelve years as interior secretary, Worcester’s resig-
nation in September 1913 represented the end of an era for his department’s tribal
wards. His loyal, long-serving minions also resigned, notably Mountain Province
governor William F. Pack and Ifugao lieutenant governor Jefferson D. Gallman.118

In Kalinga, Lieutenant Governor Hale tried to stay on but could not survive
without Worcester’s protection. Within months, the constabulary, citing Hale’s
inability to work with its officers, threatened to withdraw from Kalinga unless he
was dismissed.119 For another year Worcester’s Democratic successor, Interior
Secretary Winifred Denison, investigated complaints that Hale had “monopo-
lized the rice trade” through his private store at the Kalinga capital of Lubuagan.
“Up here I am God,” he once told a Filipino trader. “You do what I tell you.” In
June 1915 Hale, threatened with dismissal and loss of his pension, resigned and
was forcibly expelled from the province by armed constabulary soldiers.120

Some PC officers less wedded to Worcester’s regime survived this transition.
After joining the force as a second lieutenant in 1908, William E. Dosser spent
twenty years among the Ifugao, mastering their complex language and leading
patrols against headhunters. In the last six years of direct U.S. rule, 1929 to 1935,
Dosser served concurrently as governor of the Mountain Province and constabu-
lary commander for northern Luzon, a powerful combination that he abused to
amass a vast cattle herd in Ifugao and gold-mining claims in Bontoc tribal terri-
tory. Resolved to stay beyond the end of colonial rule, he built a five-bedroom
bungalow in Baguio City with his Filipina wife and financed his daughter’s cam-
paign for local carnival queen. When the Commonwealth finally Filipinized the
constabulary in 1939, Colonel Dosser resigned his commission and retired to his
mansion.121

Across the whole of Mountain Province, Secretary Denison abolished the
system of tribal rule introduced by the constabulary and perfected by Worcester.
Instead of collective retribution and punitive expeditions for head-taking, indi-
vidual offenders would henceforth be tried and sentenced “in the same manner
as in the lowlands.” Along the central Cordillera, Denison reversed Worcester’s
policy of tolerating low-level tribal warfare by banning spear carrying except for
hunting with a signed permit. Instead of governing through a personal bond
between PC officers and tribal chiefs, this Democratic appointee organized regu-
lar municipal governments with voting in open-air assemblies.122

Through these measures direct U.S. rule over the minority regions was coming
to an end. During his seven years as governor-general, President Wilson’s liberal
appointee, Francis Burton Harrison, systematically demolished Worcester’s tribal
empire, breaking down the administrative barriers that had made minorities
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wards of American power. In February 1920 the Philippine legislature abolished
the separate administration for Mindanao and Sulu, dividing the region into
seven regular provinces under the Interior Department, now headed by a Filipino
cabinet secretary.123 In July Harrison signed a decree investing local officials in
the Mountain Province with a political autonomy comparable to that enjoyed
by their peers in lowland provinces.124

The national police marked a comparable milestone when Chief Bandholtz’s
returned to the United States in July 1913, after eleven years with the constabulary
and six years in command. From the start of civil government in 1901, the U.S.
Army had controlled the colony’s security forces, the scouts, directly as a regular
unit and the constabulary indirectly through the detail of regular army officers.
Buried in the U.S. Army Appropriation Bill of August 1912, the so-called Manchu
Law restricted the future service of regular officers with the constabulary, requir-
ing Chief Bandholtz to return home in July 1913 for reassignment and Col. James
A. Harbord to follow after just six months as his successor.125 With the end of
their tours, Washington began to relinquish control of the constabulary, phasing
out these army assignments and letting it become an insular police force subject
to Manila’s exclusive control.126

By the time Chief Bandholtz stepped down, the constabulary had accom-
plished its primary missions of breaking armed resistance and recovering the
firearms scattered by the sudden collapse of the Spanish state in 1898.127 In thou-
sands of small engagements, the constabulary had killed 4,862 “outlaws,” cap-
tured 11,977 more, and seized 7,424 loose firearms. The force itself lost 50 officers
and 1,160 soldiers.128 Through relentless searching and rigid licensing, by 1913 the
constabulary had succeeded in restoring the state’s monopoly on violence and re-
moving the weapons that were its subversion.129 In Ilocos Norte Province, for ex-
ample, the PC approved only twenty-four firearm licenses between 1901 and 1919,
little more than one gun per year. As regulations gradually loosened, the number
of licenses nationwide doubled every decade from 6,959 in 1910 to 47,933 in 1932,
producing a low ratio of one firearm per sixty-three adult males—still far below
the ratio of one per fifteen at the start of martial law rule in 1972.130

Even the U.S. Army, initially hostile to the constabulary, now regarded it as
indispensable for the maintenance of internal order and decided to preserve it as
a distinct force apart from the scouts regulars and municipal police. While the
scouts would be regrouped into regular regiments for external defense, they were
not suited for policing and the municipal police were deemed “utterly incapable”
of maintaining order. Therefore, concluded the army’s chief of staff in 1911,
“under no circumstance should the Insular Government lose the constabulary.”131

Although the constabulary survived, its relationship with the colonial regime
underwent some significant changes. Indeed, the coincidence of Colonel Har-
bord’s departure and Governor-General Harrison’s arrival in late 1913 allowed
Quezon his first chance to influence the constabulary’s choice of a chief. Only a
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decade after he had served as a spy for a lowly PC lieutenant, Quezon, now the
Philippine resident commissioner in Washington, lobbied effectively to select the
force’s commander, telegramming Governor-General Harrison in July 1914 to
urge the appointment of Col. Herman Hall, an army regular who was serving as
the governor-general’s aide.132 Quezon was adamant in his opposition to the pro-
motion of Col. Wallace Taylor, a career constabulary officer who had come to the
islands fifteen years before with the Nebraska volunteers. After filing his official
objections with the War Department, Quezon issued a public call for the ap-
pointment of a regular army officer who could keep the constabulary “free of
local politics” and prepare it for later conversion “into the army of the Philippine
Islands.” With peace now won, the presence of a “large police force equipped with
rifles,” he said, was an “act of offense against the Filipino people” only warranted
if the PC were trained to become “the nucleus of a future army of the Philip-
pines.” These views prevailed, and Washington appointed Herman Hall as the
next PC chief and the last U.S. Army officer to hold this command.133

Under Governor-General Harrison as well, war and colonial policy combined
to produce a rapid Filipinization of the constabulary officer corps, which had re-
mained 75 percent American under Republican rule. In 1914 Harrison promoted
Rafael Crame, who had been frozen at his old rank for the past seven years, to full
colonel and assistant PC chief. Hailing this landmark appointment, the national-
ist paper La Vanguardia reported that Crame was well known for advocating “Fil-
ipinization of the corps, and Filipino officers in the institution justly consider
him as their father,” a sentiment shown when subordinates presented him with a
golden insignia of his new rank.134

Slowly the Constabulary School at Baguio began to attract educated, elite Fil-
ipinos. As early as 1906, Chief Allen had expressed a strong interest in recruiting
Filipinos who were returning from U.S. universities, feeling that they “should
make good officers.” In 1910, however, the school still had just ten Filipinos
among a class of fifty-three trainee officers.135 By 1915, Governor Harrison’s third
year, Filipinization was being pursued “with increasing vigor,” producing a class
of thirty-four Filipinos and just fourteen Americans.136 Among the constabu-
lary’s seventy-eight officer recruits in 1915, the number of Americans dropped to
only fifteen and the overall number of Filipino officers doubled to 240, bringing
them to approximate parity with Americans for the first time in the constabu-
lary’s history.137 After its inauguration in 1916, the bicameral Philippine legisla-
ture voted funds to expand the small service school at Baguio into the Philippines
Constabulary Academy, making it “a sort of West Point for the training of offi-
cers for the armies of the independent republic.”138

World War I accelerated the Filipinization of the force. When the United
States entered war in 1917, Americans still held 154 of the constabulary’s 241 com-
missions. By war’s end just eighteen months later, only 21 American officers re-
mained among 348 PC officers. Pushed out of the constabulary by a sharp salary
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cut and pulled into the U.S. Army by rapid mobilization, some 125 American offi-
cers resigned from the constabulary during the war. As Americans decamped, the
colonial government commissioned Filipino lieutenants from the new constabu-
lary academy, promoted veteran Filipino officers, and in 1917 appointed Colonel
Crame the first Filipino chief and indeed, the only Filipino to head any of the
colony’s security services until the end of U.S. rule.139 During his decade in com-
mand, Crame, a third-generation veteran of the Spanish colonial army and now
a general, transformed the constabulary into a largely Filipino force with a stan-
dard of service that satisfied his colonial mentors.140

Conclusion

Far from the centers of power, U.S. officials on the Philippine tribal frontiers en-
joyed exceptional authority over the land and its inhabitants with ample oppor-
tunity for abuse. Men such as Walter Hale could fancy themselves demigods in a
blank spot of the globe inhabited only by “savages.” In reality their isolation was
less complete and their dominion less secure than they imagined. Though acces-
sible only by narrow horse trails and winding rivers, these remote provinces on
Luzon and Mindanao were in fact connected to Manila and Washington through
personnel networks and bureaucratic hierarchies, civil and military, Filipino and
American. Even on these distant frontiers U.S. colonials were subject to both per-
sonal rivalries and colonial politics that reached far beyond their own limited
compass. For a decade Dean Worcester could justify his methods as necessary to
advance civilization for tribal headhunters and protect ignorant savages from Fil-
ipino exploitation. Adept at the manipulation of information, he sought to dis-
arm his critics by amassing an archive of damning personal data and rallying
public support through a propaganda broadside that denigrated the Filipino
capacity for self-government in official reports, popular books, silent movies, and
popular magazines such as National Geographic. In the end, his authoritarian
tribal regime was checked by the deeper currents of partisan politics and the larger
movement toward Philippine independence. As he fought the force of history’s
tide with the colonial information controls he had helped create, Worcester sur-
vived as the artifact of an age past, ignored by Americans and despised by Filipi-
nos as a symbol of empire’s excess.

The constabulary, by contrast, gained steady support in part through its ef-
forts to forge a close alliance with Filipino elites. Despite constant fiscal pressures,
the colonial regime maintained sufficient funding for a large, efficient constabu-
lary. In 1920 the Philippines had one constabulary soldier for every 1,440 resi-
dents, about midpoint in the British India’s police ratio of 1:1,021 in Punjab and
1:1,695 in Madras. At the close of U.S. rule in the early 1930s, the constabulary
fielded six thousand troops scattered in 160 detachments with forty-five men
each, serving as a reserve for a municipal police force that still totaled only
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8,700.141 Not only was the constabulary effective in enforcing colonial order, but
it had also become an efficient national police force. In the early 1930s it won con-
victions for about 70 percent of its criminal arrests before Filipino judges, a high
percentage compared to the average for metropolitan U.S. police of 50 percent.142

Excoriated by Filipino nationalists in 1905 for its brutal campaign in Cavite,
by 1920 the constabulary was generally admired for its discipline. Through its
efficiency and overall integrity, it had become, in the words of its former chief,
Gen. James Harbord, “the only visible symbol of government to the people
whose knowledge of the lawmaking and other branches of government is shad-
owy and intangible.”143 As Gen. Cicero Campos noted in his postwar study of the
country’s police, by 1940 the constabulary had “won the esteem and respect of
the public.”144

By design and default, the constabulary was now integrated into the Philip-
pine state and would survive until the close of the twentieth century under five
successive regimes. While the constabulary remained a symbol of colonial integ-
rity, the Manila Police, as we will see in succeeding chapters, became mired in a
morass of corruption that produced two political scandals within a decade, in-
cluding one that grew into the most serious legitimation crisis in U.S. colonial
history.
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American Police in Manila

I N 1911, Manila’s assistant chief of police, Capt. John F. Green,
seemed exhausted. Looking “like a ghost,” he collapsed into a chair before the
crusading editor of the Philippines Free Press, R. McCulloch Dick. “I’m not feel-
ing very well and I shouldn’t be surprised if I passed in my checks almost any
time,” Green said. “Before I go, however, I should like to . . . place some docu-
ments in your hands.” Breaking the silence that had long shielded the city’s cor-
rupt police, Green handed over sworn affidavits from rogue officers and some of
their many victims. In the weeks that followed, the Free Press published “the story
of Captain John F. Green and his heroic struggle . . . against one of the worst
gangs of wolves that . . . ever fastened their fangs in the vitals of a city.” Although
the captain soon “left these shores a human wreck, discouraged, despondent,
despairing,” the Free Press would fight on in its crusade “to clean up this gang of
thugs and scoundrels and give the people of Manila a clean city government.”1

For two years this exposé sparked official investigations, police intrigues, and
press controversy that eventually swept away the city’s entire police command.
In the end, Captain Green died, discredited and demoralized, in a Chicago hos-
pital. The deputy chief of detectives committed suicide. The chief, police com-
missioner, and chief of detectives were all forced to resign. Yet, even as the police
command changed, the city’s gambling dives, opium dens, and brothels survived
through a resilient symbiosis of systemic corruption and syndicated vice. Charged
with duties that immersed them in the city’s vice economy, Manila police officers
regularly accepted bribes for protecting activities criminalized under the colony’s
rigid vice laws. In a city fueled by patronage politics, moreover, colonial officials
responsible for police resisted reforms and shielded themselves and their protégés
from public exposure. And at the highest strata of colonial society, senior officials
forged alliances with American financiers in subtle forms of graft more lucrative
in their rewards and farther reaching in their ramifications.



While conceding authority over municipal police to Filipino mayors,
American officials maintained tight control over Manila’s Metropolitan force.
Right to the end of U.S. rule, Manila’s police remained, like the constabulary, a
symbol of colonial authority and thus a potential source of political controversy.
Yet the Metropolitans were even more visibly, symbolically American. While the
constabulary had a classic imperial profile of expatriate officers and native troops,
Manila’s Metropolitans also had hundreds of Americans serving as ordinary beat
cops and detectives who remained an active presence on city streets for nearly
twenty years. Moreover, command of the Manila Police remained resolutely colo-
nial. Although the U.S. regime selected Filipinos as city mayor and councilor right
from the start of civil rule in 1901, it also appointed an unbroken succession of
eight Americans as Manila’s police chief from 1901 to 1935 and a string of seven
more as chief of its secret service from 1899 to 1932.2 Americans thus played a
uniquely important role in the Manila Police—both its modernization and sys-
temic corruption—lending an obvious political import to its periodic scandals.

Manila Americans

Manila represented a unique challenge for colonial policing. Unlike other impe-
rial capitals where Europeans lived apart in secure, well-guarded cantonments,
American homes and businesses were scattered across the city.3 Security for this
expatriate community, both colonial officials and private citizens, thus meant the
imposition of order on a difficult geography overlaid by an unplanned urban
sprawl that had long outgrown its limited infrastructure. Sited in a swampy delta
where the Pasig River pours into a vast, open bay, Manila was, at the start of U.S.
rule in 1898, a nascent metropolis of a quarter million people split by this wide,
winding river into two very different cities. Along its south bank a stolid Spanish
colonial capital rose behind stone battlements. Within these massive walls, a mile
long and half a mile wide, the old city of Intramuros was laid out on a grid of
paved boulevards and lined with forty stone buildings, including the Manila Ca-
thedral, which had served for three centuries as the seats of Spanish secular and
religious power—a classic colonial cantonment that the Americans would soon
abandon. Just beyond these battlements, scattered among the rice paddies, lay
five still distinct villages that would soon be engulfed by the city, both grand colo-
nial buildings and a tidy grid of streets named for states such as Kansas or Ne-
braska and lined with comfortable American-owned bungalows.

Along the Pasig’s north bank, Manila had spread out in recent decades to cover
a muddy estuary of swamps and streams with an urban maze that reached upriver
for two miles beyond Binondo’s Chinatown and then northward for another mile
into Tondo’s slums. In these marshy lowlands a dozen sinuous creeks and angular
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canals twisted the urban network into a labyrinth of narrow, bustling streets
without sewers, sanitary services, or public transport. In contrast to the stone
buildings, wide boulevards, and light population of just 11,000 in Intramuros,
these northern districts packed 158,000 people into flammable wooden and bam-
boo structures that were frequently swept by fire, flood, and plague.4 Yet it was
amid this sprawl that American businesses opened smart new shops on the Es-
colta, the city’s main commercial street, and, after 1912, built massive bank build-
ings along the Muelle de la Industria.

To assure the health and safety of the rapidly growing American community,
U.S. colonial authorities created three overlapping regimes—sanitary, fire, and
police—which ruled the metropolis through a mix of raw coercion and enforced
compliance. In this distinctive urban context Manila’s police became the most
resolutely colonial of America’s security forces, deploying patrolmen to control
personal vice and detectives to check political subversion. These hundreds of
American policemen were also the bedrock of a large, politically powerful expa-
triate community. While historians have focused almost exclusively on Filipino
nationalists, colonial politics was in fact a dialectic of conflict and collaboration
that made these Manila Americans key actors in the first, formative decade of
U.S. rule.

Manila’s American community was a fusion of colonial tycoons and petty
civil servants with aspirations ranging from the altruistic to the mercenary. At
the apex were the managers of major contractors such as Atlantic, Gulf & Pacific
and the leading merchant houses. At the base were the uniformed ranks in the
precincts, barracks, and fire stations. With arms, wealth, and connections, the
Manila Americans, who numbered 8,600 in a city of 244,000 in 1901, exercised
power through a patronage politics that became a major barrier to Filipino prog-
ress.5 In late 1903 Governor William H. Taft dismissed the expatriates who fought
his Filipinization program as “that class of Americans . . . who left their country
for their country’s good.”6 A year later the Episcopal missionary, Bishop Charles
H. Brent, admitted the general “worthlessness of the Americans here,” many of
them little better than the “human bird of prey.”7 Although many of the colony’s
missionaries and teachers may have been selfless, some American merchants cut
corners for the quick kill that would send them home wealthy nabobs.8

Reinforced by the tight social networks typical of expatriate communities in
this imperial age, commerce and politics intertwined, giving the Manila Ameri-
cans a formidable solidarity. Under imperialist presidents McKinley through Taft,
many senior colonials came to the islands through Republican patronage net-
works in powerhouse states such as Ohio, Michigan, and Massachusetts. Con-
sequently, the city’s Republican Party served as an efficient political machine,
pushing its allies up the ranks of the insular civil service and on to higher posts
in the Caribbean or Washington, DC. During the 1904 presidential elections,
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Manila Americans formed a local Republican committee and sent six delegates to
the party’s nominating convention at Chicago.9 Four years later, when a colonial
endorsement for Taft could help him win the Republican presidential nomination,
the chief of constabulary, Harry Bandholtz, stacked the party’s Philippine caucus
with law enforcement personnel devoted to their former governor-general.10

After Taft’s election in 1908, these Manila loyalists were rewarded with patronage
promotions, including N. W. Gilbert to the Philippine Commission, H. B. McCoy
as collector of customs, and G. R. Colton as governor of Puerto Rico.11

To speed his own rise from a lowly army lieutenant in 1901 to a constabulary
general just six years later, Bandholtz joined a dozen of the fraternal clubs central
to the life of the American colony. As a director of the University Club, he rubbed
elbows with the capital’s top officials: the governor-general, the vice governor,
and city police commissioner.12 As both grand master of the Far Eastern Com-
mandery, Knights Templar and high serif of the Bamboo Oasis, a branch of the
Masonic Mystic Shriners, Bandholtz lorded over his real life superiors in the
colony’s justice system: the secretary of police, a justice of the Supreme Court,
and Manila’s district judge.13 As vice chairman of the Veterans’ Army of the Phil-
ippines, he also befriended the many former soldiers who dominated the Ameri-
can colony.14 Through such endless socializing, senior officials solidified the per-
sonal relationships that facilitated a shared colonial agenda.

For the first fifteen years of U.S. rule, long after elected Filipinos governed
most municipalities, Americans still ran Manila. They controlled the city govern-
ment as councilors, civil servants, and public works contractors.15 They domi-
nated its public life through the church, the annual carnival, and civic associa-
tions. “The policemen, firemen, sanitation men, . . . the veterinarians, and even
the bill collectors and street car conductors were all Americans recruited from
among the soldiers,” a prominent nationalist recalled of these years, noting that
their treatment of the Filipinos was “one of the roughest.”16 These colonials
firmly believed, as United Spanish War Veterans said in a 1908 resolution, that
since “the precious blood of American soldiers, of our dearly-beloved comrades
has been shed . . . the Philippine Islands are and should ever remain United States
territory.”17

American dominion over Manila was the product of careful planning. In the
transition from military rule in 1901, the Philippine Commission, the colony’s ex-
ecutive body, adopted a charter giving the city an appointed mayor, a municipal
board dominated by executive appointees, and five departments. As in Washing-
ton, DC, these departments, which included police and fire, were subject to direct
oversight by the central government.18 In a quiet ceremony at noon on August 7,
1901, the U.S. Army’s provost marshal general, in the presence of Governor
William Howard Taft and General Adna Chaffee, transferred Manila to an ap-
pointive Municipal Board headed by a Filipino mayor, Arsenio Cruz Herrera.
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Although he was the city’s presidente (mayor) in name, Cruz Herrera, an attorney
and prominent nationalist, was overshadowed by the board’s influential Manila
Americans.19

Epitomizing this colonial mix of service and self-interest, the city councilor
Percy McDonnell came to Manila as a reporter in 1898 and stayed to serve on its
Municipal Board for twelve years with what he viewed as industry, integrity, and
self-sacrifice. Simultaneously, he also held secret shares in the Manila Electric
Railroad and Light Company (Meralco), a consortium led by the Detroit trac-
tion tycoon Charles M. Swift. Throughout his long colonial career, McDonnell
was a vigorous supporter of streetcar fares set so high that most of Manila’s poor
walked and of electricity charges that were double those in major U.S. cities. As
chairman of Manila’s police committee, he collaborated closely with Meralco’s
general manager, his housemate Richard T. Laffin, in crushing any union activ-
ity. Moving in the city’s best circles, McDonnell parlayed these social contacts
into polo with Governor-General W. Cameron Forbes, globetrotting with Secre-
tary of War Taft, and a luncheon at the White House with President Theodore
Roosevelt.20

Another pillar of the Manila American community, customs chief Henry B.
McCoy, shared McDonnell’s ambition and avarice. As colonel of the Colorado
volunteers, McCoy had won lasting fame among Manila Americans by hoisting
the first U.S. flag above Manila’s battlements in the fighting of 1898. Appointed
deputy collector of customs in 1901, McCoy rose, through intrigue and patron-
age, to become collector eight years later. When the Republicans triumphed in
the 1920 U.S. elections, he again won a prime colonial post as manager of the Ma-
nila Railroad and was riding high until he was felled by a fatal heart attack follow-
ing a scandal over embezzled bank deposits. Ignoring his malfeasance, the Manila
Bulletin, mouthpiece of the American colony, lauded his generosity to the Meth-
odist Church and hailed him as “one of the best known Americans in the Philip-
pine Islands.”21

A favorite of the American colony was the city’s long-serving police chief,
John Harding, who had landed in the islands with the Thirty-fifth Volunteer In-
fantry and then transferred to the Manila Police in 1900, quickly rising to assist-
ant chief. When he was promoted to chief two years later, the Manila American
acclaimed his choice with the celebratory headline “Manila Public Is Relieved, Ap-
pointment Deservedly Popular.”22 Yet in confidential correspondence Governor-
General Forbes described Harding, as “rather wild in [his] early days out here”
with a “sufficiently hot temper so that . . . he did things . . . for which I personally
could have nearly removed him.”23 And, as we will see, Forbes’s successor later
found other, far more serious grounds for Harding’s removal.

Although it was a new frontier for American imperialists, Manila was also
home to Filipino nationalists whose roots ran deep. With its militant workers,
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educated middle class, and wealthy elite, the city had served for almost a half cen-
tury as the locus of the Filipino nationalist struggle.24 For these educated, engaged
Manileños, colonialism was a daily reality of American police patrolling their
streets, American fire brigades charging by with clanging bells, and U.S. corporate
names marking every major street. In their campaign for Filipinization of the
colonial government, Filipino politicians were not just espousing an abstraction;
they were fighting an entrenched American colony, a Republican patronage ma-
chine, and pervasive police surveillance.

Manila Metropolitans

At multiple levels, the Manila Police was the embodiment of this American colo-
nial presence. Only days before the inauguration of the city’s civil government in
July 1901, the Philippine Commission issued a police pay scale, marked by racial
inequality and steep hierarchy, ranging from $900 for an American first-class
patrolman all the way down to $180 for a Filipino third-class patrolman.25 Over
the next five months, Manila’s new government slowly merged 300 first-class
American patrolmen, 360 Filipino third-class patrolmen, and 24 secret service
detectives into a nominally unified Metropolitan Police force.26 Through this
process, Manila gained a truly colonial police insulated from citizen oversight,
organized on racial lines, and invested with sweeping powers.

Ending the libertine aura that made Manila a wide-open city for carousing
soldiers, the Philippine Commission also drafted a city charter that directed the
police to “suppress houses of ill fame” and “prohibit the printing, sale or exhibi-
tion of immoral pictures, books, or publications of any description.” Under this
charter, the U.S. civil governor appointed both the Municipal Board and the po-
lice chief; and the Municipal Board in turn supervised the chief, “who shall have
charge of the department of police and everything pertaining thereto.”27

During its first decade the colonial regime expanded its extensive police
powers. In some eighteen decisions, the Philippine Supreme Court endorsed this
broad authority and restrained police actions only in the most egregious cases. In
1901 and 1903, for example, the court ruled that officers who wounded or killed
suspects in the line of duty were exempt from criminal liability (U.S. v. Bertucio
and U.S. v. Magtibay); five years later it affirmed an officer’s right, under English
and American common law, of summary arrest for crimes committed in his pres-
ence (U.S. v. Vallejo). Simultaneously, the Municipal Board extended police regu-
lation of public morals to include gambling, pool halls, opium dens, and any “in-
decent or obscene” display.28 In sum the Metropolitan Police were charged with
suppressing any action that challenged U.S. authority—curbing criminality that
threatened American expatriates and extirpating vice that belied colonial claims
of moral uplift.
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By 1905 a trimmed-down, superficially integrated force of 720 police, 320
Americans and 400 Filipinos, had divided Manila into six precincts, four for the
crowded native quarters north of the Pasig River and two for the colonial enclaves
along its south bank. Reflecting the colony’s subtle racial segregation, Americans
outnumbered native officers in expatriate districts (Intramuros, Santa Cruz, Bi-
nondo, Sampaloc, and Malate) but were absent from the impoverished Filipino
quarters (Tondo and Paco). In Precinct 1, which covered majestic Intramuros, the
main station on Calle Real was staffed by Capt. George Seaver and 62 American
officers while the native substation a few blocks away at Calle del Cabildo was
manned by Lt. Felix Cortey and 37 Filipino patrolmen. In Precinct 5, located in
Tondo’s crowded slum of bamboo huts, Capt. Jose de Crame, a Spanish Filipino
mestizo, had a force of 112 Filipino police and no Americans.29

Despite fiscal pressures, the colonial regime maintained a large, well-
equipped metropolitan force to protect the capital and its American colony. In
1926, for example, the city’s ratio of one policeman per 400 residents was double
Bombay’s 1:972 and comparable to New York’s at 1:400 and London’s at 1:375. Six
years later, Manila’s ratio rose to 1:355, nearly three times the ratio of 1:912 at
the end of Spanish rule in 1896. Moreover, Manila spent nearly 16 percent of its
budget on police, double the figure for any other Philippine municipality.30 Amid
Manila’s widespread poverty, such a large metropolitan force skewed resources
toward the capital’s wealthiest districts and denied the city sufficient funds for
schools, clinics, sewage, or roads.

The colonial character of the force was evident in its arbitrary, often harsh
treatment of ordinary Filipinos. From the start, restraining police abuse by train-
ing Manila police in the “rights of private citizens was a work of great magni-
tude” since the Americans were conditioned by years of military service and the
Filipinos, in the commission’s words, were “thoroughly and totally ignorant of
the American ideas of right and liberty.”31 In 1902 the city’s police chief, tired of
the law’s limitations in controlling vagrants and petty thieves, recommended that
“a proper administration of the rattan [cane] would be far more effective and
expedient.”32

Within the Manila Police, the secret service detectives quickly developed
the most serious problems of morale and discipline. In his 1905 annual report,
for example, Chief Charles Trowbridge praised his force as a “conscientious lot of
men,” but rued the “stigma that has unfortunately been placed upon the name of
the native detective, or ‘secreta.’ ” In fact, it was the American detectives, if the
Manila press is to be believed, who merited such stigma. In 1901 the city’s chief
detective, who was slated for promotion to chief of police, left the islands after
his conviction for whipping a suspected subversive. Similarly, Detective Charles
H. Horn, responding to a theft complaint from the Grand Hotel at Intramuros in
1904, took three “muchachos” to the Parian station for questioning. There, one of
the victims recalled, the officer “took me by the throat and choked me asking me
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why I did not tell the truth. He then put his revolver into my face and told me he
would kill me if I did not tell him about the robbery.” After a perfunctory investi-
gation, Chief Harding dismissed these allegations as a “false charge.”33

Vice Syndicates

Though Manila was saturated with patrolmen at a density six times Washing-
ton’s, the colonial force still strained to enforce the regime’s prohibitions on per-
sonal vice. In his 1902 report Governor Taft reported that it was impossible, in a
city where gambling “is so much a vice,” to prevent “corruption from affecting
the police in some degree.”34 Paradoxically, these colonial prohibitions on gam-
bling, opium, and prostitution contributed to the growth of the very vices they
were supposed to suppress. With the bulk of this morals enforcement on its beat,
Manila’s police mounted recurring vice campaigns for over thirty years and made
thousands of arrests with little impact on the illicit economy.35 In 1903 police
chief John Harding called gambling “one of the most persistent, law-defying
evils” and made 3,604 arrests for this single offense, 21 percent of the city’s total.36

Despite this assault, the city’s major vice trades continued unabated.
Alcohol regulation was the first and arguably the most successful of America’s

antivice crusades. In the first two years of U.S. occupation, Manila was a wide-
open leave town with unrestricted alcohol sales at 224 saloons and four thousand
“native wine” shops. After the military closed liquor outlets, reducing the number
of wine shops to 408, the new Philippine Commission imposed further restric-
tions, including barring saloons from the city’s main streets, raising license fees to
a hefty twelve hundred pesos for a first-class bar, and prohibiting the sale of “na-
tive wines” to U.S. soldiers.37

Other attempts at vice suppression had a contradictory impact. In contrast
to a qualified tolerance of gambling and prostitution, the colonial government
launched an agressive attempt at total drug prohibition in 1908. Between the oc-
casional constabulary crackdowns, Manila police were responsible for daily en-
forcement of city bans on the possession and sale of opium, providing ample op-
portunity for bribes from the city’s Chinese.38 Although drug use among Filipinos
almost disappeared, opium smoking remained entrenched in Chinatown.

The colonial regime’s ambiguous attitude toward prostitution made it a staple
of the metropolitan vice economy. As soon as American soldiers and sailors
marched into Manila, a “flood of cosmopolitan harlotry” followed from ports
around the Pacific. To check the spread of “runaway venereal infection,” in No-
vember 1898 the military’s Board of Health started subjecting “known prostitutes
to certified examination and confinement” at San Lazaro Hospital. The board
chair, Dr. Frank Bourns, who doubled as an intelligence operative, introduced the
idea of brothel registration and police inspection that soon grew into a file card
system with identification numbers and photographs for checking any prostitute
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“at a glance.” Two years later the military government, concerned about drunken
debauchery downtown, used special liquor licenses to concentrate brothels in the
nearby Sampaloc district where many of its soldiers were already quartered. In
January 1901 Governor Taft concurred with the army’s tolerant policy, deeming
the system a “military necessity . . . better than futile attempt at total suppression
in Oriental city of 300,000, producing greater evil.” By 1904 the sum of these de-
cisions had fostered the Gardenia red light district in Sampaloc with fifty-seven
houses occupied by some 350 women—210 Japanese, 90 Filipinas, and the bal-
ance largely American. All were now required to register directly with the chief
of police, allowing him access to a rich fund of incriminating information. The
civil government also authorized dance halls, a distinctly American addition to
Manila’s nightlife, where Filipina bailarinas often practiced a coy prostitution by
escorting customers to nearby lodging houses. Concerned that these clubs “per-
vert the morals of many young men” and cause “the ruin of many girls,” the Fili-
pino public pressed the Municipal Board to curtail their hours in 1908 and then
ban them altogether. In response, many simply moved to the suburbs, notably the
famed Santa Ana Cabaret, which opened just outside the city limits in 1911.39

The Gardenia brothel area soon became one of the world’s largest red-light
districts. At its peak in 1915 it had nearly a hundred houses filling a full city block
in Sampaloc’s Tuason-Legarda Estate, with every occupant licensed by the police
and inspected by the Bureau of Health. According to the national artist Nick
Joaquin, the district had a four-tiered price structure, from white women in three
plush houses at “five pesos a throw” down to small clubs with swinging doors and
Japanese occupants for two pesos. The first blow to the top category of untram-
meled vice came from Governor-General W. Cameron Forbes who, acting on the
belief that white prostitutes diminished the dignity of his race, expelled all
American women from the quarter by June 1912. Then in 1918, as the local U.S.
military command urged moral rectitude for war mobilization, Mayor Justo
Lukban closed the entire district in a burst of outrage, surrounding Gardenia
with police and shipping 181 women to far-off Davao on two coast guard cutters.
Just two years later, however, prostitution reappeared under de facto police pro-
tection. Instead of a hundred houses inside Gardenia and fifty more outside, the
city now had over six hundred small brothels, unregulated and under the infor-
mal control of the corrupt police.40

By the 1920s suburban cabarets had superseded the city’s brothels, lending a
certain legitimacy to this illicit enterprise. Inside the sprawling Santa Ana Caba-
ret in Makati, the Lerma Cabaret in Maypajo, and the San Juan Cabaret in subur-
ban San Juan, Manila’s top orchestras played as bailarinas fox-trotted across vast
hardwood floors for customers who paid by the dance. Both the Santa Ana and
Lerma cabarets remained racially segregated, with an invisible barrier across the
dance floor, until one memorable night when Senator Quezon and Governor-
General Harrison waltzed their partners across the line, erasing it forever. With
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the cabaret now accepted and the problem masked, prostitution remained a low
Manila police priority for the remainder of U.S. rule, accounting for only a frac-
tion of the arrests made for gambling.41

Of Manila’s three major vice trades, gambling was the most persistent and
corrupting. Despite colonial prohibitions, the police found that Manila’s popula-
tion, Chinese and Filipino alike, remained “addicted to gambling” and were will-
ing to defy the law.42 This vice was so deeply embedded in the city’s popular cul-
ture that it soon produced the “first serious case” of police corruption. In 1906
Capt. Jack Dawson, commander of Precinct 3 in Santa Cruz, was “charged with
accepting bribes to permit gambling in his precinct” and providing protection for
two jueteng games. Although the captain was dismissed from the service after an
internal hearing before police commissioner Percy McDonnell, he was acquitted
on criminal charges in a dramatic trial. After testifying about her bribes to the
captain, the defense asked Señora del Rosario, described by the Manila American
as a “buxom dame,” if she could identify Captain Dawson. Confidently, the wit-
ness walked down a line of fifteen Americans and tapped patrolman John Leach
on the shoulder with her folded fan, destroying with a flick of the wrist both her
credibility and the prosecution’s case. A week later, before a court crowded with
spectators, Judge Manuel Araullo exonerated Dawson and reprimanded Chief
Harding for allowing the accused a chance to flee the islands before charges were
filed, prompting the Cablenews to call for police reforms.43

The Dawson case reflected the government’s reluctance to investigate
American police officers. In an October 1903 session of the Philippine Com-
mission, James Smith complained that “75% and even 90% of the American po-
licemen” had Filipina mistresses (queridas) who expected “protection for their
relatives,” degrading both justice and morality. Luke Wright, the secretary of
commerce and police, argued that checking such natural “sensual relations”
would require “a system of espionage . . . more objectionable than the evils you
seek to extirpate.”44

Just three years later, however, the colonial executive enacted laws whose sum
was a de facto gambling ban in Manila. In 1906 the Philippine Commission out-
lawed lotteries and restricted horse racing to holidays. A year later it passed Act
No. 1757 prohibiting any game for money that “depends chiefly upon chance,” in-
cluding monte, jueteng, and lotteries.45 Nonetheless, the problem persisted. For
the next thirty years gambling accounted for the largest share of the city’s total
arrests, constant at 24 percent from 1903 to 1907, surging to 41 percent by 1925,
and dropping to 16 percent in 1931.46 As Manila grew into a midsized metropolis,
poorly paid constables were supposed to arrest influential social superiors or
powerful syndicate bosses but instead opted for a well-paid symbiosis with syndi-
cated vice. One veteran police observer, Maj. Emanuel Bajá, estimated in 1933 that
“the opium, gambling, and firearm laws” accounted for over 95 percent of “all
recorded cases of corruption in our police system.”47
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Captain Green’s Crusade

Only a decade after its founding as an exemplary force, Manila’s police suc-
cumbed to systemic graft, producing an extreme venality by both Filipino and
American detectives. In effect the police had become a partner in crime, ac-
cepting bribes to protect opium dens, brothels, and gambling joints. Presiding
over this miasma, Chief Harding made no move to check the corruption and in-
stead played on it to increase his informal power. With his social contacts reach-
ing from Gardenia’s brothels to the Manila Polo Club, the chief had amassed,
after a decade in command, an unequalled fund of incriminating information
and commensurate political influence. By 1911 the bribery had become so blatant
that a few police reformers allied themselves with the press in a public campaign
to cleanse the force, sparking sensational headlines and a major political scandal
whose resolution would hinge on the control of information.

The controversy began when Chief Harding took a year’s home leave in July
1910, elevating his long-serving deputy, Capt. John Fulton Green, to acting chief.
Within two months Captain Green, an officer of proven integrity, had found
that police in Paco’s Precinct 6 were gambling and Precinct 2 in Binondo’s Chi-
natown “was running wide open and . . . plain clothes men were being paid
to permit this.” Determined to clean up the force and then cleanse the city, he
recruited a former subordinate, patrolman Saturnino Pabalate, to set up a gam-
bling raid on the Paco station, netting two civilians, six patrolmen, and a secret
service officer.48

At this juncture a simple police matter became ensnared in political infight-
ing. Instead of tough treatment for erring officers, police commissioner Percy
McDonnell maneuvered for their exoneration, pressing Chief Green “to agree . . .
to a fine of ten days’ pay in lieu of discharge” for patrolman Simplicio Espiritu,
his former servant. Failing to dissuade Green, he then persuaded the Municipal
Board to withhold the chief ’s damning report when the case file, which recom-
mended dismissal, was forwarded to the governor-general.49 Further frustrating
Green’s attempt at reform, McDonnell lobbied hard for an executive order reduc-
ing the dismissals to fines and won the backing of two allies who were also the
governor-general’s trusted aides: his private secretary, Edward “Peter” Bowditch
Jr.; and his assistant executive secretary, Thomas Carey Welch. Even though, in
Green’s view, Governor-General Forbes had “intended to sustain the sentence of
dismissal,” he unwittingly signed this unprecedented order for fines in lieu of dis-
charge when it crossed his desk in a welter of official communications. To cap his
underhanded victory, McDonnell chastised Captain Green for presuming to see
the governor on his own, threatening him with possible dismissal for insubordina-
tion.50 Nonetheless, the captain continued his investigations, gradually accumu-
lating enough evidence for additional charges against seven Filipino policemen
and an American officer for taking bribes from gambling clubs and opium dens.51
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After his return to Manila in August 1911, Chief Harding informed Green that
he would block any further prosecutions of corrupt police.52 Then, in what Green
called the “final sickening culmination” of this episode, the courts ruled that the
seven accused Filipino policemen had taken “presents” not “bribes” and could
only be suspended from office.53

Thus it was in early November 1911, on the eve of his departure for Persia to
join its imperial Gendarmerie, that a visibly exhausted Captain Green came to the
Escolta, the city’s bustling rialto, for a meeting with the editor of the Philippines
Free Press, R. McCulloch Dick. During their three-hour interview, recorded by a
stenographer, the captain detailed the bureaucratic maneuvers that had frus-
trated his attack on police malfeasance. Then, just days before his departure, in a
last-ditch effort to prod the government into action, the captain informed Vice
Governor Newton Gilbert about his meeting with Dick. Suddenly, after months
of inaction, Governor-General Forbes ordered his top legal officer, Solicitor Gen-
eral George R. Harvey, to conduct a full investigation, producing two months of
closed-door hearings that seemed to fuel rather than quiet public concerns.54

On November 25, the Free Press launched an exposé of police corruption with
a front-page cartoon of Green bent low beneath the burdens of “Government In-
difference” and “Corruption.” In its lead editorial, the magazine trumpeted “the
story of Captain John F. Green and his heroic struggle on behalf of . . . the good
name of the American government in these islands” against a “gang of wolves” in
police clothing.55 Almost immediately the city prosecutor filed criminal charges
against the magazine for libeling McDonnell, Chief Trowbridge, and Chief Har-
ding. But Governor Forbes repudiated the prosecutor’s action in a public state-
ment affirming the right of the press to investigate the government.56

Over the next two months the Free Press played political poker with Gover-
nor Forbes, laying down its affidavits like face cards in seven-card draw. After
publishing Captain Green’s damning interview on November 25, the magazine
followed with patrolman Jackson S. Townsend’s charges that secret service de-
tectives John Walczykowski and Eugenio Samio were taking weekly payments to
warn a “large gambling house on Calle Salazar” about impending police raids.
Their superior, secret service chief Trowbridge, dismissed these allegations as “a
damned lie.”57

Within days the Free Press published a detailed exposé of skullduggery by De-
tective Samio, Trowbridge’s “right hand man.” Calling him “a grafter of the graft-
ers, a crook of the crooks,” the magazine described a system of kickbacks that
earned Samio one to two thousand pesos monthly. Whenever Chief Trowbridge
ordered a gambling raid, Samio would send one of his “spies” to tip off any house
on his payroll. If opium raids netted some drugs, Samio would keep them for re-
sale or plant them in Chinese homes to extort bribes of up to eight hundred pesos.
His crew collected regular “tribute” from several dance halls, and the detective
himself had procured young women for two brothels in Sampaloc. Apart from
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regular graft, Samio was a suspect in some of the city’s ugliest crimes: the murder
of a police captain, “the burying alive of a Chinaman,” and a fatal shooting dur-
ing a Pandacan gambling raid.58

Adding lurid substance to its allegations, the Free Press published an affidavit
from one of Samio’s victims, a teenage girl named Aquilina Tobias. In 1904, then
a thirteen-year-old of chubby, childlike appearance, Aquilina was working as “a
dancing girl” in a club on Calle Paz when she caught the detective’s eye. After ab-
ducting her on a city street, Samio slept with her for two weeks at the home of his
mistress, Berta, who “was also the madame in a house of prostitution.” One day,
Aquilina reported, Berta “told me there were others [who] wanted to enjoy me,”
slapped her across the face, and sent her under guard to “the house of a Chino
who lives in Plaza Santa Cruz.” After months of bringing home fifteen to twenty
pesos nightly for the detective, the girl fled with a trusted member of Samio’s
household, Gregorio Buencamino. She lived happily with him for two weeks
until Samio arrested her for being “a clandestine prostitute” and dragged the
couple before Chief Trowbridge who “bullied and browbeat” them with threats
of jail.59 In his own affidavit Buencamino swore that he had worked in “the ca-
pacity of spy” for Samio since 1906, making regular collections from the gam-
bling houses and opium dens under the detective’s protection.60

While the government wavered in pursuing these charges, the Free Press
hammered away with editorials and investigations. In early January 1912 it re-
ported that patrolman Otto F. Lauser, a cavalry veteran from North Dakota, had
abducted a thirteen-year-old girl and raped her at gunpoint.61 With a zeal that
risked almost certain reprisal, the magazine also charged that Chief Harding
was able to influence American officials because he held information about their
sexual indiscretions in the city’s brothels and cabarets.62

Olympian Governor

At this delicate juncture requiring strong leadership, Governor-General Forbes
seemed incapable of comprehending the gritty reality of Manila’s street life. As
a grandson of the philosopher Ralph Waldo Emerson and son of the Boston
banker who founded Bell Telephone, Forbes had been cosseted from birth in New
England’s exclusive private schools, society clubs, and summer resorts. As the
colony’s secretary of commerce and police from 1904 to 1909, Forbes, in the view
of the PC chief, had focused on “the most minor details of Constabulary work”
about which he had “little or no knowledge.” And as governor-general after 1909,
Forbes showed a boyish enthusiasm for games such as polo and ruled with a
hobbyist’s view of colonialism as a succession of grand projects, letting the Ma-
nila Police, their corruption, and the current controversy spin out of control.63

In a January 1912 diary entry about this “rather ugly investigation,” Forbes still
seemed blithely ignorant of his staff ’s intrigues. Reflecting on the “worst charge
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against me . . . of being deceived by my subordinates,” he wondered why aides had
ignored his clear directive to start an administrative inquiry into police graft.
“This was one of the few cases where Bowditch slipped up badly,” Forbes said
of his friend and personal secretary. Why this singular error, particularly over
such a sensitive matter involving police commissioner Percy McDonnell? In that
same journal entry, Forbes unwittingly answered his own question in a para-
graph about procuring polo ponies for sale to his Manila teammates, noting that
“McDonnell . . . has bought one . . . ; and Bowditch three.” Clearly, Bowditch had
not just “slipped up.” He had defied the governor-general to protect police com-
missioner McDonnell, his partner on the polo teams that swept Manila’s first
seasons in 1910 and 1911, beating Hong Kong’s British squad. Elsewhere in his
diaries Forbes recalled affections formed on the Harvard gridiron back in 1898
that may have blinded him to these maneuvers. “I had coached Peter [Bowditch]
at football,” he wrote, “and learned to love him and admire him there.”64

Slow to grasp the extent of police problems, Forbes allowed the controversy to
grow into a serious political crisis. Angrily, he told his diary, the Free Press was a
“nasty, inimical little sheet . . . glorying in its feast of carrion, and lapping and
guzzling, and . . . charging common, general corruption where only lesser corrup-
tion exists.”65 Writing the War Department in mid-January, he admitted that the
press had found some “instances of wrongdoing” but believed with a determined
obtuseness that the affair would soon prove “to be a good deal of a fizzle.”66

As the scandal entered its third month, Manila grew increasingly restive.
Americans and Filipinos whom the Free Press described as “men of standing and
influence” were calling for a “mass meeting” to protest official inaction. The
newspaper La Democracia, organ of the moderate Progresista Party, insisted that
“the Governor General, without contemplation or circumspection, immediately
order Chief Harding’s suspension.” At this sensitive moment a Manila judge,
Manuel Araullo, wrote the governor complaining that thieves had committed
eighteen burglaries in elite households over the past twelve months with apparent
impunity, charges that Chief Harding dismissed publicly as “all bosh.”67

With the scandal now threatening his government’s legitimacy, Governor
Forbes finally issued a press release promising to “clean up the situation,” adding
that he had “directed Solicitor General Harvey to make a thorough investigation.”
On the recommendation of the lead investigators, Harvey and Col. Rafael
Crame, the police suspended five more Manila patrolmen, bringing the total
under investigation to twenty-four, including over half the detective force. In one
case, the city courts sentenced patrolman Lauser to fourteen years’ imprisonment
for rape, but he escaped punishment by marrying his victim before a Manila
judge.68

Within a week rising public outrage forced Governor Forbes into a more
direct involvement. Even the cautious Manila Times, while condemning the
“clamor for heads,” now called on Chief Harding to step down, saying “there are
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too many ugly rumors afloat in Manila to justify his occupying today the post of
chief of police.”69 To placate the public, on January 16 the governor ordered PC
chief Bandholtz to join Solicitor Harvey in chairing the special investigation. The
governor also telephoned secret service chief Trowbridge to urge his resignation
and summoned Percy McDonnell for “a severe talking to,” indicating that his
tenure as police commissioner was by no means secure.70

Under such pressure the police finally cracked. Chief Harding announced
that Trowbridge had requested temporary leave since he was “threatened [with]
nervous collapse due to the strain which he has endured.” A week later on January
24, Trowbridge’s deputy, Carl Hard, shot himself in the head with his service
revolver; La Democracia reported that “the charges launched against him had a
disastrous effect.” Outraged, the American community bombarded the Free Press
with death threats, and two upstanding colonials assaulted its editor.71

Chief Harding, who had ruled this miasma for nearly a decade, would not be
moved. The Free Press claimed that Forbes had telephoned him to ask for his vol-
untary resignation but Harding replied that he would “have a statement to make
to the press” if forced to resign, an implicit threat that reportedly silenced the
governor-general. In trying to explain how this subordinate could defy his supe-
rior, the magazine claimed that the chief “knows too much” about “officials in
this government . . . who have been guilty of indiscretions that might drive some
of them to suicide if they ever came out.”72 His knowledge of these indiscretions
guaranteed, the magazine predicted, that the official investigation would end in a
“whitewash.”73

As Filipino leaders chafed at government inaction, their resident commis-
sioner in Washington, Manuel Quezon, lobbied the chair of the House Commit-
tee on Insular Affairs, Representative William A. Jones (Democrat, Virginia), to
investigate the scandal.74 Leading Filipinos were demanding police reform.75 In
Manila the Teatro de la Comedia staged a popular Tagalog melodrama, “El Capi-
tan Green: El Crimen,” which celebrated the heroic officer’s struggle against De-
tective Samio.76 Clearly this controversy demanded a credible resolution.

Politics of Police Review

After eighteen months’ work amassing a paper mountain of evidence, the official
inquiry into the Manila police produced two reports that recommended major
reforms. On February 2, 1912, Solicitor General Harvey, representing the investi-
gators, sent Forbes a preliminary finding that both Harding and Trowbridge,
though “not guilty of crookedness,” should be removed for inefficiency. He fur-
ther urged that all four secret services operating in the capital should be merged
into the constabulary.77

Two weeks later Harvey and Col. James Harbord, substituting for PC chief
Bandholtz, delivered a final report sharply critical of police performance. Despite
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numerous obstructions from the government, the investigation had determined
that many detectives, particularly in the Tondo and Meisic precincts, had been
guilty of a “systematic failure to enforce the laws against gambling and opium
smoking” and had “profited regularly by granting immunity to such violators of
the law.” The disciplinary machinery of the police appeared to be “a farce,” and
the secret service operated with “quasi independence” from the police chief.
Investigators traced these problems to the force’s leadership. Commissioner
McDonnell was, the report said, “inefficient to a point of justifying a complete
loss of public confidence.” Though not personally tainted, Chief Harding was
responsible for the way “secret service and plain clothes men systematically
grafted on gambling games and opium joints.” Assistant Executive Secretary
Welch was an “officious meddler” who had “hindered the effort made by Cap-
tain Green to clean up the police force.” Chief Trowbridge was a “weak man,”
and under his leadership there had “reigned a revel of graft and crime” in the
city’s secret service. All four, the investigators urged, should be forced to resign
immediately.78

When the court cases and official reports landed on his desk, Governor-
General Forbes was away on sick leave. Acting governor Newton Gilbert took
what seemed to be decisive action, ordering both Harding and Trowbridge to re-
spond to the findings of “inefficiency.” He also formed a special administrative
tribunal, composed of two executive office employees, Ernest F. Du Fresne and
John P. Weissenhagen, to hear charges against five American and eleven Filipino
police officers. In effect this tribunal became an ad hoc review of the solicitor
general’s inquiry, providing the acting governor with an opportunity to white-
wash his findings.79 After the solicitor general had spent eighteen months uncov-
ering systemic police corruption, the tribunal took just weeks to exonerate eleven
of the sixteen accused policemen and overturn the findings of “inefficiency” on
the part of Harding and Trowbridge.80

In early May, just six weeks after the solicitor general’s damning report, Acting
Governor-General Gilbert terminated the official inquiry and returned all the
Americans to duty: Chief Harding, Chief Trowbridge, Secretary Welch, two pre-
cinct captains, and assorted police officers. In defense of this sweeping exonera-
tion, the governor-general stated that almost everyone had been found innocent
by either the courts or his tribunal. Only five low-ranking patrolmen found guilty
of what Gilbert termed “petty graft” were punished in any way.81

The governor-general’s action caused an instant press sensation. On May 4,
the Manila Times filled its front page with dignified photos of the exonerated of-
ficials beneath a banner headline “McDonnell, Trowbridge and Harding Will Be
Continued in Office.”82 The Filipino newspapers were outraged. Speaking with
the voice of “more than a hundred publications in the whole archipelago,” La
Vanguardia condemned this “attempt at purification of police rottenness.” In a
confidential report, acting PC chief Harbord stated that “Filipinos almost to a
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unit condemn this exoneration and believe strongly in the inefficiency of these
officials,” a belief shared by a “majority of the American residents.”83

The stunning reversal was a tribute to the talents of Chief Harding and
Commissioner McDonnell in manipulating information. Only days after their
exoneration, the constabulary’s top secret agent, Edwin C. Bopp, submitted a
confidential report to Chief Bandholtz detailing the public moves and private
scheming they had used to escape punishment. On April 27, Bopp learned that
McDonnell had offered one P. J. Fitzsimmons, recently arrived from Persia, a post
as the city’s disbursement officer if he would state that Captain Green, the source
of the original corruption charges, “was crazy all the time he was enroute to and
at Persia.” Just nine days later, on the front page of the Manila Times, McDonnell
published an attack on Green backed by a letter from Fitzsimmons claiming that
Green had been “mentally unbalanced . . . as a result of sickness contracted by
him in the Philippines.” Buried inside the same edition at the bottom of page
six was a brief notice that this same Fitzsimmons had just been appointed dis-
bursement officer.84

Maneuvering behind the scenes, Chief Harding proved a particularly bruis-
ing infighter. On a Sunday morning, April 28, Harding convened a secret meeting
at City Hall to block the proposed merger of his police secret service with the
constabulary attended by McDonnell, Trowbridge, local attorney Antonius J.
Burke, and magazine editor William Crozier. The group, according to Agent
Bopp’s “informant,” agreed that Burke would file an immediate injunction if
there were any move to merge the two forces.85 In these intricate maneuvers,
Chief Harding was armed with the most sensitive form of incriminating infor-
mation. Through his “underground control of the women in the red-light dis-
trict,” Bopp reported, “Harding has it on a good many people in town for indis-
cretions committed.” With such information, the chief had “from time to time
attacked the character and integrity of every government official whom he has
taken a dislike to.”86 Whether as coincidence or consequence, on May 8 Attorney
General Ignacio Villamor, after consulting with Acting Governor Gilbert and
Police Secretary Charles Elliott, ruled that transferring the secret service to the
constabulary violated Manila’s charter and required enabling legislation, thus
blocking the governor’s only concession to public opinion.87

In the inquiry’s aftermath PC agent Bopp warned that Chief Harding was
both “vicious and vindictive” and planned to “hound every man who had partic-
ipated in any way with the investigation.” Relations between the constabulary and
city police were, Bopp said, “strained almost to the breaking point.” The police
chief has, he warned PC chief Bandholtz, “threatened to get you and Colonel
Harbord openly.”88

The first target of Chief Harding’s vendetta was the crusading editor of the
Philippines Free Press, R. McCulloch Dick. In April 1912 the city prosecutor re-
vived criminal charges against him for libeling Harding, and Harding himself
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made the arrest.89 Eight months later Dick’s defense suffered a crippling blow
with news from Chicago of Captain Green’s death at just forty-three from an in-
testinal ailment. After learning that Green’s sworn affidavit was no longer admis-
sible, Dick settled the libel charges by paying a §250 fine and apologizing to the
police.90

In launching its campaign against police graft in 1911, the Free Press had spec-
ulated that this scandal would “bring this administration tumbling down in one
wild welter of destruction and ruin,” sweeping away “all the bureau chiefs, several
members of the commission, and possibly even the governor general himself.”91

Yet just five months later the accused police were back in office and their accuser,
editor R. McCulloch Dick, was railroaded through the courts with no public
protest.

With the prospect of a Democrat in the White House and an imminent purge
of the Republican coterie in Manila, Filipino politicians held their fire and fo-
cused on lobbying Washington’s Democrats for more fundamental reforms.
Writing from Washington in May 1912, just as the police scandal was fading, resi-
dent commissioner Manuel Quezon predicted that “the present administration
will surely fall, and naturally there will be a complete change of personnel on the
[Philippine] Commission.”92 Indeed, in the long buildup to these presidential
elections, scandals high and low, at home and abroad, reached a crescendo as po-
litical players tried to influence the outcome and then continued for months after
Woodrow Wilson’s victory ruptured fifteen years of Republican rule in Manila.

Colonial Scandals

Throughout 1910–12, a succession of Manila scandals threatened to converge
with their Washington counterparts to form a perfect political storm that would
sweep President Taft from office. Knowing that his defeat would end their colo-
nial careers, loyal Republican protégés in Manila maneuvered desperately to
quash any scandal while his Democratic opponents and their Filipino allies dug
for dirt. In these volatile months an American reporter, working secretly for the
PC as Agent 30, met regularly with William H. Clarke, the colony’s aggrieved
chief auditor who was maneuvering desperately to tar Taft’s protégé, Governor-
General Forbes, with graft charges over the construction of a costly colonial hill
station at Baguio. Though ignored by historians, this breach between the gov-
ernor and his auditor was, in Forbes’s own view, the most serious crisis in his ten-
year colonial career.

From 1902 to 1906, as the Kennon Road zigzagged upward through a rocky
ravine to a mile-high meadow at Baguio, construction costs had soared to an
astronomical §4.1 million, even more than those for Manila’s massive new port.
Designed by famed architect Daniel K. Burnham, Baguio was built as a colonial
hill station to provide Americans with relief from Manila’s tropical heat. As this
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new city of mansions, cottages, and a country club rose around an artificial
lake at an additional cost of §762,000, American colonials colluded to drain the
bottomless budget with graft and generous salaries. Then, in the largest of many
storms that damaged the ill-designed highway, a powerful typhoon dumped
eighty-eight inches of rain down that ravine in July 1911, a world record that
washed away road, bridges, and budget. Watching the endless corruption and
cost overruns, Filipino politicians railed against an imperial indulgence that was
robbing poor Filipino communities of roads and schools. In testimony before the
U.S. Congress, resident commissioner Quezon cited “unanimous opposition” to
the Kennon Road among Filipinos, saying it was “a great injustice” to spend so
lavishly on a highway to a colonial hill station instead of on public works with
“immediate benefit to the people.”93

After years of waste, Filipino anger over Baguio’s costs exploded in 1910, cata-
lyzed by a major scandal over minor graft by American employees. After review-
ing evidence collected by a regional auditor, the government prosecutor, L. M.
Southworth, concluded that Baguio procurements had been marked by “criminal
neglect, the falsification of public documents, and the malversation of public
property.” In short, ample grounds for criminal charges against two midlevel co-
lonial officials. At first Governor Forbes was convinced that “certain men of poor
antecedents” had “committed some very ugly graft,” but he then tried to quiet the
scandal by dispatching his loyal aide, Thomas Cary Welch, who smeared that re-
gional auditor by repeating gossip about his gambling habits. The insular auditor
Clarke protested this persecution of his subordinate and barred the release of
documents to the colonial executive.94

Backed by the War Department, the governor suspended Clarke for in-
subordination, citing constabulary reports that his Baguio investigation was
“improper, amounting almost to persecution.”95 After sailing to Washington in
March to fight unsuccessfully for his reinstatement, Clarke, now the former audi-
tor, returned to Manila in July 1911 defeated but not disarmed. To provide the
Democratic Party with “good campaign material” for the impending 1912 elec-
tions, Clarke told PC Agent 30 that he had been “entrusted by [Representative
John] Martin with the gathering of data . . . to discredit officials of this govern-
ment.” To publicize issues such as the Baguio road fiasco, Clarke was courting the
local press with some success, particularly La Vanguardia, the nationalist succes-
sor to El Renacimiento, and forwarding its critical coverage to Representative
Martin for circulation among the opposition Democrats in Washington.96

Though Clarke often seemed inept in his media manipulations, Governor Forbes
was listening carefully through his PC agents and maneuvering hard to neutralize
this threat.97

Among the many controversies surrounding Governor Forbes, it was allega-
tions of graft in the sale of the friar lands, the large estates near Manila purchased
from the Catholic church, that resonated most deeply with American domestic
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scandals to attract the attention of Democrats in Washington. At the outset of
U.S. rule, Congress had capped land sales to corporations at twenty-five hundred
acres, seeking to preempt the formation of colonial plantations that might tie the
Philippines permanently to the United States. In a parallel move aimed at pro-
moting land sales to ordinary Filipino farmers, the colonial regime had later pur-
chased vast friar estates from the Vatican for some $7 million. In 1909 the tycoon
Horace Havemeyer of the American Sugar Refining Corporation, the fifth-largest
U.S. corporation with 98 percent of the nation’s sugar-refining capacity, had
circumvented Congress’s limitations with the help of Dean Worcester by pur-
chasing the fifty-six-thousand-acre San Jose friar estate on Mindoro Island. When
rumors of such collusion reached Congress in early 1910, Democrats linked this
colonial controversy to a series of domestic scandals that had made Havemeyer’s
“Sugar Trust” an icon of corporate corruption in the age of muckraking journal-
ism. Launching his party’s attack from the House floor in April 1910, Representa-
tive John A. Martin (Democrat, Colorado) denounced the sale of the San Jose es-
tate to American Sugar, charging the company with trying “to secure a monopoly
on free trade . . . between the United States and the Philippine Islands.”98 Broad-
ening this accusation into a full-blown assault on the ruling Republicans, Repre-
sentative Henry T. Rainey (Democrat, Illinois) followed Martin to deliver a de-
tailed indictment of what he called “the most corrupt and rotten trust ever
created by the protective tariff system,” charging that American Sugar had
“through its almost absolute . . . control of the Republican Party . . . been able to
shape tariff schedules . . . to steal indirectly from the people.”99

Turning to domestic events, Representative Rainey accused the White House
of aiding the Sugar Trust’s desperate efforts to evade justice in two recent domes-
tic scandals. From 1897 to 1907 American Sugar had bribed revenue officers on
the Brooklyn docks, rigging the scales in a bold scheme to short-weight all sugar
imports and thus reduce its tariff payments—a cause célèbre that had already
produced a fine of $2.1 million, a purge of the corrupt New York Customs House,
and indictments that reached from the waterfront to Wall Street boardrooms.
Investigated simultaneously for the fraudulent elimination of a competitor, the
Pennsylvania Sugar Refinery, the trust retained the influential New York law
firm of Strong and Cadwalader, whose senior partner Henry W. Taft, the presi-
dent’s brother, negotiated a settlement with Washington that shrank a liability of
$30 million to just $2 million. Through the law firm’s former partner, George W.
Wickersham, now the U.S. attorney general, American Sugar had also reduced a
fine of $150 million in the Brooklyn customs case to a mere $2 million. These ties
were, Rainey charged, integral to a nexus of crooked connections within “the
sugar-trust-owned, sugar-trust-controlled Republican New York County central
committee.” This cabal had engineered the recent election of President Taft, the
same president who was now protecting American Sugar by warning the House
of Representatives that an investigation might “prove an embarrassment.”100
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Next, Representative William A. Cullop (Democrat, Indiana) rose to deliver a
blistering indictment that tied this corrupt New York–Washington nexus to the
Philippines. He charged that Attorney General Wickersham had approved the
Sugar Trust’s purchase of the San Jose estate, which he described as “55,000 acres
of the best of the sugar lands contained in the friar possessions, as rich and pro-
ductive for sugar production as there is in the world, for the paltry sum of $6 per
acre . . . about one-twelfth of their actual value.” Although the Republican major-
ity blocked a congressional investigation, the House approved a motion asking
that the president inform it of “what facts, if any, make inexpedient a thorough
examination . . . of the frauds in the customs service.”101 In effect, the House
compromised by shifting its inquiry’s focus from the Sugar Trust’s sensitive do-
mestic machinations to its role in the Philippines.

Desperate for damage control, President Taft delivered a formal statement to
Congress on the New York customs fraud and in June 1910 dispatched his secre-
tary of war, Jacob M. Dickinson, to Manila for a five-week investigation of the
friar land sales. Predictably, the secretary soon found senior colonial officials in-
nocent of these “charges of official misconduct of the most serious character.”102

Not satisfied with this apparent whitewash, Democrats on the House Insular
Committee pressed successfully for hearings with full subpoena powers. In these
December sessions the committee summoned officials from Manila and discov-
ered widespread cronyism in land leases and mining rights among senior Repub-
lican colonials, most notably Solicitor General George R. Harvey, lands chief
Charles H. Sleeper, and customs collector Henry B. McCoy. But in its final report
the committee’s Republican majority found that all these transactions, even those
involving the Sugar Trust, had been “fairly and honestly conducted” and praised
these Republican officials as “able, earnest, patriotic men.”103

As the U.S. Congress convened in early 1911 with its new Democratic majority,
Manuel Quezon, still in Washington as resident commissioner, wrote General
Bandholtz that “the friar lands inquiry coupled with Clarke’s trouble on the eve
of Democratic House” would bring Philippine affairs before Congress “very con-
spicuously” in the months leading up to the 1912 presidential election.104 Indeed,
these accusatory hearings added to President Taft’s image as a tool of the trusts,
tarring his administration with the taint of corruption and contributing to the
defeat of his bid for reelection. Meanwhile, back in the Philippines Governor-
General Forbes was struggling to weather the political transition in Washington,
fighting scandal with scandal in an ill-fated attempt to escape the partisan tide
that was sweeping his fellow Republicans into retirement.

Only days after the November 1912 election, the Manila Times carried news of
the Democratic victory with the banner headline, “Wilson Will Make Clean
Sweep in Philippines.” Clearly, the colony’s entrenched Republican regime was on
its way out. Colonial careers that had carried many Manila Americans from youth
to middle age now hung in the balance.105 In the midst of this historic transition,
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simmering rivalries among senior colonials erupted in open conflict, drawing the
unresolved Manila police scandal into a larger political process.

At the political apex, Governor-General Forbes was soon locked in a bitter
dispute with Representative Jones, the Democratic chair of the powerful Insular
Affairs Committee, which had oversight responsibility for America’s entire island
empire. In January 1913 Jones denounced Forbes on the floor of the House, blast-
ing his construction of the costly Kennon Road to Baguio as a “reckless extrava-
gance” and lodging even “graver charges” against him for protecting the “power-
ful triumvirate” of police officials after they had been found guilty of “grafting”
in an official investigation. Pressed to defend these criticisms, Jones cited Charles
Elliott, the former secretary for commerce and police, who had recently resigned
to protest “the infernal outrage” of the way Forbes “has interfered often in the
administration of justice to favor personal or political friends.”106

As befitting a public career that had started with command of the colonial
police, Governor-General Forbes spent his last months before retirement in Sep-
tember 1913 amassing sensitive information, copying documents for deposit with
his Boston attorneys, and firing off confidential letters loaded with scurrilous
gossip about his enemies. In confidential letters to now ex-president Taft, he
called Charles Elliot a “skunk” and L. M. Southworth a “scalawag” who had once
loaned Judge James M. Liddell money and then won an unseemly number of
cases in his court, collusion that had led to the judge’s forced resignation back in
1907.107 In an apparent bid to retain his post by slandering possible successors,
Forbes damned George Curry, a former Rough Rider and Manila’s first police
chief, as a “spendthrift and a bankrupt.” Another name being bruited about for
governor-general, his longtime rival W. Morgan Shuster, was “a socialist at heart,
a man utterly without conviction or morals.”108

After President Wilson replaced him with a Democratic appointee in Sep-
tember 1913, Forbes returned to his native Boston where he strained, no longer
privy to police files, to gather damaging information for Republican allies. In a
long letter to Taft’s former secretary of war, Henry L. Stimson, Forbes charged
Democrats with injecting “party politics into the management of the Islands”
and replacing veteran officials of proven ability with their inexperienced parti-
sans. The net result of these “violent changes” was, he claimed, a government
“largely paralyzed.”109

Secret Service Showdown

Farther down the colonial hierarchy, bitter infighting between the Metropolitan
Police and Philippine Constabulary resumed in the weeks surrounding President
Wilson’s election. While Chief Harding joined Secretary Worcester’s rearguard
struggle to retain the islands as U.S. territory, the constabulary’s Col. Rafael
Crame sided with Filipinization and ultimately Philippine independence. The
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sheer force of regime change soon drew the rivalry between the two security
forces into a political maelstrom. During six weeks of high-stakes, rapid-fire
reprisals, Manila’s secret services marshaled confidential files and secret agents
for an intense bureaucratic battle, momentarily dropping their veil of secrecy to
expose the suppleness of their information controls—voracious in the collection
yet strategic in the dissemination of data selected, timed, and directed to destroy
their target.

In late 1912 Chief Harding began hitting back at Colonel Crame who just six
months before had been the lead investigator in that police inquiry that had
nearly ended his career with a finding of “inefficiency.” Striking the first blow in
early November, the chief attacked the colonel’s ally, police captain Jose de Crame
of the Paco precinct. Angry at de Crame for testifying at the corruption inquiry,
Harding retaliated by demanding the captain’s resignation for failure to report
the theft of bail bonds by his desk sergeant. When Captain de Crame refused,
the police filed full-blown administrative charges for this minor offense and
Harding’s ally in the executive bureau, John P. Weissenhagen, launched an aggres-
sive investigation. But Colonel Crame discredited the police witnesses by citing
the details of similar derelictions committed by other officers, offenses that Chief
Harding himself had covered up. Even though Weissenhagen’s report recom-
mended Captain de Crame’s dismissal, the governor-general, citing his “valuable
and excellent services,” transferred him to the customs’ secret service branch at
the same rank.110

In the next round Colonel Crame fought back by investigating Chief
Harding’s ally, police commissioner Percy McDonnell, focusing on his compro-
mised relationship with Meralco, the city’s mass transit monopoly controlled by
the Detroit traction tycoon Charles M. Swift. At the summit of colonial politics
beyond public view and police surveillance, Swift had been sedulous in his court-
ship of Taft, a good friend from their days as young lawyers litigating what Taft
called “the street railway cases in Detroit.” As governor-general Taft had eased
Swift’s bid for the Manila street-rail franchise, and as secretary of war he pro-
moted colonial corporation laws that would minimize regulation of Meralco, just
two of what Swift called, in a letter to Taft, “the many obligations due to you from
investors in the Philippine Islands.”111 As Taft’s appointee on Manila’s Municipal
Board in 1903, McDonnell maneuvered to award Meralco a fifty-year streetcar
concession with low fees, generous rights-of-way, and high fares; then, as chair of
the Municipal Board’s police committee, he deployed officers armed with riot
guns to break strikes against the street railway.112

Throughout the colonial transition brought on by the 1912 presidential elec-
tions, the constabulary gathered dirt on McDonnell from disparate sources. For
months Crame’s top agent, Edwin C. Bopp, had been observing “a shady side to
the deals,” collecting detailed documents on McDonnell’s questionable transac-
tions.113 By penetrating confidential corporate files in New York and Manila,
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Agent Bopp reported in May that one of Meralco’s owners, the J. G. White Com-
pany, had paid McDonnell and others twenty-five thousand dollars in cash “for
their assistance in the street-car franchises.” With this bribe McDonnell had pur-
chased Meralco shares “and received three times as much stock as was actually
paid for.” One of Bopp’s sources known to the constabulary as Agent 30 reported
that an influential Manila merchant had seen “the list of stockholders” at the of-
fice of Meralco’s local attorney. That document showed a substantial seventy-
three thousand dollars’ worth of stock in McDonnell’s name along with a note
reading, “To be turned over to him when he leaves the government service.”114

When similarly damning information about McDonnell’s usurious loans sur-
faced from unknown sources, the governor-general demanded his resignation,
thus terminating one of the most sordid of colonial careers.115

McDonnell fought back by buying sufficient shares in the influential
Cablenews-American to become its chief editor and then using the paper to exact
revenge. In July 1913 PC Agent 49 reported that McDonnell had given “strict
orders” that all mention of Chief Bandholtz in the paper must be “detrimental.”
A few months later the paper attacked moves to retain his successor, Colonel
Harbord, as PC chief, a blatant bias that attracted wry commentary in rival Manila
newspapers.116

In the final round of this bare-knuckle bout, Chief Harding began maneuver-
ing, only days after McDonnell’s resignation, to even the score against Colonel
Crame. Around midnight on December 9, Captain Jose de Crame called at the
colonel’s home to warn that Chief Harding was accumulating evidence to accuse
him of fomenting an armed uprising by the radical working-class society Dimas
Alang. Indeed, there had been an abortive revolt by elements of this organization
three months before on the night of August 26. But Colonel Crame had in fact
been concerned about the group’s radicalism and infiltrated its ranks with his
spies to preempt any violence. He had also deployed ex-general Santiago Alvarez
in a covert operation to weaken Dimas Alang by organizing the rival Makabuhay
society, producing a divisive clash between the two groups.117

Just ten days later, the police captain’s warning proved prescient. In a sensa-
tional front-page story on December 19, the Daily Bulletin reported that Colonel
Crame had used his spies inside these working-class societies to promote an armed
uprising the previous August on the outskirts of Manila. Within forty-eight hours
Colonel Crame’s agents inside the newspaper confirmed that Chief Harding was
in fact the source for these damaging allegations.118 At first the colonel insisted
that “Harding will only succeed in making himself [look] ridiculous” by circu-
lating such nonsense. But the police chief would remain veiled behind his ano-
nymity as a news source while Crame was subjected to hostile headlines and pro-
tracted legislative hearings, barely escaping a humiliating dismissal.119

While McDonnell had been forced to resign, chiefs Harding and Trowbridge
clung to office like barnacles on the ship of state. But in March 1913 Trowbridge
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finally quit after fourteen years in command of the city’s secret service, sailing
home for a minor patronage post in the U.S. Interior Department.120 In its only
attempt at police reform, the Forbes administration then appointed a famed in-
vestigator, John W. Green (no relation to former chief John F. Green), as Trow-
bridge’s successor to clean up the city’s troubled secret service. After serving five
years in the Manila Police as a specialist in criminal identification, he had returned
to North America as chief detective for the Mexican Central Railway and a U.S.
customs agent investigating Sugar Trust bribery on the New York docks. Now, in
April 1913, as Green neared the islands aboard the SS Manchuria with his Ameri-
can wife and two young daughters, the Manila Times carried the news on page
one, telling its readers that an officer who could bust the American Sugar Trust
would surely clean up Manila’s detective branch.121 Chief Bandholtz reported
wryly that with the news of Green’s appointment “the local police got busy and
located his Filipina wife or querida in order to have a grip on him as soon as he
arrived.”122

Consequently, in his first years as secret service chief Green concentrated on
the noncontroversial forensic innovations that were his forte, creating a card-file
identification system that soon reached two hundred thousand entries and intro-
ducing the Henry fingerprinting method.123 Yet even as the police command
changed and its methods were modernized, the underlying system of syndicated
vice and police corruption survived. Although he was an investigator with ample
skills to attack these rackets, Green would wait until 1919, a full six years after his
arrival, before daring an assault on the city’s vice trades.124

Governor Harrison’s Purge

Even though his closest allies had been dismissed and disgraced, Chief Harding
was so influential that he was not removed until Governor-General Francis Bur-
ton Harrison, President Wilson’s new representative and a former New York City
congressman, finally reached Manila in late 1913. Only three hours after the new
governor walked down the gangplank to a cheering Filipino crowd on October 6,
Thomas Cary Welch, the executive secretary complicit in the exoneration of cor-
rupt police, was sacked. To make his message clear, the governor quickly purged
all senior officers identified with the 1912 police scandal.125

“While disposed upon my arrival to treat the police question with a good deal
of leniency because of my recognition of the supreme difficulty of policing a
great city,” Governor Harrison wrote Washington a month after landing at Ma-
nila, “I soon found that the conditions here were intolerable.” An official inquiry,
he said, had urged dismissal of senior police, but a later “whitewash made by two
inferior administrative officials exonerated the three men.” Most important, the
governor learned from a Supreme Court justice that Chief Harding had engaged
in “what amounted to blackmail . . . not for money, but in order to retain the old
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crowd in power.” In his opinion, “Chief of Police Harding would have done bet-
ter in the city of Baghdad in the middle ages than in Manila today.” In his place
the governor appointed Capt. George Seaver, “who is a scrupulously honest and
decent man,” a move the U.S. secretary of war endorsed as “necessary to the res-
toration of confidence in the Department.”126 By the time his shake-up ended,
Governor Harrison had removed all the principals in the 1912 police scandal.127

The police purge also launched Governor Harrison’s aggressive Filipinization
of the civil service, sweeping away the residue of the colony’s entrenched Repub-
lican regime. In his first months the governor forcibly retired some two hundred
Americans, including the head of the Bureau of Lands, Charles H. Sleeper, and
the powerful customs chief, Henry B. McCoy.128 Determined to recover their in-
fluence, the Republicans fought Filipinization with intrigue and information.
Leading American merchants along the Escolta sent stories of Filipino incompe-
tence to U.S. newspapers.129 As criticism began circulating, the governor-general
used the PC’s secret service to track this “misinformation” to a single “cell” inside
ex-chief Harding’s business office that included Sleeper, McCoy, and McDonnell,
now editor of the Cablenews-American. Indeed, McDonnell, concealing his espi-
onage as press inquiries, was sending “strictly confidential” cables to New York
with details of the governor’s dismissals for that most vociferous critic of Filipin-
ization, Dean Worcester, who was gathering information about maladministra-
tion, adultery, and graft under Governor-General Harrison.130

Toughened by his years with New York’s venal Tammany machine, Harrison
fought back, warning his opponents that unless the criticism stopped they “would
be made to suffer.”131 To court support from powerful American colonials, the
governor-general countered their criticisms by easing these ex-police out of Ma-
nila, sending Harding to Panama and McDonnell to Europe. Just four days after
firing Chief Harding, the governor-general cabled Washington to recommend
him for a federal clerkship to please “a considerable portion of the better element
in the American community here.”132 McDonnell’s trip was a study tour for the
Philippine chapter of the American Red Cross, a sinecure that soon ended when
the State Department withdrew his passport permanently for “certain unneutral
activities.”133 Through this mix of carrot and stick, local opposition to Governor
Harrison slowly faded, and by late 1915 even the Manila Times, the voice of the
American community, had moderated its opposition to his reforms.134

But the purge still rankled sufficiently within the American culture of patron-
age to spark a bitter partisan debate between ex-president Taft and President
Wilson’s secretary of war, Lindley M. Garrison, in late 1915. With confidential
documents that Worcester purloined through McDonnell and like loyalists in
Manila, Taft launched a front-page attack on the Democrats in the New York
Times, charging that Governor-General Harrison had “discharged, at once, upon
his arrival, McCoy, collector of customs; Sleeper, Director of Public Lands; . . .
Harding, Chief of the Manila Police; [Mark] Scott, captain of police.” In reply the
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secretary of war insisted that Harding and Scott had been dismissed for their
“undesirability.” Taft thundered back, condemning the “partisanship of a Demo-
crat . . . forcing resignations of competent . . . American civil servants for the pur-
pose of giving patronage to Mr. Quezon and his group of Filipino politicians.”135

Governor Harrison had ample information to counter these criticisms should
they gain political traction. After Taft’s opening salvo in September, Manila’s
long-serving Internal Revenue chief James J. Rafferty, a Democrat despised by
Taft, detailed the derelictions of his Republican enemies in a memo to the
governor-general, documenting how Henry McCoy’s career was the sum of its
corruptions. So great was his power that since the time of Governor Forbes “no
man dared to raise his voice against McCoy and the band of legalized brigands of
which he was the notable chief.”136

Manila Police Reforms

Only months after his arrival in late 1913, Governor Harrison resolved the heated
controversy over the Manila Police by dismissing the controversial American
commanders and promoting structural reforms. Although the process was less
direct and dramatic, this Manila Police crisis had thus been resolved, like the Ca-
vite constabulary controversy six years before, by placating public opinion with a
rhetoric of reform and gradual Filipinization, all while keeping command of se-
curity forces firmly under American control.

Although Governor Harrison had removed shady Americans from the Manila
police and promoted a number of Filipinos in the constabulary, like most coloni-
als he was generally conservative in his handling of the Manila force, passing over
a well-qualified Filipino, assistant chief Gregorio Alcid, to appoint a succession of
American chiefs: George H. Seaver (1913 –18), a veteran officer who supported re-
forms during the 1912 scandal; Anton Hohmann (1918 –20), who rose from beat
cop to precinct captain through sixteen years’ service; and Edwin C. Bopp (1920–
21), a ten-year veteran of the PC Information Division.137 Once Chief Harding
and his coterie had been ousted, Harrison exempted Manila’s police from fur-
ther retirements, saying in May 1914, “I am opposed to the elimination of a single
American policeman or a reduction of the salary of a single American police-
man.” Harrison’s Filipinization effort succeeded almost by accident after the U.S.
entry into World War I in 1917 produced an exodus of Americans from the civil
service, raising the number of Filipinos on the Manila force from 64 percent in
1911 to 93 percent in 1921.138 But reflecting Manila’s unique role as the colonial
capital and home of the expatriate community, Americans would remain in
command of the Metropolitan Police until the end of direct U.S. rule in 1935.139

In the later years of his administration, 1916 –21, Harrison struggled with this
ambivalent transfer of power to Filipinos by creating an elected Municipal Board
for Manila while retaining control over the city’s police, a contradiction that
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emerged with spectacular force during several strikes against Meralco in 1919. After
the company’s streetcar motormen walked out briefly in early March, the city’s Na-
cionalista Party mayor, Justo Lukban, quietly hired a number of dismissed strikers
as third-class patrolmen, stirring controversy.140 When Meralco’s workers struck
again in late May, the police force was in disarray under its acting Filipino chief,
Gregorio Alcid, who lacked a mandate for reform. Led by the radical Congreso
Obrero union under Crisanto Evangelista, some six hundred workers launched a
militant strike at Meralco on May 23, beating tram operators and stoning police in
four incidents that the American press played up with banner headlines.141

While Mayor Lukban flailed about trying to recruit more police and requisi-
tion revolvers, the acting governor-general, Charles Yeater, ordered his constabu-
lary into the city. Only thirty-six hours after the strike began, some three hundred
soldiers armed with repeating rifles and fixed bayonets were riding the streetcars,
an action criticized by both the mayor and his police chief as an overreaction to,
and even an attempt to provoke, the generally peaceful strikers. As the strike en-
tered its fourth and then fifth week with soldiers still riding the cars, the situation
became dangerously polarized, with workers growing more militant, the govern-
ment unsympathetic, and the company intransigent.142

Frustrated over their failure to penetrate the constabulary cordon, the strikers
turned to terror, attempting to derail moving cars and on June 21 trying to bomb
a Meralco tram, the first such incident in Philippine history. As car 108 turned
into Plaza Goiti, a striking Meralco mechanic named Bernardino Manabat lit
a fuse protruding from a parcel and thirty seconds later jumped from the tram.
The conductor, catching the scent of gunpowder, tossed the bomb into the street
where it exploded, killing a thirteen-year-old newsboy and injuring eight pedes-
trians. As the bomber fled through Santa Cruz church and up Calle Bustos, De-
tective Fermin Yadan followed, finally cornering him at gunpoint inside the Cine
Ideal movie theater. After nineteen hours of interrogation by subordinates, secret
service chief John W. Green took over for a low-key conversation in Tagalog, ask-
ing how the suspect might feel had his own boy been maimed by the explosion.
Weeping, the bomber signed a confession implicating Domingo Simeon, the sec-
retary of the Congreso Obrero. Within hours the police arrested Simeon for mur-
der and union leader Crisanto Evangelista for sedition. As their heavily publicized
trial proceeded, support for the strike ebbed until Meralco could announce, in
mid-July, that operations were back to normal.143 Although military protection
had proved effective, this unprecedented constabulary deployment inside the city
left simmering tensions within Manila’s police that would soon explode.

Manila Massacre

In late 1920, just eighteen months after the Meralco strike, a spectacular conflict
erupted along the fault lines in Philippine policing, turning a minor incident into
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a bloody shootout between the constabulary’s Santa Lucia Barracks and the
nearby Luneta police station. Around midnight on December 13, three PC con-
stables confronted police patrolman Artemo Mojica at gunpoint, accusing him of
raping the wife of a fellow trooper. Instead of investigating the rape, the police ar-
rested the PC soldiers. The next day in front of Berry’s Barbershop on Calle Real
in the walled city of Intramuros, Patrolman Mojica gunned down a PC private,
and policemen armed with riot guns swept the streets to arrest eight more PC
constables. Inside the constabulary barracks, rumors spread that police headquar-
ters had issued orders to shoot “any contabularyman they met on the streets.”144

Just twenty-five hours later, seventy-seven PC constables loaded their rifles
and jumped the barracks wall to hunt down city policemen, who were armed
only with .32 caliber pistols. Advancing in skirmish formation, some forty con-
stables lined the Sunken Gardens just outside the city walls and on command un-
leashed a fusillade at the Luneta police station, killing a patrolman and wounding
several civilians. A smaller detachment occupied Calle Real in the heart of Intra-
muros, firing a volley into a streetcar and killing a passenger. Outside the nearby
Corregidor Hotel, six constables fired on patrolman James W. Driskill, who
backed through the swinging doors, pistol blazing, to fall dead on the barroom
floor. When police reinforcements arrived from the Meisic precinct station, the
mutineers raked the patrol wagon with lethal fire, killing two officers and fatally
wounding Capt. William E. Wichmann. In the midst of this mayhem, Chief
Crame arrived, bellowing, “You fools, what are you doing?” When one soldier
dared to raise his rifle, the chief shouted back, “Put down that gun. I am the chief
of Constabulary. Stand to attention!” Meekly, the troops marched back to the
barracks, leaving the city streets stained with the blood of four wounded and
eleven dead, including six patrolmen.145

Manila was stunned. The city prosecutor filed murder charges against the
seventy-seven constables. The constabulary trucked the accused to Bilibid Prison
under heavy guard. The governor-general closed Santa Lucia Barracks and or-
dered all constables out of the city. The legislature voted unanimously for a spe-
cial investigation. Then, at 4:00 p.m. on December 22, the entire city stopped. For
thirty seconds nothing moved. Thousands lined the street in silence as a solemn
cortège started up Rizal Avenue toward Cementerio del Norte. The procession
included police platoons, a constabulary band, city officials, and six horse-drawn
hearses for the fallen officers.146

While the city mourned its murdered officers, the press was sharply critical of
the police department, almost blaming it for the shooting. “Once the pride of
Manila,” said the Philippines Free Press, “today the police force of this metropolis,
if not its shame, certainly evokes no respect.” The nationalist Independent put it
bluntly, adding that: “Among all classes of people, the belief is current that a
mongrel dog is a better protection for the home than the whole police force.” By
contrast, the paper insisted, the constabulary “has such a brilliant history as the
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right arm of a just, orderly, and progressive government that its defects and
shortcomings cannot efface or effectively blot.”147

On the governor’s orders secretary of justice Quintin Paredes conducted an
internal investigation that traced the shooting incident to deeper problems
within the colonial police. The constabulary, for its part, seemed to resent an in-
formal arrangement, dating from its founding in 1901, that barred it from making
arrests inside Manila, and some city policemen still harbored a “wish to take re-
venge” for the constabulary’s role in the 1912 corruption investigation. Just a year
before the shooting these tensions had flared during the Meralco strike. Com-
pounding the “jealousies between the two organizations,” many policemen were
former Meralco workers “who sympathized with the strike.” In the twenty-four
hours before the shooting, Paredes found, the two responsible American com-
manders had been woefully deficient in their duties. After the patrolman Mojica
shot a constabulary soldier, Chief Bopp had returned his revolver and restored
him to duty. Despite obvious signs of violence, the constabulary barracks com-
mander, Capt. Herbert C. Page, had failed to post adequate sentries and during
the shooting did nothing to restrain his troops.148

In two separate trials all the accused were convicted and sentenced by the Phil-
ippine Supreme Court to penalties of life for the sixty-six privates and death for
the eleven noncommissioned officers. Feeling that their commanders were to
blame, Governor-General Leonard Wood, Harrison’s successor, convened a par-
don board that in March 1922 reduced these penalties to seventeen years and life,
respectively, effectively closing the case.149 Despite strong criticism, reform of the
Manila Police was limited to Chief Bopp’s resignation, leaving deeper problems
uncorrected.

At this low ebb the governor-general passed over acting police chief Gregorio
Alcid, a Filipino veteran with twenty-two years service, to appoint John W.
Green, a respected police reformer.150 For the next seven years Chief Green de-
voted himself to the modernization of the force, assisted by a senior staff that
would remain largely American. Most visibly, he created a traffic division with
ninety-seven officers to untangle the city’s snarl of ten thousand autos and six
thousand horse carts. To raise standards he introduced in-service training to give
every officer four hours of weekly instruction in “the law relating to arrests,
search warrants, evidence, essentials of crimes, . . . discipline, and deportment.”
To check the “steady deterioration of the Police force,” he established a police
academy, making Manila’s the first force in the Philippines with mandatory train-
ing for all personnel.151

Although not all of his recommendations were implemented, Chief Green
won a marked expansion of the force to eight hundred officers by 1924. “From
being one of the worst policed cities in the world,” the Chamber of Commerce
Journal said in 1929, “Manila has become one of the best.”152 At end of U.S. rule,
the leading Filipino police expert, Maj. Emanuel Bajá, concluded that Manila had
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“the best organized, best trained, and so far the most efficient police department
in the Philippines.” By then the force had a record 957 officers deployed in two
precincts and several specialist squads: the secret service, vice, and traffic. But
some things had not changed. Although the governor-general now consulted the
city’s Filipino mayor on police matters, he still selected the police chief from a
small pool of senior Americans, just as he had done at the start of the U.S. regime
in 1901.153

Conclusion

In comparing political controversies across the span of a century, 1905 to 2005, a
central question emerges: why did this massive police scandal in 1912 have such a
modest political impact? The answer, in a word, is timing. With only ten months
left in office before the November 1912 presidential elections, the Forbes adminis-
tration struggled, successfully, to contain the situation by protecting Chief Hard-
ing while placating the public with reprimands of his Filipino subordinates. In-
stead of mobilizing press and public to challenge the governor-general as they had
so successfully done back in 1905 and would again in 1923, Quezon and his Nacio-
nalista Party decided to bide their time, confident that a new Democratic admin-
istration in Washington would bring sweeping changes in policy and personnel to
Manila. If, as Jürgen Habermas reminds us, each crisis of legitimacy is best re-
solved by a widening of political participation, then the Filipinos realized, cor-
rectly, that they could best achieve this result in Washington rather than Manila.

As the ambit of Filipino participation widened, the colony’s security services,
the Philippines Constabulary and the Manila Police, experienced major changes
in both mission and personnel. When the Republican Party’s “days of empire”
ended in 1913, both services continued their ongoing accommodation with the
rising Filipino elite. These changes had begun, of course, in the aftermath of the
1905 Cavite controversy, but Republican imperialists, notably Forbes and Worces-
ter, fought a rearguard action to preserve their control over the security services.
With the Democratic victory in the 1912 presidential elections and the subse-
quent purge of Republican imperialists in Manila, these two forces moved rap-
idly from colonial repression to law enforcement and somewhat less rapidly from
American to Filipino officers. In both cases these moves served to legitimate po-
lice authority.

This larger political transition also brought a relaxation of covert operations
by both the constabulary and the city police. With the end of the Republican re-
gime and the collapse of the radical nationalist movement, the extremes of colo-
nial politics faded, drawing debate toward the political center and ending system-
atic surveillance of both American and Filipino extremists. Although domestic
espionage subsided after 1914, the system, with its fusion of information and co-
ercion, survived as a permanent feature of the Philippine state, ready for use in
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any future political crisis. Even in the latter years of colonial rule, American
governors still controlled the colony’s security services, the constabulary and
Metropolitan Police. These both remained a possible source of high political
scandal—a potential that would be fully realized in the spectacular Conley case of
1923.
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The Conley Case

O    J 17, 1923, Senator Manuel Quezon led five Filipino
cabinet secretaries, all attired in formal dress, up the grand staircase into
Malacañang Palace for a historic confrontation. Waiting for him at the head of
the stairs was Governor-General Leonard Wood, splendidly outfitted in his full-
dress U.S. Army uniform. Somewhat nervously, Senator Quezon read aloud his
group’s letter announcing their resignation en masse to protest the governor’s
control over even the “smallest detail” of government. “This policy recently cul-
minated in an unfortunate incident which shocked public opinion in this coun-
try,” Quezon said, “when you . . . reinstated a member of the secret service of the
City who had been legally suspended from office.” In turn Wood dismissed these
charges as “unsupported by evidence and unworthy of the attention of serious
minded men.” After accepting their resignations, the governor placed U.S. com-
bat forces in the Philippines on full alert. Throughout this high political drama,
nobody mentioned the name of the secret service officer in question. For he was,
as all Manila already knew, Detective Ray Conley, the catalyst for the most pro-
tracted political crisis in forty years of U.S. colonial rule.1

This controversy had started quietly six months before when Manila’s Mayor
Ramon Fernandez recommended that Detective Conley, then head of the police
vice squad, be dismissed for allegedly taking bribes from gambling joints. When
Governor-General Wood rejected this recommendation after months of wran-
gling, Quezon denounced the unpopular decision and rode the tide of public
opinion to become his country’s preeminent political leader. Over the next four
years Quezon used this issue to challenge the governor-general’s authority while
Wood countered the attacks by circulating compromising information, collected
through the colonial police, about his political enemies. By symbolizing the
American regime’s selective enforcement of its own laws, the Conley case would



ignite the passions of the Filipino nationalist press, assure the ascendancy of the
Nacionalista Party, and prepare the electorate for major political change.2

The conflict arose primarily from the ambiguity of Conley’s role as an Ameri-
can policeman enforcing vice laws on prominent Filipinos. By the early 1920s the
Manila’s Police was still serving as both the moral guardian and mailed fist of
alien rule, contradictory roles that were resolved pragmatically, on the street, by
corruption that turned police officers into informal protectors of illegal gaming
and other crimes. In a colonial context this resolution was politically volatile,
stirring the indignation of Filipino politicians and journalists whose reportage
aroused an electorate increasingly intolerant of American hypocrisy. While the
conflict did not seriously threaten U.S. rule, it was a serious challenge to the terms
of that dominion. If we strip away the hyperheated rhetoric on both sides, this
controversy was the final showdown between rearguard Republican attempts to
slow Filipino progress toward self-rule and a liberal Democratic policy of Filipin-
ization to prepare the islands for full independence.

In considering the Conley case, historians have usually focused on the high-
stakes political confrontation between an American governor and a Filipino sen-
ator. But in retrospect this great scandal, reflecting the power of Manila’s low life
to shape high politics, began and ended with the city police.3 Just as constabulary
brutality in Cavite had sparked a legitimation crisis in 1905, so Manila police cor-
ruption precipitated this even larger crisis in 1923.

Republican Restoration

The Conley case gained its tempestuous force from an ongoing struggle between
the Filipino legislature and American executive during the long transition to
national independence. Under President Woodrow Wilson’s liberal policy, Wash-
ington had promoted Filipino self-rule by appointing a sympathetic governor-
general, Francis Burton Harrison, in 1913 and three years later granting Filipinos
full legislative powers under the Jones Act. Beginning with a preamble that for the
first time promised eventual independence, this de facto colonial constitution
abolished the old Philippine Commission, created the bicameral Philippine As-
sembly, and delineated the broad powers of the U.S. governor-general. But Har-
rison’s personal failings as an administrator and moral exemplar tainted his leg-
acy and jeopardized these political gains.

When Republicans won back the White House in 1920, they set about re-
claiming their lost Philippine colony, exposing the malfeasance of the Harrison
regime, discrediting its innovations, and reinvigorating executive authority in the
hands of an assertive governor-general. After several years of simmering quietly
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in Manila, scandal, visible and vociferous, once again became central to the
struggle over the Philippines’ future. As in past colonial crises, rivalries intensified,
gossip flew, dossiers opened, betrayals abounded, and reputations were ruined.

Among his first executive acts, incoming President Warren G. Harding dis-
patched special investigators to Manila to probe the gross mismanagement that
had pushed the Philippine government to the brink of collapse. Led by two vet-
eran imperialists, ex-governor W. Cameron Forbes and Gen. Leonard Wood, the
mission was charged with exploring Democratic excesses and recommending re-
forms. When they sailed for Manila in April 1921, Forbes, a proper Boston Brah-
min and former governor-general, came armed with deep colonial knowledge of
native derelictions. “Quezon was very anxious about the kind of reception I
would give him,” he told his private diary, because he “happened to know that I
had complete knowledge of his disloyalties and rascalities. I do not think he knew
that I had in my safe a complete copy of his police record. It was lurid enough and
he must have known I was pretty well informed on it. He was not quite sure of
the use I would make of it.”4

Well prepared as he was, Forbes soon found Quezon his equal in this co-
lonial contest. At their meeting in July the Filipino senator surprised Forbes by
handing over full payment for a long-forgotten debt of §3,050. Then, speaking
with a frankness Forbes found “disarming,” Quezon referred to an unnamed
American justice, saying, “I am not a clean man myself, but I want the judges of
the Supreme Court to be clean men.” As their conversation closed Quezon exe-
cuted a brilliant move in the contest over information by destroying Forbes’s
friendship with the Philippine resident commissioner in Washington, Jaime de
Veyra, and his wife, Sofia Reyes de Veyra. Pulling out a sheaf of his own cables to
and from this power couple, Quezon showed Forbes a telegram from the com-
missioner announcing, “I have done everything possible to eliminate Forbes”
from consideration as governor-general. Recalling how he had once loaned Mrs.
de Veyra a thousand dollars to save her father’s house from foreclosure, a de-
flated Forbes was devastated by this “bit of treachery on the part of one whom I
had befriended.”5

But if Forbes proved an easy mark Quezon soon found a worthier opponent
in General Wood, the living embodiment of empire. Although slope shouldered
and average height, Wood had developed a powerful build in military campaigns
that conquered the American Southwest, pursuing Geronimo’s Apaches across
New Mexico into Mexico for nearly two years. Through all that hard riding Wood
won the Medal of Honor and became such a hero that Theodore Roosevelt fol-
lowed him to Cuba with the Rough Riders and to fame in the charge up San Juan
Hill. After ousting the incumbent military governor in Havana through media
manipulations in late 1899, Wood enjoyed good press as the island’s governor-
general by paying some American reporters and intimidating others critical of
his rule. With the press muzzled he grew suspiciously close to a Spanish syndicate
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that was promoting Cuba’s most lucrative gambling franchise, the Havana jai alai
fronton, and thereby gained the connections to win big in betting that sometimes
reached fifty thousand dollars on a single match. Adding substance to such suspi-
cions, Wood had banned all competing forms of gambling but then brokered a
ten-year contract for the jai alai, accepting a five thousand dollar Tiffany silver tea
service as a gratuity from the Spanish syndicate. When Wood returned to Wash-
ington in 1902, the Senate soon launched an inquiry into the seamy side his
Cuban service. But close friendship with President Roosevelt bought him a face-
saving political exile to the southern Philippines as governor of the Moro Prov-
ince. There empire eventually cleansed his reputation through bloody campaigns
against Muslim warriors, sending him home a hero to become commander of the
U.S. Army and, in 1920, a contender for the Republican presidential nomination,
which he narrowly lost to Harding.6

As a veteran imperialist Wood returned to Manila in 1921 with his sensors
tuned for scurrilous gossip, recording each anecdote in a private diary that re-
veals, in some three thousand typed pages, the dynamics of colonial scandal. In
his detailed entries about graft, concubinage, and double-dealing, Wood was
assiduous in documenting the demerits of his American adversaries, particularly
his former rival for command of U.S. forces during the world war, Gen. John J.
Pershing. After meeting the governor of Zamboanga, Pershing’s former head-
quarters, Wood noted that the general had “lived for a long time with a girl
named Joaquina Ignacio, by whom he had a daughter.” Pershing’s mistress had
received “a very considerable sum of money . . . when she signed a declaration
before a Justice of the Peace that Pershing was not the father.”7 As if storing am-
munition for some future battle, Wood noted that “she is a girl of whom I have
a photograph, a striking likeness of her father.”8

To fulfill his mission from President Harding, Wood devoted particular atten-
tion to rumors of philandering by the outgoing Democratic governor-general,
Francis Burton Harrison, whose indiscretions, many believed, had made him
susceptible to Filipino pressure for political concessions. An American business-
man, Mr. E. Womek, said that Harrison’s “tendency to follow up young girls”
had led people to regard him as a “pervert” and “spoke of certain pictures taken
by concealed cameras showing he was very much one.”9 Other sources reported
that a constabulary colonel, James F. Quinn, angry at his wife’s affair with the
governor-general, had telephoned the state university’s engineering dean, Clar-
ence G. Wrentmore, at 2:00 a.m. to report that the dean’s underage daughter Eliz-
abeth was at a roadhouse with the governor. The excited father “armed himself
with a revolver, . . . forced his way into the Malacañan and extracted a written
promise from Burton to marry the girl.” To avoid a scandal, Mrs. Wrentmore
sailed home to enroll the daughter at the University of California. The governor
followed in May 1919, married Elizabeth, and brought her back to Manila where
their child was born in Malacañang Palace.10 The sum of these reports led Wood
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to conclude that the Filipino politicians had “gradually woven an entangling net
about the Governor General and greatly hampered him in the exercise of his
powers under the Jones bill.”11

Through its close investigation of the governor’s domestic entanglements and
affairs of state, the Wood-Forbes mission subtly merged this overall sense of
Harrison’s personal failings into a partisan indictment of his policies.12 Above all
the mission’s final report detailed unchecked graft in government enterprises such
as the newly established Philippine National Bank (PNB), a quasi-governmental
agency that dispensed loans liberally to new government corporations and neo-
phyte Filipino entrepreneurs. After noting that auditors estimated the bank’s
losses at $23 million through violations “of every principle which prudence, in-
telligence, or even honesty, dictates,” the mission recommended that the govern-
ment should “get out and keep out of such business.”13

As subsequent investigations would soon discover, the financial crisis was
even more serious than the Wood-Forbes mission had imagined. To expand their
Nacionalista Party’s patronage, Senate president Quezon and House Speaker Ser-
gio Osmeña had, with Governor-General Harrison’s support, appointed cronies
to corporate and regulatory boards that voted massive loans for their own sugar
mills, copra factories, and hemp trading. Under the presidency of Venancio Con-
cepcion, an Osmeña protégé, the PNB dispensed substantial, poorly secured
loans to Nacionalista Party loyalists.14 In a clear example of crony capitalism,
Quezon, working through Governor Harrison, appointed the well-connected
mestizo merchant Ramon Fernandez to the PNB board in 1916. Three years later
Fernandez and another PNB director, Vicente Madrigal, voted themselves
interest-free personal loans for an ill-fated attempt to corner Manila’s hemp sup-
ply. The market collapsed, leaving the bank with fifty-three thousand worthless
bales of hemp and §2.2 million in bad loans that the PNB directors illegally
wiped from the books. In 1920 Quezon cashed in this political debt by calling on
Fernandez to finance his party’s newspaper, the Philippines Herald, and serve a
term as mayor of Manila.15 Matching Quezon’s cronyism with his own, Governor
Harrison later elevated his personal stenographer to the bank’s presidency and
appointed his brother Archibald to its board.16 By the time Concepcion resigned
from the PNB in 1920, the bank had suffered losses of §75 million, the equivalent
of a year of Philippine tax revenues, and the country was close to fiscal collapse.17

To correct this lack of oversight, the Wood-Forbes mission recommended
strengthening the powers of the governor-general.18

By his mission’s end in August 1921, Wood was so troubled by these threats to
American colonial progress that he accepted President Harding’s nomination as
governor-general. Angered by the rapid Filipinization under Harrison, the Ma-
nila American community had lobbied hard to convince the White House that
there was a “serious situation” requiring Wood’s firm leadership. “Strongly rec-
ommend immediate appointment General Wood,” the American Chamber of
Commerce cabled the president in July 1921, adding: “Urgently needed reassert
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sovereignty of United States, regain financial stability.”19 Wood thus took office
determined to recover the colonial executive’s full prerogatives and use them to
liquidate government corporations, restore fiscal responsibility, and promote
American investment. This reactionary agenda soon sparked a battle with Senate
president Quezon, who was determined to defend the power-sharing arrange-
ment he had won from Governor Harrison.20

During a five-year political standoff, Governor-General Wood was advan-
taged by one key perquisite of his new office: unchecked executive control over
the Manila Metropolitan Police and Philippines Constabulary. Through these
two key allies he gained access to incriminating information, holding and releas-
ing damaging gossip with imperious finesse. His choice for Manila’s police chief,
John W. Green, was a veteran of the city’s secret service who had acquired a feel
for the city’s mean streets.21 His constabulary chief, Gen. Rafael Crame, was a sea-
soned intelligence operative who had served in its Information Division for fif-
teen years, directing the subtle strategy that had demoralized the radical nation-
alist movement.22 Shielded from police surveillance by his appointees, Wood was
in a position to withstand the most serious crisis of legitimacy to face the U.S. re-
gime since the Cavite controversy of 1905.

Conley of the Vice Squad

The progenitor of this political crisis was Detective Ray Conley, an accidental co-
lonialist transformed by his badge into a powerful player in the scandals swirling
about Governor-General Wood. Arriving in the islands as an eighteen-year-old
soldier from Hicksville, Ohio, Conley joined the Manila police in 1912 and re-
mained an ordinary patrolman for the next five years. Then, in 1917, the secret
service chief, John W. Green, adopted him as his confidential agent in Manila’s
netherworld of vice and crime.23 If contemporaries regarded Chief Green as ad-
mirable and Conley as despicable, they failed to understand that this shadowy de-
tective was a necessary adjunct to the chief ’s celebrated efficiency. With raw cun-
ning, fluent Tagalog, and de facto control over the city’s vice trades, Conley was a
formidable force in Manila’s underworld, arresting prominent Filipinos for gam-
bling and protecting powerful Americans from sexual scandal. In this world of
imperial intrigue, he tipped the colonial political balance decisively and was thus
a worthy target for Filipino nationalists.

Conley’s mastery over the Manila netherworld may have assuaged Chief
Green’s fears of scandal over an earlier liaison with a Filipina mistress and over-
come his aversion to attacking the city’s vice economy. Whatever their precise dy-
namic, the two forged a deep, lasting bond and unleashed a devastating assault on
illegal gaming, which had swelled to “grave proportions” by the end of Governor
Harrison’s tolerant term.24 In 1919 –20, Green, then head of the secret service,
picked Conley to lead his vice squads against the city’s private Filipino clubs and
political clubhouses, which, he insisted, “were really gambling houses.” In rapid
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succession Conley’s squad crashed through the doors of the Nacionalista Club,
Club Democrata, Club Libertad, Club Alegre, Club Obreros, Club Amistad, and
the Fajardo Club, rounding up both ordinary dealers and influential patrons.
When Green was appointed Manila’s police chief in March 1922, he picked Con-
ley to lead his gambling and opium squads in a renewed attack on the city’s vice
trades.25

For the next twelve months Detective Conley became Chief Green’s battering
ram in an assault on Manila’s vice. Through a series of sensational raids in mid-
1922, Conley’s squads closed eighteen opium dens and fourteen gambling joints
that were “running almost openly.” The chief reported that in a raid on the Club
Nacionalista Conley arrested “a large number of prominent persons including . . .
attorneys, physicians, property owners and, of course, members of both political
parties.” Jubilant over this restoration of public morality, the city’s press cele-
brated Conley as the police department’s “best raider of gambling clubs.”26

These successes stirred deep hostility among members of the city’s gambling
syndicate, which launched a sustained counterattack. To get rid of Conley the
syndicate hired a well-known local lawyer, Ramon Sotelo, to press charges against
him for concubinage. Although this attorney spent a year trying to destroy the
detective, his case collapsed when Conley’s legal Filipina wife, Primitiva Duma-
sig, refused the gamblers’ money to testify against him. Prosecutors failed to punc-
ture his claim that an alleged second wife, an American named Grace, was simply
his housekeeper. At the trial a bank clerk called by the prosecution admitted that a
syndicate boss, Aniceto Cardeñas, had offered him a thousand pesos to testify
against the detective, saying that “he and other gamblers wanted Conley out of
the way.”27 Both the police chief and the governor-general agreed that the detec-
tive had been falsely accused “in revenge for his efficient services against orga-
nized vice in Manila.”28

Back on duty, Conley again made life difficult for the gambling syndicate,
leading his squad on a renewed round of 275 raids that virtually closed Manila’s
main gaming clubs between December 1922 and March 1923. Most notably, in De-
cember Conley crossed the city limits into San Juan del Monte to hit an elite club
run by a former legislator, Jose L. Luna y Rufino, arresting “37 prominent per-
sons.” From his street sources Chief Green learned that “members of the Manila
underworld,” angered by this raid, had decided to involve politicians in a scheme
to demonstrate that “Manila was really dirty from a police point of view,” thereby
tarring Conley with the brush of corruption.29

The efforts of the city’s gambling interests to eliminate Conley would gain
momentum only when they converged with more powerful forces. Just a month
after the San Juan raid, the detective tangled with a figure whose close political
connection to Quezon and personal ties to Manila’s Spanish mestizo corporate
elite made him a formidable enemy. On January 2, 1923, a Chinatown merchant
named Lao Teng complained to Detective Conley that the “Mayor’s spies,” a crew
of former police officers carrying official badges, were, in Chief Green’s words,
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“extorting money from him under the threat of planting morphine in his prem-
ises and bringing the Mayor of the City of Manila to raid.” Lending force to this
threat, Mayor Fernandez himself had reportedly visited this Chinese victim in
the company of the spies. Hitting hard against the mayor, Conley and his vice
squad arrested three of these former officers “in the act of receiving money from
the Chinese.” Mayor Fernandez posted their bail immediately. When the Chinese
merchant refused to withdraw his complaint, the city engineer sent men to de-
molish his house on Calle Ongpin and throw his personal effects into the slime of
a nearby canal.30

Just a few weeks later Mayor Fernandez launched an elaborate scheme to im-
plicate Conley in the act of taking bribes from “the gambling lords of the city.”
On February 24, the mayor asked the city secretary, Rosauro Almario, to contact
his nephew, a well-known gambler named Eduardo Cardeñas. At their meeting
the next day, the gambler reportedly told the mayor that he was bribing Conley
to protect his club and would be making another payment within the next
twenty-four hours.31 With this enticing inside information, the mayor briefed
Interior Secretary Jose Laurel, a young Filipino graduate of the Yale Law School
only recently appointed to this senior cabinet post. On March 1, Mayor Fernan-
dez summoned Cardeñas to Secretary Laurel’s office in the Ayuntamiento build-
ing inside Intramuros. While the two senior officials listened on a specially wired
extension, the gambler Cardeñas phoned Detective Conley to arrange payment
of one thousand pesos in “hush money.”32 After Cardeñas dialed Manila 5180,
Secretary Laurel monitored the bilingual telephone conversation and took verba-
tim notes:33

C: Is this 5180?
W ’   : Yes.
C: May I speak with Mr. Ray [Conley]?
W: He is sleeping. Who is speaking please?
C: Cardeñas.
W: All right, wait.
C: Ang kuarta’y nakobra ko na. [I have the money.]
C: Huwag kang maingay sa telefono. [Do not speak about it on the

telephone.]
C: Ano ang gusto mo? Daldalhin ko sa ba diyan? [What do you want?

Should I bring it there?]
C: Oo, a las dos. [Yes, at two o’clock.]
C: Saan? [Where?]
C: Sa oficina. [At the office.]

After the call ended, the mayor’s secretary, Almario, sent another of his neph-
ews, secret service agent Prudencio Lumanlan, to observe the payoff at the nearby
Luneta police station. According to the agent’s version of events, at 2:00 p.m. he
watched Conley approach Cardeñas outside the station, accept a roll of hundred-
peso bills, and slip them into his pocket.34
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With this evidence in hand, Mayor Fernandez urged the detective’s immediate
suspension. Secretary Laurel, now fully convinced that Conley was “a crook,” is-
sued the official order. When these two officials pressed for an internal dismissal
hearing, Governor Wood, feeling that they were “plainly prejudiced,” refused. In-
stead he opted for a criminal trial in Manila’s Court of First Instance.35

The Conley Controversy

In referring the case to a criminal court, Governor Wood’s goal was to offer the
detective a hearing before an unbiased audience. Yet the move to a public forum
exposed Conley to criticism from another powerful actor in colonial politics, the
press. Conley’s suspension was headline news. English-language newspapers such
as the Manila Times that catered to an American audience hailed him as “the ter-
ror of gamblers in the city” and blasted Secretary Laurel’s decision to suspend
him.36 Filipino and Spanish dailies such as La Vanguardia were more critical, ad-
mitting that Conley was “a champion of the city’s morality” but noting that over
four hundred citizens arrested in his raids had complained of “bad treatment”
by the police. In recent months, the press implied, there had been growing signs
of corruption in Conley’s activities. The notorious mansion-sized club known as
“El Monte Carlo Chino” was reportedly paying the police five thousand pesos
monthly to operate with “impunity” as a “veritable temple of orgies and baccha-
nals” with opium smoking and panchong, a domino-like gambling game.37

Only a week after Conley’s suspension, Manila’s prosecutor, Fiscal Revilla, in-
dicted him for accepting §7,200 in bribes from Eduardo Cardeñas and Eduardo
Ramirez, described as gamblers who maintained “in the city of Manila . . . houses
where monte and other games of chance were played.”38 Manila’s polarized reac-
tions to Conley’s prosecution reflected a racial divide that had deepened during
the recent political struggle over the Filipinization of government service. From
the trial’s first day in mid-April, reporters pounded out detailed accounts for
front-page stories that appealed to the biases of their separate American and Fili-
pino audiences. Looking back on the proceedings decades later, Laurel felt that by
raising charges of “American immunity to the penal laws of the Islands” the trial
had quickly lost “its criminal aspect and assumed the character of a huge and
complicated political issue.” Indeed, the Conley case had struck a nerve. Touching
on visceral questions of racial equality before the law, the trial became both a bat-
tleground for colonial antagonists and a rallying point for Filipino aspirations.39

Judge Carlos A. Imperial opened the proceedings by dismissing the charges
against Cardeñas, the self-styled illegal gambler, who immediately became a key
prosecution witness. In his testimony Cardeñas recalled that after meeting Conley
during a gambling raid the previous February he had agreed to pay the detective a
thousand pesos monthly to protect his club at 312 Calle Azcarraga. To ensure se-
crecy Conley created a code of “secret signs” for their telephone conversations
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and set up night drops through a Chinese in Binondo.40 In recounting that now
famous phone call to Conley, Cardeñas insisted that he knew the officer’s voice
well since they had regular phone contact, often in code, about the delivery of
bribes.41 Before an “immense crowd” that filled the court, Mayor Fernandez tes-
tified that he had learned of Conley’s graft through gambling contacts, and Laurel
followed him on the stand to corroborate the story of the phone call and payoff.42

In similar testimony the mayor’s secretary, Almario, testified about recruiting his
nephew Cardeñas to make the payoff to Conley, who was being watched by his
other nephew, the secret service agent Lumanlan.43

To counter this evidence the defense challenged the integrity of the prosecu-
tion’s case. Appearing for Conley, Chief Green praised him as an “efficient” offi-
cer who had never been the subject of bribery allegations. When the prosecutor
asked, during cross-examination, about the charge of concubinage, the chief re-
plied that he had not suspended Conley because he “had been informed that the
complainant had been paid by the gamblers . . . to get Conley out of the way.”
With unintended irony, Green added that even if the charges happened to be true
“he did not regard it immoral for a man to have a mistress,” a practice he felt was
in keeping with “local custom.”44 In another blow to the prosecution, the gambler
charged with providing the bribe, Eduardo Ramirez, denied giving any money to
Cardeñas.45

Taking the stand in his own defense, Conley claimed that there was an “orga-
nized gambling ring in Manila” headed by one Eleuterio Naboa that controlled all
the witnesses appearing against him. Almario was Naboa’s compadre, or ritual
confrere, and the prosecution’s key witnesses, Cardeñas and Lumanlan, were
Almario’s relatives. “While I am in one of the gambling squads,” Conley claimed,
“it is impossible for Almario to give protection to gambling houses.”46 With key
elements of its case collapsing, the prosecution attacked the detective’s character
in an unrelenting cross-examination about his false statements of marriage to
one Grace Jackson Conley when in fact his prior marriage to a Filipina remained
valid.47

On May 19, after seventeen days of trial, Judge Imperial issued a convoluted
twenty-page decision that both exonerated Conley and cast doubts on his integ-
rity. Most important, the judge found that Secretary Laurel’s testimony about the
phone conversation was inconclusive since there was no certainty that the voice
he had heard was Conley’s. After ruling, in effect, that the sworn testimony of two
prominent Filipino politicians was not credible, the judge stretched his syntax to
soften the blow, saying that the prosecution had “not failed to produce . . . indica-
tions and suspicions more or less remote and possible that the accused could have
been actually guilty [and] . . . his integrity was not as it should have been.” None-
theless, the judge found “a reasonable doubt . . . in favor of the accused.”48 The
local American press was uniformly critical of the judge’s decision, particularly his
grammatical gymnastics intended to placate both sides of the city’s racial divide.49
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While the case moved from cause célèbre to political crisis, the situation on
the streets was unchanged. In mid-May, as the judge was drafting his decision,
Chief Green filed corruption charges against two American veterans, the chief of
the secret service and the new head of his gambling and opium squad.50 On May
25, only days after Judge Imperial’s decision, the Gambling Squad, now led by De-
tective Jackson F. Townsend, raided the Parliamentary Club on Calle Arzobispo,
next door to the National Assembly, battering down the doors to nab twenty-nine
gamblers, including the club’s owner, Representative Jose Ma. Veloso. As the leg-
islator bit and kicked his arresting officer, reinforcements arrived from the Luneta
police station to subdue the unruly crowd. At his trial four days later, the legisla-
tor accused the officer of demanding a thousand-peso bribe. But the judge was
unconvinced and sentenced Veloso to sixty days in jail for “maintaining a gam-
bling house,” a decision ultimately affirmed by the Supreme Court.51

Dueling Narratives

With the court’s equivocations satisfying no one, the Conley case remained unre-
solved, inviting further investigations. Denied the criminal conviction they felt
he deserved, his accusers pressed on outside the judicial system, first launching a
formal administrative inquiry and then appealing to the court of public opinion.
Their accusations thus shifted emphasis from gambling and drugs to an adulter-
ous relationship with his American housekeeper, a personal scandal that could
discredit the detective among both Americans and Filipinos.

Convinced of the officer’s guilt and yet rebuked by the court’s rejection of his
testimony, Interior Secretary Laurel persisted in his own investigation. At this
opportune moment a former clerk in the Manila police department, James P.
Watson, made a formal statement that “Conley was a friend to prostitutes and
gave them protection.”52 Armed with information that supported his view of the
detective’s libertinism, on May 25 Laurel ordered Mayor Fernandez to dismiss him.
Although the evidence against him was “not sufficient under the rigid rules . . . to
convict him,” Laurel claimed that Conley’s “open concubinage” established him
as “a man of immoral habits,” ample grounds under civil service regulations for
immediate termination.53

As tensions rose, both sides armed themselves with scandal. At a conference
with Laurel and Mayor Fernandez on May 26, Governor Wood threatened that if
they insisted on an administrative investigation of Conley he “would take it up
himself and investigate the whole city from top to bottom,” a step that he hoped
“would not be necessary.”54 Undeterred, Laurel and Fernandez continued to de-
mand an internal inquiry, but Wood regarded the two as biased and instead ap-
pointed a special review board. During its two days of hearings, this board was
charged with determining whether the detective was guilty of (1) running a
boardinghouse “without the required permission,” (2) living “under scandalous
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circumstances” with a woman not his wife, (3) making false statements on civil
service forms that “his wife is one Grace Connolly,” and (4) extending “favors to
gamblers for money consideration.”55 Even though the board’s preliminary re-
port found Conley’s continued service inadvisable, Wood maintained his belief
that the mayor and interior secretary were engaged in “a deliberate persecution”
and ordered Laurel to reinstate Conley. Almost immediately Laurel replied that
he was resigning since he could not “conscientiously continue” in service with
such a “dishonest” subordinate as Conley. Rather than carry out this order for
Conley’s reinstatement, Mayor Fernandez also resigned. With the intervening of-
ficials now removed, the governor himself ordered Conley’s return to duty.56

On July 16 the review board met with the governor to recommend Conley’s
dismissal for the most credible of the charges against him, keeping a mistress. If
Conley’s behavior were condoned, the board argued, then “no action could be
taken against any other official who might make false official statements or who
might live in open immorality.” By implication this was a critical blow to the le-
gitimacy of the U.S. regime, which depended on the reputations of individual
Americans. In the end even Wood conceded this point, concluding that “the ar-
gument is a good one.” At the same time, however, the delicate political situation
required some circumspection. In view of Conley’s “extraordinarily efficient ser-
vice,” the board recommended that he be allowed to retire in good standing. On
cue Chief Green arrived at the palace with Conley’s formal request for retire-
ment, which was immediately accepted. After five months of litigation and a day
back on duty, Conley was now homeward bound with his record restored, his
pension intact, his passage paid, and the governor’s glowing reference in hand. In
his diary Wood defended this leniency, saying that “the only serious thing against
Conley is that he has been living with a woman whom he recognized as his
common-law wife for a number of years.”57

But Conley’s case would not be so easily laid to rest. The next afternoon, July
17, after all these deals were done, politics stoked its dying embers into a colonial
firestorm. Senator Quezon, “hand shaking, face rather pale,” called on the gover-
nor to charge that, as Wood put it, “I had overridden the Secretaries, violated the
law, and generally run wild in the Departments.” When Quezon grew “insistent
and impertinent,” Wood angrily dismissed the “absurdity and falsity of his state-
ments.” Then, on the historic evening described at the beginning of this chapter,
the senator returned with almost all the members of the cabinet and Council of
State who resigned en masse to protest the governor’s defense of Conley as a vio-
lation of “the sacred pledge . . . of the United States to guarantee to the Filipino
people . . . the greatest possible measure of self-government, pending the recog-
nition of their independence.” Warned of Quezon’s move by his son and aide, Lt.
Osborne Wood, the governor responded to the resignations with a prepared
statement damning their actions as tantamount to “rebellion against the author-
ity of the United States.”58
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Within hours El Debate led the Filipino press in attacking Wood. On the
morning after the mass resignation, the columnist Vicente Hilario explicitly tied
Wood’s leniency to the larger question of U.S. legitimacy, charging that the gov-
ernor had “tarnished America’s hitherto brilliant escutcheon in these Islands.” El
Debate also made one last attempt to keep the discussion of Conley’s corruption
alive. On July 21, just five days after Conley retired, the paper hit the streets with
an accusatory headline, “Gan Yong, Arrested, Denounces Conley,” above a sensa-
tional story that a PC captain by the name of Silvino Gallardo had arrested this
“famous Chinese trafficker,” recently returned from China, in a raid on a Malabon
lumberyard. In an exclusive interview inside the constabulary lockup, the Chi-
nese criminal told El Debate he had paid Conley five hundred pesos monthly for
nearly four years to protect his gambling and opium dens in Binondo’s China-
town. This criminal said that Conley had also planted morphine on Chinese, who
were forced to pay up to fifteen hundred pesos to escape prosecution. “Conley not
only sold me cocaine,”said Gan Yong, but “he also sold it to other Chinese in small
packets and also sold morphine powder.” When his “friend” Conley doubled the
price of his protection to a thousand pesos in 1921 and Gan Yong could not pay,
Conley turned into an “evil traitor” who arrested him on drug charges that led to
his deportation to China. For days the paper kept the story alive by chronicling
Gan Yong’s appearance before the special review board.59

At first glance the Gan Yong story seems to spring from a string of coinci-
dences that can only be considered remarkable. First, a drug dealer from Conley’s
dirty past suddenly reappears from far-off China. Then, in a stunning bit of
police work, a constabulary captain plucks this particular Chinese from hiding
inside the maze of a suburban lumberyard. Next, an intrepid reporter somehow
strides past police guards to secure an extended interview with a hardened Chi-
nese criminal who suddenly decides to make a clean breast of his crimes and con-
fesses to felonious drug dealing. Finally, a major newspaper splashes the entire
story across page one.

On closer examination these coincidences bear the fingerprints of Quezon’s
nimble hand. El Debate was owned by ex-mayor Fernandez, Quezon’s close ally.60

Most tellingly, Gan Yong’s arresting officer, Captain Gallardo, was a crooked con-
stable climbing the police hierarchy by doing confidential political work for Que-
zon.61 This timely exposé reveals Quezon as a master of police and scandal and a
worthy challenger to General Wood, who was, of course, a progenitor of this po-
litical tactic. With these adversaries so evenly matched, theirs would be a duel to
the political death with their weapon of choice, sexual scandal.

As the Conley case spun into a bitter confrontation, both sides of the Filipino
and American colonial divide constructed moral narratives that demonized their
antagonists. Filipinos condemned Conley as a bent cop who took bribes from il-
legal gamblers. With equal vehemence Americans branded Filipino politicians as
immoral for protecting the city’s gambling lords. At the height of the crisis Chief
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Green compiled two detailed reports arguing for Conley’s exoneration and casting
doubt on his accusers. In a thirteen-page “Confidential Memorandum” of July 24,
the chief charged Mayor Fernandez and his secretary Almario with dubious mo-
tives in pursuing “frivolous” complaints against a detective who was “feared by
gamblers generally throughout Manila.” Conley’s raids on the city’s illegal clubs
had forced the gambling syndicate to mount a sustained campaign against him,
culminating in what the chief believed was an elaborate frame up by Almario.62

Having identified a motive for the conspiracy in the first memo, Chief Green
proceeded in the second to detail its execution, an opportunity created, he
argued, by the incompetence of Secretary Laurel. In a detailed, ten-page review of
the case, the chief noted that Laurel had no way of knowing whether the voice on
the phone was Conley’s, the two key prosecution witnesses were both nephews of
the mayor’s corrupt secretary, and witnesses at the Luneta police station did not
place the detective there during the supposed payoff. But most important, Laurel,
after painstakingly writing down “the numbers of the bills to be given to Conley,”
failed to take the “simple, obvious and logical step” of catching him with the
marked money. Without this evidence the case against Conley was, the chief said,
“pitifully weak,” and the entire affair bore “all the earmarks, from beginning to
end, of a deliberate frame up.” Sadly, the chief continued, Laurel himself was also
the unwitting dupe of “gamblers, opium dealers, and others.” In Chief Green’s
telling, Conley was an officer of unimpeachable integrity struggling heroically
against powerful enemies, a hagiography that Wood accepted uncritically and for-
warded to Washington with his endorsement.63

To Filipino politicians, by contrast, Conley was a threatening figure whose
mastery of Manila’s underworld of drugs, gambling, and prostitution gave him
almost unchecked power, in this colonial context, to punish or protect almost at
will. Even the powerful Senator Quezon had to tread lightly around him since he
was, recalled Fernandez, “somewhat afraid that his friends might be implicated”
in illegal gambling.64 With Philippine independence on the horizon, an ordinary
American detective was still rounding up prominent Filipino physicians and pol-
iticians for processing through the courts with petty thieves and prostitutes, rais-
ing questions about Filipino fitness for self-rule and stirring indignation among
their political leaders.

In his official biography, published decades later, Secretary Laurel would de-
scribe Conley as “an able and relentless detective” who had succumbed to “the
temptation of easy money,” first taking a cut to overlook a consignment of opium
and then demanding “higher fees, thereby losing caution” until the “underworld
squealed on him.”65 Taking a darker view, Mayor Fernandez depicted Conley as
the source of a moral stain that tainted all he touched. Some forty years after the
incident, Fernandez, then in his eighties, told an American historian that “there
was some talk that Osborne [Wood, the governor’s son] was being supplied by
Conley” with women for “his possible affairs.”66 Whether or not this accusation
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was true, the rumor would surely have heightened the significance of Conley as
an iconic figure, a vivid symbol of the double standard so deeply embedded in
the enforcement of colonial laws against personal vice. Unsparing in his raids on
reputed gambling houses frequented by elite Filipinos, the crusading detective
was, it seems, discreetly procuring prostitutes for a well-placed American official
and in the process depriving Filipinos of damaging information that could have
restored some balance to the colonial politics of scandal.

Governor Wood was an elder statesman who since his jai alai days in Havana
had learned to temper his avarice with a discretion that protected his reputation.
Assigned to Manila as the governor’s aide-de-camp, Lt. Osborne Wood seemed at
first glance every inch his father’s son, a rising young officer who had married a
genteel American woman in a grand Malacañang Palace wedding. But the young
lieutenant soon proved an unstable personality, a compulsive risk taker, a bon
vivant, a bad boy rebelling against his father’s austere army lifestyle, in short, a
headline waiting to happen.67

His father’s diary shows that young Osborne had succumbed to Manila’s
temptations during his three years in the colony. At his father’s direction this
young lieutenant had investigated the illicit opium traffic, an introduction to the
city’s sordid side. He frequented the city’s cabarets, ill-concealed fronts for pros-
titution. But most important, Wood’s diaries reveal that young Osborne had
somehow saved, on a lieutenant’s annual income of just $2,000, an inexplicable
$490,000 in his Manila bank accounts—the equivalent of 245 years of lieuten-
ant’s pay or thirty years of his father’s $18,000 salary as governor-general.68

The Profligate Son

His lavish lifestyle—a Packard limousine worth $5,500, steamer trunks holding
forty-nine custom-tailored suits, a $5,000 donation to a favorite charity—soon
made Lt. Osborne Wood the source of a Gatsby-like mystery that became one
of the great financial scandals of the Roaring Twenties. In November 1923, just
months after Conley left Manila, the New York Times Washington correspondent
Richard V. Oulahan heard rumors, possibly from constabulary sources, that the
lieutenant had transferred a remarkable $3 million from Manila to New York,
suggesting graft on a grand scale.69

Following this lead from Washington to Manila, Oulahan interviewed the
young lieutenant in Malacañang Palace with the governor-general at his side.
Grasping the import of the questioning, Osborne assured the reporter that “none
of these transactions had anything to do with Philippine enterprises.” Rather, he
had come by the money honestly, first profiting from local dollar-to-peso specu-
lation and then parlaying those gains into a fortune worth $800,000 on the New
York Stock Exchange. Turning to his son in the reporter’s presence, Governor
Wood ordered, “I want nothing concealed.” So instructed, Osborne escorted the
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reporter to the Hong Kong and Shanghai Bank where clerks confirmed the trans-
fers but not their amounts.70

Back in New York the New York Times carried the story under the front-page
headline “Lieut. O. C. Wood, At 26, Makes $800,000 Dealing in Wall St. from Far
Off Manila.” But a team of Times financial reporters found that Osborne’s story
did not add up. To buy the thirty-five thousand shares of stock in his portfolio,
worth $2.6 million at the market’s peak, the lieutenant would have needed about
$100,000 on deposit with a New York brokerage, a bankroll beyond the reach of
his lieutenant’s salary or any possible peso-dollar speculation. Currency traders
confirmed that the Philippine peso had been moving in a narrow range, allowing
at best only modest profits. But most important, the cash flow was moving the
wrong way across the Pacific. Starting in late 1922 young Wood had made money
transfers from Manila to a New York account with balances fluctuating between
$150,000 and $250,000, providing ample funds to cover his Wall Street brokerage
deposit. Market experts, the Times reported, “cannot understand why large sums
should be coming from Manila for deposit here if the young man’s winnings in
the stock market were large.” A Wisconsin congressman, James A. Frear, suggested
a source for these funds by demanding an investigation of those who “have prof-
ited . . . through the holding or selling of stocks or bonds of companies . . . having
affiliations in the Philippine Islands.” As these stories broke on the front page of
the Times, Republican legislators called for a “sweeping investigation.” The secre-
tary of war branded the lieutenant “imprudent.” President Calvin Coolidge re-
ceived a full report.71

Condemning the young officer as “amazingly dull or inconceivably reckless,”
the Times editorialized that “he must have known with what keen eyes the Fili-
pino enemies of General Wood would watch the steps of Lieutenant Wood,”mak-
ing him the possible “means of bringing scandal upon the entire American Ad-
ministration in the Philippines.” Since the lieutenant’s explanations had aroused
“almost universal skepticism,” the Times demanded that he “produce his books
showing . . . every transfer of funds from New York and Manila.”72

Just a few weeks after the Times exposé, Osborne, now called “the man whom
Wall Street will talk about for a century,” fled Manila for the baccarat tables of Eu-
rope, dogged by reporters who trailed him on his five-year road to ruin. In France
looking dapper in a wire photo captioned “the Army’s financial genius,” he won
big at Monte Carlo before he lost it all, some $200,000, at the Circle Haussman
casino in Paris. “Rue Michodiere is harder to beat than Wall Street,” Osborne told
the Times ruefully before he had a last drink with a former Ziegfeld Follies girl,
Florence Martin, at a Latin Quarter club, passed bad checks at Biarritz for $1,750,
and crossed into Spain where he caught a steamer for Tampa. There his wife’s
private detective caught him in a local hotel with an Atlanta “sporting woman”
named “Miss Essington,” grounds for a scandalous divorce that stripped him of
his family and children. After losing more money in another spree of Wall Street
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speculation and Broadway nightlife, he passed bad checks for $3,400 in Palm
Beach and fled to Havana where his father, using old contacts, had him confined
to a mental hospital. In 1928 the Times caught up with Osborne Wood, no longer
the beneficiary of his father’s protection, swinging a pick as a hard-rock miner in
Pecos, New Mexico, for two dollars a day.73

As he rode this colonial curve upward to power, wealth, and sexual license and
then down to disgrace, divorce, and penury, Osborne’s half-million dollars in
corrupt bank deposits were concealed from Quezon, the local press, and the New
York Times and revealed to history only through a brief entry in his father’s volu-
minous diary. Still, as the memories of Mayor Fernandez attest, there was “some
talk” about his affairs. That this talk and the telltale signs of Osborne’s decadence,
his low-life affairs and high-life expenditures, did not come to the attention of
the scandal-hungry Manila press is testimony to Governor Wood’s control over
information and the police through powerful officers such as Chief Green and
Detective Conley. There was no hint of the Osborne scandal in Manila’s papers
before it broke ten thousand miles away on the front page of the New York Times.
Even then the report came not from a Manila correspondent but from a Washing-
ton reporter with access to constabulary sources who may have leaked this sensi-
tive information beyond the reach of Governor Wood’s retribution.

Throughout this long scandal Detective Conley would come to symbolize for
Filipinos the ugly underside of empire. Under Governor Wood’s rule, the Conley
case seemed to be a clear instance of colonial hypocrisy with the police punishing
prominent Filipinos for a simple game of cards while powerful Americans had li-
cense to indulge in sexual debauchery and financial profligacy. It is not surprising
that fighting such a sinister figure transformed a tawdry scandal into a nationalist
crusade, Mayor Fernandez from an aloof mestizo financier into a populist Senate
candidate, and Quezon from a party politician into his nation’s preeminent leader.

Special Election

The midnight resignations of July 17, 1923, precipitated a political crisis of un-
precedented gravity that Senator Quezon would play brilliantly for partisan ad-
vantage. For months before the controversy began Quezon had been locked in a
bitter battle with Sergio Osmeña for control of the ruling Nacionalista Party, now
split by bitter infighting. After months of legislative wrangling, Quezon’s faction
was threatened with the loss of its Senate majority when the Assembly voted to
send his ally, Senator Pedro Guevara, to Washington as resident commissioner,
forcing a special election. Since Guevara represented Manila, where the opposi-
tion Democratas were strong, Quezon desperately needed an issue that would
rally voters. In the Conley affair he found not just an issue but a moral crusade
that could unite his divided party and make him its unchallenged leader.74
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After denouncing Wood’s orders for a military alert and denying “any revolt
against the sovereignty of the United States,” Quezon turned to winning legisla-
tive control by forging an all-party nationalist coalition over the Conley case that
would back the candidacy of his ally, ex-mayor Fernandez.75 In a campaign that
was “a veritable carnival with bands, parades, and huge rallies,” the rhetoric was,
in the words of Quezon aide T. M. Kalaw, “cruel and without precedent.” Que-
zon’s Colectivista-Nacionalista coalition portrayed Fernandez’s candidacy as a re-
volt against Governor Wood’s “khaki cabinet” of military autocrats. The opposi-
tion Democrata Party’s campaign chief, Claro M. Recto, attacked the corruption
of Quezon and his ruling Nacionalista coalition, citing a succession of financial
scandals that had brought the National Bank and government corporations to
the brink of bankruptcy. As emotions rose to a fever pitch, writers cranked out
press broadsides, the best orators barnstormed, and everyone—Quezon, Os-
meña, and Wood—suffered savage personal attacks.76

The campaign turned on concealing and revealing scandal, with the Naciona-
listas trumpeting the Conley case, the Democratas countering with the National
Bank fraud, and the Manila Americans scrambling to conceal corporate embez-
zlement.77 As emotions rose to an electoral crescendo, the American colony was
shocked to discover massive bank fraud by one of its pillars, Charles H. Sleeper, a
founder of the Polo Club, an elder of Union Church, and former director of the
Bureau of Lands. After Governor-General Harrison’s purge of Republican offi-
cials back in 1913, Sleeper and the former customs chief Henry B. McCoy had
launched the Manila Building and Loan Society, trading on their reputations to
attract Filipino depositors. With the same ethics that had marked his government
service, Sleeper embezzled funds to cover bad mining investments and auditors
eventually found § 143,000 missing from the bank’s accounts. American business
leaders met secretly to cover the losses with their own funds and help him slip
quietly out of the country to avoid a scandalous prosecution.78 However, Wood
realized that he could not protect another loyal colonial just four days before the
special election, and he dispatched the police chief “to inform Captain Sleeper
that he should not leave until his accounts had been investigated.” Wood also
ordered the government auditor “to make an immediate and thorough investi-
gation” of the bank’s books.” Such blatant fraud by influential Americans could
easily have become another Conley case, producing a dangerous concatenation of
colonial scandal. This time Wood quieted the potential controversy by ordering
an aggressive investigation that felled McCoy with a fatal heart attack and soon
sent Sleeper to the San Ramon prison colony for two years.79

When voters finally went to the polls for the special election on October 2,
1923, the Conley case trumped the Philippine National Bank scandal to score a
major upset for ex-mayor Fernandez, who garnered 55,773 votes against the
opposition’s 40,152.80 The American analyst Joseph Hayden concluded that “had
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the autonomy-independence issue not been injected into the campaign, the De-
mocratas would have carried the district.”81 Looking back on this election thirty-
two years later, the opposition leader Claro Recto described it as “disastrous and
catastrophic” for his Democrata Party. Anti-Americanism was “so popular,” he
said, that people ignored the Nacionalista Party’s decade of “corrupt administra-
tion” and passed over a candidate with “a high reputation for intellectual capacity
and integrity.”82

Four days later the legislature’s official opening made the historic Ayunta-
miento another battleground in this colonial warfare. At 11:30 a.m., Quezon, who
had “aged ten years in the past few days,” led the senators into the grand marble
hall while newly elected Senator Ramon Fernandez was greeted with a thunder-
ous ovation. Eight minutes later Governor Wood entered and read a formal mes-
sage to a “profound silence.” Both houses then adopted Senator Osmeña’s resolu-
tion supporting the mass cabinet resignation, condemning Wood, and calling for
his replacement by a Filipino governor-general.83

Two months later Speaker Manuel Roxas visited Washington to petition for
Wood’s recall and push Quezon’s plan for greater Filipino autonomy. But Presi-
dent Coolidge stated that “no plan would be acceptable to the American people . . .
that did not carry the approval of the Governor General.”84 With Washington’s
unqualified support, Wood was free to use his broad executive powers to pum-
mel Quezon. In the legislative sessions of 1925 –26 and 1926 –27, Wood slapped
vetoes on sixty-eight bills, over a third of all those put forward by Quezon’s party.
In retaliation Quezon used his working majority to block all of the governor’s
appointments for the tribal territories.85 Stalemated in the formal legislative-
executive arena, the war between Wood and Quezon shifted to less formal
battlegrounds.

Wood and Quezon at War

Paralleling this legislative warfare, Quezon and Wood were also engaged in a
subterranean battle over scandal. At the height of the Conley crisis in July 1923,
when Wood appointed a leading Democrata, Eulogio “Amang” Rodriguez, as
the new mayor of Manila to replace Ramon Fernandez, Nacionalista threats
were so intense that the appointee’s wife became “ill in bed.”86 Within weeks
Quezon had denounced the mayor as an “ex convict,” and on August 21 he cabled
Washington alleging that Rodriguez “had served a year in prison for abduction,”
a compound crime involving kidnapping and rape. The very next day Mayor
Rodriguez rushed into Wood’s office carrying “a copy of Quezon’s criminal rec-
ord in Mindoro, where he was administratively tried on charges . . . of rape.”
Coolly, Wood replied that he “had a copy of this correspondence sent me many
years ago by prominent officers of the Constabulary” but had no plans to use it
now.87
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As Senator Quezon and Mayor Rodriguez engaged in mutual slander, the
chief of constabulary, Rafael Crame, called on the governor-general. The chief
claimed that “he had nothing to fear from Quezon; that he knew his history from
youth up.” At first Crame said that the senator had been his servant, his “mucha-
cho.” But then the chief corrected himself, explaining that Quezon had once been
his “private spy; that he had him used in all sorts of cases in the early days of the
Constabulary.” With Quezon so compromised, Crame now assured the governor,
“I know him from top to bottom and he never will dare to attack me.”88 A year
later in mid-1924, when “Quezon . . . threatened him for being too compliant
with the wishes of the Governor-General,” Chief Crame replied to his face, with
uncommon boldness, “that I would get him and destroy him unless he behaves
properly toward me and toward the Constabulary.”89

In these vicious intrigues, each turning on the judicious release of damaging
information, the Filipinos effectively neutralized each other, leaving Wood to
seem a statesman above scandal. Both Filipino partisans, Quezon and Rodriguez,
showed phenomenal skill in their ability to reach back decades into closed court
records and pluck out just the right documents to charge each other with the
same ugly sexual crime. But Wood, through his control over the colonial police,
trumped them both with his detailed knowledge of their transgressions.

Armed with executive and police powers, Wood battled Quezon for nearly
four years following the Conley crisis, slowly beating him back within the ac-
ceptable bounds of colonial politics. Backed by Washington and the Filipino op-
position, Wood scored a succession of bare-knuckle bureaucratic victories that
checked each of Quezon’s legislative moves, slowly shifting their struggle into the
judicial arena. In forming his new cabinet in January 1924, for example, Wood
drew on suggestions from both ex-general Emilio Aguinaldo, a Quezon rival, and
the opposition Democratas for some distinguished appointments, notably, Felipe
Agoncillo, the revolutionary republic’s senior diplomat, as secretary of interior
and Miguel Romualdez, a respected attorney, as mayor of Manila.90

In this reconstituted cabinet Wood worked amicably with senior figures such
as Agoncillo, but he relied on police surveillance to monitor his younger, more
ambitious secretaries. Concerned that Justice Secretary Luis Torres was partisan
in demanding the dismissal of a Manila councilor, Wood told him “every time
you come out of Quezon’s house I get detailed information about it.” When
Torres asked if he had lost the governor’s confidence, Wood, apparently empow-
ered by such surveillance, snapped, “No; the moment you lose my confidence you
lose your job.”91

Board of Control

Slowly this ongoing power struggle shifted from the legislature to the Board of
Control, a joint legislative-executive body that Wood’s predecessor, Harrison,
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had created to manage the many government corporations launched under his
rule: sugar centrals, National Coal, Cebu Portland Cement, the Philippine Na-
tional Bank, the Manila Railway, and many more. Convinced that their massive
losses were the product of insider trading, Governor-General Wood had assumed
office determined to arrange a quick sale of these state corporations. But both
their American managers and Filipino politicians blocked his moves, resistance
Wood attributed to a popular sentiment that “their sale or transfer would result
in taking something away from the Filipino people, a certain denationalizaton as
it were.”92 The Board of Control, consisting of just three members, the heads of
the two legislative houses and himself, thus became a political wrestling ring,
with Governor Wood pitted against the legislative tag team of Senate president
Quezon and House Speaker Manuel Roxas. In August, after wrangling over the
sale of the landmark Manila Hotel to American investors, Wood asked if nation-
alist politics would similarly cloud their future deliberations. With disarming
frankness, Quezon and Roxas admitted “that they had been compelled to make
radical statements to maintain their hold on the people.”93

As tensions waxed and waned over the next two years, the Board of Control,
stymied by nationalist opposition to the privatization of flagship firms, failed
to propose any reforms for these bankrupt corporations. In late 1925 Wood ne-
gotiated the sale of the Philippine National Bank to Boston investors, but the
board’s working majority, Roxas and Quezon, balked. A year later the governor
arranged the sale of Cebu Portland Cement, but the board again blocked the deal
and Quezon called a press conference to taunt the governor-general over his de-
feat.94 Finally, in November 1926, the U.S. attorney general decided that the board
was “a nullity, illegally constituted.” Immediately Wood, savoring his hard-won
victory, issued Executive Order 37 abolishing the Board of Control and assuming
its functions.95

At this sensitive juncture Wood’s control over the police and scandal gave him
a decisive victory. Only a month after Washington’s ruling, Quezon and Roxas
defied the governor’s authority by convening a meeting of the National Coal
Company to select its new board of directors.96 Wood countered by removing
them both from the board, assuming sole authority over all government corpora-
tions, and filing a case in the Philippine Supreme Court in which both sides, for
different reasons, were confident of the outcome. With the nine-man court bal-
anced informally but carefully to give American justices a one-vote majority,
Quezon had reason, in a case of such clear national interest, to count on the votes
of the four Filipino justices and a deciding vote from George Malcolm, a young
Wilson appointee known as a strong advocate of Philippine independence. Que-
zon, praising “how deeply you sympathize with this aspiration of the Filipino
people,” had asked Justice Malcolm back in August 1920 to take on the “exceed-
ingly important” task of drafting “a proposed constitution for the future Philip-
pine Republic.” More recently the two had celebrated their “pact of friendship” at
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a public banquet. But the governor-general had leverage that went beyond merit,
politics, or personal loyalty. For five years he had accumulated political debts by
playing upon the foibles of the American justices: E. Finley Johnson’s vain hopes
for the chief justiceship, Charles A. Johns’s sycophancy, and George Malcolm’s
scandalous private life. To cultivate a possible majority, Wood courted a Filipino
justice, Norberto Romualdez, the elder brother of the Miguel Romualdez he had
recently appointed as mayor of Manila.97

In early 1927 the Philippine Supreme Court heard oral arguments in the
Board of Control case, docketed as Government of the Philippine Islands v. Milton
E. Springer et al. In his memoirs, Justice Malcolm called this case “the most sen-
sational to be brought before the courts during the entire history of the Gov-
ernment of the Philippine Islands,” explaining: “On one side was an American
Governor-General seeking to restore the powers of his office under the Organic
Act; on the other side were the Filipino President of the Senate and the Filipino
Speaker of the House seeking to consolidate the powers of self-government.”
When it became his duty to write the majority opinion, Malcolm took great pains
to assure readers of his Olympian objectivity. “Feeling ran so high,” he said in
painfully contorted syntax, “that I conducted my study of the case and the prep-
aration of an opinion written in longhand in the seclusion of my study of my
home.” Despite the high stakes, Malcolm insisted, “I had to forget the personal
equation entirely, for both General Wood and President Quezon happened to be
my intimate friends.”98

Governor Wood was “intimate” with Justice Malcolm but not in the way the
justice implied. From the time Malcolm had joined the court in 1917 as a very
young, very liberal Wilson appointee, Justice E. Finley Johnson, an older Repub-
lican workhorse, perhaps forgetting earlier rumors of his own “improper rela-
tions” with a stenographer, had long been vocal in his outrage at his younger
colleague’s libertine lifestyle, particularly his long-standing concubinage with a
“native woman.” During Wood’s 1921 investigative tour, Johnson had told him
that Malcolm “was living with a native woman, by whom he had children.” In
February 1926, just a year before the National Coal case, Johnson filed a morals
charge against Malcolm, which, if successful, would have meant his dismissal and
disgrace. Apparently supporting Johnson’s view, Wood ordered Chief Green’s de-
tectives to investigate. Their report on Malcolm, duly delivered to Johnson, doc-
umented the sordid details of “his visiting this woman’s house at night” and his
illegitimate children, “one of whom is supposed to be alive in one of the convents
here.”99

In early 1926 Justice Johnson, armed with this damaging police dossier,
steamed across the Pacific bound for Washington to press President Coolidge,
another stern moralist, for Malcolm’s dismissal. But at this strategic moment
Governor Wood interceded unexpectedly by telegramming the White House,
first on March 18 about his decision to refer this morals case to the justices for
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review and then, ten days later, about their report, “which is strongly commenda-
tory of Justice Malcolm’s efficiency.” The next day, in a crude move, the governor
showed Malcolm this second cable, which was marked “Strictly Confidential.”
The justice, in Wood’s words, seemed “very well satisfied in that he had been
given a square deal.”100 In sum, by ordering the police to collect derogatory infor-
mation about Malcolm’s private life and then intervening to block his certain dis-
missal on charges of immorality, Wood bent the young justice to his will.

In April 1927, just 364 days after Wood had saved him from public disgrace,
Justice Malcolm, writing for the majority, handed down a decision that surprised
observers and stunned Quezon. Setting aside his years of liberalism, Malcolm af-
firmed the prerogatives of the colonial governor. In this six-to-three decision for
Wood, the four conservative American justices were joined by both the liberal
Malcolm and, somewhat more surprisingly, his Filipino colleague Norberto Ro-
mualdez, whose brother Wood had appointed mayor of Manila. In addition to
the lopsided vote, Malcolm’s strong endorsement of the governor’s position rep-
resented a stinging rebuke to Quezon’s nationalist crusade. Noting that the parties
wished to provide a definitive ruling in a case that had been “bitterly fought,” Mal-
colm, writing for the majority, decided that the U.S. Congress “never intended
that the Governor-General should be saddled with the responsibility of . . . exe-
cuting the laws but shorn of the power to do so.” He therefore ousted Quezon’s
appointees to National Coal’s board and found that the law allowing such ap-
pointments was “unconstitutional and void.”101

By ruling so unambiguously for Wood, Justice Malcolm effectively declared
him the victor in the four-year war with Quezon that had started with the Conley
controversy. With blazing headlines the Manila Times called the court’s decision
“a vindication . . . of the governor general” and “the worst beating the Filipino
participation in the government ever had.”102 A year later the U.S. Supreme Court
reviewed this decision and ruled seven to two on similar grounds in favor of
Wood.103 In his dissent from the majority ruling, however, the longtime liberal on
the U.S. court, Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes, wrote, with Justice Louis Brandeis
concurring, that the Philippine corporations at issue “are no part of the executive
functions of the Government but rather fall into the indiscriminate residue of
matters within legislative control,” a position strikingly similar to that of the Fili-
pino minority in the Philippine Supreme Court’s original decision.104

In retrospect, Malcolm’s strong defense of executive authority and narrow
reading of the statute were at variance with his core judicial philosophy, which
could, under other circumstances, have led him to rule against the governor-
general. Indeed, after the Philippine Congress voted unanimously to award Mal-
colm honorary Philippine citizenship in 1955, Filipino legal scholars surveyed his
three thousand decisions over eighteen years to find a “liberal tendency” that, in
the spirit of Justice Holmes’s dictum, “conceived the rule of law in man’s social
life as essentially dynamic and fluid.” In a similar vein a leading legal scholar more
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recently wrote that Justice Malcolm’s “tendency in most of his decisions to escape
from the rigid confines of statute and case books” had made him, for Filipino
lawyers, “a symbol of progressive judicial thought.” From both text and context,
it thus seems unlikely that a liberal jurist like Malcolm would have ruled so nar-
rowly or backed the executive so strongly had he not been blackmailed by the
threat of sexual scandal.105

After this string of victories Governor Wood pressed ahead with plans for pri-
vatization of the government corporations, seeking total victory in his war with
Quezon. But in August 1927, just four months after the Supreme Court decision,
he died unexpectedly on a Boston operating table during what should have been
routine surgery.106

Following the pattern of Philippine legitimation crises, the breach between
Filipino leaders and the U.S. regime was not healed until Governor-General
Wood’s death allowed Washington to change the offending colonial personnel and
broaden, yet again, Filipino political participation. Right after Wood’s death Sen-
ator Quezon led a delegation to Washington. After surveying the field, he began
lobbying for the appointment of Henry L. Stimson, who he had known as secre-
tary of war under President Taft. Arriving at Manila in March 1928, Governor-
General Stimson proceeded cautiously and consulted Filipino legislators in se-
lecting his cabinet. At an August meeting with leading Filipino legislators, Stimson
accepted Quezon’s suggestion to revive the legislative-executive body called the
Council of State, which had empowered Filipinos under Governor Harrison, and
went further than his predecessor by making it “broader in composition.” In ef-
fect Quezon was arguing for the development of a cooperative cabinet govern-
ment, and Stimson agreed, although he reserved, at the risk of offending “Fili-
pino susceptibilities,” ultimate American authority over finance, public health,
and law enforcement. By sharing executive power with elected Filipino legisla-
tors, Stimson ushered in an “era of good feeling” that largely restored the legiti-
macy of American colonial authority.107

Conclusion

On the surface the Conley case seems to be a minor matter, at worst another
instance of the countless bribes that Manila’s gamblers paid to police for pro-
tection. But this petty police scandal engaged larger questions, ultimately chal-
lenging the legitimacy of the colonial state. By exempting an American police de-
tective from what many Filipinos saw as deserved punishment, the U.S. regime
subverted its own claims to an impartial justice that had justified its rule. Even
though Governor Wood won this battle through a mix of executive power and
political manipulation, his intervention cost him, like Governor Luke Wright two
decades earlier, a loss of moral authority so profound that he could no longer
command the compliance of many senior Filipino politicians. Although Wood
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won every battle in the four years of political warfare with Quezon, in the end the
colonial regime struggled to regain its credibility. Following the pattern of past
Philippine legitimation crises, the breach between the dominant Nacionalista
Party and the U.S. regime was not healed until Governor Wood’s death removed
him from office, allowing a change in administration and a broadening of Fili-
pino political participation to include a significant share of executive authority.

The Conley case and its electoral aftermath demonstrated the uniquely emo-
tive impact of police scandals in rousing the Filipino electorate. In retrospect, the
special Senate election of 1923 tested the comparative political potency of differ-
ent sorts of scandal: petty police graft versus grand financial fraud. To capture a
Senate seat in an opposition bailiwick, the Nacionalista Party picked a candidate
famous for resigning in protest over the corruption of an American police officer.
The opposition Democratas tried to tar the ruling Nacionalista Party with re-
sponsibility for financial fraud that had brought the economy to the brink of
collapse. But not even these serious transgressions could challenge the power-
ful symbolism of the Conley case. By running against Governor Wood and his
compromised supervision of the police, the Nacionalistas found an unassailable
cause—resonant in its overtones of nationalism and undertones of justice—that
aroused the electorate and carried their party to a resounding victory.108

The Conley controversy also marked the beginning of a long political tran-
sition from direct U.S. colonial rule to the arm’s length oversight of the later
Philippine Commonwealth. Although Americans would command both the Phil-
ippine Constabulary and the Metropolitan Police for another decade, they be-
came more circumspect in their enforcement of politically sensitive areas such
as gambling. Recognizing the growing power of Filipino politicians, PC head-
quarters now deferred to their personnel recommendations whenever possible
and distanced itself from unpopular antigambling operations. By the mid-1920s,
local law enforcement would become the autonomous province of Filipino poli-
ticians. Simultaneously, the country’s rising national leader, Senator Quezon,
began to treat the constabulary not as the root and branch of colonial power but
as the seed of a future national army that he hoped to command as president of
an independent Philippines. Yet as president of the Philippine Commonwealth
after 1935 Quezon would quickly discover that the transformation of this colonial
security apparatus, so deeply engrained in the colonial state he had inherited,
would be one of the most challenging problems of his administration.

Amid all these changes the underlying patterns that had made police and
scandal central to colonial politics for two decades persisted, becoming with each
passing year a defining feature of an emerging Philippine state. These clandestine
methods of political surveillance and covert penetration were also repatriated to
Washington, where, as we will see in the next chapter, they laid the foundation for
the federal government’s first internal security apparatus.
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President Wilson’s Surveillance State

I J 1971 the New York Times published a curious story, buried inside on page
five, about “a private dossier on alleged Communists . . . kept for 23 years by a re-
tired army colonel and his wife.” Recently, the story continued, the Pentagon had
sent this dossier to the Senate Internal Security Subcommittee, famed for its
witch-hunting pursuit of American communists.1 The army had investigated be-
fore it shipped the papers to the Senate, finding that this was not just a dossier but
a massive private archive with thousands of classified documents compiled by a
long-forgotten army general, Ralph Van Deman, dead now for nearly twenty years.
After reviewing files full of classified reports from the army, navy, and FBI, this
military investigator had remarked that “the extent, detail and quality of the infor-
mation obtained by Van Deman”was “remarkable.”But he warned that “the ques-
tion of the Army’s relationship to Van Deman could also prove embarrassing.”2

In this era of anti-Vietnam protests when concern over civil liberties was
strong, the New York Times followed up with an investigative report, finding that
“not much is known about General Van Deman himself.” After some service as an
army surgeon, he “went into intelligence in the Philippines” and later became
“head of military intelligence in Washington from May 1917, to June 1918.” During
his year in command, said the Times, “he was instrumental in organizing volun-
teer civilian sleuths, such as the American Protective League [APL], that kept
watch for signs of disloyalty.” After retiring to California in 1929, he spent the next
quarter century amassing what the Times called “a secret collection of reports on
125,000 allegedly subversive persons.”3 In a later editorial the Times damned these
files as a repository of “anti-labor, anti-Semitic, and anti-civil rights bias” and de-
manded that they be “destroyed.”4

But the general’s ghost could not be exorcised by burning a few bundles of
paper. For Van Deman’s influence was embedded deep inside the institutional
architecture of the U.S. internal security apparatus that he was instrumental in



building during World War I. Now, in the midst of another war with rampant
domestic surveillance, the Congress, press, and public had finally seen the shadow,
though not yet the substance, of this long-dead general’s ambiguous legacy for
American society.

During the social ferment that surrounded World War I, a mix of emergency
legislation and extralegal enforcement removed the restraints of courts and Con-
stitution that had protected Americans from surveillance and secret police for
over a century. With the fear of spies and subversion everywhere, police methods
that had been tested and perfected in the colonial Philippines migrated home-
ward to provide both precedents and personnel for the establishment of a U.S.
internal security apparatus. Transformed by colonial warfare from a conventional
army careerist into “the father of U.S. military intelligence,” Van Deman applied
his experience of empire to establish the army’s Military Intelligence Division
(MID) in 1917 as a comprehensive espionage and counterespionage agency.5 After
years of pacifying an overseas empire where race was the frame for perception
and action, colonial veterans came home to turn the same lens on America, see-
ing its ethnic communities not as fellow citizens but as internal colonies requiring
coercive controls. Within twelve months of introducing stringent security mea-
sures, President Wilson’s wartime America circa 1918 came to bear a marked re-
semblance to Governor Taft’s colonial Philippines circa 1901. Both had similar ar-
rays of legislation that limited civil liberties and secret services that engaged
in arbitrary arrests, rigid censorship, mass surveillance, covert penetration, and
black operations. Although it was established as a seemingly transitory wartime
measure, this domestic security apparatus would persist for the next half century
as a defining feature of American political life.

In the years surrounding World War I, the social strain of military mobil-
ization and demobilization produced an eruption of class and racial conflicts
that made this period one of the most volatile and violent in U.S. history, leav-
ing a lasting imprint on the character of the American state. In a coincidence
that transformed these local conflicts into a larger social confrontation, this rad-
ical ferment came at a time when Washington was adopting powerful instru-
ments, many of them forged at the periphery of empire, for actively shaping
American society: immigration controls, intelligence testing, drug prohibition,
mandatory public health measures, and internal security. At the war’s outset,
moreover, the contradiction between the country’s far-flung global empire and
its poor military preparedness produced a sense of urgency in Washington that
soon reverberated across the country as hysteria and xenophobia. Indeed, the
United States was going to war with Germany at a time when its largest ethnic
group, German Americans, was only partially assimilated and harbored deep cul-
tural and linguistic loyalties to the old country that was now considered a security
threat. Just four years before the war a full 10 percent of the U.S. population had
claimed German as their first language.6 In the midst of the mobilization for war,
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Washington coped with these myriad contradictions by establishing a powerful
intelligence service.

In building a U.S. intelligence capacity, empire’s stamp on the nascent na-
tional security apparatus was both broad and deep, from data management to
larger design. In both colonial Manila and wartime Washington, counterintelli-
gence was characterized by similarities large and small. The reduction of volumi-
nous amounts of information to a single card for every subject. Recruitment of
civilian auxiliaries whose identities were concealed by numbered codes. Covert
operational procedures for surveillance and infiltration. An ethnic or racial tem-
plate for the perception of threat. Mass relocation of suspect populations. The
systematic use of scandal as political disinformation. And, above all, a sense of
omnipotence over peoples deemed alien and therefore lesser. Just as the Philip-
pines Constabulary had destroyed reputations through revelations of sexual or
financial irregularities in occupied Manila, so the U.S. internal security apparatus
would attack suspected subversives not by formal prosecution but by a similar so-
cial ostracism exercised through public listing or “blacklisting.” Not only did Van
Deman’s civilian apparatus later identify Hollywood communists for blacklisting
during the 1940s, but some sources argue his network also played a key role in the
political rise of Richard Nixon, providing his early congressional campaigns with
confidential intelligence to red-bait liberal opponents.

In this process of imperial mimesis, a state such as the United States that
creates a colony with circumscribed civil liberties and pervasive policing soon
shows many of those same coercive features in its own society. As the metropole’s
internal security apparatus starts to resemble the imperial, so its domestic politics
begin to exhibit many attributes of the colonial.

Although American intelligence officers serving overseas practiced a clan-
destine tradecraft similar to that of their European allies, U.S. domestic security
emerged from the world war as a distinctive public-private or state-society col-
laboration. Just as the Philippines Constabulary relied on hundreds of Filipino
operatives, so the wartime Military Intelligence Division amplified its reach
through the three hundred thousand citizen spies of the American Protective
League. Established in 1917–18, this alliance of state security and civilian adjuncts
continued, under different names, for the next fifty years as a sub rosa matrix that
honeycombed American society with active informers, secretive civilian orga-
nizations, and government security agencies, federal and local. In each succeed-
ing global crisis, this covert nexus expanded its domestic operations, producing
new contraventions of civil liberties, from the systemic surveillance of German
Americans during World War I through the secret blacklisting of suspected
communists during the cold war. Police worldwide had long relied on low-life
informers known by derogatory terms such as “snitch” or “phizz gig.” Secret
services in Europe and Japan had paid individual spies, informers, and agent
provocateurs for the better part of a century. But U.S. internal security was now
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developing a unique profile as an institutional fusion of federal agencies and
civilian organizations, investing this distinctive nexus with both the social force
of a mass movement and the institutional resilience of a state agency—attributes
that would define its operations for the next half century.

This clandestine apparatus and its anonymous apparatchiks provide an invis-
ible thread of continuity that ties together the draconian security of World War I,
the postwar repression of militant labor, Japanese American internment during
World War II, and the anticommunist hysteria of the 1950s. Although American
historians have often treated each episode as specific to a short-lived period,
throughout this entire half century the same state-civil nexus emerged to shape
events, sometimes by empowering civilian adjuncts, sometimes by enfolding
these networks into an expanded system of state security.7 Not only did U.S. co-
lonial policing foster formidable security services within the Philippine polity,
but it also played a seminal role in the formation of the U.S. national security ap-
paratus, lending a larger significance to this fragment of America’s history.

Wartime Security Services

World War I transformed the U.S. state through the mobilization of a four-
million-man army, massive industrial procurements, and the creation of an
Argus-eyed internal security apparatus. After a century without any significant
federal policing, wartime Washington quickly built an interlocking counterin-
telligence complex armed with expansive legal powers. During just nineteen
months of war, the fledgling Bureau of Investigation (BI, later the FBI) grew
from three hundred “amateurish” employees with “no counterintelligence expe-
rience” into a “major investigative agency” of fifteen hundred. The Office of
Naval Intelligence (ONI) expanded from “a tiny, insignificant organization” into
an aggressive agency with three hundred officers. The army’s Military Intelligence
Division swelled from just one officer—the imperial veteran Van Deman—to
seventeen hundred employees backed by 350,000 badge-carrying civilian agents.8

Among all these agencies, the MID, with its comprehensive doctrines and global
reach, would prove the most seminal in the formation of a U.S. national security
state. By 1918 it had grown “to surpass the size and efficiency of ONI,” once the
nation’s leading intelligence agency.9 Through the sum of these experiences,
Washington emerged from the war with a covert capacity incorporated in its mili-
tary bureaucracy.

In prewar decades the federal government had limited intelligence, less op-
erational capacity, and no covert capability. Indeed, before the founding of the
Bureau of Investigation in 1908 Washington had no domestic security agency
worthy of the name, leaving policing to the cities and surveillance to private
agencies such as the Pinkertons. A decade later, on the eve of world war, the
bureau was still what one sympathetic chronicler called “a small and inept force
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of 219 agents.”10 During the Philippine-American War of 1898 –1902, the army
had formed its first field intelligence unit, the Division of Military Information,
whose commander, Van Deman, created a comprehensive intelligence capacity
that proved sweeping in its data collection and deft in its application. To crush the
revolutionary underground concealed within Filipino society, he compiled intel-
ligence on the entire native elite, reduced all data to a single, synoptic “descriptive
card” for each subject, and disseminated timely tactical intelligence to combat
units via telegraph. After armed conflict gave way to long-term pacification, these
operations became a massive counterintelligence effort against both Filipino sub-
versives and Japanese imperial spies.

Instead of building on this Philippine experience, the War Department ini-
tially moved in the opposite direction, first downgrading and later closing its in-
telligence service. Operating from Manila in the aftermath of the Philippine War,
Van Deman led a secretive, six-month mapping mission to China in 1906, shad-
owed by Japanese spies and learning firsthand the global game of espionage. A
year later, back in Washington as head of the Map Section inside the small Mili-
tary Information Division (MID), Van Deman presided over a similar effort in
Latin America that sent a young Lt. Joseph Stillwell on a reconnaissance to Gua-
temala. In 1908, however, the army abolished MID, causing what Van Deman
called “an immediate cessation of all military information work” in the United
States. Although military intelligence disappeared from Washington, Van Deman
used the Philippine unit, the army’s only surviving intelligence operation, for
another mapping mission to China in 1911, again trailed by Japanese spies.11

Returning to Washington in 1915, Major Van Deman was assigned to the War
College where he found himself “the only officer . . . who had had any training or
experience in what we now designate as military intelligence.”12 Determined to
correct this oversight, Van Deman forged an alliance with the War College chief,
Gen. Joseph E. Kuhn, and the two worked tirelessly in the year before America en-
tered the world war, “making an extensive study of military intelligence reports
from abroad” and winning a million-dollar War Department appropriation for
“Contingencies—Military Information Section, General Staff.” After the declara-
tion of war in April 1917, however, the army’s chief of staff, Hugh Scott, proved
ignorant, like many officers of his generation, “about the vital importance of an
intelligence service” and gave Van Deman “strict orders” to abandon his efforts.
Through discrete maneuvers, the major brought his detailed plans directly to
Secretary of War Newton Baker, who on May 11 ordered the formation of a Mili-
tary Intelligence Section under Van Deman’s command. Drawing on his Philip-
pine experience and a borrowed British organizational chart, within weeks Van
Deman had established a complete design for the first U.S. internal security
agency. Based on his years of colonial espionage, the major framed a template
that divided intelligence work into two basic operations, espionage and counter-
espionage. In a bold, defining feature of his plan, this new military unit would
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coordinate Washington’s diffuse intelligence effort, centralizing information
from all federal agencies, much as he had once done in Manila, and serving as the
sole contact with foreign secret services. For his first recruit the major selected
Capt. Alexander B. Coxe, a veteran of the Philippine campaign and his former
MID comrade during a “confidential mission to China.” With Coxe now serving
as MID’s all-powerful secretary, this core of two recruited a cadre of six regular
officers and a larger pool of talented civilians with specialized linguistic and ana-
lytical skills. When a lowly State Department code clerk named Herbert O. Yard-
ley dropped by to suggest the need to monitor enemy communications, the major
commissioned him a first lieutenant with command of his Codes and Ciphers
Unit. “Van Deman’s heavily lined faced reminded me of Lincoln’s,” said Yardley of
their first meeting. “He appeared old and terribly tired, but when he turned his
deep eyes toward me I sensed his power.”13

While Van Deman developed counterintelligence for domestic security,
another Philippine veteran, Col. Dennis E. Nolan, created a parallel field intel-
ligence capacity inside the American Expeditionary Forces (AEF) fighting on the
western front in France. For four years before the war, 1907 to 1911, Nolan had
been detailed to the Philippines Constabulary, first as its inspector and later as di-
rector for the tempestuous Southern Luzon district, positions that immersed him
in colonial policing and its intelligence operations. In selecting officers for the
European campaign, the AEF commander John Pershing, who had spent much of
his prewar career pacifying the southern Philippines, favored fellow colonial vet-
erans for key commands, particularly in areas of innovation such as intelligence,
logistics, and policing. In the first months of war, Pershing’s chief of staff, Maj.
James Harbord, who knew Nolan from their shared service in the Philippines
Constabulary, summoned him for an after-dark meeting at the AEF’s Washing-
ton headquarters, announcing that he had been selected “to head the Intelligence
Section of the General Staff.”14 After Pershing’s staff crossed the Atlantic in June
1917 aboard the SS Baltic, Major Nolan plunged into the task of mastering com-
bat intelligence, “a line of work in which Americans were less experienced than in
any other war activity.” After observing French and British procedures, Nolan
drew up regulations for a comprehensive service that would collect combat intel-
ligence about the enemy, disseminate topographic information, and engage in
counterintelligence through the Corps of Intelligence Police, a new unit orga-
nized by Van Deman in Washington that later became the U.S. Counter Intelli-
gence Corps. Under Nolan’s plan, approved by General Pershing, intelligence and
security units, all identified by the staffing denomination “2,” were integrated into
every echelon, from a battalion S-2 with twenty-eight men to a G-2 at divisional
headquarters and the Intelligence Section at general headquarters with eleven
officers and 332 soldiers.15

In the parallel area of military policing, Gen. Harry Bandholtz became the
AEF’s provost marshal general and was deemed by headquarters “specially fitted
for the duty, having long been Chief of the Philippines Constabulary.”16 At the
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close of the war, General Harbord would also select Bandholtz, his former supe-
rior in the Philippines Constabulary, to form a new army security service, the
Military Police, or MPs, charged with managing the chaos of occupation and de-
mobilization. Drawing on what he called his “long experience in command of
the Philippine Constabulary,” Bandholtz quickly built the MPs, following their
formation in October 1918, into a corps of 31,627 men stationed in 476 cities and
towns across five nations—France, Italy, Belgium, Luxemburg, and the German
Rhineland. To overcome a haphazard selection, Bandholtz established a special-
ist service school at Autun, France, that trained over four thousand officers and
men in the last months of war. A surprisingly large number of former constabu-
lary officers played formative roles in training this new service, ending early com-
plaints of indifference, disrespect, or even “brutality” and establishing a record of
respect for military regulations and “kindness . . . to the native inhabitants.” Vet-
eran PC colonel John R. White commanded the MP training school in France
with a rank of lieutenant colonel and was later promoted to deputy provost mar-
shal of the AEF.17 The former chief of Manila’s secret service, John W. Green,
served as a captain in the Twentieth Division under Col. Louis P. Van Schaick, a
former officer in the Philippine Scouts, also training these MPs for their Euro-
pean duty.18

With all of the combat intelligence work done on the front lines in France,
Van Deman’s Washington headquarters concentrated on counterintelligence, a
mission quite similar to his earlier Philippine efforts.19 At the microlevel of data
management, his earlier “descriptive card of inhabitants,” which reduced all the
data about each Filipino subject to a single sheet, was replicated in MID’s simi-
larly compact “suspect list” for domestic subversives. By the war’s end this list,
Van Deman said, “consisted of many hundreds of thousands of cards.”20 Using
an imperial lens for perception of threat, MID refracted the American people
through a prism of difference, seeing certain ethnic communities almost as do-
mestic colonies. In Van Deman’s view Irish Americans, German Americans,
“Hindus,” and “Negroes” were all dangerously susceptible to enemy propaganda
and required constant surveillance. As one U.S. historian put it, Van Deman
seemed to be driven by “the fear that the people of the United States could not be
trusted and therefore should be controlled.”21 Most important, Van Deman
adapted the colonial constabulary’s reliance on native agents for surveillance of
these ethnic Americans.

As Major Van Deman was building his repressive machinery, the legislative
and executive branches were collaborating to create an overarching legal frame-
work for its activation. In the declaration of war against Germany on April 6,
Congress had already authorized telephone and telegraph censorship, and just
three weeks later the president issued an executive order assuming this authority.
In quick succession Congress expanded these controls with passage of the Espio-
nage Act in June, allowing the arrest of anyone who interfered with the war effort;
the Trading with the Enemy Act in October, permitting the president to censor
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subversive literature and monitor the mail; and the expansive Sedition Act in May
1918, stiffening penalties for dissent. These laws allowed the president to censor
the mails, suppress print media, monitor suspected subversives, and prosecute
dissidents, whether antiwar activists such as the socialist Eugene V. Debs or labor
militants such as “Big Bill” Haywood.22

Van Deman reached high to coordinate counterintelligence, besting a rival
bid by the Treasury’s secret service and by early 1918 making his MID the “clear-
inghouse” for all information from the war, navy, and justice departments. Ambi-
tious and visionary, he pushed hard within the army’s general staff to make MID
a full division and win himself a star in the bargain. Yet he also overreached with
an abortive attempt to supersede the Bureau of Investigation and centralize all
counterintelligence under his command. Hostile toward Van Deman because of
his incessant intrigues, the army chief of staff cut short his command after only
a year and sent him off to Europe in June 1918 on a vague, make-work study mis-
sion, delaying his promotion to general for another decade.23 Only weeks after
his departure, an army reorganization elevated military intelligence to one of
four “separate and coordinate” divisions of the general staff, winning a star for
Van Deman’s successor.24

After six months on this career-stopping study mission, Van Deman’s ap-
pointment to replace Nolan as head of AEF intelligence was preempted by the
armistice, and instead he became chief of Allied counterintelligence at the Paris
peace talks. In this modest capacity he remained overseas for another ten months,
coordinating a network of spies that monitored the postwar tumult in Central
Europe, providing security for the U.S. delegation at Versailles, and developing
“an abiding distrust of Bolshevism.”25 As he wrapped up the affairs of the AEF
intelligence division in June 1919, Van Deman was characteristically concerned
about the fate of his trademark suspect cards, which were rich in unique data
about “undesirables.”He urged the retention of these records by the Paris military
attaché but lost out to Nolan, who favored their transfer to MID in Washington.26

American Protective League

From the first weeks of the war in April 1917, Washington focused its security
agencies on controlling what MID called “the manifold domestic problems aris-
ing from . . . our mixed population,” specifically the large German American
community, elements of which had been vocal in their support of the kaiser right
up to the eve of America’s entry into the war. The threat of German American
disloyalty and German imperial espionage created, in the view of Van Deman
and colleagues at the Justice Department, an urgent need for vigilance against
spies and subversion. Even though an extensive wartime study found that Ger-
man intelligence did not have a significant spy network in the United States, Van
Deman somehow concluded that the Germans must be using itinerant traveling
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agents, making the threat omnipresent.27 Of equal concern, mass hysteria over
the possibility of subversion inspired vigilantes across America. When the Justice
Department urged citizens to “report disloyal acts,” the number of complaints
soon reached fifteen hundred a day, mostly, said the attorney general, from “hys-
terical women and . . . men, some doubtless actuated by malice and ill will, and
the vast majority utterly worthless.”28 Patriots also formed “dozens of organiza-
tions . . . devoted to running down of spies,” something Major Van Deman called
“an extremely dangerous development.” Yet, with MID requiring millions of man
hours for its burgeoning domestic security operations, he also saw potential in
these groups, feeling that a national organization of civilian spies “might be of
great value to the government.”29

The most promising of these groups, the American Protective League, had
been formed in the first weeks of war when a Chicago businessman, Albert M.
Briggs, convinced the Bureau of Investigation’s regional supervisor to collaborate
with a citizen surveillance network. For the first nine months of the war, the
APL’s executive operated out of Chicago under a so-called War Board with repre-
sentatives from nine agencies including the Bureau of Investigation and MID—
the latter represented by Maj. Thomas B. Crockett, the APL’s assistant chief, now
commissioned into the army.30 After conducting “a very careful investigation” of
this and other civilian organizations, Major Van Deman summoned the APL’s
leader to offer him both a commission and a mission on the assurance that his
members would be willing “to do absolutely nothing except what they were re-
quested to do by the Military Intelligence Branch.” Through what the army’s chief
of staff described as an “arrangement with the Justice Department,” the APL was
now placed “at the disposal of M.I.D.” After moving its headquarters to Washing-
ton in November, the APL reformed its executive to include just two government
representatives, a lieutenant and captain from MID assigned to monitor the
league’s counterintelligence mission. Working closely with BI director Bruce
Bielaski, Van Deman presided over the APL’s transformation into a civilian
counterintelligence auxiliary. It deployed over 350,000 volunteer agents in 1,400
local units who, working like constabulary spies in colonial Manila, amassed over
a million pages of surveillance reports on German Americans. In just fourteen
months, the league would conduct a total of three million wartime investigations
for the government, including 440,000 cases of suspected subversion for MID.31

In their joint counterintelligence effort, the Justice Department was more
mindful of civil liberties while MID sanctioned illegal methods in its unremitting
pursuit of results. Government agencies would sometimes check the APL when it
encroached on their jurisdictions, but the league’s broad mandate allowed ample
opportunity for what the U.S. Senate later called “zealous antics . . . trampling
personnel sanctities, privacy, and civil liberties.” Most fundamentally, by invest-
ing the APL with semiofficial status and formal missions, both War and Justice
legitimated the league’s role, giving it a broad compass within this new covert
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realm. In his annual report to Congress for 1917, Attorney General Thomas W.
Gregory described the league as “a most important auxiliary and reserve force for
the Bureau of Investigation.”32 At the White House President Wilson was wary of
building a permanent security bureaucracy—“the danger of creating too much
machinery”—and supported a civilian auxiliary force. He encouraged corpora-
tions to lend employees for the league’s work but drew the line at providing any
White House endorsement of its fund-raising efforts.33 In the first months of the
war, Treasury Secretary William McAdoo, determined to protect his Secret Ser-
vice, denounced the APL as irresponsible and inefficient, but the president sided
with the attorney general and the league survived.34

In a war in which ethnicity was the touchstone of loyalty, the APL quickly
took shape as a xenophobe’s ideal: all male, all white, predominately Protestant,
with deep anti-German antipathies and strong undertones of anti-Catholic, anti-
Semitic biases. After its national headquarters was moved to Washington, DC, in
November 1917, its leaders lived and worked together around the clock inside a
genteel townhouse for the next fourteen months, lodge brothers on a secret mis-
sion to save America.35 When the New York City branch tried to enlist a female
member in March 1918, the Washington rectory replied sternly that it was
“strongly against enrolling women.”36 When Jerome Regensburg, a manufacturer
with three thousand employees in his Tampa cigar factory, applied for member-
ship in that city’s APL, his application was frozen because he was “of the Jewish
faith.”37 Similarly, an effective leader of the League’s New York City chapter was
forced out amid a drumbeat of invective over his German ancestry.38 As a conse-
quence of its hostility to Irish Catholics, the APL found itself a full year into the
war without a Massachusetts chapter, even though its leadership considered the
“situation in Boston . . . very serious.”39

To build a rank and file with real operational capacity, the APL relied heavily
on street savvy individuals with access to information, often private eyes of du-
bious reputation. When the William J. Burns Detective Agency of Los Angeles
wrote MID about “running into considerable information of interest,” Van
Deman was keen to receive “whatever information your good patriotism would
prompt you in sending.”40 Such an eclectic appetite for intelligence produced
seamy alliances with local gumshoes such as “Captain” Foster of Buffalo, de-
scribed by a War Department official who knew him well as “a shyster of the first
water.”41 The APL headquarters itself complained about “a perfect deluge of
people in here every day who think that they are born sleuths . . . , whereas . . .
they are all about 100% rotten.”42

The APL recruited its local leaders through elite networks, usually favoring
bankers or corporate officers. In August 1917 a Brooklyn resident’s uncorrobo-
rated endorsement of his brother-in-law, the treasurer of the Portsmouth Sav-
ings Bank who had reported “instances of pro-German attitude,” earned this cap-
tain of industry an invitation to head the APL’s New Hampshire chapter.43 A
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similar strategy employed by MID was exemplified that December when two coal
mine fires raised suspicions of arson and prompted Van Deman to write the
Pennsylvania State Police recommending a mine owner’s son as the ideal man to
form “an information organization.”44 Even in areas without labor problems, Van
Deman frequently appointed corporate officers as his “confidential” agents.45

Backed by MID, the league was intervening in social conflicts on the side of
capital and opposing collective action by unions or socialists. This corporate bias
became clear in August 1918 when the International Association of Machinists,
the “aristocrats of organized labor,” forwarded a complaint from its Milwaukee
chapter that the local APL chief was threatening loyal unionists “with induction
immediately into the military forces, if they show any dissatisfactions with con-
ditions in the shop” and warning any aliens who tried to change jobs that “they
would be interned.” In response the attorney general informed the APL head-
quarters of its “suspicion that your Milwaukee office interferes . . . in the interests
of the employer.”46

Despite complaints about the league’s violation of civil liberties, the attorney
general and his BI director invested the group with a semiofficial status, approving
badges stamped with an expansive motto that read “Auxiliary to the U.S. Depart-
ment of Justice.”47 The APL also won the ultimate federal perquisite when the U.S.
Postal Service awarded league headquarters “the franking privilege”of free mail.48

To a surprising degree, the APL took charge of most of the government’s rou-
tine security operations. At the war’s peak the APL’s various security investiga-
tions represented 75 to 80 percent of the Justice Department’s workload in mid-
western areas such as Chicago or Cleveland and 50 percent in New York City.49

Moving beyond mere paperwork, in January 1918 the attorney general asked that
the APL assign one of its members to each of the 4,700 draft boards nationwide
with the authority to arrest anyone who failed to appear.50 With deserters num-
bering fifty thousand and draft evaders three hundred thousand by early 1918,
thousands of APL agents in cities across America periodically pinned on their
badges for “slacker raids,” which targeted the many aliens and recent immigrants
avoiding conscription.51 The Justice Department’s authorization for the APL to
“take” and “hold” suspected slackers until these individuals could prove their reg-
istration for the draft was clearly illegal, a presumption of guilt with the burden
of proof upon the accused. Nonetheless, when a citizen who had been detained
without probable cause during a raid in Lansing, Michigan, sued for five thou-
sand dollars in damages, the Justice Department ordered the U.S. attorney to ap-
pear for the local APL’s chief as if he were a government employee.52 With Justice
endorsing extralegal operations, the APL’s slacker raids soon degenerated into
outright abuse and racketeering, particularly after April 1918 when the attorney
general authorized bounties of fifty dollars for every arrest.53

Yet both the Justice Department and its BI also adopted a certain circumspec-
tion toward the APL, resisting the organization’s pressure for affirmation of its
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official status. When the U.S. attorney at Nashville asked to make five APL mem-
bers federal deputy marshals so they would be “clothed with some authority as a
protection in their work,” the Justice Department refused, saying that past ap-
pointments had “led to complications.”54

Throughout the war, the APL pressed hard for limitations on civil liberties. In
April 1918, for example, the Saint Louis chapter urged passage of extreme amend-
ments to the Espionage Act that would allow detention without habeas corpus
and heavy penalties for “disloyal utterances.” A few days later when a mob of
three hundred men lynched a suspected subversive in Collinsville, Illinois, the
Saint Louis chapter fired off smug letters saying that the government’s failure to
suppress “pro-German utterances” had prompted these communities to “take the
law into their own hands.” This view was seconded by the town’s mayor, an APL
member, and the local jury, which later found the mob’s leaders not guilty of
murder.55 Although its official letterhead read “Operating under the Direction of
the United States Department of Justice,” the APL systematically denied due pro-
cess through its first principle of never allowing the accused to confront the ac-
cuser.56 Consequently, some Justice Department employees resisted Washington’s
pressure to collaborate with the group, notably the U.S. attorney in Cleveland,
who questioned the attorney general in January 1918 about the APL’s “proper
function” and insisted that all official inquiries should be conducted by “some
other branch of the government service.”57 Indeed, after months of heavy-
handed raids by the league and the police “red squad,” Cleveland’s Socialist Party
complained to Washington that the “coarse language and rough tactics” were
nothing less than a “Reign of Terrorism.” In stern letters to the APL, the Justice
Department stated that these raids had entailed “a great deal of brutality” and
represented an “unconstitutional infringement of the rights of public assem-
blage and free speech.”58

Manhattan Misadventure

Among all the APL chapters, New York City’s was both the most promising and
problematic, suggesting some of the pitfalls inherent in outsourcing state surveil-
lance to a loosely regulated band of vigilantes. As the site of the country’s largest
German American community and busiest port of embarkation for the Euro-
pean war, New York held an unequalled strategic significance.59 During its sixteen
months of operation, the APL’s amateurism was thrown into sharp relief by the
city’s sophistication, producing a succession of misadventures that involved
break-ins by uncontrolled strong-arm squads, false reports intended to cripple
commercial rivals, and tens of thousands of illegal arrests.

Within the vast New York area and its myriad security challenges, there was
no individual or agency concerned with correcting the APL’s endless problems.
Its New York chapter had generally close relations with MID and Justice, but
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these offices used the organization as an adjunct when needed and otherwise ig-
nored it. In March 1918 APL leaders reported that there was “no one ranking offi-
cer in command of all the intelligence branches of the Army in New York.”60 Se-
lected by Van Deman as his chief agent for New York, Maj. Nicholas Biddle was a
former deputy police commissioner who recruited twenty-three members of the
city’s bomb squad, New York’s original antisubversion unit, diverting the main
MID office and its 160 employees from war work into ordinary criminal inves-
tigations and antiradical repression.61 Complicating matters further, the league
had cool relations with the Office of Naval Intelligence despite the navy’s multi-
faceted security concerns among the sixteen thousand employees at the Brooklyn
Navy Yard. When ordered to offer their services to the navy in May 1918, the APL’s
local leaders met two commanders at the navy yard who mockingly suggested
that the league might be able to help with the “great many cases” they were cur-
rently giving to “the Boy Scouts.”62

In its first months the league’s New York chapter had expanded too rapidly,
attracting a range of irresponsible freelance agents. In these early days, an influen-
tial operative named George Lester, vice president of the Fleischmann Company
in suburban Peekskill, had formed a “private free lance intelligence bureau” of
“ex-policemen” who were “very apt to resort to strong-arm methods in investi-
gating cases of very high-class people in New York, doing such little things as
breaking in doors in people’s apartments.” When the city’s APL chief, E. H. Rush-
more, tried to cleanse his ranks in mid-1918, headquarters in Washington coun-
seled him to overlook the “objectionable members of Lester’s squad” and focus
instead on retaining both Lester and his company president, Julius Fleischmann,
“because of their rather powerful positions.”63 In February 1918 the APL’s office in
Washington authorized a Manhattan wheeler-dealer, Col. Fred Feigl, to open his
own office at a Times Square hotel and lead squads totaling some two hundred
men “on a small military basis.”64

In the hands of these amateur gumshoes, even routine investigations could
produce embarrassing incidents. The New York APL’s thousands of background
checks of civilian employees bound for France met angry resistance from Red
Cross nurses. In January 1918, Chief Rushmore complained to headquarters that
the Red Cross personnel director, a Miss Draper, had allowed a rejected nurse ap-
plicant to see the accusations against her, prompting a reply from the APL direc-
torate that this was “a very serious mistake on the part of the Red Cross.” As the
APL continued to find Red Cross applicants unfit, the redoubtable Miss Draper
and her New York colleagues offered “considerable criticism,” charging that one
league investigator had “demanded $100 from a Red Cross applicant.”65

More sophisticated investigations were even less satisfactory. In May 1918 the
APL got wind of a possible German spy when one Miss Mae Dougherty of 480
Central Park West phoned in a tip about a man she had been dating for six weeks.
The suspect was “Francis Turno, 17 W. 58th Street . . . [who] looks like a German
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but claims to be Polish, and says that he is in the service of the United States.”
The APL assigned the case to Henri C. Harnickell, Esq., a Broadway lawyer, who
marched into the Beaux Arts Café with a stock-broker sidekick, “both . . . very
much intoxicated,” flashed their APL badges, and loudly denounced the suspect
as “a dirty Hun.” They then prowled the Ritz-Carleton Hotel seeking to confirm
the suspect’s story with the city’s ONI chief. Through this public spectacle, the
navy complained, the APL’s “drunken members exposed one of the very valuable,
covered operatives of the Naval Intelligence.” Harnickell responded that he had
“worked very hard on this case for over a week and that it had many suspicious
sides to it,” but he was now satisfied that the suspect’s “Government position
clears up the matter entirely in his favor.”66

Not only did the APL’s amateurism compromise real intelligence work, but its
cloak of secrecy allowed league members to harass commercial rivals with base-
less accusations. Assigned to investigate accusations of disloyalty against Frede-
rick W. Sells of Diehl Manufacturing in Elisabethport, New Jersey, the APL’s New
York office reported signs of subversion. Significantly, the League’s investigator,
W. D. Lindsay, was also an executive at Western Electric, a direct competitor of
the target firm. After an extensive, time-consuming investigation found the accu-
sation to be palpably false, the BI’s Newark agent concluded that the only real
crime was “the matter of Mr. Lindsay’s motives.” Consequently, APL Washington
asked its New York office to determine whether Lindsay might be guilty of trying
to “cripple a competitor.” After a cursory review of the case, New York insisted
that Lindsay gave his information to the BI “entirely with a spirit of patriotism”
and was “one of our best men” through whose efforts “two men in the Electrical
Industry were interned last week.”67

Although the APL could handle routine complaints about pro-German loyal-
ties at, say, a Lenox Avenue bowling alley, its operatives and their MID handlers
proved inept when confronted with a complex case of possible German espio-
nage.68 In November 1917 the president of the New York Electric Society lodged a
vague charge with the APL’s Manhattan office that Dr. Karl Georg Frank was,
“without doubt, active in the interests of Germany,” sparking a major investiga-
tion. As every government agent knew, Dr. Frank was the former manager of the
Telefunken-Siemens transatlantic wireless station at Sayville, Long Island, which
had been seized in 1915 on the president’s orders to prevent possible transmission
of coded messages to German submarines cruising in the North Atlantic.69

Ratcheting up the pressure in February 1918, MID “raided and smashed in” the
Broadway offices of Frank’s longtime associate Richard Pfund. Without any real
evidence, Van Deman wrote BI director Bielaski, asserting that Frank was danger-
ous enough for “revocation of his citizenship and subsequent internment.”70 The
War Department soon terminated these inconclusive inquiries, allowing Frank to
emerge from the war as a founder of the patriotic Steuben Society of America in
May 1919.71
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After fourteen months of such fiascoes, the New York APL outdid itself with
a series of spectacular slacker raids in September 1918. For over a year the city had
been a “slacker haven” where deserters and draft dodgers faced less chance of
arrest than in any other major metropolitan area in America. With U.S. forces in
France desperately short of manpower and pressures from Washington mount-
ing, the city’s BI superintendent and APL chief Rushmore launched the nation’s
largest raids. At 6:30 a.m. on September 3, APL agents led thousands of soldiers
and sailors in blockading subway entrances across the city, demanding draft reg-
istration cards and detaining some twenty to forty thousand residents the first
day alone. By day three criticism was rising. The local U.S. attorney asserted that
the APL men were making thousands of arrests “without authority,” prompting
the New York World to denounce this “Amateur Prussianism in New York.” High-
lighting this amateurism, among the 60,187 suspects detained during the three-
day sweep only 199 were in any way draft dodgers. A week later Attorney General
Gregory, under pressure from the president and treasury secretary, released a re-
port stating that “contrary to law, certain members of . . . this Department . . .
used . . . members of the American Protective League . . . in making arrests.” This
public censure dealt a crippling blow to the league’s New York division. With the
APL now shorn of its aura as an official law enforcement agency, both private
and public organizations stopped cooperating with its investigations. Members
began to resign. Chief Rushmore demanded that the attorney general affirm the
APL’s status as an official “auxiliary.” But Gregory responded, as did BI Director
Bielaski, with stern orders that the league could not arrest or “hold” anyone. In
the end Rushmore told the Justice Department that his men would accept no fur-
ther assignments. Although the APL mounted slacker raids elsewhere in America
during the two months before the armistice, the war was over for the league’s
New York division.72

These controversies doomed the league to extinction. Its leadership wanted to
continue their surveillance efforts in peacetime, but Attorney General Gregory,
aware of the potential for abuse from thousands of agents holding secret, sensi-
tive information about their fellow citizens, was determined that the organization
would disappear. At the end of 1918, one of the APL’s key backers, BI Director
Bielaski, resigned partly from pressure over the slacker raids. On February 1, 1919,
the APL itself was formally dissolved with a banquet at the Hotel Astor in New
York City. All members were ordered to turn in their official-looking badges, and
chapters were urged to forward their files. Many ignored the directives, leaving
the fundamentals in place for a later revival.73

Mobilized in the heat of war, the APL’s swarm of volunteers seemed almost a
parody of the tight clandestine networks at Van Deman’s disposal when he pio-
neered the collection of intelligence to pacify the Philippines. In pursuit of his
mission to serve the state, he would draw on the resources available in each succes-
sive setting. In Manila circa 1901 the contest over empire versus nation produced
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covert warfare conducted with consummate skill on both sides of the imperial
divide, forcing him to recruit several hundred Filipino agents whose contacts
allowed them access to radical circles. In wartime America, Van Deman and his
handful of skilled officers mobilized an abundance of ordinary Americans ig-
nited by hysteria and indifferent to the rights of their immigrant neighbors. Once
they were persuaded that war justified the suspension of constitutionally guaran-
teed freedoms, Americans unwittingly sanctioned the formation of the very “ma-
chinery” of state security that President Wilson had feared. Through both official
policies and ad hoc practices, the APL gave the government the domestic equiva-
lent of plausible deniability by engaging in illegality that could be disavowed.
Most important, it was the first in a succession of civilian auxiliaries loosely allied
with state security that would engage in similarly questionable practices for the
next half century.

Wartime Vigilance

Although it was more professional than its APL auxiliaries, MID itself pursued
a wartime mission that suffered from a similar combination of class bias and eth-
nic anxiety. With the league investing millions of man-hours in routine security
work, MID was free to deploy its officers for covert counterintelligence against
radical unions and socialist parties, using the full panoply of legal and extralegal
tactics the army had developed in the colonial Philippines. From the MID’s
inception Van Deman viewed radical unions, particularly the International
Workers of the World (IWW), the famed socialist union known as the Wobblies,
as a serious security threat. To justify a sustained campaign, in June 1917 Van
Deman reported that the IWW’s “strong opposition to the war” threatened the
army’s strategic copper production from western mines and warned that its orga-
nizing activities in the California oil fields would bring “acts of sabotage leading
to the curtailment of supplies.” Consequently, he conceded wide autonomy for
action to his western regional command, which operated from a sprawling San
Francisco headquarters that supervised thirty-seven local offices.74 In this war on
the radical left, MID’s regional offices allied themselves with plant security forces
and recruited hundreds of agents from private detective agencies already expert
at union infiltration.75

Apart from obvious concerns about German American loyalties, African
Americans were another prime source of MID’s ethnic anxieties. Wartime con-
scription was color-blind, and some four hundred thousand African Americans
were a substantial share of the four million men mobilized, rupturing rigid Jim
Crow segregation to produce both white repression and black resistance. Inci-
dents such as the white race riots at East Saint Louis in July 1917, which left at least
forty blacks dead, as well as the execution of thirteen black soldiers for rebelling
against racist treatment in Houston in August, provided ample cause for African
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American discontent. Within weeks of forming MID, Major Van Deman con-
cluded, without any evidence, that “Negro subversion” stoked by German agents
represented a serious security threat. To counteract the threat he recruited a
skilled African American agent, Maj. Walter Loving, a Philippines Constabulary
officer on home leave. For the next two years Loving served as Van Deman’s top
agent, moving continuously about the country to counter incidents that might
provoke Negro subversion while also pressing the government to restrain the
lynchings that reached a hundred by the end of war. When the Justice Depart-
ment failed to mute the outraged tone of the Chicago Defender, a pioneering
black newspaper, Loving warned its editor that there could be personal conse-
quences, eliciting a more patriotic posture. But when the journal Crisis, pub-
lished by the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People
(NAACP), attacked the way a white commander had denigrated black officers in
the Ninety-second Division, the famed “Buffalo Soldiers,” Loving recommended
that this commander be court-martialed. As a long-term corrective he also urged
the commissioning of more black officers. Maj. Joel E. Spingarn, a MID counter-
intelligence officer who also served as the NAACP’s white chairman, was assigned
to monitor his own organization, scoring a propaganda coup in June 1918 when
he worked with the editor of Crisis, W. E. B. DuBois, to convene a patriotic con-
ference of black newspaper editors. Although MID monitored racial conflicts
closely, in the end white racism and black resentment were too complex and too
deeply rooted in American society for any covert intervention. Acting on all this
intelligence, MID’s commanders urged “a square deal for the negro” in both the
army and the wider society. But their recommendations had no effect on either
military or government policy.76

While monitoring African Americans, MID was also actively combating the
militant organizing efforts of the IWW. From the first months of war, the union
proved a disruptive force in the West, conducting mining strikes in the South-
west, militant actions on the San Francisco waterfront, and aggressive organizing
in the docks, forests, and mines of the Pacific Northwest. In contrast to the east-
ern states, where Justice Department supervision restrained the APL’s recourse to
physical force, in the West military intelligence joined violent vigilante groups in
a bid to crush the union.

In the first months of the war, employers and citizen groups across the West
struck at the IWW in a desperate effort to contain worker discontent. To quash
union agitation in the Pacific Northwest, local and federal officials mobilized the
Minute Men, which soon attracted twelve thousand members, and the Legion of
Loyal Loggers and Lumbermen, which the army organized as a closed-shop com-
pany union of thirty-five thousand men to secure spruce timber for aircraft pro-
duction. Workers who refused to join were beaten, blacklisted, and drafted into
the army. In South Dakota the APL worked with a group called the Home Guards
to force unionists from the Aberdeen wheat fields, prompting a U.S. attorney to
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praise the group as “the Ku Klux Klan of the Prairies.” Similarly, in the mining
district of Bisbee, Arizona, the Citizens’ Protective League led mobs in packing
some twelve hundred suspected IWW members into boxcars and sending them,
without food or water, into the New Mexico desert. After the governors of eight
western states pressed Washington to “put all IWW’s in concentration camps,”
President Wilson endorsed a “secret investigation” of the union by the Justice De-
partment. Simultaneously, MID’s Western Department, with Van Deman’s ap-
proval, organized the Volunteer Intelligence Corps, which recruited a thousand
“patriots” by April 1918 as part of an abortive plan to supplant the BI as the lead
agency in domestic security operations.77

With its sprawling port facilities and surrounding forests, Seattle was a mag-
net for radical labor and a major battleground for MID. The region’s internal se-
curity agencies—BI, MID, and ONI—joined forces for a multifaceted attack on
the IWW’s influence in the city with an innovative range of repressive tactics: the
posting of army sentries along the waterfront, censorship of the mail, deporta-
tion of “undesirables,” “indiscriminate arrests” of waterfront unionists by ONI,
and the “discharge of certain undesirables from the . . . ship yards.” Political inter-
vention led to the replacement of Seattle’s police chief with one who was “a very
able and patriotic officer” and to the defeat in the March 1918 elections of a pro-
union mayor, Hiram C. Gill, who was discredited by an earlier indictment for
taking bribes from bootleggers.78 Adding to these pressures on the union, the
local Military Police commander, Colonel M. E. Saville, mobilized a forceful civil-
military attack, prosecuting “seven disloyal I.W.W.’s,” organizing “a Counter-
Espionage system among the spruce workers,” and “smashing the political vice
ring in Seattle” by barring Camp Lewis soldiers from the city’s bars and brothels.79

Moving beyond the legal to the extralegal, MID’s Seattle office continued the
repression with “actions” that closed union halls, tar-and-feathered union mem-
bers, intercepted mail, and conducted an undercover campaign to infiltrate the
IWW’s clandestine structure of coded membership and cellular networks. On
May 2 the Seattle police, as MID reported approvingly, dealt a decisive blow by
raiding the IWW headquarters, rounding up 213 members, and ringing the build-
ing with patrols to prevent access.80

With Seattle’s union leaders driven underground and their members “milling
about without direction,” MID shifted its attention to the Northwest’s other
flashpoint at Butte, Montana, where its agents applied extreme methods to defeat
an entrenched IWW chapter in the region’s copper mines, then the world’s larg-
est.81 In June 1918 MID’s Lt. Col. F. G. Knabenshue, known as “an officer in whom
Colonel Van Deman had a great deal of confidence,” wrote Washington request-
ing removal of the federal judge George M. Borquin for his impartiality and for
“not permitting war hysteria influence to enter [the] judicial chamber.” He also
asked for a denial of reappointment for U.S. attorney Burton K. Wheeler, whose
refusal to indict IWW leaders had branded him a “war program obstructor.” Even
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though MID’s new chief, Lt. Col. Marlborough Churchill, pressed the issue hard,
the Justice Department did not cooperate, replying that Wheeler, who later be-
came a distinguished U.S. senator, was fulfilling his legal responsibilities.82

So stymied, MID turned to disinformation and psychological warfare,
prompting some objections from the Justice Department.83 In this clandestine
campaign, agent provocateur operations proved the most effective. In late August
MID and its APL allies arrested twenty-seven so-called I.W.W. agitators without
cause and placed thirty-two more “under surveillance.” Simultaneously, MID
worked with Anaconda Copper’s company detectives, infiltrating the union to
provoke anger and militant action against the company. When a strike began on
September 13, MID led regular troops, commanded by a young Maj. Omar Brad-
ley, in an illegal raid on the printing shop of the striking Metal Mine Workers
Union—the first of many sweeps that filled the local jails.84 As the strike con-
tinued, U.S. attorney Wheeler telegrammed Washington complaining about the
“many arrests made by soldiers in Butte. Prisoners brutally treated and held with-
out warrant or hearing.” When pressed to answer for its actions, MID dismissed
such criticism as “malicious propaganda.”85

Within weeks the strike collapsed, and in late September a Butte grand jury
indicted twenty-four “leaders and radicals, agitators,” including all of the IWW’s
local leaders. Although the government had forced Judge Borquin’s transfer and
U.S. Attorney Wheeler’s resignation, MID reported that the union’s attorney was
mounting a disturbingly effective defense. Backed by the public “statements of
Mr. Wheeler” and some sleuthing by the Thiel Detective Agency, the union’s law-
yers were alleging that a Pinkerton private eye employed by Anaconda Copper
had worked undercover as a “stool pigeon” to foment the IWW strike. To counter
this revelation, the local MID officer, Capt. J. H. Dengel, was working with the
new U.S. attorney to suggest a “secret indictment”of the union leaders that would
overcome these allegations and assure convictions. He was also using “under-
cover operatives” to split the Butte union into rival factions, hoping to cause the
union local’s complete “disintegration.”86 By September news of the indiscrimi-
nate and illegal arrests reached the Justice Department, sparking blistering criti-
cism from Attorney General Gregory and forcing MID to promise restraint in fu-
ture civil operations.87

After the IWW was effectively paralyzed in Butte, MID shifted its attention
back to Seattle, intent on breaking the union inside its red bastion. In October
1918 it scored an unexpected coup when Seattle police received an anonymous
4:00 a.m. phone call about a medical emergency that sent them rushing to a local
hotel. There they found Mrs. C. E. Collier, the wife of the IWW’s attorney, “in
bed, nude, with a man other than her husband.” After demanding to speak with
MID’s agent, Capt. J. H. Dengel, Mrs. Collier offered to provide “complete details
of her husband’s I.W.W. activities and turn over all the documents and data she
could obtain” on the condition that “her reputation would be protected.” As a
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down payment on this deal, she “gave information regarding the threatened
strike of shipyard workers in Seattle,” intelligence deemed so significant that it
was “immediately transmitted to the Director of Military Intelligence in Wash-
ington.”88 In a parallel review of its intelligence on the union, MID produced a re-
port that reveals efficient mail intercepts in the Northwest, another avenue of
penetration.89 When the war ended in November 1918, MID had good reason to
believe that it had restrained the IWW, at least for the time being.90

Red Scare

At the end of World War I, there was a nationwide eruption of labor discontent
and racial conflict, almost as if wartime emergency controls had momentarily
suppressed a rising social ferment. In the months after the armistice, America was
roiled by waterfront strikes in New York and Seattle, race riots in Chicago and
Washington, militant actions among Montana’s copper miners, anarchist bomb-
ings in eight American cities, and a miners’ revolt in the West Virginia coal fields,
the latter arguably the most serious armed violence that the United States experi-
enced in twentieth century. In September 1919, 365,000 steel workers went on
strike, and two months later 400,000 coal miners walked out. Attorney General
A. Mitchell Palmer told Congress that “a wave of radicalism appears to have
swept over the country.”91 After a turbulent year of such militant actions, Wash-
ington reassembled the wartime alliance of state security and civilian auxiliaries
for a counterattack that mixed mass arrests and mob violence. Starting with the
so-called Palmer raids of November 1919, this crackdown continued at fever pitch
for six months before subsiding into routinized repression for another three
years. Thus, in the midst of the army’s postwar demobilization, its military intel-
ligence unit moved in the opposite direction, reactivating wartime assets and
creating new civilian adjuncts to take the place of the now dissolved APL. En-
couraged by growing congressional support for internal security, senior army
commanders made further use of civil control methods, many of them learned
in the colonial Philippines. The triumph of the Bolsheviks in Russia added a sin-
ister aura to these postwar outbreaks of domestic unrest. Van Deman and the in-
telligence community focused on this emerging alien threat, not just socialism
but now communism as well.

In January 1919, only three months after the armistice, a major maritime
strike by fifteen thousand workers crippled New York Harbor. When the workers
won many of their demands, MID ordered its New York office to compile lists of
“reds” active in the city’s waterfront agitation and to identify the aliens among
them for immediate deportation.92 Labor agitation in Seattle also intensified in
the aftermath of war. To check the “menace” of this “extremely dangerous move-
ment,” the local MID officer recommended reactivating wartime vigilante
groups. Indicative of the heavy covert surveillance, this same officer, Capt. F. W.
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Wilson, submitted summaries of twenty-five letters from IWW leaders inter-
cepted in just one week. He also passed along a warning from an operative “work-
ing under cover in the Wobbley district” that “these Bolsheviki,” imitating current
trends in Russia and Germany, “plan to have an organized army of returned sol-
diers in their midst who, in case of a strike, would combat the government forces
and enable the strikers to seize factories.”93 Within days, a strike by twenty-five
thousand shipbuilders spread along the entire Seattle waterfront.94 Ten days into
the waterfront shutdown, the War Trade Board expressed concern about an im-
pending general strike “of practically all the unions in Seattle,” reporting that
“men of property here” feared the possibility of bloody riots and recommending
that “strict censorship of all passenger mail be resumed.”95 Indeed, on February 6
the unions voted “almost unanimously” for a general strike, America’s first, send-
ing seventy-five thousand workers into the streets and prompting MID’s Seattle
office to wire Washington with an urgent plea that it jail the union leaders for “in-
citing revolution.” In an inflammatory evocation of recent events in Russia, the
telegram was rich in images that made Seattle seem a reprise of the recent revolu-
tion in Saint Petersburg: “Red banners being worn by strikers. . . . Radicals copy
bolsheviki movement Russia. . . . Advocating taking over local industries.”96

Within forty-eight hours, army troops armed with fixed bayonets and machine
guns marched into Seattle and a train departed carrying forty IWW “agitators” to
New York for deportation. These actions ended the strike within a day.97

Just four months later, in July 1919, violent race riots erupted, plunging Wash-
ington, DC, into four nights of shootings that left six dead and then sweeping
the South Side of Chicago with violence so extreme that military intelligence
branded it a “Race War.” Predictably, the MID’s wartime liaison with the APL,
Major Crockett, spiced his report of heavy casualties with the claim that “radicals
[were] reported to be urging negroes to further violence.”98 To quell these three
days of racial violence in Chicago, which left thirty-eighty dead and five hundred
injured, the army dispatched 4,600 troops to join the city police in occupying a
riot-torn swath from the South Side to the Loop.99 In the riot’s aftermath MID’s
chief Churchill circulated a report by his leading expert on “Negro subversion,”
Major Loving, who noted that since 1915 “young Negroes of high intellectual at-
tainments . . . boldly took up the torch of Socialism.” The spark for this sudden
fire of socialist enthusiasm was the “Negro soldier returning from France full of
bitter resentment” only to find that “prejudice flourished as never before” after
“southern white men announced the organization of a second Ku Klux Klan with
the avowed object of intimidating the returning colored soldiers.” But now “the
Negro has been taught to fight.” So during the Chicago riots, when a truck loaded
with fifteen white men “turned up State Street at 30th and began shooting right
and left into the crowd of Negroes on the sidewalks,” within a distance of six
blocks “every man in it had been killed or wounded, the Negroes capturing the
truck and taking the arms of the invaders.” When he resigned from MID to return
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to Manila, Major Loving nominated a successor to monitor Harlem, which he
called “the fountain head of all radical propaganda among Negroes.” But Chief
Churchill advised his counterintelligence staff that “investigations in negro sub-
version” should be transferred to the Justice Department, closing this chapter in
military intelligence.100

As bolshevism swept Europe and postwar America proved restive, Washing-
ton gathered its forces for a protracted battle against domestic subversion, once
again perceived through a prism of race tinted by imperial hues. Writing from
Europe, Van Deman had already warned General Churchill at MID of “a world-
wide social and political revolution” enveloping the continent that would soon
threaten America. In October 1919 an Army War College conference on domestic
security described the United States as an “Anglo-Saxon nation” facing the spec-
ter of revolt by ethnic radicals, making it imperative to implement “War Plan
White,” a color-coded strategic scenario that the War Plans Division had prepared
in the event of a Russian-style revolution by an estimated 1.5 million American
radicals. Making the racial prism explicit, another War Department report stated
that the greatest threats were Pan-Latinism, Pan-orientalism, and bolshevism,
which had “an intimate connection of the Jews and Jewry.” On October 30, a
MID colonel advised Churchill that from an intelligence perspective the nation
was in “practically a state of war.” In a parallel shift at Justice that started in March
1919, a coterie of anticommunist hardliners took command: a new attorney gen-
eral, A. Mitchell Palmer; BI director William J. Flynn; and the head of the BI’s
new Radical Division, J. Edgar Hoover.101 In major cities such as New York, Chi-
cago, and Los Angeles, influential business leaders also pressed state and local
governments for aggressive action to crush the socialist threat, sometimes fund-
ing private anti-red agencies for direct action.102

In this changed climate MID and the Justice Department revived their net-
work of civilian adjuncts, activating the APL and organizing returning white war
veterans into the American Legion for both systematic surveillance and vigilante
violence against the left. Throughout 1919 MID promoted the American Legion
as its main civilian adjunct, lobbying its leadership for an antiradical commit-
ment and encouraging its initial growth to a membership of 120,000 in thirty-
one states.103 In October, moreover, MID’s Maj. Thomas Crockett, one of the
APL’s civilian founders, informed General Churchill that “the old American Pro-
tective League of Chicago has been reorganized . . . under the name of the Patri-
otic American League” and had recently assisted the army in nearby Gary, Indi-
ana, during that city’s steel strike.104 Beyond these two stalwarts, MID encouraged
multiple military networks for domestic surveillance, including, at Van Deman’s
suggestion, an organization of MID’s own veterans and regular monitoring by
army recruiters who should, MID ordered, submit weekly reports on “the nu-
merical strength of the extreme radical or ‘Red’ element in your district.”105
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From November 1919 to January 1920, the nation’s internal security agencies,
BI and MID, unleashed their civilian adjuncts for three months of aggressive ac-
tion against the left known as the “red scare” or the “Palmer raids.” From MID’s
regional office in Chicago, Major Crockett oversaw the American Legion’s attacks
on socialists across the Midwest. The Chicago post announced a plan for “some
night riding or what is known as ‘Ku Klux’ work . . . destroying stores that sell
radical literature.” The legion’s Milwaukee post raided the local IWW offices,
confiscating their literature. In Cincinnati eight hundred legionnaires ransacked
radical offices, burning hundreds of pounds of socialist texts.106 In the Pacific
Northwest, the legion launched a “war of extermination against members of the
I.W.W.” that, in the view of one historian, “practically destroyed the Wobblies” in
that region. During these months of red scare, veterans’ posts in cities such as San
Diego and Stockton harassed union leaders with violence that swept along the
West Coast, culminating in an armed legion attack on the IWW hall at Centralia,
Washington. At the urging of the local Lumbermen’s Association, the town’s le-
gion post decided to “burn ’em out” as a way to celebrate Armistice Day 1919. But
the unionists fought back, killing four of the attacking legionnaires. That night
the veterans evened the score by publicly torturing, mutilating, and lynching an
IWW member.107

During this winter of repression, the red hysteria drew federal agencies, state
governments, and local vigilantes into a combined assault on the radical left. At
the instigation of New York City’s social elite, who assembled at the Union
League Club, the state government in Albany formed the Joint Legislative Com-
mittee to Investigate Seditious Activities. Under the leadership of state senator
Clayton R. Lusk, this committee used APL members, state troopers, and private
detectives to conduct months of raids that culminated in a November sweep of
seventy-three radical offices in New York City. The raiders beat suspects at gun-
point, seized tons of office papers, arrested over a thousand supposed subver-
sives, and uncovered what the New York Times condemned as a sinister “plot
against America.” The driving force in New York’s effort was two MID veterans
who drafted the Union League’s report on bolshevism and directed Lusk’s oper-
ations as his special counsel, infusing their investigations with MID’s illegal
methods for break-ins, mail intercepts, secret interrogations, and violent raids.
Nationwide, this repression reached a peak on January 2, 1920, when the BI’s
J. Edgar Hoover mobilized local police and civilian auxiliaries for raids in thirty-
three cities that resulted in the arrest of four thousand suspected radicals.108

Slowly public hysteria gave way to a sober realization that the raids had been
excessive. Desperate to stoke the fears that had made him a front-runner for the
Democratic presidential nomination to succeed Wilson, Attorney General Palmer
announced in April 1920 that the nation faced an immediate red “revolution” on
May Day, just weeks away. When that day passed uneventfully, a newspaper
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chorus of “universal laughter”mocked Palmer’s timorous appearance surrounded
by guards, dooming his candidacy and discrediting his campaign of repression.
On May 20 New York governor Al Smith vetoed a package of harsh antiradical
legislation called the Lusk laws, insisting that the state should “not attempt to
suppress by law those who do not agree with us.” In the waning weeks of President
Wilson’s administration, the future attorney general Harlan Fiske Stone advised
a U.S. Senate committee investigating Palmer’s raids that they were an “abuse of
power” that had produced “intolerable injustice and cruelty to individuals.”109

Armed Uprising

Complementing its postwar undercover operations, the army also dispatched in-
fantry to quell domestic disturbances, whether race riots in Chicago or strikes
across America, allowing its Philippine veterans another chance to apply their co-
lonial expertise. After the nation’s largest steel strike in decades erupted at Gary,
Indiana, in September 1919, Gen. Leonard Wood, the veteran colonial officer, led
fifteen thousand troops into the city to impose a “modified martial law,” sup-
ported by APL men who swept up suspected radicals for interrogation by MID
officers.110

In this same tumultuous period, Gen. Harry Bandholtz, the former chief of
the Philippines Constabulary, used psychological methods developed during his
years combating Filipino radicals to quash a militant miners’ revolt in West Vir-
ginia. After a massive increase in membership during the wartime coal boom, the
United Mine Workers (UMW) tried to consolidate its gains by launching a na-
tionwide strike in November 1919. Although mines were shut down in fourteen
states, the strike collapsed under a combination of federal pressure and a flood of
coal from the nonunion fields in southern West Virginia, a strategic oversight the
UMW leadership was now determined to correct. Throughout 1920 armed miners
in Mingo and Logan counties squared off against West Virginia state deputies
and Baldwin-Felts detectives, producing a dramatic shootout in the streets of
Matewan in May. There local miners led by Sheriff Sid Hatfield, a descendant of
the clan that had fought the famous Hatfield-McCoy feud, shot and killed seven
security men. In November the army dispatched a fresh battalion under Col. Her-
man Hall, a long-serving veteran of the Philippines Constabulary, who facilitated
a fragile truce during his short occupation of Mingo County.111

In early 1921 the conflict was renewed when anti-union Republicans took
office in Charleston and Washington. In May the recently inaugurated governor
Ephraim F. Morgan, a close ally of the mine owners, declared a state of “insur-
rection and riot” and sent sixty state constables into Mingo County to seize the
miners’ weapons, producing the famed “Three Days Battle” along the Tug River
that left four dead. On August 1, Baldwin-Felts detectives gunned down Matewan’s
Sheriff Hatfield as he entered a county courthouse unarmed, a brutal murder
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that outraged unionists. In protest nine days later, the UMW’s “General” Bill
Blizzard massed five thousand armed miners and began advancing on Logan,
their ranks swelled by fifteen thousand supporters during the march.112

At 3:05 a.m. on August 26, as some eighteen thousand armed miners seemed
destined for a bloody shootout with the Logan County deputies, General Band-
holtz, accompanied by a single aide, stepped off the train at the Charleston depot,
initiating an intervention by two former constabulary chiefs that would soon
defuse this social conflict. Unimpressed by the governor’s demand for federal
troops, Bandholtz met privately with the UMW’s two state leaders. “These are
your people. I am going to give you a chance to save them, and if you cannot turn
them back, we are going to snuff them out like that,” the general said, reaching
out to snap his fingers right under the nose of union president Frank Keeney, a
charismatic local leader whose fiery words had sparked the armed march.113

Keeney capitulated, promising that “he would act immediately by . . . using his
influence to have the persons involved discontinue their march”—much as Fili-
pino nationalists had aborted an armed demonstration at Manila in 1911 when
confronted by Bandholtz.114 To lend substance to his threats, the general tele-
grammed the army’s deputy chief of staff, his old constabulary comrade James
G. Harbord, asking for immediate mobilization of troops armed with artillery,
machine guns, and poison gas. As the UMW leaders read Bandholtz’s ultimatum
at mass meetings, the miners, realizing they risked confronting the full force of
the U.S. Army, agreed to disperse.115 After less than two days in the state, Band-
holtz boarded a train back to Washington.116

Within hours, however, a posse of sheriff ’s deputies and state police renewed
the conflict when they attempted a midnight arrest of union marchers, sparking
a shootout that left two miners dead. After the unionists massed to resume their
march and some three thousand anti-union “militiamen” occupied blocking po-
sitions atop Blair Mountain, both sides began blasting away with rifles, firing over
a million bullets. On August 29, Governor Morgan appealed to Washington for
army troops to stop this “Bolshevist” uprising. Within a day, President Warren G.
Harding issued a “cease and desist proclamation.”117

By the time General Bandholtz arrived back in Charleston at noon on Sep-
tember 1, there were some ten thousand armed men on the firing lines along Blair
Mountain. State militia held the ridge behind concrete bunkers backed by ma-
chine guns, while some 7,500 miners probed these defenses along a line of attack
that stretched, the newspapers said, for twenty-five miles. Instead of obeying
the president’s dispersal order, the miners, fearful of being gunned down by the
Baldwin-Felts guards, replied, “You send in the troops to protect us and . . . we
will gladly surrender to you.” Bandholtz, with the full support of the UMW’s na-
tional leadership, telegrammed General Harbord asking for the immediate dis-
patch of federal forces. With 2,100 well-armed infantry and aircraft commanded
by Gen. Billy Mitchell flying reconnaissance, Bandholtz arrayed his troops at the
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base of Blair Mountain for a pincer’s envelopment on September 3. But just as his
troops were poised to engage with lethal effect, the general ordered a sudden
cease-fire. For the next four days, without firing a shot, his troops demobilized
some 5,400 miners, confiscated 278 firearms, and sent everyone home. Sixteen
men died in the five-day Battle of Blair Mountain, but none were shot by army
troops.118 Once he had defused the situation by ordering the “insurgents . . .
returned peaceably to their homes” without any arrests, Bandholtz advised the
governor that “State peace officers will now be able without difficulty to serve
process” against the strikers. Accordingly, state and federal courts soon filed mur-
der and treason charges against some six hundred miners, including the UMW
leaders Blizzard and Kenney, whose trials dragged on for three years.119

By employing the same subtle strategies he had practiced in the Philippines,
Bandholtz had scored an otherwise elusive victory for the mine owners, avoiding
the heroic violence that would have given the union new martyrs and stripping
the strikers of the arms they needed to resist Baldwin-Felts detectives. Unlike
Governor Morgan and like-minded conservatives, Bandholtz had the advantage
of colonial experience, which taught him that the threat of armed force was
far more intimidating than its application. Exhausted by the eighteen-month
struggle, the union’s West Virginia membership fell from fifty thousand miners in
1921 to only six hundred a decade later, a decline “just short of a deathblow.”120

Father of the Blacklist

In the aftermath of the November 1918 armistice, America’s four-million-strong
wartime army quickly demobilized and within six months the number of mili-
tary intelligence officers dropped from a peak of 1,700 to only 230.121 When Pres-
ident Wilson left office in 1921, the incoming Republicans began winding down
his aggressive internal security operations. In July 1921 Congress finally declared
World War I over and the military returned to peacetime status, reducing the in-
telligence command to colonel grade. As MID slashed staff to just twenty-four
officers and demolished its once formidable records system, the army decided it
should “drop out Negative Intelligence activities and all counterintelligence be
entrusted to DJ [Department of Justice] in case of war.” By 1924 both War and
Justice had curtailed most internal security operations, with BI’s force of special
agents sliced in half and its records closed to the patriotic groups that once had
open access. That May, Attorney General Harlan Fiske Stone, worried that “a se-
cret police may become a menace to free government,” announced that “the Bu-
reau of Investigation is not concerned with political or other opinions of individ-
uals.” Its acting director, J. Edgar Hoover, generally complied with this directive,
although he continued to accept “passive” intelligence from civilian adjuncts. In
well-publicized hearings that same year Congress investigated Justice’s role in the
red scare, finding that the department had leaked “secret” security reports to vol-
untary groups such as the APL, adding fuel to the firestorm of public hysteria. In
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an act symbolic of the government’s retreat from surveillance, Secretary of War
Henry Stimson closed MID’s cipher section in 1929, saying famously, “Gentlemen
do not read each other’s mail.”122

After the war Van Deman’s career followed this downward trend, denying him
any major intelligence mission. Returning from the Paris peace conference in
mid-1919, Colonel Van Deman found his successor firmly ensconced and MID
shedding officers fast, relegating him to a brief posting as General Churchill’s
deputy before the army shipped him off to the Philippines. In 1921, writing from
Manila where he now commanded an infantry division, Van Deman confessed to
his old comrade Dennis Nolan a sense of boredom with “living in a cantonment”
and a deep regret that “there is, of course, no chance” that he could ever again do
“the thing that I feel that I can do—Intelligence.” Not even his later promotion to
general and award of the coveted second star as major general seemed to salve
this sense of frustration.123

In one of history’s accidents, however, General Van Deman’s retirement
in 1929 soon invested him with a final, far-reaching intelligence mission through
the convergence of two countervailing trends: Washington’s sharp reduction in
internal security and a deepening economic depression that fueled both commu-
nism at home and fascism abroad. On the eve of a second world war in 1938, the
FBI had just two agents on communist detail across America and army counter-
intelligence employed only three officers and eighteen agents worldwide. In Wash-
ington itself, the entire Military Intelligence Division had only twenty officers and
a meager budget of $125,000.124

Van Deman’s penultimate posting as commander of Fort Rosecrans in San
Diego led him to retire there at a time when California was becoming a veritable
nation within the nation through industrial innovation in aeronautics and cul-
tural creativity in cinema. Moreover, in this Depression decade of nationwide
social conflict “the furor was fiercest in California.” According to historian Ellen
Schrecker, San Francisco’s three-month maritime strike in 1934 “plunged the
West Coast into a state of virtual class warfare.” In this climate, a dynamic branch
of the Communist Party expanded rapidly across California, creating a new cen-
ter of radical activism outside the old battlegrounds of New York or Chicago and
thus opening a void in the nation’s counterintelligence that Van Deman was
poised to fill. By the time he started his anticommunist archive in 1932, Sacra-
mento’s Bureau of Identification, along with other state and local agencies, had
moved beyond routine criminal work to focus on antisubversion activities, com-
piling, for example, a detailed ten-page report for the governor on “Communism
in California.”125 The sum of all these trends would soon invest the general’s re-
gional role with national import.

But Van Deman had not just chosen California. He had chosen Southern Cali-
fornia during interwar decades when the state’s politics were defined by a tectonic
divide between radical, union-shop San Francisco and reactionary, open-shop
Los Angeles. During the red scare of 1919, Southern California’s corporate leaders
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had created militant anticommunist groups and pressed their local police to form
antisubversion squads that were soon notorious for attacking dissenters with
arbitrary arrests and brutal beatings. Exemplifying this anticommunist zeal, San
Diego’s unit, responding to a state inquiry in 1935, listed the city’s 38 party leaders,
102 leaflets distributed, and 179 speakers heard during the past three years. With a
similar thoroughness, the Los Angeles “red squad,” led by the notorious Capt.
William “Red” Hynes, quickly tallied the names of 36,725 local communist sup-
porters and a radical press with a combined circulation of 24,900.126 Just as the
Philippines transformed Van Deman from military careerist into a master spy, so
Southern California changed his modest retirement plans from topographical
mapping to anticommunist agitation.

From his comfortable home at 3141 Curlew Street in San Diego, Van Deman
and his wife, childless and increasingly friendless, worked tirelessly for nearly a
quarter century. Their incessant typing, filing, and cross-referencing animated an
elaborate information exchange among members of the state’s public-private se-
curity network: army and navy intelligence, police red squads, and civilian groups
across California. Though long retired from government service, the general con-
tinued to receive classified reports from federal, state, and local agencies. Van
Deman’s private archive swelled over time to a quarter million files on suspected
subversives by the time of his death in 1952. But following his trademark method
in Manila and Washington, this mass of documentation was reduced to a single
card for each suspect. His modest bungalow thus became a veritable search engine
for intelligence professionals struggling to lift the mask of aliases that the Com-
munist Party had donned since the red-scare round-up of 1919 –20. Apart from
the raw documents, the general maintained a reference library of rare communist
publications and an archive of identification photos. Beyond typing and filing,
Van Deman’s web also included operatives inside the state’s ethnic communities,
an undercover agent in the aircraft industry, assets with access to Hollywood’s
leftist circles, private eyes in the hire of anticommunist groups, and citizen sleuths
across the state—all with their names carefully concealed by a numbered code
system that the army and FBI would struggle to decipher after his death.127

Though Van Deman remains an obscure figure, specialists have noted his cen-
tral role in the anticommunist movement. The army analyst who assessed his files
in 1971 wrote years later, as a distinguished historian, that Van Deman, absent any
“federal agency fighting the radicals,” built an influential information clearing-
house that “left the other patriotic groups in the dust.” With funds from the FBI
and army, he “ruled a large and sophisticated spy network.”128 A leading lawyer
with the American Civil Liberties Union called the general “one of the giants of
anti-communism, a super-hawk, . . . a phobic nativist red hunter” whose
“undercover network penetrated not only the Communist Party but a whole
spectrum of liberal targets, including religious, civil rights, and labor organiza-
tions.”129 Through his single-minded focus, unequalled experience, and ceaseless
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efforts, Van Deman became the spider at the center of a spreading web of domes-
tic surveillance.130

While catholic in his distaste for extremism in any form, Van Deman’s experi-
ence watching bolshevism spread across postwar Europe in 1919 had left him ob-
sessed with the threat of communism. Convinced that the army’s consignment of
counterintelligence to the FBI was a serious mistake, he prodded the War Depart-
ment with periodic reminders, writing in 1933 that “G2 should take more aggres-
sive attitude toward subversive activities” and again in 1935 to advise that ONI
is “much concerned re. subversive elements making . . . headway in infiltrating
into airplane factories in So. California.”131 Under the gathering clouds of World
War II, he would also monitor the state’s Italian American and Japanese Ameri-
can communities carefully, helping the army revitalize its counterintelligence
capacity while holding fast to his abiding preoccupation with the communist
threat. If his army service in World War I had earned him the informal title “fa-
ther of U.S. military intelligence,” his private sleuthing in retirement should earn
him another: “father of the American blacklist.”132

In setting paradigms for detecting domestic disloyalty, Van Deman persisted
in his earlier imperial mode, seeing subversion in terms of both radical ideol-
ogy and alien ethnicity. Revolutionary ideals, whether Philippine nationalism or
American communism, remained the ultimate threat. Yet in his view the means
for the dissemination of these dangerous ideas was often ethnic. During the dec-
ade before Pearl Harbor, Van Deman, as he refracted threats through this prism
of race, was particularly concerned with Japanese espionage in Southern Califor-
nia and northern Mexico, producing reports whose sum gave an unsettling sense
that imperial Japan’s intelligence was probing America’s weakest frontier, its un-
defended southwestern border.133

Reflecting his overarching concern with communism, however, Van Deman
soon shifted his focus from external to internal threats. In early 1932 he began as-
sembling his anticommunist archive with its very first document, an unsourced
report dated January 27, duly marked “R-1” and detailing the activities of one
Richard Walker, a Hollywood chauffeur described as affiliated with a “suspected
anarchist” and “boastful of his association . . . with notable Germans, especially
cinema actors.”134 Once the general began probing for communism in deeply
conservative San Diego, an amazing array of unsolicited information began ar-
riving in his Curlew Street mailbox. Indicative of his enormous authority among
local anticommunists, when he telephoned a San Diego police lieutenant in
January 1932 to suggest the “attendance of a plain clothesman” at a local commu-
nist gathering, headquarters immediately dispatched Agent SD-2. Showing the
general’s uncanny timing and impeccable sources, this operative’s report revealed
that the meeting had been called “for the purpose of organizing a communist
party in San Diego” and was attended by eighty “poor people, seemingly lower
order of intelligence.” San Diego’s red squad forwarded these documents to
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the general, who marked them R-2a and R-2b before tucking them into his infant
archive.135

Other documents soon followed from residents of Southern California ready
to enlist in the general’s campaign against communism. The sergeant at arms at
San Diego City Hall wrote complaining about one Harvey C. Norsworthy, who
should, for no particular reason, “be investigated regarding Communistic Party.”
A local private eye, Larry E. Belger, forwarded a blank membership card for the
Cannery and Agricultural Workers Industrial Union, suspiciously leftist in its
demands. The San Diego county clerk supplied the names of residents who had
posted bond for arrested communists. A Los Angeles chiropractor, Charles Hoff-
mann, reported that Rev. Edwin P. Ryland of the city’s Congregational Church
was “the #1 Soviet propagandist in the State.”136

By the late 1930s Van Deman’s incoming reports passed the two-thousand
mark and his files grew to forty thousand oversized four-by-six inch cards, thus
achieving the critical mass necessary to make his archive an intelligence asset. Es-
sential to its quality were regular reports from undercover agents, sometimes in
the employ of the police or private security firms, sometimes working directly for
the general. In July 1937, for example, Agent A-42 attended a meeting of “the
newly formed San Diego branch of the American League against War and Fas-
cism . . . at the residence of Mrs. Emily Hillkowitz, 136 Redwood Street,” adding
that the “the writer has been angling for six months for an invitation to the Hillko-
witz domicile.” He now used that access to discover “an excellent library on Com-
munism,” but lacked the time to locate the suspected “short wave sending outfit
and ascertain its wave length.”137

Among his many informed sources, the Better America Federation, funded by
major Los Angeles corporations, sent the retired general reports from its under-
cover operatives and data from the files that filled its sprawling downtown office
suite.138 Van Deman also worked closely with the Civic Council of Defense, Inc.,
which infiltrated every leftist meeting in Long Beach, a city that served as a com-
mercial port and navy base for Los Angeles.139 In 1938, for example, its undercover
operative monitored a local rally for striking Ford auto workers and reported on
a speech by Assemblyman Sam Yorty, later the three-term mayor of Los Angeles.
Yorty preached socialism, saying that “the large fortunes such as Ford’s were not
made by Ford, but by his workers” and calling for “government ownership of
railroads.”140

Another strand in Van Deman’s spreading net was military intelligence.
Agents for both the navy’s ONI and the army’s G-2, its overall intelligence branch,
ignored security procedures and sent him classified documents through the mail.
In June 1937, for example, the army’s San Francisco office sent the general sensi-
tive operational intelligence about a Soviet agent, Leon Gershevich, describing
him as “Asst Chief OGPU [Joint State Political Directorate] Seattle. . . . Official
courier between NYC & Seattle. . . . Member of Russian CP [Communist Party],
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Comm. Intern. Com.” Indeed, to speed the routing of secret documents to Van
Deman this army office made up a special rubber stamp marked “VanD.”141 With
similar generosity ONI forwarded “confidential” intelligence about the interna-
tional movements of communist agents.142 In return Van Deman sent G-2 San
Francisco “comprehensive information” about the formation of the left-leaning
American Friends of the Chinese People. Promptly, G-2’s Lt. Col. H. R. Oldfield
replied with intelligence about the Japanese National Salvation Association,
whose leader was “Karl Hama (real name Kamamoto Hanna and alias Ken,
Uchida and Goso Yoneda).”143 From his cross-referenced files, the general already
knew, via an ONI report received two weeks earlier, that Karl Hama was a Japa-
nese, “5 feet 7 inches tall, light in color for one of his race,” who edited San
Francisco’s Japanese-language communist paper, Rodo Shimbun, and was living
with communist “Elaine Black as man and wife,” the same Elaine Black who, Van
Deman would learn six weeks later, had been an impassioned speaker before
striking Salinas lettuce workers.144

Dress Rehearsal for Blacklisting

By the mid-1930s leftist influence in the film industry was emerging as one of the
chief targets of Van Deman’s anticommunist network. In a bid to influence this
powerful “weapon of mass culture,” the party’s New York headquarters sent its
top cultural “commissar,” V. J. Jerome, out west to organize a Hollywood branch
in 1936, starting with his fellow writers. Within a few years script writers repre-
sented about half of the three hundred party members in Hollywood, and com-
munists made up a quarter of the active membership in the Screen Writers
Guild.145 In 1936 the general typed a card for Ring Lardner Jr., a talented writer at
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios and future Oscar winner, that read, “Subject re-
ported by good authority to be a rabid Communist and reported to be recruiting
members for the YOUNG COMMUNIST LEAGUE in Los Angeles.” The source
for this report was “Commandant, Third Naval District, New York,” an indication
of the general’s spreading net.146

Showing the party’s increasing sensitivity to surveillance, an undercover
agent, writing from a Watts mail drop, attended an August meeting of “Holly-
wood Unit, J-8, the Communist Party, at 1325 N. McCadden Place, Hollywood,”
with “surnames banned” so he could only identify five individuals, including the
“wife of a screen writer.”147 A month later another agent working undercover as
a “unit organizer” for the party reported that its “Hollywood sub-section” had
already recruited an impressive 450 members. When a strike swept the Salinas
lettuce fields, this agent reported fiery speeches by “Elaine Black, well known
Communist agitator,” and financial support from “a group of Hollywood Motion
Pictures Actors, who are known to be sympathetic towards the Party,” including
James Cagney, Melvyn Douglas, Robert Montgomery, Gary Cooper, and Boris
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Karloff. Two months later this same operative monitored a Los Angeles stage pro-
duction of Sinclair Lewis’s It Can’t Happen Here, which, like all the plays pro-
duced as part of the Federal Theater Project, reportedly reflected “the strong
Communist leadership in the theater group.”148

As the shadow world of covert operations fused with movieland fantasy, fed-
eral operatives became entangled in an eerie case that seemed, in both its political
intrigues and personal betrayals, a full dress rehearsal for the postwar blacklisting
that would divide Hollywood so bitterly. The story began in December 1937 when
the Beverly Hills police arrested a communist organizer, Arthur Kent, and his
wife for burglary. Facing serious prison time for both himself and his wife, Kent
gave the police a signed affidavit with a dramatic account of his communist ca-
reer that read like a film noir screenplay, a document that soon found its way into
Van Deman’s files.

After majoring in music at Yale College during the 1920s, Kent wound up in
San Francisco where he joined the party in 1931 and operated a swanky restaurant
for four years before quitting for full-time work as a communist organizer. His
duties for the party in this period included building an organization of progres-
sive Democrats that put seventeen candidates in the state assembly, Sam Yorty
of Los Angeles included. After steady communist gains that culminated in San
Francisco’s famed general strike of 1934, crisis swept the party ranks on August 11,
1936, when the “chain-draped body” of Raoul Lewis Cherbourg, a seaman who
had recently broken with the comrades, was pulled from San Francisco Bay. At
the news, said Kent, leaders of the communist “strong arm squad” that operated
on the city’s waterfront became “very panicky” and sought legal advice “to help
out with the alibis.” A year later at the 1937 annual convention of the Congress of
Industrial Organizations (CIO) in Portland, Oregon, the president of the leftist
Longshoremen’s Union, Harry Bridges, was taped in his hotel room talking about
communist control over his union—a serious indiscretion that could facilitate
deportation back to his native Australia. This tape was particularly troubling, said
Kent, since it “showed that Bridges had been having a sex party with somebody
named Norma, wife of one of the [union] delegates,” creating the threat of a
damaging scandal among his union’s rank and file.149

At this low ebb in the party’s fortunes, Arthur Kent became an expropriator.
Learning that he had spoken to Portland police about the hotel room tape, the
leadership suspended Kent and assigned him “to raise funds, so as to show I was
going forward with the Party.” Apparently focusing on the wealthy West Los
Angeles area, the party set up a special “apparatus” under Dr. Inez Decker and
Sam Cherniak, head of the local Communist Party Finance Committee, to raise
“money for the reserve fund.” Working exclusively in his assigned territory of
Beverly Hills, Kent committed about twenty robberies from “fashionable film
colony homes” between July and November 1937, breaking windows for entry,
cleaning out valuables, fencing the goods, and paying off the party. Communist
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leaders evidently reveled in this racket, for Kent claimed he once witnessed a
“loud argument” at the Los Angeles home of Dr. Inez Decker and her husband
George Shoaf about dividing up “three magnificent fur coats” stolen by other
party expropriators.150

For five months, the robberies went off without a hitch. In late November,
however, the movie comedian G. P. Huntley surprised the burglar at his home on
North Maple Drive and jotted down the license plate number as Kent drove off, a
clue that eventually led Beverly Hills police to the suspect in Ojai and then to a
cottage in Carpinteria filled with stolen goods worth fifty thousand dollars. At his
court appearance Kent, nattily dressed in Ivy League fashions, made a preliminary
confession, calling his robberies a “compulsory social tax on the rich to benefit
the Communist Party” and claiming that he had donated 90 percent of the pro-
ceeds to the comrades. In a public statement, the party’s District 13 insisted it had
ousted the Kents five months earlier “on charges of being unreliable adventurers.”
After the prosecutor agreed to dismiss the charges against his wife, Kent dictated
a twelve-page affidavit to a police stenographer loaded with damning allegations,
launching the next phase of his checkered career as a professional stool pigeon.151

After his affidavit received extensive coverage in both the San Francisco Exam-
iner and the Los Angeles Times, Arthur Kent disappeared into the county jail for
nine months until the Republican right made his charges a cause célèbre in the
1938 state elections. On November 3, just five days before the balloting, the newly
established House Special Committee to Investigate Un-American Activities
(HUAC), chaired by Representative Martin Dies, Jr., released Kent’s claims that
communists were running a “campaign to control California” through the Dem-
ocratic gubernatorial slate. According to his affidavit, during the state legislature’s
1937 session five Democratic members of the state assembly who “were all mem-
bers of the Communist party,” Jack B. Tenney and Sam Yorty included, had as-
signed all the leftist bills they wanted passed to a knowing ally, state Senator Cul-
bert L. Olson—now the Democratic candidate for governor. On election eve the
lead editorial in the Los Angeles Times denounced the “Communist-supported,
CIO-supported Culbert Olson” as the man who would “throw open the school-
houses to Communist meetings.” Such media sensationalism had been critical to
Republican Frank Merriam’s defeat of Upton Sinclair’s populist candidacy dur-
ing the last elections in 1934. This time, however, Kent’s red-baiting failed to boost
Governor Merriam’s reelection bid and he lost decisively to Olson, even in tradi-
tionally conservative Los Angeles County.152

When news of Kent’s arrest and affidavit first grabbed headlines, Van Deman’s
apparatus bounced messages back and forth in an attempt to detect the real iden-
tities of the communists he mentioned. In such painstaking analysis, when large
errors sprang from minute details, Van Deman’s role moved beyond mere collect-
ing to active collaboration. Within days of the arrest the general was correspond-
ing with army G-2 in San Francisco to clear up confusion over the many aliases of
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“Arthur Kent @ Arthur Scott @ James Allen.” After reviewing the eight sources
cited on its central index card for “SCOTT, Arthur, alias Margolis,” G-2 advised
the general that its error in failing to establish that Arthur Kent and Scott were
“identical” arose from a red herring report that “Scott” was the “sweetie of
Norma Pettrae; his real name Margules.” This incorrect entry “should have re-
ferred to Benjamin Margolis,” the left-wing Los Angeles attorney, as Norma’s par-
amour. The general, of course, had not made this mistake.153

As for Kent’s claim that he was working for “Cherniak, the head of the Com-
munist Party Finance Committee,” G-2 noted, in response to Van Deman’s sug-
gestions, that “The Sam Chernyok (Sta. Barbara) you mentioned appears identi-
cal with Sam Cherniak (@Sol Woloch).” Army intelligence appended a summary
of his file illustrating the depth and diversity of its sources for tracking party
members: “Long Beach 11909 (1932: Crim.Sydnicalism). H-dk ch.curly; E-dk.blue;
2–144; A-32 (1932); former manager Coop. Restaurant, Boyle Heights . . . Photo on
page 6, Westn. Worker 12–27–37 as manager of Sta. Barbara circulation drive.”154

With those key figures identified, G-2’s Lieutenant Colonel Oldfield wrote
Van Deman that the George H. Shoaf mentioned in Kent’s fur coat story was an
alias for V. J. Jerome, an editor of The Communist, who had been working in
Hollywood since November 1936 “under Party directives and assigned duty of
educating movie colony along party political lines. Reported as common-law (?)
husband of Dr. Inez C. Decker, and living at 764 No. Hoover St., Los Angeles.”155

Indicating the depth of this cover, the Better America Federation forwarded
two studies showing the lineage of these parallel identities—one for “George H.
Shoaf,” who appeared in eleven press articles from 1926 to 1937 as a West Coast
socialist turned communist, and another for “V. J. Jerome,” who showed up in a
dozen articles from 1932 to 1938 as a communist active in both New York and Cal-
ifornia.156 Clearly, Communist Party aliases were elaborate, making Van Deman’s
archive a valuable finding-aid for effective counterintelligence.

World War II

As war engulfed China and Europe in the late 1930s, military intelligence again
expanded, lending credence to General Van Deman’s earlier complaints about the
army’s abandonment of its once formidable counterintelligence function. In 1935
he wrote the chief of G-2 in Washington offering him his “rather extensive
records covering both organizations and personnel throughout the country.” A
year later Chief of Staff Malin Craig, concerned about the communist role in the
1934 San Francisco strike, began a long-term renewal of army intelligence. With
General Craig’s support, the new G-2 chief developed plans to control civil dis-
turbances across the country, quietly resuming antisubversion work under the
army’s earlier “War Plan White.”157
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In this process of intelligence rearmament, the diffuse domestic surveillance—
divided among federal, state, and private sources—proved resilient. To compen-
sate for meager interwar intelligence collection, Oldfield, the chief of G-2 San
Francisco, wrote Van Deman in January 1938 about plans “to expand our subver-
sive data base here”by sending staff to collect information “directly”from the only
sources he deemed reliable: “from Clarence Morrill’s files” in the state Bureau of
Criminal Identification at Sacramento; from “Chet Flint in Alameda,”who “main-
tained voluminous files” for the county’s district attorney; from the “FBI here”;
and finally from Van Deman himself.158 To refresh the depleted federal data, Van
Deman also advised G-2 in Washington that the “excellent records of the Better
America Federation [in Los Angeles]. . . should be taken over by the FBI.”159

At this high tide of New Deal liberalism, the political climate was not sym-
pathetic to red-baiting, and the anticommunist network moved cautiously. In
Washington the Senate Civil Liberties Committee, led by Wisconsin’s Robert La
Follette Jr., was wrapping up a four-year investigation of corporate union busting
by a secret army of “3,871 industrial spies” whose methods ranged from the illegal
to the brutal.160 Similar pressures led to the dissolution of the Los Angeles red
squad in 1938 after several of its top officers were convicted of trying to bomb a
private eye in a bizarre corruption-driven vendetta that repulsed the public. Even
HUAC’s first anticommunist hearings in 1938 seemed inept, endorsing Arthur
Kent’s dubious allegations and charging that Hollywood’s darling child star Shir-
ley Temple was a communist dupe. But committee chair Martin Dies kept ham-
mering away with accusations of fifth-column treason inside the ranks of the
Roosevelt administration until the White House was forced to accept him, in late
1940, as “an authorized co-worker” in the FBI’s “anti-subversive campaign.”161

As war grew imminent, Van Deman played a central role in negotiating the
“Delimitations Agreement” between the army and FBI that conceded the bureau
complete control over domestic counterintelligence. Finding the army unrespon-
sive to his insistent suggestions, Van Deman had begun courting J. Edgar Hoover
in 1937, writing the FBI director regularly to offer his files and urging him to take
charge of the “counter-espionage work.” Hoover admitted some months later
that “no plans have been formulated,” and, over the next year, sent senior agents
from Los Angeles for briefings and a close review of the general’s files. Mean-
while, Van Deman’s former deputy at MID, Alexander Coxe, was corresponding
with the army’s G-2, Gen. Sherman Miles, warning that any future relationship
with “civilian spy hunting organizations such as ‘The American Protective
League’” would prove “very dangerous.” Meanwhile, with the president’s support
Hoover won the lion’s share of expanded counterintelligence funds in 1938. Two
years later he was given responsibility for all “foreign intelligence work in the
Western Hemisphere,” prompting him to request another five hundred agents
for these missions. When Hoover convened a “highly confidential” National
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Intelligence Conference in May 1940, General Miles invited Van Deman and Coxe
to attend as his advisers. Both were impressed with the “thoroughness, magni-
tude, and soundness” of the FBI’s plan to control all “allegations of espionage,
sabotage, and such related matters.” Van Deman also accompanied General Miles
to a follow-up meeting with Hoover to finalize “a complete agreement on the
delineation of responsibility,” which was signed by President Franklin Roosevelt
two days later. A revised counterintelligence compact in February 1942 invested
the FBI with “investigation of all activities coming under the categories of espio-
nage, subversion, and sabotage,” while wartime exigencies soon added “black
bag” break-ins, warrantless wiretaps, and surreptitious mail opening to the bu-
reau’s de facto powers. The FBI also enforced the Alien Registration Act of 1940,
known as the Smith Act, making it a felony to advocate “overthrowing . . . the
government of the United States.” So armed, the bureau compiled a “Security
Index” of suspects to be rounded up in any emergency; and, along with military
intelligence, mobilized over three hundred thousand informers to secure defense
plants against wartime threats that ultimately proved “negligible.”162

These events, particularly the May 1940 summit, integrated Van Deman into
the revitalized counterintelligence community. He was recognized as a confiden-
tial source in the FBI’s “Special Service Contact Program,” and soon sent J. Edgar
Hoover an elaborate plan for surveillance to “guard against expert sabotage activ-
ities in munitions plants, aircraft plants, etc.” In December, FBI headquarters is-
sued “special instructions” for a San Diego agent to “devote himself exclusively to
the task of reviewing General Van Deman’s files and extracting all information of
value to the Bureau.” Three years later the liaison officer between the FBI and
G-2, Col. Leslie R. Forney, assigned two full-time clerks to his San Diego archive,
paid from the “army’s confidential fund.” When a rival intelligence agency, the
Office of Strategic Services, offered Van Deman a senior position on the West
Coast, the old general spurned the overture after learning that OSS did not share
intelligence with the FBI. Through these contacts, Hoover soon came to consider
Van Deman “as a warm friend.”163 This unique quasi-official status, moreover, al-
lowed the general to insert unverified civilian suspicions into government files
and later disseminate military intelligence to civilian activists—making him a
catalyst for the renewed public-private alliance that would animate the postwar
anticommunist movement.

Even as its operations expanded on the eve of war, army intelligence contin-
ued to filter its reports through the ethnic prism adopted at its founding in 1917.
Although G-2 was constrained by its ingrained imperial mind-set, in this sense
Van Deman was the analytical superior of his successors, an empiricist who could
learn from new information.164 While serving as an adviser to the War Depart-
ment from 1941 to 1946, for which he later received the Legion of Merit, Van
Deman spent the war in San Diego presiding over an ever-increasing exchange of
information via his private-public network.165 Living amid the cultural diversity
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of Southern California rather than the insularity of official Washington, the gen-
eral not only drew data from his ethnic informants, but he seemed to learn from
them, moving beyond his agency’s Anglo template for American nationhood.
While G-2 would favor forced internment for ethnic Americans of Axis ancestry
at the beginning of the war, the general would now reject the military’s equation
of ethnicity with threat. Whether motivated by empathy or pragmatism, he would
oppose individual relocation orders for agents affiliated with his Italian American
net and argue strongly against the mass incarceration of Japanese Americans.

Among Van Deman’s many numbered agents, the former California state wel-
fare commissioner Dr. Frank Gigliotti, known to the general’s archive as opera-
tive A-70, provided both exceptional information about Italian espionage and
empathy toward Italian Americans. During the Sons of Italy national conference
at Philadelphia in November 1940, Gigliotti lobbied hard to defeat a candidate
with “very definite Pro-Fascist leanings” and to assure the adoption of a “Pro-
American program.”166 Over the next three months, A-70 submitted seven de-
tailed reports to Van Deman listing dozens of Italian Americans of dubious loy-
alty, including Professor Paolo Valenti of Washington University in Saint Louis,
who taught “the grandeur of Fascism”; Mrs. Prisca Marino, president of the Cir-
colo Recreativo Italiano in San Diego, who was a “most ardent exponent of the
Fascist ideal”; and Nino Calabro, the Italian consular attaché in Pittsburgh, who
possibly held “a confidential position in the Italian secret police.”167

When the outbreak of war threatened Italian Americans with restrictive
curfews and forced removal from their homes, Agent A-70 submitted moving
testimonials of community loyalty in lieu of finger-pointing lists. Only weeks
after Pearl Harbor, he sent a secret report, stamped with an authoritative “Confi-
dential,” with the information that San Diego’s Italian American fishermen had
“purchased between fifty and sixty thousand dollars worth of [U.S.] Defense
Bonds.”168 As wartime security tightened in September 1942, A-70 sent Van
Deman another confidential report objecting to the forced removal of Mrs. Julia
Besozzi, his “look out” inside the Italian consulate in San Francisco since 1937. He
reminded the general that Besozzi had proven herself “thoroughly reliable and
loyal,” reporting on the consulate’s efforts to collect funds for “propaganda pur-
poses” through the Sons of Italy and fingering fascist spies. Forced separation
“from her home and family” would, the agent said, be “a great miscarriage of
justice.” Just two days later Van Deman wrote his contact at G-2 San Diego op-
posing her relocation since the intelligence she had passed “through Dr. Gigliotti
has made possible the unearthing of several subversive Italian agents in this
country.”169

When Washington’s concerns about Italian American loyalties eased in late
1942, Agent A-70 wrote both the FBI and the general to say that after searching
ceaselessly “for anything” suspicious in San Diego he could only report the
“splendid spirit that prevails throughout the entire community.”With the nation’s
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internal security now assured, Agent A-70 resigned as an FBI informant effective
December 1 and shifted his efforts to foreign espionage. In this new role Dr. Gi-
gliotti sent Van Deman a strategic analysis for a future Allied invasion of southern
Italy keyed to detailed maps that he had “placed at the disposal of the Office of
Strategic Services,” the government’s new overseas intelligence agency.170 As an
extraordinarily skilled operative, A-70 stayed the hand of state security by nam-
ing dozens of Italian Americans as spies while also assuring the apparatus of his
community’s loyalty, a success that stands in striking contrast to the performance
of a Japanese American agent known as B-31.

The U.S. Army’s Western Division, G-2 included, became deeply concerned in
December 1941 about the security threat posed by Japanese Americans from their
proximity to Los Angeles defense factories, their possible collaboration with
Tokyo’s espionage in California and northern Mexico, and their supposedly di-
vided loyalties. In this critical period, Van Deman’s role seems contradictory. He
sent an endless stream of raw reports portraying Japanese Americans as a serious
security risk, yet he advised the president against using extreme measures to con-
tain that same threat.

As war approached the general’s network circulated warnings about Japanese
spies. In June 1940, for example, Agent A-42 reported that Japanese homes in San
Diego “exhibit an unusual number of high aerials,” indicating the possible pos-
session of “short wave receiving sets.” In the immediate aftermath of the Decem-
ber 1941 attack on Pearl Harbor, Van Deman’s network generated a torrent of in-
telligence that seemed to show active Japanese imperial espionage with agents
and radio transmitters embedded inside the Japanese American community.171

Among the many reports about the Japanese threat, none was as inflamma-
tory as those the general received from Agent B-31 of Los Angeles. Ironically, this
agent was a respected Japanese American writer, Mary Oyama, who was well
placed for espionage inside her community as a founder of the League of Nisei
Artists and Writers. Under her pen name “Dear Deirdre,” she was also a well-
known advice and “gossip” columnist for Japanese newspapers in Los Angeles and
San Francisco. In her first report for the general just thirteen days after the attack
on Pearl Harbor, she cited “rumors . . . of some strange doings” to finger the Sat-
suma Nursery and Florist in Glendale, owned by Paul S. Mayemura. The business
was really a “German-Japanese Post Office . . . receiving packets of mail . . . with
the names of German agents on them.” Then these letters were, she claimed, al-
tered with the correct address for forwarding to enemy spies “without suspicion.”
Raising the specter of thousands of disloyal Japanese Americans, Agent B-31 also
reported that an association on Sutter Street, San Francisco, was issuing lavishly
lithographed certificates for the Japanese Military Servicemen’s League (Zaibei
Heimusha Kai), an organization of U.S. residents still committed to serving in the
emperor’s army. In her next “Confidential Report” of January 1942, she was even
more ominous, warning that a hotel at 312 Ord Street in Los Angeles—“connected
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with Japanese gambling interests in . . . Los Angeles”—had a basement that was
visited by suspicious Japanese at night and was thus a secret safe house “used by
various agents to make reports and get orders for the next assignment.” This last
report was so serious that Van Deman forwarded two copies to the FBI.172

In a cruel twist of fate, her reports stopped abruptly when Mary Oyama,
no longer Agent B-31 but just another Nisei, was forcibly relocated to a Japanese
American internment camp at Heart Mountain, Wyoming, before being allowed
to resettle in Denver. There she later wrote for the popular press, criticizing Cau-
casian “misconceptions concerning the Japanese in this country,” misconceptions
that she had helped foster with her fanciful fabrications as Agent B-31.173 In
contrast to Van Deman’s later efforts to spare his Italian American operative from
forced relocation, there is no evidence that he tried to save B-31 from being swept
up in these mass arrests.

Van Deman himself repeatedly wrote the region’s internal security offices—
FBI, G-2, and ONI—about the threat from Japanese agents just across the border
in Baja California, Mexico.174 Yet as a professional analyst he also noted signs of a
deeper Japanese American loyalty, as in October 1940 when he sent G-2 Washing-
ton reports about a community meeting in the Imperial Valley to “affirm alle-
giance to the U.S. Constitution.”175 In mid-February 1942 Van Deman became
concerned over press reports about a congressional delegation on the West Coast
that intended “to recommend the removal of all persons—citizens and aliens
alike—from certain areas designated as ‘strategic.’” Indignant at the proposed re-
location of Japanese Americans, he wrote an impassioned “Memorandum for the
President” and sent it, via wartime intelligence chief William Donovan, directly
to Franklin Roosevelt, damning this idea as “the craziest proposition I have heard
of yet.” Besides ignoring “the fact that all three of the investigative agencies desig-
nated by the President have been intensively investigating people on this coast for
over a year,” the plan made “no provision for the gathering of information con-
cerning the loyalty of all of these removed people.” Nor did it comprehend the
havoc mass removal would wreak “with the manufacture of airplanes and other
similar defense material.” In sum, the general said, “this is an entirely unbaked
and illy considered proposition . . . morally certain to throw into the arms of the
Axis powers numbers of the second generation Japanese.”176 Yet the dichotomy
that Van Deman presented to the president between responsible security agencies
and rabble-rousing politicians was false. As he should have known from docu-
ments dropped at his home, both G-2 and ONI were drawing data from the intel-
ligence flow to conclude, like this congressional delegation, that forced removal
was the sole solution to the perceived Japanese American threat.177

The army’s G-2 was reporting that Japanese Americans were a serious secur-
ity risk that defied conventional in situ surveillance. On January 6, 1942, the
army’s Counter Intelligence Branch in Washington completed a staff study on
“Japanese Population Areas in the Southern California Sector,” finding that there
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were thirty-seven thousand Japanese around Los Angeles living “in close proxim-
ity to vital defense industries, communications, and military installations where
constant surveillance of their activities is difficult,” even “impossible under pres-
ent circumstances.” From MID headquarters in the War Department, this grave
warning was disseminated down the intelligence chain of command to the Army’s
IX Corps, which covered the entire West, thence to the Southern California Sec-
tor’s G-2, and finally to the San Diego Subsector’s S-2.178

Framed by MID’s racial paradigm for the perception of threat, the jump from
such alarmist intelligence, some of it generated by Van Deman’s own network, to
extreme action was a short one. On February 19, 1942, President Roosevelt signed
Executive Order 9066, allowing military commanders to designate “exclusion
zones.” On March 2, the army’s IX Corps commander, Gen. John L. DeWitt, is-
sued Public Proclamation No. 1 ordering all persons of Japanese descent excluded
from the Pacific coast. Starting on March 27, the army moved with particular
severity against the Los Angeles Japanese, sweeping twenty thousand at bayonet
point into horse stalls and makeshift barracks at the Santa Anita Racetrack,
among them citizen-spy Mary Oyama, the erstwhile Agent B-31.179 Although Van
Deman had counseled against internment, the intelligence he was disseminating
conveyed an impression of Japanese American espionage so omnipresent as to
require nothing less than the wholesale confinement of an entire ethnic group.
Even as the army was preparing to round up Japanese Americans, Van Deman’s
network continued to generate intelligence underscoring this threat.180

Under the pressures of war, the general’s West Coast net also expanded to full
national coverage. Starting in December 1941, for example, a new agent sent a
series of reports, first on the German American Centrale of Youngstown, Ohio,
whose seven listed leaders were “known Nazies” and an “outfit of sex perverts,”
next on several instances of alleged “Negro sabotage financed by German groups”
along the East Coast, and finally on the Negro Victory Rally at Harlem’s Golden
Gate Ballroom, described as a “scheme to get the Negro race closer to the Com-
munists.” Van Deman forwarded all this information to his usual security corre-
spondents: the FBI, MID, ONI, the Eleventh Naval District, and the Better Amer-
ica Federation.181

By mid-1942, with putative ethnic threats contained and his wartime counter-
intelligence work largely done, Van Deman, now in his eighties and helped by two
assistants, returned to his core work on California’s communists, refining the
index card system central to his method.182 A series of cards typed in July 1942
shows a wide-ranging search for communist influence among California’s intel-
lectuals, including Victor Tasche, “Secretary-Treasurer of the American News-
paper Guild in 1940 . . . Communistic”; Dr. Paul S. Taylor, “professor of Econom-
ics at UC . . . presented economic surveys before La Follette Committee in 1939”;
and Prof. Lewis Terman, Stanford University, “called on Atty. Gen. Robert Jack-
son to investigate violations of Constitution by Dies [HUAC] Committee.” At the
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bottom of each card was an annotation listing sources that, in the case of Pro-
fessor Terman, the famed creator of intelligence quotient (IQ) testing, read “DIO
(2); MIS [Military Intelligence Service] (2); FBI/LA (1); File (1).”183

The extant cards from the Van Deman archive reveal an intensified interest in
the Communist Party’s infiltration of Hollywood, an effort that showed his
system at its most nimble and toxic. A July 1942 card on the wartime “Hollywood
Writers Mobilization” summarized its activities as “a series of forums . . . with
Erskine Caldwell Communistic writer recently returned from Russia” organized
by a committee that included “Darr Smith (CP suspect),” the latter a Los Angeles
film critic later blacklisted.184 The archive’s index cast its net wide, catching even
aspiring writers like Daniel Lewis James, also later blacklisted, who was carded
as “a screen writer . . . writing a musical comedy which he hopes to produce in
New York City,” and married to Mrs. Lilith James, “Organizer, Branch H, North-
west Section, Los Angeles Country Communist Party.”185 In pursuit of every pos-
sible Hollywood communist, the general compiled cards on a motion picture
publicist, a freelance musician, a Fox Studios electrical operator, and the char-
acter actor Alvin Hammer, describing him as holding “CPA Membership Card
#46956.”186 Within just a few years, Van Deman’s careful compilation of this intel-
ligence would bear fruit in the California legislature’s attack on communism in
Hollywood whose significance has long been overshadowed by Washington’s
heavily publicized HUAC hearings.

Hollywood Blacklist

In the aftermath of World War II, the nation’s public-private security apparatus
again expanded to create the anticommunist movement later identified with Sen-
ator Joseph McCarthy. According to a standard history of this period, the “net-
work that helped shape the anticommunist crusade” included “labor leaders,
journalists, priests, bureaucrats, ex-Communists, and ordinary private citizens.”
Significantly, this new coalition, far broader and more sophisticated than its
predecessor in 1919, drew its strength from an informal alliance between the FBI
and civic groups such as the American Legion, the Catholic Church, and a network
of some seventy-five civilian “experts” in communist subversion. In this context,
Van Deman’s intelligence files, which had long focused on Hollywood, emerged
as a valuable cache of information for the movie industry exposés that became “a
major turning point in the consolidation of the machinery of McCarthyism,”
sparking a nationwide purge of suspected subversives in all walks of American
life.187

In this contentious postwar period, Van Deman worked closely with Richard
E. Combs, a Visalia attorney and the long-serving chief counsel to the California
Committee on Un-American Activities whose investigations of Hollywood played
a central, unappreciated role in the national anticommunist movement.188 Both
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before and during the war, Washington’s House Committee on Un-American
Activities (HUAC) remained focused on New York, the traditional center of
American radicalism. The committee’s early investigations of Hollywood in
1938 –39 had proven inept, and its coverage of both California and the film indus-
try in its 1944 master index of communist front groups was sparse, an oversight
that the state legislature tried to correct. During its most militant years, 1941 to
1949, Sacramento’s Committee on Un-American Activities was chaired by state
senator Jack B. Tenney, a Los Angeles musician and songwriter (“Mexicali Rose”)
who had entered the assembly in 1936 along with his left-wing Democratic ally
Sam Yorty. Just three years later, however, Tenney turned hard right, embittered at
being mocked as a “red-baiter” and “rotund” when the communists ousted him
from his well-paid presidency of Local 47 of the American Federation of Musi-
cians. During the war Tenney’s committee, using Walt Disney’s angry denuncia-
tions of “Communistic agitation” in his studio as its springboard, conducted four
aggressive hearings into Hollywood radicalism.189 With Moscow and Washington
allied against Hitler during the war, Tenney’s charges of communist influence in
the film colony, on the UCLA campus, and in his old musicians’ union aroused
little public interest. By war’s end Hollywood’s leftists had dismissed the senator
as a buffoon: flabby, drunken, inarticulate, shamelessly self-aggrandizing, and ag-
gressively anti-Semitic.190

After the war, however, the political climate grew conservative and Republi-
cans made major gains in the 1946 elections, creating ideal conditions for Senator
Tenney’s doggedly persistent investigations. In these theatrical hearings the sena-
tor played the anticommunist attack-dog, bullying witnesses and twisting facts to
make baseless accusations. His chief counsel, Richard Combs, was the respected
expert on communism who used archival data for both poignant questions and
quick compilation of the committee’s fourteen thousand data cards on suspected
traitors. “It was the duty of Dick Combs,” Tenney later recalled, “to conduct and
supervise all investigations.” Describing his chief counsel as a “good trial lawyer”
with a “smooth, clever method of examination and . . . [a] suave manner,” Tenney
delegated the details to Combs, handed him stacks of fifty or sixty blank signed
subpoenas, and sat back as he “produced witnesses who could and did testify to
things that amazed the members of the committee.”191 A less sympathetic source,
a former ACLU leader, described Combs as a “legendary” figure “venerated in po-
litical intelligence . . . circles” who during his twenty years with the committee
“orchestrated a network of informers . . . , investigators, and contacts cloaked in
secrecy.”192 In effect the senator’s wholesale delegation of his subpoena powers to
his counsel, and Combs’s reliance on Van Deman for advice about their use, in-
vested the old general with surrogate state power. Simultaneously, Van Deman’s
contact with Combs served as a conduit that allowed the U.S. intelligence com-
munity to leak damning but unconfirmed information about suspected subver-
sives from classified files into the committee’s public hearings.
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In retrospect, there seems to have been a seamless interleaving of Van
Deman’s files and the data that Combs deployed in his role as chief inquisitor in
committee hearings. Writing the general in May 1947, for example, Combs re-
ported that a black bag operation had secured “a list of the State Communist
Party functionaries” from “one of the Alameda Country comrades (without his
knowledge or consent, of course.)” After checking the list of fifteen officials and
twenty-one front organizations against his indexed card file, Van Deman for-
warded the document to the region’s internal security agencies—Military Intelli-
gence Los Angeles, FBI San Diego, the Eleventh Naval District, the Sixth U.S.
Army Presidio, and the California National Guard—advising them that “since this
list was obtained in an extremely confidential manner, it should be handled with
care.”193 A year later, when Combs won an additional appointment as chief coun-
sel for the joint California-Washington Legislative Committee on Un-American
Activities, he assured Van Deman that he would find time amid the crush of ad-
ministrative work to assure delivery of the “Washington Committee’s Reports” to
the general’s growing archive.194

Consequently, there was often a close correspondence between Van Deman’s
private files and the committee’s published hearings. In its Third Report for 1947,
for example, the California Committee on Un-American Activities charged that
“Communist steering committees” had launched “a two-pronged agitational
drive” by forming a front group called the Progressive Citizens of America. In
summarizing this group’s inaugural meeting at the Embassy Auditorium in
downtown Los Angeles on February 11, 1947, the committee report stated that
“nearly all the organizers of the Progressive Citizens . . . have been affiliated with
Communist Party activities,” including Lena Horne, Gene Kelly, Thomas Mann,
Frederic March, Dr. Linus Pauling, Paul Robeson, Gregory Peck, and Edward G.
Robinson.195 On February 13, just two days after the event, Van Deman had re-
ceived a strikingly similar typed report, still raw with personal invective, from
Agent B-51, his undercover Hollywood operative. The agent described the same
packed meeting, whose speakers included the song-and-dance star Gene Kelly
and famed chemist Linus Pauling. As he exited this gathering of what he called the
Los Angeles “swimming pool intelligentsia” and took a leaflet from a “one world”
group headed by ex-congressman Jerry Voorhis, the operative fumed, closing his
report to the general with a call for an “organized movement started in the press
or in public hearings to expose this group . . . to the people of California.”196

Such a movement had already started as a Sacramento-Washington pincer at-
tack on movieland communism. Even before the end of the war Senator Tenney
had announced, in July 1945, that he would assist the forthcoming Hollywood
hearings before HUAC in Washington by sharing “the great volumes of informa-
tion from our investigations which have shown widespread Marxism in the film
colony.” Indeed, the California committee had held two hearings on Hollywood
in 1946, which focused on its bête noir, the Screen Writers Guild, and accused the
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group, in its Third Report of March 1947, of advocating a “plan for ‘thought
control’ ” initiated by “Comrade” Dalton Trumbo, a prominent screenwriter.
With its aggressive probing of communist influence, the Third Report also served
as the first Hollywood blacklist. For example, the veteran actress Anne Revere,
though recently awarded an Oscar for her role in the film National Velvet, stopped
getting calls after this report listed her as a stockholder in a “pro-Soviet, red-
slanted” Los Angeles radio station and a director of the Progressive Citizens of
America, which the report branded as “a new and broader Communist front for
the entire United States.” After months of correspondence and collaboration,
Senator Tenney himself testified before HUAC in March 1947, submitting 372
pages of data to prepare the groundwork for Washington’s highly publicized Hol-
lywood hearings six months later. Insisting that there is “a time when tolerance
becomes treason,” Tenney warned that American communists were “the greatest
fifth column, the greatest group of traitors, assassins, terrorists, that the world
has ever seen, and America will collapse like an eggshell unless we start . . . expos-
ing them.” In a hint of things to come, Tenney used his testimony to include Frank
Sinatra “in a class with John Garfield and Charlie Chaplin as movie colony figures
giving aid and comfort to the communists.”197

In these same March 1947 hearings, FBI director J. Edgar Hoover fired a sen-
sational first shot in this war on silver-screen subversion. Armed with intelligence
that some eighty American communists were in fact Soviet spies, Hoover was
determined to succeed where he had failed back in 1919 by smashing the party.
“The American Communists launched a furtive attack on Hollywood in 1935,”
Hoover told HUAC, “by the issuance of a directive calling for a concentration in
Hollywood.” After the director explained the many methods of communist infil-
tration, Representative Richard Nixon—a freshman California congressman
elected by red-baiting the liberal incumbent, Jerry Voorhis—asked if there was
“any one area in which the Communists are more . . . more deeply entrenched
than any other.” Above all, Hoover replied, Congress should concern itself with
“those fields which mold public opinion and in which the Communists have been
successful in effecting infiltration, such as the radio, the motion pictures.”198 This
seemingly scripted dialogue indicates two defining attributes of the anticommu-
nist movement: first, a well-publicized attack on subversive influence in Holly-
wood that sparked public outrage, even hysteria, over alien manipulation of an
iconic American institution; and, second, an emerging political alliance between
federal security agencies and California’s anticommunists. From San Diego Gen-
eral Van Deman hailed Hoover’s attack on the “Red menace,” asserting that his
testimony “has aroused the citizens of this country as no other one speech on any
subject has done in my remembrance.” As the FBI’s anticommunist campaign in-
tensified, the general advised Hoover that “we are really in the beginning of the
third world war” whose object was nothing less than “the determined attempt of
the Soviet Union to take over the United States.”199
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Reflecting Hollywood’s new role as the nation’s political battleground, Cali-
fornia’s anti-red apparatus redoubled its surveillance. The film colony’s leaders
fought back, producing a historic confrontation. In May 1947 Van Deman’s Agent
B-51 reported on a Hollywood rally for a liberal third-party presidential aspirant,
Henry Wallace, sponsored by the Progressive Citizens of America, which filled
Gilmore Stadium with a crowd of twenty-five thousand. As he seated himself in
the bleachers among “the riff-raff from the cesspools of Europe and scum of the
Seven Seas,” this tough sleuth B-51 listened unimpressed while Linus Pauling, a
future Nobel Prize winner, “rambled along for a while on a speech . . . written for
him by some left-winger.”Then came leading lady Katherine Hepburn, who swept
across the stage, resplendent in a red gown, to rip the un-American committees in
Congress and the California legislature as nothing other than un-American. She
spoke with such grace that even this witch-hunting operative was star-stuck, ad-
mitting that her speech was “really a master piece.” After hearing the thundering
applause for Henry Wallace, B-51 concluded that “the left-wing groups are again
on the march.” In a personal letter to the general, he expressed the fear “that we
are entering a very serious period in our history” for in Los Angeles “the Commu-
nists and ‘fellow travelers’ . . . are more outspoken and more vicious.”200 Indeed,
trumpeting this massive turnout, the group reprinted Hepburn’s speech as a
pamphlet with her defiant words on the cover: “I speak because I am an Ameri-
can and as an American I shall always resist any attempt at the abridgement of
freedom.”201

Six months after J. Edgar Hoover’s warning about movieland communism,
HUAC reconvened in October 1947 to force actors, directors, and writers to sup-
ply the names of Hollywood’s hidden communists under oath. When ten screen-
writers, the legendary “Hollywood Ten” led by Dalton Trumbo and Ring Lardner
Jr., refused to answer questions about their membership in the Screen Writers’
Guild, Congress indicted them. The studios, acting as the Motion Picture Associ-
ation, formally banned them from the industry, launching the first full Holly-
wood blacklist. In the decade following these hearings, the public-private security
nexus reached the apex of its influence, with the FBI monitoring suspected sub-
versives and voluntary organizations such as Van Deman’s network denouncing
them. In 1947 as well, a group of former internal security operatives—a retired
army intelligence major and three former FBI agents—launched the influential
newsletter Counter Attack, which drew on official and unofficial sources to name
names and to advise subscribers: “Whenever you hear a party-liner on radio . . .
protest to station, network, producer & sponsor.” These accusations often gener-
ated threats of movie or media boycotts by the American Legion and allied anti-
communist groups, compelling the studios to self-censor.202

Beyond the high drama in Washington, Van Deman’s network continued to
attack the Communist Party on the West Coast, paying particular attention to
the film industry. As denunciations intensified following the blacklisting of the
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Hollywood Ten, Van Deman advised counsel Combs about every detail of the
California committee’s upcoming hearings into communist front groups. Above
all he used his encyclopedic knowledge of the party to guarantee that the com-
mittee’s subpoenas could be served, an effort now complicated, he said, by the
disappearance of San Diego’s “reds,” who had gone deep “underground as far as
they can dig.”203 More broadly, Van Deman’s archive served as a source for infor-
mal, possibly illegal security checks for state and local employment, vetting, for
example, all applicants for teaching posts in the San Diego schools.204

In June 1949 the California Un-American Activities Committee moved be-
yond its colorless probe of communist organizations by issuing a 709-page report
that condemned hundreds of liberal luminaries and Hollywood stars as “red ap-
peasers,” including, Pearl S. Buck, Charlie Chaplin, Maurice Chevalier, Helen Ga-
hagan Douglas, Lena Horne, John Garfield, Dashiell Hammet, Lillian Hellman,
Katherine Hepburn, Danny Kaye, Ring Lardner Jr., Dorothy Parker, Gregory
Peck, Edward G. Robinson, Artie Shaw, Orson Welles, and even Frank Sinatra. To
warn the “people of California” about a “Fifth Column of thousands of potential
traitors” loyal to the “murderously aggressive . . . force of World Communism,”
Senator Tenney’s Fifth Report contained forty-eight pages of carefully cross-
referenced lists publicly identifying 4,307 individuals as affiliates of communist
front groups. Setting a new, ultimately unsurpassed standard for anticommunist
denunciations, Tenney’s list was so long, so detailed, so far beyond anything
Counter Attack or HUAC had released to date that it seemed to bear the mark of
the voluminous data in Van Deman’s secret archive.205

At the national level, FBI Director Hoover pressed for prosecution of the
Communist Party under the Smith Act—producing a spectacular New York show
trial that convicted eleven leaders in late 1949, crippled the party as a political
force, and inspired further indictments of its second-tier leadership. Then in
June 1950, Counter Attack published a sensational pamphlet, Red Channels, draw-
ing primarily on reports by HUAC and the California committee to list 151 enter-
tainment professionals affiliated with subversive front groups. Beyond merely
naming names, the pamphlet claimed the party had dominated Hollywood since
1938 through a powerful propaganda machine that boosted its sympathizers
“from humble beginnings in Communist-dominated night clubs . . . to star-
dom.”206 That November at the Globe Theater in downtown Los Angeles, the
general’s Hollywood operative, B-51, monitored a meeting of the Arts, Sciences
and Professions Council, observing a speech by film noir actor Dick Powell, who
attacked “the great damage the book ‘Red Channels’ was doing to the movie . . .
and television industry.” The actor criticized the three former FBI men who were
using the Counter Attack newsletter to “operate a blacklist” that had ruined great
actors such as Frederick March.207 At the council’s next meeting, Agent B-51 am-
plified his monitoring with the assistance of “two different agents” and appended
a complete list of the group’s forty-two directors, including former California
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attorney general Robert Kenny and longtime surveillance subject Ben Margo-
lis.208 Indicating the Arts Council’s status as a top target for the right, just two
months later Van Deman received another report from his counterintelligence
contact at the California National Guard, Lt. Col. Frank Forward, with a copy of
the ballot for the council’s board of directors.209

The Arts Council’s next meeting, in April 1951, came in the midst of HUAC’s
second and most successful round of Hollywood investigations, lending a poi-
gnant tone to these proceedings. With fifteen hundred people filling the Embassy
Auditorium in downtown Los Angeles, the gathering began in darkness as an an-
nouncer read the names of twenty-five organizations blacklisted by state and fed-
eral agencies. When the lights went up, actress Gale Sondergaard strode across
the stage to castigate “Larry Parks for being a stool pigeon,” a reference to this
actor’s performance before HUAC weeping and pleading to be spared the agony
of betraying his Hollywood friends. Assessing this meeting for Van Deman’s net-
work, Agent B-2 dismissed the large crowd as “typical Boyle Heights and Holly-
wood Jewish reds.” Although the council was much diminished and now had only
“the 2nd and 3rd string with a few stars scattered in among them,” it must be
stopped, Agent B-2 urged, “just as the others were stopped by publication of their
names and their records.”210

For the next four weeks the Los Angeles press was filled almost daily with re-
ports of actors, directors, and writers appearing before HUAC in Washington.
Some, like the writer Richard J. Collins, denounced their colleagues as commu-
nists. Some, like the gossip columnist Hedda Hopper, rattled off names. Others,
like screen actor John Garfield, insisted “I am no Pink. I am no fellow traveler.”
A dwindling few, like the actor Alvin Hammer, a subject of Van Deman’s card
system, refused to name names. But all of them, either by official sanction or pri-
vate censure, were damaged and sometimes destroyed. By 1957 the Communist
Party was broken as a political force, reduced from a dynamic movement with
seventy-five thousand members in 1947 to an “inbred, isolated sect” of only three
thousand a decade later.211

Yet even at the peak of its power in the early 1950s, this anticommunist coali-
tion, consumed by its own accusatory frenzy, self-destructed. In Washington
HUAC suffered a heavy blow when the chairman of its Hollywood hearings, Rep.
J. Parnell Thomas, was forced to resign from Congress in 1950 to enter federal
prison on a corruption conviction. Four years later Sen. Joseph McCarthy’s over-
blown accusations against the U.S. Army led to his censure by the Senate. One of
the ex-communists who had given such convincing testimony before HUAC and
the Smith Act trials, Harvey Matusow, published a book, False Witness, admit-
ting that many of his accusations were knowing lies. Then, in 1957, the U.S. Su-
preme Court overturned the Smith Act convictions of second-tier communist
leaders, blocking further prosecutions and restraining the zeal of FBI director
Hoover.212
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In California the anticommunist implosion was even more dramatic. In
releasing his committee’s fifth report in 1949, blacklisting some four thousand
alleged subversives, Senator Tenney had overplayed his hand. First, he stuffed leg-
islators’ mailboxes with an inflammatory issue of the newsletter Alert by the anti-
communist zealot Edward Gibbons, denouncing communist sympathies among
a dozen state legislators and leading officials, notably District Attorney Edmund
“Pat” Brown. Tenney then hired this same fanatic to write much of the accusatory
fifth report, prompting a longtime ally Sam Yorty to engineer his ouster as chair
of the California Committee on Un-American Activities. These reverses and a
later defeat in the Republican primary for Congress in 1952 crystallized Tenney’s
growing sense that “organized Jewry was now openly hostile to me.” After an in-
tensive study led him to conclude that “loyalty to one’s . . . country . . . could not
exist in the Jewish mind,” Tenney was drawn into a deeply spiritual alliance with
America’s leading anti-Semite, the Rev. Gerald L. K. Smith. In 1945 –46 the
reverend’s stormy arrival in Los Angeles at the head of his Christian Nationalist
Crusade had won him a rabid following among the county’s conservatives and,
ironically, condemnation by Tenney’s committee as a “rabble-inciting crusader . . .
stirring up hatred and antagonism toward the Jewish citizens of America.” But
seven years later in 1952, a warm meeting at Tenney’s Hollywood home revealed
Reverend Smith as a “virile and vigorous” visionary who wisely “opposed the
mongrelization of blacks and whites.” Proudly, Tenney accepted the vice presi-
dential nomination of the reverend’s Christian Nationalist Party at its Los An-
geles convention. The ticket, headed by a sphinx-like Gen. Douglas MacArthur,
who neither accepted nor rejected the nomination, won just eighteen hundred
votes nationwide out of the sixty million cast for president in 1952. Two years later
he launched a reelection campaign for state senate under the slogan “The Jews
Won’t Take Jack Tenney.” But he suffered a career-ending defeat in the Republican
primary to Mrs. Mildred Younger, a former fashion model best known as the
GOP “glamour girl.”213

With their crusade against “organized Jewry” routed in Los Angeles, these
anti-Semitic activists were slowly pushed off the national stage. Jack Tenney
traded his comfortable Hollywood home for life as a city attorney in Cabazon,
California, a dusty high-desert town with a few hundred residents huddled
around a seedy poker palace. Gerald Smith moved headquarters from his lavish
Victorian home in Glendale, Los Angeles, to Eureka Springs, Arkansas, a faded
resort town of fourteen hundred. There he opened a Christian theme park be-
neath a concrete statue he commissioned, “The Christ of the Ozarks,” striking for
both its soaring height of sixty-seven feet and its stunted composition. In 1968
Smith began drawing audiences of three or four thousand nightly to his Grand
Passion Play, a spectacle with two hundred actors on a four-hundred-foot stage,
which he proclaimed “the only presentation of this kind in the world that has not
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diluted its content to flatter the Christ-hating Jews.” Forty years later it remains
the largest pageant in America, playing to packed audiences nightly.214

Even after the mass anticommunist movement imploded in the mid-1950s,
federal antisubversion efforts persisted for another twenty years. Reflecting the
resilience of the state-civilian security alliance, the FBI and military intelligence
institutionalized the movement’s intensity and illegal methods. From 1955 to
1978, the FBI conducted 930,000 surveillance cases, indicating a vigilant inter-
nal security. In this same period, the bureau operated its Counterintelligence
Program, which transformed many of the extralegal methods first used ad hoc
against the Communist Party into a covert doctrine. According to the bureau’s of-
ficial history, it “responded to the threat of subversion with Counterintelligence
Programs (COINTELPRO) first against the Communist Party (1956), later
against other violent/subversive groups like the Black Panthers and the Ku Klux
Klan (1960’s) . . . at times, effectively stepping out of its proper role as a law en-
forcement agency.”215 More bluntly, an assistant to the FBI director, William C.
Sullivan, called this operation “a rough, tough, dirty business. . . . No holds were
barred.” In assessing the 2,370 counterintelligence actions taken under this pro-
gram during its fifteen-year history, the U.S. Senate’s Church Committee called
them a “sophisticated vigilante operation” involving techniques that “would be
intolerable in a democratic society even if all of the targets had been involved in
violent activity.”216

After the Communist Party dwindled to insignificance by the late 1950s,
COINTELPRO focused, during the 1960s, on a succession of putative security
threats: the white supremacist Ku Klux Klan, the black civil rights movement, and
the antiwar New Left. In its civil rights operations the bureau aimed at preventing
the rise of a “messiah” who could “unify and electrify” the movement, specifically
targeting Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., Stokely Carmichael, and Elijah Muhammad
for disinformation campaigns to discredit them among the “responsible” white
and black communities. In its attack on the New Left, the bureau attempted to
“expose, disrupt, and otherwise neutralize” the movement’s leaders, using a range
of extralegal tactics to explore “every avenue of possible embarrassment”—an ef-
fort supported by parallel army and CIA programs to investigate, infiltrate, and
discredit the Vietnam antiwar movement.217 In each successive step from the Klan
to the civil rights movement and the New Left, a Senate investigation reported,
“the use of dangerous, degrading, or blatantly unconstitutional techniques”
seemed to have become “less restrained with each subsequent program.”218

In its effort to destroy the antiwar and civil rights movements, the bureau’s
methods, according to a later Senate report, included “secret surveillance of citi-
zens . . . through secret informants, . . . wiretaps, microphone ‘bugs,’ surreptitious
mail opening, and break-ins.”Field agents also engaged in operations using “unsa-
vory and vicious tactics . . . including anonymous attempts to break up marriages,
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disrupt meetings, ostracize persons from their professions, and provoke target
groups into rivalries that might result in deaths.” In fact this reliance on question-
able methods became the dominant feature of FBI internal security operations.
From 1960 to 1974 it conducted over half a million separate investigations of “sub-
versive” suspects, yet a Senate committee noted that “not a single individual or
group has been prosecuted since 1957 under laws which prohibit planning or ad-
vocating action to overthrow the government.” By contrast the FBI succeeded in
discrediting civil rights leaders “by disseminating derogatory information to the
press” and demoralizing New Left leaders by circulating disinformation within
their ranks. In sum, the Senate concluded, these FBI operations ran “grave risks of
undermining the democratic process.”219 Though the Church committee traced
these abuses to domestic roots, this counterintelligence effort seems, in its reli-
ance on penetration and disinformation instead of legal prosecution, strikingly
similar to tactics the constabulary had used against Filipino nationalists after 1901
and techniques Van Deman introduced into U.S. Military Intelligence in 1917.

The Ever-Lasting Archive

On January 22, 1952, General Van Deman, then eighty-six, died quietly at his
home in San Diego. The house was filled with the confidential reports he had so
carefully collected, carded, and filed for the past quarter century. In its obituary,
the San Diego Union wrote that “his knowledge of Red activities in the subversive
line probably was not exceeded by any other American,” implying that this infor-
mation had been extinguished along with its creator. That was not to be.220

Seven years earlier when Van Deman’s health had begun to fail, the army and
FBI engaged in extended negotiations over the disposition of his files. As the lead
counterespionage agency, the bureau was the logical repository. But at least three
careful FBI surveys found that his eighty-five thousand oversized cards did not fit
into their standard files and recommended letting the army take control. “I think
it is something we should now stay out of,” J. Edgar Hoover wrote in the margin of
one such memo in late 1945. “What the Army does should be immaterial to us.”Yet
the deep affection the FBI director and his men felt for this titan of counterintelli-
gence blocked implementation of their decision. For nearly a decade, field agents
had called on the general almost weekly building a relationship that was “very
cordial, friendly, and intimate.” As Van Deman’s health faded through flu, en-
larged prostate, and a serious fracture, Hoover himself sent warm notes express-
ing “my sincere wish for your speedy recuperation.” Concerned that his files must
“fall into the right hands,” Van Deman hinted obliquely to Hoover in October 1951
that he wanted the bureau to take possession. Within hours, San Diego’s senior
agent was at the Van Demans’ door, reporting that the old general “feels very
strongly about his work, which he sincerely loves,” and any suggestion of disinter-
est in the archive “would most certainly leave him heart-broken, disillusioned,
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and possibly hasten his death.” The FBI man suggested to the general’s senior
aide, Colonel Forney, now retired, that he might continue the work, but the latter
replied that he did not “have sufficient prestige among Army authorities in
Washington.”221

Ultimately, however, security trumped sentiment and the FBI gradually gave
way. By March 1951, the army’s Counter Intelligence Corps (CIC) had developed
detailed plans to protect the archive, approved at the highest level by Maj. Gen.
Alexander R. Bolling, chief of military intelligence. Thus, only sixty-one minutes
after Van Deman died at 8:35 a.m, on January 22, 1952, an FBI teletype transmit-
ted the news to Hoover in Washington, and General Bolling soon called to assure
him the files were being secured. As the general spoke, the 115th CIC detachment
moved into Van Deman’s house to spend the next nine days sorting and packing.
The secret archive, with classified documents and coded name cards for some
250,000 suspected subversives, was quietly split, with the bulk, estimated at ninety
linear feet, taken by the army and used in federal security operations until 1968.
The smaller share passed to the general’s aides at his San Diego archive.222 Once
known to only a few, these secret files would now be known to even fewer.

The American public first learned of Van Deman’s bequest to the nation a
decade later in 1962 when a bitter partisan battle erupted in California over
control of the smaller San Diego archive. In February the adjutant general of the
California Highway Patrol, acting on orders from Gov. Edmund G. Brown’s
Democratic administration, conducted a midnight raid and removed twelve filing
cabinets from San Diego’s National Guard armory, where Van Deman’s papers
had been housed since his death. The files were then trucked five hundred miles
north to Sacramento and stored at the Highway Patrol headquarters. “We had in-
formation there had been leaks from the files,” the patrol’s adjutant general told
the Los Angeles Times, adding, “It had been alleged that these files were being used
by unauthorized persons for purposes not in the best interests of the state.” Later
California government officials admitted that San Diego’s state senator, Demo-
cratic leader Hugo Fisher, had complained about the right wing’s use of this sen-
sitive information. Outraged, the archive’s curator, retired National Guard gen-
eral George Fisher (no relation to the senator), claimed that the files were private
property. At Van Deman’s death in 1952, one of his close associates, Lt. Col. Frank
Forward, had formed the San Diego Research Library as “an independent anti-
Communist organization” and moved the files into the local National Guard
armory. The records grew to fill twelve filing cabinets with information on some
two hundred thousand individuals and had been used to screen employees, Gen-
eral Fisher claimed, by every state administration for the past ten years. Calling
himself “an anti-Communist fighter,” Fisher growled, “It’s only Democrats who
are worried about this.” In its rebuttal to this blast from the right, the state in-
sisted that Forward, as chief of counterintelligence for the California National
Guard reserve, had maintained the files in an official capacity that ended with
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his retirement the previous December. Since the guard had now eliminated its
“counter-intelligence capacity,” the Highway Patrol’s adjutant general had quite
properly confiscated these official records. As the case became a cause célèbre
among San Diego’s right wing, General Fisher filed a lawsuit demanding the re-
turn of all the files. In July the parties settled out of court and Sacramento
trucked the files back to San Diego.223

The next chapter in this story came ten years later when the federal portion
of Van Deman’s documents finally surfaced. In July 1971 the New York Times re-
ported that the Pentagon had recently transferred the files to Sen. James O. East-
land for use by his Internal Security Subcommittee, the Senate’s counterpart to
HUAC. When Sen. Sam Ervin, an outspoken civil libertarian, asked the Pentagon
for an explanation, its general counsel, J. Fred Buzhardt, explained that the de-
fense secretary had recently ordered that they “will not collect or store informa-
tion on people not affiliated with the Department of Defense.” This transfer, the
counsel said, seemed the best way to purge these personal records.224

Prior to shipping the files to the Senate, the army had investigated Van
Deman’s archive, concluding that “the most striking feature of the files” was his
ability to collect classified information from the army, navy, and FBI, producing a
wealth of detailed intelligence that was nothing less than “remarkable.” On his
death, the Sixth Army in San Francisco had kept his papers at the Presidio until
1968 when they were shipped to Fort Holabird, Maryland, home of the army’s
Counter Intelligence Corps. There they were integrated into the U.S. Army Inves-
tigative Records for the next three years, until public controversy over govern-
ment surveillance of anti-Vietnam protesters prompted their transfer to the Sen-
ate Internal Security Subcommittee in 1971. “They were examined,” said Senator
Eastland, “and found pertinent and germaine [sic] to the subcommittee’s pur-
pose.” In evaluating Van Deman’s papers prior to the transfer, this anonymous as-
sessor warned that “there may be some embarrassment to the Army because of
the information contained on labor and civil rights movements.”225

But this story had even more secrets to tell. Intrigued by the controversy, a
New York Times reporter, Richard Halloran, called the FBI to confirm a tip that
Van Deman’s files “contained confidential reports” from both the bureau and
military intelligence. The FBI issued a detailed denial, and Hoover himself re-
marked that the “N.Y. Times will characteristically distort the true facts.” Despite
the denial, Halloran pressed on to investigate the hidden political history of this
private archive, finding that it may have played a significant, subterranean role in
postwar California politics. Documents revealed that the general had “provided
information in the 1930s and 1940s” to both HUAC under Rep. Martin Dies Jr.
and the California Committee on Un-American Activities under state senator
Jack Tenney. Interviewed by the Times, California Democrats charged that Rich-
ard Nixon’s right-wing supporters had used sensitive information from the
archive for the red-baiting that helped him unseat liberal U.S. representative Jerry
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Voorhis in 1946 and defeat actress Helen Gahagan Douglas for the U.S. Senate in
1950. Indeed, Hugo Fisher, the former state senator for San Diego and now a
Superior Court judge, recalled that “material from the files appeared in the so
called ‘pink sheets’ distributed at rallies for Nixon and other Republicans in the
1950 campaign,” an allegation aides in the Nixon White House waved away as no
longer “pertinent.” Other sources told the Times that “information from the Van
Deman files went to the late senator Joseph R. McCarthy for his use against those
he called Communists,” a charge the senator’s former aides could not confirm.226

Two weeks after this report appeared, a Times editorial branded Van Deman’s
archive “politico-military poison.” Condemning his files as “political paranoia,
assembled with the inexcusable complicity of official military and civilian intelli-
gence agencies,” all of them should, the paper said, “be destroyed.”227 As their rel-
evance diminished with time, the Senate transferred the general’s files to the U.S.
National Archives, where researchers gained limited access to them in the 1980s
and unrestricted use only recently, making the writing of this chapter possible.228

At the same time the last vestige of Van Deman’s legacy was being extinguished
in Sacramento. After Senator Tenney’s ouster from the California Un-American
Activities Committee in 1949, his conservative successor chaired hearings for an-
other twenty years until its long-serving counsel, the general’s ally Richard Combs,
retired in 1970. Only a year later the committee’s death was foretold when the
state Senate’s president pro tem, James Mills, found that its twenty thousand card
files contained dossiers on dozens of legislators, including himself. “I knew that if
the committee saw fit to treat me as a possible subversive,” he explained, “they
could do the same to anyone.” The California Senate dissolved the committee in
March 1971 and sealed its records.229

But the general’s legacy was not limited to a few perishable files. It lay deep
within the architecture of the U.S. internal security apparatus that he had helped
create, from the details of its filing system to the larger design of an imperious
surveillance over American society. Fifty years after Van Deman had made the
APL a civilian auxiliary to his newly established Military Intelligence Division,
the illiberal influence of this state-civil security alliance was now all too apparent.

Conclusion

As illustrated by this half-century history of U.S. surveillance, the pacification of
the Philippines served as both blueprint and bellwether for Washington’s nascent
national security state. In its search for security in the midst of revolution, the
U.S. colonial regime at Manila drew untested technologies from the United States,
perfected their practice, and then transmitted these refined repressive mecha-
nisms back to the metropole, contributing to the formation of a federal internal
security apparatus. Yet the expansion of this nexus in the years surrounding
World War I also introduced a recurring tension between an eighteenth-century
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constitution and a twentieth-century capacity for mass surveillance that has per-
sisted to the present. As the American state incorporated advanced information
systems through this imperial dialectic, it cultivated a repressive capability mani-
fest in the periodic political crises so central to many major events in U.S. politi-
cal history during the past century: the red scare, the anti-Japanese hysteria, the
McCarthy era, the anti-Vietnam protests, and, as will be discussed in the final
chapter, illegal electronic surveillance since September 2001.

More broadly, colonial rule had a profound influence on metropolitan soci-
ety, introducing an imperial mentality of coercive governance into U.S. domestic
politics. Inspired by an expansive sense of dominion over colonized peoples
abroad, Americans would apply similarly coercive methods to the reformation of
their own society, acculturating immigrants, barring aliens, rehabilitating ad-
dicts, imposing public health measures, and policing suspected subversives. In
the realm of internal security, this illiberal legacy of empire so evident inside the
United States would prove, as we will see in part two, even more enduring in the
postcolonial Philippines.
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A U.S. trooper stands guard outside the provincial capitol of Jolo in southern Philippines, a

stronghold of the Abu Sayyaf terrorist group, during the visit of U.S. Ambassador Kristie Kenney on

March 27, 2007. (Associated Press, Bullit Marquez)
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President Quezon’s Commonwealth

O N 15, 1935, the U.S. secretary of war stood before a half-million
Filipinos massed in Manila’s morning heat to inaugurate the Commonwealth of
the Philippines. After four centuries of colonial rule, this autonomous govern-
ment would control the country’s internal affairs while Washington directed its
foreign relations for ten more years until full independence. After the secretary of
war’s speech, “a thrill of expectancy, electric in its intensity, now swept through
the vast audience” as the Commonwealth’s president-elect, Manuel Quezon, rose
from his seat. After his oath, nineteen guns roared, two short of the twenty-one
for the head of a sovereign state.1

“From the grandstand,” Quezon wrote in his memoirs, “I went through
streets crowded with people acclaiming their first President, on to the Palace of
Malacañang which had been the seat of power of foreign rulers for many decades
past. I stepped out of the presidential car and walked over the marble floor of the
entrance hall, and up the wide stairway.” As he walked Quezon fell into a reverie
of historic events played out in these grand halls. Here Spanish governor-
generals had ruled the islands harshly, one spurning a mother who climbed these
same stairs on her knees to beg for the life of her son, the national martyr Jose
Rizal. Here back in 1901 the president of the defeated revolutionary republic,
Gen. Emilio Aguinaldo, had sworn loyalty to America before a U.S. military
governor. Abruptly, an aide interrupted Quezon’s ruminations. The chief of the
Philippines Constabulary, “whom I had summoned to my first official confer-
ence,” was waiting.2

Why was President Quezon’s first official act a closed-door meeting with the
chief of the constabulary? Ever since he had defeated that same General Agui-
naldo in the presidential elections two months before, Quezon had been living in
“hourly, momentary terror of assassination” by the general’s partisans. To avert
what seemed certain death, the president-elect had surrounded himself with



constabulary security and relied on its agents to supply him with detailed intelli-
gence about his rival’s maneuvers.3

As this anecdote indicates, the Philippines Constabulary was to play a critical
role in the new Commonwealth, serving President Quezon as it had once served
U.S. colonial governors. Whether Spanish, American, or Filipino, any executive
who tried to rule this vast, disparate archipelago from Malacañang Palace would
need a strong national police to reach remote islands and suppress any threats of
revolt. Beginning with William Howard Taft, each U.S. governor-general had ex-
ercised control through the interweaving of law, police, and information. As the
direct heir to this institutional legacy, Quezon, like his predecessors and succes-
sors, would reach reflexively for the constabulary as the strong arm of executive
authority.

Since this was a negotiated transition without a revolutionary rupture, the
new Commonwealth president inherited fully intact the formidable police powers
of the colonial governors. In fact the new president’s authority was even greater.
Under U.S. rule, the governor-general’s police powers had been checked by polit-
ical concessions that gave local politicians command of municipal police and Fil-
ipino legislators fiscal control over the constabulary. Without a firm constitu-
tional grounding, however, this de facto separation of police powers evaporated
with the Commonwealth’s inauguration in 1935. As Filipinos drafted and Ameri-
cans approved a new constitution in 1934 –35, both sides failed to recognize this
fundamental flaw and incorporate some postcolonial checks on the executive’s
police powers. In the years that followed, this structural weakness embedded in
the Philippine polity widened slowly to create serious, ultimately fatal fissures
within the postwar Republic.

Further complicating these years of transition, the colonial regime had be-
queathed to the Commonwealth its code of rigid laws against opium, prostitution,
and gambling, activities whose very illegality enmeshed them in electoral politics.
Politicians financed their campaigns by operating or protecting these enterprises.
Local police often turned a blind eye to blatant violations in exchange for cash or
political backing. In this ambiguous context the constabulary often represented
the best opportunity for effective local law enforcement. While by no means im-
mune to political influence, constabulary troops, particularly those transferred
from other provinces, were usually in a better position to resist local pressures that
compromised municipal police and thwarted efforts at prosecution.4

With independence on the horizon, Quezon would, as the founder of the fu-
ture Philippine Republic, turn to the constabulary, the visible symbol of the state
in the countryside, for essential elements of internal security and external de-
fense. Indeed, at this crucial juncture the PC would soon find itself too much in
demand, pulled simultaneously in competing, almost contradictory directions.
Drafted to form the core of a new national army, it struggled at the same time
to fulfill its customary role as a national police force. With the constabulary
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stretched beyond its limits, the tight nexus of local politics, police, and crime
enjoyed a resurgence that would ultimately challenge the Philippines’ capacity to
re-create itself as a stable postcolonial nation unified by the rule of law.

Constabulary and Gambling

In the years leading up to independence, the transition from colonial to national
police was greatly complicated by the integration of illegal gambling into Philip-
pine party politics. As the costs of campaigning grew, politicians increasingly
turned to illegal gambling for a steady stream of revenue. After Filipinos won full
legislative powers under the Jones Act of 1916, machine politics had developed
rapidly in the provinces, transforming elections from a genteel avocation into a
crass operation dependent on professional political activists, or liders, whose de-
mands drove up the cost of campaigning.5 By the early 1930s on the eve of the
Commonwealth, this cash-hungry system had fostered a symbiosis among police
corruption, political patronage, and illegal gambling, particularly that distinc-
tively Filipino lottery called jueteng.6

The crusading Philippines Free Press published an exposé in 1930 showing how
jueteng had grown into a sophisticated racket through its unique probabilities
and their interface with Filipino culture. With a one-peso bet on two combina-
tions among just thirty-seven numbers, gamblers could win up to a thousand
pesos. “The drawing power of jueteng,” the magazine reported, “lies in the fact
that the players believe that the proprietor’s stakes are extremely high, say from
§5,000 to §10,000, while the betters themselves may risk as little as one centavo.”
The local jueteng operator (banquero), usually “one of the town’s foremost citi-
zens,” employed twenty to fifty collectors (cobradores) who circulated through
streets and laneways taking countless centavo bets totaling some twenty pesos
daily. At the close of their daily rounds, these collectors delivered their betting
sheets for the nightly draw. Just as the “professional card sharker instinctively
draws the desired card from the pack,” so the jueteng operator, after a quick scru-
tiny of the tally sheets, often picked the two numbers with the lowest payout. Be-
yond the seductive lure of easy gains, a woman gambler, reflecting jueteng’s im-
mersion in the mystical dimension of Filipino daily life, told the Free Press that
she, like many, drew on dreams to pick her numbers. “Once I dreamt of a person
being stabbed to death by a man who afterwards stabbed himself,” the woman
said. “The dream was so clear . . . that the next morning when the collector came I
bet on 22–29.” Asked why she chose those numbers, the woman replied as if the
logic were self-evident: “It is simple. A big knife was used in the stabbing which lit-
erally translated means 29, a term given to a twenty-nine inch knife . . . [and] there
were two persons killed.”7 While players were mostly poor, the lottery’s very illegal-
ity, the Free Press found, restricted its operation to the wealthy or well-connected
who could protect its visible operations from the police.8 Whether politicians
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actively participated or just provided protection, jueteng usually proliferated in
the months before elections as political machines hemorrhaged cash to encour-
age a high voter turnout.9

Emperor of Iloilo City

In the last years of U.S. rule, this synergy of provincial politics, police corruption,
and illegal gambling led to a succession of scandals. But few could equal the spec-
tacular, yearlong controversy that erupted in Iloilo, then the country’s second
largest city.

In June 1929 two rising young media magnates, Eugenio and Fernando Lopez,
launched their first newspaper, the Spanish-language El Tiempo, with a crusade
against urban vice, branding the city’s leading Chinese gambler, Luis “Sualoy”
Sane, as the “Emperor of jueteng.” Within months every edition printed the il-
legal lottery’s winning number in a boldface box on page one, an implicit accu-
sation of political protection and police malfeasance.10 By October El Tiempo
began to charge that Governor Mariano Arroyo and his allies, Iloilo City’s police
chief Marcelo Buenaflor and his brother Representative Tomas Buenaflor, were
protecting illegal gambling through “corruption and bribes.”11

The main object of this attack, the Arroyo family, had enjoyed a meteoric po-
litical rise since 1916 when Mariano’s brother, Jose Ma. Pidal Arroyo, ran for the
legislature from Iloilo’s second district, launching a political career that soon
made him first vice president of the ruling Nacionalista Party.12 After he became
a senator and his party’s regional leader, Jose Arroyo discovered the political
power of illegal gambling when the “banker” Luis Sane, already known in Manila
as the “terror of Chinatown,” arrived in Iloilo to become, as Arroyo put it, the
“impresario of a game called jueteng.”13 In a letter to his leader, Quezon, Senator
Arroyo warned of the political threat posed by the opposition’s protection of
Sane and his lucrative racket: “This Sualoy [Sane] is . . . secretly paying a thou-
sand pesos a month to the current Municipal Mayor of Iloilo, who is a Demo-
crata,” an arrangement that gave their rival “a gold mine while our own candi-
dates have empty pockets.”14

After the senator’s sudden death in March 1927, his brother, Dr. Mariano
Arroyo, then director of Saint Paul’s Hospital in Iloilo, assumed the leadership of
the local Nacionalista Party and was elected provincial governor in October 1928.15

To finance his political career without Manila’s backing, Governor Arroyo aban-
doned his brother’s distance from the racket and began taking bribes from Sane’s
jueteng syndicate, exposing himself to political attack.16

In October 1929 the local constabulary commander, Capt. Ramon Gaviola, re-
sponded to rising public pressure by raiding a gambling and opium den on Iznart
Street, arresting fifteen Chinese smokers and two lottery runners (cobradores).
With a brazenness that hinted at protection, the “emperor” quickly posted bail for
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the runners and sent them home in his flashy automobile.17 When the city’s press
bannered these arrests, Governor Arroyo flatly denied the lottery’s existence.18 In
its response, El Tiempo hinted at bribery, asking, “What mysterious hold has the
‘Jueteng Boss’ over some of our officials that he seems immune?”19

At this sensitive juncture the gambling syndicate miscalculated by trying to
crush the controversy with violence. On October 10, the paper’s editor, Jose Ma-
galona, was entering the Wing Kee Restaurant in downtown Iloilo when he was
attacked and badly beaten by a notorious local thug named Luis “Toldo” Elipio.20

“Jueteng alone is responsible for this brutal aggression,” El Tiempo thundered in a
declaration of war on the governor.21

Through its moral crusade, El Tiempo’s publisher, Eugenio Lopez, skillfully
courted support from the antipodes of colonial society. By charging corruption
Lopez assured the intervention of the U.S. colonial executive, which had long been
opposed to illegal gambling. Moreover, by bundling personal vice, Chinese crimi-
nality, and political corruption in a single scandal, the paper stirred strong popu-
lar emotions. As the news spread through the vernacular press, particularly in the
respected Makinaugalingon, the city’s poor workers responded with letters to the
editor expressing outrage at this tax on the poor. “Arrest and imprison the opera-
tors for at least one month, but on each Sunday afternoon march them around
every turn in the road so we can scream at them,” raged one Ramon Quimsing,
who signed himself “a poor man from Molo.”22

The strong public response soon forced the constabulary to crack down more
firmly. Constabulary lieutenant Gregorio Balbuena launched a lightning raid,
crashing through a concealed entrance at 75 Iznart Street to catch the emperor
himself “red handed” with gambling paraphernalia. In June 1930 Iloilo’s Court of
First Instance sentenced Sane to five months in prison and a fine of five hundred
pesos. Significantly, all involved in this prosecution, from arresting officer Bal-
buena to the provincial fiscal and presiding judge, were outsiders only recently as-
signed to Iloilo and thus untainted by the emperor’s generosity.23

Two months later, controversy flared anew when El Tiempo published a confi-
dential constabulary report that underscored the ties between electoral politics
and gambling. This sensational document cited Chief Marcelo Buenaflor’s ad-
mission that he had conspired with Governor Arroyo in the operation of an il-
legal monte card game to fund their faction’s campaign in the 1931 elections.24

Within days the governor retaliated by filing a criminal libel case against El
Tiempo’s entire staff, including its publisher, Eugenio Lopez.25 With exceptional
speed, the Justice Department dispatched a distinguished Manila judge, Manuel
V. Moran, who found that the governor had in fact been attempting to amass
one hundred thousand pesos to cover anticipated election expenses. “Governor
Arroyo and Representative [Tomas] Buenaflor operated a gambling den . . . from
March 3rd to April 13th, 1929, and,” the judge wrote, “Governor Arroyo received
§1,000 per month as his share of the gambling proceeds.”26
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In the subsequent administrative hearings initiated by El Tiempo, Governor
Arroyo fared even worse before another special investigator, Judge Marceliano R.
Montemayor.27 Attorney Pio Sian Melliza recalled how Governor Arroyo had re-
sisted his efforts to distance their party from jueteng. “Compadre,” the governor
had said to Melliza, “why are you so determined to get rid of jueteng gambling?
Isn’t it clear to you that most of the jueteng runners and sellers are our own polit-
ical liders? . . . Apart from the money they are giving us for election expenses, they
can hurt us in this election because there are many of these jueteng runners in
this province.”28

In his report to the U.S. governor-general, Judge Montemayor found Governor
Arroyo guilty of grave dereliction, stating that jueteng “had been played rather
scandalously in the city of Iloilo and . . . the respondent . . . knowingly tolerated it
so as not incur the displeasure and animosity of friends and political leaders.”
Citing the court’s decision in the earlier libel case, Montemayor also found that
the governor had received bribes of a thousand pesos per month from monte
gambling.29 In response to these findings, the governor-general suspended Chief
Buenaflor and dismissed Governor Arroyo.30 With the Arroyo family’s aspirations
to provincial dominance destroyed, they virtually disappeared from politics until,
through the mysteries of mutual attraction, Senator Arroyo’s grandson married
President Diosdado Macapagal’s daughter in 1968, making her the bearer of the
family name as Gloria Macapagal Arroyo, later president of the Philippines.31

This high-stakes Iloilo scandal provides a rare insight into the underside of
prewar Philippine politics. The governor’s target of one hundred thousand pesos
in illicit revenues indicates, for the first time, the outsized expense of these early
elections and gambling’s role in meeting the otherwise unsustainable costs. Of
equal import this incident also shows that the period’s dominant national leader,
Senator Quezon, kept a judicious distance from a scandal that tarred all who
touched it. Even though the controversy represented a devastating blow to his
party in the country’s second-largest city, Quezon remained aloof and ignored
increasingly desperate communications from Governor Arroyo.32 With the Sen-
ate president uninvolved, the governor-general impartial, and the constabulary
largely apolitical, this spectacular instance of police corruption lacked the na-
tional linkages that would have sparked a legitimation crisis for the colony’s lead-
ing political party.

Jueteng in Pampanga

In Iloilo City the dispatch of constabulary officers had cut through the symbiosis
among illicit gambling, cash-hungry politics, and compromised policing. While
municipal police had capitulated to local pressures, PC officers from the outside
were in a better position to resist these dynamics, making arrests and pursuing
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prosecutions. But a similar scandal in the town of Masantol, Pampanga, illustrates
that there were limits to what even an efficient constabulary could accomplish
against the country’s entrenched gambling culture.

After Masantol residents complained that their municipal secretary, Alejan-
dro Bamba, was running an illegal jueteng lottery, the PC’s provincial com-
mander, Maj. Paciano Tangco, ordered a routine raid. On March 3, 1933, Lt. Lauro
Dizon swept the town with troops from the Sixty-first PC Company, apprehend-
ing several suspects with incriminating gambling paraphernalia. Arriving at the
town hall to book these suspects, the lieutenant suddenly found himself con-
fronted by a violent mob and telephoned his provincial commander for support.
With Pampanga’s governor in tow, Major Tangco rushed to Masantol to find the
telephone line cut, the constabulary car’s tires slashed, one of his officers badly
beaten, and his troopers surrounded by an angry mob that filled the municipal
hall. Instead of jailing the suspects, local officials, led by Secretary Bamba, de-
manded their release. Through the governor’s intervention, the town police finally
agreed to accept custody of the suspects, defusing a dangerous situation.

Despite bitter local opposition, Major Tangco continued his pressure on the
province’s jueteng syndicates in the months that followed. Tangco wrote Gov-
ernor Pablo Angeles in December about the “widespread and scandalous gam-
bling situation in the province,” requesting “appropriate action.” Instead, the
province’s dominant Nacionalista faction—led by Governor Angeles and former
interior secretary Honorio Ventura—urged the constabulary to drop the charges
against Secretary Bamba, a local lider whose support the governor considered
crucial to his reelection. Meanwhile, the new PC chief, Gen. George Bowers,
pressed Major Tangco to accept a transfer to far-off Sulu under generous terms.
Within three weeks Lieutenant Dizon was transferred and Tangco soon followed,
producing what the major called a “complete change of officers . . . in a deter-
mined effort to block the prosecution” just two days before Bamba’s gambling
trial. Although these transfers failed to achieve that immediate end—Pampanga’s
courts found Bamba guilty—they did demonstrate the governor’s “power and
political strength before the masses, especially in protecting the gambling ele-
ment.”33 So successful was this strategy that Angeles won reelection.

Three months later, after elections were over and General Bowers had retired,
Senator Quezon wrote the new chief of constabulary, a Filipino officer named
Basilio Valdes, arguing that Major Tango’s transfer to Sulu had been politically
motivated and asking for his return to Pampanga. Under such pressure the chief
eventually ordered Tangco back to the province. Unsubdued, the province’s po-
litical boss, Honorio Ventura, assured his supporters that the major would “not
remain long in Pampanga” because “the present Chief of Constabulary owed
him many favors.”34 Although justice was done in this case, if only momentarily,
its complexity suggests the increasing connections among provincial politics,
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jueteng gambling, and police graft. Once again Senator Quezon, as his nation’s
future leader, had demonstrated an uncommon circumspection toward both the
constabulary and jueteng.

Manila Vice

While antigambling enforcement in the provinces was often compromised by an
alliance among politicians, police, and racketeers, these challenges were amplified
in Manila by the growth of fluid criminal syndicates within a resilient vice econ-
omy and protection that reached from the streets to the secretary of the interior.
As the emerging Philippine state struggled to cope with this colonial legacy of
problematic vice laws, the constabulary launched a wave of crackdowns and the
legislature offered a legal alternative to gambling by establishing a charity sweep-
stakes. Throughout these years, however, the vice trades would continue to flour-
ish, resisting both hard and soft responses.

At the close of direct U.S. rule, Manila’s police were caught on the cusp of this
political transition, while simultaneously suffering budgetary restraints during
the Great Depression that barred the recruitment of new patrolmen. As the city’s
population tripled to 620,000 during the three decades of U.S. rule, Manila grew
large enough to sustain a thriving vice economy. By the early 1930s opium, illegal
gambling, and prostitution, all suppressed during the previous decade, suddenly
revived. Compounding the problem, inner-city criminals developed a formidable
syndication that challenged the capacities of the Metropolitan Police.

Despite years of Filipinization in many areas, the U.S. colonial executive
seemed reluctant to appoint Manila’s first Filipino chief of police when John W.
Green retired in 1929. For nearly a year, while the U.S. regime agonized over con-
ceding such power to a Filipino, Assistant Chief Gregorio M. Alcid served as act-
ing chief and seemed determined to prove himself worthy by raiding the city’s
vice dives and purging crooked cops.35

Alcid’s best efforts had little impact. The notorious opium “dictator” Benito
Rivera Yap, sentenced to a year’s imprisonment, delegated his traffic to his lieu-
tenants and fled to China while free on appeal. Syndicate leader Ang Kim Suy got
off with a mere fine, a recommendation made by PC chief Charles E. Nathorst
and accepted by Interior Secretary Honario Ventura.36 In a further attempt to
break what he termed Manila’s “police-criminal combine,” Chief Alcid launched
internal investigations, the first in nearly twenty years, and identified twenty-nine
tainted policemen. Although most were soon removed from the service, two sen-
ior American officers implicated “in certain anomalies” resisted, complaining to
Governor-General Dwight Davis that the acting chief ’s charges were racially mo-
tivated. In the end Davis, citing Manila’s “metropolitan population,” passed over
Alcid for permanent chief and appointed a colonial veteran, Columbus E. Piatt,
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whose long service in the traffic division soon proved ill-suited to the surge of
criminal gangs and syndicated vice.37

By 1930 Manila’s Filipino districts were disturbed by street gangs fighting turf
wars over the city’s cabarets and residents feared their violent rampages. To cope
with the city’s rising number of “unsolved and apparently unsolvable crimes,” in
early 1932 the colonial regime appointed Col. Juan Dominguez, the former head
of the PC’s Intelligence Division, as the first Filipino chief of Manila’s secret ser-
vice detectives. To strengthen enforcement the colonial executive’s capital re-
organization committee added one hundred officers in 1934, raising Manila’s
police-citizen ratio to 1:407, far denser than the national average of 1:1,525.38

In their efforts to tackle gambling, the police faced the same political barriers
to effective enforcement in both capital and countryside. Although they had
raided Manila’s largest monte syndicate, known jocularly as the Partida Mayor
(Party in Power), in 1928, the Tribune reported just three years later that the syn-
dicate was running several games openly. Police knew the location of these
houses, but the operators were tipped off and the premises were almost always
empty when officers broke through the door. When one of these raids was finally
successful, the result was a minor scandal. In 1932 a veteran American patrolman,
Jackson F. Townsend, raided the elite Carambola Club on orders from Chief Piatt,
apprehending seven leading Filipino officials in the middle of a high-stakes monte
game, including Commerce Undersecretary Cipriano Unson, Director of Lands
Serafin Hilado, Representative Enrique Magalona, and Capiz governor Rafael
Acuña. After months of political intrigue, the judge issued a convoluted, ninety-
five-page decision dismissing all charges against these illustrious gamblers and
discouraging further raids.39

Weak enforcement also plagued the suburbs. Since 1918, when the city closed
down the Gardenia red light district, prostitution and commercial vice spread
steadily through roadhouses at the city’s suburban fringe, fostering a vice zone of
roadside brothels and gambling joints with tough gangsters and compromised
local governments. To the north in Caloocan, La Loma district had a cluster of
gang-infested cabarets that made it Manila’s “Hell’s Kitchen.” To the east the
twisting streets of San Juan concealed a half-dozen illegal casinos. In the south-
east along the Pasay-McKinley Road, the notorious Culi-Culi brothel district ser-
viced the nearby military barracks. In the south brothels dotted Baclaran and
lined F. B. Harrison Street from Pasay to the Manila boundary. Periodic police
campaigns, one in 1925 and another in 1931, could not break this nexus among the
vice syndicates, crooked police, and local politics.40

By 1928 suburban corruption had become so serious that the constabulary
took control of the police in nine towns ringing Manila. After investigators
discovered an integration of vice and local politics in eleven more towns, the
governor-general suspended six municipal presidents and eight police chiefs.
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The constabulary soon found that Malabon’s president, Teofilo Santos, headed
the local jueteng ring. “The municipality of Makati,” reported investigator Dr.
Rufino Luna, “is characterized by an abundance of houses of prostitution and
by all forms of gambling.” Although Dr. Luna recommended long suspensions
for corrupt officials in all eleven towns investigated, Interior Secretary Ventura,
citing the “proximity” of the upcoming legislative elections, reduced the penalty
to forty days. Two years later the Free Press conducted a midnight probe “into the
heart of Manila’s vice-ridden suburbs” and found fifty-three roadhouses operat-
ing openly in seven municipalities. At the Oriental Cabaret reporters watched
while the madame bargained down her payments to two Parañaque policemen
from thirty-five to twenty-five pesos. Apart from such blatant bribes, suburban
towns tolerated the roadhouses because they accounted for nearly a quarter of
their municipal tax revenues.41 Just south of Manila, Laguna Province matched
the capital’s mix of politics and illegal gambling in ways that defeated the con-
stabulary’s four-year campaign against its local jueteng syndicates. The largest of
these rackets was headed by a woman identified in the press only as “the Señora”
but widely known to be the wife of the governor, Juan Cailles.42

In the last months of direct colonial rule, the legislature had tried to contain
jueteng and its graft by establishing a legal lottery called the Philippine Charity
Sweepstakes. Seeking to placate both ends of the moral spectrum, the state lot-
tery linked the drawings to horse races and dedicated the proceeds to charity.
After the first sweepstakes winners were drawn in early 1934, the press polled the
country’s moral leaders and discovered strong opposition. “Lotteries are a crime,”
proclaimed Archbishop Gregorio Aglipay of the Independent Church, insisting
they would teach young people “the gambling habit” and turn them into “crimi-
nals.”43 By the time of the fourth draw in September 1935, however, the press had
lost interest in the moral question and began enthusiastic reporting on the win-
ners, portraying them as worthy members of the middle class. Coverage in the
Free Press, for example, featured the third-prize winner, Dr. Antonio Ejercito, an
uncle of the future president Joseph Estrada, describing him as a “very religious
man.” Although enriched by a hefty cash prize of §19,500, readers learned, Dr.
Ejercito had not succumbed to the lure of easy money and left for work at the
Bureau of Health at his usual time of 8:00 a.m. sharp.44

Despite its nationwide sales, the sweepstakes could not displace local jueteng
syndicates. With infrequent draws, expensive tickets, and low incentives for ven-
dors, it failed to challenge jueteng’s appeal for ordinary Filipinos. In May 1935, for
example, Philippines Herald reporters learned that the illegal lottery was thriving
in the provinces ringing Manila. Revisiting Laguna, where the Free Press had
exposed the señora’s syndicate two years before, the reporter Hernando J. Abaya
found that “the wife of a ranking government official” he coyly called the “gene-
rala” operated a lottery in the province’s second district that grossed seven thou-
sand pesos daily and garnered a million in profits every year. In Laguna’s largest
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towns, Abaya reported, jueteng supervisors called cabos circulated through the
neighborhoods brazenly shouting out winning numbers.45 In its lead editorial,
the Herald thundered against the “jueteng cancer,” charging, quite accurately, that
any official not blind or deaf knew “jueteng is firmly rooted in the Tagalog prov-
inces of Luzon today.”46

Politics of Transition

While the constabulary rarely succumbed to the pressures that compromised
local law enforcement, it proved vulnerable to political influence at the national
level. Long deployed as the strong arm of the U.S. governor-general, the constab-
ulary attached itself, during the transition to the autonomous Commonwealth, to
the front-runner in the race for the presidency well before the outcome of the
1935 elections. By offering Senate president Quezon both political intelligence
and physical protection, constabulary commanders laid the groundwork for a
close relationship with the new Philippine executive and created the potential for
arbitrary, even abusive authority.

During his long tenure as the country’s leading legislator, Senator Quezon
had worked tirelessly to exercise some influence over the constabulary’s officer
corps, advancing Filipino clients in the middle ranks and courting senior Ameri-
can staff officers. In his first years as Senate president after 1916, Quezon’s author-
ity over the constabulary had been limited to petty patronage.47 Gradually, how-
ever, by approving legislation for promotions and pay, he won the loyalty of the
officer corps. In 1924, for example, PC chief Rafael Crame wrote Quezon to plead
for passage of a constabulary pension bill, saying that “the members of the corps
consider you their Savior and chosen Champion.”48

When PC chief Nathorst finally stepped down in late 1932, Quezon struggled
unsuccessfully to influence the selection of his successor. Angry at not being con-
sulted, he wrote the governor-general in February 1933 to protest the appointment
of Col. George Bowers—a distinguished officer whom Quezon had long consid-
ered a political enemy.49 “I have told you,”he wrote, “that Col. Bowers was not very
rigid in the persecution of gambling houses when some prominent politician was
connected to it.” He also complained that the constabulary under General Nat-
horst and Interior Secretary Ventura had been “subject to political influences and
has lost greatly in discipline and efficiency.”As the Senate leader charged with con-
firming these appointments, Quezon insisted that he was “entitled to be heard.”50

While the advent of the Commonwealth brought the Nacionalista Party to
the gates of Malacañang Palace, ambitious constabulary officers sought Quezon’s
patronage. Few could surpass Maj. Silvino Gallardo’s assiduous, even shameless
courtship. For some years before the 1935 presidential elections, the major had
attempted to ingratiate himself with the senator, first to advance and later to re-
vive his career. In 1929 his ambitions had suffered a near fatal blow after he was
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removed as head of customs’ secret service for permitting the importation of il-
legal gaming cards and smoking opium.51 Now in the months leading up to the
1935 election, the major served as Quezon’s informal campaign manager in vote-
rich Iloilo Province where he was PC provincial commander.52 Three days before
the September balloting, the major promised Quezon “the biggest majority ever
registered in the history of th[is] region.”53 As predicted, Quezon won a substan-
tial majority in a province that had long been an opposition bastion.54 Through-
out these elections Gallardo had compromised his standing as an impartial de-
fender of public order by providing Quezon’s faction with valuable electoral
services that included tracking polls, internal party investigations, and physical
security. Nor was he alone. A month before the elections, PC headquarters filed
its own report to Quezon on “political undercurrents” with data culled from
units conducting similarly partisan operations across the archipelago.55

In the 1935 presidential campaign Quezon also turned to the constabulary
for personal security, public order, and covert controls. After the Commonwealth
presidential campaign began in June, ex-general Emilio Aguinaldo, the candidate
for the National Socialist Party, soon realized he would be crushed by Quezon’s
formidable machine and reacted angrily, publicly charging fraud and privately
threatening murder. Just days before the voting on September 15, the Quezon-
controlled Philippines Herald denounced Aguinaldo and the other leading op-
position candidate, Bishop Gregorio Aglipay, declaring that “their very breaths
smell of assassination.” When Quezon won a crushing 69 percent of the vote
against Aguinaldo’s 17 percent and Aglipay’s 14 percent, the general attacked his
rival’s “abuse of power” and refused to concede.56

In the election’s bitter aftermath, the rising tensions between Quezon and
Aguinaldo threatened assassination, armed uprising, or both. In a confidential
report to its superintendent, the constabulary’s Intelligence Division described
the “high tension” at a September 21 meeting of the general’s Nationalist Socialist
Party in Manila, with speakers “lambasting the entire government machinery in
having coordinated smoothly to defeat GEA [General Emilio Aguinaldo].” When
Aguinaldo spoke, claiming that the government had stolen fifty thousand votes
from his final tally, the “irresponsible elements present . . . murmured, ‘Ayan ang
mabuti, revolucion na!’ [That’s good, it’s time for revolution!]”57

Just two days later the constabulary’s confidential Agent 110 called on the dep-
uty intelligence chief, Capt. Jose P. Guido, to warn of a possible assassination at-
tempt against Quezon. After asking for the strictest secrecy to protect his identity,
the agent reported that “it is General Aguinaldo’s plan to have President Quezon
and Senator Osmeña assassinated in order that another election would be
held.”58 A week later the constabulary’s Cavite commander reached a similar con-
clusion during an otherwise “cordial” visit to General Aguinaldo at his home in
Kawit. Speaking with great indignation, the general had dismissed the elections
as “dirty and highly corrupted” because the entire government machinery had
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“campaigned openly and scandalously for the candidacy of President Quezon.”
Now, he said, “the only way to free the government of undesirable officials and
save the people from suffering, hardships, and miseries is to put down President
Quezon.” By the end of this visit, the captain said of the general, “I could infer or
read that he is nursing a sinister or evil design to assassinate President Quezon.”59

The main threat came from the hundreds, sometimes thousands of General
Aguinaldo’s supporters, many members of his Veteranos de la Revolucion, who
met nightly in the yard of his Kawit mansion just south of Manila. Addressing
five hundred supporters who gathered there on October 1, the speakers were
particularly incendiary according to constabulary spies. “I will prove to you that
President Quezon is the most pernicious man in the Philippines,” proclaimed
Porfirio de Juan. The next speaker, Dominador Poblete, was even more visceral,
speaking openly of scandal mentioned only sotto voce in Manila. “Quezon is a
living Judas,” he said, “You know Judas cohabited with his mother but President
Quezon has a child with his god-daughter that Miss Philippines from Tayabas.
We should get rid of persons like Quezon who is the enemy of our indepen-
dence.” When Poblete asked what should be done, the crowd shouted with one
voice, “Mag revolution na” [It’s time to rebel].60 At another meeting a prominent
Aguinaldo follower swore to kill Quezon and asked the crowd, “Who else will
volunteer to give his life away if I fail?” According to a PC spy, over five hundred
volunteered to a roar of approval. Although the general disavowed these death
threats, he moved ahead with plans to mobilize fifty thousand followers to protest
Quezon’s inauguration on November 15.61

Under constant threat of assassination, president-elect Quezon surrounded
himself day and night with constabulary security. His limousine moved in an
armed cavalcade. The palace grounds swarmed with guards. He slept aboard the
presidential yacht anchored in Manila Bay. To quiet the violent bombast at
Aguinaldo’s house, the constabulary occupied the general’s hometown, checking
buses for guns and taking the names of those who attended the nightly meetings.
In late October, just three weeks before his inauguration, Quezon pleaded with
Governor-General Frank Murphy for a U.S. Army attack on Aguinaldo’s home.
The governor, surprised by this suggestion from such an ardent nationalist, re-
plied that it was “unthinkable that a single Filipino should be killed by an
American soldier.” As inauguration day approached, Governor Murphy met pri-
vately with Aguinaldo and, through a mix of blunt threats and Irish charm, per-
suaded him not to disrupt the proceedings.62

At the broadest level the 1935 presidential election was the fulfillment of the
colonial constabulary’s political mission. In its first, formative decade, 1901 to
1911, the constabulary’s Information Division had shaped the direction of Fili-
pino politics, discrediting radical nationalists such as Archbishop Aglipay and ad-
vancing more pliable, younger leaders such as its secret operative Manuel Que-
zon. In a striking case of historical symmetry, these former antagonists within the
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constabulary’s worldview became principals in a political showdown over the
country’s future direction thirty years later. Personified by the candidacies of
General Aguinaldo and Archbishop Aglipay, the opposition represented the mili-
tant nationalism of the 1896 revolution, the very ideals the old constabulary had
worked so diligently to destroy. The winning coalition candidates, Senate presi-
dent Quezon and former Speaker Sergio Osmeña, were former constabulary pro-
tégés who represented the patronage politics that the U.S. regime had struggled
so hard to build. With these first presidential elections of 1935 the constabulary’s
greatest political task was complete. The electorate had repudiated the radical na-
tionalism that had inspired the revolution and embraced an inherently conserva-
tive patronage politics, with lasting consequences for the country’s future.

After a peaceful inauguration, President Quezon assumed a statesmanlike
posture toward the constabulary, but could not escape the executive’s habit of
using this force as the strong arm of central authority. Instead of trying to influ-
ence promotions and postings as part of the anticolonial struggle, Quezon, as the
new commander in chief, took steps to restrain the clientelist politics he had once
played. In January 1936 he declared that it was his “fixed policy not to permit the
retention of Constabulary officers in the same province for too long a time espe-
cially when they have relatives in that province.” The rigid application of this pol-
icy, Quezon hoped, would disabuse “our masses [who] still have the idea . . . kin-
ship is a consideration which influences public officials in their official acts.”63

But partisan loyalty still had its rewards. Only weeks after taking office, Presi-
dent Quezon ordered that all constabulary promotions below the rank of colonel
should follow “strict seniority” and merit. Chief Basilio Valdes scrutinized the
PC roster and found three officers unworthy of promotion to lieutenant colonel,
including Quezon’s old protégé Major Gallardo whose 1930 customs case had
“soiled to a great extent the good name of the Constabulary.”64 Gallardo some-
how survived and later won both promotion to lieutenant colonel and a posting
as regional commander for the Visayas with his headquarters at Cebu City, co-
incidentally the home of Quezon’s intraparty rival, Vice President Osmeña.65

The contradiction between the constabulary’s role as an apolitical national police
force and its partisan uses as the strong arm of executive authority would deepen
as the attenuation of colonial authority left this unsheathed sword in the hands of
successive Philippine presidents.

State Police

Under U.S. rule the constabulary had distinguished itself among the colony’s se-
curity services as an efficient arm of colonial authority that was relatively resist-
ant to local corruption. Consequently, as early as 1914 Quezon had advocated the
eventual conversion of the constabulary to a Philippine national army.66 Twenty
years later, when he was in a position to implement this proposal, he found ready
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support for his plan. With the PC compelled to shift its limited resources from
law enforcement to national defense, the result was a political vacuum that an-
other police force could not fill.

With the Commonwealth on the horizon in 1934, planning for the constabu-
lary’s future role in national defense added an urgent, undeniable issue that miti-
gated but did not eliminate severe budgetary pressures. Both the governor-general
and the legislature agreed that the force should expand to become the foundation
for a national army. To ease the transition to Filipino governance, in April Gov-
ernor Murphy appointed two Filipinos to lead the constabulary, replacing Gen-
eral Bowers with Colonel Valdes as PC chief and Col. Charles Livingston with
Col. Guillermo Francisco as chief of staff. At about the same time, debates over
defense policy in the constitutional convention produced a consensus that the
constabulary should serve as the basis for both the national army and a new state
police, lending a certain ambiguity, if not confusion, to the nascent government’s
defense policy.67

In July 1934, elected delegates assembled at Manila t0 draft a new constitution
for both the Commonwealth and the future Philippine Republic that defined the
character of the Philippine presidency and its relation to the country’s security
services, particularly the constabulary. Lifted almost verbatim from the Jones Act
of 1916, Article VII of the new charter created an empowered executive, not
found in the U.S. Constitution, by providing: “In case of invasion, insurrection,
or rebellion, or imminent danger thereof, when the public safety requires it, he
[the president] may suspend the privileges of the writ of habeas corpus, or place
the Philippines or any part thereof under martial law.”68 Moreover, the new exec-
utive assumed the colonial governor’s authority as commander in chief of the se-
curity forces, both the constabulary, with its broad police powers, and any new
external defense force.69

With independence just ten years away, national defense became the most
critical issue facing the Commonwealth. After his inauguration in 1935, President
Quezon was faced with the problem of building a national army from the boots
up. In December he signed Commonwealth Act No. 1, known as the National
Defense Act, making mobilization his top priority and committing a quarter of
his budget to the development of a national army that would have ten thousand
regular soldiers and four hundred thousand reserves by the time independence
was granted in 1945. Three weeks later, under Executive Order 11, he integrated
the constabulary into the army.70 For the next two years the constabulary would
be the new army’s First Regular Division under an old PC veteran, Gen. Jose de
los Reyes.71

Once mobilization began, the Philippine Army found that formation of an
officer corps was its most intractable problem. The new force drew its candidates
from diverse sources: the few Filipino graduates of West Point, who were mostly
serving in the Philippine Scouts; the larger number of college reservists; and,
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most important, constabulary veterans. About 80 percent of the officers in the
First Regular Division were reservists who rotated through for a few months to
learn leadership, largely from constabulary veterans, before moving on to staff
basic-training centers in the provinces.72 Constabulary veterans assumed key
commands in the new army, including its chief of staff, Maj. General Paulino
Santos; the deputy chief of staff, Brig. Gen. Basilio Valdes; and its commanding
officer, Brig. Gen. Guillermo Francisco. Clearly, at multiple levels the constabu-
lary was the “foundation” of the country’s new military forces.73

Incorporation of the constabulary into the army solved the problem of na-
tional defense, but it created another in the realm of law enforcement. Internal
order, a major preoccupation of the colonial state, was relegated to a secondary
role under the Commonwealth. Building upon just eighty-seven hundred munic-
ipal police and five thousand constabulary, this transitional regime had limited
resources with which to provide both external defense and internal order, placing
enormous pressure on its finite coercive capacities.74 In constructing a new state,
the president was forced to experiment with police reforms, balancing partisan
and national interest to produce one lasting innovation and one dismal failure.

The creation of a nonpartisan, professional investigative agency was Quezon’s
greatest success in the realm of policing. In November 1936 the legislature passed
Commonwealth Act. No. 181 forming a new Division of Investigation (DI) inside
the Justice Department. With the assistance of two U.S. advisers—Capt. Thomas
Dunn of the New York City Police and Flaviano Guerrero, the only Filipino in the
FBI—the new agency was organized as a national crime detection unit. With three
thousand applicants for forty-eight posts, the new division set high standards, a
law degree and rigorous examinations, to form a staff of forensic experts and
skilled investigators. During the difficult years of postwar reconstruction, these
specialists would rebuild their agency as the National Bureau of Investigation
(NBI), again infusing it with high professional standards.75

By contrast, Quezon’s attempt to form a unified state police force produced
the only major political defeat of his presidency. After the constabulary became
“the nucleus of the Philippine Army” in January 1936, for the next ten months the
country’s internal order was left in the hands of hundreds of ill-trained municipal
police forces. In October the legislature passed Commonwealth Act No. 88 inte-
grating all city, municipal, and provincial police into a new State Police under the
Department of Interior. As one press account put it, the legislation aimed to end
the practice of municipal mayors treating the police “like a muchacho” and in-
stead create “a force of 12,000 men under one command.” Through the efforts of
the commissioner of public safety, Quezon loyalist Leon Guinto, all municipal po-
lice were soon brought under civil service regulations and a centralized budget.76

Although the scheme was, in the words of the political scientist Joseph
Hayden, “well conceived, well planned, and ideally headed,” it collapsed in just
eighteen months. Indeed, the new national force died so quickly that Lt. Col.
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Emmanuel Bajá, the country’s leading police expert, dismissed it as “the wild
dream of creating an efficient State Police out of the ruins and debris of the ad-
mittedly inefficient town policemen.”77 By late 1937 the State Police officers, re-
cruited largely from troubled municipal police forces, were proving inadequate,
and the constabulary was forced by painful degrees to once again devote the bulk
of its resources to law enforcement rather than defense.78 In effect Quezon’s first
attempt at balancing external defense and internal security had produced an un-
workable compromise, neither fully releasing the constabulary from its new role
in national defense nor fully restoring it to its former role in law enforcement.

In a second attempt at major reform, President Quezon changed tack and
made the constabulary the core of a radically reconstituted national police that
incorporated and subordinated municipal forces.79 In June 1938, only two years
after founding the State Police, the legislature passed Commonwealth Act No. 343
partially detaching the constabulary from the army and reestablishing it as the
constitutionally mandated “national police force.” While the legislature’s act
placed the constabulary at the beck and call of local police, Quezon issued Exec-
utive Order 153, attempting to reverse that relationship and instead place local po-
lice under constabulary supervision. This directive also made “the Chief of Con-
stabulary . . . directly responsible to the President for the execution of all police
duties.” Through this political legerdemain, Quezon effectively redoubled his au-
thority over the police, sparking a storm of opposition from municipal officials.
Two months later the provincial governors “were loud in their protest” against
the president’s order and sent him a detailed memo objecting to executive control
of municipal police as an infringement on local autonomy.80

Within months Quezon bowed to these protests. Under Executive Order 175
of November 11, 1938, the president took a first step, stating that governors would
be “directly responsible for the efficient functioning . . . of police within their re-
spective provinces” and mayors were “charged with direct responsibility for the
efficient operation of the local police force.” A month later he retreated further
and suddenly transferred “all the powers and duties reserved to the president” for
police supervision to his interior secretary, ending, after just four months, what
the press called his “direct control of the local police forces.”81 In his state of the
nation address a few weeks later, Quezon attempted to explain his recent actions,
saying that law enforcement was “not properly a military responsibility,” but “the
necessity for using the Constabulary . . . as the nucleus out of which to establish
the Army’s foundation” had created the need for a “temporary consolidation.”
Consequently, in January 1939 he transferred the constabulary back to the De-
partment of Interior and in November placed the now separate army under his
newly formed Defense Department. Despite this administrative division, Quezon
also ordered that constabulary officers would “retain their identities and legal
rights” as army officers.82 By late 1938 the constabulary was once more the na-
tional police, restored to its old strength of 350 officers and 4,500 men, and again
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charged, this time by Interior Secretary Rafael Alunan, with “avoiding all political
entanglements” and eradicating gambling, “especially jueteng.”83

By reestablishing the constabulary as a national police force, the president
had, in a rare diminution of his powers, conceded mayoral control over munici-
pal police checked only by loose constabulary supervision. Through all these fit-
ful changes local police under the Commonwealth once again became creatures
of the town mayors, just as they had been under U.S. colonial rule.84 Although
Quezon had lost control over municipal police, he retained his hold on the con-
stabulary and soon found a new way to control some local police through the cre-
ation of chartered cities. Under Commonwealth legislation, the president could
establish new cities by decree and appoint their mayors, who, in turn, supervised
their local police. In effect the president extended direct executive control to
newly chartered cities that now sprouted like weeds across the archipelago, in-
cluding Baguio, Tagaytay, Cebu, Iloilo, Bacolod, Davao, and his new national cap-
ital, Quezon City. By the late 1930s the police chiefs in many of these cities were
active-duty constabulary officers who answered directly to Quezon as their com-
mander in chief.85

Throughout these years of politicking over the constabulary, Quezon also
maintained his executive control over Manila’s police, long a bastion of colonial
power. After an unbroken succession of seven American chiefs that ended with
Columbus E. Piatt’s retirement in early 1936, Quezon made a political statement by
appointing Manila’s first Filipino chief of police. But in a partisan move the presi-
dent passed over long-serving assistant chief Gregorio Alcid, a respected profes-
sional, for Antonio C. Torres, a sometime city councilor and Manila socialite who
was married to the president’s former fiancée. The son of a Supreme Court justice,
Torres had learned his police skills as a spy for Col. Henry McCoy in the bitter cus-
toms intrigues of 1907–9. After marrying Corazon Chiong Veloso of Cebu in 1916,
Torres used her brother-in-law, Speaker Sergio Osmeña, to win a succession of
minor patronage posts. As Manila’s police chief for five years under the Common-
wealth, 1936 –41, his action against vice was restrained by kinship ties, through his
wife, to several of the city’s leading gamblers—a source of periodic press scandals
that did not lessen the protection he provided his lowlife relations.86

Under the Commonwealth as well, Manila’s mayor Juan Posadas, another
Quezon loyalist, appointed about a thousand “special agents” to report on crimi-
nals and maintain order. Using the threat of radical protests as a pretext, the
mayor began appointing “special detectives” to gather “advanced confidential
and valuable information.” The Commonwealth’s public safety commissioner,
Leon Guinto, found these special agents, who were armed with revolvers and free
from regulations, “repugnant.” Finally, the president intervened, issuing Execu-
tive Order 175 of 1938, which required presidential approval for the appointment
of the “special agents,” a solution that further strengthened executive control over
Manila’s force.87
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Quezon’s Vice Crusade

Under this politicized police leadership, Manila’s illegal gaming clubs revived, be-
coming a new source of political controversy. Just as jueteng catered to the rural
masses, so these clandestine casinos met the capital’s demand for a high-roller
lifestyle. Filipino operators, long restrained by American-led police raids, flour-
ished under the Commonwealth’s more permissive rule, opening some thirty to
forty illegal clubs. As word spread on the international gaming circuit that Manila
was wide open, shadowy foreign operators arrived to set up ritzy clubs with Fili-
pino silent partners. In 1938 the American gangster Ted Lewin, a veteran of mob-
run gambling cruises off the California coast, opened a small casino inside the
Alcazar Club downtown on Avenida-Rizal. With well-connected Filipino part-
ners, he operated undisturbed by the police until the outbreak of war.88

In response to this upsurge in racketeering, President Quezon, like his
American predecessors, insisted on strict enforcement of the country’s harsh vice
laws. Although he would soften the colonial laws slightly through selective de-
criminalization, his tactics were essentially the same and his solutions equally un-
successful. Predictably, the president’s campaign met strong resistance from local
politicians along Manila’s suburban fringe. In San Juan, for example, the constab-
ulary ordered the mayor to stop posting police officers to protect the town’s five
illegal casinos, which were hidden behind the high walls of palatial homes—
including the most notorious club operated by ex-senator Jose Ma. Veloso.

But it was Laguna Province just south of Manila that became the main
battleground for Quezon’s crusade. Calling on the National Assembly to impose
tougher penalties in September 1937, the president condemned jueteng as a “crim-
inal racketeering business” that victimized the poor.89 Simultaneously, State Po-
lice commissioner Leon Guinto told the province’s police chiefs that 90 percent of
their men were on syndicate payrolls.90 When Calamba’s police chief proved re-
luctant to act, Inspector Ramon Mijares swooped down on the town with raids
marked by “midnight chases, police sirens screeching, shots in the dark, and fist
fights.” After a month of police pressure, however, the largest lottery in the capi-
tal, Santa Cruz, run by the governor’s wife, was still active and Calamba soon
had at least three jueteng draws back in action. Even after a two-year campaign
marked by the arrest of two town councilors who ran local lotteries, suspension
of three municipal police chiefs, and wholesale police transfers, the racket was
still flourishing.91

The Commonwealth’s later campaign against Manila’s vice syndicates suf-
fered a similar fate. In February 1939 Interior Secretary Rafael Alunan issued “a
declaration of war” against Manila’s “commercialized gambling.” This fight soon
foundered on the ubiquitous gaming culture and the concomitant corruption
that had frustrated earlier efforts. In June Manila’s new two-fisted tabloid, The
News Behind the News, launched volume one, number one with the sensational
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front-page headline “Swanky Gambling Dens Unmolested!” Beneath this bold
print, the owner of the Exclusive Club on T. Pinpin Street in Binondo, recently
padlocked on orders from Mayor Posadas, charged that the antigambling drive
had become a pretext for police shakedowns. “From 30 to 40 clubs in the city are
not molested,”the Exclusive’s proprietor Marciano Almario wrote the interior sec-
retary. “The members of this police unit and the mayor’s agents are . . . insatiable
parasites. They go from one club to another exacting bribes from gamekeepers.”92

This tangle of graft finally ensnared two prominent figures in a sordid tabloid
scandal. In early April the Manila Police raided an illegal card game at the Great
Eastern Hotel, arresting its promoters, Joe and Nick Osmeña, wastrel sons of the
Commonwealth vice president Sergio Osmeña. Ten days later city councilor Her-
menegildo Atienza accused the authorities of “cowardice and partiality” for fail-
ing to charge the Osmeña boys since their uncle was Manila’s police chief, Anto-
nio C. Torres. When the police finally filed charges, the Great Eastern’s manager,
an American named Thomas J. Mildren, tried to fix the case by paying two room
boys, the only eye witnesses, fifty pesos each for their silence.93 With its usual
Manichean script, the press portrayed the youthful Councilor Atienza as a lone
crusader battling powerful criminal forces.

Within days the story became more complex when hotel manager Mildren,
under a “veiled threat” from the police, called Joe Osmeña to a house in Pasay for
a private meeting. While the two discussed their gambling deals, four witnesses
listened through hidden microphones: Police Chief Torres, Maj. Jose Guido of
the PC’s Intelligence Division, and two DI technicians operating a Dictagraph
tape recorder. Apparently unaware that anyone was listening, Mildren tried to
calm Joe Osmeña’s anger at Atienza, explaining that the councilor was central to
their plans for a “string of roadhouses or nightclubs outside the city limits.”To ex-
pand his current operations, Mildren said he had collected twelve hundred pesos
from six club owners as a payoff for Atienza and other councilors if they agreed
to vote for extended club hours.94

When this transcript made page one in mid-May, its impact was surprisingly
muted. The man who would be casino king, Thomas Mildren, sailed for Aus-
tralia that same day, reportedly fearing “serious harm” from Chief Torres. In a
detailed letter to the mayor dated June 3, also released to the press, the chief used
Mildren’s bribe allegations to smear his accuser, Councilor Atienza. The press,
immediately convinced of Atienza’s corruption, now delighted in exposing his
scandals, producing a blaze of negative publicity that later prompted his dismis-
sal by the president. Meanwhile, the vice president’s boulevardier son Joe Osmeña
soon racked up three more arrests.95 Like Osborne Wood, son of the former
governor-general Leonard Wood, this young man created scandals faster than his
well-connected relatives could silence them.

Confronted with this metropolitan miasma, President Quezon began looking
to selective legalization of gambling as the solution. Rather than raid Manila’s
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illegal clubs and round up their elite clientele, his government began licensing jai
alai as a legal alternative. With President Quezon’s support, the Games and
Amusement Board granted a twenty-five-year license to the Jai Alai Corporation,
which was controlled by several of his close cronies led by financier Vicente Mad-
rigal. In September 1940 Basque players called pelotaris began nightly competi-
tions in the city’s stylish art-deco fronton, attracting well-heeled gamblers to the
courtside seats and society’s elite to the swanky Sky Room for dinner, drinks, and
dancing. The corporation took a hefty 14 percent share of all pari-mutuel bets,
but the game’s society clientele were indifferent gamblers and the stock price sank.
The corporation was struggling to turn a profit when the Japanese army marched
into Manila just a few weeks later. In November 1942 the fronton reopened on or-
ders from the Japanese military and for the first time became profitable by serving
a mass clientele. With war and runaway inflation fueling a frenzy of black market
speculation, the games were packed with rough crowds of laborers, clerks, and
buy-sell traders who had no other outlet for their gaming passions.96

The Commonwealth’s parallel attempt to break the nexus between Manila’s
corrupt police and the city’s vice syndicates suffered a similarly dismal fate. Con-
cerned over reports of bribery, the head of the new State Police, Leon Guinto,
formed a three-man committee in September 1937 to review the records of every
Manila policeman. After a nine-month investigation the committee recom-
mended dismissal of nearly 20 percent, or 178 out of 900 city police. Despite pub-
lic pressure for a purge, political patrons blocked any action until President Que-
zon appointed his party’s regional boss, Eulogio Rodriguez, as mayor of Manila
three years later. Within six months of taking office in January 1940, the new
mayor had fired seven secret service detectives and suspended eighteen police-
men, including two lieutenants. Calling police morals “scandalous,” the mayor
said many were led into corruption to support their queridas (mistresses) and
promised that seventy more would eventually be dismissed. In a particularly bla-
tant example, the Civil Service Appeals Board sacked a Manila patrolman, Cecilio
Magbual, after evidence surfaced that he had accompanied the “recognized king-
pin of the Pasay underworld,” Frank S. Montgomery, to the Malayan Bar, one of
this district’s many brothels.97 On the eve of war in November 1941, the press
would still be describing the Manila police as “inefficient” and “inept,” with a
poor crime-solving record and a feeble street presence.98

Manila’s police ended the Commonwealth era compromised, politicized, and
inefficient, a problematic legacy for the future republic. Despite the disruption
of the Japanese occupation and American invasion during World War II, these
underlying patterns seem to have persisted into the postwar era. After the battles
of liberation in January 1945 left much of Manila in ruins, the U.S. Army’s pro-
vost marshal—first under its interim chief, Col. J. P. Holland, and then under his
Filipino deputy, Col. Angel M. Tuason—reorganized the force, rebuilt its infra-
structure, and founded the Manila Police Training School and the Merit and Trial
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Board. But the resumption of civilian rule in June 1946 brought Chief Tuason’s
resignation and “the return of politics.”99

Like the American governors before him, President Quezon, finding police
power a necessary adjunct to central authority, personally supervised the Manila
Police and used the constabulary to control the countryside. But effective control
of local police eluded him, just as it had his American predecessors. In the capital
the metropolitan force was entangled in the city’s netherworld of crime and cor-
ruption; and in the countryside municipal police remained hirelings of town
mayors. By the time war came in late 1941, Quezon had in effect retained the po-
lice structure inherited from a century of colonial rule, leaving ingrained institu-
tional problems for his postwar successors. The country’s gambling culture defied
Quezon as well, surviving to become the financial foundation of the country’s
costly postwar elections.

Conclusion

When President Quezon entered Malacañang Palace after his historic inaugu-
ration in November 1935, the separation of police powers between the colonial
executive and Filipino legislature faded with his every step up the grand ceremo-
nial staircase. Since the National Assembly’s opening in 1907, the informal divi-
sion of authority between legislature and executive had checked politicization of
the constabulary. Now the inauguration of a Filipino president had eliminated
this ad hoc division and created the potential for serious abuse. As a visionary
statesman, President Quezon momentarily restrained this potential for partisan
policing and used his authority to build a national army. Insulated from political
pressures by the pressing imperatives of national defense, the constabulary re-
mained generally nonpartisan under his short-lived Commonwealth.

As a politician, however, Quezon was ultimately forced to leave local police
under the control of municipal officials and abandon his efforts to cut the cord
between illegal gambling and provincial politics. His attempt to centralize the
constabulary and the many municipal forces as a unified State Police met a storm
of opposition from powerful local politicians. Similarly, his ambitious crusade
against illegal gambling soon foundered on the reefs of urban vice and provincial
politics. When it came to policing, not even Quezon, the most gifted politician of
his generation, could resolve the contradiction embedded within the U.S. colo-
nial state between local autonomy and an empowered executive. Toward the end
of the Commonwealth period, Joseph Hayden, the leading U.S. specialist on Phil-
ippine politics, described municipal police as the “political henchmen” of local
officials who served as “the instruments of oppression rather than agents of the
law.”100 Through the sum of Quezon’s failings in the arena of law enforcement,
provincial politics remained grounded in a compromising matrix of illegal gam-
bling and police complicity.
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While all his major law enforcement efforts failed, Quezon’s attempt to
centralize police was another step in the accretion of executive authority. Once
World War II ended and the country became independent, the constabulary
would report to a Filipino president who was both commander in chief and head
of a national political machine that rested on provincial brokers and bosses. In
this disparate archipelago with its decentralized governance, the centrifugal force
of local politics, pulling remote provinces out of Manila’s orbit, would incline
postwar presidents to restrain the constabulary, giving local bosses a monopoly
over the armed force in their localities. Under the postwar Philippine Republic,
these contradictory pulls between capital and province, or impartiality and parti-
sanship, would create pressures for misuse of the constabulary, soon producing
another string of scandals.

Unchecked by constitutional restraints, the executive’s exercise of police
power was limited only by the character, ambitions, and abilities of individual
presidents. Under a leader of Quezon’s uncommon political acumen, the con-
stabulary’s sword would remain sheathed. Over the longer term, however, the end
of the colonial separation of powers and the creation of a powerful presidency
left a problematic legacy for his political heirs. In an independent Republic that
would be ruled by men and women rather than laws, few would prove Quezon’s
equal as a statesman. Several would succumb to partisan use, and even abuse, of
the constabulary, creating a succession of postwar legitimation crises.
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Philippine Republic

B 7 : 00  ..     ,      A   , every
square inch of Manila’s Plaza Miranda, from Quiapo Church to Mercury Drug,
was packed with a partisan crowd. For two hours senatorial candidates from the
opposition Liberal Party slammed President Ferdinand Marcos’s corruption and
incompetence. As emotions peaked and a fireworks display erupted above the
church spires at 9:00 p.m., two fragmentation grenades rolled across the stage.
Shrapnel ripped through the tightly packed crowd, killing nine and wounding a
hundred more, including four of the opposition’s senate slate. As a local columnist
later recalled, “something else had died there” that night amid the bleeding bodies
at the symbolic heart of Philippine democracy, “the last shred of decency in poli-
tics, the thing that had allowed the nation to survive the killing and the stealing.”1

Indeed, the Plaza Miranda bombing heralded a time of terror that prepared
the country’s citizens for martial law and delivered the fatal blow to a fragile Phil-
ippine democracy. Between March and August 1972, twenty more bombs ex-
ploded across Manila, most of them planted by Marcos’s own military to provide
a pretext for strongman rule.2 In declaring martial law that September, the presi-
dent would ask the Filipino people to trade their democracy for stability. By their
silence and compliance, the majority would tacitly accept his Faustian bargain.
While these bombings no doubt set the political stage for Marcos’s declaration of
martial law, broader political conditions that enabled his seizure of power were
decades in the making.

The Philippines had won its independence in 1946 under challenging circum-
stances. At the outset of World War II, the invading Japanese had swept the archi-
pelago, defeating the country’s fledgling army and imposing a harsh occupation
that soon inspired armed resistance by a quarter million Filipino guerrillas. In the
battles of liberation at the end of the war in 1944 –45, the U.S. Army returned to
the islands, destroying cities with massive bombardments and scattering nearly a



million infantry weapons—breaking the state’s monopoly on the means of coer-
cion. Although the new Republic had recovered several hundred thousand fire-
arms by 1950, officials still estimated that four hundred thousand more were
“loose in irresponsible hands,” a floating arsenal that armed peasant guerrillas,
provincial warlords, and street thugs. The prewar constabulary, traumatized by
its defeat at the start of the war and tainted by its role as a police for the Japanese
occupation, could not be readily reconstituted, weakening the new state’s coercive
capacities.3 At the national, provincial, and municipal levels, the Republic failed
to reestablish its monopoly on physical force. Over its brief, quarter-century life-
span, this struggling democracy would suffer iconic incidents of armed violence
that weakened its legitimacy.4

With little time and even less revenue to respond to these challenges, the
newly independent Philippine state defaulted to the three-tiered policing system
left by a century of colonial rule: the Metropolitan Police for the capital; a thou-
sand separate forces in the municipalities; and a national paramilitary police, the
Philippines Constabulary, for the provinces. To reinforce this tripartite structure,
the Republic revived the Commonwealth’s National Bureau of Investigation in
1947 to serve as a central detective agency that grew by 1964 to some twelve hun-
dred personnel.5

Among these four police forces, the constabulary, once the legitimating sym-
bol of the U.S. colonial state, would prove the most problematic. Starting in the
late 1940s, the PC lost its hard-won reputation for self-restraint and reduced the
Republic’s esteem in the eyes of rural Filipinos. In the mid-1960s the constabu-
lary would also establish itself, for the first time since the 1920s, as a visible pres-
ence in the capital where its new Metropolitan Command, or Metrocom, was
charged with crowd control. With training from U.S. police advisers, Metrocom
would field helmeted riot troopers who bloodied student demonstrators, further
degrading the Republic’s legitimacy in the eyes of the urban middle class.

Despite these tumultuous changes, the postwar Republic still featured many
of the same actors who had been so prominent in the prewar Commonwealth:
powerful American officials, Filipino presidents, provincial politicians, criminals,
the press, and the police. But now their status changed slightly yet significantly.
The once-powerful American governor-general had been replaced by a U.S.
ambassador, who now played a less visible though still influential advisory role.
American armed forces remained at Clark Field and Subic Bay, but their presence
was now graced by bilateral treaties, military aid, and advisers. Postwar Philip-
pine presidents, in exchange for local support, allowed provincial politicians to
handpick the constabulary officers assigned to their areas, with disastrous results.
The newspapers that once served as the sole voice of opposition, the proverbial
fourth estate, were now joined by radio and television reporters. By 1971 opium
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was out and heroin was in. Illicit gambling grew as illegal casinos joined the
jueteng lottery. In short, it was a different political milieu, one that now included
a significant new force for change in the form of a growing body of student
activists—a product of the postwar boom in higher education.

Perhaps most important, the sense of boundless optimism that had greeted
the Commonwealth’s inaugural in 1935 had given way, in the years after indepen-
dence in 1946, to a succession of crises, moving the nation slowly from despera-
tion to despair. After a century of contact with the state mediated largely by its
uniformed constables, many ordinary Filipinos still equated government legiti-
macy with police efficiency. But by the 1960s crime seemed to be rampant and
police unequal to the task. As the constabulary increasingly succumbed to cor-
ruption, the countryside was left under the control of local politicians and their
private armies. In Manila, now a metropolis of two million, murder and robbery
rose to unprecedented levels. In the decades before Marcos’s ascent in the mid-
1960s, there was a de facto decentralization of police power as the centrifugal
force of electoral politics pulled local police, provincial constabulary, and private
armies away from Manila’s control. Playing on an upsurge of urban crime, Fer-
dinand Marcos launched a new metropolitan police force in 1966 that laid the
foundations for his later declaration of martial law. Whipsawed between warlord
brutality in the countryside and criminal disorder in the capital, the Republic’s le-
gitimacy withered in the eyes of its citizens. Finally, in 1971–72, a rash of mysteri-
ous bombings capped what seemed a collapse of public order. On the crest of this
last wave of chaos, Marcos would lead the country toward martial law, suspend-
ing the country’s brief experiment with democracy.

Postwar Constabulary

From the first days of independence in July 1946, violence strained the capacities
of the new Philippine state. In the chaotic aftermath of World War II, a major
peasant rebellion in Central Luzon threatened the Republic’s survival and forced
a reorganization of its armed forces, leaving the once proud constabulary con-
strained and compromised. In 1947 the Communist Party launched a revolution
with fifteen thousand well-armed Hukbalahap, or Huk, peasant guerrillas, their
combat skills honed by three years of guerrilla warfare against the Japanese occu-
pation during World War II. In a region that had long suffered rising agricultural
tenancy, landlord usury, and government neglect, the Huk fighters were the armed
extension of the militant unions and radical parties that had advocated land
reform. These partisans and their political program commanded wide support
among Central Luzon’s 2.5 million impoverished peasants. The combination of
this strong mass base and a substantial armed force made the Huk squadrons a
formidable enemy for the new nation’s demoralized armed forces.
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To pacify this peasant revolt, the government initially relied on the Military
Police Command (MPC), formed as an ad hoc auxiliary of the U.S. Army in
the war’s final months and later expanded to a force of twenty-three thousand
men after the Philippine Army assumed control in mid-1945.6 As a poorly trained,
militarized police force, the MPC responded to peasant dissidence with nothing
short of brutality. In January 1948, therefore, President Manuel Roxas abolished
the MPC and, to continue counterguerrilla operations, revived the prewar Philip-
pines Constabulary as a national police force of twenty thousand men under the
secretary of interior.7

But this revived constabulary had lost the legendary discipline of prewar
decades. With many officers hardened by conventional and guerrilla combat dur-
ing World War II, the new constabulary’s elite units soon became notorious for
the slaughter of suspected dissidents. In the Huk heartland of Central Luzon, the
PC’s Nenita Unit under Lt. Col. Napoleon Valeriano entered suspected Huk bar-
rios with Thompson submachine guns blazing. When Huk guerrillas employed
ambushes, Nenita troopers retaliated with massacres in nearby villages, stacking
corpses along the highways beneath warning placards. These overtly violent tac-
tics proved counterproductive.8 Even Colonel Valeriano later admitted that “the
Constabulary had actually, though of course indirectly, helped the Huk’s cause.”9

One U.S. Army staff study concluded that constabulary “standards of leadership
and conduct were considerably below . . . prewar performance” and that many
troops had inflicted “terror and oppression on the people of Central Luzon.”10

Complicating Manila’s response to this crisis, Washington no longer viewed
the Philippines in colonial terms as its own sovereign territory to be defended at
all costs. It was now but a single state among dozens in a larger system of global
defense. In an assessment for the State Department dated August 1948, famed
cold war strategist George Kennan included the Philippines on a short list of stra-
tegic allies—the North Atlantic nations, the Mediterranean, the Middle East, and
Japan—that the U.S. “cannot permit . . . to fall into hands hostile to us.” Thus, the
“maintenance of political regimes in those areas . . . favorable to the continued
power . . . of our nation” was, Kennan said, “an irreducible minimum of national
security.”11 In pursuit of this global strategy Washington concluded two bilateral
treaties with Manila in 1947—the Military Assistance Agreement and the Military
Bases Agreement—that granted twenty-three installations under a ninety-nine-
year lease with unrestricted use for offensive operations. Two of these, Clark Field
and Subic Bay, soon became the largest overseas U.S. bases anywhere in the
world. To provide a home port for the Seventh Fleet at Subic Bay, Navy Seabees
moved mountains and filled swamps at a cost of a hundred million dollars to
build a wharf for the largest aircraft carriers, runways for a busy naval air station,
and three dry docks for a ship repair facility that employed fifteen thousand Fili-
pino workers. As home to the Thirteenth Air Force, Clark Field had capacity for
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two hundred fighters and a bombing range bigger than the District of Columbia.
In effect, the Philippines became the anchor for a defensive perimeter running
along the Pacific Rim from Japan to Australia. Washington reciprocated by pro-
viding Manila with $704 million in military equipment and training between
1946 and 1971. Although these treaties effectively swapped Philippine bases for
promises of American aid, by 1948 Washington faced more immediate commu-
nist challenges in Europe and deferred Manila’s request for a mere $9 million in
military assistance for a full year—until communist forces captured China and
brought the cold war to Asia.12

A few months later in March 1950, the Huk command decided the Philippines
was in a “revolutionary situation” and launched a major offensive, scoring stun-
ning successes. In August the guerillas repeated the feat, this time hitting eleven
towns across Central Luzon and hauling off 140,000 rounds of ammunition from
a military depot near Manila—thus threatening yet another Asian nation with
communist conquest. Shaken by the loss of China and near defeat in Korea, offi-
cial Washington moved, step-by-step, toward a consensus that the Philippines
must be defended. In a report to the Pentagon, the Joint U.S. Military Advisory
Group (JUSMAG) in Manila warned gravely that the situation was “definitely out
of hand.” The Joint Chiefs of Staff, in turn, agreed that the Philippines were “an
essential part of the Asian offshore island chain of bases” whose loss would rep-
resent a major strategic blow. Consequently, the U.S. defense secretary advised
President Truman that “the strategic importance of the Philippines is not open to
question,” adding that the Huk guerrillas might win without “immediate con-
structive steps toward stability, probably requiring U.S. assistance.”13

In November 1950 the U.S. National Security Council (NSC) made a formal
decision to defend the Philippines and to support “a Philippine military capable
of restoring and maintaining internal security.” The NSC was confident that mil-
itary assistance would “eliminate the Huks as a serious threat within one year.”
But Washington was pessimistic about its ability to promote long-term social
change. The country’s government was, the NSC said, controlled by a small elite
“representing the wealthy propertied class who . . . have failed to appreciate the
need for reform.” Thus, the postwar economy has “deteriorated to a grave degree,”
with “inefficient production,” “misdirected investment,” and growing social “in-
equalities” marked by rising “incomes of the large landowners” and little effort
“to better the position of farm workers and tenants.” The “extreme sensitivity of
Philippine officials . . . on the question of their national sovereignty” made en-
couragement of social reforms “a most difficult and delicate problem.” At the
broadest level, therefore, this military decision to defend the Philippines, under
terms codified in NSC Memorandum 84/2, integrated the country into the U.S.
defensive perimeter for the next forty years, authorizing a long-term infusion of
military aid that would reinvigorate the coercive capacities of the Philippine state
and its ruling oligarchy.14
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Through this close cooperation between Washington and Manila, the mili-
tary situation in Central Luzon soon changed. To end the abuses and assure U.S.
aid, President Elpidio Quirino limited the constabulary to “purely police duties”
and reintegrated it into the military in March 1950, thereby forming a central
command under the Armed Forces of the Philippines (AFP).15 At the height of
the Huk crisis in August, the president also appointed Ramon Magsaysay, a for-
mer congressman and wartime anti-Japanese guerrilla commander, his secretary
of national defense. As a politician of exceptional energy and charisma, Magsay-
say worked with American advisers to radically restructure the AFP and develop
an innovative doctrine for counterguerrilla warfare.16

At the strategic level Magsaysay gave the army primary responsibility for the
Huk campaign. As the military’s main striking force, the army soon expanded,
through a sudden infusion of U.S. military equipment, to form twenty-six bat-
talion combat teams or BCTs. Detached from the control of the divisional super-
structure, each BCT could operate autonomously for months at a time, pursuing
the enemy across the countryside without a pause for fuel, food, or firepower. To
prevent guerrilla squads from ambushing these battalions, the AFP formed the
Scout Rangers, company-sized mobile units of well-trained commandos. Under
Magsaysay’s dynamic leadership, competent officers took command, military pay
improved, new battalions were formed, and morale rose.17

Working closely with Magsaysay, two key U.S. advisers created a complemen-
tary array of novel counterinsurgency tactics. The CIA’s Maj. Edward Lansdale—
a former San Francisco advertising executive later famed for his fictional por-
trayals in two classics of cold war cinema, The Quiet American and The Ugly
American—was a master practitioner of psychological warfare. The lesser-known
member of the team was Col. Charles Bohannan, a former ethnographer at the
Smithsonian Institution and a specialist in Navajo folklore who applied the study
of culture, particularly folk superstitions, to the war on this peasant guerrilla
army.18 Through the complex interaction of these three—Lansdale, Bohannan,
and Magsaysay—the AFP achieved a major conceptual breakthrough in counter-
insurgency, moving beyond earlier doctrines reliant upon applications of over-
whelming military force.

With a playful, sometimes macabre amorality, Lansdale’s team, comprised
largely of talented Filipinos, soon broke Huk morale through innovative tactics—
deep penetration agents, political propaganda, and disinformation—that played
on peasant superstitions. Under Jose Crisol, a militant anticommunist ideologue
and Lansdale’s “psywar” protégé, the military’s Civil Affairs Office mounted a
massive propaganda effort, producing two million leaflets over two years with
technical support from the U.S. Information Service (USIS) and logistical plan-
ning from JUSMAG. At an operational level Lansdale’s tactics involved a creative
commingling of intelligence operations and psychological warfare that subordi-
nated firepower to political goals. “Conventional military men think of combat
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psywar almost exclusively in terms of leaflets or broadcasts appealing to the
enemy to surrender,” wrote Lansdale in his memoirs. “Early on, I realized that
psywar had a wider potential than that. . . . When I introduced the practical joke
aspect of psywar to the Philippine Army, it stimulated some imaginative opera-
tions that were remarkably effective.”19

If a guerrilla entered their sights, the AFP often rejected the conventional
alternatives of kill or capture, opting instead for summary execution to make
him appear the victim of the feared vampira (vampires), thus encouraging deser-
tions by his superstitious comrades. “When a Huk patrol came along the trail,”
Lansdale recalled, “the ambushers silently snatched the last man of the patrol,
their move unseen in the dark night. They punctured his neck with two holes,
vampire-fashion, held the body up by the heels, drained it of blood, and put the
corpse back on the trail. . . . When daylight came, the whole Huk squadron moved
out of the vicinity.”20 When found in the city, a clandestine cadre would be con-
fronted with an evil eye painted on his wall or a black spot in his daily newspaper,
a frightening experience that encouraged disappearance or defection.21 Lansdale’s
team also used order-of-battle intelligence to fly over Huk squadrons calling out
the names of supposed traitors in their ranks and prompting demoralizing inter-
nal recriminations. After the aircraft flew off, Lansdale recalled, this “mention of
a mysterious ‘friend’ in their ranks had aroused the Huk’s darkest suspicions of
one another. Three of them were singled out and executed on the spot.”22 While
the application of conventional force could often strengthen the morale of a
guerrilla army, these unconventional tactics injected a pervasive psychological
corrosion that gradually destroyed the insurgency from within.

Instead of deploying troops to engage the entire Huk force, AFP intelligence
adopted “hunter/killer” tactics to locate and eliminate the top leadership. With
well-publicized cash rewards appealing to the material side of Filipino culture,
the army accumulated intelligence to pinpoint top cadres for elimination. Simi-
larly, the AFP found that guerrillas often made the best counterguerrillas for
these operations. On Panay Island, for example, a Military Intelligence Service
(MIS) team used surrendered guerrillas to infiltrate the Huk’s Regional Com-
mand Number Six. Following a brief shoot out inside a bamboo hut, the under-
cover team emerged covered in blood from the point-blank slaughter of some fif-
teen top cadre, breaking this Huk regional command.23 After fourteen months
of operations that combined BCT combat with psychological warfare, the once
formidable Huks, in Lansdale’s estimation, “had lost the initiative and were on
the run.”24 While JUSMAG advisers assisted in the application of conventional
counterinsurgency doctrines, Lansdale’s CIA team developed new psychological
and deep penetration tactics that would remain integral to AFP counterinsur-
gency doctrine for decades to come.

More broadly, this U.S.-Philippine security alliance was the first among
many mutual defense accords worldwide that would become the hallmark of
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Washington’s anticommunist posture during the cold war. By 1954, U.S. forces
had girded the globe with seven mutual-defense treaties, thirty-three military aid
agreements, and three hundred overseas military bases backed by 2.5 million
troops. Complementing the formal alliance, the CIA would remain a presence in
Philippine security operations for the next forty years, engaging in constant
monitoring and periodic covert operations to protect the massive U.S. military
bases. The sum of these interventions was a template for the postwar projection
of American power around the globe through bases, treaties, military aid, and
covert operations. Of equal import, this close alliance made the Philippines a
postcolonial laboratory for the creation of new counterinsurgency doctrines,
first against peasant guerrillas in the 1950s and later against urban demonstrators
in 1960s. Indeed, when the U.S. National Security Council developed a global
counterguerrilla doctrine in 1962, it would cite, as its sole example, “Magsaysay’s
strategy of combining the use of force with reform measures” as a promising
“model of countering insurgency.” A quarter century later when the army was re-
vising this doctrine with second-generation tactics in 1987, its chief historian
called the Huk campaign a “remarkable achievement” that “provides contempo-
rary planners with insights and observations that remain . . . valid today.”25

Provincial Warlords

As the Huk revolt retreated, political violence in the countryside presented fresh
challenges to the new Republic’s monopoly on legitimate force. Before World
War II the constabulary had enforced strict gun controls that denied everyone,
politicians included, access to firearms. After the war, however, provincial bosses
obtained arms on the black market and formed private armies. To check the con-
stabulary and allow their goons free rein during elections, these nascent warlords
pressured Malacañang Palace to restrain its PC commanders. Since local leaders
could deliver blocs of votes whose sum was often the margin of victory, presiden-
tial candidates had to court these provincial warlords and incur compromising
political debts.

Only three years after independence, the 1949 presidential elections marked
the first appearance of armed conflict as a defining feature of the country’s poli-
tics. In the year preceding this campaign, Governor Rafael Lacson of Negros
Occidental had formed one of the first of these private armies and used it on
election day to deliver a winning margin for the incumbent, President Quirino.
If genius is the discovery of the obvious, then Lacson showed uncommon insight
by divining the Philippine polity’s central flaw and playing on it to win a de facto
political autonomy from the new state, freeing him to unleash armed terror
against his political enemies that soon became a national scandal.

Born into a wealthy sugar plantation family in Negros Occidental, Lacson,
like his distinguished ancestors, played the politics of his day with the weapons
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available to suppress working-class dissidence and best peer rivals.26 By 1948,
Governor Lacson had all three iconic elements of postwar Philippine politics:
“guns, goons, and gold.” On the pretext of blocking communist infiltration, he
formed what he called his Special Police (SP), which soon expanded into a force
of 130 SPs and 59 provincial guards. To fund this ad hoc force, he drew on di-
verse sources: municipal taxes, formal provincial appropriations, and pork barrel
proceeds from the Presidential Action Commission on Social Amelioration
(PACSA).27 All the soldiers in Lacson’s private army were in some way agents of
the state.

A small force of 190 men could not have been effective had it faced serious op-
position from any of three potential rivals: the municipal police, the sugar mill
security forces, or the constabulary. With a mix of political maneuvering and
brute force, the governor subjugated each in succession. In the 1947 local elec-
tions, he had won de facto control of municipal police by manipulating the may-
oral elections. Two years later, after terrorizing the rival political faction which
owned the province’s sugar mills, he raided several factory compounds and con-
fiscated their arms, effectively neutralizing most of this industrial security force.28

But to maintain his local monopoly on armed force, Governor Lacson re-
quired, above all else, the acquiescence of the national government and the neu-
tralization of its constabulary. During the first two years of his terror, the local PC
command had opposed the governor’s excesses, producing a succession of dra-
matic clashes. During the closing weeks of the presidential campaign in October
1949, members of Lacson’s SP arrested twenty members of the PC’s elite Nenita
unit at the hacienda of an opposition senatorial candidate. They brutally tortured
these troopers and their captain before locking them in the provincial prison for
the next three years on spurious charges of possessing illegal firearms.29

These incidents epitomized the widespread violence that made the 1949 presi-
dential elections, in the view of foreign and Filipino observers, “a national dis-
grace” and “the most fraudulent and violent in democratic history.”30 From the
outset the campaign was a tight contest between the unpopular incumbent, El-
pidio Quirino, and the wartime president, Jose P. Laurel, who still commanded
a strong following. In eight key provinces across the country, armed goons
harassed the opposition’s political rallies. So intense was the intimidation in
the provinces of Lanao and Lacson’s Negros Occidental that in the weeks before
election day the Commission on Elections recommended suspension of voting
and imposition of constabulary control, suggestions President Quirino ignored.
Among the 3.7 million votes cast nationwide, some 40 percent of Quirino’s
485,000 majority came from Negros Occidental (200,000) and another 28 percent
from Lanao (140,000). Although Quirino won only 51 percent of the ballots cast
nationwide, Lacson delivered an incredible 92 percent of his province’s vote for
the president, producing the winning majority. In a subsequent investigation, the
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House Electoral Tribunal found evidence of systematic terrorism in Negros Occi-
dental and voided the results in two of its congressional districts.31

After single-handedly assuring President Quirino’s election, Lacson could
have asked him for almost anything—vast timber concessions, lucrative import
licenses, or a national radio network. Instead the governor demanded a small but
strategic favor: veto power over the posting of junior constabulary officers to his
province. Only seven months after the elections, the governor wrote to remind
the president about the terms of their agreement. “It will be recalled that in one
of our conferences in Malacañan wherein [the PC Chief] General Alberto Ramos
was present,” Lacson said in a tone devoid of any deference, “it was then and there
agreed that the officers and men who have long been assigned to this province,
namely Capt. Marcial Enriquez, . . . should not be taken out . . . and that the offi-
cers and men who came in the batch with Lt. Col. Antonio Sabarre should be
transferred.” Over the next two months, Lacson wrote repeatedly to insist upon
the retention of Captain Enriquez and eight of his loyal troopers, lowly corporals
and privates.32

Through this blatant politicization, the local constabulary command soon
backed the governor’s bid to take full control of the otherwise autonomous mu-
nicipal police.33 In its formal “Plan to Check the Spread of Subversive Activities,”
the Negros constabulary required that “the supervision of all police agencies will
be undertaken by the Provincial Governor with the [PC] Provincial Commander
assisting him” and authorized formation of neighborhood vigilante groups
under local police chiefs “directly responsible to the Provincial Governor.”34

Under such pressure the Provincial Board voted to merge all municipal police
forces into a unified provincial command under Lacson’s direct authority.35

With the constabulary now firmly under his control, the governor grew even
more violent. In February 1950 his SP arrested a prominent opposition politician,
Inocencio Ferrer, beat him badly, and buried his still breathing body in a shallow
grave on Lacson’s own plantation.36 After the elections Lacson used violence to
break the autonomy of any remaining industrial security units allied with the
province’s rival political faction.37 He also took control of the labor movement by
forcing its leaders into local unions controlled by his municipal mayors.38

At the start of the 1951 local and legislative campaigns, Defense Secretary
Ramon Magsaysay, mindful of his responsibility for public order, dispatched two
hundred Marines and nine hundred cadets from the Reserve Officers’ Training
Corps (ROTC) to prevent another round of electoral terror in Negros Occiden-
tal.39 Despite their presence investigators later found fifty-one instances of intim-
idation by the Special Police: beatings, random gunfire, and, most disturbingly,
the murder of Moises Padilla, the candidate for mayor in the town of Magallon.40

Taking Padilla’s candidacy as a personal affront, Governor Lacson had insisted the
constabulary absent itself from Magallon during the elections, and the provincial
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commander, his protégé Captain Enriquez, obligingly complied. Two days before
the voting, Lacson denounced Padilla as a communist at a public rally in Magallon
and on election day, November 13, ordered his arrest. For the next three days the
SP tortured Padilla publicly on the plazas of four nearby municipalities. On No-
vember 16 the Special Police shot him fourteen times before dumping his body in
a shed near the town of La Castellana, making no attempt to conceal the crime.41

This time the governor had gone too far. The next day Secretary Magsaysay
flew to Negros accompanied by the publisher of the Manila Times, Joaquin
Roces, and his star reporter, Benigno “Ninoy” Aquino Jr. Arriving at Magallon
after dark, Magsaysay climbed the stairs to a wake where Padilla’s body lay face-
down, stripped to expose the bullet holes and wounds of torture, the stigmata of
his political martyrdom. The victim’s mother threw herself at Magasysay’s feet,
wailing, “My son is dead! My son is dead!” When local doctors refused to per-
form an autopsy, Magsaysay flew the body back to Manila for a military funeral
with full honors. At each step in this political Calvary, Roces clicked his camera
and Aquino jotted down quotes, producing a sensational story for the front page
of the Manila Times that stirred public condemnation. Despite the outpouring
of anger, President Quirino seemed reluctant to suspend Governor Lacson.
“Mr. President,” Magsaysay advised, “the people are so outraged by the death of
Moises Padilla that they are ready to stone Malacañang Palace.” After an embar-
rassing delay, government prosecutors filed murder charges against Lacson and
the president finally suspended him.42

At Lacson’ s trial, a close associate of the martyred Padilla testified to the cen-
tral role that Captain Enriquez had played in the governor’s reign of terror. Asked
why he did not complain to the constabulary, the witness replied, “The law was
being handled and exercised by the SPs in their hands alone.” Asked if the con-
stabulary had refused to enforce the law, the witnesses stated, “Yes, in all in-
stances, the Provincial Commander never pays attention . . . [to] any complaint
of aggrieved persons . . . during the time of Captain Enriquez.”43

The realization that the president had compromised the constabulary, a force
synonymous with the state’s integrity, dismayed the Filipino public. Two years
later running as the opposition’s candidate in the 1953 presidential elections,
Magsaysay brought rallies to an emotional peak by reaching out as if bearing a
corpse and saying, “I held in my arms the bleeding symbol of democracy: the
body of Moises Padilla.”44 Throughout the campaign Colonel Lansdale’s psywar
team was disbursing a million-dollar CIA fund, generating favorable publicity in
the Manila press, and forming support organizations headed by members of his
old team, notably, the Magsaysay-for-President Movement under Jose Crisol and
the National Movement for Free Elections under Jaime Ferrer. Although Presi-
dent Quirino exposed Lansdale as a CIA agent, forcing JUSMAG to expel him
from its Quezon City compound, nothing could stop the Magsaysay juggernaut.
A few days before the elections, a U.S. Navy aircraft carrier with a destroyer escort
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entered Manila Bay, signaling Washington’s willingness to intervene.45 Only
weeks before the election, Lansdale advised the U.S. ambassador that a Quirino
victory would be countered by “a Magsaysay-inspired coup d’état” involving the
“cream of combat commanders of the AFP.” 46

After Magsaysay triumphed in the November balloting, the courts suddenly
accelerated the Lacson case. In August 1954 the governor was sentenced to death
for the murder of Moises Padilla, a penalty later reduced to life imprisonment.47

In retrospect, President Quirino’s tolerance of partisan violence had created a
crisis of legitimacy for the older generation of machine politicians. Under Que-
zon’s prewar system, the Nacionalista Party had been a closed coalition of munic-
ipal and national elites that awarded office to political professionals like Quirino,
excluding the small middle class, urban workers, and the country’s peasant ma-
jority. Now this tide of political terror, symbolized by the murder of Padilla, had
exhausted the legitimacy of Quirino’s cohort and its elitist politics. Thus, Mag-
saysay’s victory not only healed this breach with the voters but opened national
politics to the middle class and the peasantry, effectively broadening what Jür-
gen Habermas called the “scope for participation.”48 In the view of one veteran
observer, Magsaysay’s victory “broke election campaign patterns” by taking his
candidacy beyond the town plazas controlled by local elites directly to the rural
barrios. President Magsaysay, a former bus mechanic, recruited middle-class tech-
nocrats and military officers and worked through them to extend government
services to the countryside, including schools, public health measures, and rural
roads. Throughout his long years of leadership as defense secretary and president,
however, there was one major government program that he did not deliver—land
reform. Although Magsaysay won passage of the Land Reform Act in 1955, he
then faced determined opposition from local elites and allowed it to “wither and
die” from want of implementation.49 This critical failing left the underlying social
inequality, the root cause of the country’s endemic violence, unchanged, and
meant that much of his political legacy was one of transitory, essentially pallia-
tive political gestures.

Despite Magsaysay’s vigorous military reforms, the politicization of the con-
stabulary that had fostered the provincial warlords continued and the potential
for political intimidation remained. During the 1960s many provinces would wit-
ness a resurgence of Lacson’s trademark fusion of public office and private mili-
tia. Over time this unregulated devolution of police powers to local politicians,
highlighted by periodic terror, would delegitimate the Republic and its democ-
racy in the eyes of many citizens.

Politics of Crime

Within a decade, the strategy pioneered by President Quirino—restraining the
constabulary in provinces controlled by political allies—would again create a
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crisis of order during the administration of President Diosdado Macapagal
(1962–65). As early as 1955, moreover, the first postwar survey of Philippine polic-
ing had found severe structural deficiencies. Over 85 percent of the country’s
13,100 municipal police had “no training whatsoever.” The local mayor “com-
pletely dominates” appointments. Promotions were “rewards for political servi-
tude.” Salaries were way below minimum wage creating “the obvious necessity of
income from other sources.” And the utter lack of equipment for transportation
and communication “appalled” the researcher. Unchecked by effective law en-
forcement, the reign of ruthless provincial warlords, the emergence of massive
smuggling, and rising urban crime would erode public confidence in the capacity
of the Republic to maintain stability. For the first time in the country’s history,
public order rather than specific scandals became an issue powerful enough to
delegitimate both leaders and their administrations.50

By the time President Macapagal took office in 1962, Manila had grown far
beyond its prewar boundaries to engulf thirteen adjacent towns and its popula-
tion increased fourfold to 2.4 million.51 As the number of unemployed shot up,
“crimes against persons” kept pace, rising 27 percent in 1966 alone.52 The capital’s
visibility made its problems impossible to ignore. According to a senior Filipino
police official, Manila is “the principal display window of our country,” and
major crimes in the capital “are given undue publicity.”53 Indeed, in the early
1960s several well-publicized crimes in and around the capital increased public
anxiety nationwide. At nearby Caloocan City in 1963, the mayor’s son was ar-
rested for leading the “Big Four” gang, which terrorized merchants with robbery
and protection rackets. In August 1964, a gang armed with carbines shot up the
Manila Opera House “gangland style,” sparking an investigation that found the
entire entertainment industry to be “under gangster control.” At Quezon City in
1965, two policemen attempted to rape a college professor in her own car. Accord-
ing to the NBI, overall crime in Manila had jumped 44 percent in 1964 alone.54

Responding to this crisis, Mayor Antonio Villegas cooperated with the Office
of Public Safety (OPS), a division of the U.S. Agency for International Develop-
ment (USAID), in launching a major survey of Manila’s crime problem. Headed
by Frank Walton, a former deputy Los Angeles police chief, this advisory mission
found that crime in Manila was surging while law enforcement was collapsing. In
only seven years robberies had risen by 100 percent, homicide by 150 percent, and
auto theft by 300 percent. These problems were compounded by widespread cor-
ruption. Since their salaries did not meet minimal living standards, Manila po-
licemen closed the gap with “payoffs for permitting illegal operations . . . and par-
ticipation as members of criminal gangs.” Police equipment was antiquated and
badly maintained. Sprawling across a 155-square-mile metropolitan area with
three million people, patrolmen were forced to communicate via commercial
long-distance telephones, which were “frequently out of order.”55
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These problems, which were often economic in origin, were unquestionably
political in their ramifications. Following the capital’s liberation from Japanese
occupation in February 1945, the U.S. Army’s provost marshal had become Ma-
nila’s police chief. After independence in 1946, Malacañang Palace reclaimed the
right to appoint the city’s police chief and maintained that power even after Ma-
nila’s mayoralty became an elective office in January 1952. For the next sixteen years
Malacañang favored military officers who were responsive to presidential author-
ity.56 Since the executive was responsible for law enforcement in both Manila and
adjacent Quezon City, now the country’s official capital, the political fortunes of
the presidency were tied to the quality of policing in this troubled metropolis.

While citizens had long expected corruption from local police, the constab-
ulary suffered a succession of scandals in the 1960s that diminished its aura as
a symbol of state authority, dealing a critical blow to President Macapagal’s re-
election campaign in 1965. High import duties on American cigarettes, known as
“blue seals” for the distinctive U.S. tax stamp on each pack, created a strong incen-
tive for smuggling. As this racket grew from the mid-1950s onward, politicians
and the media charged the constabulary with collusion. During Macapagal’s four-
year term (1961–65), the Philippine Navy’s seizures increased twelvefold from
153,000 cartons to 1.8 million. In 1964 an estimated 1,253 ships from North Borneo
landed illegal cigarettes across the archipelago at Basilan, Negros Occidental,
Cebu, Batangas, and especially Cavite.57 Some constabulary personnel were im-
plicated in these operations. An investigation by the Armed Forces indicated that
the country had some sixteen hundred “suspected smugglers,” including fifty con-
stabulary officers and fourteen provincial commanders.58

Rising crime became a key issue in the 1965 presidential elections. In his
campaign as the opposition’s candidate, Senator Ferdinand Marcos attacked the
incumbent Macapagal, accusing him of complicity in the rampant smuggling. In
the opening rounds Marcos charged the administration with failing to stop the il-
licit importation of 3.5 billion cigarettes a year, which cost the country §315 mil-
lion in taxes.59 As the debate descended into partisan mudslinging, Marcos gave
Macapagal a list of forty-eight senior officials linked to the smugglers and ac-
cused him of “protecting the persons mentioned in the list.”60 So armed, Marcos
barnstormed the countryside under an anticorruption banner, stigmatizing the
Macapagal administration and ultimately capturing the presidency.

Marcos and Crime

After campaigning against his predecessor’s security policies, President Marcos
was inaugurated with a law and order mandate. “When I assumed office in 1966,”
he said in his state of the nation address two years later, “smuggling, criminality,
and other forms of lawlessness were rampant, sapping our national will and
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capacity to progress.” Acting as his own defense secretary for thirteen months,
Marcos ordered a massive constabulary shake-up on the pretext of purging offi-
cers tainted by smuggling, with every change calculated, as one study later showed,
“to increase the AFP’s responsiveness to the new President.”61 During his first
term (1965 –69), he created an array of agencies that amplified his coercive pow-
ers: the Peace and Order Coordinating Council; the National Police Commission
(Napolcom); President’s Agency for the Reform of Government Operations
(PARGO); Anti-Smuggling Action Center (ASAC); and, most important, the PC’s
new antiriot force, the Metropolitan Command (Metrocom). Although most of
these agencies soon faded, Metrocom would grow into a powerful civil control
squadron that covered all of Metro Manila.62 From within this strike force, Mar-
cos would, as a martial law dictator after 1972, form an elite antisubversion squad,
the Metrocom Intelligence Service Group (MISG), that used torture and extraju-
dicial killings to spread state terror. More than any other Philippine president,
Marcos would transform the character of the country’s police, receiving key as-
sistance in these efforts from the U.S. government.

When Marcos came to power, a marked decline in police performance lent
credibility to his call for reform. In April 1965 the Philippine Civil Service Com-
mission found that only 30 percent of municipal police officers were civil service
eligible; police laws were “conflicting, confusing, and antiquated”; and no agency
was responsible for “the professional growth of the local police service.”63 Two
years later an NBI investigation found that some forty-eight policemen were im-
plicated in major crimes every month.64 A major study by the U.S. Office of Pub-
lic Safety confirmed these findings. After its director Byron Engle met Marcos at
Malacañang Palace in April 1966, OPS contracted a team of American experts led
by Frank Walton, the author of an earlier report on Manila’s police, to conduct a
nationwide, three-month survey.65 “In all enforcement agencies, the Philippines
Constabulary, National Bureau of Investigation, and the local police,” Walton’s
team reported, “performance is substandard; training is inadequate; political
interference is common; inspection procedures are non-existent or unsatisfac-
tory; morale is low.”66 In the two years since his last survey of the city, “venality,
corruption, and law enforcement inefficiency” had grown worse. In 1965 alone
robbery was up 10 percent and murder up 12 percent.67

Although police performance declined further during his first term, in his
second (1969 –72) Marcos was masterful in playing the spreading chaos to parti-
san advantage. He diverted anger over lawlessness to delegitimate the Republic
instead of his own administration, thus building mass support for the declara-
tion of martial law. And by using public concern over crime to place metropoli-
tan police under his control, he accumulated sufficient powers for the imposition
of authoritarian rule.

As it turned out, Washington, working through its Office of Public Safety,
furnished assistance that proved instrumental to Marcos’s use of police for
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repression. Established in 1962 by President John F. Kennedy to improve security
among third world allies, OPS grew in just six years into a global counterinsur-
gency effort with an annual budget of $35 million and a staff of over four hun-
dred American advisers.68 Though housed in USAID, a division of the State
Department, the program’s long-serving head was Byron Engle, a career CIA em-
ployee.69 Reflecting his own background as a Kansas City policeman who joined
the agency, OPS became a Janus-faced organization. To fulfill USAID’s mission of
improving police performance, its training staff was recruited from American
police departments and worked on such routine matters as traffic management,
fingerprinting, and communications. In pursuit of his office’s covert anticom-
munist mission, Engle also recruited CIA personnel to improve police counterin-
surgency capabilities with extralegal methods.70

In support of the ostensible reforms undertaken by President Marcos, from
1969 to 1973 OPS would spend $5 million to install fifty-five provincial commu-
nications networks; send 284 Filipino officers to the United States for advanced
training; establish ten regional centers to train 23,902 police, about 60 percent of
the nation’s total; and build an integrated communications grid and an antiriot
squad of two thousand well-trained PC troopers ready for instantaneous dis-
patch to quell any demonstration or protest in Manila. The $2.4 million that OPS
budgeted for the Philippines in the mid-1960s paled before the $71 million for
Thailand, but Manila’s volatile street demonstrations were an important test of
its success in “transforming the police into a major . . . instrument” for counter-
insurgency.71 Though masked by a rhetoric of technical reform, the OPS pro-
gram forged nothing less than an infrastructure primed for political repression.
By its creation of centralized communications, a metropolitan police command,
and computerized data banks, U.S. aid helped Marcos to tame Manila. Over the
longer term, these innovations overrode the capital’s diffuse police authority and
the countryside’s disparate geography whose combination had long militated
against any attempt at authoritarian rule.

From a historical perspective, OPS training represented another infusion of
U.S. aid and advisers to reinvigorate the country’s waning coercive capacities. By
breaching the barrier that had restricted the constabulary’s uniformed operations
inside Manila for half a century and facilitating executive control over the capi-
tal’s police, this U.S. program had a significant impact not only on Philippine
policing but also on Washington’s own capacity for global influence. Apart from
curbing nationalist demonstrators demanding the ouster of U.S. military bases,
this substantial aid effort gave OPS the experience in urban counterinsurgency it
later used to check the worldwide surge in radical student activism that made the
1960s such a tempestuous decade. Across the globe a large postwar generation
was staging student protests that shook state power—from Berkeley to Berlin,
from Seoul to Jakarta—making urban crowd control by police antiriot squads a
new front in cold war containment.72
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Behind its benign developmental façade, OPS may have also recruited some of
these Filipino officers as CIA assets or trained them in torture. Elsewhere in Asia
and Latin America the CIA used OPS to insert its agents in key cities and recruit
local police for training at a clandestine center in Washington, DC, the blandly
named International Police Services, which operated behind the public cover of
the International Police Academy (IPA). Indeed, congressional investigators later
found, by reading theses of the academy’s graduates, clear evidence of torture
training. “In summary,” wrote Luu Van Huu of the South Vietnam Police on les-
sons learned at the IPA, “we have 4 sorts of torture; use of force as such; threats;
physical suffering, imposed indirectly; and mental or psychological torture.”73 Be-
tween 1962 and 1972 OPS trained an estimated eighty-five senior Filipino officers
in interrogation techniques at the IPA in Washington, DC.74 In the last years of
Marcos’s dictatorship, elite military units would employ psychological methods
strikingly similar to those found in CIA training manuals to torture an estimated
thirty-five thousand political dissidents. Thus it is possible that OPS transmitted
CIA torture techniques later used by Marcos’s martial law interrogators.75

At a minimum, the OPS program inadvertently helped Marcos lay the secur-
ity infrastructure for a later declaration of martial law. By investing Philippine
police with the means to dominate civil society through information systems and
crowd control, OPS provided Marcos with the essentials for authoritarian rule.
Soaring crime rates fed public fears that the police had lost control of the capital,
providing ample pretext for expanded executive authority. As the Philippine
Congress was debating the first of Marcos’s police reform bills in 1966, a fifteen-
man gang killed three police officers during a bank holdup near Manila. Simulta-
neously, a seven-man gang armed with submachine guns robbed a business in
Makati and shot its way through a police cordon to escape.76 Even as Congress
legislated and Marcos implemented, Metro Manila’s share of the country’s crime
doubled from about 25 percent in 1969—with an appalling 2,508 homicides, 7,784
robberies, and 434 rapes—to 57 percent just two years later.77

A study by the Rand Corporation in 1968 –69 found that Filipinos viewed
their country “as a violent society beset by murder, robbery, and theft.” Yet closer
examination of the “prevalence of crime” found that there were revealing re-
gional variations in both actual crime and public perception. In a January 1969
survey, those outside the capital reported little personal threat and ranked crime
low while Manila respondents rated criminality as the nation’s number-one
problem and expressed strong fears of both robbery and murder. The survey also
found that the Philippines had the world’s highest murder rate, with 35 homi-
cides per 100,000 population in 1965 and a sharp increase to 42 only two years
later—compared to just 25 murders for Colombia, a nation then wracked by a
wave of political killings known as La Violencia. Yet the murder rate for individ-
ual Philippine provinces ranged widely from a low of 7 per 100,000 to a high of
120, with a countrywide spike during elections.78 In effect, public perception, or
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misperception, of a national crime wave sprang from comparatively few local-
ities, particularly Manila.

By the late 1960s illegal casinos operating openly in the capital reinforced the
public’s sense of a society in freefall. In buildings lining Dewey Boulevard along
Manila Bay, bright signs flashed names synonymous with police corruption: Star-
dust, Oceans 11, D’Wave, Ambassador, El Mundo, and Bayside. From just three
backroom casinos in the late 1930s, illegal gambling had grown into a neon strip
of twenty-two major cabarets with a nightly glitz of flashy cars and elegant pa-
trons. Instead of his seedy downtown club of prewar years, the American mob-
ster Ted Lewin, a “King Rat” figure who had grown fat by blackmarket trading in-
side wartime Japanese internment camps, now operated his swanky Club Cairo
with fourteen tables for roulette, dice, and blackjack. One CIA agent recalled
Lewin as “a man who wove his way daily through the network of payoffs and chi-
canery” with a casino clientele that included “the high officials of the administra-
tion.” Protected by steel doors and “grease money,” each casino had up to sixty
gaming tables and featured top acts to attract the city’s social elite. Although the
casinos were illegal, their doings were reported daily in the social pages of the
Manila press as socialites reveled in a walk on the wild side on their way to “pri-
vate clubs like Teddy Lewin’s . . . for a spot of gambling.” The owners were often
wealthy capitalists, but for the most part the operators were tough gangsters who
executed erring dealers or paraded their bloodied faces along the Dewey strip to
warn others.79 All these indices, statistical and symbolic, gave the president a
strong mandate for radical reforms.

By means of adroit legislative maneuver, Marcos amplified his control over
Manila’s police. Although he had delegated appointment of the city’s police chief
to the mayor in 1967, Marcos negated this concession by creating the Metropoli-
tan Police organization, or Metropol, to coordinate policing among the four cities
and nine municipalities of metropolitan Manila. To make Metropol’s control a
reality, OPS began building “a metropolitan communications network,” which
created the “first completely integrated system in the country.” By early 1971,
Metropol had a twenty-four-hour communications capacity covering the four
provinces, 113 municipalities, and six million people within a forty-mile radius of
Manila.80 With additional OPS funding and technical support, the NBI also de-
veloped an efficient fingerprint unit for rapid transmission of criminal prints to
the entire Metropol area.81

Starting in mid-1967, Marcos worked with both U.S. military and police ad-
visers to establish the PC Metrocom as a modern crowd control unit, giving the
constabulary “police jurisdiction over the Greater Manila Area” for the first time.
By then Manila’s own force was crippled by a lack of funds. With only one poorly
paid officer for every three thousand residents and just fourteen actual working
police cars, the force was woefully inadequate for a metropolis with eight hun-
dred thousand vehicles. With generous aid from OPS, Metrocom, by contrast,
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quickly developed a “modern police telecommunications . . . and computerized
record system” and trained 2,325 Filipino police in crowd control techniques.82

Within his regional Metropol command, the president could now dispatch the
Metrocom’s 2,000 mobile troopers anywhere in metropolitan Manila, over-
whelming local police who had a total of only 2,800 officers dispersed across this
same region.83

Rising Resistance

The president’s heavy-handed tactics did not pass unnoticed. As student protests
intensified after U.S. president Lyndon Johnson’s 1967 visit to Manila, Marcos
used his new police command to harass demonstrations, launching years of
chaos that would give both the Manila police and Metrocom a well-earned repu-
tation for brutality.84 Amid this collapse of public order, the 1969 presidential
elections saw an exceptional surge in violence and blatant vote buying. Although
Marcos won a second term, his legitimacy suffered as a result of this tawdry cam-
paign, sparking an eruption of student demonstrations and plunging the Repub-
lic into a downward spiral of disorder.

Until these overt displays of repression and resistance, opposition to Presi-
dent Marcos and his security preparations had been muted. While expanding
formal police controls in the capital, Marcos had also been building an informal
parallel command for sensitive, top secret missions. In the last year of his first
term, one of these, Operation Merdeka, exploded into a bitter controversy over
the president’s plans for the conquest of Sabah, a Malaysian state adjacent to the
southern Philippines. The operation began secretly in 1967 when Marcos author-
ized Maj. Eduardo Martelino, a dashing pilot, to begin covert penetration of
Sabah with trained commandos. In the president’s plan these infiltrators would
destabilize the Malaysian state with sabotage, allowing easy conquest of a terri-
tory that many Filipinos felt was rightfully theirs. “We would demolish their
communications equipment, burn them, plant dynamite, and simultaneously ex-
plode them,” one of these commandoes later recalled. In the operation’s first
phase, Martelino entered Sabah three times, infiltrating an advance party of
some seventeen agents. After basic training for some two hundred local recruits
at a clandestine camp in Sulu in late 1967, Martelino shipped about 180 men
north to Corregidor Island near Manila for more specialized skills.85

On that island at the mouth of Manila Bay, things started to go very wrong.
While their commanders bunked at the air-conditioned Bay View Hotel in down-
town Manila, Muslim trainees on Corregidor were fed miserable rations and
went for weeks without pay. After three months of such harsh conditions, these
angry recruits threatened a mutiny unless they were paid immediately. Faced
with public exposure of the secret mission, the officers quickly disarmed the
trainees and began shipping them back to Sulu. On March 18, 1968, twelve re-
cruits left the camp at 2:00 a.m. and vanished, never to be found. Two hours later
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a second batch of twelve recruits was driven to an airstrip where constabulary
rangers opened fire with automatic weapons, killing all but one who jumped into
the sea.86

After fishermen pulled the surviving recruit, a Sulu native named Jibin Arula,
from Manila Bay, they delivered him to opposition politicians. In the legislative
inquiry that followed, Sen. Benigno Aquino charged that Operation Merdeka was
a cover for the formation of a “secret strike force under the President’s personal
command, to form the shock troops of his cherished garrison state.”87 Despite
these setbacks in both the legal and extralegal realms, by the end of his first term
Marcos had acquired ample police controls over the capital and retained a resid-
ual covert capacity inside the military. His second term would stretch these capa-
bilities to the limit.

Within just months, revelations about this murderous covert operation
segued into a presidential campaign rife with goons and gold. During his 1969
reelection effort President Marcos stumped vigorously, reaching even remote
villages to personally place a check for two thousand pesos in the hands of each
barrio captain, obligating them, in the country’s political culture, to use every pos-
sible means to deliver a winning margin. This strategy cost Marcos a hefty $50 mil-
lion, far more than the $34 million Richard Nixon had spent to win the U.S. pres-
idency in 1968.88 In the aftermath of this spendthrift campaign, the Philippine
peso lost half its value, government services were slashed, and the economy
contracted.89

The 1969 campaign also produced incidents of political terror of the sort not
seen since the 1951 elections. With the constabulary now under the command of
Marcos loyalist Vicente Raval, the PC’s Special Forces orchestrated violence in
four swing provinces that left forty-six dead.90 In its ruling on these violations,
the Supreme Court was particularly critical of what it called the “rape of democ-
racy in Batanes,” a remote island where the Special Forces allowed motorcycle-
riding goons dubbed the “Suzuki boys” to coerce a winning margin in the con-
gressional race for a close Marcos ally.91 Bolstered by force and fraud, Marcos
scored a crushing victory, winning 74 percent of the presidential vote, eight-six of
one hundred House seats, and eleven of twelve Senate seats.92

In the aftermath of these elections, a provincial warlord in Ilocos Sur pursued
a political vendetta against local enemies, producing an incident iconic for both
its brutality and its executive complicity. Since this troubled province was adja-
cent to Marcos’s own Ilocos Norte and its warlord was his ally, the president was
clearly implicated in these events. As Marcos rose through the Senate to the presi-
dency, his close friend Congressman Floro Crisologo had tightened his grip over
Ilocos Sur—building a private army of three hundred men, a monopoly on the
province’s electoral offices, and a vice grip on its main cash crop, tobacco. To en-
sure payment of an informal tax to his political machine, Crisologo’s private army
maintained a “tobacco blockade” on the national highway, stopping every south-
bound truck to check for “tax” receipts. The constabulary could have easily swept
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away the Crisologo roadblock were it not for the reputed intervention of Gen-
eral Fabian Crisologo Ver, chief of presidential security and the congressman’s
relative.93

In mid-September 1969, the Crisologo goons gunned down a former Bantay
municipal mayor, and a month later prosecutors indicted the congressman’s son,
Vicente Crisologo, for ordering the crime.94 In the election’s aftermath political
reprisals continued in Bantay as the Crisologos retaliated against two villages,
Ora Este and Ora Centro, for supporting the opposition’s candidates. In May
1970 Vicente Crisologo led a hundred armed men into these villages and burned
both to the ground. In the confusion an elderly woman was caught in the flames
and perished. During the attack residents pleaded with the provincial PC com-
mander, but he “ignored . . . appeals to stop the arson.” In its front-page coverage,
the Manila press carried moving photos of survivors sorting through the ashes of
their devastated homes.95

Outraged by such a blatant display of warlord power, forty-two civic, reli-
gious, and youth organizations formed Operation Bantay to demand an impar-
tial investigation of the incident.96 Despite his alliance with Congressman Criso-
logo, President Marcos ordered charges filed against his son Vicente for arson.97

Such unrestrained brutality by private police, apparently operating with the pres-
ident’s tacit approval, challenged the Republic’s legitimacy among both student
activists and Manila’s middle class.

Only five months after the Bantay burning, Ilocos Sur offered a chilling coda
to this political violence. Angry over his unsatisfactory share of the spoils from
the president’s victory, Congressman Crisologo, according one Marcos aide,
stormed into the palace where he “berated both Marcos and Ver for grabbing the
lion’s share of the proceeds of the tobacco monopoly” and “threatened to expose
the entire operation.” Just a few weeks later, in October 1970, Crisologo knelt dur-
ing Sunday Mass at Vigan’s baroque cathedral. As he bent forward in prayer, two
unidentified men emerged from a confessional booth, shot him point-blank in
the back of the head, and then disappeared out of the cathedral door.98

While electoral violence exemplified by the Crisologos escalated across the
countryside, a chaotic mix of crime and protest engulfed the capital, gradually
taking a form that gave it political import. For the first time since the colonial era,
the crowd, this time in the form of student activists, emerged as an independent
political force, challenging the Republic with a stinging critique and symbolic
mass. After a century as home to small elite colleges, Manila had experienced a
postwar boom in middle-class education that created a critical mass of students.
As enrollments nationwide soared from 22,000 in 1938 to 601,000 in 1971, nearly
half a million college students crowded into the dozen campuses that formed a
“university belt” around Malacañang Palace.99

The full force of this demographic change was not felt until the weeks follow-
ing the November 1969 elections when the National Union of Students in the
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Philippines (NUSP) led Manila’s campuses in protests against electoral fraud. As
these demonstrations gathered force in the first three months of 1970, a period of
protest known as the “First Quarter Storm,” Marcos deployed his Metrocom riot
police, attacking the marchers with violence that further delegitimated his gov-
ernment in their eyes.100

This cycle of repression and resistance began in December 1969 when “trun-
cheon swinging” police beat students protesting the arrival of U.S. vice president
Spiro Agnew for Marcos’s inauguration.101 Only four weeks later, on January 26,
1970, Marcos and first lady Imelda emerged from Congress after his state of the
nation address to find themselves caught in an angry crowd of fifty thousand stu-
dent demonstrators. “In full view of the television cameras,” wrote the reporter
Jose Lacaba, “the agents of the law beat the hell out of anyone who fell into their
hands.” In the push and shove of rival phalanxes, demonstrators linked arms to
parade before the police with a mocking chant that Lacaba felt was symptomatic
of a “loss of respect for the law” and the reputation of the police as “corrupt,
venal, brutal, vicious.”

Police, police with uncircumcised penis!
Police, money grubber!
He even has a shield, as if going to war!
Keep running, your potbelly might shrink!
Maybe you’ll rape, when you already have five wives!
Let me take you on, bare fists!

Four days later, when police again attacked demonstrators outside Mala-
cañang Palace, the students fought back, ramming the gates with a fire truck and
storming the palace grounds. In their counterattack the police pursued demon-
strators into boardinghouses and dormitories, shooting and beating all they
could catch.102 From police sources OPS reported 4 dead, 293 arrested, and
“scores injured.”103 In the aftermath of this bloody clash, the journalist Lacaba
sensed that a “spirit was abroad that night, and the streets spoke of it in whispers:
the revolution has arrived.”104

In the pageantry of protest that followed, the police and their brutality soon
came to symbolize the state. As riots continued for another two months, the
death toll among student demonstrators rose to nineteen. In an incident that typ-
ified the capriciousness of police brutality, a Quezon City traffic patrol opened
fire while passing a student barricade, leaving one demonstrator dead. “If after
giving the demonstrators a warning to stop, they continue to attack,” the PC chief
told his Metrocom troopers, “then let us give it to them.”105 In its cables to
Washington, OPS reported that “police in a number of incidents still used ex-
cessive force in effecting arrests,” producing “extensive criticism” in the press and
a public climate of “mass hysteria.”106 Reacting to the heavy-handed policing,
many protests, recalled the writer Petronilo Daroy, “took the form of public
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indignation against the men in uniform.” Thus, Manila’s police now symbolized
the illegitimacy not only of the Marcos administration but of the Republic itself,
convincing many in this activist generation “of the need to take up arms.”107

Although Marcos focused on the demonstrators, ordinary citizens were
probably even more concerned with the collapse of public order. Throughout 1971
Manila suffered an outbreak of forty-seven major fires in just five weeks, a surge
in “carnapping” with over forty incidents per month, prison riots at Muntinglupa
that left seventeen dead, and bloody gang wars in the Tondo slums. Instead of
responding to this crisis, the city’s police seemed mired in scandal. A drumbeat
of headlines announced the murder of Cavite’s police chief by political rivals,
involvement of the Makati police in “hijacking and liquidation jobs,” and the in-
jury of five Quezon City policemen in a “full scale battle” with constabulary over
smuggled goods. Lending substance to these incidents, over 20 percent of Ma-
nila’s police officers and 50 percent of Quezon City’s were facing disciplinary
charges.108 Testifying before Congress, constabulary chief Eduardo Garcia and
police chief Francisco Villa admitted that fifty-five recent casino raids had failed
to produce even a single conviction.109 Aware of the political implications of this
disorder, Executive Secretary Alejandro Melchor Jr. advised USAID that “it is ab-
solutely essential that the local policemen be upgraded since this would be the
only way the image of the government would be able to be changed.”110

The middle and upper classes were particularly concerned over the sudden
spread of heroin abuse among their children, fears confirmed by official esti-
mates of some 150,000 drug users nationwide.111 After a decade relatively free of
drugs during the 1950s, with arrests averaging only fifty to sixty annually, Manila
became the site of three small Chinese laboratories in the early 1960s, each trans-
forming smuggled morphine base into granular no. 3 heroin. By 1971 a Chinese
restaurateur named Lim Seng was producing over one hundred kilograms of
powdery, white no. 4 heroin every month at laboratories concealed in rented
mansions around Manila and protected by bribes made to congressmen, customs
inspectors, and the police.112

Although he exported over 90 percent of his output to the American West
Coast, Lim Seng’s local sales were sufficient to fuel a spreading heroin epidemic
among Manila’s youth. Since only middle- and upper-class students had the cash
for such a costly addiction, a moral panic spread among the city’s elite. In early
1972 Marcos responded by drafting stronger narcotics laws and forming the
Constabulary Anti-Narcotics Unit (CANU). Only weeks later CANU got its first
break in the battle against Lim Seng’s syndicate when an operative arrested two
American military veterans boarding a flight to Okinawa with six ounces of no. 4
heroin.113 Following leads from this arrest, constabulary agents soon identified all
the members of the syndicate and its laboratory locations. But PC investigators
were hesitant, they later admitted, to apply for a search warrant since corrupt
court officials might warn Lim Seng of the raids.114 Desperate for order, some
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affluent Makati families formed a “secret organization called KAP (Kill A
Pusher)” to assassinate suspected heroin dealers.115

Capping these years of rising crime and violence, Manila suffered a wave of
terror bombings in the months before martial rule. After the first attack at Plaza
Miranda in August 1971, most Filipinos blamed Marcos. The president accused
the communists and suspended the writ of habeas corpus to check subversion.
Three months later the midterm elections—fueled by warlord gunplay in many
provinces and Muslim-Christian conflict in Mindanao—became “the most vio-
lent in Philippine history.”116

In these November elections the tide of bribery and bloodshed crested as the
palace released an unprecedented one million pesos in pork barrel for each con-
gressman and killings climbed to a historic high of 223. In Cotabato armed parti-
sans of the Mindanao Independence Movement were fighting an ongoing war
with a Christian settler militia called the Ilagas (Rats). In nearby Lanao del Norte
the Muslim warlord Ali Dimaporo, a Marcos ally, battled Christian gangs allied
with the opposition political party.117 “Philippine democracy was digging its own
grave,” observed the historian Resil Mojares. “Successive elections . . . created ever
widening circles of political revulsion and cynicism in Philippine society.”118

After a brief hiatus for the November balloting, the bombings resumed.
Between March and August of 1972 a climate of fear seized the capital as some

twenty bombs erupted across Manila, rocking the telephone exchange on August
15 and blowing up a water main four days later. In September six more bombs
blasted Quezon City Hall and caused forty-two casualties in a crowded depart-
ment store. Again the president blamed the communists, particularly Maoists in
the fledgling New People’s Army. Then, on September 22, mysterious gunmen
ambushed Defense Secretary Juan Ponce Enrile’s security cavalcade near Wack-
Wack Golf Club, raking his car with automatic gunfire. Reacting to this attack on
a senior cabinet officer, Marcos declared martial law at 9:00 p.m., promising to
put an end to the crime and chaos.

While the communists had probably ordered the Plaza Miranda bombing,
reliable sources indicate that Marcos may have orchestrated most of the others,
fomenting disorder to build public support for the ultimate guarantor of so-
cial order, authoritarian rule. From fragmentary evidence it seems that Marcos
worked through General Ver to carry out a destabilization operation similar to
his earlier, abortive plans for the conquest of Sabah. In the midst of these bomb-
ings, Senator Aquino released a copy of Marcos’s secret orders “to sow violence
and terror in order to lay the groundwork for the imposition of Martial Law.”119

Although Aquino’s accusation at first seemed partisan and histrionic, subse-
quent events lent weight to his words. Fourteen years later, when Marcos fell from
power, people began talking. A senior officer revealed that a close relative, Gen.
Ramon Cannu, one of General Ver’s deputies in the Presidential Security Unit,
had “organized some of the bombings that were done to convince people that
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there was a crisis and democracy was not working.” In a stunning revelation
Defense Secretary Enrile confessed to staging his own assassination attempt to
provide Marcos with a final pretext for the declaration of martial law.120 By then
this final act was almost superfluous, for Philippine democracy had already been
discredited by the long years of crime, corruption, violence, and disorder.

Conclusion

In the years leading up to martial law, electoral violence in the countryside
and rising crime in the capital converged to make the Republic seem incapable of
ensuring order. Indeed, the statistical indices of disorder were stark. In 1971 the
constabulary estimated that there were half a million “loose firearms” in the
Philippines, one hundred thousand more than in 1950 in the aftermath of a
world war.121 Looking back on these years, one police expert, Cicero Campos,
claims that “the state of corruption, hooliganism and gangsterism had become so
pervading that it was seriously affecting every aspect of Philippine political and
social life.”122 Not surprisingly, the initial public response to martial law was, in
the words of the political scientist David Wurfel, “relief at the end of crime and
violence.”123 Martial law meant the death of Philippine democracy, but by 1972 a
quarter century of violence had so eroded the Republic’s legitimacy that few
among the masses or middle class mourned its passing.
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Martial Law Terror

I    of President Ferdinand Marcos’s martial law rule,
two constabulary troopers marched a middle-aged Chinese merchant across a
Manila parade ground. As they tied him to a stake, Lim Seng joked with the sol-
diers, still confident that he could buy his way out. Only when they fixed the
blindfold to his face did the realization strike home. Lim Seng, Manila’s top her-
oin trafficker, was still straining against the thick ropes lashed across his torso
when the first volley struck.1 Graphic footage of this execution, played and re-
played in movie theaters across the Philippines, sent a signal that the president’s
firm hand had restored public order and saved the nation’s youth from the
scourge of drug addiction.

Law and order were central to the legitimation of Marcos’s authoritarian re-
gime, which he grandly christened “the New Society.” In the first years after he de-
clared martial law in 1972, his restoration of security won him wide public sup-
port and a tenuous political legitimacy, particularly in Manila, where crime and
chaos had been most acute under the Republic. During the first years of authori-
tarian rule, Marcos, then in his prime, proved to be an iron-fisted commander
in chief who could control his repressive forces. With characteristic cunning, he
divided military authority among trusted subordinates and then played one
against the other.2 To fulfill his mandate for order, Marcos centralized police
power, merging the hundreds of municipal forces into an Integrated National
Police under constabulary control. Although Marcos’s motives were suspect, this
new structure represented the first serious attempt in over a century to upgrade
the quality of local law enforcement and proved a useful innovation that survived
his later fall from power.

Over the longer term, however, the regime’s reliance on this police power for
covert control harbored a fatal contradiction. Along with his imposition of order
Marcos created constabulary antisubversion squads, arming them with both



formal decrees and informal impunity to suppress pro-democracy dissidents.
After five years of “constitutional authoritarianism,” Marcos’s security squads
shifted from formal mass arrests to extrajudicial operations. As his regime’s cele-
brated “discipline” degenerated into systematic state terror and conspicuous cor-
ruption, citizens sensed the failure of their Faustian bargain with dictatorship,
swapping democracy for stability, and slowly withdrew their support. Marcos’s
legitimacy faded, opposition grew, and in the end his massive police and military
apparatus retreated before a million outraged citizens massed on Manila’s streets.
Law and order were central to the regime’s early acceptance, but this legitimacy
was undermined over time by the same police apparatus that had been used to
impose order. In both its rise and demise, Marcos’s authoritarian regime thus
rested to a surprising degree on the quality of its policing.

In this sense the image of Lim Seng’s on-camera execution was an illusion,
another act in the dictator’s brilliant use of political theater to mask the contra-
diction between the image and the reality of martial rule. Lim Seng would be-
come the only criminal legally executed in the fourteen years of martial law. But
there would be thousands of extrajudicial killings of labor leaders, student acti-
vists, and ordinary citizens, their bodies mangled by torture and dumped for dis-
play to induce terror. This practice was so disturbing to the country’s collective
consciousness that the Filipino-English dialect coined the neologism salvaging to
capture its aura of terror.3 Tens of thousands more were arrested and abused,
arousing both domestic opposition and international opprobrium.

From declaration to decline, Marcos’s martial law regime would also feel the
subtle force of Washington’s influence. In planning his demolition of democracy,
Marcos consulted the American ambassador who, concerned by the rising oppo-
sition to the U.S. bases, lent tacit support. Several years later President Carter,
though troubled by Marcos’s abuses, was forced to set aside his human rights
concerns to preserve the military bases at Clark Field and Subic Bay. When a
democratic opposition challenged Marcos in 1986, the waning of the cold war in
Asia had already reduced the strategic value of those bases, allowing the Reagan
administration to withdraw support and encourage Marcos’s flight into exile.
Throughout the fourteen years of dictatorship, however, Washington ignored the
regime’s repression and backed Marcos with military aid and diplomatic support.
By allowing the bases to shape bilateral relations, Washington once again found,
as it had during the 1950s, that its military and economic aid was diverted to shore
up a small Philippine oligarchy against the democratic aspirations of the masses
and middle class.

Police Power

In the first years of the dictatorship, Marcos consolidated his control over the
police by degrees in both capital and countryside, slowly transforming their
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institutional character. The 1973 Constitution, adopted shortly after the imposi-
tion of martial law, allowed such centralization in a clause providing that “the
state shall establish and maintain an integrated national police.” At first Marcos
moved cautiously, increasing Manila’s force to 3,200 men while leaving real power
in the hands of his executive antiriot force, the constabulary’s Metropolitan
Command (Metrocom). Then in March 1974 he issued Presidential Decree (PD)
421, merging all police in the thirteen municipalities and four cities of Metro Ma-
nila into a new Metropolitan Police Force (Metropol) under Metrocom’s com-
mander. Once the Manila police force, the most resistant to centralization, was
firmly under constabulary control, Marcos proceeded by stages, under PD 421,
toward a consolidation of the country’s 1,673 autonomous local forces into the
Integrated National Police (INP). By 1975 the president had expanded his internal
security forces, police and constabulary, to eighty-four thousand officers for
a police-citizen ratio of 1:492—nearly double the density at the beginning of
martial law only three years before.4 Finally, under PD 765 of August 1975 Mar-
cos completed this centralization by placing the INP under the Philippines Con-
stabulary (PC) and thereby creating a unified, militarized national police, the
PC-INP. By the time formal integration was complete in January 1976, the con-
stabulary, commanded by his loyal cousin, Gen. Fidel Ramos, dominated the new
force and its civilian officers were effectively “militarized.”5

Yet this rapid consolidation could not overcome decades of bureaucratic in-
ertia and remained at best incomplete. Under an awkward civil-military diarchy,
the Armed Forces of the Philippines (AFP) directed all police operations while
their routine administration remained with the constabulary. The result was, as
PC veteran Rod Gutang put it, the forced marriage of “two organically distinct
organizations (one civilian, one military) operating as one—the PC composed of
42,000 Constabulary officers and the INP comprising about 65,000 policemen.”
Although constabulary officers imposed a militarized command over local units,
the old municipal police still remained civilians and were not subject to the Ar-
ticles of War or military courts.6

Marcos’s police reforms would leave a contradictory legacy of lasting institu-
tional change and embedded corruption. With the creation of the PC-INP in
1975, the Philippines gained a single national police force for the first time in the
country’s history. Problems that had dogged the municipal police for decades—
local politics, low qualifications, and poor training—could now, in theory, be
corrected. Moreover, the formation of elite antisubversion units in the capital
and regional constabulary commands in the provinces created a tremendous
concentration of police power, curtailing many of the country’s crime syndi-
cates. The sweeping confiscation of private arms at the start of martial law ended
warlord violence, and the Metrocom Intelligence Service Group solved several
kidnappings of wealthy Chinese.7 On the debit side of this political ledger, mar-
tial rule removed legal restraints and allowed the internal security agencies,
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constabulary and local police, to practice both routine human rights violations
and systemic corruption.

In the first months of martial rule, Marcos also manipulated the symbols of
order to create an appearance of resolute law enforcement. The military quickly
disbanded 145 private armies, two for each of country’s sixty-seven provinces,
and confiscated 523,616 firearms, one for every fifteen adult males. To expunge the
culture of violence, military censors blacked out firearms in the hands of movie
poster gunmen.8 In every city constabulary officers enforced a midnight curfew,
locking up late-night revelers and forcing them to clean the streets at dawn. With
great drama the constabulary closed the Dewey Boulevard casinos and elimi-
nated notorious criminals such as Lim Seng. Indeed, the suppression of illicit
drug trafficking constituted martial rule’s greatest success, arguably the only
facet of Marcos’s law enforcement not compromised by countervailing interests.
For several years before martial law, the growing incidence of heroin addiction
among the Filipino student population, though minimal by international stan-
dards, had become a matter of grave public concern among the city’s middle and
upper classes. Just days after Marcos declared martial law in September 1972, the
Constabulary Anti-Narcotics Unit launched a series of raids that netted Lim
Seng, two of his laboratories, and over fifty kilograms of recently processed no. 4
heroin.9 By 1974 a survey found that heroin use had virtually disappeared among
students, and within a few more years Marcos’s suppression reduced the number
of drug users to only 12,000 from a peak of 150,000 in 1970.10 Many of his other
reforms were, however, double-edged. The confiscation of firearms together with
the regime’s systematic liquidation of the old warlords’ loyal hit men both re-
stored public order and left Marcos with an unchecked monopoly on armed force.

Despite this early rigor, crime rebounded in the latter years of Marcos’s rule.
At the beginning of martial law in 1972, violent crimes dropped from 3.0 per hun-
dred thousand to 1.5, remaining low until 1977. But then they began a steady rise
to over 7.2 by 1983, more than double the rate before martial law. In the last five
years of the Marcos regime, the police-population ratio dropped steadily—down
to 1:1,120 by 1985—while serious crime continued to rise.11

In another effort to burnish his law and order image during the first months
of martial rule, Marcos also imposed a strict antigambling policy, enforcing a
moral order that would appeal to the Catholic middle class. In Manila Marcos
padlocked the illegal Roxas Boulevard casinos, and in Cebu City, the country’s
second metropolis, he closed the local jai alai fronton and turned it into an inter-
rogation center, winning wide support from Cebuano elites.12

Not only did the casino closure lend credence to his claims of reform, but
many of the old operators were protégés of the American gangster Ted Lewin, a
sometime ally of Marcos’s blood rival, Vice President Fernando Lopez. Adding a
personal edge to this political conflict, the president’s brother-in-law, Benjamin
“Kokoy” Romualdez, had long hungered, as Marcos’s media czar put it, to
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“avenge himself on Lewin’s hirelings who threw him out of the Lewin-run sup-
per club along Roxas Boulevard because he could not settle his gambling debts.”13

When martial law was declared, Kokoy, in another account, raided Club Cairo
with a military intelligence squad and “watched while they beat Lewin’s club op-
erators.”14 While closing the illegal casinos had been good politics for the Marcos
regime, many reopened within two years under informal police protection.15

After four years of martial rule, Marcos was confident enough to offend what
his media adviser called “the finer sensibilities of the religious” by legalizing gam-
bling. To carry out this major social reform, under Presidential Decree 1067-A of
January 1977 Marcos established the Philippine Amusement and Gaming Corpo-
ration (Pagcor) to “operate clubs and casinos.” In deference to the country’s deep
moral opposition to legal gambling, the president directed that half the gross
earnings be spent on “priority infrastructure and socio-civic projects.” Under
a string of authoritarian decrees, he then allowed this quasi-governmental cor-
poration to issue casino contracts while exempting it from regular government
audits, customs duties, and taxes.16

As often happened under Marcos’s New Society, a seemingly innovative re-
form created an opening for old-style crony corruption. In the regime’s informal
division of spoils, first lady Imelda Marcos’s younger sister, Alita Romualdez
Martel, had moved first, maneuvering for a share in the venerable Madrigal jai
alai concern but settling for a second fronton to anchor her Century Park Shera-
ton Hotel. Then in 1975 the first lady’s younger brother, Alfredo “Bejo” Romual-
dez, appropriated the Taft Avenue jai alai fronton from the Madrigals, now denied
the license they had held for thirty-five years, and then boosted its profitability by
opening off-fronton betting stations in slums across Manila.17

These jai alai intrigues soon paled before high-stakes corruption involving ca-
sinos. Through formal contracts and informal deals, casino profits were eventu-
ally divided among Marcos crony Roberto Benedicto, the first lady’s Romualdez
relatives, and the Macao gambling boss Stanley Ho. In December 1975, well before
Marcos formally legalized gambling, Bejo Romualdez opened a casino on a small
ship, the M/S Philippine Tourist, which was anchored, almost tentatively, in
Manila Bay. A year later when Marcos formed Pagcor as a quasi-governmental
corporation, its employees issued casino contracts to three Bejo-controlled front
companies that would extract an estimated $200 million from legal gambling
over the next decade. With casinos now fully legalized, a larger ship, the M/S Phil-
ippine Tourist II, dropped anchor in Manila Bay. At a grand opening of the float-
ing casino’s high-roller gaming tables, Imelda Marcos threw the first dice while
President Marcos, Stanley Ho, and the Italian film star Gina Lollobrigida posed
approvingly for the cameras. Within months, however, Imelda, in her capacity as
the governor of Metro Manila, unexpectedly denounced gambling as an “unde-
sirable vice”—a contradictory stance that made no sense until it became appar-
ent that she was simply blocking licenses for competing casinos in new luxury
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hotels and thus preserving her family’s lucrative monopoly.18 After three years of
operations, the radical, middle-class Light-a-Fire movement made its own moral
statement by bombing the floating casino. The ship burned spectacularly and
then keeled over, its rusting hulk visible for months to passing motorists.19

Instead of shutting down, casino operations expanded for the next seven
years, becoming the regime’s most lucrative enterprise. Bejo Romualdez shifted
his single casino first to the Philippine Village Hotel and later in 1983 to a lavish
new building nearby with 142 gaming tables. By the time Marcos lost power in
1986, Bejo’s companies were operating ten casinos in cities across the Philippines.
There were no restraints on skimming. After averaging only §210 million under
the Romualdez reign, Pagcor’s annual revenues jumped to §2 billion in 1987, its
first full year after Marcos—a sudden tenfold increase in tax revenues amidst a
deep recession that can only be explained by massive graft under his regime.20

Just as the first family monopolized high-roller casino gambling, so their
police commanders syndicated the illegal, penny-ante jueteng lottery that thrived
in the country’s slums. With the relentless centralization of police power, senior
constabulary officers protected regional vice syndicates that soon superseded the
long-established local crime bosses. The bandits, outlaws, pirates, rebels, and
gunmen—all celebrated in the heroic scripts of local cultures—now gave way to
entrepreneurs in vice and violence protected by the national police. Instead of a
few bribes to the town mayor and his police chief, the new syndicates made sub-
stantial payments to “the many military and police intelligence units which pro-
liferated, all of them wanting a cut.”21 Moreover, the balance between police and
syndicates shifted, with PC commanders rising from mere protectors to princi-
pals and the once powerful vice lords reduced to bagmen for the military.22

Under martial law, a new model crime boss emerged, exemplified by the ca-
reer of drug kingpin “Don Pepe” Oyson. Born in 1934 at Binondo, the heart of
Manila’s Chinatown, Jose Oyson became a college basketball star in the 1950s,
making connections through the sidelines gambling milieu to become a small-
time smuggler around Manila Bay. Slowly, he established himself as a local crime
boss in Manila’s southern suburban sprawl. In the early 1980s, however, Oyson’s
fortunes changed dramatically when one of his Chinese partners allied with
Marcos’s security chief, General Fabian Ver, in a currency smuggling racket. Under
the general’s protection, petty smuggler Jose soon became the crime boss “Don
Pepe” with a Roxas Boulevard nightclub, a large Manila cockpit, and impunity to
smuggle. Most importantly, he took control of the illegal importation of meth-
amphetamine hydrochloride (shabu), a drug whose energy surge appealed to an
expanding clientele among Manila’s nocturnal working class—taxi drivers, casino
workers, and nightclub hostesses. In 1984, when a provincial newspaper dared to
expose his drug smuggling and police protection, Don Pepe’s men simply dumped
the offending journalist’s charred remains into the sea off Cavite.23 Clearly, a
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decade of martial rule had not eradicated the vice rackets but instead fostered a
more sophisticated syndication complete with national police protection.

State Terror

As martial rule continued, systemic police corruption was matched by rising
human rights abuse. Initially, Marcos’s military had relied on the legal formalities
of arrest and detention to suppress dissent. In issuing Proclamation 1081 to de-
clare martial law in September 1972, Marcos had invoked Article VII of the 1935
Constitution providing that the president “in case of invasion, insurrection, or
rebellion . . . may suspend the privileges of the writ of habeas corpus, or place the
Philippines . . . under martial law.” In his next paragraph Marcos issued a sweep-
ing order that all suspects arrested for crimes against public order “be kept under
detention until otherwise ordered released by me.”24 In the weeks following this
declaration, the regime rounded up some fifty thousand alleged subversives. Al-
though the number of those officially detained fell to six thousand by May 1975,
the police continued to make arrests without warrants. Armed with a blanket
Arrest Search and Seizure Order (ASSO) or Presidential Commitment Order
(PCO), they routinely confined suspects in extralegal “safe houses” for “tactical
interrogations.”25

During the last years of Marcos’s rule, the police grew increasingly brutal,
making torture and salvaging standard procedure against both political dissi-
dents and petty criminals. Recent graduates of the Philippine Military Academy
(PMA) who joined the constabulary were socialized into a permissive ethos of
torture, corruption, and impunity. With unchecked legal authority, limitless
funds, and immersion in both psychological and physical torture, a cohort of
privileged police commanders formed in the upper ranks of the elite PC anti-
subversion squads, the Metrocom Intelligence Service Group (MISG) and Fifth
Constabulary Security Unit (CSU). Over time martial law transformed these top
police into an empowered elite engaged in systemic human rights abuses and syn-
dicated gambling, drugs, or smuggling. Under Marcos military murder was the
apex of a pyramid of terror with 3,257 killed, an estimated 35,000 tortured, and
some 70,000 arrested. To subdue the population with terror, some 2,520 victims,
an overwhelming 77 percent of Filipinos who died, were salvaged, that is, tor-
tured and killed with the scarred remains dumped for display.26

Initially Marcos seemed insensitive to foreign accusations of human rights
abuse and allowed his military commanders wide latitude in their pursuit of
communist insurgents. Just as courtiers jostled for power in the first years of
martial rule, so rival security units competed in the hunt for top communists.
Under the chief of staff, Gen. Romeo Espino, the Intelligence Service Armed
Forces of the Philippines (ISAFP) centralized military intelligence collection and
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operated against suspected communists through the Military Intelligence Group
(MIG). As the president’s cousin and chief protector, Gen. Fabian Ver com-
manded both the Presidential Security Unit, the palace’s praetorian guard, and
the National Intelligence and Security Authority (NISA). To defend himself
against his blood rival Ver, Defense Minister Juan Ponce Enrile created the Na-
tional Defense Intelligence Office and hunted subversives through his ministry’s
Security Unit. And, as chief of constabulary Gen. Fidel Ramos, a more distant
Marcos cousin, commanded the most notorious antisubversion units, the Fifth
CSU and MISG.27

By 1975, however, increasing human rights abuses began to attract criticism
from both Amnesty International and Washington, creating serious political
problems for the regime. In its first report on the Philippines, dated December
1975, Amnesty International devoted nine pages to the Fifth CSU’s “systematic
and severe torture.” Women were being intimidated with “threats of sexual as-
sault,” and victims were subjected to “prolonged beatings with fists, kicks and ka-
rate blows, beatings with . . . rifle butts, heavy wooden clubs and family-sized soft
drink bottles . . . , the pounding of heads against walls, [and] the burning of
genitals and pubic hair with the flame of a cigarette lighter.” In one example of
unconventional psychological techniques, Mrs. Jean Cacayorin-Tayag was “kept
sleepless for eight days and nights, made to stand naked for several hours before a
full-blast air conditioner and was slapped hard.”28 Amnesty International found
“convincing evidence” that torture was “widespread.” Of 107 prisoners inter-
viewed, 71 claimed that they had been abused, leading the organization to con-
clude that “torture was used freely and with extreme cruelty, often over long pe-
riods.” In particular, Amnesty found that Marcos’s suspension of habeas corpus
had removed judicial oversight, allowing “a pattern of torture during the period
of interrogation immediately following arrest.” In a passage that angered Marcos,
the rights group reported that in the three years since the suspension of habeas
corpus the Philippines had been “transformed from a country with a remarkable
constitutional tradition to a system where star chamber methods have been used
on so wide a scale as to literally torture evidence into existence.”29 Only a few
months after the report was released, U.S. president Jimmy Carter announced his
policy of promoting human rights worldwide, adding pressure on Marcos to
relax the level of visible repression.30

Marcos deflected these pressures by proclaiming the restoration of civil rights
and privately pressing Washington to relent by vaguely threatening to abrogate
the U.S. military bases agreement. But along with his relaxation of formal repres-
sion he intensified covert security operations, in reality producing more torture
and extrajudicial executions. In October 1976 he announced that some 2,700 mil-
itary personnel had been disciplined “for maltreating prisoners held under mar-
tial law.”31 To add credibility to these claims of reform, he confessed at the World
Peace through Law Conference in Manila in 1977 that “there have been, to our
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lasting regret, a number of violations of the rights of detainees.”32 The president
soon emptied his prisons, reducing the number of detainees from 6,000 in 1975 to
only 563 two years later, just as Carter was launching his global human rights cam-
paign.33 As a part of this image building, the notorious Fifth CSU was renamed
Regional Security Unit-4 (RSU-4), and its most brutal interrogator, Capt. Rodolfo
Aguinaldo, known for what human rights groups called “his legendary maniacal
torture sessions,” disappeared inside the regime’s gulag.34 After Marcos agreed in
late 1978 to extend the lease on the U.S. bases in exchange for $500 million in aid,
the Carter administration began defending the regime’s human rights record in
the American press. “We had to choose between using our bilateral relationship
for human rights objectives and using it first for putting our military facilities on
a stable basis,” explained the State Department official Richard Holbrooke.35 In
sum, the Philippines provided the ultimate test of Carter’s human rights initia-
tive, exposing the contradiction between American ideals and realpolitik of U.S.
power that inclined his policy first to compromise and ultimately to failure.

Instead of ending human rights violations, these pressures drove the abuse
underground, out of the courts and prisons into a netherworld of safe houses
and special security squads. As Marcos courted Washington’s support by formally
restoring democratic trappings in stages between 1978 and 1981, his secret secur-
ity operations intensified. In January 1981 he issued Proclamation 2045 ending
martial rule. In June he ran for president in an elaborately staged electoral cha-
rade. In July he inaugurated his nominally democratic New Republic before a
bevy of international observers, including U.S. vice president George H. W. Bush,
who famously toasted Marcos’s “adherence to democratic principles.” But the
same proclamation that ended martial law also allowed the suspension of habeas
corpus in subversion cases, a proviso that made his restoration of democracy little
more than a sham.36

To bridge the gap between the rhetoric of legality and the reality of repres-
sion, Marcos’s antisubversion units operated at night, spreading terror through
arrests, salvaging, and torture. The number of salvagings alone rose from only
3 in 1975 to 538 in 1984, a level sufficient to sustain a climate of terror.37 Since only
5 of 123 military personnel charged with human rights abuses in 1985 were
convicted, the Marcos gulag enjoyed a de facto immunity. In the capital, with only
four thousand police for six million residents, the metro government deputized
hundreds of “secret marshals” to shoot petty criminals on sight, producing over
thirty fatalities during the program’s first month, May 1985. In the countryside,
the constabulary tried to check communist insurgency by arming 110,000 local
militia as of 1982, flooding Mindanao with Civilian Home Defense Forces that
soon degenerated into what their chief later called “private armies . . . for the per-
sonal aggrandizement of the local warlord.”38

In this twilight between dictatorship and democracy, the constabulary’s
MISG became the regime’s chief instrument for spreading state terror to stifle
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growing opposition. During the twelve years that he led the MISG (1974 –86), Col.
Rolando Abadilla, in the words of his obituary, “towered over other heavies in
that closed, tight-knit, psychotic club of martial-law enforcers.”39 With his allure
of unchecked power, Abadilla recruited bright, young Philippine Military Acad-
emy graduates and transformed them into brutal operatives, each of whom later
achieved his own notoriety: Reynaldo Berroya (class of 1969), Panfilo Lacson
(1971), and Rodolfo Aguinaldo (1972).40 Under Abadilla and his Deputy Com-
mander Lacson, the MISG emerged as the most ruthless of the regime’s antisub-
version units during the last six years of martial rule.41 Abadilla and Aguinaldo
cultivated a lethal aura; both were gunned down in precision communist assassi-
nations years after the dictator’s fall. Berroya and Lacson were the faceless bureau-
crats of state terror; they survived to rise unchecked in the post-Marcos period.

When Marcos tried to cleanse his human rights image, the regime filed
two well-publicized torture lawsuits against MISG officers, giving the unit a
certain notoriety. In July 1977, just before the World Peace through Law Confer-
ence in Manila, the military court-martialed lieutenants Edward Matillano
and Prudencio Regis for the torture of Mrs. Trinidad Herrera, the leader of the
Zone One Tondo Organization (ZOTO) whose slum work had made her “an
internationally-known figure.” After her arrest that May, she told U.S. Embassy
officers that “after being stripped naked, she was forced to wind an electrode wire
around her nipple.” Once the publicity faded, both officers were found not guilty.
A year later the military charged three MISG lieutenants with the torture of Mrs.
Melvin Cayabyab, then two months pregnant, who alleged that “she had been
beaten, sexually molested, given electric shocks through wires placed on her
thumbs and threatened with rape and application of electric shocks to her vagina
and nipples.” Although the court sentenced the officers to prison terms and dis-
charge from the service, within a year two of them were back on duty at MISG.42

As the regime liberalized after 1978, Marcos nonetheless became increasingly
reliant on the MISG and its loyal commander, Colonel Abadilla, to maintain the
climate of terror. Abadilla seemed to revel in his reputation, telling a reporter
who asked about torture after Marcos’s fall, “With crime groups, I had to be vio-
lent with them. Meet force with force. The MISG had to be feared.”43 The human
rights group Task Force Detainees (TFD) collected detailed documentation
about MISG’s growing brutality, estimating that twenty-seven of the thirty-eight
suspects the unit arrested between 1979 and 1984 experienced physical or psycho-
logical torture. Nine of these cases involved extensive electric shocks, indicating
that this technique had become a standard procedure.44 While MISG’s interroga-
tors were dispassionate and usually anonymous thanks to their careful use of
blindfolds, the Fifth CSU’s interrogators practiced a highly personalized, often
psychopathic torture that imprinted their names in victims’ memories.

In this transition to more aggressive antisubversion operations, U.S. counter-
insurgency training may have played a seminal role. By the late 1970s both the
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MISG and Fifth CSU (now RSU-4) were employing psychological torture tech-
niques, exemplified by the sleep and temperature modification earlier used on
Jean Cacayorin-Tayag, which were quite similar to those utilized by CIA-trained
units in Latin America. These parallels in psychological methods by militaries on
opposite sides of the Pacific, joined only by a common American alliance, is a
telling indication that connections between the agency and the Philippine po-
lice may have continued after the U.S. Office of Public Safety quit Manila in 1975.
Indeed, just three years later a human rights newsletter reported that MISG’s
Colonel Abadilla was studying at Fort Leavenworth in Kansas. A year after that
another group claimed that Major Aguinaldo was scheduled to go to the United
States “for additional training under the Central Intelligence Agency.”45 During
the 1950s the agency had developed an innovative method of mental torture that
combined sensory deprivation and self-inflicted pain. For the next thirty years,
the CIA disseminated these techniques among anticommunist security agencies
throughout the third world, first through the Office of Public Safety (1962–75)
and after the abolition of OPS through U.S. Army training programs. From the
1960s to the 1980s, army intelligence distributed interrogation training manuals
to Latin American militaries that taught interrogation procedures, aimed at
breaking the victim’s “capacity to resist.”46 Were these Filipino officers, like their
Latin American counterparts, given secret training in either tactical interrogation
or torture? Since the two key commanders have been assassinated, Abadilla in
1996 and Aguinaldo in 2001, definitive answers must await the future release of
classified U.S. documents.

Despite their frequent recourse to brutality, Marcos’s internal security services,
particularly the constabulary’s antisubversion units, engaged in systematic torture
that was often more psychological than physical. Indeed, some officers became in-
novative practitioners of this approach, using a variant that seemed to have been
lifted from CIA interrogation manuals. As they probed human consciousness
through thousands of torture sessions, these Filipino interrogators carried the
CIA’s psychological paradigm into its ultimate dimension, combining an expan-
sive theatricality with lurid physical brutality to induce terror not just among their
many victims but in the entire society. If, as often happened, these interrogations
ended with a victim’s death, the perpetrators discarded the mangled corpse in a
public place, a roadside or busy intersection, to be seen by passersby. Every road
or plaza—indeed, all public space—thus became a proscenium of psychological
terror. Seeing the stigmata on the victim’s body, or simply hearing of them, Fili-
pinos could read in an instant the entire transcript of torture inside the regime’s
safe house. The continued suspension of habeas corpus abrogated due process
and allowed the military to operate with a “de facto or de jure immunity” to civil
prosecution, producing what Amnesty International called, five months after
Marcos proclaimed his nominally democratic New Society in 1981, “gross and
systematic violations of human rights.”47
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Aberca versus Ver

In the sunset of dictatorship, there was a quiet but historic struggle between
Marcos’s security services and a small group of human rights lawyers. While mil-
itary units such as MISG made terror and torture instruments of state power,
human rights advocates such as the Free Legal Assistance Group (FLAG) peti-
tioned the courts for writs of habeas corpus, pressing the judiciary to assert its au-
thority over the executive and its military. As the Marcos regime’s economic per-
formance declined, public opposition revived and the dictator’s nominal reforms
did little to still this dissent, making terror and torture his ultimate weapons.48

During the first nine years of martial rule, a supine Supreme Court had vali-
dated the authority of Marcos’s military tribunals and dismissed a succession of
habeas corpus petitions. But as Marcos moved to restore the semblance of democ-
racy throughout 1981, the court issued a series of rulings on detention cases that
represented the first stirrings of judicial assertiveness. In its decision in Jose Ma.
Sison v. Hon. Juan Ponce Enrile in January, the court dismissed a petition for ha-
beas corpus by ten detainees on the grounds that it was rendered “moot and aca-
demic”by news of the president’s plan to lift martial law.49 In November, however,
when the court dismissed another habeas corpus petition by the same detainees, a
dissenting justice challenged Marcos’s security forces. “With the official lifting of
martial law,” wrote Associate Justice Claudio Teehankee in a dissent to Bernabe
Buscayno v. Military Commissions, “there is no longer any justification for con-
tinuing to subject petitioners-civilians to trial by military commissions. . . . Since
we are not enemy occupied territory nor are we under military government,
the military tribunals cannot try and exercise jurisdiction over civilians for civil
offenses.”50

Trying to thread the eye of this legal needle, human rights lawyers challenged
Marcos’s security state by pressing, in suit after suit, for the restoration of habeas
corpus that was nothing less than a struggle against the country’s long colonial
history. Although the U.S. regime had introduced the principle of judicial review
in 1901–2, the Philippine Supreme Court was reluctant to challenge the American
governor-general’s extensive powers. When drafting the 1935 Constitution for
their new republic, Filipino delegates had followed colonial models, particularly
the Jones Act of 1916, to create a powerful executive exempt from judicial review
or legislative restraint. In drawing up the bill of rights, constitutional delegates
specified that the writ of habeas corpus “shall not be suspended except in cases of
invasion, insurrection, or rebellion,” but then they gave the president wide lati-
tude to waive it “in case of invasion, insurrection, or rebellion, or imminent dan-
ger thereof.”51 In his 1973 Constitution, promulgated after the imposition of mar-
tial law, Marcos combined these two passages into a sweeping clause providing
that habeas corpus “shall not be suspended except in cases of invasion, insurrec-
tion, rebellion, or imminent danger thereof, when the public safety requires it.”52

Within the country’s conservative legal tradition, this circumscribed right of
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habeas corpus was nonetheless, as Justice Teehankee noted in 1981, the one open-
ing that allowed judicial review of a powerful executive. In their efforts to reestab-
lish the rule of law under Marcos, human rights lawyers thus faced a succession of
daunting hurdles: weak precedents, a timid judiciary, an empowered executive,
and an unrestrained military.

These activist attorneys soon collided with Marcos’s military in a major legal
battle over Operation Crosswind, which had swept up suspected subversives
throughout Manila in early 1982. The subsequent human rights litigation is note-
worthy for both the revealing documentation about Marcos’s security operations
in lower court proceedings and a landmark decision issued on appeal to the Phil-
ippine Supreme Court. Moreover, this case, Aberca v. Ver, would become the only
formal test of Marcos’s powers of summary arrest to come before a Philippine
court, the country’s slender substitute for the formal truth commissions found in
other postauthoritarian nations.

In the first months of Marcos’s New Republic in 1981, General Ver had fused
elements from the regime’s disparate antisubversive forces—ISAFP, MIG-15,
MIG-4, MISG, and the Naval Intelligence Service Group—into Task Force Maka-
bansa. Somewhat later Ver, as armed forces chief of staff, ordered Operation
Crosswind to “conduct pre-emptive strikes against known communist-terrorist
[CT] underground houses in view of increasing reports about CT plans to sow
disturbances in Metro Manila.” Thus, on February 25, 1982, the MISG team raided
“one of the UG [underground] houses located at Gen. Luis St., Novaliches, Que-
zon City,” where officers seized documents that led to four more raids against al-
leged underground houses, netting twenty-three “CT suspects.” All those arrested
were supposedly communists, either top leaders or ordinary cadres.53

In their affidavits twenty of these detainees described interrogations with so-
phisticated torture techniques, indicating a ruthlessly efficient security network
at the peak of its powers. Since a multiunit task force had carried out these raids,
most victims experienced an initial tactical interview at the MISG offices at Camp
Crame or the MIG-15 headquarters at nearby Camp Bago Bantay before moving
to a succession of detention centers for more protracted interrogation, often by
composite teams. Of the twenty victims who complained of abuse, half reported
physical and mental torture at MISG. All units seemed to reserve psychological
methods for educated suspects and used physical torture on peasants or workers.
At MISG headquarters, for example, Alex Marcelino, a twenty-eight-year-old
student at the elite University of the Philippines (UP), suffered sleep deprivation
and was “exposed to torture sessions” but was spared beatings or electric
shocks.54

By contrast MISG’s deputy commander, Lt. Col. Panfilo “Ping” Lacson, re-
portedly subjected one suspect, Marco Palo, a property manager from Angeles
City, to four torture sessions with both mental and physical methods. “His cap-
tors pummeled him with kicks,” reads a legal summary of the abuse, “and banged
his head several times against the concrete wall, clapped his ears simultaneously,
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and strangled him. He was also hit in the midsection and kicked every time he
would try to stand. For about two hours, he was subject to electric shocks. As a re-
sult, he had to be hospitalized for 23 days.”55 In his later testimony Palo stated that,
after the electric shocks had been applied to the upper body at MISG, he was trans-
ferred to the Naval Intelligence and Security Force (NISF) building in Fort Boni-
facio where he was “blindfolded continuously for three nights and four days; . . .
mauled and beaten; . . . [and] choked with a rounded rattan stick” while “con-
stantly threatened that he would be killed if he failed to cooperate.” Palo proved
to be a careful observer of his tormentors and later matched the timbre of their
voices to the names he heard while blindfolded to identify Lieutenant Colonel
Lacson and Maj. Rodolfo Aguinaldo at MISG, as well as Lt. Pedro Tangco and
Aguinaldo again at NISF.56

Similarly, MISG interrogated Noel Etabag, a thirty-three-year-old peasant
activist and former fine arts student at the University of the Philippines, with a
mix of beatings and electric shocks. “I was being electrocuted for every question
asked and accusation hurled,” he recalled. “I kept crying out in excruciating pain.
But this man kept the electrodes in prolonged contact with my body for the
length of time that it took me to answer a question.” After a night of such torture
at MISG, Etabag was driven to MIG-15 headquarters in Camp Bago Bantay for
two weeks of interrogations interspersed with beatings. When he pleaded with
Col. Galileo Kinantar of MIG-15 to “respect my person and my rights,” there was
a brief pause before the questions resumed, now punctuated by a rising tempo of
beatings to the head until he finally signed a confession of communist activities.57

As these interrogations began, human rights lawyers mobilized by the Free
Legal Assistance Group rushed to military camps across Manila in a desperate bid
to stop the torture. At 5:00 a.m. on February 27, only fifteen hours after the first
raid, FLAG’s head, ex-senator Jose W. Diokno, phoned one of his young asso-
ciates, Arno Sanidad, and dispatched him to MISG headquarters at Camp Crame
as the attorney for four detainees. Arriving at 7:00 a.m., Sanidad joined two other
lawyers in hours of pleading for an audience with the unit’s commander, Colonel
Abadilla. When they finally gained access, the colonel dismissed requests to see
their clients, saying that “he had no personnel to administer the visits.” As reports
of additional arrests reached FLAG offices throughout the day, more attorneys
rushed from camp to camp searching for their clients before they disappeared
into the gulag of safe houses. All were denied both access and information.58

Undeterred, these attorneys launched a sustained attack on Marcos’s security
apparatus. On March 3, only days after the first raids, lawyers for seventeen of the
detainees petitioned the Supreme Court for a writ of habeas corpus, challenging
the military’s use of Marcos’s Proclamation 2045.59 In reply Marcos’s solicitor
general, Estelito Mendoza, claimed that the suspects had been arrested by Task
Force Makabansa under a presidential order validated by Proclamation 2045 that
allowed the suspension of habeas corpus in cases of subversion. The solicitor
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general claimed that the detainee in question, Alex Jazmines, was head of the
“major arm of the CPP [Communist Party of the Philippines] engaged in the . . .
supply of arms . . . of the New People’s Army” and the rest were “communist ter-
rorists and members of the NPA out to cause civil disturbances in Metro Manila.”
Since “premature communication between the detainees and third parties could
result in the escape of others in the subversive movement,” the solicitor general
asked that the writ of habeas corpus be denied.60 The next day the Supreme
Court, in a cautious decision, decided that the detainees “may confer with coun-
sel and may be visited by immediate relatives . . . with due regard to security
measures.”61

On March 10 the Supreme Court, in a historic assertion of its authority,
finally issued a writ of habeas corpus, allowing detainees to be visited by family
members, attorneys, and private physicians.62 Although the military resisted
complying fully with the court, the writ had a striking impact on its treatment of
the detainees. Soon after habeas corpus was issued, the military confirmed the
names of those arrested, and in FLAG’s view “the tortures applied on them
stopped.”63 The day the court issued the writ the two MISG officers who had been
identified by victims signed sworn statements denying any involvement in tor-
ture. In his affidavit Lieutenant Colonel Lacson claimed that on February 27, the
date of the alleged torture of Marco Palo, he had “begged off earlier not to join
the simultaneous raids” and was absent from Camp Crame. On the other days
cited in FLAG’s complaints, Lacson insisted that he had “not in any single occa-
sion met nor seen the person of Marco Palo.”64 On March 10 as well, Master Ser-
geant Bienvenido Balaba swore a similar affidavit claiming he had met Marco
Palo in his capacity as “the official photographer of the MISG, PC Metrocom,”
but denying that he had electrocuted him for “one to two hours.”65 As attorneys
pressed the Supreme Court for transfers to more formal detention at Bicutan,
interrogators tried to silence their victims with threats. At MISG Col. Saturnino
Dumlao told detainee Joseph Olayer that he would be transferred to an open de-
tention center if he would “forget” the beatings and “charge it to experience.”66

Similarly, detainee Danilo de la Fuente was “forced to sign a ‘waiver’ on tactical
interrogation” at MIG-15, effectively denying that he had been tortured.67

The next day Diokno filed an urgent motion on behalf of Alex Marcelino,
stating that the detainee had told his mother during a prison visit that the mili-
tary had tried to force his confession by subjecting him to four days of sleep dep-
rivation and electric shocks at a safe house. In his complaint Diokno asked that
Marcelino be treated by a private physician and transferred to another camp.68

Two days later at 8:20 p.m. one of Diokno’s allies, the distinguished physician Dr.
Mita Pardo de Tavera, arrived at the V. Luna military hospital carrying a Supreme
Court resolution ordering medical care for Marco Palo. For the next two hours
she moved up the chain of command from sergeant to colonel but was forced to
leave without seeing her patient.69
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To resolve the question of torture, which military doctors adamantly denied,
the Supreme Court took the unprecedented step of ordering a court-supervised
medical examination. On March 13, a medical team led by Dr. Carmen Valero,
head of the Supreme Court’s own medical services, examined several detainees at
V. Luna Hospital. They found that Marco Palo, in particular, showed signs of
serious injuries, with “multiple punctate scars in pairs with dried scabs along
the two arms of Mr. Palo, similar to those found on plaintiff Noel Etabag.” There
were similar scars on Palo’s “legs as well as his thighs and buttocks,” a “healing
abrasion” on his lower chest, and below that “a 2 inch linear scar.”70

This impartial medical examination, which provided unassailable physical
evidence, laid the foundations for a landmark human rights case against the Mar-
cos regime. Eight months later, on February 25, 1983, FLAG’s lawyers filed a civil
suit, Aberca v. Ver, on behalf of the torture victims against Marcos’s most feared
security officers: Chief of Staff Fabian Ver, MIG-15 commander Col. Galileo Ki-
nantar, MISG chief Col. Rolando Abadilla, MISG deputy commander Lt. Col.
Panfilo Lacson, and the notorious torturer Maj. Rodolfo Aguinaldo. Led by a
team of prominent attorneys—Jose Diokno, Rene Saguisag, Joker Arroyo, and
Alexander Padilla—FLAG sought §3 million in moral and compensatory dam-
ages. Although the paucity of the damages seemed to mock the gravity of the
offense, their claim was limited by the civil code’s requirement that plaintiffs de-
posit a percentage of damages sought as bond. The fledgling anti-Marcos move-
ment had no funding, so a young FLAG attorney, Arno Sanidad, collected lunch
money from students at the University of the Philippines and Ateneo de Manila
University to post bond for the detainees.71

Since this was a civil suit for monetary damages and not a criminal action,
FLAG’s lawyers devoted much of their complaint to establishing the actual harm
their plaintiffs had suffered from incarceration and torture. As the primary cause
of action, the lawyers alleged that their twenty clients “were subjected to . . . intense
and unceasing interrogations . . . with the use of physical and psychological tor-
ture”; then, in nine gruesome pages, they summarized the damage done to each.72

As expected, a human rights case against Marcos’s military did not prosper
before his courts. In the government reply to FLAG’s complaint, Solicitor General
Mendoza alleged that the president’s suspension of habeas corpus had denied
the plaintiffs a “judicial inquiry into . . . their detention.” He also argued that the
military defendants were “immune from liability for acts done in performance of
their official duties.” After months of legal sparring, Judge Willelmo C. Fortun of
Quezon City’s Regional Trial Court ruled in November, accepting the solicitor
general’s argument “lock, stock, and barrel” and dismissing the plaintiffs’ case on
the grounds that suspension of habeas corpus barred any inquiry into security op-
erations. Judge Fortun found that the plaintiffs had presented evidence of actual
crimes against only the lowest-ranking accused, Major Aguinaldo and Sergeant
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Balaba, and thus had “no cause of action” against superior officers, who were not
liable for the actions of their subordinates. On September 21 the regional court
issued a final order dismissing the charges against most defendants, leaving only
Aguinaldo and Balaba to face a future trial. After this string of defeats FLAG peti-
tioned the Supreme Court in March 1985 for a new trial. The military defendants
filed comments in November, but the plaintiffs’ lawyers delayed their reply until
after Marcos fled into exile the following February.73

Two years later, in April 1988, the Supreme Court issued its decision in Aberca
v. Ver, condemning the lower court rulings and offering a searching critique,
avoided by its predecessors, of the damage the now exiled dictator had done
to Philippine democracy. “In times of great upheaval or of social and political
stress,” the court wrote in this landmark ruling, “certain basic rights and liberties
are immutable and cannot be sacrificed to the transient needs or imperious de-
mands of the ruling power. The rule of law must prevail, or else liberty will per-
ish.” From this position the court ruled that the lifting of habeas corpus “does not
render valid an otherwise illegal arrest” but simply suspends the right to a speedy
court-ordered release. In a ringing affirmation of human rights, the court con-
cluded, “In the battle of competing ideologies, the struggle for the mind is just as
vital as the struggle of arms. The linchpin in that psychological struggle is faith in
the rule of law.”

On the specific points of law, the Supreme Court also addressed what it called
“the crucial issue” in the plaintiffs’ petition, asking, “May a superior officer . . . be
answerable for damages, jointly and severally with his subordinates, to the person
whose constitutional rights . . . have been violated?” Citing Article 32 of the Civil
Code, the court ruled that both a subordinate who “directly” violated an indi-
vidual’s rights and a superior officer only “indirectly” responsible were equally
liable for damages. Adding force to that argument, a new constitution adopted
in 1987 held superiors explicitly responsible for violations of “constitutionally
protected rights” by a subordinate. Branding the lower court’s dismissal of the
charges against the plaintiffs “a grave abuse on the part of respondent judge,” the
Supreme Court set aside its finding that superior officers could not be held re-
sponsible for their subordinates’ actions and ordered a new trial for General Ver,
Colonel Abadilla, Lieutenant Colonel Lacson, and all the other defendants.74 Al-
though the lower courts would deliberate and delay for another fifteen years with-
out a resolution, through this landmark case the Supreme Court had broken with
an entrenched tradition of judicial conservatism dating back to its founding in
1901. By granting the plaintiffs a writ of habeas corpus in 1982 and then speaking
with clarity on constitutional issues raised by the case six years later, it seemed to
announce that its historic deference to executive authority had ended and in the
aftermath of Marcos’s dictatorship the justices would be vigorous in their defense
of individual rights against the powers of the presidency.
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Loss of Legitimacy

Although terror initially intimidated the opposition, over time it also eroded
Marcos’s legitimacy, inspiring mass resistance to his rule. After more than a
decade of dictatorship, the forces of repression and resistance collided over the
brutal, point-blank assassination of opposition leader Benigno “Ninoy” Aquino
at Manila International Airport in August 1983. As several million people lined
Manila’s streets to view his funeral cortege, the killing galvanized the middle class
and business elite, breaking the regime’s climate of fear and focusing the anger
over salvaging on a single case too visible and blatant to be ignored. In effect
Marcos’s own security apparatus had become the locus of a violence so extreme
that, in combination with the corruption crippling the economy, it subverted
the underlying logic of authoritarian rule. As Mark Thompson later explained,
“Marcos’ ‘politics of plunder’ and arbitrary repression alienated so many seg-
ments of Philippine society that he could hardly find a place in it if he stepped
down.”75

In the three years of demonstrations that followed Ninoy’s murder, the
opposition—through pin prick attacks by its “mosquito press”and constant rallies
by the “parliament of the streets”—formed an alternative communications net-
work to reach a consensus that Marcos had lost legitimacy. When he announced
“snap elections” in November 1985, Ninoy’s widow, Corazon “Cory” Aquino, be-
came the candidate of a unified opposition and aroused an outpouring of popu-
lar support as she barnstormed across the country. Although she drew vast crowds
and may well have won a majority of the votes actually cast on election day, Feb-
ruary 7, 1986, Cory gradually fell behind in the weeks of fraudulent ballot count-
ing that followed. But credible charges of massive cheating soon denied Marcos
an electoral mandate, and his attempt to ram ratification of the results through
the legislature created a profound crisis of legitimacy.

At this impasse the anti-Marcos opposition rediscovered the crowd and gave
it a renewed political meaning. Throughout three years of marches and rallies,
Filipinos of both the working and middle classes had learned to mobilize outside
the conventional media through pamphlets, posters, faxes, and phone trees.
When military rebels mutinied only two weeks after the February elections, more
than a million demonstrators massed on the eight-lane highway called Epifanio
de los Santos Avenue, or EDSA. At first they came simply to save the rebel soldiers
from Marcos’s tanks. Over the span of three days and nights on the streets, how-
ever, they decided they were there for regime change.76

During this mass urban uprising, now called People Power I, sovereignty
shifted from the palace and legislature to the people assembled on the streets.
Suddenly and mysteriously, legitimacy ceased being a spectral constitutional ab-
straction and became embodied in the million-plus people who massed on EDSA
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to form an ad hoc popular assembly. By their sheer numbers and silent witness,
they stripped Marcos of his mandate and invested it in his successor.

In the fleeting days of this mass uprising, the symbol and substance of poli-
tics merged. Though still a neophyte politician, Corazon Aquino understood the
political import of her every action. Returning to Manila from the safety of a
southern nunnery, she joined the crowd on the streets as they anointed her with
their shouts. Though relentlessly ambitious, the leaders of the military revolt,
Defense Minister Ponce Enrile and constabulary chief Ramos, knew from the
tenor of these shouts that their coup had failed and the people were investing
Aquino with the mantle of legitimacy. In a last bid for a share of power, Enrile
and his colonels urged her to accept inauguration inside their rebel military can-
tonment. Aquino was wary of the symbolism inherent in their insistence. Instead
she took her oath before a civilian crowd at the Club Filipino, the symbolic home
of Filipino party politics, just a few blocks from the crowds on EDSA, who re-
joiced at the news and chanted their confirmation.

Conclusion

In its soaring drama, people power had discovered a bloodless way to oust an en-
trenched dictator and legitimize a new democracy, inspiring similar demonstra-
tions worldwide from Beijing to Berlin. But it could not solve the most problem-
atic legacy of Marcos’s rule, the persistence of his internal security apparatus.
Fourteen years of dictatorship had left a lasting imprint on the country’s police
and constabulary. As Marcos had intended, the creation of a national police force
eliminated the plurality of overlapping jurisdictions and their inherent check on
central power. In a parallel move the PC-INP did not eliminate crime but only
changed its character. Visible violations such as robbery or drug dealing, so dis-
ruptive of public order, had declined. But centralization fostered police corrup-
tion, which in turn encouraged a the syndication of less visible victimless crimes
such as jueteng gambling, drug trafficking, and illegal logging. Moreover, martial
rule itself transformed elite constabulary units such as the MISG and Fifth CSU
into instruments of state terror, creating a cadre of lethal officers who survived
Marcos’s downfall and flight.

At a broader, analytical level, the centrality of the constabulary to martial rule
illustrates the problematic legacy of U.S. imperial policing for the independent
Philippines. Viewed historically, Marcos was trying to re-create a constabulary on
the colonial model of total information control. Armed with legal powers akin to
an American governor-general, Marcos used the constabulary as a surrogate state
apparatus for both routine administration and covert operations. Just as the U.S.
colonial regime had once used the PC’s Information Division as its political police
force, so Marcos relied on the constabulary’s antisubversion squads to monitor
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rumors, surveil dissidents, and censor media. Less visibly, Marcos, like his colo-
nial predecessors, invested these units with the formal and informal authority to
conduct penetration, disinformation, and extrajudicial operations. Among these
many analogies, there was, however, one key difference. The American colonial
government, as an alien regime sensitive to its legitimacy in the eyes of the Fili-
pino people, periodically checked and corrected its excesses. But Marcos showed
no restraint and ratcheted up repression until it forced a mass uprising against his
rule.

Marcos’s police reforms thus left an ambiguous legacy. On the positive side,
they created a national police structure that engaged the poverty of local law en-
forcement for the first time in a century. But they also expanded covert opera-
tions and fostered a generation of empowered police commanders who would,
through their spectacular violence and corruption, compromise these same re-
forms and complicate the country’s transition to democracy.
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U.S. Marine Corps Machine Gun Squad leader Corporal James T. McCormick directs practice fire by

Lance Corporal Robert G. Trudette, USMC, and Philippine Marine Private Felix Nabre during

SEATO exercises, Mindoro Island, Philippines, March 1962. (U.S. Navy)



On June 21, 1948, President Elpidio Quirino (top, right) met Huk rebel chief Luis Taruc

(center) at Malacañang Palace to announce amnesty for the communist guerrillas,

producing a brief ceasefire before the start of a six-year insurgency. Desperate for U.S. aid

to defeat this peasant revolution, Quirino (above, right) visited Washington, DC, in

August 1951 where he met Secretary of State Dean Acheson (above, left) to sign the

U.S.-Philippine Mutual Defense Treaty. (U.S. Information Service)



After defeating the Huk insurgency as defense secretary, Ramon Magsaysay was elected

president in 1953. Here he reviews the troops at a military parade, circa 1957.

At the height of the anti-Huk campaign in November 1951, Maj. Jose Crisol, chief of the

Civil Affairs Office, Department of National Defense, speaks on a national radio network

delivering anticommunist propaganda designed by CIA operative Edward Lansdale.



Aircraft carrier USS Kearsarge at Subic Bay, Philippines, the largest U.S. overseas naval base during

the Cold War, circa 1960. (U.S. Navy)



Using vintage American military equipment provided under the U.S. Military Assistance

Agreement, the Philippine Army conducts training exercises in the hills of Luzon Island,

August 1965.

American and Philippine Air Force air traffic controllers plot flight patterns during a joint

training exercise at Clark Field, the U.S. Air Force base in the Philippines, August 1962.

(U.S. Air Force)



Student leader Edgar Jopson speaks to demonstrators protesting the burning of a village in

Bantay, Ilocos Sur Province, by a warlord’s private army, Plaza Miranda, Quiapo, Manila,

July 1970.

To contain student demonstrations, Joseph Estrada, mayor of San Juan, Metro Manila,

reviews his new riot police, armed and trained with funds from the U.S. Office of Public

Safety, August 1971.



President Ferdinand Marcos (left) decorates Philippine Constabulary officers, including

(from left to right) PC chief Gen. Vicente Raval, intelligence chief Col. Wilfredo

Encarnacion, and intelligence officer Capt. Protacio Laroya, Camp Crame, Quezon

City, August 1968.

Manila’s chief of police, Gen. Ricardo Papa, gives orders to a detachment of the

Philippine Constabulary’s Metropolitan Command (Metrocom) troopers, a force funded

by U.S. aid, February 1968.



Armed with rifles and riot shields, the Philippine Constabulary’s Metrocom (top) prepares to

stop a student protest rally, Manila. As thirty thousand marchers approach the presidential

palace in September 1984, Metrocom troopers (above) equipped with shields and armored

water cannon mass at Mendiola Bridge to stop the march. (UPI, Willie Vicoy)



The League of Filipino Students rallies at the U.S. Embassy to protest the deaths of four

fellow students from a brutal form of torture and murder called “salvaging” during the

last, lethal years of the Marcos regime, Manila, April 1984. (Andy Hernandez)

President Ferdinand Marcos (left) reviews troops with Armed Forces chief of staff Fabian

Ver (center) and Defense Minister Juan Ponce Enrile (right), 1981.



Representative Jose Cojuangco, the power behind the presidency of his sister Corazon

Aquino, holding a fighting cock at his private cockpit, Hacienda Luisita, Tarlac Province,

January 1988. (Philippine Daily Inquirer)

Rolando Abadilla (left), the former chief of the Philippine Constabulary's elite anti-

subversion squad, appears with his defense attorney, Antonio Coronel (right), at his trial

for the 1983 assassination of Benigno “Ninoy” Aquino, Manila, January 1988. (Philippine

Daily Inquirer)



Senator Joseph Estrada and Rep-

resentative Nikki Coseteng (left)

appear at the July 1989 premier

of their feature film Sa Kuko ng

Agila (In the Eagle’s Claws), which

depicts Filipino struggles against

the presence of the U.S. Navy

base at Subic Bay. On April

25, 2001, three months after his

forced resignation, former presi-

dent Joseph Estrada (below) is

photographed by Philippine Na-

tional Police during his arrest

on plunder charges. (Philippine

Daily Inquirer; Associated Press)



Police Superintendant Reynaldo Berroya during his 1993 trial for allegedly kidnapping Taiwanese

businessman Chou Cheung Yih (alias “Jack Chou”) and collecting a ransom of §10 million.

(Philippine Daily Inquirer)

Facing page : Bodies of three of the eleven members of the Kuratong Baleleng bank robbery gang

(top, right) executed point-blank by police on Commonwealth Avenue, Quezon City, May 19, 1995.

After dismissal of charges for his alleged role in this massacre, former police chief Panfilo Lacson

(bottom, center) joined the race against President Gloria Macapagal Arroyo (bottom, right) and

opposition candidate Fernando Poe, Jr. (bottom, left), shown shaking hands at San Augustin

Church, Manila, on the eve of the May 2004 presidential elections. (Philippine Daily Inquirer;

Associated Press, Aaron Favila)





A U.S. trooper stands guard as Filipino schoolchildren wave small Philippine and

American flags during the closing ceremonies of U.S.-Philippine military exercises,

Indanan municipality, Jolo Province, southern Philippines, March 3, 2007. (Associated

Press, Aaron Favila)



Soldier of the Moro National Liberation Front at prayer, Jolo Island, southern Philippines,

circa 1988. (Philippine Daily Inquirer)

Facing page : Guerrilla fighters of the Moro National Liberation Front display their

weapons, including AK-47 assault rifles and a Soviet B-40 anti-tank rocket, Jolo Island,

southern Philippines, February 1988. (Agence France Press, Romeo Gacad)



Armed Forces chief Gen. Hermogenes Esperon Jr. crosses off the name of the Philippine

government’s number three most wanted terrorist, Abu Solaiman, as U.S. Ambassador

Kristie Kenney looks on during a “Rewards for Justice” ceremony, Jolo Island, southern

Philippines, June 7, 2007. (Associated Press/U.S. Navy, Troy Latham)

While the U.S. embassy focused on the antiterror campaign in the Muslim south, the

Philippine military engaged in extrajudicial killings of over seven hundred social activists

elsewhere, including the husband and son of Elizabeth Calubad, who commemorates their

disappearance at a memorial for the victims, University of the Philippines, Quezon City,

September 15, 2006. (Associated Press, Pat Roque)
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Unsheathing the Sword

I J 1987 some fifteen thousand peasants paraded peacefully before
Malacañang Palace, carrying banners and placards calling for President Corazon
Aquino to grant them land reform. Suddenly, without any apparent provocation,
a ragged line of riot police and marines began firing into the crowd with M-16
rifles. After fifteen minutes of cascading gunshots, bodies lay bleeding on the
pavement, seventeen of them dead and sixty-two seriously wounded. President
Aquino did not apologize. Nor did she discipline her top police commanders, Gen.
Alfredo Lim and Gen. Ramon Montaño. When communist negotiators walked
out of ongoing peace talks to protest what they called the “Mendiola massacre,”
the president “unsheathed the sword of war” and spent the rest of her term trying
to crush their guerrilla forces with both conventional and covert operations.1

More than any other incident this slaughter illustrates the Aquino adminis-
tration’s reliance on repression rather than social reform to maintain order dur-
ing a difficult democratic transition. After the fall of the Marcos dictatorship in
1986, the economy struggled under a massive debt from Marcos’s “crony capital-
ism.” With stagnant growth and rising political conflict, the fragile, newly re-
stored democracy was soon shaken by crime, coups, and revolution. From the left,
the communist New People’s Army intensified guerrilla warfare after its leaders
quit the peace talks. From the right, nine attempted coups shook the Aquino ad-
ministration between 1986 and 1990, with one coming perilously close to captur-
ing the palace. As the coups subsided, criminal gangs began hitting banks and
kidnapping wealthy Chinese with military precision. Illegal gambling syndicates,
restrained under Marcos’s martial rule, revived to operate openly by bribing po-
lice and politicians.

Although she took office committed to restoring democracy, President
Aquino devoted much of her term (1986 –92) to preserving and even perfecting
the police apparatus introduced under U.S. colonial rule and refined under
Marcos’s authoritarian regime. She dismantled many aspects of his powerful



executive, restoring the bicameral legislature and decentralizing some depart-
ments. But she also moved in the opposite direction by expanding the executive’s
police powers, transforming Marcos’s PC-INP into her Philippine National Po-
lice and fully centralizing internal security for the first time in over a century. Al-
though they avoided using Marcos’s notorious antisubversion squads, her police
commanders employed a mix of militia, vigilantes, and “intelligence projects”
whose violent excesses were both condoned and denied. Of equal import, her ad-
ministration became the first to forge a direct link with provincial gambling syn-
dicates, appropriating a share of illicit profits from jueteng lotteries to finance
election campaigns and covert operations—a well-kept secret whose full implica-
tions for national politics would surface with dramatic effect a decade later. Iron-
ically, it was Aquino’s restored democracy, despite all its idealism and avowed in-
tegrity, that first combined illegal gambling and presidential power.

In coping with the legitimation crisis that roiled the democratic transition,
President Aquino refused to expand “the scope of participation” and instead
relied on the powerful security services for repression. Like her predecessors
Roxas and Marcos, Aquino would use the state’s internal security forces to crush
dissent, exempting her from any need for concession or compromise with the
poor and middle class. After a decade of Marcos’s economic profligacy, the coun-
try had ten million homeless, 80 percent of urban households below the poverty
line, and 40 percent of workers unemployed—ample fuel for social ferment that
Aquino, in the manner of her class, chose to ignore. “The answer to the terrorism
of the left and the right is not social and economic reforms,” she told graduating
military cadets in March 1987, “but police and military action.” After abandoning
peace talks with the New People’s Army, her administration first tried to defeat
the insurgency with military force. When conventional tactics failed, she sanc-
tioned secret operations and vigilante violence. To counter Mindanao’s Muslim
revolt, she used a similar combination of negotiation and coercion, first signing a
four-year cease-fire but then turning to military operations when the conflict
persisted.2 In this turn to repression, Aquino enjoyed the full backing of U.S. mil-
itary advisers, who were rearmed, in the post-Vietnam era, with a new counterin-
surgency doctrine called low-intensity conflict (LIC) that they were eager to test
under actual combat conditions. During this period of democratic transition
when social reform became possible for the first time in a generation, Washing-
ton again lent its power to suppressing the signs of social unrest, redoubling the
state’s repressive capacity and reinforcing its ruling oligarchy.

Although her methods eventually stopped the spread of communist insur-
gency, Aquino’s use of extralegal coercion unleashed a maelstrom of violence,
damaging her legitimacy and leaving a problematic legacy. Her compromises
over both counterinsurgency and conventional law enforcement fostered a cli-
mate of illegality and violence that belied much of the regime’s initial promise
and contributed to lasting problems of public order.
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Compounding the chaos, Manila in the 1990s was, like Shanghai in the 1930s,
a free port for criminal rackets, corrupt police, and covert operations. With the
end of authoritarian rule, a resurgence of drug dealing, heroin smuggling, and il-
legal gambling fostered a thriving criminal milieu. The collapse of the Marcos re-
gime released his police into this underworld. The NPA infiltrated its urban parti-
sans into the capital for assassination and expropriation. Manila’s Muslim enclave
became a refuge for international Islamic terrorist networks. Australian “crims,”
Hong Kong triad members, and Japanese yakuza crowded waterside dives to deal
drugs and traffic in women. Foreign espionage agencies trolled the city’s shadows,
adding to its intrigues. Just as Manila had once been an ad hoc laboratory for co-
lonial policing, so this more recent commingling of the criminal and clandestine
fostered a postauthoritarian florescence of its covert netherworld.

Police Reform

After the torture and terror of the Marcos dictatorship, police reforms ranked
high on President Aquino’s democratic agenda. Although she devolved much of
his centralized executive authority back to the legislature and local governments,
Aquino refused to return to the scandal-ridden local police of the 1960s. Her new
1987 Constitution enshrined Marcos’s unitary national police in the country’s fun-
damental law by providing under Article XVI that: “The State shall establish and
maintain one police force which shall be national in scope and civilian in charac-
ter.” In effect, this clause, echoing the 1935 Constitution’s provision for Quezon’s
ill-fated State Police, mandated a single national police force separate from the
Armed Forces of the Philippines (AFP) and controlled by civil authorities.3

Once the constitution was ratified in early 1987, the Philippine Congress
plunged into nearly four years of bitter debate about the shape of the new national
police. Over the heated opposition of constabulary officers, who clung to their
military status and civil immunity, legislators slowly hammered out Republic Act
6975 of 1990, which merged the constabulary and the many municipal forces into
a unified Philippine National Police (PNP), now a civilian service under the De-
partment of Interior and Local Government (DILG). The law barred any active
member of the armed forces from serving in the PNP and invested the police with
primary responsibility for internal security, including counterinsurgency. In De-
cember 1990 President Aquino signed the legislation into law, thereby creating a
single, unified national police for the first time in the country’s history.4 In the last
two years of her administration, the PNP dramatically increased the number of
its officers from 55,000 in 1990 to 101,000 in 1992, almost doubling the density of
the police-to-population ratio from 1:1,127 to 1:643.5

In applying this law during the last eighteen months of her term, President
Aquino relied on a number of Marcos’s martial law instruments, most notably
his National Police Commission (Napolcom). In two years of preparation for this
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legislation, Napolcom had mounted an intense effort to upgrade the country’s
police by weeding out undesirables and holding exams for both entry and pro-
motion. Only 22 percent passed the national exam, a rigorous selection unimag-
inable for municipal police in the 1920s or even the 1950s. Of equal importance
Napolcom heard over a thousand cases brought against officers on charges that
ranged from murder to “tong collection,” dismissing 184 police officers and sus-
pending 434 more. But, like the military, the police proved, in the words of a New
York advocacy group, “unwilling to take serious action against human rights of-
fenders in its ranks . . . for even the most serious violations.”6

There was also a more immediate political logic driving this process. Though
mandated by the 1987 Constitution, the creation of an independent police force
gained momentum after a serious coup attempt in 1989. Seeing military rebels
come so perilously close to capturing the palace convinced the Aquino adminis-
tration of the need for a civilian counterforce. Indeed, in this coup’s aftermath
the government armed the constabulary with light antitank weapons, U.S.-
manufactured missiles capable of knocking out the army’s tanks in any future
coup. Under the 1990 police legislation, moreover, the 43,000 constabulary sol-
diers and 54,000 police were to be fused into a single force with a projected
strength of 120,000, almost equal to that of the armed forces and sufficient, in
theory, to counter a future coup.7 In sum, the Aquino administration returned
the military to the barracks but left the national police immersed in both pacifi-
cation and politics, making the PNP the locus of martial law’s most lasting and
unfortunate legacies.

Counterterror

Under both the constabulary and the succeeding National Police, counterinsur-
gency sparked a controversy that would prove damaging to Aquino’s restored de-
mocracy. In practice, her elegant rhetoric about unsheathing “the sword of war”
meant unleashing murderous vigilantes, civilian militias, and covert operations.
In adopting this strategy, the president followed the advice of her top security
officer, Gen. Fidel Ramos, thereby perpetuating many martial law policies that
Ramos himself had crafted as Marcos’s internal security chief. To combat a resur-
gence of NPA guerrilla activity, Ramos, first as AFP chief of staff (1986 –88) and
then as defense secretary (1988 –91), continued martial law’s reliance on civilian
militias for rural pacification. Instead of Marcos’s paramilitary forces, Ramos
mobilized so-called vigilantes—a mix of criminal gangs, fanatical cults, and ex-
communist guerrillas—to attack suspected subversives. During her six-year term,
some twenty-five international fact-finding missions delivered decidedly negative
reports about the country’s worsening human rights record.8

Both the communist insurgency and Aquino’s counterinsurgency strategy
were largely a legacy of the Marcos dictatorship. As the economy imploded in
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Marcos’s last years, the communist NPA grew to twenty-four thousand guerrillas
with a mass base of nearly two million supporters, making many rural areas
virtual liberated zones.9 Instead of conventional counterinsurgency, Marcos’s
military had relied increasingly on special intelligence operations. Using hunter-
killer tactics developed in the anti-Huk campaign of the 1950s, intelligence units
successfully targeted individual communist leaders.10 Even more effectively, the
military developed the novel psychological technique of using deep penetration
agents (DPAs). As the NPA spread into the sprawling suburbs of Davao City dur-
ing the early 1980s, military intelligence units seeded DPAs, or “zombies,” inside
communist recruitment zones.11 Whether such infiltration constituted a real
threat or was inflated by AFP disinformation, the NPA overreacted by slaughter-
ing “hundreds” of its own members in a futile search for these elusive military
moles. By the time the cycle of accusations and executions was exhausted, the
NPA’s once promising Davao front had collapsed and hundreds of dedicated ca-
dres had become anticommunist vigilantes.12 Elsewhere in the Philippines the
NPA’s search for zombies did similar damage, notably in southern Luzon where
ex-guerrillas later helped the military exhume forty-eight bodies of comrades
executed on the suspicion they were DPAs.13

After the collapse of the Marcos regime in 1986, the Philippine military’s
rediscovery of more conventional pacification methods coincided with codifi-
cation of a special warfare doctrine by its main ally. In July 1986 the U.S. Army’s
Command and General Staff College published its Field Circular: Low Intensity
Conflict with a detailed explanation of the new tactics that the Philippine military
embraced with apparent enthusiasm. While conventional military science applies
maximum firepower against an enemy, LIC “is often characterized by constraints
on the weaponry . . . and the level of violence” since counterinsurgency is above
all “the art and science of developing . . . political, economic, psychological and
military powers of a government.”14 At the core of the formal LIC doctrine was a
combination of social reform and unconventional military procedures, fusing
appropriate force with “psychological operations.”15 Without “unduly disrupting
the cultural system,” the host government should “broaden the bases of political
power through education and health programs.”16 Beyond such psywar and civic
action, the Field Circular also advocated “eliminating or neutralizing the insur-
gent leadership”—words that repressive third world militaries could readily con-
strue as a recommendation for selective assassination.17

Only months after the doctrine’s release, President Reagan reportedly signed
a “finding” that authorized a two-year, $10 million CIA counterinsurgency effort
in the Philippines. Reflecting the administration’s reliance on privatized covert
operations, the Philippines, like El Salvador and Nicaragua, suddenly experi-
enced a proliferation of Christian anticommunist propaganda and paramilitary
death squads. Throughout 1987, Filipino anticommunist activists received a re-
markable array of foreign visitors: Gen. John Singlaub (ret.), a former CIA officer
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who now headed the U.S. chapter of the World Anti-Communist League (WACL);
Dr. John Whitehall, a representative of the Christian Anti-Communist Crusade;
and agents of the Reverend Sun Myung Moon’s anticommunist CAUSA. During
his visit to Manila, General Singlaub, earlier identified with death squad activity
in South Vietnam and Central America, met CIA station chief Norbert Garrett,
AFP chief of staff Fidel Ramos, and Gen. Luis Villareal, head of both the National
Intelligence Coordinating Agency and WACL’s Philippine chapter. Their recom-
mendations found a receptive audience in Aquino’s government, particularly
from Interior Secretary Jaime Ferrer, who had used CIA funds to organize elec-
tion monitors in the 1950s and was now promoting armed vigilantes.18 The Rea-
gan administration also showed strong “animosity toward the liberal approach”
to land reform, allying with conservatives in the Aquino cabinet to block any se-
rious land redistribution.19

In this same volatile period, Col. James N. Rowe, commander of the green
beret training program at Fort Bragg, North Carolina, arrived in Manila to head
the army detachment within the Joint U.S. Military Advisory Group. As a veteran
of U.S. Army Special Forces operations in Vietnam, where he was famed for es-
caping after five years in a Vietcong prison camp, Rowe was uniquely qualified to
revitalize the country’s counterinsurgency after a decade of decline under Mar-
cos. Indeed, the posting of this top special warfare expert—who was intense, dis-
ciplined, and militantly anticommunist—was a strong sign of Washington’s re-
newed interest in the Philippines. During his year in Manila in 1988 –89, Rowe,
according to the Manila Times, “worked closely with the CIA and was involved in
a program to penetrate the NPA and the Communist Party of the Philippines
which were both undergoing massive ideological upheavals that resulted in
bloody purges.”20 A Filipino security specialist described him as “clandestinely
involved in the organization of anti-communist death squads like Alsa Masa and
vigilante groups patterned after ‘Operation Phoenix’ in Vietnam which had the
objective of eliminating legal and semi-legal mass activists.”21

As the Philippine military prepared for an assault on the communist under-
ground, these American specialists and their LIC doctrine seem to have encour-
aged the AFP’s rediscovery of counterinsurgency. Often operating on remote
fronts in the Visayas and Mindanao, local military commanders also improvised,
devising ad hoc tactics by drawing on AFP counterguerrilla doctrines dating back
to the Huk campaign. Through the mobilization of militia, ex-guerrillas, and reli-
gious cult members, provincial PC commanders unleashed a counterterror cam-
paign against the NPA that fostered a macabre civil war in both urban slums and
remote villages.22

Initially wary of Aquino’s promises of reform, local elites resolved their polit-
ical differences with the new administration during the 1987 legislative elections
and began to support its pacification effort. Significantly, this alliance of local
elites and regional AFP and PC commanders produced a combination of accurate
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information and unrestrained repression far more effective than Marcos’s cen-
tralized campaign. Through the sum of these efforts—central and local, Filipino
and foreign—over a hundred anticommunist vigilante groups were formed
across the Philippines in 1986 –87, including urban groups such as Alsa Masa
in Davao and rural messianic cults such as Tatad, famously photographed in
1987 carrying severed heads. Unable to engage the NPA guerrilla units in armed
combat, the vigilantes usually found their victims in legal, cause-oriented orga-
nizations such as Task Force Detainees (TFD), human rights groups, and labor
unions, notably the National Federation of Sugar Workers (NFSW) and the Kilu-
sang Mayo Uno (KMU, May Day Movement).23 Within a year, this local patch-
work of conventional combat forces and citizen militias had been stitched to-
gether into an effective counterinsurgency strategy.

Broad Front Strategy

While this merger of military and militia operations seemed chaotic at the local
level, the Philippine military command developed special warfare doctrine that
knitted these strands into a coherent strategy. Starting in late 1987 Gen. Ramon
Montaño, a Ramos loyalist later promoted to command the constabulary, drew
up the “AFP Broad Front Strategy” based on a amalgam of the new U.S. doctrine
of LIC and the AFP’s own counterinsurgency experience. Pointing to the dismal
results of the military’s conventional operations in early 1987, Montaño targeted
the “mass base support system” that “gives the CPP/NPA force maximum free-
dom of movement and limits severely government initiatives.”24 Instead of pur-
suing NPA regulars, Montaño proposed breaking the army’s battalions into
small Special Operations Groups (SOGs) to occupy communist-controlled vil-
lages. As these squads built mass support, the government would translate this
loyalty into local Peace and Order Councils to “root out and isolate the insurgent
underground,” thus defeating “the NPA strategy of encircling the cities from the
countryside.”25

On the surface this formal explanation of the SOGs (later SOTs, Special Op-
erations Teams) echoed the new U.S. doctrine of low-intensity conflict. Exam-
ined closely, however, Montaño’s rhetoric seemed to mask both extralegal action
and a serious tactical flaw. Once the military’s SOTs weakened the NPA mass base
by their presence and built support for the government, they would, in Mon-
taño’s scheme, have to withdraw. At this point the void would be filled by munic-
ipal police who could arrest and prosecute any surviving insurgents. But the NPA
could return to an area after the SOT pulled out, overwhelming local police with
firepower and quickly rebuilding their mass base. Since the AFP lacked sufficient
forces to occupy all the communist-controlled villages, the military would have
to “neutralize” dedicated NPA supporters or see its program collapse into a costly
failure.
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The solution apparently lay in tactics developed beyond the bounds of such
formal strategy documents. Confidentially, senior AFP commanders admitted
that their program had a third, sub rosa phase. After reducing the NPA mass base
and building their own, each SOT would use a combination of intelligence, tor-
ture, and interrogation to identify NPA supporters for extrajudicial elimination,
much as the LIC Field Circular had implied. After testing the program in north-
ern Mindanao in late 1987 and Bikol in early 1988, AFP commanders began de-
ploying SOTs in target areas across the archipelago. From the outset there were
indications that the special teams were targeting legal cause-oriented groups for
neutralization. In his strategy document, for example, PC General Montaño
wrote about the threat of “clandestine infiltration of media, the government bu-
reaucracy and some human rights organizations by leftist propagandists,” adding
that another communist “master stroke was the infiltration of clergy with Marx-
ist ideologues.”26 Similarly, his Negros Occidental commander, Lt. Col. Miguel
Coronel, launched a propaganda campaign in mid-1987 that identified the Basic
Christian Communities, NFSW, and TFD as communist fronts.27 As the AFP ap-
plied this strategy nationwide in late 1987, militias and vigilantes began summary
executions of suspected communist supporters with tacit government support.
Leftist groups that had been the core of the anti-Marcos movement were now
branded subversive and marked for elimination, a political volte-face that weak-
ened support for the new democratic order.

Total War

After declaring “total war” on the communists in February 1987, President
Aquino marshaled her armed forces for a counterinsurgency campaign that com-
bined covert and conventional warfare. “Fight with every assurance,” the presi-
dent told her military a year later, “that I will stand by you, share the blame, de-
fend your actions, mourn the losses, and enjoy the final victory that I am certain
will be yours.”28 Aquino’s six-year war on the communists involved a three-tiered
strategy with conventional military operations to clear NPA guerrillas from their
liberated zones, local militia to secure these areas against further infiltration, and
a secret, sustained counterterror operation against legal leftist groups. In this le-
thal warfare there were three main targets: Muslim separatists; rightist military
plotters; and the communist NPA, both its rural rebels and urban partisans.

The campaign soon raised human rights violations to new heights. In key
battlegrounds such as the islands of Negros and Mindanao, conventional mil-
itary operations involved forced massive population relocations called “hamlet-
ting.” When the AFP swept the six towns of southern Negros with Oplan Thun-
derbolt in April 1989, helicopter gunships blasted the hills while infantry soldiers
searched villages, forcing some thirty-five thousand residents to flee. Over a
thousand similar incursions between 1986 and 1991 generated over 1.2 million
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refugees nationwide, with most concentrated in Mindanao.29 Although the mili-
tary sweeps produced protests and negative media coverage, over the long term
these operations were effective in reducing mass support for the communist
guerrillas. At the end of her term in 1992, President Aquino claimed that her mil-
itary operations had cut the number of NPA guerrillas by half to 13,000 and the
number of communist-controlled barrios by 70 percent from 8,496 to 2,819.30

To fight this dirty war in city and country, the constabulary used battle-
hardened combatants, both AFP veterans and ex-NPA guerrillas, to form militias
for conventional counterinsurgency and extralegal operations. After abolishing
the Integrated Civilian Home Defense Force (ICHDF), notorious for its atrocities
under Marcos, Aquino issued a midnight decree just ten days later, Executive
Order 264 of July 25, 1987, forming an almost identical force called the Citizens
Armed Force Geographical Unit (CAFGU). Organized in units of eighty-eight
“volunteers” and thirteen military regulars, the CAFGU forces, with generous
funding of §578 million, grew to eighty-nine thousand militia members nation-
wide in 1992 and soon accounted for 70 percent of the armed encounters with the
NPA in Mindanao. The CAFGU was also responsible, from 1988 to 1992, for some
3,146 human rights violations involving torture, rape, murder, and massacre.31

Military support for the vigilantes seemed to encourage their violence against
civil groups deemed communist fronts. While most CAFGU were uniformed
units subject to some military control, the vigilantes were religious cults and anti-
communist groups inclined to extreme violence. Within months after Marcos’s
fall, regional constabulary commanders, following the broad outlines of General
Montaño’s plan, began arming folk Christian cults and ex-communists for an
unrestrained war on NPA guerrillas and their legal activist organizations, which
General Ramos branded communist fronts.32

The first vigilantes appeared in Davao City in southern Mindanao where Lt.
Col. Franco M. Calida, the PC Metropolitan District commander (Metrodiscom),
recruited NPA defectors, called “returnees,” to form the group Alsa Masa. By the
time Calida took command in July 1986, three years of the NPA’s murderous
urban warfare in Davao City’s sprawling Agdao slum, along with its bloody purge
of suspected infiltrators, had produced a small counterguerrilla street gang that
became the core of Alsa Masa. “The infiltration ignited a purge within their
ranks,” the colonel recalled. “The NPAs killed left and right and even their own
comrades did not like it.” With the support of a Davao planter named Jesus
“Chito” Ayala, a key presidential adviser, the colonel distributed arms to trans-
form this small gang into a large militia. On the streets of this sprawling city of a
million people, armed Alsa Masa patrols engaged in executions and collected
“contributions” from Chinese merchants. Over the airwaves, their voice, Jun
Porras Pala, broadcast with a .357 magnum handgun strapped to his hip, warn-
ing, “We will exhibit your head in the plaza. . . . Damn you, your brains will be
scattered in the streets.” Adding substance to these threats, the colonel decorated
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his parade ground with eighty-seven skeletons, each bearing the name of a mur-
dered communist cadre. Ignoring these excesses, President Aquino, speaking be-
fore thousands in Davao City in October 1987, hailed Alsa Masa as the “model in
the battle against . . . Communist insurgency.”33

A second anticommunist front soon emerged in Negros Occidental, a central
Philippine province with large sugar plantations and impoverished workers.
Playing on the province’s deep class divide, the local NPA command had devel-
oped a formidable force by early 1987 with 134,000 organized workers, 8,200 guer-
rilla fighters, and 764 “revolutionary barrios.” To counter this threat, PC colonel
Miguel Coronel allied himself with local planters to form some 32 vigilante
groups, including the PC Forward Command, which was responsible for a string
of executions. With General Montaño’s backing and §20 million from local
planters, the PC Forward Command grew rapidly into a force of 1,600 men oper-
ating out of fifty-two remote bases in northern Negros. The colonel also con-
ducted indoctrination seminars for some 350,000 participants. And, in a comple-
mentary effort, his headquarters branded thirty-five Catholic priests out of the
one hundred in the diocese as communists, prompting death threats against sev-
eral and a grenade attack on Bishop Antonio Y. Fortich by a shadowy vigilante
group called the Kristiano Kontra Komunismo (KKK). With the support of such
groups, the province’s constabulary had killed 236 guerrillas and captured 186 fire-
arms by 1989, effectively defeating the communist threat in Negros Occidental.34

Struggling to check communist advances in other critical areas, the constabu-
lary headquarters also turned to veterans of Marcos’s antisubversion units, the
Metrocom Intelligence Service Group (MISG) and Fifth Constabulary Security
Unit (CSU), ignoring the taint of torture allegations. At Cebu City in the central
Philippines, PC Metrodiscom’s Panfilo “Ping” Lacson, the MISG deputy com-
mander under Marcos, now led an elite unit allegedly responsible for the assassi-
nation of labor activists.35 In Cagayan Province at Luzon’s northern tip, the PC’s
provincial commander, Rodolfo Aguinaldo, the former head of Marcos’s Fifth
CSU, formed a militia of fourteen hundred troops. Using psychological warfare
he convinced communist cadres that he had infiltrated their ranks with “deep
penetration agents” and then watched with mute delight while the NPA slaugh-
tered loyal cadres in pursuit of the nonexistent traitors.36

By late 1987 there were an estimated two hundred vigilante groups operating
nationwide under a form of loose military control that allowed a proliferation of
extrajudicial killings.37 After two years of rising violence, the Philippine Senate is-
sued a report in April 1988 deploring the “countless violations of human rights
attributed to some vigilante groups.” In response to the Senate’s demand for their
dissolution, the Aquino administration and its military allies mounted a vigorous
and ultimately successful defense. Branding the attacks on Alsa Masa communist
propaganda, General Montaño insisted that their “human rights record is better
than some armed forces units.”38
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The human toll of these operations was high. President Aquino’s six-year
term produced 2,696 dead from salvaging, military massacre, or disappearance, a
figure comparable to the 3,257 killed during Marcos’s fourteen-year dictator-
ship.39 Beyond these troubling statistical indices of rising violence, the constabu-
lary’s pacification campaign perpetuated the extrajudicial killings and aura of
terror once characteristic of Marcos’s rule.

Intelligence Projects

Apart from the many militia and vigilante groups, the military also mounted a
smaller number of secret “intelligence projects” whose cohorts quickly degener-
ated into criminal gangs. Instead of mobilizing militia in particularly difficult
areas, the military created countergroups with license to contest the rebel zone
by any means necessary, be it murder, robbery, massacre, or mayhem. In both
Manila and Mindanao these groups formed around leaders whose charisma and
criminality inspired extreme violence against local Islamic or communist rebels.
The Kuratong Baleleng Group began as an anticommunist militia in northern
Mindanao but soon morphed into Manila’s most lethal bank robbery crew. Simi-
larly, the notorious Red Scorpion Group started as a military operation intended
to penetrate the NPA’s urban terror groups but quickly became the country’s top
kidnapping gang. Above all the Abu Sayyaf militia was launched as a Muslim
counterforce but grew into a kidnapping gang that would be hunted by Filipino
forces and U.S. military advisers on Basilan Island after September 2001.40 In each
case military handlers tolerated this devolution into criminality in exchange for a
share of the income from robbery and ransom that totaled well over §200 million
for all three groups.

Kuratong Baleleng first appeared at Osamiz City in northern Mindanao
where the military transformed a local gang into an anticommunist counterforce.
In early 1987 the patriarch of a criminal clan, the convicted killer Octavio Paroji-
nog, formed a small militia with a relative, Ernesto Acapulco, a former member
of Marcos’s Presidential Security Command. With automatic weapons from the
military, Parojinog recruited some sixty “hoodlums, robbers, car thieves and the
like” and launched a reign of terror around Osamiz City, salvaging five NPA sus-
pects, harassing human rights workers, threatening local media, and collecting
protection money from Chinese merchants. In October a local congressman,
Aquilino Pimentel, complained formally about the group’s human rights abuses.
General Ramos promised action, forcing the militia to relocate to Pagadian,
Zamboanga. Prospering in the midst of all the violence in northern Mindanao,
Parojinog allied himself with the local Tad-tad religious cult to harass church
groups that were picketing illegal logging.41 After a few years of such counter-
terror operations, the Kuratong Baleleng began using its arms and military pro-
tection to become the country’s most notorious bank robbers.
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In Manila constabulary intelligence used similar methods against the NPA’s
urban terror squads. Starting in 1984 the NPA’s urban partisans, the Alex Bon-
cayao Brigade (ABB), formed assassination cells in the metropolis and by early
1987 had one hundred urban guerrillas, called “sparrows,” responsible for some
thirty killings. Although their numbers were small, they instilled fear by hitting
prominent targets who had “blood debts against the people,” most notably Ma-
nila’s northern police commander Tomas Karingal in May 1984, local government
secretary Jaime Ferrer in August 1987, and the American adviser Col. James Rowe
in April 1989.42 As the ABB expanded to eighty-nine killings in 1989 and eighty
more in the first half of 1990, the constabulary and military countered by re-
cruiting some disgruntled “sparrows” as an urban counterforce. One of these, the
head of an NPA assassination squad named Alfredo De Leon, secretly cooperated
in a covert operation that netted many of his fellow ABB terrorists and much of
the NPA general staff in 1991–92. About this time De Leon, now condemned by
his comrades for “finance opportunism,” broke with the party and, through clan-
destine military support, formed the Red Scorpion Group. As a psywar gambit
intended to tar the communists and win increased funding, the military itself, the
Philippine Daily Inquirer claimed, manufactured an image for De Leon as “public
enemy number one.” Other sources reported that the constabulary’s special oper-
ations unit, led by the famed intelligence officer Rodolfo “Boogie” Mendoza, was
responsible for “formation of the dreaded Red Scorpion kidnap gang.” By early
1993, the Red Scorpions had racked up twenty-four kidnappings and netted a re-
markable §98 million in ransoms.43

In the Muslim areas of Mindanao and Sulu, the military applied these clan-
destine methods with even more dubious results. The focus of these operations
was two separatist movements: the Moro National Liberation Front (MNLF),
now allied with the NPA for joint terror operations; and the Moro Islamic Liber-
ation Front (MILF), a new force that was growing rapidly through its call for a
separate Islamic state. During the 1990s the MILF expanded into a force of fifteen
thousand armed fighters trained at thirteen major camps by Filipino veterans of
the Soviet-Afghan war. To contain this separatist threat, sometime in 1991 the
military reportedly encouraged formation of a breakaway Muslim group, the
Abu Sayyaf, which, said one veteran intelligence agent, “created an internal con-
flict within the MNLF.”44

Within months of its founding, Abu Sayyaf had 120 fighters, an arsenal of
automatic weapons, and a liberated zone on impoverished Basilan Island.
Though far smaller than the established rebel groups, Abu Sayyaf ’s fusion of
cash, firepower, and extreme violence soon made it a major Muslim force.
Through its leaders, the charismatic Abdurajak Janjalani and the shadowy Edwin
Angeles, a military agent who had infiltrated communist groups in Manila dur-
ing the 1980s, the group was in regular contact with Osama bin Laden’s brother-
in-law, Jamal Mohammad Khalifa, who was then active in Zamboanga City as a
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Muslim philanthropist. Providing another al-Qaeda link, Pakistani terrorist
Ramzi Yousef, later notorious for the 1993 World Trade Center bombing, came
to Basilan in 1991 to train Abu Sayyaf ’s first fighters in the use of explosives.
Through Edwin Angeles, Abu Sayyaf also forged close ties to the Philippine
Marines on Basilan and the military’s Southern Command in Zamboanga City,
contacts that brought crates of infantry weapons to its camp. Apart from using
Abu Sayyaf as a wedge to weaken the MNLF on Basilan, the marines reportedly
formed an informal “partnership” to exploit the island’s forests through lucrative
illegal logging.45

So armed, Janjalani proclaimed a violent jihad against Christians by bombing
a Protestant mission at Zamboanga in 1991. With spectacular violence that raised
its profile in the Muslim movement, the group bombed Davao Cathedral in 1993,
kidnapped four Spanish clergymen in 1994, and ravaged the town of Ipil, Zam-
boanga, in 1995, leaving fifty-three civilians and soldiers dead. Under Angeles,
Abu Sayyaf was responsible for 102 terrorist incidents and collected §20 million
from kidnapping alone between 1991 and 1995. By the time Angeles surfaced and
mysteriously surrendered to Sulu’s governor in February 1994, this mix of cash
and crime had led intelligence chief Gen. Benjamin Libarnes to brand him “a
crazy guy who deals only for the sake of money.”46 In retrospect, the costs of this
intelligence project seem high and the tangible gains against the Muslim insur-
gency surprisingly few.

Although insurgency declined sharply by the time President Aquino left office
in 1992, her success came at a heavy price: arming of local militia as counterterror
squads; creation of a criminal netherworld; and promotion of ruthless police
commanders, many of them Marcos era torturers.47 Indeed, much of the violent
crime that would trouble the Philippines during the rest of the decade was a leg-
acy of Aquino’s wayward “intelligence projects.” Martial law methods of torture,
penetration, and assassination were now effectively institutionalized within po-
lice and military intelligence units.

Drug Trafficking and Gambling

Aquino’s juxtaposition of institutional reform and extralegal controls contrib-
uted to a surge in criminality. Stripped of both the rewards and the restraints of
authoritarian rule, senior constabulary officers sanctioned criminal enterprises.
Across Luzon, jueteng syndicates operated with police and political protection
and thus grew to an unprecedented size. In metropolitan Manila powerful rob-
bery gangs began hitting banks with military precision, and dozens of profes-
sional kidnapping gangs, several linked to senior constabulary officers, victim-
ized wealthy Chinese. The PC Narcotics Command was implicated in a corrupt
nexus of criminal syndicates trafficking in the increasingly popular drug shabu
(methamphetamine hydrochloride).
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Formation of the Philippine National Police and the subsequent doubling of
the police force did, however, prove effective in controlling routine criminality
such as robbery and rape, starting a steady, substantial drop in index crimes from
143 per 100,000 population in 1990 to just 88 four years later.48 Yet these reforms
could not restrain the surge in violent robberies and kidnappings, creating a dis-
turbing aura of public disorder. Apart from problems of corruption and compe-
tence, the police lacked an adequate penal system for due process. Although the
country had 167,000 reported felonies in 1983, there were only 15,000 prisoners in
custody.49 This disconcerting gap between crime and punishment may have con-
tributed to Manila police reliance on summary, extrajudicial punishments such
as station house beatings, executions, and corrupt alliances with criminal infor-
mants, controlling rather than prosecuting criminals.

As rising amphetamine use fueled public anxieties, President Aquino pro-
moted her handpicked commander for the Western Police District, the ambitious
Manila cop Gen. Alfredo Lim, to lead the National Bureau of Investigation in a
crackdown on crime. Among his more celebrated targets was the city’s top drug
lord, Jose “Don Pepe” Oyson. After arrest by Lim’s agents at a billiards tourna-
ment in March 1990, he was fatally shot during the drive to NBI headquarters, a
catalyst for his syndicate’s collapse under intense police pressure.50

The death of Don Pepe was but one incident in a violent struggle for control
over the lucrative drug trade between the NBI and the constabulary’s Narcotics
Command. In July 1990, only four months after Don Pepe’s execution, a dramatic
shootout in the Makati financial district provided evidence of constabulary
corruption. After two months’ surveillance of Manila drug dealers, the U.S. Drug
Enforcement Administration (DEA) contacted NBI chief Lim to arrange the joint
buy-and-bust sting dubbed Operation King Cobra. On July 3 a DEA undercover
agent named Philip Needham arrived from Bangkok. Posing as a Colombian
dealer he met the Manila socialite and sometime drug broker Estella R. Arrastia
at the Westin Plaza Hotel to negotiate for ten kilograms of heroin. While the NBI’s
hidden cameras rolled, Arrastia introduced the agent to a connection named
“Rolly,” who was, it turned out, Col. Rolando Q. de Guzman (PMA ’61), the dep-
uty chief of Manila’s Northern Command and a former covert operative for
Marcos. As Needham handed over the cash inside a Makati parking ramp and
walked away with the heroin, fourteen NBI agents backed by Lim loyalists from
the Western Police District moved in for the arrest. In the shootout that followed,
two corrupt constabulary officers and a civilian agent died from bullets fired at
close range. Ignoring the dubious circumstances, PC headquarters proclaimed
the innocence of its fallen officers and buried them with full military honors.
Chief Lim shot back that “their hands were caught inside the cookie jar,” produc-
ing a volatile interservice rupture that was only stilled through presidential inter-
vention. In its defense the U.S. Embassy released DEA reports that established a
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key point lost in the debate: senior members of the Philippine police were princi-
pals in the country’s drug trade.51

While drugs remained the province of the corrupt police, legal and illegal
gambling became the prime source of funding for political campaigns under
President Aquino. To reduce corruption in the legal gaming industry, the Aquino
administration attacked the gambling empire of Marcos’s brother-in-law and
purged his racketeers who were still running the Philippine Amusement and
Gaming Corporation (Pagcor), resulting in an immediate tenfold increase in its
annual income.52 But Aquino compromised these reforms by awarding her allies
lucrative “rents” from gaming contracts.53 Confronted with a succession of mili-
tary coups, the Aquino administration also forged the executive’s first explicit alli-
ance with regional jueteng bosses, swapping kickbacks for an executive protection
that raised the income and influence of this illicit lottery to unprecedented levels.
Political complicity in illegal gambling was blatant, and senior police officials were
allied almost openly with syndicate bosses. These secret ties escaped the notice of
press and public until scandals years later produced retrospective revelations.

Three years after her term ended, President Aquino’s antigambling enforcer,
Potenciano “Chito” Roque, appeared before Congress to confess his past corrup-
tion as an act of penance.54 Appointed to head the Task Force Anti-Gambling
(TFAG) during Aquino’s first weeks in office, Roque made it an executive tool for
taxing the jueteng racket, setting a “target monthly collection” of one million
pesos from each illegal syndicate. Between June 1986 and October 1989, Roque
and his four TFAG bagmen collected §43 million from the top twenty-five jue-
teng bosses.55 When Pampanga’s leading jueteng promoter, Rodolfo “Bong”
Pineda, wanted to extend his operations into neighboring Nueva Ecija Province
in late 1988, he met with Roque and handed over his first monthly payment of a
hundred thousand pesos, thus assuring himself police protection.56 By late 1987
the system was operating smoothly, with jueteng bosses paying Roque “reli-
giously.” If any fell behind, he recalled, “I would order . . . the jueteng operators’
joints raided even if the payment was only delayed for two or three days.”57 Jue-
teng, said one police superintendent, had been “consolidated into one big nation-
wide operation” coordinated from a penthouse suite at the Silahis International
Hotel in downtown Manila.58

Although Roque’s confession revealed a great deal about the collection of this
illegal income, the disbursement of these funds was still shrouded in secrecy.
Roque claimed that much of the money was used for countercoup activities, but
he refused to name the top politician running this racket.59 The first hint of this
mystery man’s identity was revealed during these same 1995 congressional hear-
ings when the former governor of Sorsogon, Bonifacio Gillego, described how a
“powerful congressman from Central Luzon at that time” had intervened to pro-
tect jueteng in his province.60
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This political charade continued for another five years until the name of this
shadowy “congressman from Central Luzon” was finally revealed during another
jueteng controversy. In October 2000, a veteran Tarlac politician told the press
that during Aquino’s presidency her brother, Congressman Jose “Peping” Co-
juangco, had dominated the province’s jueteng racket and collected a “manage-
ment fee” from illegal operators in the surrounding Central Luzon region. Like
the political bosses of past generations, Peping allegedly used jueteng to finance
the family’s political machine and shared its income with followers. During his
term as municipal councilor from 1989 to 1992, this source, Gelacio Manalang,
admitted receiving monthly payments of five thousand pesos from Peping’s op-
eration and used the funds to meet the welfare needs of poor constituents.61 As
a leading Tarlac politician, Peping had won election to the House in 1987 and
became president of the administration’s political machine, the Pilipino Demo-
cratic Party–Lakas ng Bayan (PDP-Laban). And as a longtime cockfighter, he had
the connections within the gambling world to extract funding for this loyal bloc
of legislators. He also used the money to arm the administration’s countercoup
force, the famed Yellow Army, paying Israeli mercenaries to train its civilian vol-
unteers on the family’s Tarlac plantation, Hacienda Luisita.62 Apart from appear-
ances during coups, the Yellow Army also provided close-in security for the first
family and served as a deterrent to direct attacks on the palace.

Ironically, the proliferation of jueteng under Aquino stoked popular pressure
for reform, providing the administration with another means of milking the
racket. In 1988 the Philippine Charity Sweepstakes launched the country’s first
new legal lottery in over half a century, the Small Town Lottery, with the stated
aim of undercutting the illegal jueteng business. Supervising the new game’s
introduction was sweepstakes’ chair Fernando Carrascoso Jr., one of Peping’s
most trusted Tarlac followers, who granted franchises to ten corporations that
were largely fronts for the jueteng bosses who were already paying kickbacks to
Roque’s TFAG. In striking contrast to the integrity of Pagcor’s reformed casino
operations, the Small Town Lottery was soon riven with corruption, including
rigged draws to minimize payouts, kickbacks to the police, and direct payments
to local officials. Under these franchise agreements, about 30 percent of the lot-
tery’s revenues, nearly §18 billion in its first year, were divided between the po-
lice and local government officials. Moreover, the lottery’s ten franchise holders
earned §3.6 billion, providing them with ample capital to expand their illegal op-
erations. After corruption scandals forced the lottery’s suspension in 1989, illegal
jueteng again expanded to fill the void, by this time well rationalized, better capi-
talized, and more popular than ever. According to senior police officials, Con-
gressman Peping Cojuangco dominated both lotteries, allowing him to shift
seamlessly to illegal jueteng after the Small Town Lottery was suspended and thus
avoid disrupting the illicit funding that supported his political machine.63
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Through this commingling of legal and illegal gaming, jueteng bosses
achieved unprecedented wealth and influence. Though born a poor peasant, Pam-
panga’s jueteng boss, Bong Pineda, rose from a lowly syndicate bagman through-
out the Marcos years to become the country’s top jueteng operator under Aquino
by paying §90 million a month to her brother Peping Cojuangco. According to
police sources, such influence allowed Pineda to arrange the transfer or dismissal
of over a hundred officers who dared to interfere with his operations between
1980 and 1995.64

In the closing months of her administration, President Aquino intervened
personally to correct this dismal situation by ordering some last-hour reforms.
Even these efforts were soon compromised by corruption, which was by now en-
demic. In 1991 NBI director Alfredo Lim, acting on the president’s direct orders,
raided leading jueteng operators, including Bong Pineda of Pampanga. But all
charges were later dismissed.65 In January 1992 Aquino replaced Roque’s discred-
ited TFAG with a new, untainted enforcement unit headed by Alberto “Ambet”
Antonio under the Games and Amusements Board. But instead of attacking
“bookie joints and other illegal forms of organized gambling”as ordered, Antonio
soon allied himself with Luzon’s leading jueteng bosses and used these under-
world contacts to establish his own syndicate.66 By 1995 congressional investiga-
tors would estimate jueteng collections at a hefty §18 billion annually and the
bribes paid to police and politicians at §6 billion.67 After five years of executive
protection, jueteng syndicates had become so wealthy, powerful, and entrenched
that they could now survive both a congressional probe and a frontal assault by
the office of the president.

Conclusion

President Aquino’s law enforcement record left a mingled legacy. Crippled from
the outset by coups and economic crises, her government failed to curb the erup-
tion of criminality that came with the end of Marcos’s authoritarian rule. More-
over, her policy of arming anticommunist militias spawned several notorious
gangs whose spectacular violence contributed to an atmosphere of disorder.

Under Aquino’s anticommunist campaign, U.S. military aid again played a
catalytic role in Philippine politics, providing aid and advisers to revitalize a se-
curity system that had withered in Marcos’s last years. Amidst the euphoria of the
1986 “people power revolution” rich in the possibilities of change, Washington
provided President Aquino, a prominent oligarch, with the military aid and dip-
lomatic backing for raw repression, not only checking communist guerrillas but
also stifling the legal struggle for land redistribution. Nor was this the first time
the U.S. mission had made this political miscalculation. Just as it had done during
the Huk revolt of the 1950s, Washington provided military aid in the late 1980s
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but failed to promote structural change, crushing the manifestations of social
unrest without addressing their root causes. Within a decade, these conflicts, sup-
pressed but not addressed, would again erupt to prompt yet another American
intervention, extending this Sisyphean cycle of repression and revolt into a sixth
decade.

Viewed across the arc of a century, Aquino’s internal security policy was but a
phase, albeit an important one, in a historical dynamic that deepened the influ-
ence of police within the Philippine polity. When she broke with popular forces
and rejected their bid to broaden democratic participation in the aftermath of
dictatorship, she did so with the knowledge, shared by the country’s elite, that the
constabulary had the overt and covert resources to constrain lower-class dissent.
Her option for repression rather than reform was thus presaged by the presence
of powerful security forces within the state bureaucracy—units, personnel, prece-
dents, and policies that dated back to 1901. Similarly, her administration’s ability
to tap illegal gambling for black funding rested on legal prohibitions, introduced
under U.S. rule in 1908, that are necessary preconditions for any vice economy.

In this time of crisis Aquino also presided over covert innovations that went
far beyond her formal role in creating the Philippine National Police. The con-
stabulary’s penetration operations used agent provocateur tactics that were simi-
lar to those Colonel Crame had once deployed to split Dimas-Alang in 1912. But
these efforts went much further by forming clandestine countergroups to contest
the dissident netherworld with unrestrained violence. Even though the illegal
gambling industry had developed as a response to colonial prohibitions circa
1908, her administration was the first to impose central controls over its illicit
profits, forging direct sub rosa ties between the state and criminal syndicates.

Caught in its own contradictions, Aquino’s administration failed to suppress
the most spectacular crimes, suffered a progressive loss of popular support, and
left a problematic political legacy. At an institutional level, she abolished the
most abusive of Marcos’s antisubversion units and succeeded, where Quezon had
failed, in establishing a national police capable in theory of curbing local excesses
and improving law enforcement. But from a broader historical perspective, cen-
tralized police power, introduced by Marcos and perfected by Aquino, allowed
their successors both a covert capacity in the capital and control over criminal
syndicates across the archipelago. As the vice sector expanded under a restored
democracy, the empowered police became increasingly autonomous, gaining suf-
ficient influence and income from corruption and expanded intelligence funding
to emerge as a new power center in the country’s politics. Over the longer term,
Aquino’s creation of the centralized PNP thus added yet another layer to the ex-
traordinary police powers of the Philippine executive, amplifying the potential
for abuse.

The semiformal symbiosis of national police, politicians, and jueteng fos-
tered under Aquino’s administration would persist long after she left office. From
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the estimated gross of §18 billion in 1988, her second year in office, the proceeds
from jueteng doubled to §37 billion in 2000. Her successor Fidel Ramos would
try, with limited success, to break this alliance between police and underworld. By
purging senior police officials, exposing corruption in Congress, and prosecuting
jueteng bosses, President Ramos would attack the entrenched syndicates, reduc-
ing their reach but ultimately failing to weaken their underlying resilience.
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Ramos’s Supercops

J    M 19, 1995, a cavalcade of thirty-five vehicles
stopped near a flyover on Commonwealth Avenue in Quezon City, the nation’s
capital. Fifty muscular men got out, all armed with pistols and rifles. Several
stepped into the street to stop the early morning traffic of buses, taxis, and cars.
The remainder formed a ragged circle around two Mitsubishi L-300 passenger
vans and on command fired erratically, bullets puncturing the thin steel of the
sliding doors. Their magazines emptied, these on-duty police officers opened the
vans to strip handcuffs from eleven bleeding bodies inside. From his high perch
behind the wheel, the driver of a bus halted by the police was stunned. Immobi-
lized, almost paralyzed, this involuntary witness seemed frozen until shouts and
threats from the officers snapped his stupor and the traffic started moving.

Business done, the cavalcade returned to Philippine National Police head-
quarters where the operation’s commanders reported a dangerous shootout
against desperate criminals. Newspaper headlines screamed “Cops Gun Down 11
Bank Robbers.” The national police chief hailed the blow against Manila’s ram-
pant crime. President Fidel Ramos praised the “successful operation,” which had
been made possible by “effective intelligence” from his elite police units. Even as
witnesses came forward to charge that this had been a cold-blooded execution,
Ramos backed his police commanders, frustrating any attempt to prosecute them
for the murder of these eleven suspects.1 This tidy yet unconvincing story soon
collapsed, and competing versions of “the Kuratong Baleleng massacre” would be
debated, often at the highest levels, for another decade.

If there is any deeper significance to this slaughter, then the Ramos adminis-
tration seems to represent the culmination of the covert police capacity intro-
duced by Spain, refined by American governors, and used repeatedly by Filipino
presidents in times of crisis. Even more than its predecessors the Ramos admin-
istration was shaped by the culture of internal security. As President Marcos’s
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martial law constabulary chief, Ramos had made the country’s police the steel in
authoritarian rule. As defense secretary under President Aquino he had merged
over a thousand municipal forces with the constabulary to form the Philippine
National Police. Through this slow accretion of police power, Ramos acquired
the skills, military coterie, and mass following that would elevate him to the pres-
idency in 1992. With the capital still wracked by the lurid violence of a troubled
democratic transition, Ramos attracted a winning plurality because he alone
could contain coup threats and crime waves even though much of the disorder
was caused by his former subordinates in the Marcos military.

To his credit, President Ramos introduced important reforms that imposed
professionalism on a police force that had resisted change for nearly a half cen-
tury. During his six-year term as president, the budget for policing services more
than doubled, mostly for increased staff and better salaries. Ramos also presided
over a massive purge of the PNP that saw its chief relieved, sixty-eight generals
and colonels retired, and ten thousand uniformed officers criminally charged,
though only two thousand were eventually dismissed. Under the National Police
Commission merit exams were required from recruitment to promotion, and
new, community-based boards encouraged citizens to lodge complaints against
erring officers.2 Through these efforts, security for the ordinary Filipino would
improve perceptibly during Ramos’s tenure. Major crimes dropped by 44 percent
from 67,354 to 37,305, and offenses against persons fell by 31 percent from 36,667
to 25,127.3 Celebrated by laudatory media coverage, Ramos’s elite anticrime
squads battled the kidnappers and bank robbers who afflicted the country’s eco-
nomic elite. Simultaneously, police action against drug trafficking rooted in city
slums increased sharply from 1,663 raids in 1990 to 5,122 three years later.4 In sum
Ramos’s reforms slowly erased the PNP’s public image as “a corrupt and incompe-
tent organization” and raised its approval rating from 17 percent in 1993 to 69 per-
cent in 1998.5 Through its aggressive policing, the Ramos administration enjoyed
popular support from a Filipino public yearning for the restoration of order.

With the end of the cold war and the close of the U.S. bases, moreover,
Ramos sought to resolve the country’s long-running insurgencies with negotia-
tion rather than repression. In 1992 he repealed the Anti-Subversion Law that had
outlawed the Communist Party and three years later created the party-list system
of sectoral representation to channel activist energies into electoral politics.
Without the support of U.S. military aid or the pressure of its global strategic
priorities for the first time in forty years, his administration pursued successful
peace talks with a surprising range of insurgents—communist, Muslim, and
right-wing military.6

On closer examination, however, many of Ramos’s reforms proved to be both
partisan and partial: partisan because he exempted his loyalists and partial because



he failed to address the most troubling legacies of the Marcos and Aquino
governments. In 1997, the last full year of the Ramos presidency, police actions
accounted for 1,074 of the nation’s human rights violations compared to just
eighty-one for the Armed Forces of the Philippines.7 Marcos era torturers whom
Ramos had protected as President Aquino’s security chief now rose to senior
police echelons, becoming leaders of his administration’s anticrime agenda. With
the apparent backing of Ramos and his vice president, Joseph “Erap” Estrada,
many police officers routinely scorned due process, instead attacking crime with
torture, execution, and “salvaging.” Apart from their dubious contributions to
law enforcement, these same methods often served venal ends, eliminating rivals
and witnesses to corruption.

Much of this extrajudicial force was unleashed on formidable criminal syn-
dicates, which, ironically, traced their origins to misguided security efforts by the
Aquino administration. The Red Scorpion Group had started as an “intelligence
project” by the Philippine military to counter urban guerrilla warfare but quickly
degenerated into Manila’s deadliest kidnapping gang, targeting wealthy Chinese.
The Kuratong Baleleng Group was likewise launched as an anticommunist mili-
tia by the military before becoming notorious for its bank robberies. And Abu
Sayyaf, a breakaway Muslim faction that the military formed to weaken Islamic
separatist movements, soon morphed into a mercenary kidnapping ring in Min-
danao feared by Filipinos and foreigners alike. Each of these syndicates repre-
sented nothing less than the failure of conventional security and the state’s conse-
quent attempt to restore order by penetrating insurgents’ ranks and contesting
their control over this clandestine social space. As Aquino’s wayward intelligence
projects merged with the Marcos era “MISG boys,” criminals and crime fighters
became virtually indistinguishable, blurring the boundary between police power
and the vice economy until it seemed infinitely permeable. As the prime benefici-
ary of this process, Vice President Estrada would play both sides, winning pop-
ularity with the public through his tough stance on crime while boosting the
budget for his upcoming presidential campaign with funds extracted from vice
syndicates.

Presidential Anti-Crime Commission

In mid-1992 President Ramos took office in the midst of a major crime wave. In
slums across the archipelago, methamphetamine abuse, driven by a low-cost ver-
sion of the drug called shabu, continued its inexorable spread. A proliferation of
terror incidents and kidnappings in Muslim Mindanao added to the aura of law-
lessness. Above all, a sudden surge in bank robberies and kidnappings traumatized
the capital and demoralized its business community. According to PNP figures,
reported kidnappings nationwide rose from 25 in 1991 to a peak of 179 in 1996.8

The victimization of Filipino Chinese gave these abductions a racial dimension,
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and Manila’s 500,000-strong Chinese community demanded action.9 In response
Ramos announced the formation of the Presidential Anti-Crime Commission
(PACC) headed by Vice President Estrada, who was, through a quirk in the con-
stitution, the candidate of a rival party and a tenuous ally at best.10

At a press conference called to accept this appointment, Estrada, a tough-guy
movie actor, explained that his years as mayor of San Juan had prepared him for
the position. “I policed police,” he intoned. “I patrolled the streets.” Indeed, one
veteran police reporter recalled that Mayor Estrada would line up erring patrol-
men in front of city hall and “urinate on each one of them.” Secretary of Justice
Franklin Drilon recoiled at the news of Estrada’s appointment and attempted
to curtail his authority by reducing the PACC to a mere “policy making and mon-
itoring body.” But the vice president threatened to resign the post unless he
was given real police status to pursue criminals. “If the need arises, I will arrest
them personally or shoot them personally,” he explained. Through such tough
talk, which was enormously popular with the public, Estrada extracted expansive
powers from the administration, including the authority to investigate, prose-
cute, and report directly to the president. To operationalize this authority, he won
the assignment of forty-four police officers and a substantial budget for his new
PACC. “Now that I have accepted the job,” he announced with dramatic flair, “I’ll
spare no one. There would be no sacred cows.”11

After assuming direct command of the PACC, Estrada formed two elite
task forces, Lawin (Eagle) and Habagat (Wind). To staff these squads, Estrada,
himself an unrepentant Marcos loyalist, turned to constabulary veterans of the
Marcos era unit notorious for torture, the Metrocom Intelligence Service Group
(MISG), and appointed its former commander, Col. Rolando Abadilla, as the
senior adviser to his PACC.12 Within this tight network of “MISG boys” two
exceptional personalities, Reynaldo Berroya and Panfilo “Ping” Lacson, pursued
careers that represented a new dimension in Philippine policing. Their strategic
role astride the interstice between palace and underworld won them exceptional
influence. Their personal intrigues would shape the direction of national politics.

Within this cohort of elite investigators, Berroya was a few years older than
most and remained something of a conventional careerist. After graduating from
the Philippine Military Academy in 1969, he rose quickly to become deputy chief
of the MISG and played a leading role in the mass arrests that accompanied mar-
tial law in 1972. After the 1986 EDSA revolution, he joined the rebels of the Re-
form the Armed Forces Movement (RAM), participated in their abortive August
1987 coup against President Aquino as a local leader in Central Luzon, and was
later sentenced to eight years’ hard labor. When Aquino issued an amnesty in
early 1992, he transferred to the new PNP and became operations chief of Task
Force Gemini, the administration’s elite anticrime unit. After President Ramos
formed the PACC, Berroya won command of its new Task Force Lawin through
his intimacy with the vice president.13
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By contrast, Ping Lacson seemed transformed by his service in Marcos’s elite
antisubversion squad. At the PMA he was, according to his superior, Berroya,
“known for revolutionizing hazing” of new cadets by introducing “electrocution
of the genitalia and pinching a plebe’s Adam’s apple with pliers.” Assigned to the
MISG after graduation in 1971, Lacson rose quickly to deputy commander under
Colonel Abadilla, winning both commendation and condemnation. In 1982 the
constabulary named this young lieutenant colonel “Metrocom officer of the
year.”14 That same year the Free Legal Assistance Group named him in a civil suit
against Task Force Makabansa, Aberca vs. Ver, alleging that he had been respon-
sible for the brutal torture of twenty prisoners by “kicking, punching, beating,
boxing, slapping . . . strangulation, stepping on genitals or on the chest . . .
electrocution and other similar cruel and inhuman acts.”15

During Marcos’s final months in office, Colonel Lacson and his MISG chief
Abadilla remained loyal to the doomed dictator and did not share in the promo-
tions that followed his fall. Even in this climate of democratic reform, however,
Lacson somehow emerged from fifteen years’ service in a unit notorious for tor-
ture with the skills and connections that soon allowed him to resume his rise. Ac-
cording to Berroya, his mentor and later enemy, Lacson exploited his next post as
head of the PC’s carnapping task force to engage “in the importation of luxury
vehicles which were stolen in the United States.” Appointed PC provincial com-
mander of Isabela two years later, he allegedly allied with the warlord governor
Faustino Dy to kidnap and kill a Chinese businessman, extract fees from illegal
loggers, and collect millions as “co-administrator of a province-wide centralized
‘jueteng’ operation.”16

As police chief for Cebu City from 1989 to 1992, Lacson formed the Special
Police Action Team, known locally as the “Lacson boys,” who were believed re-
sponsible for salvaging union activists. In one of the most controversial cases, the
labor leader Jimmy Badayos disappeared after being picked up by a squad under
Lt. Michael Ray Aquino, a young PMA graduate who was fast becoming Lacson’s
most trusted man. In 1991 two robbers, Amado Galan and Angelo Lawas, were
found handcuffed and shot dead at close range after their arrest by fourteen of
these “Lacson Boys.”17 Later, as provincial director in Laguna, Lacson reportedly
formed a close alliance with gambling boss and Calauan Mayor Antonio Sanchez,
who allegedly paid him §1.25 million a month to harass rival jueteng operators.18

When Vice President Estrada appointed Senior Superintendent Berroya to
command Task Force Lawin in 1992, Berroya recommended his old comrade
Lacson to head the new unit’s other elite squad, Habagat.19 As President Ramos’s
top crime fighters, these so-called MISG boys became a new breed of police that
the Manila press soon branded “supercops.”20 With the public clamoring for ac-
tion against crime, the legislature and executive agreed to empower these officers
with seemingly limitless resources: advanced weaponry, electronic surveillance,
vast discretionary funds, universal jurisdiction, and freedom from meaningful
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oversight. Their operations soon produced a lurid spectacle of lethal violence,
blazing headlines, and seamy scandals. They tapped the phones of senators and
generals. They flew 747s like patrolmen rode motorcycles. Their secret meetings
were in Hong Kong and San Francisco, not Quiapo or Quezon City. Their cut from
crime ran into the millions of pesos, far beyond the fifty peso bill needed to placate
ordinary patrolmen. Instead of slapping recalcitrant suspects in the precinct sta-
tions, they tortured them for weeks in secret safe houses before shooting them
point-blank dead. By the end of President Ramos’s term, these police command-
ers, no longer mere servants of the state, would accumulate all the requisites for
political influence at its highest levels. They had loyal followers, powerful patrons,
expensive equipment, great wealth, and, most important, sensitive information.

With ample funds and political backing, the PACC’s elite strike forces, Lawin
and Habagat, countered violence with violence in ways that for many ordinary
citizens often seemed necessary to bring the crisis under control. Within three
years Estrada would claim that fifty-three kidnapping cases had been solved. His
approval ratings soon soared to 75 percent, making him the country’s most pop-
ular public figure. Yet behind every headline hailing a heroic shootout, a crime
solved, or kidnappers captured there was a secret, sordid backstory that the pub-
lic seemingly knew it did not want to know. Although President Ramos’s crack-
down on kidnapping was ultimately successful, the mobilization of these elite
PNP operational units, armed with authority approaching impunity, created a
climate conducive to police abuse, corruption, and criminal collusion. During its
first three years of operation, the PACC was responsible for forty killings that one
investigator for the National Bureau of Investigation (NBI) called “rub-outs, not
shoot-outs.” By 1995 the Commission on Human Rights, trial courts, and the
House Committee on Good Government would complain that PACC operations
were showing a “disturbing pattern of perjury . . . , planting and mishandling of
evidence, arrests and searches without warrants, and other violations of human
rights.”21 Sharp though these criticisms were, they missed the most serious aspect
of the PACC’s operations; senior officers, freed from routine oversight, were
using their special powers to protect criminal gangs engaged in kidnapping, rob-
bery, and drug trafficking.

In September 1992 the PACC scored celebratory headlines when its offi-
cers gunned down five Taiwanese drug traffickers at a Makati townhouse after a
high-speed car chase. With pulp-fiction copy and gritty crime-scene graphics,
the Philippine Daily Inquirer carried the story on page one with a photograph of
Estrada examining “packets of shabu found inside the car of suspected drug
traffickers.” Another photo showed Superintendent Berroya bending over a pool
of blood “looking at the bodies of two suspects.” Reporting the PACC version al-
most verbatim, the paper quoted Superintendent Lacson saying that the suspects
“ran up the apartment, all the while shooting at us.” After autopsies on the five
suspects, however, the NBI’s chief medico-legal officer reported that “all of them
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had sustained gunshot wounds in their heads”—incredible dead-eye accuracy in
the midst of a running shoot-out.22

Writing from prison five years later, Senior Superintendent Berroya admitted
that the operation was in fact a staged rub-out. The night before the shooting, he
said, he was dining with the vice president at the Sheraton Hotel when Rolando
Abadilla, then a PACC consultant, “whispered to me that there was an upcoming
operation that Erap had cleared.” When Estrada and Berroya rushed to the scene,
the signs of staging were obvious. The five corpses were “systematically sprawled
in the stairway,” and the gang’s late-model cars, supposedly targets in a running
gun battle, had no bullet holes. When Berroya asked about the inconsistency, Lac-
son replied brazenly, “Sir, I still plan to use those cars.” From a police operative
and a widow of one of these Chinese victims, Berroya later learned that Lacson’s
men had arrested the Taiwanese three days earlier and beat them until they
opened their bank accounts. After Lacson and his men collected §10 million in
drug money and fifty kilos of shabu, the “five were killed in Makati in what was
made to appear as a ‘shoot out.’”23

Other operations soon raised public doubts about the efficacy of PACC’s
violent methods. Under Berroya’s own command, Task Force Lawin killed twelve
suspected criminals in five months, notably, the controversial 1992 shooting of
two Pasay City policemen, Elmer and Joeffrey Pueda, reportedly drug protectors,
who were gunned down at close range in another apparent rub-out.24 Only three
weeks after the Pueda shooting, some twenty members of Task Force Habagat
broke into the home of an innocent overseas contract worker in Tanauan, Ba-
tangas, while searching for a suspected kidnapper. Without pausing to check his
identity, the police raiders dragged the victim, Wilfredo Aala, into the yard and
shot him fatally while his family looked on. In hearings before the House Com-
mittee on Good Government, Representative Teodulfo Natividad, formerly chief
of the National Police Commission, denounced the PACC’s procedures as “out-
rageous” and criticized Lacson, saying, “I don’t know if this is your method in the
old MISG, but we are no longer under martial law.”25 Neighbors staged an indig-
nation rally, and Congress recommended Lacson’s indictment. But Vice Presi-
dent Estrada, according to Berroya, later quieted the controversy down with a
private payment of half a million pesos to the victim’s family.26 Despite these ex-
cesses, the PACC’s carefully publicized successes against crime syndicates still
won wide public support for its commander, Vice President Estrada.

Red Scorpion Gang

In its crusade against crime, the PACC’s most impressive score came when
Task Force Habagat liquidated the notorious Red Scorpion Group, Manila’s
leading kidnapping gang. This victory more than any other burnished Vice
President Estrada’s image as a crime fighter, contributing to the success of his
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later presidential campaign. The Red Scorpion Group was the largest of several
gangs involved in a rash of kidnapping, much of it directed at affluent members
of the Manila Chinese community.27 At the peak of this crime wave, Lloyd’s of
London ranked the Philippines as the world’s fourth most dangerous kidnapping
site. Fortune magazine called the country “the kidnap capital of Asia.”28 After
long suffering their second-class status in silence, the Manila Chinese found these
kidnappings intolerable and demanded action with loud, public protests.29

Led by Alfredo De Leon, the former head of a New People’s Army (NPA) as-
sassination unit, the Red Scorpions were responsible for twenty-four lucrative
kidnappings throughout Metro Manila.30 The PACC hit back with extralegal tac-
tics. In November 1992, right after Vice President Estrada issued a public promise
to get the gang, De Leon’s father complained that PACC officers had picked up
two female relatives without warrants.31 According to a later affidavit by a PACC
officer, Superintendent Lacson had ordered the interrogation of the missing
women, the gang leader’s sister and niece, to learn about his movements. For sev-
eral days in November the women, bound and blindfolded, were questioned by
Lacson’s aide, Senior Inspector Michael Ray Aquino, in a Pasay motel. Later they
were taken to Antipolo for interrogation by Lacson himself and finally to Imus,
Cavite, where they were strangled to death. In the words of a police eyewitness,
Aquino gave the order for torture, saying, “Make the girls confess by any means
because that is the order of Ace [Lacson] and to meet the deadline promised by
Vice Erap [Estrada] to the public and the media.”32

Acting on intelligence extracted from the victims, Task Force Habagat
launched successful raids in January 1993, killing six and capturing nine of the
Red Scorpions. Police officers told reporters that all those killed had been in-
volved in the earlier assassination of a U.S. military adviser, Col. James Rowe. The
gang’s bloody end came on February 17 when Lacson led Task Force Habagat in a
raid on Calumpit, Bulacan, which netted “public enemy no. 1,” Alfredo De Leon,
the Red Scorpion himself. According to the PACC press release, Senior Inspector
Cezar Mancao broke into a remote Bulacan bungalow at dawn, surprising De
Leon. The gang leader jumped out of a window and fled on foot. But Mancao
pursued his quarry, catching him at a creek and “felling him with a volley.”33 The
killing was a major coup for the PACC and, in one media analysis, “helped build
its image as the most efficient crime-busting unit of the country.”34

Only days after De Leon’s death, however, the press offered a more ambiguous
picture of this win in the war on crime. In a front-page story, the Philippine Daily
Inquirer reported that De Leon had been a military asset and his kidnappings
were protected by his handler, a senior intelligence officer. De Leon had started his
unconventional career as a student activist in the late 1970s, became a labor orga-
nizer for the Communist Party, and joined its Alex Boncayao Brigade as an armed
city partisan in 1986. Through years of bank robberies and kidnappings for
the party, a number of these urban guerrillas had descended slowly into simple
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gangsterism, most famously De Leon himself. After secretly recruiting him, the
military used him for a number of successful operations against the NPA’s urban
underground. But somewhere the military’s “noble project” went wrong. When
he broke with the party in 1991 over accusations of “finance opportunism,” the
military created his Red Scorpion Group as a kidnapping gang, partly to share in
the ransom and partly as a psywar tactic to discredit the communists. Arrested in
October 1991, De Leon somehow walked out of military detention to launch a
new wave of kidnappings that doubled his notoriety. The gang’s military handler
reportedly took a cut from these ransoms but eventually “terminated” De Leon
because, in the words of one military source, “he simply knew too much.”35 In re-
sponse to this press coverage, Estrada denounced the media for “grossly mislead-
ing the public on the actual facts of the encounter.”36

Following its successes against the Red Scorpions, the PACC suffered a bitter
rupture between its top commanders. In May 1993 Superintendent Lacson coyly
told the press that a new gang “protected by soldiers” had kidnapped an unnamed
Taiwanese businessman, later identified as Chou Chung Yih or Jack Chou, and re-
leased him for a ransom of §10 million. Three months later, Vice President Estrada
identified the masterminds behind this kidnapping as the PACC’s own Super-
intendent Berroya and Gen. Dictador Alqueza, the former chief of the PNP’s
Narcotics Command. With the dramatic flair that made him the darling of the
masses, Estrada handcuffed Berroya, his own compadre, before the television
cameras. After their arraignment in November, prosecutors told the press that the
ransom had been banked in Hong Kong where these two kidnappers used the
cash to purchase amphetamines for resale in Manila.37

The trial was a media sensation. General Alqueza made few statements and
was eventually exonerated in a lower court. But Berroya had scores to settle and
proved to be a redoubtable antagonist. The day after Estrada implicated him in
the crime, Berroya issued a press statement charging that Lacson’s Task Force
Habagat had a “propensity for misusing the powers and resources attached to the
office . . . to promote personal ends.” In a later prison interview conducted while
awaiting trial, he claimed that Lacson had framed him for the Jack Chou kid-
napping and referred to Estrada as a “drunken pig.” Such confrontation may have
contributed to his ultimate conviction. Despite his many denials, a Makati court
found Berroya guilty in 1995 and sentenced him to four years’ imprisonment.38

While Berroya served his time inside Muntinglupa Prison, Ping Lacson con-
tinued his ascent. His Task Force Habagat racked up success after success against
Manila’s most ruthless kidnappers, winning praise from the city’s press. Typical
of this celebratory coverage, the Inquirer carried a front-page story in December
1993 under the banner headline “Colonel, Trader Held for Kidnap.” A photo
showed Lacson delivering a massive stack of bills—§1.2 million in ransom
money—and two manacled kidnappers to Vice President Estrada while Interior
Secretary Rafael Alunan III looked on approvingly.39
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Kuratong Baleleng Massacre

In this spreading post-Marcos crime wave, bank robbery became, like kidnap-
ping, a scourge that mocked the new democratic regime’s capacity to maintain
order. Starting in 1987 bank robberies increased rapidly, peaking in 1990 and pro-
ducing a spectacle of criminal violence. In these three years robbery gangs es-
caped with a remarkable total of §416 million, making crime the country’s fastest-
growing industry. Not only were the robberies unprecedented in their frequency
and violence, but the police and military were implicated at multiple levels.40

The Kuratong Baleleng Group won nationwide notoriety for its steely vio-
lence. From its birth in 1986 to its bloody death a decade later, the fortunes of the
gang were intertwined with those of its military and police protectors. In the
eruption of insurgency that followed Marcos’s fall, the Kuratong Baleleng first ap-
peared as a militia at Osamiz City in northern Mindanao where they waged a bru-
tal two-year campaign against local communists marked by murder, terror, and
salvaging.41 The gang then shed its military guise and reorganized itself solely as
a robbery syndicate, starting with a two-million-peso heist at the Solid Bank in
Tangub City in 1988. Drawing on their military training, the gang’s ex-soldiers
used commando-style assault tactics, cutting down bank security in a blaze of
gunfire, cleaning out the vault in five minutes, and then, with blocking forces po-
sitioned at key intersections, retreating at high speed through traffic choke points.

After its patriarch, Octavio Parojinog, was gunned down by agents of the
466th PC Company, the gang grew more violent and less cautious. One of Paro-
jinog’s sons, Reynaldo, worked the Visayan Islands, racking up a string of suc-
cessful robberies until his surrender to the Intelligence Service Armed Forces of
the Philippines (ISAFP) at Osamiz City in March 1994. His brother Renato also
had a remarkable run of bank and armored car heists in Metro Manila until his
capture at a Marikina safe house in late 1993. Another crew under their cousin
Carmelito Calasan focused on banks in Mindanao and then shifted to kidnap-
ping. Sometime in 1990–91, Calasan recruited Corporal Wilson Soronda, then
serving with the 44th Infantry Battalion in Butuan City, who took command after
Calasan died in a Cebu shootout with the PACC in January 1994.42 In the first four
months of 1995, Soronda led his Kuratongs, many of them veterans of the 44th
Infantry Battalion, in twelve bank and payroll robberies that perfected his signa-
ture “shock” assault and netted him §70 million in cash.43

At the peak of its success, the Kuratong Baleleng scored a record haul that
proved to be its undoing. On May 3, 1995, Soronda’s crew ambushed an armored
car en route to Manila’s Ninoy Aquino International Airport (NAIA) and escaped
with over $2 million in U.S. currency. Two weeks later banner headlines in the In-
quirer reported, “Cops Gun Down 11 Bank Robbers: Slain Men Opened Fire, Says
Erap.” Speaking to reporters, PACC chief Estrada claimed, “We tried to stop
them, but they fired their guns and there was no other way but to fire back.” In a
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statement from the palace, President Ramos proclaimed, “We credit this suc-
cessful operation to the effective intelligence network, set up by . . . Task Force
Habagat.”44

Within twenty-four hours the four strike force commanders submitted a
detailed, thirteen-page report describing the operation as a major victory against
organized crime. According to their version, a road watch near the gang’s Paraña-
que safe house spotted two Mitsubishi L-300 vans and followed them north up
EDSA to Quezon City. As the vans rounded Quezon Circle and headed up Com-
monwealth Avenue, the lead police squad ordered one van to stop. But “the sus-
pects fired at them prompting the law enforcers to return fire.” A second police
team, led by Inspector Michael Ray Aquino, tried to block the other van, “but
they were met with volleys of fire.” In the shootout that followed, the police killed
all eleven suspects and recovered four M-16 rifles, §392,000 in cash, and “a sketch
plan of the $2 million NAIA robbery.” About six hours later, at 10:30 a.m., Task
Force Habagat officers arrested gang leader Wilson Soronda and persuaded him
to lead them to his safe house in Pasig City where “there was a grappling of
the firearm . . . which resulted in Soronda’s instantaneous death.” In their report
the commanders—Romeo Acop, Jewel Canson, Francisco Zubia, and Panfilo
Lacson—claimed that these shootouts would “reverse the bank robbery picture
in the Metropolis and normalize the business and economic environment.”45

This tale of police heroism soon collapsed. Only three days later an officer
involved in the operation, Senior Police Officer 2 Eduardo de los Reyes, told a
radio station that the eleven dead gang members had been salvaged. In sworn
testimony before the Senate Human Rights Committee, he later stated that he
had witnessed the arrest of several suspects and saw policemen removing two
cardboard boxes from the gang’s Parañaque safe house under the supervision of
senior officers Ping Lacson, Romeo Acop, and Jewel Canson. After a stop for
interrogation at the PNP headquarters at Camp Crame, the police loaded the
handcuffed suspects into a van and drove to the Commonwealth Avenue flyover.
Sometime after 3:00 a.m., they “fired at the van using handguns and automatic
weapons.” When the firing stopped de los Reyes photographed the inside of the
van, finding that “the slain persons were all handcuffed with their hands behind
their backs.” In his Senate testimony, which was broadcast live by radio and tele-
vision to an audience of millions, he told the legislators, “My conscience would
not let me rest.”46 Another participant in the police operation, SP02 officer Co-
razon de la Cruz, corroborated his story, as did six civilian eyewitnesses to the
shooting.47

Vice President Estrada attacked the credibility of these witnesses and de-
fended his squad’s circumvention of due process. “These kinds of people don’t
deserve sympathy because they are ruthless. They kill without impunity [sic],” he
told the Associated Press in his famously broken English. “It’s just right that they
were exterminated.”48
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In its own official “after action report” signed by the four police commanders,
the task force did not list any expended shells from the gang’s van, a clear indica-
tion that the deceased had not fired.49 Six days after the shooting the gang leader’s
sister, Gemma Soronda Siplon, who had been arrested with him at his Parañaque
safe house, was found in Biñan, Laguna, naked, strangled, stabbed twice near the
heart, and shot in the forehead and chest.50 In its autopsy reports, the PNP crime
laboratory found that the eleven victims had no gunpowder burns, indicating that
they had not fired. All had gunshot wounds to the head, several at point-blank
range.51 In its final report the Senate committee investigating the massacre con-
cluded that the eleven victims were “defenseless”and “were killed in cold blood.”52

Other, less formal reports suggested that the police not only killed the pre-
sumed criminals on the spot but did so for personal profit. As the competition
between police and military intelligence grew bitter, both sides leaked incriminat-
ing reports to the press, soon making it clear that the gang had been protected by
the PACC, military intelligence, or both. On June 14 the PACC released a “confes-
sion” by gang leader Soronda, taped just hours before his death, stating that he
had shared the $1.8 million from the armored car heist with unnamed military
protectors inside the ISAFP.53 Firing back, the ISAFP leaked a statement by a cap-
tured gang member charging that Lacson’s PACC protégé, Michael Ray Aquino,
had been involved in kidnapping. The ISAFP claimed further that the PACC had
recovered $1.8 million from the armored car heist when they arrested the Kura-
tong gang members and later “secretly deposited the money in a Hong Kong
bank.”54 From his prison cell Rey Berroya later wrote a detailed analysis tracing
Vice President Estrada’s alleged ties to bank robbers and kidnappers. Estrada was,
Berroya argued, using command of the PACC to prepare for his upcoming presi-
dential campaign, collecting funds from drug lords and building a covert capac-
ity through alliances with senior police officials.55

While these intelligence intramurals continued, twenty-six agents of the NBI
completed a careful investigation of the Kuratong case, producing a thirty-seven-
page report that was nothing less than an anatomy of mass murder. Drawing on
careful forensics and eyewitness statements, the NBI concluded that the killings
were “pure and simple summary executions.”56

This report and later eyewitness testimony offer the most reliable account of
what happened that night on Commonwealth Avenue. At 9:30 on the morning of
May 17, 1995, Kuratong leader Wilson Soronda landed at North Harbor on a ship
from Dipolog and was driven to his Parañaque safe house. At about 10:30 p.m., he
loaded an attaché case containing U.S. $2 million and §250,000 into the trunk of a
new gray Honda Civic and drove to a hotel for the night.57 An hour later the PNP’s
Special Action Force (SAF) smashed through the gate of the gang’s compound
in a V-150 light tank and apprehended eight male suspects without resistance,
“lining them up side-by-side prostrate on the floor inside the house.”58 After
pistol-whipping the handcuffed suspects about the face, senior PNP investigators,
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led by Chief Superintendent Lacson and his protégé Senior Inspector Glenn
Dumlao, found three duffle bags with about §15 million in cash and Japanese yen.
With the tactical interrogation done, the police loaded the suspects into the gang’s
two vans and drove north to police headquarters at Camp Crame.59 About the
same time a PACC squad picked up two more Kuratong members and the gang
leader’s sister, Gemma Soronda Siplon, at a safe house in Alabang. These suspects,
too, were brought to Camp Crame for further interrogation.60

Sometime after midnight senior superintendents Zubia and Lacson called
their officers into conference at Camp Crame. According to a police officer
present, these two ordered their officers “to take the prisoners to Commonwealth
Avenue at the bottom of the flyover and there shoot them and make it look like
they died in an encounter.”61 At about 4:00 a.m., the police, led by Chief Inspec-
tor Michael Ray Aquino, loaded the eleven suspects into the vans and headed
north.62 At the bottom of the flyover the cavalcade pulled over and the police se-
cured the crime scene by stopping an early morning bus to prevent any eyewit-
nesses. With traffic blocked an officer, in the words of the NBI report, “casually
alighted from the front seat, opened the sliding door of the van and fired succes-
sive shots towards each of the passengers in the van.” Then four police “opened
fire at the L-300 van” while the second van was “fired upon by several persons
with automatic rifles.”63 One witness, police agent Mario Enad, admitted remov-
ing the handcuffs from two bloody corpses while Chief Inspector Cezar Mancao’s
men removed the rest.64 For three full minutes after the firing stopped, the bus
driver sat in shock until police ordered him to move on.65 With the stage now set,
Lacson drove up in his van, neatly attired for his crime-scene press interview
about the desperate “shoot out” with a ruthless criminal gang.66 The NBI later
conducted paraffin tests on all the victims, concluding that none had fired a
weapon and several had been shot “at a distance of not more than two (2) feet
which certainly belie the shoot out claim.”67

While her friends and relatives were being butchered, Gemma Soronda
Siplon, the gang leader’s sister, watched from inside Inspector Aquino’s vehicle.
Sometime later that day her body was dumped at Biñan, Laguna, in the NBI’s
stark words, “naked except for a piece of panty that she wore, with two (2) stab
wounds on her chest.” Just two hours after the shooting, on the other side of
Manila, Kuratong leader Wilson Soronda, accompanied by his teenage niece Jane
Gomez and her friend Jinky Pait, knocked at the door of Gemma Soronda’s
Alabang apartment. When the door opened PACC agents waiting inside arrested
them all. After a few questions the officers opened the trunk of Soronda’s car and
found the attaché case. Following a later tactical interrogation at Camp Crame,
Jane Gomez was blindfolded and driven to a safe house in Antipolo where she
was “made to bare while PACC agents touched her breasts.” At 5:00 p.m. she was
released near Makati with her friend. That night PACC agents dumped Wilson
Soronda’s body inside a Pasig apartment, fired two shots, and claimed that the
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gang leader had died struggling over a weapon.68 In its final report to the Senate
on July 25, the NBI concluded that “the killing of the Kuratong Baleleng gang
members is clearly the product of a grand conspiracy among the participating
commands of the Anti-Bank Robbery Intelligence Task Group” and recom-
mended that “all officers and men who participated therein should be held crim-
inally liable for the killing.”69

In the ensuing controversy the four police generals, including Ping Lacson,
resigned their posts and the government launched a full investigation.70 By Sep-
tember, President Ramos had stripped the PACC of its powers and the PNP
formed Task Force Dragon to supplant Lacson’s now discredited Task Force
Habagat.71

Despite strong evidence of their guilt, the four police generals played on con-
nections accumulated from years of sensitive operations to avoid a trial. While
postponements, reviews, and dismissals pushed the trial date over the horizon,
the prosecution’s case weakened.72 In February 1996, the government’s review
panel voted three to two to upgrade the legal liability of Lacson. But Ombuds-
man Aniano Desierto overruled his own panel and decided to downgrade Lacson
from a principal to a mere accessory after the fact, a ruling that would reduce the
gravity of the case and allow its transfer to an ordinary regional trial court with
crowded dockets and snail’s-pace proceedings.73

After a year of procedural delays, the prosecution’s five key witnesses an-
nounced their withdrawal from the case to protest the ombudsman’s whitewash,
saying, in the words of eyewitness de los Reyes, “we cannot participate in this
mockery of justice any longer.” Their attorneys cited “the fear of reprisal, know-
ing that the accused in this case are . . . powerful top brass of the PNP.” In 1997
eyewitness de los Reyes fled to Canada, and in the months that followed four of
the five witnesses retracted their allegations after visits from the accused. With its
key witnesses now compromised, the PNP dropped its administrative review in
December 1998 and the Regional Trial Court dismissed the criminal charges four
months later.74

Only weeks after the case collapsed, another killing exposed the alliances that
made the supercops such a formidable political force. In June 1996 six NPA “spar-
row” hit men approached a car driven by Col. Rolando Abadilla, the former chief
of Marcos’s notorious MISG, and fired a fatal burst of gunfire through the win-
dow.75 At Abadilla’s burial with full military honors, a half-dozen of his old MISG
boys, now senior police officers, turned up in full-dress uniform to promise re-
venge. In an emotional eulogy Chief Superintendent Lacson, Abadilla’s former
MISG deputy, announced “I vow to get your killers all the way up.” Hovering dis-
creetly at the edge of the crowd, reporters spotted President Ramos, Abadilla’s
former PC chief, who had protected him from human rights charges and pro-
moted his MISG boys to command the anticrime campaign.76 With the presi-
dent’s patronage, these supercops had dominated Manila’s criminal milieu and
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would soon emerge from the next elections in 1998 to win even greater power
under his successor.

Abu Sayyaf

After the elimination of the Red Scorpions and Kuratong Baleleng, the armed
Islamic group Abu Sayyaf was the last of President Aquino’s covert groups to
trouble public order. With a drumbeat of terror bombings and kidnappings in
the early 1990s, Abu Sayyaf gained an importance that overshadowed its modest
force of 650 fighters, less than 10 percent of the Muslim rebels in the southern
Philippines. In January 1995 Manila police discovered a local al-Qaeda cell closely
connected to Abu Sayyaf that was plotting to assassinate the Pope and blow up
eleven transpacific aircraft. Three months later Abu Sayyaf shocked the nation
when it attacked the market town of Ipil, Zamboanga, killing fifty-three residents
and taking thirty hostages.77

Under pressure to penetrate radical Muslim networks, in 1995 the PNP Intel-
ligence Command recruited Edwin Angeles, the veteran agent who had helped
found Abu Sayyaf four years earlier. Armed with guns, safe houses, and a monthly
stipend of twenty thousand pesos, Angeles worked with the PNP throughout
1995, identifying suspected foreign terrorists in Manila and instigating police
raids into the capital’s dense Muslim districts. In 1996 he began acting as an inter-
mediary to negotiate the surrender of Abu Sayyaf ’s charismatic commander, Ab-
durajak Janjalani. Over the next two years, Angeles formed his own rebel band to
operate near Zamboanga and engaged in often byzantine negotiations with PNP
intelligence and the AFP’s Southern Command headquarters, trying to sell Jan-
jalani’s surrender to the highest bidder. Finally, in December 1998, police killed
Janjalani in a shootout at Lamitan on Basilan Island. A month later, amid rumors
that Angeles had set up the killing, an Abu Sayyaf member shot this longtime po-
lice agent in the head as he emerged from a mosque at nearby Isabela on Basilan,
eliminating the last of the group’s original leaders.78

But with arms, cash, and a mass base on Basilan Island, Abu Sayyaf survived.
The leadership passed to a second tier steeped in its mix of violence and criminal-
ity. With the elimination of its ideological founders, it split into five groups and
turned from political terrorism to cash-driven kidnappings. The main faction on
Basilan, led by Khadaffy Janjalani, the founder’s younger brother, maintained the
al-Qaeda link, training its fighters in Afghanistan and receiving Arab visitors with
both funds and advice. On Sulu the faction led by Ghalib Andang, known as
Commander Robot, won international notoriety in April 2000 by kidnapping ten
Europeans from the Sipadan resort in nearby Malaysian waters and collecting a
ransom of $10 million. In May 2001 the Basilan group tried to match this coup by
zipping across the Sulu Sea in speedboats to raid the luxury Dos Palmas resort on
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Palawan Island, taking twenty hostages, including three Americans, among them
Gracia and Martin Burnham. After twelve hundred U.S. troops arrived to lead
combat training exercises on Basilan, Filipino rangers ambushed an Abu Sayyaf
party in June 2002, killing Martin Burnham but freeing his wife.79

Instead of defeating the larger Moro Islamic Liberation Front, the Philippine
military’s tactics had backfired, compounding the problem. Its attempt at using
Abu Sayyaf for penetration and division had amplified the Muslim insurgency,
transforming a minor rebel faction into a major terrorist group that would trouble
the nation for years to come.

Presidential Elections

With their covert connections and sensitive information, the leading super-
cops, Reynaldo Berroya and Ping Lacson, became major players in the May 1998
presidential elections. In a sordid campaign in which scandal trumped issues, the
outgoing Ramos administration bent the law in a determined but doomed effort
to defeat the candidacy of its vice president and rival Joseph Estrada. Although
Ramos had stripped Estrada of his PACC command, Lacson mobilized his per-
sonal network within the police force to gather incriminating information on the
administration’s presidential slate. Five months before election day, the Supreme
Court, acting on a motion by Ramos’s solicitor general, Silvestre Bello III, over-
turned Reynaldo Berroya’s kidnapping conviction and freed him from the na-
tional penitentiary. As the opposition’s leading candidate, Estrada described the
sudden release as part of “a hidden agenda to destroy my credibility.”80 Through
such intrigues the supercops would play key roles on both sides of the partisan
divide during this heated campaign.

The tenor of the 1998 campaign was set in its first weeks when the Inquirer
published sensational front-page photos of candidate Estrada gambling with
stacks of half-million peso chips at Manila’s Heritage Hotel casino. Although Es-
trada explained that the security tape was eighteen months old and claimed the
money was a gift from a club owner, critics cited his high-stakes gambling habit
repeatedly during the campaign.81

In mid-March, with voting just eight weeks away, Berroya made headlines by
charging that in 1992 then vice president-elect Estrada had ordered him to assas-
sinate president-elect Ramos as the ballot counting was drawing to a close. Al-
though the accusation had an inherent logic since Ramos’s death would have
made Estrada president, there was no corroboration. Berroya also charged that
Estrada had used his command of the PACC to extract §500 million from crimi-
nal syndicates. When these headlines faded, military intelligence leaked a report
to the press that detailed Estrada’s alleged role in the arrest, torture, and strangu-
lation of the two female relatives of Red Scorpion leader Alfredo De Leon,
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charges that Berroya confirmed in his own statements to the press. After publish-
ing the stories on page one, the Inquirer editorialized that such allegations
showed Estrada’s “unworthiness for the presidency.”82

Only days before the May elections, another elite PNP unit, Task Force Ami-
han, acting on orders from Justice Secretary Silvestre Bello, raided the offices of a
secret PNP phone-tapping operation inside Camp Crame called Special Project
Alpha—headed by Ping Lacson. There the government raiders found “bugging
devices allegedly used to tap the telephones of administration candidates.” After
reviewing the tapes, Senior Superintendent Eduardo S. Matillano, the head of
Task Force Amihan and a Berroya protégé, reported that Lacson’s men were “ille-
gally using PNP facilities and equipment in conducting partisan political activi-
ties.”83 In the end Lacson’s covert operations and Berroya’s public allegations neu-
tralized each other, allowing Joseph Estrada to hold his pose as a two-fisted crime
fighter and harvest the votes of loyal Filipino movie fans, capturing the Philip-
pine presidency by an unprecedented margin.

Conclusion

Apart from the vivid violence, Philippine policing in the 1990s exhibited some
striking parallels with colonial practices during the first years of U.S. rule. Amid
the postrevolutionary conflicts of 1901, the colonial constabulary had won expan-
sive authority to restore order, much as the PNP did in the postauthoritarian
chaos of 1991. Just as Chief Harding had used incriminating information from
the Manila’s brothels to hold on to his office for over a decade, so the PNP’s Rey
Berroya deployed political intelligence to revive a ruined career. The old con-
stabulary’s Information Division had opened personal mail and corporate files
to shape the direction of early Philippine politics; now the PNP’s Ping Lacson
tapped government telephones to influence the outcome of the 1998 presidential
election.

Yet there were also important differences. In 1907 the secret service of the
Customs House had anticipated audio and video surveillance by hiding spies in
the ceiling and closet of an office for countless hours to surveil just one senior of-
ficial; in 1998 a PNP task force could scan hundreds of phone calls simultaneously
with a single electronic eavesdropping machine. Technology had greatly expanded
state surveillance in the intervening century. But on balance the structural rela-
tions among police, crime, and covert operations had remained constant.

Indeed, the police powers embedded in the state under U.S. rule reemerged
during 1990s as the democratic regime struggled to contain crime, coups, revolts,
and revolution, giving the new PNP capacities comparable to those of the colo-
nial PC. Moreover, by creating a pervasive internal security apparatus, the U.S. re-
gime had forged a new path to power, a new cursus honorum, taken by President
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Ramos and attempted by a string of unsuccessful presidential candidates—
Alfredo Lim, Renato de Villa, and more recently Panfilo Lacson. In their quest for
the nation’s highest office, these police careerists carried the illiberal values and
extralegal methods of their secret services into the presidential arena, linking the
covert netherworld ever more closely to the Philippine executive.

More immediately, President Ramos’s reforms cut graft inside PNP head-
quarters but failed to check corruption between regional police directors and
gambling syndicates. As the palace pressed the PNP command to purge these
“scalawags,” both press and legislature focused on jueteng gambling for the first
time in nearly twenty years, discovering that this back-alley lottery had become a
vast industry sustained by systemic police corruption.84 Arguing that legalization
was the only long-term solution, the Ramos administration revived jai alai in 1995
and, through the Philippine Charity Sweepstakes Office (PCSO), introduced a
new on-line Lotto a year later to compete with the illegal jueteng lottery, grossing
an impressive §1.5 billion in its first year of operation. But Lotto simply added to
the gambler’s choices and failed, through its uncompetitive odds and poor mar-
keting, to undercut jueteng’s phenomenal popularity with the poor.85

As part of Ramos’s campaign against illegal gambling, the NBI conducted its
own inquiry into jueteng, recommending in 1995 that corruption charges be
brought against seven syndicate bosses, notably Rodolfo “Bong” Pineda of Pam-
panga.86 At first such police pressure seemed to restrain jueteng operations. But
instead of eliminating the racket, PNP operations simply shifted control down
the criminal hierarchy by breaking the near monopoly on police protection that
regional bosses such as Pineda had earlier enjoyed under President Aquino. In
Pineda’s home province of Pampanga, for example, independent municipal syn-
dicates emerged briefly while he was preoccupied with fighting bribery charges
before the courts.87 Then, as the presidential campaign got under way in early
1997, PNP intelligence reported that the racket was reviving “to raise campaign
funds for candidates seeking the presidency and other national positions in 1998.”
Despite these pending criminal charges, Pineda was soon operating “full blast”
through local operators acting as “dummies.”88 As Ramos’s term entered its last
months in mid-1998, Pineda finally extricated himself from the gambling charges
and forged close ties to his successor, Joseph Estrada. After the new administra-
tion took office, Pineda was once again running Central Luzon’s jueteng racket
from behind the twenty-foot walls of his fortress home in Lubao, Pampanga.89

Through his purge of corrupt police and parallel pressure on illegal gam-
bling, President Ramos had reduced jueteng by the end of his term. Watching this
spectacle of compromise and corruption, Senator Juan Flavier expressed concern
that campaign contributions from jueteng bosses would soon dominate elec-
tions, warning, with remarkable prescience, “If nothing is done, we may have a
president who is indebted to gambling lords.”90 Indeed, as we shall see in the next
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chapter, after the 1998 elections the new president Joseph Estrada would expand
upon Aquino’s alliance with the underworld, producing a proliferation of gam-
bling and precipitating one of the most severe legitimation crises in the
country’s history.
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Estrada’s Racketeering

O J 19, 2001, the presidency of Joseph Estrada was in its last desperate
hours. For the past four months, a provincial governor had plunged the nation
into crisis by repeatedly accusing the president of taking bribes from illegal jue-
teng gambling. After Estrada’s impeachment trial before the Senate produced
damning evidence but collapsed on a technicality, tens of thousands of angry
middle-class Manileños massed on the EDSA highway for four days of demon-
strations known as People Power II. On the final day, the crowd grew to a quarter
million, and the tide turned decisively against the president. That afternoon a
phalanx of military commanders appeared on EDSA to announce their support
for this “people power revolution.” By 5:00 p.m., all the senior police officials in
Manila had joined the military mutiny save one. Returning to National Police
headquarters from the palace, Director Panfilo “Ping” Lacson walked into an of-
fice occupied by rebel police officers. Within minutes, Lacson telephoned the
president, saying, “I am sorry but we will have to withdraw support from you.” In
desperation Estrada asked, “Can the police fight the Army?” Lacson replied, “Sir,
definitely not.” At that moment President Joseph Estrada fell from power.1

This bizarre conversation was a fitting close to an unconventional political ca-
reer. More than any other issue, law enforcement was central to the rise of Joseph
“Erap” Estrada from tough-guy actor to president of the Philippines. Unlike lead-
ers past who had risen from province to palace, Estrada served his political ap-
prenticeship as mayor in a metropolis that fused state power, police corruption,
and commercial vice. As vice president under Fidel Ramos, Estrada headed an or-
ganized crime task force, leading the police in a bloody campaign against robbery
and kidnapping gangs. Citing this success, Estrada campaigned for the presi-
dency on a populist platform in 1998, deftly combining his law-and-order record
with promises to uplift the poor, a full third of the population. He won with 40
percent of the vote in a field of eleven candidates, nearly double the percentage of



his predecessor, President Ramos. But along with this mandate Estrada brought
personal baggage into the palace. Through his immersion in Manila politics, he
had forged alliances with both corrupt police and crime bosses. As an actor who
had played Manila toughs in nearly a hundred films, he attracted a presidential
entourage that included what one cabinet officer called “underworld characters,”
killers, kidnappers, and confidence men. And with four households and eleven
children by six different women, he was under enormous pressure to provide far
beyond his meager presidential salary.2

At multiple levels Estrada’s presidency seemed the culmination of historical
forces that had been gathering for over a century. His use of the police for covert
operations relied on both U.S. colonial procedures and Ferdinand Marcos’s
coterie of loyal police commanders. During his first two years in office, Estrada
emerged unscathed from a string of some twenty financial, administrative, and
personal scandals. At the start of his third year, however, allegations that he had
used the police to protect jueteng gambling, a game entwined with Philippine
elections for decades, sparked a serious crisis that was his undoing.

But to dismiss Estrada as merely venal or corrupt obscures the synthesis of
syndicated vice and presidential power that prevailed in the decade before his
election. With each administration since 1986, the Philippine presidency had
been shaped by a deepening nexus of police, crime, and covert action. By the
time Estrada took office in 1998, the police were mediating two criminal networks
essential to presidential power: illegal jueteng gambling in the countryside and il-
licit drug imports from Chinese circuits in the capital. In less than twenty years
the system of extralegal controls over the vice rackets had become so embedded
in Philippine politics that its mastery became a necessary adjunct to presidential
power.

Yet there was also change. As president, both Corazon Aquino and Fidel
Ramos had been surrounded by aides and allies who used proximity for financial
gain, although their complex schemes usually shielded the executive from any
charges of personal complicity. Estrada, by contrast, seemed boldly, almost defi-
antly blatant in his corruption. Instead of a few arm’s length transactions at the
end of his term, he was tainted from the very outset by hands-on scams that
spanned the economic spectrum, from favoritism in financial regulation all the
way to cash kickbacks from illegal gambling. Not surprisingly, his maneuvers
provoked growing opposition from Manila business executives hurt by financial
fraud and provincial politicians threatened with the loss of illicit gambling in-
come. Ultimately, Estrada’s corruption incited a determined middle-class mobil-
ization, making the crowd once again a political force to challenge the executive
nexus of police, crime, and covert operations. In this reprise of history known as
EDSA II or People Power II, advances in information technology such as e-mail,
cell phones, and instant messaging would have revolutionary consequences for
the country’s politics.
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At a more mundane level, crime again grew under Estrada’s watch into a seri-
ous public concern, subtly eroding his support among both poor and middle
class. Despite a tough-on-crime image, his administration witnessed a revival of
jueteng and an epidemic of illicit drugs. These “victimless” crimes did not pro-
duce the acute political crisis that President Ramos had earlier faced over the
spectacular violence of robbery and kidnapping. Nonetheless, the steady, invis-
ible spread of these illicit networks aroused an undercurrent of public concern,
sapping Estrada’s legitimacy and contributing to the eventual eruption of protest
demonstrations that would force him from the palace.

Drug Epidemic

The proliferation of drug abuse was a silent crisis for both Estrada’s presidency
and Philippine society. In marked contrast to the public acceptance of jueteng,
the rapid spread of methamphetamine hydrochloride, known as shabu, aroused
deep concern. Unlike the kidnappings and armed robberies directed at wealthy
businessmen, the distribution of cut-price shabu was concentrated in Manila’s
slums where the typical drug user was a twenty-seven-year-old unemployed male
with a limited high school education.3 In January 1999 Estrada declared drugs
“public enemy number one” and ordered “seek-and-destroy” operations against
shabu syndicates. That June he promised to eradicate drug trafficking within six
months. The Catholic Bishops’ Conference offered its full support for the presi-
dent’s drug war, urging him to punish police who were “under suspicion them-
selves of drug dealing.” Indicative of the problem’s scope, the head of drug en-
forcement for the Philippine National Police (PNP), Jewel Canson, reported that
14 percent of the nation’s hamlets, a total of 6,020 barangays, were “seriously af-
fected by drugs.”4

In mid-1999 a survey found that 68 percent of Metro Manila residents re-
garded the drug problem as “serious or very serious.”5 Statistics confirmed these
public fears. Estimates of methamphetamine abusers had doubled from 900,000
in 1995 to 1.7 million four years later. If these figures were accurate, then amphet-
amine users were more than 2 percent of the country’s population, one of the
world’s highest rates for any illicit drug.6 Under presidential pressure to take ac-
tion, drug arrests doubled between 1998 and 1999, court cases rose from 12,089 to
22,287, and drug seizures increased from §1.1 billion to §2.7 billion.7

There was also a qualitative shift toward more sophisticated syndicate opera-
tions. During the first decade of amphetamine abuse in the 1980s, drugs were usu-
ally imported from Hong Kong or Taiwan and local labs were small ventures.
Now, by contrast, the country’s illicit infrastructure was achieving self-sufficiency.
In 1996 the National Bureau of Investigation raided the country’s “biggest clan-
destine shabu laboratory” near Manila, seizing 114 kilograms of finished drugs
valued at §159 million. Significantly, the two principals arrested were both
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identified as “Chinese,” reflecting the ethnic circuits that controlled the smug-
gling of precursor chemicals.8 A year later police broke nine Filipino syndicates in
Metro Manila that were, rather typically, distributing modest lots of one to three
kilograms worth about §1 million per kilo.9 Over the next three years NBI reports
confirmed this ethnic segregation: Filipino dealers were usually limited to one-
kilo lots, Chinese syndicates dominated both bulk imports and local manufactur-
ing, and their ad hoc alliance produced steady supplies of low-cost drugs.10

International agencies offered an even darker view of the country’s drug
problem. In 2001 the United Nations identified the Philippines and Thailand as
the two Southeast Asian nations suffering from serious amphetamine abuse.11

That same year the U.S. State Department reported that the $78 million in PNP
drug seizures was but a fraction of the $1.2 billion worth of shabu smuggled from
southeastern China every year, supplying 1.8 million drug users who spent $5 bil-
lion annually, the equivalent of 8 percent of the country’s gross national product
and five times the gross revenue from jueteng.12 But before the full political im-
pact of this drug epidemic could be felt during President Estrada’s term, a major
scandal over illegal gambling would sweep him from office.

Jueteng Industry

Estrada’s use of executive power to expropriate jueteng’s profits was unprece-
dented. Throughout much of the twentieth century, this illegal lottery had funded
provincial politics, with local syndicates paying kickbacks to municipal mayors,
police commanders, and in some cases to governors and congressmen. For over
half a century, however, the country’s chief executive had remained aloof from
these local rackets. But the centralized police command forged by Ferdinand Mar-
cos had created a potential for executive corruption that was soon manifested in
the first post-authoritarian administration. Even though the succeeding govern-
ment tapped jueteng for operational funds, its leader, Corazon Aquino, had kept
the corruption at a discrete distance. After his inauguration in 1998, however, Es-
trada would use this police power to take direct control of a diffuse nexus of pro-
vincial politics and extralegal gambling, creating conflicts with those who had the
greatest stake in the status quo. At an ideological level Estrada’s attempt to com-
mandeer this illicit industry challenged middle-class values, national aspirations,
and the Catholic Church. At a material level his takeover threatened powerful pro-
vincial syndicates and their local political patrons. In sum the sheer scale of the
industry and the depth of its political connections made this a bold, even fool-
hardy move with wide-ranging ramifications.

By the late 1990s gambling, legal and illicit, had grown into one of the coun-
try’s largest industries. The nation’s second-largest source of tax revenue came
from a cluster of state gaming agencies: the Philippine Charity Sweepstakes Of-
fice (PCSO), the Philippine Amusement and Gaming Corporation (Pagcor), the
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Games and Amusement Board, the Racing Commission, and the Gamefowl Com-
mission. Among these five, only Pagcor had the authority to subcontract gam-
bling operations, making it the most likely source of lucrative rents for presiden-
tial cronies.13 By the end of the decade illegal lotteries formed another branch of
this large, lucrative industry with powerful syndicates, billion-dollar revenues,
and an invisible legion of four hundred thousand workers.14

Instead of the local operators of pre-martial-law days, powerful regional
syndicates now controlled jueteng through a few major financiers, notably, Luis
“Chavit” Singson in the Ilocos region and Rodolfo “Bong” Pineda in Central
Luzon. In the Visayas and Mindanao nearly forty syndicates involved in another
type of illicit lottery called masiao divided a daily gross of §34.5 million.15 The
annual turnover from all these illegal lotteries in Luzon and the Visayas was a bil-
lion U.S. dollars, a vast sum for an impoverished nation. These enormous reve-
nues, fiscal and criminal, created a tempting target for a consolidation that could
yield unprecedented wealth. Soon after Estrada took office, the head of the
Securities and Exchange Commission discovered that the president, despite his
folksy college dropout demeanor, was a wily wheeler-dealer who had “grandiose
plans” to “lord over the casinos and other gaming operations in the country”—
abolishing Pagcor and privatizing its operations in partnership with foreign
investors, either Macao casino czar Stanley Ho or the Las Vegas-based Cesar’s
Palace. These same crony corporations could also launch legal lotteries that
would, through police pressure on the jueteng bosses, capture illegal betting,
thereby controlling all Philippine gambling from penny lotteries to high-roller
roulette.16

If successful, Estrada’s scheme for centralizing jueteng profits would have
destroyed the financial foundation of a patronage system that had, for nearly a
century, provided local politicians with the currency of electoral success—jobs,
campaign funds, precinct workers, and political intelligence. Just as jueteng co-
bradores (runners) circulated daily through sprawling slums to collect the small
bets that aggregated into the syndicates’ billion-peso profits, so during election
campaigns they moved through the same numberless squatters’ shacks mobiliz-
ing otherwise forgotten voters. On election day itself the cobradores, with their
exceptional memories for faces and numbers, made superb precinct scrutinizers,
checking that voters had turned out to cast their ballots as promised.17

Although jueteng was rampant, both the Catholic Church and the middle
classes remained strongly opposed to all forms of gambling, legal or illegal, and
were soon outraged by Estrada’s liberal policy. During his first weeks in office he
announced plans to legalize both jai alai, which President Aquino had banned
back in 1986, and jueteng. “Let us be realistic,” he said. “If we legalized Lotto, why
not jueteng?”18 However logical, the president’s statement prompted declarations
of moral outrage from the press and the pulpit. For nearly a century middle-class
reformers had focused on gambling as a social cancer that impoverished ordinary
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Filipinos and slowed the nation’s progress. A spokesman for the Catholic Bishops’
Conference argued from a theological perspective that legalizing jueteng would
discourage hard work and nurture an immoral “suwerte mentality—an incli-
nation to seek a better life through fate and luck.” Instead of legalization, the
bishops said, “the administration should try to wipe it out or at least try to stop
its proliferation.”19

Bowing to the pressure of this moral protest, President Estrada retreated just
two days after his announcement, saying, “gambling is not my priority.”20 But he
did not give up on the idea of capturing a share of the profits of this lucrative in-
dustry for government revenues and, ultimately, corporate gains. Without the
shield of legality, he would now pursue the same end through covert means, risk-
ing exposure and the consequent loss of legitimacy.

Jueteng Monopoly

To centralize control over the diffuse jueteng industry, President Estrada adopted
a two-phase strategy. During his first two years in office, he moved cautiously,
first extracting a modest executive surcharge from jueteng operators that aroused
little opposition. In July 2000 he went much further, attempting to impose con-
trols that threatened the very survival of local syndicates and the political ma-
chines dependent on their largesse. Had Estrada played patron by redistributing
jueteng payoffs among local politicians, his bold move might well have suc-
ceeded. Or had he forced a reallocation among existing syndicates he could have
amplified his power over local officials. Instead he used police power to appropri-
ate gambling profits for his own mansions and mistresses at the expense of en-
trenched local interests. By privatizing the illicit profits that had sustained pro-
vincial political machines for almost a century, he violated the norms of both
public probity and outlaw ethics. In the end, his avarice would incite a revolt
among Luzon’s syndicate bosses.

In the effort to control jueteng, Estrada enjoyed critical support from his
hand-picked police chief, Panfilo “Ping” Lacson. Apart from a certain camarade-
rie, their collaboration was based on deep bonds of mutual indebtedness. Im-
mediately after his inauguration in July 1998, the president appointed Lacson,
who was still under indictment for the Kuratong Baleleng mass murder, head of
the newly formed Presidential Anti-Organized Crime Task Force (PAOCTF).
Through the president’s patronage, Lacson thus evaded prosecution for these
human rights violations and resumed his rise to command of the PNP.21

There was, however, one obstacle that blocked Lacson’s ambition—the in-
cumbent PNP director Roberto Lastimoso. Through a disinformation campaign,
Lacson maneuvered to succeed his chief, producing a sordid police scandal that
filled the front pages of the Manila papers.22 The story broke on April 26, 1999,
when the Philippine Daily Inquirer reported that two police intelligence officers
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had accused PNP director Lastimoso of pressuring them to release a major drug
dealer after his arrest with two kilos of shabu.23 Subsequent media investigations
found that the evidence against Lastimoso had originated inside a tight coterie of
Lacson loyalists that included those same two sources in police intelligence.24 Of-
fering a somber assessment of the scandal, the National Intelligence Coordinat-
ing Agency (NICA) provided Congress with a detailed seven-page report tracing
this feud to a struggle between rival drug lords. “Everybody who is anybody in the
Lastimoso-Lacson tussle,” NICA reported, “in one way or another, is involved in
illegal activities.”25 Putting an end to the controversy, a Senate blue ribbon com-
mittee dismissed all the evidence against Lastimoso, saying that its sole source
was “a faction of the national police headed by Lacson” and was thus “so biased as
to be incredible.”26 Nonetheless, Lastimoso would remain on permanent leave
long after the controversy had faded while the president soon restored Lacson to
command of the powerful PAOCTF.

Just six months later, in November 1999, the president, citing Lacson’s “ster-
ling” record, skipped over more senior officers to appoint him director of the
PNP.27 When angry senators promised close scrutiny of Lacson’s outstanding
criminal charges, Estrada exempted him from confirmation hearings. Defying
the critics, he then promoted Lacson further by adding a third and fourth star
to his general’s rank.28 In only sixteen months Lacson had gone from criminal
suspect to command of the national police, a position of exceptional power.

From the outset Lacson cultivated a tough, take-charge manner that appealed
to press and public. As the PNP director he favored a flamboyantly violent rheto-
ric, once pointing to shade trees lining the road to his home and saying, “If God
really wants to make me happy, I would like to see notorious criminals and police
scalawags hanged on those trees.”29 After just two months in command, his ap-
proval ratings rose from a weak 29 to a solid 49 percent.30 With the public ap-
plauding his action agenda, he launched a police purge that, apart from removing
a few rogues, provided him with a pretext to promote allies and punish rivals.
Only three days after he assumed command, seven senior officers, all personal
enemies, were pushed into retirement or remote postings, notably, Reynaldo
Berroya, his old nemesis, and Rodolfo Garcia, who had implicated him in the sal-
vaging of two women during the Red Scorpion investigation.31 Over the next year
Lacson would further tighten his control over the police hierarchy by picking his
own military academy classmates for the top PNP posts: six of eleven staff direc-
torates, four of eleven elite operational units, and six of sixteen regional com-
mands.32 With these loyalists in place, by mid-2000 Lacson had made the PNP a
pliable instrument for Estrada’s plan to bring jueteng under executive control.

This transition within the vice economy began amicably enough, with cau-
tious hopes on both sides for the mutual benefits of close collaboration. Only
weeks after his inauguration in July 1998, the president summoned a rogue’s gal-
lery of gamblers to his private residence at Polk Street in the Manila suburb of
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San Juan: masiao operator Charlie “Atong” Ang, Central Luzon jueteng boss Ro-
dolfo “Bong” Pineda, and northern Luzon jueteng promoter Luis “Chavit” Sing-
son, who was also the governor of Ilocos Sur. At this secret summit the president
decided that his gambling buddy Charlie Ang would “set up the network” of re-
gional racketeers and jueteng boss Bong Pineda would deliver the president’s
3 percent cut to Chavit so it would not be “obvious.”33 When Charlie Ang lost Es-
trada’s confidence by skimming executive kickbacks from a tobacco tax scam sev-
eral months later, Estrada replaced him with Chavit Singson, who worked effec-
tively with Luzon’s “gambling lords” for the next two years, assigning each a fixed
territory to avoid conflict and collecting the president’s cut. Every month from
November 1998 to August 2000, these underworld operators paid Chavit the pres-
ident’s share, which totaled some §35 million. And every two weeks Chavit made
regular cash deliveries to the president. During these fifteen months Chavit col-
lected a total of §545.2 million—§414.3 million paid directly to Estrada, §123 mil-
lion invested for him in the Fontana Casino at Clark Field, and the balance doled
out to presidential kin.34 The syndicate operated as a loose three-tiered structure.
Estrada at the apex controlled the police, Chavit and Bong Pineda divided Lu-
zon’s prime jueteng regions between them, and a dozen provincial-level gambling
lords operated the local lotteries.

After months of smooth operation under Chavit, the syndicate succumbed
to pressure from internal rivalries and market forces. Estrada’ s simultaneous
expansion of legal gambling and syndication of its illegal counterpart introduced
growing political instability, even volatility, into the gaming market, which gave
rival courtiers a point of attack against Chavit. The administration’s unprece-
dented expansion of gambling also generated public demands for reform. The
palace countered with a campaign of further legalization as the cure for corrup-
tion, creating a political opening in which cronies could advance legal schemes
that would allow them leverage over the still illegal jueteng. With the president’s
backing, his allies used the two state gaming agencies—Pagcor and PCSO—as ve-
hicles for competing schemes to wrest control of illicit gambling from Chavit’s
group of jueteng bosses.

The first sign of the intrigue came in February 2000 at a secret government
gambling summit to discuss the legalization of jueteng.35 As word of the pro-
posal leaked to Congress and beyond, Estrada retreated and this gambit died
quietly.36 Over time, however, news of this summit stirred deeper political cur-
rents. As the Estrada administration entered its second year, middle-class activists
grew concerned about the cumulative epidemic of legal and illegal gambling.
Both old and new forms of legalized gaming were spreading through aggressive
marketing, including 11 casinos for high rollers, 120 off-track betting venues, 300
off-fronton jai alai stations, 1,400 Sunday cockpits for the masses, thousands of
small shops selling Instant Bingo tickets, and a nationwide network of On-Line
Bingo arcades in shopping malls across the archipelago. Pagcor’s gross revenues
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shot up from §2 billion in 1987 to §12.4 billion in 1999, and there was a surge of il-
legal betting on the various numbers rackets: jueteng, “last two” masiao, and ball
alai.37 On the eve of Estrada’s first state of the nation address in July 1999, Cardi-
nal Jaime Sin prayed openly that the president would reconsider his promotion of
legal gambling.38

Playing on rising opposition to jueteng, Estrada’s closest allies renewed their
pressure for legal alternatives. Appealing to the president’s avarice, rival sup-
plicants promised him even an greater income, each tugging at personal ties to
promote his own scheme as the most lucrative lottery. Charlie Ang promoted a
jueteng look-alike branded “Bingo 2-Ball,” legalized by a Pagcor license, that
promised Estrada §70 million a day. Dante Tan, a wealthy Chinese Filipino busi-
nessman and an early backer of Estrada’s election campaign, favored a licensed
on-line lottery called “Quick Pick Bingo.” At a televised launch of the latter game
in June 1999, the president appeared at a Manila shopping mall as the “Guest of
Honor” to play the first bingo for Dante Tan’s BW Resources Corporation—
sending the company’s stock price soaring and starting a series of financial frauds
that would, within four months, bring the Philippine stock exchange to the brink
of collapse.39 Despite some significant differences in scale and financial details,
these rival schemes shared a similar architecture: introduction of a legal lottery
that mimed jueteng, franchises for the old “jueteng lords,” and a parallel police
crackdown on criminal operations to capture the market for the new scheme.

The odd man out in these fast-money maneuvers was Chavit Singson, who
fought a rearguard action in defense of the old jueteng racket. He first sensed trou-
ble, he said, at the president’s birthday celebration on April 19, 2000, when Estrada
asked, referring to the gambling lord Bong Pineda, “Is there anything for me?”
Chavit explained that he already “had been collecting from him [Pineda] every
month.” To that the president replied, “When I was Vice President, I was given
something during my birthday.”40 In his later testimony Chavit would attribute the
president’s birthday sulk to the intrigues of rival cronies. “Mr. Charlie ‘Atong’ Ang
was bent on reclaiming his closeness to President Estrada,” he recalled.41 “They
conspired against me. They said that I was pocketing from §5 million to §7 million
[a month]. That’s not true. There is an auditor. Erap leaves nothing to chance.”42

To prepare the ground for an executive takeover of jueteng via quasi-
legalization, PNP director Lacson had persuaded his Luzon police commanders
to sign a “covenant on [a] no-take policy” in February 2000, swearing off pay-
ments from underworld operators.43 Indicative of the intensity of these opera-
tions, the police made fifteen thousand gambling raids in the first half of 2000,
arresting 19,568 bettors and operators.44 In the midst of this general sweep, police
pressure on Governor Chavit Singson’s northern Luzon network was particularly
intense. Within a week of the raids in June, Lacson purged twenty-four top police
officials from Chavit’s territory, citing bribes ranging up to §22 million for each,
and replaced these cashiered officers with his own loyalists.45 Raising the pressure
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further, Gen. Jose Calimlim, a former chief of palace security who was close to
the president, led his Task Force Aduana in a raid on Narvacan, Ilocos Sur, seizing
four hundred smuggled motorcycles. When an angry Chavit phoned the palace,
the president sided with his favorite general and then failed to appear as god-
father for the wedding of the governor’s daughter—clear signs of a breach.46

In the weeks following these raids, continuing PNP operations in Central
Luzon rounded up more than a thousand of Bong Pineda’s jueteng collectors and
confiscated some §1.2 million in bets, prompting the regional commander, Lac-
son loyalist Roberto Calinisan, to announce that jueteng had been “completely
stopped.”47 But in Chavit’s view the PNP, acting on the president’s orders, was
playing politics, unleashing “an all-out-war with jueteng because they wanted
Bingo 2-Ball to be stronger and the collection centralized.”48

In June 2000 Pagcor skirted its own regulations to issue a license for Charlie
Ang’s Bingo 2-Ball because, as its chair Alice Reyes explained, “it had the endorse-
ment of the Office of the President.” Through similar pressures in July, the Philip-
pine National Bank gave Dante Tan’s BW Resources, a crony firm at the center of
a recent stock scandal, an enormous loan of §600 million ($12 million) to launch
the new game—even though it had no collateral or capacity to repay. With the
corporate pieces now in place, the president summoned his jueteng syndicate—
Dante Tan, Charlie Ang, Bong Pineda, and Chavit Singson—to his lavish “Bora-
cay” mansion in New Manila for several meetings about a “plan to centralize the
collection of jueteng.” At one of these syndicate sit downs the president said he
would order Director Lacson “to crack down on jueteng operations in prepara-
tion for the launching of Bingo 2-Ball.” Despite tensions just below the surface,
relations were still amicable and the principals seemed content with their share of
the new lottery.49

In early September Pagcor director Jose E. Rodriguez III announced the
launch of Bingo 2-Ball, saying, “For most Filipinos, jueteng is not evil, it is a way
of life. What makes it bad are the bribes.”50 Indeed, when Pagcor launched the
new game on September 18, PNP chief Lacson ordered his police commanders to
“stop illegal gambling, including jueteng,” or face dismissal.51 Ignoring the pub-
lic’s objections to this expansion of legal gaming, Pagcor’s publicist hailed the
raids as “a blitzkrieg move” against jueteng.52

Setting aside its usual propriety, Pagcor hired palace crony and crime boss
Charlie Ang as its official Bingo 2-Ball “consultant.” Not only did the government
gaming board pay him an exorbitant fee of five hundred thousand pesos (eleven
thousand dollars) per day, but it gave him unchecked authority over the new lot-
tery, making it, in effect, a legal front for reorganization of the old jueteng racket.
Armed with this broad authority, Ang dictated the terms for the new Bingo 2-Ball
franchises: 2 percent for the PNP, 13 percent for cobradores, 23 percent for Pagcor,
and a hefty 62 percent for his own contractors. Significantly, it was Ang, not Pag-
cor, who awarded the local franchises, and he did it in ways designed to destroy
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his rivals among Luzon’s reigning jueteng lords, Chavit Singson and Bong Pineda.
To ensure police cooperation with his scheme, Ang descended, deus ex machina,
in a private helicopter into Central Luzon police headquarters at Camp Olivas
with Pagcor’s Jose Rodriguez in tow. There the alleged kidnapper and gambling
racketeer lectured PNP commanders on the new gaming system and gave them
copies of his official Pagcor contracts for Bingo 2-Ball.53

Adding insult to injury, Charlie Ang awarded the bingo contract for the Ilo-
cos region to Eric Singson, Governor Chavit Singson’s distant cousin, “mortal
enemy,” and rival gubernatorial candidate. “I made it known to the President,”
Chavit recalled, “that I felt bad when Atong Ang gave franchises for the Bingo
2-Ball to my political rivals. I told them to stop the Bingo 2-Ball operation or
I would expose them.” As a seasoned political brawler, Chavit was trying for a
knockout blow by charging the president with personal involvement in jueteng in
ways that would destroy his legitimacy within the country’s political culture.54

Warlord’s Revenge

In retrospect the notion that Manila high rollers Atong Ang and Erap Estrada
could trash-talk provincial boss Chavit Singson must rank as one of the great
miscalculations of Philippine political history. Throughout September 2000
Chavit pleaded with the president through intermediaries to remove the legal lot-
tery from his province. But the message came back from Estrada, “I have nothing
to do with Bingo 2-Ball. It’s with Pagcor.” Chavit, a straight-shooting Ilocano
warlord, was outraged by this city-slick dissimulation. “What does he mean he
has nothing to do with it when he was the one who assigned Ang to be the collec-
tor for Bingo 2-Ball?” Chavit recalled angrily. “The money . . . will go directly to
the president. The police, the military and local officials will be bypassed. Cor-
ruption has been centralized.”55

At 8:00 p.m. on October 3, Chavit spoke by phone with presidential adviser
Mark Jimenez from Manila’s Holiday Inn, again pressing his demands. The ad-
viser replied that at that very moment he was in the middle of a palace meeting
about the Bingo issue with Executive Secretary Ronaldo Zamora, PNP director
Ping Lacson, and the president himself. An hour later Jimenez called back to ad-
vise Chavit of their decision: Bingo 2-Ball would stay in Ilocos Sur and Chavit
should keep his mouth shut. Just two hours later the Ilocos governor drove out of
the hotel parking lot into the darkened streets of downtown Manila. Suddenly
three police cars blocked his vehicle. Twelve officers surrounded his car, M-16 rifles
at the ready, demanding he get out. And the reason? An unlicensed blinker on the
roof of his car. As a sharpshooter who had left a dozen dead in political gun fights
and escaped, by his own count, six attempted assassinations, Chavit had good
survival reflexes.56 From inside his armored Suburban he spotted the designated
shooter, a motorcycle cop who was gripping an M-16 rifle tensely, ready to fire as
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soon as the door opened, prompting a fusillade from the other officers. Confirm-
ing Chavit’s suspicions, the head of the NBI, Gen. Reynaldo Wycoco, later noted
that the commander of these traffic police, Gen. Renato M. Paredes, was Lacson’s
PMA classmate, adding that his men were primed to fire on any pretext.57 “They
wanted to kill me for a traffic violation,” Singson told the press. “I was lucky I was
in a bullet proof vehicle.”With his cell phone Chavit called the nearby Holiday Inn
to summon his loyal Ilocano mayors, who soon arrived with their armed body-
guards, ending what Chavit called “an apparent assassination attempt.”58

The bungled hit launched Chavit Singson on a political vendetta. The next
day, October 4, he told ABS-CBN television that the police had attempted his
“liquidation” to silence any revelations about jueteng kickbacks to the palace
crony Charlie Ang. But Chavit added, with mysterious vagueness, that an un-
named “Malacañang official” had taken the biggest bribes, worth some §33 mil-
lion monthly.59 On October 5 PNP director Lacson dismissed Chavit’s allegations
as “absurd and ridiculous,” insisting that the police had stopped him for running
a red light “and nothing more.”60 Two days later President Estrada tried to still the
controversy by ordering a blanket suspension of Bingo 2-Ball and an intensified
police crackdown on jueteng.61 For five days Chavit did not mention Estrada’s
name, apparently waiting for some word, some concession from the palace.

Just after sundown on October 8, Chavit called at Villa San Miguel, the resi-
dence of Manila’s archbishop, desperate for the moral support only Cardinal Sin
could provide. “I need your help,” Chavit told the cardinal. “My life is in danger.”
After detailing his payments to the president from graft and jueteng, the governor
turned over the incriminating documents for safekeeping. In one of those ironies
that abound in Philippine politics, the country’s most notorious warlord had
won the support of its moral leader.62

The next day Chavit Singson broke with the president. Speaking at a crowded
press conference at Club Filipino in San Juan, Chavit called President Estrada
“the biggest jueteng lord in the country.” With a convincing directness, the Ilo-
cano governor detailed their partnership in crime, stating that he had personally
paid the president kickbacks totaling §130 million from a tobacco tax scam and
§545 million from jueteng payoffs.63

These disclosures precipitated a major political crisis that would force Presi-
dent Estrada from the palace within four months. Angered by Chavit’s allegations,
the anti-Estrada movement coalesced around middle-class reformers, church
moralists, and entrenched provincial politicians. Ironically, after surviving high-
flying financial scandals that nearly destroyed the country’s stock market, Estrada
would be forced from office by graft from a slum lottery that took bets in pocket
change. This explosive imbalance between cause and effect reflects the wide ram-
ifications of illegal gambling within the country’s political culture and the sensi-
tivity of this postcolonial society to the symbolic role of policing. In the months of
maneuvering that followed Chavit’s charges, the country’s three elective branches
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would lose legitimacy as they failed to meet public demands for impartiality and
integrity. In the end it was only the appointive and extraconstitutional sectors that
maintained a capacity for independent action: the Supreme Court, the armed
forces, the press, and the middle classes assembled as “people power.”

The day after his historic press conference Chavit testified before the House
Committee on Public Order and Security, saying, “I came here personally to ac-
cuse the lord of all jueteng lords, no less than the President of the Republic of the
Philippines, Joseph Ejercito Estrada.” Appearing before the Senate on October 11,
he provided copies of his ledger detailing jueteng bribes and kickbacks. The ve-
racity of these records was soon established when two senators and a former
presidential press secretary admitted that they had received the payments noted
next to their names.64

In his subsequent press statements Chavit positioned himself at the intersec-
tion of several arenas of legitimacy. At the outset he launched his exposé as a con-
fessed criminal. Within hours he shifted to a higher moral plane when asked to
justify his actions. “We cannot go on like this,” he said. “How can our country
ever progress?”65 For the next four months, he balanced these two spheres, the
criminal and ideological, in ways that made him seem a convincing witness to the
president’s corruption.

Ironically, Chavit’s notoriety was the source of his credibility. After thirty
years as the ultimate survivor in the incestuous violence of Ilocos Sur’s politics,
he had become the very personification of a provincial warlord.66 He might gun
down rivals, skim off revenues, and cheat in elections like the warlord he was, but
there was a consistency, even an integrity, to his accusations. At first editors at the
anti-Estrada Philippine Daily Inquirer expressed a visceral revulsion (“we nearly
threw up”) at the idea of Chavit as the nation’s moral guardian. But a telephone
poll by the ABS-CBN network after his historic press conference found that a re-
sounding 67 percent believed his charges against the president to be true.67

While Chavit was testifying before the Senate, Cardinal Sin released a state-
ment, drafted after careful reflection by his diocesan clergy, that would ensure
morality a prominent place in the national debate. “In the light of all the scandals
that have besmirched the image of the presidency in the last two years,” the cardi-
nal said, calling on the president to resign, “we stand by our conviction that he
has lost the moral ascendancy to govern.”68 In the weeks that followed, Estrada
would use the full powers of his office—patronage, populism, and parliamentary
maneuvering—in a desperate bid to evade the inescapable logic of the cardinal’s
command.

Meanwhile, Chavit continued to deal out revelations with the finesse of a
cardsharp while Estrada’s entourage scrambled to deny them. At a public forum
on October 18, the governor charged that Estrada, in a bid to exonerate PNP di-
rector Lacson for the 1995 Kuratong Baleleng massacre, had ordered police to
murder two women witnesses and then bribed others to recant. Four days later
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Chavit released an affidavit by a former member of the PACC’s Task Force Haba-
gat, Patrolman Ramon Ocampo, alleging that Lacson and Estrada had ordered
the murder of two other women linked to the Red Scorpion gang in 1992.69 Con-
firming his claims, Mrs. Yolanda Ricaforte, the woman Chavit had fingered as the
president’s jueteng “accountant,” told the Senate that she had withdrawn §200
million in April from the governor’s accounts and delivered the checks to the
president’s personal attorney, Edward S. Serapio.70

In the midst of the debate over the missing millions, the Philippine Center for
Investigative Journalism found the destination of all this graft. In an irrefutable
report carried by the city’s leading papers, the center showed how presidential
attorney Serapio had formed front corporations to purchase five mansions for
Estrada worth over a billion pesos. The most luxurious, a home for presidential
mistress Laarni Enriquez, sprawled over twenty-three thousand square feet in the
exclusive Wack Wack Subdivision with three saunas, a full-sized gym, a mini-
theater, and a beauty parlor. A second report enumerated eighteen mansions
worth §2.2 billion ($44 million). In demonstrating a connection between the
president’s illicit income and his conspicuous consumption, these reports lent
credibility to Chavit’s charges. More important, this story reduced the vast sums
and complex transactions to the simple verities of scandal—sex and money—
that ordinary voters could readily understand.71

With the public now convinced of Chavit’s credibility and Erap’s venality,
only signs of real repentance could have slowed the momentum toward impeach-
ment. Instead, speaking with his usual bluntness, Estrada dismissed the charges as
lies.72 At an emotional rally attended by one hundred thousand people before the
EDSA shrine of Our Lady on November 4, Cardinal Sin commented wryly that
“the immorality of the president seems to have worsened after his assumption of
the highest office.”73 A week later Estrada’s supporters countered with a million-
strong prayer rally in Rizal Park led by the charismatic preacher Mike Velarde, a
strong showing of public support that the palace hailed as a sign of legitimacy.74

At this sensitive juncture Vice President Gloria Arroyo, Estrada’s legal suc-
cessor, aroused little enthusiasm when she publicly broke with the administra-
tion. At first she seemed irredeemably tainted by her ties to gambling boss Bong
Pineda, who had reportedly financed her 1998 campaign, earning her the coffee
shop sobriquet anak ng jueteng (child of jueteng). Only a week after Chavit’s ex-
posé, Arroyo had returned from Rome to maneuver cautiously for a place in the
opposition. At a news conference before a crowd of three thousand, she rebutted
administration charges of closeness to Bong Pineda, saying, “I do not associate
with any gambling lord or drug lord.”75 But questions persisted.76

A diverse coalition now formed to force Estrada from office, eroding the
president’s once crushing majority in the House. On November 2, Deputy Major-
ity Leader Neptali Gonzales Jr. declared that the president had “crossed the line
which the people, recognizing the frailties of men, generously tolerate.”Two weeks
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later, on November 13, Speaker Manuel Villar, defecting to the opposition, opened
the House session with a long prayer that segued seamlessly, without an “amen,”
into an impeachment petition. Before the pro-Estrada majority woke from its
prayerful torpor, Speaker Villar had sent the petition to the Senate with the names
of eleven House prosecutors. In the midst of the pandemonium, the majority ex-
ploded in outrage. But it was too late. President Estrada had been impeached.77

With this rising tempo of public protests, the composition of the crowds
broadened and the moral rhetoric deepened. In the nationwide “Welga ng Ma-
mamayan”[People’s Strike] on November 14, the Makati Business Club, the radical
Kilusang Mayo Uno, and the moderate Trade Union Congress of the Philippines
joined forces for a militant strike that pulled jeepney minibuses off the streets
and stockbrokers from the trading floor.78 In announcing a nationwide Catholic
mobilization a week later, the Luzon Social Action Network distilled what was by
then an evolving constitutional theory within this parliament of the streets. “If
the legitimate government acts according to its capability and morality,” the
group argued, “that government is to be followed and respected. But if it contra-
dicts morality, it defies God’s will, thus it has lost its authority to be believed.”79

Of equal import the military began to signal its oblique support for the op-
position. On November 21, a group of “Concerned Senior Officers,” all retired,
placed a full-page ad in the Inquirer calling on “comrades-in-arms . . . to take the
necessary action to assist the President to realize . . . the noble and heroic act of
voluntary resignation.” The lead signatory was Gen. Fortunato Abat, a former de-
fense secretary with a strong following among active-duty officers.80 The presi-
dent, failing to understand the strong ties that bound all Philippine Military
Academy alumni, dismissed the letter as the grumbling of elderly “has beens.”81

General Abat went further. In a speech to the People’s Consultative Assembly just
three days before the impeachment trial, he urged the armed forces to withdraw
“military support from the President,” arguing that such military intervention
would be constitutional.82

Mass action and media stories lifted the climate of fear Estrada had fostered
through his alliance with Lacson’s police, releasing a torrent of damning reve-
lations. In the weeks between the House impeachment and Senate trial, the Ma-
nila press began publishing exposés of Lacson’s corruption. On November 20 a
pseudonymous Chinese Filipino dubbed “Rosebud,” who claimed to be a former
PACC agent, told reporters that the president had sanctioned drug dealing and
recounted, with an insider’s authority, how Lacson’s PAOCTF had murdered six
Chinese dealers. In response, Director Lacson identified “Rosebud” as Mary Ong
and conceded that she had been a police informant. But he dismissed her allega-
tions as a ploy by disgruntled former officers led by his blood enemy Reynaldo
Berroya. Though publicly dismissive of his “nemesis,” privately Lacson told his
trusted aide Michael Ray Aquino that “It’s time for you to shoot Bero”—orders
that would soon be preempted by a more pressing target.83
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Angered by Lacson’s attack, Mary Ong sought Cardinal Sin’s protection for an
open press conference. Speaking in a room crowded with reporters and cameras,
she confirmed her identity and showed passports of the Chinese victims to docu-
ment their deaths. Jettisoning months of its timid palace coverage, the Inquirer
published a detailed account of Ong’s accusations with a photo showing this dig-
nified accuser holding authoritative-looking documents.84 Ten days later, on the
eve of Estrada’s impeachment, she released an affidavit identifying the officers in-
volved in these murders as members of Director Lacson’s police coterie.85

As the impeachment trial neared, the palace blundered again by murdering a
critic who had damaging information about the president’s ties to the now noto-
rious BW Resources Corporation. On November 25 two young women called a
press conference at their home to announce the disappearance of their father,
Salvador “Bubby” Dacer, a publicist in the eye of every political storm, whose re-
cent representation of BW’s president, Dante Tan, made him privy to the secrets
of this shadowy company that concealed major share holdings for the president.
Dacer’s daughters said that he had last called the day before at 10:15 a.m. from his
white Toyota Revo while en route to a meeting with former President Ramos at
the Manila Hotel.86 In a city with a nose for scandal’s faintest scent, the disap-
pearance of the capital’s most influential image maker aroused fear and fascina-
tion. The Manila press filled its columns with stories implicating the palace in a
possible rub-out.87

On the day of his disappearance Dacer had in fact been driving to meet
Ramos and assist in the publicity for the anti-Estrada generals. Unbeknownst to
Dacer and his family, the publicist had offended the president and Lacson’s elite
PAOCTF had been tracking him for a month, waiting for an opportune time to
move in for the kill. When Dacer failed to appear as scheduled, Ramos faxed an
alarm to PNP director Lacson. At a press conference three days later, November
27, Ramos said he was “keenly aware of possible foul play” and called on the pres-
ident to launch an all-out investigation. In a transparent political pantomime,
Estrada gave Lacson forty-eight hours to find the missing publicist, and the PNP
director assigned the case to a PAOCTF task force headed by his protégé, Senior
Superintendent Cezar Mancao. According to Mancao’s later affidavit, “Lacson in-
structed me to head the investigation of the incident . . . to control the situation by
covering up the involvement of PAOCTF personnel.”88 Within twenty-four hours
two street vendors told the Inquirer that they had been working at a busy intersec-
tion when five heavily armed men in a Mitsubishi Galant pulled alongside Dacer’s
white Toyota van. Four men, one in a police uniform and armed with an M-16,
climbed into the Toyota and drove away with a man they identified as Dacer. At
9:00 p.m. residents of a mountain village south of Manila heard an explosion and
found the missing Toyota, without Dacer, at the bottom of a deep ravine.89

Almost immediately text messages began circulating throughout the city,
charging Ping Lacson’s PAOCTF with the crime. “Intelligence report,” read one
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such message, “PAOCTF have had Dacer’s body since Saturday [November 25].
didn’t xpect the xtent of media covrage. dey hav ‘sanitzd’ evidnce. waiting 4 ‘ryt
tym’ 2 release it.” Mancao called the Inquirer to insist, “We don’t have Dacer’s
body. . . . Lacson is not involved.”90 Lacson himself expressed “outrage” at such
allegations.91

As protest demonstrations intensified in the weeks before the impeachment
trial, Lacson placed his police on red alert, saying, “We will not allow anarchy to
rule in this country.”92 When the trial drew near, both sides backed away from
street confrontations in a shared respect for the legitimacy of the constitutional
process. After weeks of marches, meetings, and rallies, the city’s millions with-
drew to their televisions for five weeks of live broadcasts. From its opening gavel,
the impeachment trial moved beyond Congress, in the words of columnist Con-
rado de Quiros, “to the fields and furrows, the alley and gutters, the streets and
dirt roads of this magic-realist country.”93

Trial by Television

The impeachment of President Joseph Estrada was a remarkable event, a fit-
ting close to a century of tumultuous change. While millions watched the live
broadcasts, twenty-two senators formed the jury and eleven House prosecutors
presented thirty witnesses to establish the president’s guilt on four charges: (1)
bribery for accepting kickbacks from jueteng gambling lords (2) corruption for
taking tobacco tax kickbacks from Governor Chavit Singson (3) betrayal of pub-
lic trust by interfering in the investigation of stock fraud by BW Resources, and
(4) violation of the Constitution by using fifty-two luxury vehicles seized by cus-
toms.94 In effect, the “high crimes” debated in this, the Philippines’ first impeach-
ment, involved an illegal lottery that collected coins from the country’s slums.

On December 7, 2000, just two months after Chavit Singson’s accusations, the
Senate opened the impeachment trial, sitting as robed jurors while the eleven
House prosecutors presented their case. From day one the trial was a duel be-
tween two law school classmates and longtime enemies, Representative Joker
Arroyo, a human-rights attorney who had fought the Marcos dictatorship, and
Estelito Mendoza, Marcos’s former solicitor general and now Manila’s highest
paid corporate lawyer. The prosecutors, led by Joker Arroyo, presented witnesses
who spoke convincingly to establish a paper trail of corrupt transactions from
jueteng lords and dummy bank accounts to the mansions built for the president’s
mistresses. In the course of the trial the prosecution would uncover bank ac-
counts worth §10 billion ($200 million), economic plunder by any standard.95

During their days on the stand, prosecution witnesses would face death threats,
fostering a climate of fear that gave the trial the aura of a mafia prosecution
rather than a presidential impeachment. Press reports about the missing palace
insider Bubby Dacer, believed to have been kidnapped to silence his damaging
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revelations, ran like a dark undercurrent. Bloody terrorist bombings at the mid-
point of the trial added to the atmosphere of threat.

Throughout this courtroom drama, a combination of legal, financial, and
moral questions gained a clarity that held the national audience spellbound
through hours of bilingual legalese about mazelike financial maneuvers. During
the trial’s twenty-three days, 88 percent of Manila’s population would spend up
to six hours a day watching the live broadcasts, following a political morality play
that brought the abstraction of legitimacy home to every citizen.96 By the time
the president’s lawyers aborted the hearings with a procedural maneuver on day
twenty-three, his administration had lost its mandate.

Although much of the trial was taken up with dull procedural maneuvers, the
prosecution captured the nation’s attention on the first day and held it by intro-
ducing compelling testimony during about half of the subsequent sessions. Day
one opened with giant pictures of luxury mansions flashing across a video screen
until the frames slowed to focus on the signature of “Jose Velarde” on a check for
§142 million and then on the signature of “Joseph E. Estrada” on a §500 bill. “You
need not be an expert to see the similarity,” announced the lead prosecutor, Rep-
resentative Joker Arroyo. This check, he alleged, had passed through the account
of presidential crony Jose “Sel” Yulo and thence to a front company held by the
president’s lawyer, Edward Serapio, who used these funds to buy land for the
outlandish Boracay mansion then being built for one of the president’s mis-
tresses. These funds, Arroyo said, came from §130 million in tobacco tax kick-
backs the president had taken from Governor Chavit Singson. In an equally dra-
matic opening statement, prosecutor Sergio Apostol called the president “the
lord of all gambling lords” and charged that a “criminal syndicate directed by the
highest office of the land . . . threatens to rule us.”97

On the second day, the prosecution began to track the money trail by calling
Governor Singson’s secretary, Emma Lim. After days of nervous weeping before-
hand, she was the picture of perfect calm while she testified about jueteng collec-
tions for the president’s syndicate.98 In breath-taking testimony on day three she
recalled being ushered into the palace where she delivered §5 million in jueteng
bribes to the president’s secretary while Estrada chatted on the phone nearby.
She corroborated her testimony with the deposit slips for §10 million in jue-
teng payoffs. Defense attorney Mendoza then launched a condescending cross-
examination, firing off two hundred questions in two hours. Looking him straight
in the eye, Lim used Mendoza’s questions to buttress her testimony and quietly
corrected his flawed Filipino usage, replying coolly to one of his endless ques-
tions, “Hindi kinakain ang iced tea” (One does not eat iced tea). As she stepped
down, smiling prosecutors shook her hand warmly.99

Outside the courtroom the administration also suffered a succession of re-
verses. Head prosecutor Sergio Apostol announced that only hours before her
stunning testimony Emma Lim had received a threatening phone call warning,
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“Be careful. You and your family will die.”100 In another unexpected blow the Ma-
nila press carried a report from the German magazine Der Spiegel that the presi-
dent and his adviser Robert Aventajado had recently skimmed off half the twenty-
million-peso ransom paid to Abu Sayyaf for the release of foreign hostages.
When President Estrada announced that he would file a libel suit, the German
ambassador defended Der Spiegel as “credible, famous, and reliable.”101

In the next three hearings the prosecution tried to track the paper trail of
grease money from jueteng syndicates to the president. After resisting the
prosecution’s demands for details of the “Jose Velarde” account, the Equitable
PCI Bank delivered, at the close of day four, two sealed envelopes to the presiding
judge, Chief Justice Hilarion Davide, with an abject apology from the bank’s
president.102

On day five Chavit Singson presented the history of the president’s jueteng
syndicate, telling his story in clear, unadorned Filipino that the ordinary viewers
could readily understand. Through this and related testimony, the prosecution es-
tablished a paper trail of dirty money from the jueteng syndicates through Chavit
to the palace. On day eight the first vice president of Equitable PCI Bank, Annie
Ngo, testified that the president’s accountant, Yolanda Ricaforte, had deposited
§200 million in six bank branches in “a classic case of money laundering.”103

Just two days before the court opened the first of the famed sealed envelopes
from Equitable Bank, businessman Jaime Dichaves, the president’s “close friend,”
came forward to claim the Equitable account and its funds as his own. Although
his only official post was head of the Palace Golf Club, Dichaves was a member of
Estrada’s hard-drinking “midnight cabinet” and had used his connections to take
control of the Pagcor franchise for jai alai gambling.104 Thus, by the time the first
sealed envelope was opened on December 20, day ten of the trial, the impact was
anticlimactic. The envelope did show, as everyone suspected, deposits of §142 mil-
lion in the “Jose Velarde” account. But, thanks to the Dichaves testimony, the evi-
dence was now inconclusive.105

Outside the Senate the administration’s use of gangland tactics to stifle oppo-
nents produced more negative headlines. On December 18 the Inquirer reported
that the PAOCTF, still under Director Ping Lacson’s personal command, had
placed a hundred telephone taps on senators, witnesses, opposition leaders, and
military intelligence officers during the impeachment trial.106 Asked about the
PAOCTF’s Special Directorate X (SDX) for illegal surveillance, Lacson insisted
that there was “no such thing as SDX.”Citing a well-placed police source, however,
the Inquirer reported that SDX had been formed on October 8, the day after Chavit
Singson’s historic press conference. The paper drew upon an internal police docu-
ment to add that SDX was “highly compartmentalized . . . known only to a few
trusted PAOCTF officers,” and its operations were concealed inside a private se-
curity company owned by one of Lacson’s relatives. The same source claimed that
SDX had sixteen sophisticated “intercept scanners” for digital cellular phones.107
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The impeachment suddenly stalled while the court probed incidents of police
surveillance that seemed to threaten its integrity, plunging the proceedings into
a mind maze of covert maneuvers. On day nine the court summoned Inquirer
reporters, who presented phone records showing over a hundred targets under
electronic surveillance, including the entire impeachment court except for the
five senator-jurors loyal to the president. In his testimony PNP director Lacson
admitted that the police were monitoring criminals, with proper warrants of
course. But he insisted that negotiations with the German firm Rohde and
Schwarz for sophisticated units capable of monitoring cell phones had not been
completed. The press challenged his assurances, reporting claims by police sources
that PAOCTF had in fact purchased the equipment secretly with unaudited intel-
ligence funds.108

In the trial’s last hearing before a long Christmas break, the senior vice presi-
dent of Equitable-PCI Bank, Clarissa Ocampo, testified about meeting the presi-
dent at the palace on February 4, 2000, to transfer funds. Impeccably groomed
and looking coolly professional, Ocampo stated that she had sat at the president’s
left side “about a foot away” as he signed “Jose Velarde” on documents for a five-
hundred-million-peso investment drawn from an Equitable account in the name
of the Wellex Group, a company owned by a presidential crony. “When he signed
Jose Velarde,” Ocampo said, “I just couldn’t believe it. He did not sign his real
name, so I decided not to authenticate the signature.” In an apparent reference to
that second, still-sealed envelope, Ocampo added that the president also kept a
hidden account in her bank under the Velarde name. Since Ocampo was one of
the very few who could link President Estrada to his Jose Velarde persona, she
was, she said, “very, very scared.” To spare her from harm the court had docketed
her as an unscheduled witness and, with the defense unprepared, she delivered
her damaging statement uninterrupted and unchallenged.109

At Christmas parties in homes, clubs, and offices across the nation, Filipinos
clustered around the television for the live broadcast and were captivated by Cla-
rissa Ocampo’s testimony.110 With the trial suspended for the holidays, many
would speculate about the contents of the second mysterious envelope.

When the impeachment trial resumed on January 2, 2001, the prosecution re-
turned with new evidence that would shatter the president’s defense over the next
eight days. Playing to their strength, prosecutors opened with additional testi-
mony by Clarissa Ocampo. Speaking with the same quiet conviction, she exposed
a last-hour attempt by the president’s lawyers to conceal his Equitable Bank ac-
counts.111 Next came the prosecution’s other star witness, Governor Singson, who
used six hours of intense cross-examination to expand convincingly on the key
points of his own testimony.112

After countless hours of dull testimony, court and spectators came alive again
when Estrada’s former finance secretary, Edgardo Espiritu, took the stand for two
days of damaging testimony about the BW stock scandal. Voice quavering and
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face twitching with conflicted emotions, Espiritu stunned the court when he
stated that Estrada was the real owner of BW Resources, the company at the cen-
ter of a massive fraud that had nearly destroyed the nation’s financial markets.
When the BW stock price reached dangerous heights in October 1999, exchange
officials had pressed Secretary Espiritu for government intervention to pull the
market back from the brink of collapse. Although the secretary pleaded that
“something must be done,” the president refused to take action to prevent the
possible collapse of the stock exchange. Concluding his testimony, Espiritu elab-
orated on his reasons for resigning from the cabinet by citing the “deplorable”
presence of drug traffickers and commercial smugglers at palace social functions.
One of the Senate judges, intruding into this examination, asked the witness to
name the smugglers. Espiritu demurred, saying, “We know that many have died
for doing that.”113

After twenty-two days of gavel-to-gavel impeachment telecasts, Estrada’s
high approval ratings had plunged. One survey found that nearly 100 percent of
middle-class respondents believed the president was guilty as charged. An over-
whelming 71 percent of those surveyed said that they would join anti-Estrada
rallies if the Senate voted to acquit him.114

Yet the president’s slender Senate majority held firm. No matter how dramatic
the evidence, no matter how moving the witnesses, acquittal seemed likely, spark-
ing a nationwide debate over what should be done. The Makati Business Club,
stung by the stock market’s 30 percent drop since the trial’s start, warned that an
“indecisive acquittal” could prove disastrous, resulting in capital flight, a collapse
in the peso’s value, and rising unemployment.115 A columnist for the Inquirer,
Conrado de Quiros, stated that “if Erap were acquitted, people power will follow
as naturally as sun does at the end of night. It’s already there . . . in the protest in
the streets, in homes and office, in cyberspace.”116

The denouement came at the close of the trial’s twenty-third day, Tuesday,
January 16, 2001. After weeks of procrastinating over that second letter from Equi-
table Bank, the prosecution finally demanded that it be introduced into evidence.
In an impassioned speech House prosecutor Joker Arroyo charged that the sealed
envelope would reveal Estrada’s “mother account,” worth §3.3 billion ($66 mil-
lion), all of it kickbacks from palace cronies. Charging that the president had
“prostituted and bastardized the banking system,”the prosecutor pleaded with the
judges to open the envelope. Defense attorney Mendoza objected, insisting that
those deposits had not been mentioned in the original articles of impeachment.

After further, uninspired debate, the Senate voted eleven to ten along partisan
lines to reject the prosecution’s plea to open the second envelope. When the tally
was announced, pro-Estrada senators cheered. To a burst of applause from the
gallery, Senate president Aquilino Pimentel Jr. announced, “I realized that the
nays have it and therefore I resign my presidency of the Senate.”117 All eleven
House prosecutors followed suit, saying the Senate had “lost the moral authority
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to render judgment.” Prosecutor Oscar Moreno told the press, “The forum is now
in the streets, no longer in the Senate halls.”118

With that vote middle-class Manila erupted in outrage. Retired general Fortu-
nato Abat urged the armed forces to advise the president to resign.119 Cardinal Sin
and former president Corazon Aquino called for “people power” protests. Noise
barrages broke out spontaneously across the capital. Cell phones sang with text
messages. E-mail flew through cyberspace.120 Within hours Manila resounded in
spontaneous protests. Some forty thousand protestors mounted an all-night rally
before the bronze statue of Our Lady towering above the EDSA highway.121

“Across the sea of human faces,” wrote columnist de Quiros, “luminescent in the
light thrown by their mobile phones, while they ‘texted’ the world to come to
where they were, emotions ran riot, sadness, exultation and resolve chasing each
other like light and shadow on the face of the earth.”122

People Power II

In refusing to open that second envelope, the president’s Senate supporters had
blundered. On a Tuesday the president’s iron-clad Senate majority had mocked
the opposition’s impotence. But by Saturday anti-Estrada demonstrators would
force the president from the palace. Between these two events came the drama of
People Power II, a phenomenon that derived its energy from a fusion of new in-
formation technologies—cellular telephones and instant text messaging—that
elevated ordinary people from spectators to actors in this political drama.

With the trial stripped of its credibility by the Senate vote, sovereignty shifted
to the streets where the language of legitimacy was no longer political or consti-
tutional but resolutely moral. As students and faculty across Manila quit class-
rooms to become a crowd, their military and religious elders filled the press with
validating moral proclamations.123 That same day the PMA’s class of 1962, now
retired, placed a full-page advertisement in the Inquirer calling on their active-
duty comrades to take appropriate action.124

The spontaneous Tuesday night crowd of forty thousand grew steadily over
the next twenty-four hours. “Stay here until evil is conquered by good. Stay here
until corruption is overcome by integrity,” Cardinal Sin told the people who filled
highway and overpasses to form a nimbus of crowd and concrete above the giant
statue of Our Lady. Beneath this monument to the original people power phe-
nomenon of 1986, Corazon Aquino prayed for “more people who will gather at
EDSA in coming days.” Arriving from Hong Kong, former president Ramos
walked ten kilometers up EDSA to join the crowd, calling on his supporters to
follow.125 Instead of the loose, spontaneous movement of 1986, these demonstra-
tors came in tightly organized “civil society” groups, a veritable “third force in so-
cial, political, and economic affairs.”126 As the demonstrations entered their third
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day on January 18, the crowd grew to 250,000. More than ten thousand clerical
workers and executives formed a human chain that afternoon. Adding a power-
ful, populist touch, the Filipino film superstar Nora Aunor, the president’s former
mistress, appeared at EDSA to call for his ouster and charge that he had once beat
her “black and blue.”127

Despite their public support for the president, Defense Secretary Orlando
Mercado, along with many of his military commanders, was wavering.128 Many
in the crowd at the EDSA shrine seemed aware that they were playing to a mili-
tary audience. Among the millions of text messages crisscrossing the skies above
Manila on day three, one exchange among activists at about 2:15 p.m. read “Mili-
tary nids 2 C 1 million critical mas n EDSA 2moro, Jan. 19, 2 make decision
against Erap. Pls. join, pa on.”129

On January 19, the fourth day of demonstrations, the tide turned against the
president. Arriving at 9:30 a.m. for a cabinet meeting, Defense Secretary Mercado
observed the president in deep “denial,” preparing for a final stand by ordering
combat forces into Manila.130 But the president had already lost control of his
military. At 10:30 across town inside AFP headquarters, Chief of Staff Angelo
Reyes and his subordinates agreed that their “one constitutional option” amid the
gathering chaos was to withdraw support from the president. “Gentlemen,” the
general told his staff, “I’m sure you all know we’ve just committed mutiny.” In
unison they replied, “Yes, sir.” An hour later General Reyes met with Vice Presi-
dent Gloria Arroyo at a military safe house just minutes from the EDSA shrine
and its crowd. After stating that the armed forces would support her as president,
General Reyes added, “We are only asking for two things, Ma’am: Good govern-
ance and a dignified exit for President Estrada.” She agreed. At 12:20 p.m., the
general called the president on his cell phone “to inform him of my decision” and
spent “an agonizing 45 minutes,” tracing circles on the lawn while Estrada tried to
dissuade him. Three hours later General Reyes and his service chiefs appeared at
EDSA to announce their mutiny to the public.131

In the midst of a final wave of defections, PNP director general Ping Lacson
was “the last senior security officer” at the president’s side. Indeed, he may have
been the last senior officer loyal to the president inside his own police command.
For nearly a year the PNP hierarchy had slipped slowly from Lacson’s grasp.
Within minutes of General Reyes’s appearance at EDSA, Manila’s five district po-
lice commanders defied Director Lacson to break openly with the president. In-
side PNP headquarters at Camp Crame, the dissident general Leandro Mendoza
ordered tight security to bar entry by any police loyal to Estrada. His rebel officers
marched into the camp’s PAOCTF building with guns bristling and came close to
a shootout with Lacson loyalists, who, finding themselves outnumbered, quickly
capitulated.132 Returning to Camp Crame from the palace at 5:30 p.m., Lacson
walked into an office occupied by rebel police officers who were ready to arrest
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him if he resisted. Within minutes Lacson dialed the president, informing him
regretfully that the PNP would have to withdraw its support and rebuffing a last-
ditch suggestion by Estrada that the police should attack the army.133

As dawn broke over the city on the final day, January 20, a Supreme Court jus-
tice called Cardinal Sin to say that the chief justice, Hilario Davide Jr., was willing
to swear in Vice President Arroyo. Although initially reluctant to break off nego-
tiations with the palace, after speaking with an insistent Cardinal Sin at 9:45 a.m.
the vice president agreed to take the presidential oath that day. At 10:00 a.m., she
phoned the court to invite the chief justice to swear her in at noon. While waiting
for her to fax a written request, all the justices then in Manila met with Davide
and voted twelve to two to support his decision, thereby exercising their discre-
tionary powers to oust a president who had lost his moral mandate.

Around noon Cardinal Sin appeared at EDSA for an inaugural invocation
laden with sacral significance. “You watched over us in our fight for the truth to
prevail and for morality to win,” the cardinal intoned heavenward. “Just like at
EDSA in 1986, You walked with us and cared for us and took us in Your mantle of
protection.” Then at 12:20 Chief Justice Davide administered the oath of office to
President Gloria Macapagal Arroyo before a crowd of a quarter million. Over-
head two F-5 fighters flew low over EDSA while four MG-520 attack helicopters
hovered protectively over the anti-Estrada demonstrators now assembled outside
the palace gates.134

At 2:20, ex-president Estrada—accompanied by his legal wife, their three
children, and a son by “ex-starlet Guia Gomez”—finally left the palace.135 Eight
hours later PNP director Ping Lacson called on President Arroyo to offer his
courtesy resignation. Amid countless competing priorities, the new administra-
tion moved quickly against his police apparatus, the coercive core of the outgoing
administration. Within days the new PNP director, Leandro Mendoza, ousted six
Lacson allies from top PNP posts. Police and palace joined forces to demolish
Lacson’s covert apparatus, the Presidential Anti-Organized Crime Task Force.
While the new administration seized §100 million from secret accounts, the po-
lice moved to secure the sophisticated phone-tapping equipment held by elite
squads. But in the chaos of transition the PNP reported that Lacson loyalists
Michael Ray Aquino and Cezar Mancao had smuggled four digital intercept scan-
ners out of Camp Crame, two of them capable of tapping 170 lines simultane-
ously. Only hours after the new president took her oath, they were monitoring
her private conversations.136

As subsequent investigations uncovered PAOCTF criminality, opinion turned
sharply against this elite police unit, which had once enjoyed strong public sup-
port. The PNP fired seven hundred officers who were believed to be “very loyal”
to Lacson. The bureaucratic coup de grâce came in a confidential report to the
president. “The modus operandi” of PAOCTF, the report revealed, “was for these
people to contact different personalities in the underworld and let each organize
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a holdup/kidnap for ransom group. . . . Once a group gains notoriety through its
exploits, it is now subjected for [sic] neutralization.” In this final phase the crimi-
nal gang is interrogated “to determine where their loot is hidden” and then mas-
sacred while the media reports another heroic police victory against despera-
does.137 On April 17 President Arroyo abolished the PAOCTF. In a blunt editorial
the Inquirer said that Lacson’s task force had “quickly evolved into the biggest,
best organized and most ruthless criminal syndicate to operate in this country.”138

With the dismissal of Lacson and his loyalists, the key element in Estrada’s power
was neutralized, at least for the moment.

Conclusion

In the aftermath of Estrada’s ouster in January 2001, there was a revealing debate
over the legitimacy of President Arroyo’s ascent to power and, more broadly, the
role of the crowd in the Philippine constitutional order. With the memory of the
1986 people power movement against Marcos still strong, many nonpartisan Fili-
pino leaders accepted the role of the crowd as legitimate, even constitutionally
mandated. To those who said the military’s actions had established “a very dan-
gerous precedent where the military can . . . decide who sits” in the palace, Gen.
Angelo Reyes replied that his commanders “did not initiate this, the people ini-
tiated this.” The armed forces, he argued, “could not prop up a discredited regime
indefinitely.”139 But the international press, which had celebrated the 1986 people
power revolution, was now sharply critical of its second coming as People Power
II, questioning the legality of ousting an elected president who still enjoyed con-
siderable popular support. A New York Times correspondent, Seth Mydans, wrote
that people power “was used not to restore democracy but, momentarily, to sup-
plant it.” He quoted American commentators who called the event “a defeat for
due process” and even “mob rule.”140

In their criticism of the Filipino crowd, these American observers were echo-
ing unexamined assumptions embedded within a shared constitutional tradition.
The authors of the U.S. Constitution, reflecting the eighteenth century’s abhor-
rence of the mob, had designed an elaborate system of checks and balances to
protect the government from direct popular rule. “In all very numerous assem-
blies, of whatever character composed,” wrote James Madison in the Federalist
Papers, “passion never fails to wrest the scepter from reason. Had every Athenian
citizen been a Socrates, every Athenian assembly would still have been a mob.”141

In its original 1935 Constitution, the Philippine Republic had adopted the
American separation of powers in ways that strengthened an already powerful
imperial executive. As colonial-era justice George Malcolm pointed out, the Phil-
ippine president was granted “vast and unusual powers” with the authority to
suspend habeas corpus and impose martial law. The Philippine Supreme Court
remained, in the view of a leading Filipino legal scholar, the weakest of the three
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branches and had, by the sum of its decisions in the U.S. colonial period, “abdi-
cated its right to subject official actions . . . to judicial review,” thus paving the way
“for the emergence of a constitutional dictatorship.”142 Rather than strengthen-
ing the judiciary or modifying the powers of the executive, the revised Philippine
Constitution of 1987, written in the aftermath of the first people power move-
ment, had departed still further from its American antecedents by seeking a
counterweight to executive power in the form of popular participation. Under
Article II, section 23, the state is required to “encourage non-governmental,
community-based, or sectoral organizations that promote the welfare of the na-
tion.” More important, the charter mandates under Article VI, section 32, that the
people can, by a petition of 10 percent of registered voters, “directly propose and
enact laws or approve or reject any act or law or part thereof passed by Con-
gress.”143 In the first provision the Constitution invested civil organizations with
a quasi-official status. In the second it sanctioned the people as a third, albeit in-
formal, legislative chamber with the right to override all legislation passed by the
lower and upper houses.

By its composition and comportment, the crowd at People Power II seemed
to belie the charge of mob rule. If a mob is a formless mass swept along in a frenzy
to a violent climax that slakes its collective passions, then the million people as-
sembled on EDSA were something else. Many came in groups—religious, univer-
sity, residential, professional, or sectoral—that in other contexts would be called
civil society. Some were wealthy. Many were poor. But at its core the crowd was
drawn from Manila’s educated middle-class, the foundation of a functioning de-
mocracy in most societies. When the Senate’s refusal to open the second envelope
brought many into the streets on the night of January 16, 2001, the demonstrators
were a disciplined crowd for the next four days, listening to speeches and forming
a consensus by “texting” each other in Filipino-English shorthand.

The phenomenal proliferation of cell phones in the fifteen years since the first
people power movement changed the character of the crowd, extending both its
range and its depth. By late 1999 Filipinos were sending and receiving eighteen
million text messages daily, the world’s highest level after Japan. During the five
days of People Power II, the country set new records with two hundred million
messages flowing through just one company, Smart. Through constant cellular
texting, the size of the crowd reached far beyond those actually on the streets.
Moreover, the constant stream of messages allowed a lateral dialogue within the
crowd, transforming demonstrators from passive observers into active partici-
pants, interpreting and shaping events as they transpired. Listening to speakers
while exchanging opinions through a written medium in real time, these demon-
strators had a critical distance that precluded any surge in group emotions, any
surrender of individual will to collective passions. Through the density and simul-
taneity of these communications, this mobilization moved beyond conventional
denominations of “mob” or “crowd” to become a facsimile for civil society.144
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From a historical perspective the introduction of cell phones and text
messaging thus represents a populist technological check on the state’s accretion
of power through information technologies that in the twentieth century had
tipped the balance of power in the favor of the prevailing regime. Just as Amer-
ica’s analogue information revolution at the end of the nineteenth century in-
vested the state with a technological capacity for mass surveillance, so this second
revolution in digital communications a century later has had the reverse effect—
countering the state’s control over information, decentralizing data access, and
creating an independent means of popular mobilization.

Yet even within the Philippines some expressed concern that the crowd could
easily become a hooting throng. “Rights in a democracy are not decided by the
mob whose judgment is dictated by rage and not by reason,” cautioned the jus-
tices of the Supreme Court as they remanded Estrada to a lower court for trial on
corruption charges. Writing as “an elder to the youth,” Justice Jose C. Vitug ob-
served that “two non-violent civilian uprisings” in a short span forced him to ask,
“Where does one draw the line between the rule of law and the role of the mob,
or between ‘People Power’ and ‘Anarchy’?” If the justification for Arroyo’s presi-
dency lay solely with the crowd at EDSA, “then it does rest on loose and shifting
sands and might tragically open a Pandora’s box more potent than the malaise it
seeks to address.” There were, this justice warned with uncommon prescience,
“innate perils of people power.” These perils would be revealed just three months
later when a very different crowd assembled at the same EDSA shrine to protest
Estrada’s incarceration in a violent reprise that billed itself as People Power III.145
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Extrajudicial Executions

O J 27, 2005, President Gloria Arroyo appeared on national television for
an unprecedented act of political contrition. After pummeling her for months
with accusations of electoral fraud, the opposition had finally proved its case by
releasing the sensational “Hello, Garci” tapes with the president’s own gravelly
voice ordering a corrupt election commissioner to manufacture a million-vote
margin in the 2004 election. To still the demands for her impeachment, Arroyo
now admitted that she had spoken to the commissioner. “My intent was not to in-
fluence the outcome of the election,” she insisted before softening her tone. “I
recognize that making any such call was a lapse in judgment. I am sorry.”1

While that apology may have saved the president from impeachment, it could
not quiet the accusations against her husband, Miguel “Mike” Arroyo. Allega-
tions that the “first gentleman” had collected bribes from illegal jueteng syn-
dicates to fund his wife’s presidential campaign had plunged the country yet
again into a protracted crisis of rumored coups, mass demonstrations, and at-
tempted impeachment. At first he denied the charges. But an opposition senator
exposed secret bank accounts under the pseudonym “Pidal,” coincidentally and
convincingly the middle name of Mike Arroyo’s grandfather. Only two days after
this historic apology, the president felt compelled to announce that her husband
would be going abroad for an indefinite period of political exile.2

At first glance this seemingly ephemeral scandal, one of dozens that fill
Manila’s front pages in any given month, could be dismissed as routine, even in-
consequential. But these events gain greater significance when we recall that only
a year before a similar controversy over jueteng bribery had inspired People Power
II. These four days of demonstrations had forced Arroyo’s predecessor, Joseph
Estrada, out of the palace and into prison—a similarity suggesting that criminal-
ity has been woven deep into the fabric of Philippine politics.

At a more immediate level, however, this “Hello Garci” controversy had its or-
igins in a political vendetta between President Arroyo and her chief political



rival, Senator Panfilo “Ping” Lacson. Only weeks after taking her oath of office in
2001, President Arroyo used state security to charge Senator Lacson with illegal
wiretapping and mass murder arising from his earlier tenure as director of the
Philippine National Police (PNP). First as a senator and later as a presidential
candidate, Lacson fought back with scandal by targeting the president’s husband.
At a broader level, this juncture of scandal and secret service operations in 2005
would produce a volatile legitimation crisis reminiscent of similar controversies
surrounding U.S. colonial policing circa 1905, raising intriguing questions about
the persistence of these political patterns over the span of a century.

Adding another thread to this skein of historical continuity, the Philippine-
American security alliance, frayed by the closure of U.S. military bases in the
1990s, was repaired in the aftermath of the September 2001 terror attacks. During
a decade without significant U.S. aid (1992–2001), Manila had failed to fund its
military, leaving the country defenseless against Chinese incursions in the South
China Sea and forcing it to favor negotiations over combat in dealing with insur-
gency. After 9/11, however, President Arroyo was the first Asian leader to enlist in
America’s Coalition of the Willing, and Washington reciprocated by making the
Philippines its “second front” in the global war on terror. This foreign policy ini-
tiative had profound domestic ramifications in the Philippines. The millions in
military aid and thousands of American troops that followed over the next eight
years served to shore up Arroyo’s shaky administration, checking Islamic rebels in
the south, strengthening her ties to the armed forces, and assuring U.S. diplo-
matic support against her domestic rivals.3

From a historical perspective, this renewed military alliance represented an-
other in Washington’s periodic postcolonial infusions of aid and advisers to revi-
talize the coercive capacity of the Philippine state. As in past U.S. interventions,
the ruling Filipino oligarchy deftly manipulated this alliance to extend armed vio-
lence beyond the designated targets, whether communist guerrillas or Islamic ter-
rorists. With their acute sensitivity to the nuances of American policy honed by a
century of close interactions, Filipino leaders quickly divined the inner logic of
Washington’s war on terror and played on it to turn the alliance to partisan advan-
tage, unleashing deadly force that stifled social change. Once again the Philippines,
in diverting Washington’s global policy to advance a local agenda, served as a bell-
wether for similar contradictions that would soon appear among other American
allies in the war on terror such as Afghanistan, Georgia, Iraq, Israel, and Pakistan.

People Power III

After her inauguration during a mass uprising that was forcing her predecessor
from power, President Arroyo’s government suffered an underlying sense of inse-
curity that inclined her toward repression, both legal and extralegal. Only a week
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after ex-president Estrada’s ouster in January 2001, a survey found that 70 percent
of Manila residents approved of mass demonstrations as a means of changing
government.4 Although Estrada had lost legitimacy, it was not yet clear whether
Arroyo had won it, an ambiguity that would soon allow another protest march on
the palace dubbed People Power III.

Rather than courting support with political concessions or populist gestures
to broaden her base, Arroyo, like Cory Aquino after Marcos’s fall, relied on coer-
cion to contain any challenges. To highlight her predecessor’s lack of legitimacy
and affirm her own, Arroyo devoted the first hundred days of her presidency to
gathering evidence against ex-president Estrada for the theft of §15 billion and
prosecuting former PNP director Ping Lacson for the kidnapping and murder of
seven Filipino Chinese.5 Her political strategy soon won constitutional support
when the Supreme Court ruled unanimously that Estrada enjoyed no residual
immunity from criminal prosecution.6

Far more quickly than anyone could have imagined, however, President
Arroyo’s coercive tactics stirred a violent backlash. When the courts ordered Es-
trada’s indictment on plunder charges in late April, the palace dispatched a force
of three hundred policemen, backed by heavily armed marines, to push through
the crowd of supporters outside his home. In an excess of zeal, police then booked
the ex-president like a common criminal, producing mug shots of a sad-eyed Es-
trada that were leaked to the press, arousing a rush of pity among his poor follow-
ers.7 Almost immediately Estrada’s loyal party leaders mounted a round-the-clock
protest vigil at the EDSA highway shrine to the original people power revolution,
attracting throngs that soon numbered some two hundred thousand. In contrast
to the polite, middle-class crowds that had massed against Estrada back in Janu-
ary, these demonstrators poured out of the city’s slums, both ordinary workers
motivated by political loyalty and street toughs attracted by drugs and cash.8

Even though the throngs paralyzed city traffic for five days, the police adopted
a posture of “maximum tolerance” and kept their antiriot squads at a discreet
distance. To defuse the situation, the PNP moved Estrada from an austere con-
crete jail cell to comfortable quarters at a military base outside the city. Inside the
palace the administration scrambled to assure the unity of the armed forces and
move an anticoup force of two thousand troops into the city.9

On the fifth and final night of this rally, the crowd peaked at one hundred
thousand and opposition leaders stoked their emotions for a violent midnight
crescendo. While speakers called for an attack on the palace, Estrada’s loyal police
commanders mobilized an ad hoc strike force of several hundred soldiers led by
a onetime coup leader, Gregorio “Gringo” Honasan; some five hundred police of-
ficers still loyal to ex-director Lacson; and several police squads that were absent
without leave.10 After hours of incendiary speeches, some fifty thousand of Es-
trada’s hard-core supporters set out on a ten-kilometer march to Malacañang Pal-
ace shortly after midnight. Two hours later the crowd swept past the last, lightly
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guarded barricades, breached the palace’s security perimeter, and massed outside
Malacañang’s Gate 7 just before dawn.

It was a desperate moment. Surprised by the scale and speed of the attack, se-
curity forces were thin and no senior officer was on duty to coordinate the palace’s
defense. As the mob surged forward, palace guards fought back, firing live ammu-
nition and killing two. For the next six hours the crowd, largely young males whose
bodies were etched with slum-gang tattoos and fueled by methamphetamines,
charged the gates with stones, clubs, and handmade shotguns. At 10:30 a.m., the
police, at last reinforced by infantry, formed a phalanx of riot shields and ad-
vanced in a hail of tear gas, water jets, and warning shots. Slowly the demonstra-
tors retreated from the palace precincts, throwing rocks and burning cars before
dispersing. In the chaos 4 were killed, 113 injured, and 103 arrested.11

In the midst of this fighting, President Arroyo declared a “state of rebellion”
in Metro Manila. Acting on intelligence, she authorized warrantless arrests for
a dozen of the uprising’s leaders, including Senator Juan Ponce Enrile, Senator
Gringo Honasan, and Ping Lacson’s police coterie. According to her intelligence,
Honasan and Lacson had planned the attack by recruiting dissident policemen
and soldiers. Simultaneously, Manila politicians loyal to Estrada had mobilized
legions of “hoodlums and criminals” from the city’s drug-infested slums. All this
activity was financed, said a PNP intelligence report, by the billion-peso “power
grab kitty” of eighteen Chinese Filipino allies of Estrada and Lacson who were
“suspected of involvement in drug dealing smuggling, and jai alai operations.”12

If this repetition of history lacked the ingredients for either tragedy or farce, then
People Power III resembled a political pantomime showing the covert nether-
world’s influence on Philippine politics.

To track down the plotters President Arroyo turned to another master of
Manila’s netherworld, PNP senior superintendent Reynaldo Berroya, a bitter Lac-
son rival. Within hours and without hesitation, Berroya led a police detachment to
arrest Senator Enrile, once Marcos’s powerful defense minister. Several of Lacson’s
loyalists among rebel PNP officers soon surrendered, but others went into hiding,
notably, Michael Ray Aquino, Cezar Mancao, and Lacson himself. At the same
time, the director of the National Bureau of Investigation, Reynaldo Wycoco, re-
vived his probe into the kidnapping and murder of two Chinese by Lacson’s for-
mer anticrime squad, the PAOCTF, telling the press that one of its commanders,
Michael Ray Aquino, had collected the ransom for a third kidnap victim.13

With the approach of the 2001 midterm elections on May 14, President
Arroyo soon faced strong pressure for a reconciliation sufficient to allow a cred-
ible campaign. On May 4 she visited Estrada’s detention center outside Manila,
where there were polite words on both sides. A week later she granted safe conduct
passes to the two senate candidates implicated in the uprising, Gringo Honasan
and Ping Lacson, who immediately emerged from hiding to appear at an opposi-
tion election rally.14
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Secret Service Showdown

This tense truce masked a bitter struggle inside the police force that would shape
the nation’s political future more profoundly than even these congressional elec-
tions. After winning a Senate seat in May 2001 and becoming the opposition’s
main leader, Ping Lacson launched a sustained attack on the president, accusing
her of corruption and collusion with illegal gambling syndicates. To slow his rise
the president set a supercop to catch a supercop, investing Lacson’s blood enemy
Rey Berroya with special powers and direct access to her office.15 Within three
months this campaign culminated in a high-stakes showdown between Senator
Lacson and the administration’s top operatives: the street-tough Berroya, who
headed PNP intelligence; the taciturn professional Wycoco, who led the National
Bureau of Investigation; and the idealistic ex-communist Victor Corpus, who
commanded the Intelligence Service Armed Forces of the Philippines (ISAFP).
In their pursuit of Ping Lacson, these operatives used a shotgun approach, blast-
ing away with a full magazine of explosive charges. By the end of this three-year
battle, Lacson would best them all, countering their criminal charges with his
media countercharges.

At first this rivalry revolved around allegations about illicit drugs instead
of illegal gambling. After a decade of rising amphetamine abuse in the country’s
slums, the drug traffic had finally gained sufficient influence inside the PNP to
erupt from Manila’s back alleys onto the front pages of the nation’s newspapers.
Instead of jueteng’s established ethos of bribes and politicians, the traffic in the
cheap methamphetamines called shabu brought new, disconcerting dimensions
to Manila’s daily life: ravaged addicts, cold-blooded murders, and mangled
bodies. Instead of taking a cut from the old jueteng lottery, Lacson’s protégés in
the PAOCTF police squad had allegedly focused on the more lucrative drug traf-
fic, maximizing profits by kidnapping overseas Chinese suppliers, draining their
bank accounts, and dumping their bodies. Alone among Arroyo’s three top cops,
Col. Victor Corpus grasped the implications of this shift from jueteng to shabu,
warning that this new vice might make the nation “a narco-state like Colombia.”16

As he joined the pursuit of Senator Lacson, Colonel Corpus soon showed the
limitations of his aggressive tactics, lunging too quickly for a death blow that left
his flanks exposed. In early April 2001, Corpus, as chief of military intelligence,
told the press that Lacson’s PAOCTF had run a kidnapping syndicate with ruth-
less efficiency. “The modus operandi,” he explained, “was to chop the bodies to
pieces, burn them and crush the remains into powder so that in the event of a
trial, the prosecution would find it very hard to establish a corpus delecti.” Almost
immediately, however, Corpus’s main source of information, Senior Inspector
Medel Pone, a supposed member of this macabre police cleanup crew, called a
press conference to deny the entire story, claiming that Corpus had forced him to
name Lacson. Branding this sudden reversal as “a set up,” Mary “Rosebud” Ong,
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the former undercover operative who had first fingered Lacson’s men back in
2000 for murdering six Chinese drug dealers, reemerged to charge that Lacson’s
group was behind these recent maneuvers, adding that Pone himself had been in-
volved in the strangulation of a drug lord named Calvin Wong.17

While Corpus’s idealism inclined him toward haste, Wycoco’s caution, the
trademark of his steady rise within the police force, and Berroya’s cunning,
honed by decades in Manila’s netherworld, proved more effective. With little
media fanfare these two intelligence chiefs cooperated quietly to solve the unset-
tling disappearance of the publicist Salvador “Bubby” Dacer. With strong foren-
sic evidence, the NBI soon filed criminal charges against seven PAOCTF officers
who were subordinates of Lacson’s loyal PNP protégé, Senior Superintendent
Mancao. Moreover, a dawn raid on March 28 arrested two farmers at Indang,
Cavite, who admitted to watching as three PAOCTF officers strangled Dacer and
his driver with an electrical cord and then burned their bodies on a gasoline-
drenched pyre. Confronted with this eyewitness evidence, four of the arrested of-
ficers soon cracked, claiming that President Estrada had ordered Dacer’s killing
through PNP superintendent Glenn Dumlao, a stunning revelation slammed
across the city’s front pages under headlines reading “Erap Named Brains in
Dacer Murders.” In a press interview NBI director Wycoco said the “large-scale
involvement” of three disparate PAOCTF units raised questions about Dacer’s
death that only Lacson could answer. Angrily, Lacson shot back, saying that the
Arroyo administration had “found a natural Goebbels in Wycoco.”18

After the PAOCTF commanders were indicted for Dacer’s murder, Rey
Berroya, now promoted to head PNP intelligence, moved to round up the ac-
cused. On June 4 his men snatched the most senior of them, Superintendent
Dumlao, from Manila’s Victory Liner bus terminal. Just eight days later Dumlao
wrote out a confession, stating that as PAOCTF’s deputy operations chief he had
interrogated Dacer right after his kidnapping at the direction of Lacson’s lieu-
tenants Cezar Mancao and Michael Ray Aquino, adding that their every move
was reported to Lacson himself. Within weeks these two Lacson protégés slipped
through Mactan International Airport on fake passports and disappeared into
the United States. Meanwhile Ping Lacson dismissed Dumlao’s affidavit as a fraud
written by “the PNP Intelligence Group under Col. Reynaldo Berroya.”19

Throughout June and July 2001, this sub rosa clash shifted to the press as
Colonel Corpus began feeding information to a two-fisted crime reporter, Ramon
Tulfo, an honorary member of the colonel’s 1967 Military Academy class. In a
blistering “Open Letter to Ping Lacson” published in Manila’s leading daily, the
columnist denounced Senator Lacson as a “monster” guilty of countless crimes,
including salvaging criminals, torturing suspects, executing the Kuratong Bale-
leng gang, murdering Bubby Dacer, and bumping off a martial law detainee so he
could marry the current “Mrs. Panfilo Lacson.” Again Lacson shot back, saying “I
smell the handiwork of Berroya” and insisting that all of Tulfo’s charges were
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lifted from his rival’s 1998 “white paper” which had been posted anonymously on
the Internet.20 In seven more columns Tulfo added to his catalog of the senator’s
alleged crimes. He accused Lacson of tossing two women related to the Red Scor-
pion boss out of a helicopter into Manila Bay, murdering the boyfriend of a run-
way model he fancied, and executing two girls, one just seven, after they wit-
nessed a PAOCTF rub-out. Moving from blood to money, Tulfo claimed in his
July 28 column that Lacson had played “Mr. Clean” by forgoing the usual jueteng
bribes and instead secretly recycling seized methamphetamines back to the streets.
In his penultimate blast on July 31, Tulfo claimed that the senator had laundered
money from “kidnappings for ransom and drug trafficking” via U.S. bank ac-
counts, an accusation substantiated, Tulfo said, by the seizure of $8 million from
Lacson’s officers on the Canadian-U.S. border.21

The day after Tulfo’s last column, Colonel Corpus released an intelligence
report charging that Senator Lacson and ex-president Estrada had laundered
$728 million from drug trafficking and kidnapping ransom through foreign banks,
assertions that stunned the nation and held television audiences spellbound for
weeks. The colonel claimed that a special PNP-AFP intelligence team assisted
by American customs officials had found seven U.S. bank accounts belonging
to Lacson and his wife with total deposits of $211 million. Although Lacson dis-
missed the charges as “stupid,” the government’s Senate majority announced a
blue-ribbon investigation, setting the stage for a spectacular secret service show-
down.22 When the Senate inquiry began in mid-August, Colonel Corpus proved
to be a problematic witness, impressing viewers with his sincerity but confusing
them with his tendency to make unsubstantiated accusations. Ultimately, the
NBI, through its liaison with the FBI, was able to confirm just $1.2 million in Sen-
ator Lacson’s American accounts, a far cry from Corpus’s initial claims.23

As his intelligence confreres testified at the Senate’s televised hearings, Senior
Superintendent Berroya trolled the shadows looking for more scandals about his
nemesis Ping Lacson. In August Berroya’s PNP intelligence operatives caught sev-
eral ex-PAOCTF officers as they tried to sell cell phone surveillance equipment
stolen from the police. During an interview with the author at a hotel coffee shop
on August 20, Berroya was repeatedly interrupted by cell phone calls from his of-
ficers wrapping up this sting operation. Suddenly he snapped to seated attention
for an incoming call, speaking in crisp, deferential tones: “Yes, ma’am, we got it
all. . . . Yes, ma’am, the equipment could triangulate to locate cell phones. . . .
Thank you, ma’am.” After he put down his phone, I asked the reason for this per-
sonal call from President Arroyo. “They were about to buy new equipment,” he
replied, “so this crazy guy Lacson was selling the old stuff on the black market for
§24 million to all takers. We posed as buyers and made the sting.”24 The next day,
with the PNP director at his side, Berroya met the Manila press to present two
seized electronic eavesdropping units that were originally purchased for Lacson
from Germany for §30 million and used by his aide Michael Ray Aquino to
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monitor President Estrada’s enemies during his impeachment trial. Providing
some corroboration for these charges, Berroya added, “While Lacson’s men tried
to clean up the files and delete the evidence, we found a way of retrieving them
from the hard disk.”25

In a second round of Senate hearings in September, Senator Lacson’s ally
Chief Superintendent Reynaldo Acop, former head of the PNP Narcotics Group,
gave aggressive testimony that tried to “completely demolish” allegations by his
former agent Mary Ong. But when the senators grilled him about a government
check for two million pesos that Acop had sent her in 1998, he virtually admitted,
as the Inquirer observed, that “he had embezzled public funds.” Just a few days
later a former civilian agent in Acop’s old command, Remus Garganera, testified
that narcotics officers under Superintendent Francisco Villaroman, a Lacson pro-
tégé, had made three hundred thousand pesos a day in drug sales during 1998,
passing the money up the line to Superintendent John Campos and then to Acop
himself. On the last day of the inquiry, Mary Ong linked officers Acop, Villaro-
man, and Campos to the murder of several Hong Kong drug traffickers, submit-
ting a letter from the Chinese Embassy that linked them to the killings, charges
the committee found credible.26

Instead of appearing to rebut these charges, in October 2001 Senator Lac-
son used his chamber’s customary “privilege speech” to deliver a one-hour, un-
interrupted address accusing First Gentleman Mike Arroyo of diverting Charity
Sweepstakes funds to electioneering. Suddenly, this brilliant use of scandal put
the administration on the defensive. A month later, on November 13, Lacson cited
PNP intelligence reports to charge NBI director Wycoco and other top police of-
ficials with splitting annual “jueteng payola” of §16.5 billion from illegal gam-
bling syndicates. President Arroyo, he noted pointedly, had failed to end this
corruption. Heading the senator’s list of the illegal gambling kingpins was the
Pampanga jueteng boss Rodolfo “Bong” Pineda, the purported financier of the
president’s election campaigns.27

As the Senate wound up these hearings to write a report that would not ap-
pear for years, the Arroyo administration shifted the focus of its get-Lacson effort
to the Kuratong Baleleng massacre, making this cold case central to the nation’s
politics. Investigators turned up four new eyewitnesses who claimed that one po-
lice commander had tried to spare the prisoners, but Lacson had “insisted on their
elimination.” In early July an activist attorney, Arno Sanidad, released an affidavit
from police officer Noel Seno admitting that he had participated in the slaughter
and had seen Lacson at the scene. But in late August, just as the government was
moving to arrest Lacson, the Court of Appeals issued a permanent injunction
against any further prosecution of this case, explaining that the grace period
since an earlier dismissal of the murder charges had elapsed.28

President Arroyo’s two-year pursuit of Lacson through her three intelligence
chiefs had produced decidedly mixed results. On the debit side Colonel Corpus’s
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headline-grabbing accusations of hundred-million-dollar deposits were not cor-
roborated, blunting the impact of Senate inquiries into Lacson’s alleged kidnap-
ping and drug dealing. On the credit side Corpus seized a cache of C-4 explosives
in January 2002 that Lacson’s coterie of former police officers reportedly planned
to use in “destabilization efforts.”29 Berroya had captured the eavesdropping
equipment that confirmed Lacson’s surveillance of senior politicians, but he had
failed to link Lacson definitively to the web of crime and corruption that entangled
his PNP protégés. Most important, NBI director Wycoco had pursued the Dacer
murder deep into the senator’s entourage, getting so close that two prime sus-
pects, both police generals and Lacson intimates, had fled to America. But in the
end Lacson bested them all through media manipulation and legal maneuvering
while also establishing himself as a viable presidential candidate.

Presidential Election, 2004

During the years leading up to the 2004 elections, Senator Lacson struggled to
avoid being tried for the Kuratong massacre while positioning himself for a run
as President Arroyo’s chief challenger. When the Supreme Court finally ruled
in April 2003 that Lacson should stand trial for this mass murder, he suddenly
declared his candidacy in the middle of a speech at an obscure provincial college.
As the tempo of corruption charge and murder countercharge escalated, pro-
administration legislators released their long-overdue final report on Lacson’s
alleged drug dealing, finding him “criminally liable.”30 In a rebuttal delivered on
the Senate floor, Lacson dismissed the report as “political” and claimed that he
possessed documents showing that his chief accuser, General Corpus “was re-
porting to First Gentleman Mike Arroyo in the latter’s office at the LTA Building
in Makati City and even received a substantial amount of money.”31

On August 18, 2003, Senator Lacson scored a decisive blow against President
Arroyo in another series of hard-hitting privilege speeches, charging that the first
gentleman, as the president’s “partner in everything,” had headed a corrupt co-
terie that diverted over §270 million of her campaign contributions into private
accounts and then used the funds to bribe his accusers: General Corpus, colum-
nist Ramon Tulfo, and former police agent Mary Ong. Unlike the administra-
tion’s unsubstantiated assertions about him, Lacson had a sheaf of bank docu-
ments showing that §36.6 million had been deposited in accounts under the
name Jose Pidal, a fictional persona whose mailing address was in the same Ma-
kati building occupied by Mike Arroyo. The first gentleman dismissed this accu-
sation, saying, “I don’t know any Pidal.” But Lacson struck back with a second in
this series of speeches, disclosing a dozen bank accounts in the name of Jose Pidal
with deposits totaling §260 million. Then, in a revelation that discredited Mike
Arroyo, the ABS-CBN television network revealed that his great-grandmother
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was one Maria Pidal, an uncommon surname that had not appeared on the Phil-
ippine census rolls for over fifty years. To defuse this explosive revelation, the first
gentleman’s younger brother, Representative Ignacio Arroyo Jr., claimed uncon-
vincingly, “I am actually Jose Pidal.”32 In a third privilege speech on October 13,
Senator Lacson landed yet another blow, accusing the first gentleman of diverting
Charity Sweepstakes “money for the poor” to President Arroyo’s 2004 reelection
campaign. Within weeks a Quezon City trial court with an Estrada appointee on
the bench found “no probable cause” in the Kuratong massacre charges against
Lacson, closing the books, at least for this political season, on the tangled murder
case.33 Reportedly “seething” over Lacson’s personal attacks on her husband, the
president rescinded a promise to retire at the end of her current term. On Octo-
ber 7 she announced her candidacy for reelection.34

At the approach of the final filing date for all candidates on December 15,
2003, crime-story sensations were momentarily swept away by the high drama of
the 2004 presidential campaign. For the next five months the Filipino public was
transfixed by the opposition soap opera as the matinee idol Fernando Poe Jr. and
Senator Lacson flirted but failed to consummate an alliance, dooming themselves
to defeat by splitting the anti-Arroyo vote. Barnstorming the country with
clenched fist raised to symbolize his crackdown on crime, Lacson ran for presi-
dent on his police record. “When I was the Philippine National Police chief,” he
told crowds at his campaign’s launch in February 2004, “our countrymen felt
safe.” Asked on the stump how many he had killed, Lacson replied with his usual
bravado, “I’ve lost count.” But when pressed about reports that he had tortured
prisoners as an MISG officer under martial law, he blamed his blood enemy, say-
ing, “That wasn’t me. That was Berroya.” Just eight weeks before the elections,
however, the solicitor general again petitioned the Supreme Court to allow the
Kuratong massacre charges against Lacson to proceed, prompting negative press
coverage. That controversy tarnished Lacson’s luster, and he finished a distant
third with a dismal 8 percent of the vote, well behind a victorious President
Arroyo. Even so, issues of order and justice resonate so deeply with ordinary Fili-
pino voters that Lacson’s showing marked him as an influential political leader
and future power broker.35

Politics by Scandal

In the aftermath of the 2004 campaign, President Arroyo issued the victor’s usual
call for national unity. But the opposition, now led by Senator Lacson, replied
with a sustained attack on her legitimacy. First he impugned her integrity by cir-
culating damaging accusations about fund-raising. Next he challenged the valid-
ity of her electoral mandate. Finally he convened Senate hearings that tarred the
first family with the brush of jueteng corruption.
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In this new round of recriminations, Lacson used his access to classified intel-
ligence files from the PNP and FBI for critical information that severely damaged
President Arroyo’s aura of authority. From January to August 2005, a Filipino
American FBI agent named Leandro Aragoncillo stole over a hundred classified
reports about the Philippines from the bureau’s computers in New Jersey and
passed them to Lacson’s former PNP aide, Michael Ray Aquino, who had fled to
America to avoid trial for murder. After Aragoncillo invoked his FBI status to
intervene in Aquino’s deportation proceedings, an alert Immigration official be-
came suspicious and notified the bureau, which quickly discovered the document
theft and arrested the two Filipinos in October. According to U.S. prosecutors,
the fugitive Filipino officer had forwarded the stolen intelligence reports to five
opposition leaders in Manila, one of whom they identified publicly as “Senator #1
who . . . was formerly head of the Philippines National Police” and privately as
“Senator Lacson.” As part of his plea bargain, Aragoncillo admitted telling Lacson
that the “the information he was transferring would be useful in . . . their at-
tempts to destabilize and overthrow the president . . . of the Philippines.”36

In May 2005, as his attack on Arroyo was reaching its peak, Senator Lacson
announced legislative hearings into illegal jueteng gambling, claiming credible
sources would present “very explosive testimony” proving that people in “high
places” were on the take. Through the senator’s good offices, the Philippine Daily
Inquirer interviewed three of these witnesses, all of whom “claimed to have given
or collected protection money” for the president’s husband, Mike Arroyo, and her
son, Representative Juan Miguel “Mikey” Arroyo. In a sworn affidavit, a syndicate
bagman from Central Luzon charged that twenty-four jueteng operators had
paid §1.93 million monthly to top PNP officials whose appointments had been
“made by Mike Arroyo.” Within hours the president ordered officials to investi-
gate these charges against her son and husband.37

The administration tried to fight back by branding Senator Lacson’s brother
“a known bagman of the Cavite governor.” But the controversy soon focused on
the best-known secret in Philippine politics, the president’s close ties to the
country’s top jueteng racketeer, Bong Pineda—a relationship that reached all the
way back to their roots in the same small town, Lubao, Pampanga. When Arroyo
first ran for the Senate in 1995 and then the vice presidency three years later,
Pineda bankrolled her successful campaigns. Complementing this close political
alliance, Arroyo developed a personal friendship with Pineda’s wife, Lubao mayor
Lilia Pineda, and stood as godmother at their son’s baptism. In an interview with
Asiaweek, Arroyo confirmed the ritual relationship but insisted that it was a tradi-
tional tie with no political significance. Yet in the first months of her administra-
tion Bong Pineda, according to journalist Sheila Coronel, was “able to expand
and consolidate illegal gambling operations,” taking control of all the Central
Luzon lotteries and earning an unprecedented §2 billion annually.38
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On June 7, 2005, this simmering scandal erupted into a full-blown crisis when
the opposition released a recording of a phone call the president had made during
ballot counting after the 2004 elections. As media played and replayed the infa-
mous “Hello, Garci” tape, millions of Filipinos heard their president’s inimi-
table voice pressing Virgilio “Garci” Garcillano, election commissioner and vet-
eran vote fixer, to deliver a convincing margin, asking, “So I will still lead by one
million overall?” During the next forty-eight hours the crisis deepened as Samuel
Ong, the NBI’s former deputy director, released three hours of tapes, recorded
by military intelligence, that further implicated the palace in election rigging.
Evidently concerned about the loyalty of her aides, the president had authorized
military wiretaps of palace communications, producing an electronic sweep that
had captured her own conversations and created the leaked tapes. In this same
two-day period, the Senate’s ongoing jueteng investigation produced banner
headlines as a syndicate insider, Sandra Cam, testified about making million-peso
jueteng payoffs to the president’s husband, son, and brother-in-law.39

On June 27, in a desperate effort to defuse the scandal, the president made
that unprecedented act of contrition on national television, admitting she had
spoken with the elections commissioner and announcing two days later that she
was sending her husband into exile to allow an unhindered inquiry into his re-
puted corruption.40 In effect, President Arroyo had confessed to the lesser crime
within the country’s political culture, vote rigging, but denied any involvement in
jueteng corruption, perhaps sensing that any admission of a direct tie to this il-
legal lottery could prove politically fatal.

As her cabinet resigned en masse and the opposition announced impeach-
ment proceedings, Arroyo’s government teetered at the brink of collapse. But
then ex-president Fidel V. Ramos and House Speaker Jose de Venecia, Jr. played
savior, announcing their support and slowing the momentum toward impeach-
ment.41 Frustrated, opposition leaders continued to hammer at Arroyo’s mandate
by linking her to both illegal fund-raising and electoral fraud. With heavy media
coverage, the ongoing Senate hearings into jueteng featured insiders who testified
about a corrupt nexus of police and politics that led directly to the first family. At
public sessions in August 2005, a political operative, Michaelangelo Zulce, tes-
tified that he had witnessed the wife of Luzon’s jueteng boss, Lilia Pineda, distrib-
uting envelopes containing thirty thousand pesos each to twenty-seven Mindanao
election officials at Arroyo’s home during the 2004 campaign.42 As the president’s
approval ratings plummeted, 53 percent of those polled in Metro Manila said the
president should resign while 80 percent said she should be impeached.43

All this criticism culminated on February 24, 2006, when the opposition
tried to force the president from office in an abortive reprise of people power. At
the outset, Gen. Danilo Lim maneuvered to mobilize military forces for a coup
while a broad coalition of demonstrators massed on the EDSA highway, calling
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for Arroyo to step down. Instead the president hit back hard and fast. After issuing
Proclamation 1017 under the Constitution’s broad executive authority, she as-
sumed emergency powers to block what she called a “concerted and systematic
conspiracy” of the left and right. Simultaneously, her security forces swept the
masses from EDSA and rounded up the leftist leaders believed to be respon-
sible.44 The next day the palace ordered the police, under Proclamation 1017, to
occupy the offices of the Daily Tribune, a newspaper known for its critical cover-
age, and told other media organizations that this action should serve as a warning
that reckless reporting might aid the rebels.45

Through this redoubled repression President Arroyo crushed every attempt
to force her from power by military coup or people power. Over the next two
years, the opposition defaulted to scandal as its primary weapon, crowding Ma-
nila’s front pages with an endless succession of seamy allegations about Arroyo.
In August 2007 “the ZTE scandal” over reported kickbacks from a Chinese firm,
Zhong Xing Telecommunications Equipment, for construction of the national
broadband network became, through televised Senate investigations, a political
telenovella that aroused public fascination. During a privilege speech on Sep-
tember 11, Senator Lacson somehow produced, magician-like, the carefully con-
cealed contract to charge that massive bribes had won this Chinese corporation
the $329 million project—once again using sensitive information to damage
President Arroyo. By the time its yearlong run on Manila’s front pages was over,
this scandal had produced the dramatic kidnapping of a key witness, the resigna-
tion of Arroyo’s corrupt election commissioner, and the defeat of her ally, House
Speaker Jose de Venecia, after an unprecedented five terms.46

By November 2008, however, the Arroyo administration had rebounded, re-
viving the Dacer murder case to derail the candidacy of its nemesis Ping Lacson
in the upcoming 2010 presidential elections. From a U.S. prison facility at Fort
Lauderdale in February 2009, the fugitive PNP officer Cezar Mancao swore that
he witnessed his former director Ping Lacson ordering the assassination of pub-
licist Bubby Dacer back in 2000. While Manila moved to extradite Mancao and
another fugitive PNP officer, Glenn Dumlao, as witnesses against Lacson, the sen-
ator himself dismissed the allegations, claiming the government had offered cor-
rupting inducements. With affidavits from two eyewitnesses who could implicate
him directly in the Dacer killing, Senator Lacson was again on the defensive in his
decade-long vendetta with the Arroyos.47

President Arroyo thus survived this endless political crisis punctuated by im-
peachment, scandal, and coup attempts. Nonetheless, ongoing protest demon-
strations threatened to erupt into a mass mobilization at any moment, a possible
People Power IV that could force her from the palace. In the midst of this tense
political standoff, the president used the renewed U.S. security alliance to parti-
san advantage, courting allies within the military and unleashing a clandestine
assassination campaign against her left-wing opponents.
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War on Terror

Throughout these years of political instability, Washington’s global war on ter-
rorism provided Arroyo’s administration with an infusion of military aid, revi-
talizing the state’s security apparatus and providing her with diplomatic support
in the face of both international criticism and domestic opposition. After the
terrorist attacks of September 2001, Arroyo was, as noted above, the first Asian
leader to promise President Bush unqualified support. Three months later a state
visit to Washington, timed for the fiftieth anniversary of the U.S.-Philippines
Mutual Defense Treaty, revived an alliance that had been dead for a decade. After
the closure of U.S. military bases in 1992, the Philippines had found its defenses
unequal to either restraining China in the South China Sea or repressing the
long-running communist and Islamic insurgencies at home. Now President Bush
offered Arroyo generous military assistance to fight Islamic terrorists “in any way
she suggests.” Emerging from this round of Washington meetings on military aid,
a smiling Arroyo told reporters that she was at “$4 Billion and counting.” At the
visit’s close, a joint Bush-Arroyo statement announced that the two nations
would “maintain a robust defense partnership into the 21st century.”48

In the next few months, Washington transformed this rhetoric into military
reality by making the Philippines its “second front” in the war on terrorism. In
the five years following the closure of American bases, U.S. military aid had aver-
aged only $1.6 million per annum, putting Manila at the bottom of Washington’s
gift list. Now military aid increased to $19 million, a down payment on a pro-
jected $4.6 billion that would rearm the Philippine military with mortars, sniper
rifles, night-vision goggles, thirty UH-1H helicopters, and a Cyclone-class patrol
craft. While the full package would not be delivered before Bush left office, devel-
opment assistance for Muslim Mindanao still topped $260 million for 2002–6
and actual military aid reached $520 million over the next seven years (2002–9).49

Starting in January 2002, the U.S. Defense Department sent 1,200 troops to
the southern Philippines, including 190 special operations forces who would
train the Philippine military in counterterrorism techniques and six hundred
conventional troops to stiffen its fight against the Abu Sayyaf terrorist group on
Basilan Island. By the time the initial deployment ended in July, a combined op-
eration by the CIA, U.S. Navy SEALs, and Philippine Marines had recovered a kid-
napped American missionary and, after months of careful targeting, killed the top
Abu Sayyaf leader. With a CIA aircraft circling overhead for real-time video sur-
veillance in the dark, Philippine Marines carried out a complex high seas ambush
in June 2002, killing the leader Aldam Tilao (a.k.a. “Abu Sabaya”) in a burst of bul-
lets that cut his body in half. Significantly, this was perhaps the first successful as-
sassination of a major target in the war on terror, foreshadowing the tactics the
agency would use five years later with such lethal effect in Iraq. But these successes
had still failed to eliminate the terrorist group, requiring continued operations
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that would keep some three hundred to five hundred special operation forces in
Mindanao for the next seven years. In November 2002 the two nations, building
on a Visiting Forces Agreement signed a few years before, concluded a Mutual Lo-
gistics Support Agreement that allowed the U.S. military to pre-position opera-
tional equipment in the Philippines.50

Over the next two years, Washington provided Arroyo the substance of
military aid and the symbolism of a close alliance, ensuring her political survi-
val until she could win a popular mandate in the 2004 presidential election. But
these close ties soon aroused strong criticism in both countries. In Manila left-
ist demonstrators charged that the cycling of U.S. combat forces through the
southern Philippines was an infringement of the nation’s sovereignty. In Febru-
ary 2003, as the Pentagon readied seventeen hundred combat troops to pursue
Abu Sayyaf through the jungles of Jolo Island, the Washington Post criticized
this “potentially treacherous campaign” in a lead editorial, warning, “U.S. troops
have already fought Muslim guerrillas on this ground, a century ago. The result
was a bloody quagmire and damaging accusations of brutality.” Amid complaints
that foreign combat operations on Philippine soil would violate the country’s
Constitution, Manila downgraded the mission to a modest training exercise.51

Undeterred, the two leaders exchanged lavish state visits in 2003. During Arroyo’s
trip to Washington in May, she was showered with over $100 million worth
of military equipment. At Manila in October, Bush upped the ante to half a bil-
lion dollars in total aid and a commitment to upgrade the Armed Forces of the
Philippines.52

In the first two years of this renewed alliance, the operations on Basilan Island
were troubled by local and international problems. Instead of joining an ongoing
Filipino campaign, the U.S. forces arrived to find a long history of government
neglect and a “lack of military initiative” that made the island ideal for “the gene-
sis of new terrorist and criminal organizations.” Within months Abu Sayyaf mili-
tants would retaliate against these combined operations through terror bombings
and a bloody ambush of AFP forces on nearby Jolo Island that ended with the be-
heading of captured soldiers.53 After a decade of ruptured military relations and
rising nationalist sensibilities, the U.S. Special Forces troops were restricted to
operations at the battalion and company levels with their Filipino counterparts,
limiting their utility. Moreover, intelligence gathered by U.S. P-3 Orion aircraft
and Predator drones was not shared fully with forces on the ground, rendering
much of it useless. Since the government was negotiating with a nearby Muslim
rebel movement, the Moro Islamic Liberation Front (MILF), the Philippine-
American forces were denied access to its areas of influence, creating de facto
sanctuaries for Abu Sayyaf. As these and other problems were slowly resolved, the
combined operations forced the terrorist group off Basilan by 2004 “because of
combat losses and loss of bases and popular support.” But with aid from both the
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MILF and Jemmah Islamiyah (JI), Abu Sayyaf soon found new base areas on Jolo
and Tawi Tawi islands farther west along the Sulu Archipelago.54

At first the U.S. aid seemed to have little discernible impact on the Philippine
armed forces. An abortive coup in July 2003 by three hundred troops protesting
corruption among the top generals indicated a deep “institutional rot” inside
the military that could not be corrected by merely increasing foreign aid. In-
deed, in November the press leaked a U.S. Pacific Command study finding a
disproportionate presence within the Philippine military of self-styled “special
ops” units with a troubling inclination toward “mystique, unconventionality,
and loose discipline.” The detonation of a terrorist bomb aboard a Super Ferry
crossing Manila Bay in early 2004, sinking the ship and killing over a hundred
passengers, indicated that the initial successes against Abu Sayyaf were far from
complete.55

Over time, the criticism ebbed and the Philippine operation settled into a
steady flow of military aid and the permanent presence of U.S. advisers through-
out the country’s Muslim region in western Mindanao and the nearby Sulu Ar-
chipelago.56 Based at Camp Navarro in Zamboanga City, the logistical hub of the
Muslim south, the Joint Special Operations Task-Force-Philippines (JSOTF-P)
fielded between 160 and 450 U.S. special operations forces that ranged across the
whole of the southern Philippines to engage in training, intelligence gathering,
logistics support, psychological operations, drone surveillance, and combat ad-
vising. Starting in 2002, moreover, the U.S. military maintained a larger, “semi-
continuous” military presence in the country by staging some twenty-four joint
exercises annually involving up to six thousand American troops. The aid pro-
gram also provided advanced training to 846 Filipino officers, built a deepwater
port and modern airport in southern Mindanao, and dotted this vast, impover-
ished island with development projects.57

After five years of steady investment, U.S. military aid finally began to show
results in the battle against Abu Sayyaf. In a bloody firefight in September 2006,
Philippine marines patrolling Jolo Island fatally wounded the group’s charismatic
leader, Khadaffy Janjalani. Just four months later Philippine special forces, with
intelligence from U.S. special forces, killed his presumed successor, Abu Solai-
man, who was wanted for kidnapping three Americans, one of whom he had ca-
priciously beheaded. Instead of leaving night and the jungle to the insurgents,
Filipino elite units were now operating round the clock in operations that a sen-
ior U.S. adviser called “much more disciplined, much more precise.” Throughout
2007 the Philippine military eliminated 144 Abu Sayyaf fighters in fifty-three
bloody encounters, reducing the group’s membership by 16 percent to just 379
survivors. Yet this war was far from won. Abu Sayyaf was soon back on Basilan Is-
land, where it killed fourteen Philippine marines in June and inflicted twenty-
nine casualties during an ambush of government forces in December.58
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Gradually, it became apparent that these short-term tactical operations re-
flected a broad strategic shift in U.S. defense policy from fixed bases to a diffuse
global response. During the forty years of the cold war, Washington had ringed
the Sino-Soviet bloc with massive military bastions from Ramstein, Germany, to
Subic Bay, Philippines, each bristling with strategic armadas of air and sea power
for retaliatory nuclear strikes across the iron curtain. To cover the whole globe in
the post-cold-war world, the Pentagon began shifting to a more agile stance with
just a few main operating bases linked to a dispersed network of floating “lily
pads,” small forward operating sites with skeletal U.S. staff and pre-positioned
heavy weapons that could support sudden strikes against rogue actors anywhere
on five continents. As Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld explained in 2005, the
Pentagon would “improve its global force posture to increase strategic responsive-
ness while decreasing its overseas footprint.” The Visiting Forces Agreement with
the Philippines was just one of ninety similar agreements worldwide. The Mutual
Logistics Support treaty was one of seventy-six concluded with allied nations. The
twenty-four combined exercises with the AFP were but a fraction of the 1,700 that
the U.S. Pacific Command conducted annually. By 2004 Washington had assigned
300,000 service personnel to 130 countries where they staffed 725 military bases,
more than double the 300 foreign installations in 1954 at the peak of the cold war.
Yet even after the closure of Subic Bay and Clark Field in 1992, the Philippines re-
mained a uniquely important strategic asset. Since U.S. defense planning in the
Asia-Pacific area was focused ultimately on a calibrated “coercive engagement” or
“hedged” containment of China’s growing military, these islands retained their
strategic significance. They remained the sole location with the requisite mix of
geography and goodwill to allow semipermanent American bases for ready force
projection against countries in Southeast Asia and the South China Sea.59

When the Bush era ended in late 2008, American conservatives once again
turned to the Philippines for strategic models to pursue their war on terror. In the
aftermath of the September 2001 attacks, the Republican right had misconstrued
a successful Philippine police operation against an al-Qaeda bomb plot as justifi-
cation for the CIA’s use of torture in its global counterterror operations. A con-
servative commentator, Max Boot, toured the southern Philippines to report in
the January 2009 issue of the right-wing Weekly Standard that this “tiny success
story in Southeast Asia . . . may offer a more apt template than either Iraq or Af-
ghanistan for fighting extremists in many corners of the world.” Through a mix
of civic and military operations, he said, this “counterinsurgency campaign has
been enjoying impressive success,” with extremist forces decimated, terror bomb-
ings curtailed, and the Philippine military on a clear path to victory. All this had
been achieved, Boot claimed, with a very modest expenditure of U.S. blood and
treasure. The sum of such success created what Gen. Salvatore Cambria, chief of
U.S. Special Operations for the Pacific, called a promising “model” for future U.S.
counterterror operations. Indeed, echoing this “population centric” approach,
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the new commander for Afghanistan, Gen. Stanley A. McChrystal, told the
Senate in June 2009 that a “military-centric strategy will not succeed.” Instead
he advocated “a holistic counterinsurgency campaign” with an “integrated civil-
military plan” that would, above all, “protect the population and set conditions
for governance and economic advancement.” Within a month, his command sent
the Marines into Helmand Province to wrest villages from Taliban control, with
the aim of “improving their lives” and without the destructive U.S. aerial bom-
bardment that had long alienated Afghanis.60

Extrajudicial Killings

The gains against Islamic terrorists in the southern Philippines came at a discon-
certing cost that few U.S. policy makers, liberal or conservative, seemed inclined
to contemplate. With Washington providing diplomatic support and the material
means for close ties to her own military, President Arroyo countered dissent with
an extreme form of executive repression: rigid information controls, constraints
on civil liberties, aggressive policing, and covert assassinations. To restrain the
large, left-wing demonstrations that were challenging her authority, in Septem-
ber 2005 she issued orders for a Calibrated Preemptive Response, a policy of “no
permit, no rally,” prompting her justice secretary to prohibit marches without
proper permits and the National Police to promise strict enforcement. In effect,
this policy put the president on a collision course with the country’s activist non-
governmental organizations (NGOs), arguably the most elaborate citizens’ net-
work anywhere in the developing world.61 Her administration also began to back
away from negotiations with the armed left that had produced a Comprehensive
Agreement on Respect for Human Rights in 1998 and a commitment to start joint
monitoring of the accord by the government and communist guerrillas in 2004.
With ever-increasing military aid from Washington, the Arroyo administration
was instead amassing ample funds, firepower, and diplomatic support for a vio-
lent resolution of this long-running conflict.62

Operating in secrecy, President Arroyo’s security services escalated their ter-
ror campaign against members of leftist parties active in the opposition move-
ment, focusing on the heartland of rural activism, Central Luzon. In September
2005 the administration assigned Gen. Jovito Palparan Jr. to command the re-
gion’s infantry division even though he had gained notoriety after two activists
were murdered on Mindoro Island while investigating extrajudicial killings by his
old brigade. Within weeks of his transfer, a dozen members of the leftist Bayan
Muna party were gunned down by masked assassins. A liquidation campaign
raged across Central Luzon for a full year, hunting down environmentalists, com-
munity organizers, journalists, pastors, and land reform advocates. According to
the leftist human rights group Karapatan, there were 136 cases of serious human
rights violations in this region during the general’s eleven-month tenure. Adding
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to the climate of fear, Palparan made flamboyant statements announcing that
“the killing of activists are [sic] necessary.”63

Throughout 2006 this lethal strategy was matched by legal moves intended to
stiffen counterinsurgency operations. In January the president formed the Inter-
agency Legal Action Group to coordinate an “end-game strategy” against the
armed left, targeting so-called communist front organizations engaged in devel-
opment, media, and religious work. Six months later Arroyo announced an “all-
out war” against the communists and allocated a billion pesos ($20 million) to
fund joint AFP-PNP operations against key NPA zones for the next two years. In
a clear signal to the military, Arroyo used this announcement to brand the legal
“opposition left” as communist allies and blast them for using the human rights
issue to “demonize our administration” before the international community. “It’s
a booster to our efforts,” General Palparan said of the president’s call for victory.
“We’re going all-out now.” In a series of executive decrees, Arroyo also declared a
nationwide “state of emergency” to “prevent and suppress all forms of lawless
violence.”64 In December she approved Operation Bantay Laya II, which her
administration described as a “three-year master plan for the defeat of the New
People’s Army, the destruction of the Abu Sayyaf and JI [Jemmah Islamiyah],
and the containment of the secessionist Moro Islamic Liberation Front.”65 Under
the umbrella of an operation that bundled communist and terrorist targets, the
military mobilized some fifty vigilante groups nationwide with the aim of cleans-
ing half the NPA guerrilla zones during 2007.66 Over time this fusion of vigilante
violence and military murder started to resemble the low-intensity conflict doc-
trine that U.S. military advisers had introduced to counter communist guerrillas
in the late 1980s.

As the terror spread across Central Luzon, a chorus of criticism arose from
the press and public in Manila, prompting official inquiries. In May 2006 the
PNP reported that, among the 122 known killings of leftist activists since 2001,
only eighteen court cases had been filed, leaving 85 percent “under investiga-
tion.”67 According to an official inquiry headed by Supreme Court Justice Jose A.
Melo, the victims were usually “gunned down by two or more masked or hooded
assailants, oftentimes riding motorcycles.” Melo concluded that “there is certainly
evidence pointing the finger of suspicion at some elements . . . in the armed
forces, in particular General Palparan, as responsible for an undetermined num-
ber of killings.”68 Apparently perpetrated by both police and military, the killings
rivaled the worst excesses of the Marcos regime, with estimates for the five years
of Arroyo’s presidency ranging from the military’s figure of 115 deaths to a count
of 724 by the human rights group Karapatan.69 Although President Arroyo con-
demned these assassinations in her July 2006 state of the nation address, she also
hailed General Palparan’s efforts to free Central Luzon from the “long night of
terror.” In a powerfully symbolic act, she also appointed him to her national se-
curity council.70
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Several international investigations confirmed Justice Melo’s grim findings. In
August 2006 Amnesty International reported that in the five years since Arroyo
assumed office there had been 244 political killings, which “constitute a pattern of
politically targeted extrajudicial executions . . . within the . . . continuing counter-
insurgency campaign.” It also found that her government had “an implicit policy
of toleration of such political killings.”71 In February 2007, the United Nations
(UN) special rapporteur for human rights, Prof. Philip Alston, reported that the
government’s decision to “eliminate organizations” that supported the NPA guer-
rillas had “spilled over into decisions to extrajudicially execute those who cannot
be reached by [the] legal process.”72 As evidence for these claims, Alston cited
a recent AFP “order of battle” analysis that listed “hundreds of groups and indi-
viduals who have been classified, on the basis of intelligence, as members of or-
ganizations which the military deems ‘illegitimate.’”73 In his final report, the UN
representative added that these killings had “eliminated civil society leaders, in-
cluding human rights defenders, trade unionists and land reform advocates, in-
timidated a vast number of civil society actors, and narrowed the country’s polit-
ical discourse.” At the broadest level Arroyo’s show of force had negated President
Ramos’s earlier attempt at conflict resolution, akin to the Belfast peace process,
which had encouraged armed groups “to enter mainstream politics and to see
that path as their best option.”74 In June 2007 Human Rights Watch, based in New
York, sent its own investigators to the Philippines. After a careful review, they
concluded that the killings were “intended to eliminate suspected supporters of
the NPA . . . and to intimidate those who work for progressive causes.” Although
the victims were “individually targeted for killing,” the armed forces had “failed
to hold any of its members accountable for these unlawful killings, including
superior officers who ordered, encouraged, or permitted them.”75

Amid criticism that might have otherwise delegitmated her administration,
Arroyo’s close alliance with President Bush provided needed political cover. With
an otherwise inexplicable arrogance, the Arroyo administration derided the
damning UN report. Justice Secretary Raul Gonzalez mocked the special rappor-
teur as “a muchacho” (houseboy) who had been “brainwashed” by leftists. De-
fense Secretary Hermogenes Ebdane dismissed him as “blind, mute, and deaf.”
Within months Washington’s assessment would soften the blow from the UN
criticism. “During the year,” the U.S. State Department reported in March 2007,
“there were a number of arbitrary, unlawful, and extrajudicial killings apparently
by elements of the security services and of political killings, including killings of
journalists, by a variety of actors.” Not only did the last phrase blur the Arroyo
administration’s responsibility for the assassinations, but Washington then added
an exculpatory statement, without convincing evidence, that the killings had per-
sisted “despite intensified government efforts during the year to investigate and
prosecute these cases.”76 A year later, while the assassinations continued, the State
Department commended Manila for taking “steps to invigorate the investigation
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and prosecution of cases of . . . extrajudicial killings,” producing “a significant de-
crease in the number of killings.” When the Philippines defended its record be-
fore the UN Human Rights Council in Geneva that same month, claiming that it
was conducting aggressive investigations of the killings, Human Rights Watch
called the proceedings “window dressing,” adding that “with inconclusive investi-
gations, implausible suspects, and no convictions, impunity prevails.” Unchecked
by this international pressure, the killings continued, drawing media attention
again in early 2009 when a New York Times stringer found his name on a military
intelligence “hit list” in Mindanao and an American health worker was abducted
by soldiers in Central Luzon.77

All the exculpatory State Department statements ignored the evidence, cited
in these four independent investigations, that the Arroyo administration was re-
sponsible for the assassinations, thus providing de facto diplomatic cover for its
campaign of extrajudicial killings. Although U.S. military operations were lim-
ited to Mindanao, American aid had expanded the AFP’s overall operational ca-
pacity and strengthened its support for Arroyo, thereby forging a well-primed
weapon for the palace. So armed, Arroyo had little incentive to pursue a nego-
tiated settlement to the country’s deep-seated social conflicts. With Manila’s re-
course to extreme force paralleling the Washington’s covert assassination cam-
paign in Iraq, the Bush administration was evidently not inclined to fault its
Southeast Asian ally on this sensitive point. Possibly adding to this reticence, all
the heavily publicized successes by combined operations in Mindanao had in-
volved ambush assassinations of top Abu Sayyaf leaders. Indeed, the June 2002
killing of “Abu Sabaya”—through a seamless integration of CIA aerial drones
with U.S. and local special operations forces—may well have forged a template for
the covert assassination campaign unleashed five years later in Iraq and Afghani-
stan. Instead of criticism or condemnation, the Bush administration thus adopted
an ambiguous stance that effectively condoned Arroyo’s policy of state terror.

In 2009, as Washington expanded its war on terror in Afghanistan, conserva-
tives and liberals alike seemed oblivious to the way allies from the Horn of Africa
to the islands of Southeast Asia had used the U.S. imprimatur to mask corrup-
tion, repression, and double-dealing for the previous seven years. Like other
seemingly loyal leaders such as Hamid Karzai in Afghanistan, Nuri Kamal al-
Maliki in Iraq, and Gen. Pervez Musharraf in Pakistan, President Arroyo proved
deft at diverting Washington’s global design to local advantage in ways that di-
rectly contradict or even subvert its democratic aims. Karzai presided over the
world’s most corrupt government, abandoning the Afghan countryside to brutal
warlords, Taliban terrorists, and opium fields that have, since 2004, produced
about 90 percent of the world’s illicit heroin. Maliki used police death squads and
political corruption to build a nascent Iraqi autocracy, employing, said the New
York Times, “many of the same tools of power as the predecessor he hated so
much, Saddam Hussein.” Musharraf placated Muslim militants by allowing
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Pakistan’s tribal territories to become a refuge for al-Qaeda terrorists and Taliban
guerrillas fighting coalition forces in Afghanistan. Arroyo unleashed military
death squads for a lethal assault on the legal Philippine left. Added up, it was a
dismal record for Washington’s four closest allies in the global war on terror.78

More broadly, this endless war on a spectral, stateless enemy has done serious
damage to the international rule of law. After three years of hearings with evi-
dence from forty nations, including the Philippines, the International Commis-
sion of Jurists reported in February 2009 that sub rosa intelligence warfare against
terrorists was threatening human rights on a global scale. “We have been shocked
by the extent of the damage done over the past seven years by excessive or abusive
counter-terrorism measures in a wide range of countries around the world,” said
the chair of the inquiry, the former chief justice of South Africa, Arthur Chaskal-
son. “The result is a serious threat to the integrity of the international human
rights legal framework.” In a passage that resonates with events in the Philippines,
the report states that “intelligence agencies around the world have acquired new
resources and new powers allowing for increased surveillance, . . . arrest, deten-
tion, and interrogation.” The result has been a dangerous “accretion of power by
the executive” with little legislative or judicial scrutiny. In equally resonant words,
these eminent jurists also noted how “regimes with deplorable human rights
records have referred to counter-terror practices of countries like the U.S. to jus-
tify their own abusive policies.” Even though these jurists documented many seri-
ous transgressions—“including torture, enforced disappearances, secret and ar-
bitrary detentions, and unfair trials”—few nations could match the Philippine
fusion of legal constraints and extrajudicial killings by state security forces.79

Once again this close American ally has provided a poignant example of the
worldwide impact of Washington’s security policies.

Conclusion

As her six-year term lurched toward its end in 2010, the Arroyo administration
seemed locked in political paralysis between media scandal and police surveil-
lance. Faced with the choice between repression and reform amid a crisis of legit-
imacy, President Arroyo, like her predecessors Marcos and Aquino, relied on the
executive’s expansive police powers to suppress dissent and engage in extrajudi-
cial killings. In effect, this stance has spurned the sort of inclusive reforms used
effectively by Governor-General Henry Stimson, the archetypal Washington wise
man, during the 1920s or by President Ramon Magsaysay, the celebrated Filipino
populist, in the 1950s.

Resonances between President Arroyo’s reaction to public criticism in 2005
and Governor-General Taft’s a century earlier indicate strong underlying conti-
nuities in the character of the Philippine state. In designing a modern bureau-
cratic apparatus in 1901–2, Taft built an information regime that imposed legal
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limits on free discourse. He also created a secret police force for extralegal action
against his state’s enemies using surveillance, penetration, and, when needed, as-
sassination. As an appointed colonial governor, Taft exercised police power with-
out restraint and embedded these controls deep within a nascent Philippine exec-
utive branch. Facing harsh criticism a century later, President Arroyo activated
the same special powers to constrain free speech by officials, press, and public
while unleashing covert operations against her left-wing critics. As an elected
president instead of a foreign governor, however, Arroyo had to impose these re-
strictions temporarily and deploy her extrajudicial policing covertly.

Yet Arroyo, like Marcos, not only exploited these executive powers; she elab-
orated them beyond anything Taft might have imagined. While Taft and his co-
lonial successors prosecuted a few editors and assassinated some armed rebels,
Arroyo sent armed police to occupy newspaper offices and presided over a para-
military force that gunned down seven hundred prominent political activists in
brazen daylight assassinations. That this state had such an ingrained inclination
to abuse executive policing powers not once but four times in the same half cen-
tury under presidents Roxas, Marcos, Aquino, and Arroyo, raises serious ques-
tions about the quality of the executive’s broad policing powers in the country’s
two democratic constitutions of 1935 and 1987. This coercive capacity was fash-
ioned under colonial rule, legitimated by the country’s later constitutions, and re-
inforced by popular demands for public order in the face of rising criminality.
But in the half century since independence in 1946, the Philippine executive’s re-
liance on coercion rather than negotiation has also been encouraged by periodic
infusions of U.S. aid and advisers, contributing ever more efficient means of
armed suppression, from the CIA’s counterinsurgency operations in the 1950s
through U.S. counterterrorism training since 2002.

For the past half century, Washington has found it far easier to revitalize Phi-
lippine security forces than to reform the country’s underlying social inequality.
By comparison with coalition operations in Afghanistan and Iraq, the U.S. pro-
gram in Muslim Mindanao since 2002 on the surface seems a judicious balance of
civic action and military aid. But it has contributed, in the context of this com-
plex postcolonial relationship, to a form of nationwide political repression that
allows a close American ally like Arroyo to hold power in defiance of democratic
pressures and encourages the Filipino oligarchy to postpone needed social re-
forms. In drafting its Memorandum 84/2 in late 1950, the U.S. National Security
Council predicted, with uncanny accuracy, that crushing the communist insur-
gency would be easily done but convincing the Filipino oligarchy to embrace so-
cial reform could prove difficult. With each U.S. intervention over the next sixty
years, this contradiction has assumed a Sisyphean character, as one insurgency
after another has been defeated. But the underlying social inequality has deep-
ened, sparking another insurgency and yet another U.S. intervention.
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Crucibles of Counterinsurgency

F    the United States and the Philippines have collided,
on their separate historical trajectories, in ways that have proven transformative
for both nations. Through a prolonged pacification after 1898, the U.S. Army
plunged into a crucible of counterinsurgency, forging a security apparatus that
helped form the Philippine polity and transform the American state. After swiftly
occupying Manila, the army found itself mired in a difficult, decade-long pacifi-
cation campaign. Armed with cutting-edge technology from its antecedent infor-
mation revolution, America’s colonial regime created the most modern police
and intelligence units found anywhere under the U.S. flag. This imperial panop-
ticon slowly suffocated the Filipino revolutionary movement with a combination
of firepower, surveillance, and incriminating information.

But the impact of colonial pacification was not contained at this remote pe-
riphery of American power. Migrating homeward through both personnel and
policies, these innovations in colonial policing helped form a new federal secur-
ity system during World War I. Once established under the pressures of wartime
mobilization, a distinctively American system of public and private surveillance
persisted in various forms for the next fifty years as an omnipresent, sub rosa
matrix that honeycombed U.S. society with active informers, secretive civilian
organizations, and government counterintelligence agencies. In each succeeding
global crisis, this covert nexus expanded its domestic operations, producing new
contraventions of civil liberties from the harassment of labor activists and ethnic
communities during World War I through the secret blacklisting of suspected
communists during the cold war. Just as Spain had developed the world’s most
advanced sixteenth-century state through its conquest of the Americas, so the
United States realized the coercive potential of its new information technologies
from its colonization of the Philippines. Empire, any empire, makes the state
more self-consciously scientific in the application of its power.



Although born of empire, these processes of mutual transformation con-
tinued well after U.S. colonial rule came to a close in 1946 and America ascended
to world power. For the next half-century, Washington would intervene in the
Philippines almost every decade, using the country as an ad hoc laboratory for
counterinsurgency. During the cold war, as Philippine security forces suffered an
inexorable postcolonial decline, Washington sent periodic infusions of aid and
advisers to retrain members of the local police and military for a shared mission
against communism, thereby rearming Manila for repression. Although this alli-
ance with the Philippines attenuated during the 1990s, the relationship resumed
with stunning vigor in the aftermath of the September 2001 terrorist attacks. As
millions of dollars in U.S. military aid flowed to the Philippines, Manila was em-
boldened to abandon ongoing negotiations and resolve long-running communist
and Islamic insurgencies by the raw power of military pacification and covert as-
sassination. In trying to create a democracy in the Philippines, the United States
has thus unleashed profoundly undemocratic forces evident today. More broadly,
this campaign against radical Islam has served as another crucible of counterin-
surgency, forging security innovations that are still, at this writing, heading home
to circumscribe civil liberties inside the United States.

Throughout this century of shared history, the cross-fertilization of security
practices between these two nations has been close and constant. Empire has
been a reciprocal process, shaping state formation in Manila and Washington
while moving both nations into a mutually implicated, postcolonial world.
Viewed through the prism of the Philippines, America’s rise to global power has
fostered countervailing forces that threaten progress toward democracy in both
nations: powerful state security, pervasive surveillance, and an empowered exec-
utive inclined to use both.

Impact on America

At multiple levels the experience of empire circa 1898 has left a lasting imprint on
the American state. As the U.S. Army plunged into the conquest of the Philip-
pines, a group of northern intellectuals known as the anti-imperialists became
deeply concerned about the costs of empire. Carl Shurz, a former U.S. senator
and famed social reformer, warned that American democracy could not “play the
king over subject populations without creating in itself ways of thinking and
habits of action most dangerous to its own vitality.” Similarly, the eminent Yale
sociologist William Graham Sumner stated that “the inevitable effect of imperial-
ism on democracy” was to “lessen liberty and require discipline. It will . . . neces-
sitate stronger and more elaborate governmental machinery”—particularly “mil-
itarism,” which, he said, is a “system” that will slowly change America’s economic
priorities and constitutional protections. In an imagined retrospective about the
ultimate consequences of these trends, Mark Twain wrote that “lust for conquest”
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had destroyed “the Great Republic,” since “trampling upon the helpless abroad
had taught her, by a natural process, to endure with apathy the like at home.” But
the impact of empire was less direct and much longer in gestation than these
critics could have imagined. The costs for American democracy did not become
evident until the anti-imperialist movement itself had joined America’s long line
of lost causes. Instead of ex-colonial officers returning home with “their new-
found taste for ruling with whip and gun” as Shurz had feared, the army itself
became a vehicle for the long-term institutional change that Sumner had pre-
dicted, carrying myriad lessons from conquests past into the political present and
beyond.1

Indeed, there was a certain synergy between the U.S. military and the Philip-
pine Islands, with army conquering colony and colonization changing army. In
the half century between the Civil War and World War I, the pacification of the
Philippines after 1898 was the U.S. Army’s largest campaign, lasting nearly a
decade and combining both conventional and counterguerrilla warfare. With its
resources strained to the limit, the military was forced to adopt novel missions,
expanding its institutional capacity, discarding a nineteenth-century paradigm of
land warfare, and training a new generation of American officers in the craft of
intelligence.

As these colonial lessons came home during World War I, they provided both
personnel and precedents for the formation of U.S. military intelligence. After a
decade without any intelligence service, the army quickly developed an elaborate
domestic counterintelligence capacity with pervasive surveillance that persisted
fitfully for the next half century. Miming an imperial mindset that saw humanity
as a hierarchy of higher and “lesser breeds,” this domestic espionage targeted
America’s immigrant communities as an alien presence requiring close supervi-
sion to avert subversion. In the frenzy of wartime mobilization, this internal se-
curity mission developed as a unique alliance between federal agencies and civil-
ian patriotic organizations, giving this apparatus both the continuity of a state
bureaucracy and the force of a social movement. From the red scare of the early
1920s through the anticommunist purges of the 1950s, the FBI, army, and affili-
ated civilian watchdog groups maintained a vigorous, sometimes zealous pursuit
of domestic subversives. After the anticommunist movement faded in the mid-
1950s, the FBI then institutionalized these extreme, extralegal methods under its
Counterintelligence Program (COINTELPRO), thus showing the suppleness of
this state-civilian security nexus. From 1956 to 1971 this FBI program skirted the
law by using undercover operatives, disinformation, break-ins, and warrantless
wiretaps, first against the Communist Party in the 1950s and later against both the
civil rights and antiwar movements in the 1960s.

From its peak of power in the mid-1950s, the internal security network lost
influence steadily over the next twenty years through its rhetorical excesses and
congressional exposés of its extralegal operations. The Senate’s censure of Joseph
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McCarthy and the public reaction against the endless accusations further eroded
the anticommunist movement’s mass support. During the ferment of the 1960s,
moreover, the FBI’s attack on the civil rights movement was quickly neutralized
by the stature of black leaders such as Martin Luther King Jr. and the move-
ment’s string of legal and legislative victories. In this same turbulent decade, as
the large, restive “baby boom” generation came of age untainted by socialist
stigma, the internal security apparatus lost its intimidating aura. When the
House Un-American Activities Committee subpoenaed Berkeley campus radicals
for interrogation before Congress, they mocked the proceedings, dispelling the
climate of fear. During the mid-1970s the Senate’s revelations about illegal CIA
and FBI penetration of civil society discredited the entire internal security effort,
forcing the bureau to curtail COINTELPRO, the agency to open its secret dos-
siers, and army intelligence to cleanse its domestic files. In 1973, when the Nixon
White House compiled its famed “enemies list”—including such eminent Ameri-
cans as Harvard president Derek Bok, football quarterback Joe Namath, Broad-
way leading lady Carol Channing, and Hollywood star Steve McQueen—the
country recoiled in a collective shudder at this eerie evocation of the blacklisting
synonymous with the president’s early political career as an anticommunist
inquisitor.2

Thirty years later as Washington waged its war on terror, lessons learned at
the edge of American power once again percolated homeward through the capil-
laries of empire to circumscribe the country’s civil liberties. In the aftermath of
the September 2001 attacks, the White House made repeated, almost reflexive at-
tempts to revive this distinctive state-civil alliance for antisubversive surveillance.
“If people see anything suspicious, utility workers, you ought to report it,” said
President George W. Bush in his April 2002 call for nationwide citizen vigilance.3

Within weeks his Justice Department launched Operation TIPS (Terrorism In-
formation and Prevention System), announcing on its Web site in May 2002 that
a “pilot program” would commence in August with “millions of American truck-
ers, letter carriers, train conductors, ship captains, utility employees and others”
spying on their fellow citizens, much as the American Protective League had done
during World War I. As envisioned inside the Justice Department, these watchers
would monitor both workplace and neighborhood, submitting reports of pos-
sible terrorist activity that would circulate rapidly on FBI, CIA, and military
computers, a latter-day reprise of the civilian auxiliaries that had spied on fellow
citizens for a half century after World War I. Yet this time such efforts aroused
surprisingly strong resistance. Even before this test run, there was vocal opposi-
tion from congressmen, civil libertarians, and the press, the latter often citing
past excesses such as the American Protective League’s wartime surveillance and
the “McCarthyite witch hunts of the cold war.” These protests forced the Justice
Department to scale the program back before it quietly died along with the
president’s plan for a massive, nationwide expansion of Neighborhood Watch.4
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In a digital iteration of the same effort, Admiral John Poindexter, working in-
side the Pentagon, began developing a Total Information Awareness program to
prevent terrorism by compiling a “detailed electronic dossier on millions of
Americans.” Again the nation recoiled, Congress banned the program, and the
admiral was forced to resign.5 Clearly, public opinion had turned against the idea
that Americans should spy on their neighbors.

By this time, however, the CIA, FBI, and the National Security Agency (NSA)
had developed an efficient electronic capacity to monitor citizens without civilian
adjuncts, rendering these retreats an ambiguous political victory for civil liber-
ties. In January 2002 Congress erased the bright line that had long barred the CIA
from domestic spying, granting the agency power to access U.S. financial records
and audit electronic communications routed through the country.6 Not satisfied
with these expanded powers, sometime in 2002 President Bush ordered the NSA
to commence covert monitoring of private communications, without the requi-
site warrants, through the nation’s telephone companies and financial transac-
tions through the international bank clearinghouse called SWIFT (Society for
Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunication). Even though press revela-
tions in 2005 about these activities eventually encouraged some sharp criticism,
Congress capitulated by passing a new law in August 2007 that legalized this il-
legal executive program. A year later legislators granted the phone companies im-
munity from civil suits brought by aggrieved citizens. Even after Congress set wide
parameters for future intercepts in 2008 legislation, the NSA engaged in system-
atic “overcollection” of electronic communications among American citizens.
Such excess was in fact intentional, driven by a secret NSA database called Pin-
wale that has allowed analysts, since 2005, to routinely scan countless “millions”
of domestic electronic communications.7

Starting in 2004, moreover, the FBI launched the Investigative Data Ware-
house, a “centralized repository for counterterrorism,” that swelled in two years
to 659 million records—including intelligence reports, social security files,
drivers’ licenses, and private financial information—accessible to thirteen thou-
sand analysts who were making a million queries monthly. By 2009, when digital
rights advocates sued for a public listing of the data sucked into the FBI’s top-
secret system, the database had grown to over a billion documents without any
protection for privacy. Shifting from defense to offense, the Obama administra-
tion announced plans in May 2009 to establish a new cybercommand, within
both the Pentagon and NSA, that would effectively militarize cyberspace, attack-
ing enemy computers and repelling hostile counterattacks on U.S. networks—
with scant respect for what one general called “sovereignty in the cyberdomain.”
Despite the president’s assurance that operations “will not—I repeat—will not
include monitoring private sector networks or Internet traffic,” the Pentagon’s
former top cyberwarrior conceded that such intrusion was almost inevitable.
After a careful review of this electronic surveillance and internet data mining, the
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inspectors general of five federal agencies reported in July that, despite Bush’s
claim that these programs had “helped prevent attacks,” they could not find any
such “specific instances” and concluded they “generally played a limited role in
the FBI’s overall counterterrorism efforts.”8

This clandestine eavesdropping was soon matched by the Bush administra-
tion’s effort to build public support for its war on terror by manipulating both
foreign and domestic media through overt information management and covert
disinformation. While the black propaganda effort was first reported in 2004 and
remained shadowy, the Pentagon office for public diplomacy opened in 2007 and
operated for about two years until army field commanders complained about its
“blatant propaganda” and an internal review found violations of government
“guidelines for accuracy and transparency.”9

Although the American people would not actively spy on their neighbors,
many seemed willing to sacrifice personal freedom in the interest of homeland se-
curity. Amidst the pressures of war, this wavering public commitment to civil lib-
erties gave elected officials sufficient latitude to pursue an aggressive program of
electronic eavesdropping. Showing bipartisan support for such measures, in April
2007 Representative Jane Harman (Democrat, California) introduced the Violent
Radicalization and Homegrown Terrorism Prevention Act. In a bid to legalize
the Bush administration’s warrantless intercepts, Harman proposed a powerful
national commission, a standing star chamber, to “combat the threat posed by
homegrown terrorists based and operating within the United States.” This com-
mission would maintain constant surveillance of the Internet, which, the bill
claimed, “has aided . . . [the] homegrown terrorism process in the United States
by providing access to broad and constant streams of terrorist-related propa-
ganda to United States citizens.” In the post-9/11 climate of fear, this bill passed
the House with an overwhelming 404 to 6 vote before stalling, and then dying, in
a Senate more mindful of civil liberties.10

Only weeks after a new Democratic administration took office in early
2009, Rep. Harman herself became the subject of a cautionary tale about the con-
sequences of this expanding electronic surveillance. According to information
leaked to the Washington insider journal Congressional Quarterly, an NSA wire-
tap had overheard Harman speaking with an Israeli agent in early 2005, offering
to press the Justice Department for reduced charges in the case of two pro-Israel
lobbyists accused of espionage. In exchange, the Israeli agent offered to help Har-
man win the chair of the House Intelligence Committee by threatening Demo-
cratic leader Nancy Pelosi with the loss of funding from a major campaign donor.
As Harman put down the phone, she said, “This conversation doesn’t exist.” But
an NSA transcript of her every word soon crossed the desk of CIA director Porter
Goss, prompting an FBI investigation of Harman that was aborted when White
House counsel Antonio Gonzales intervened. The New York Times was about to
publish its sensational story of the NSA’s warrantless wiretaps, and the Bush
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administration desperately needed Harman, an advocate of strict security, for
damage control among her fellow Democrats. In this commingling of intrigue
and irony, an influential legislator’s defense of the NSA’s illegal wiretapping ex-
empted her from prosecution for a security breach discovered by another NSA
wiretap—raising the question of how many incriminating conversations like
hers had been similarly recorded. Eavesdropping could thus enmesh official
Washington in a web of political compromise that restrained legislative efforts to
check this spreading executive surveillance.11

Adding to these pressures on Constitutional protections, a prolonged pacifi-
cation campaign overseas once again pushed the U.S. military to its limits, pro-
ducing innovations in surveillance that could be applied inside America. After six
years of a failing counterinsurgency effort in the Middle East, the Pentagon inte-
grated aerial surveillance and infantry operations to produce instant field intelli-
gence. In July 2008 the Pentagon proposed an expenditure of $1.2 billion for a
fleet of fifty light aircraft loaded with advanced electronics to loiter over battle-
fields in Afghanistan and Iraq, “providing the ability to bring full motion video
and electronic eavesdropping to the troops.” By late 2008 night flights over Af-
ghanistan from the deck of the USS Theodore Roosevelt were sending American
ground forces real-time images of Taliban targets as small as “three warm bodies”
huddled behind a wall. In Iraq, specialist infantry units were infusing similar
aerial surveillance data into ongoing civil control operations. As these specialist
air wings and ground forces rotate home to America, this advanced eavesdrop-
ping capacity can be deployed to counter any domestic civil disturbance. Indeed,
the army’s Northern Command announced in September 2008 that one of the
Third Division’s brigades in Iraq would be reassigned inside the United States as a
consequent management response force (CMRF) to help the civilian authorities
with “civil unrest and crowd control.” According to Col. Roger Cloutier, his bat-
talion’s tactics include “a new modular package of . . . non-lethal weapons de-
signed to subdue unruly or dangerous individuals”—including Taser guns, road-
block equipment, shields and batons, beanbag bullets, and improved interservice
communications. At the first full CMRF mission readiness exercise that same
month, the army’s chief of staff Gen. George Casey flew to Fort Stewart, Georgia,
to observe 250 officers from all services prepare for future coordination with the
FBI, the Federal Emergency Management Agency, and local authorities in the
event of a domestic terrorist threat. Within weeks the American Civil Liberties
Union filed an expedited freedom of information request for details of the de-
ployment, arguing that it is “imperative that the American people know the truth
about this new and unprecedented intrusion of the military in domestic affairs.”12

In another parallel between colonial past and imperial present, the war on ter-
ror also brought the torture issue home to America. During the Philippine pacifi-
cation in 1901 and the war on terror since 2001, U.S. forces responded to a critical
lack of field intelligence by resorting to the same form of torture, called “water
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cure”then and “water boarding”now. In both cases, press exposés became the cat-
alyst for a public debate about the damage this foreign adventure might do to
American democracy, whether by degrading the rule of law at home or by damag-
ing its reputation abroad. There are, however, some significant differences in these
two cases. Back in 1901, abuse of Filipinos by U.S. Army forces half a world away
from home seemed an important moral issue that was still somehow far removed
from American political life. “The American public,” editorialized the New York
World in 1902, “sips its coffee and reads of its soldiers administering the ‘water
cure’ to rebels; of how the water . . . is forced down the throats of the patients until
their bodies become distended to the point of bursting . . . The American public
takes another sip of its coffee and remarks, ‘how very unpleasant!’ ”13 A century
later revelations about torture in Iraq and Guantanamo had a much more direct
domestic impact, bringing the issue home almost immediately and immersing of-
ficial Washington in legal complexities from which there is no easy exit.

Throughout the forty years of the cold war, the United States had pursued a
contradictory policy toward torture. At home, American officials were eloquent
advocates for human rights before the U.S. Congress and the UN General Assem-
bly. Abroad, CIA operatives trained third world allies in advanced interrogation
techniques, outsourcing torture to allied security agencies and housing detainees
in foreign facilities. After September 2001, however, the Bush administration
resolved this contradiction between America’s antitorture principles and clan-
destine practices by legalizing these extralegal techniques. In an unprecedented
step, the president allowed the CIA to hold detainees in its own network of secret
prisons from Thailand to Poland and authorized agents to use “enhanced” inter-
rogation techniques. As counterinsurgency operations in Afghanistan and Iraq
swept up thousands of suspected terrorists, the U.S. military opened its own
prisons at Abu Ghraib near Baghdad, Bagram outside Kabul, and the U.S. Navy
base at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. Within two years, each of these facilities yielded
reports or photographs showing undeniable human rights abuse, damaging
America’s international standing. After regular inspections of Guantanamo, the
International Red Cross reported that the psychological techniques used on de-
tainees “cannot be considered other than an intentional system of cruel, unusual
and degrading treatment and a form of torture.” When the Supreme Court chal-
lenged the administration’s contention that Guantanamo was beyond the writ of
U.S. law and international treaties, the Bush White House reacted by enacting the
Military Commissions Act 2006—legalizing endless detention at Guantanamo,
granting the CIA immunity for past abuse, and authorizing the president to order
interrogation techniques tantamount to torture.14

After his inauguration in January 2009, President Barack Obama tried to
break with this troubled past by rescinding Bush’s authorization for the CIA to
torture and closing its secret prisons. But the legacy of this latest iteration of im-
perial mimesis has continued, entangling the new administration in a skein of
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institutional continuity. “Our government does not torture,” Obama had prom-
ised during the 2008 presidential campaign. “That will be my position as presi-
dent. That includes, by the way, renditions. We don’t farm out torture. We don’t
subcontract torture.”15

Despite this unequivocal opposition to rendition, President Obama’s Justice
Department quickly invoked the Bush administration’s use of sovereign immu-
nity to block detainees from legal redress after their rendition to foreign nations
for torture. In another case, the administration argued for denial of habeas cor-
pus to detainees held for years without charges at the U.S. air base in Bagram,
Afghanistan. At his confirmation hearings, the incoming CIA director, Leon Pa-
netta, insisted on his agency’s prerogative to engage in the rendition of detainees
to third countries where they will very likely be at risk of abuse. Moreover, the
U.S. legal system had no clear means of adjudicating the fate of dozens of top
al-Qaeda captives whose torture has tainted all lawful evidence against them. The
Obama administration was thus faced with the unpalatable alternatives of end-
less incarceration without trial or the admission, for the first time in two cen-
turies, of tortured testimony before U.S. courts. Confronted with this difficult
choice, President Obama reversed his oft-repeated criticism of the Bush admin-
istration’s military commissions and announced, in May 2009, that continuing
these controversial Guantanamo tribunals would be “the best way to protect our
country, while upholding our deeply held values.” As he struggled to extricate
himself from what he called the “mess” left by Bush’s “misguided experiment,”
Obama suggested that the best disposition for some cases might be “prolonged
detention” without trial—an almost unprecedented legal step. In another breath-
taking reversal that same month, the president rescinded his promise to release
photos of detainee abuse in Iraq and Afghanistan, repeating Bush’s discredited
argument that these crimes had been “carried out in the past by a small number
of individuals.” After a half-century of the CIA’s indirect involvement in torture
on far-off covert battlegrounds, this practice has been domesticated, under the
pressures of the war on terror, to become a formal weapon in the arsenal of
American power—degrading the nation’s reputation worldwide, embroiling the
United States in divisive human rights litigation for years to come, and demand-
ing a disposition of Guantanamo detainees that would in some way damage the
rule of law. In sum, Obama’s stance toward NSA surveillance, CIA rendition, and
military detention echoed the expanded executive powers championed by the
Bush administration. According to Prof. Jack Balkin of Yale Law School, this bi-
partisan affirmation would “reverberate for generations,” making these policies
“entrenched features of government.”16

In two counterinsurgency campaigns separated by a century, lessons learned
at the edge of empire later compromised civil liberties back home. America’s
experience of colonial policing in the Philippines after 1901, repatriated during
World War I, would remain deeply inscribed in the nation’s politics for the next
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half century, fostering an empowered internal security apparatus capable of
egregious excess. At the outset of the global war on terror in 2001, memories
of the cold war witch-hunt discouraged the use of formal censorship or civilian
vigilantes. But sophisticated security methods, developed for counterinsurgency
overseas, eventually came home to jeopardize the constitutional freedoms of U.S.
citizens. With surprising speed, presidential power grew to permit unchecked
electronic surveillance, endless detention of terror suspects, and inhumane inter-
rogation. Somewhat more slowly, innovative techniques of biometric identifica-
tion, aerial surveillance, and civil control refined abroad in Afghanistan and Iraq
were domesticated to create the potential for even more intrusive state infringe-
ment of individual liberties. Both then and now, however, surprisingly few Amer-
icans seemed aware of the toll that empire was exacting from their civil liberties.

Philippine Praxis

In the Philippines the global war on terror involved legal restraints and extralegal
violence that bear the imprint of American influence exercised over the span of a
century. Indeed, the patterns of police control formed in the first years of U.S.
colonial rule after 1898 would continue for decades, both political surveillance
and the prohibition of personal vice.

In establishing the Philippines Constabulary and its Information Division in
1901, the U.S. colonial regime combined formal police powers with an informal
use of information for sub rosa control, embedding a powerful police apparatus
within the Philippine executive branch that would remain an instrument of its
authority throughout the twentieth century. Moreover, by criminalizing gam-
bling, opium, and prostitution, American colonials unwittingly created a thriv-
ing underground economy that compromised those whose duty it was to contain
it. When combined with police control over information, these prohibitions
against personal vice effectively oiled the machinery of corruption and scandal,
creating a system of political controls that revealed itself with stunning clarity in
both the Manila police scandal of 1912 and the Conley crisis of 1923.

A century later, from 1995 to 2005, Panfilo Lacson’s network of PAOCTF
police veterans played a role comparable to the colonial constabulary’s Informa-
tion Division in the first years of American rule. They commanded an elite unit
within the larger police force that served as a fecund incubator of scandal, exer-
cising an invisible influence suddenly evident in President Estrada’s jueteng con-
troversy of 2001 and President Arroyo’s “Hello, Garci” crisis of 2005. Beyond an
ironic circularity from colonial to postcolonial practices, these parallels show
that, under both colony and republic, secret services and their netherworld nexus
of intelligence and illicit income had emerged from society’s shadows to become
a significant force in Philippine political life.
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In this same century, the vice trades have expanded exponentially, particu-
larly in the realm of illicit drugs. After independence in 1946 breached the bilat-
eral isolation of colonial rule, the Philippines was once again open to unfiltered
contacts with the vast Chinese cultural imperium looming to the northwest.
At first influence was limited to Taiwan and the overseas Chinese diaspora. But
South China’s capitalist transformation after the cold war opened the Philippines
to Chinese crime syndicates and their chief export, methamphetamines. During
the 1990s the Chinese presence suddenly became an omnipresent feature of Ma-
nila’s crime scene through kidnappings, community protests, drug dealing, and
gangland killings. The scale of this change is evident in the striking contrast be-
tween “Emperor” Sualoy’s thousand-peso bribes to municipal officials in the
1920s and the billions of pesos in the South China drug circuits of the late 1990s.
Reflecting the transformative impact of globalization, Senator Lacson, if his de-
tractors and supporters are to be believed, was elevated by the same transnational
circuits, first emerging as Manila’s top cop through his subordinates’ control of
overseas Chinese traffickers, then serving as the local Chinese community’s pro-
tector in the face of countless kidnappings, and later drawing campaign funds
from Manila Chinese to challenge an established Filipino political dynasty, the
Arroyos. By 2007, moreover, China’s role had moved beyond contraband smug-
gling to the acquisition of major development contracts through the likes of the
LTZ digital technology corporation, producing more conventional controversies
over kickbacks in the government’s tender process.

As guardians of Manila’s burgeoning criminal netherworld, the police forces
have experienced a parallel expansion in the scale of their corruption and the
scope of their power. Although members of Iloilo’s municipal police took small
bribes to protect the city’s jueteng racket in 1930, the national police, then called
the Philippines Constabulary, was still free from systemic corruption and thus
symbolized the legitimacy of the colonial state. After its formation in the early
1990s, the command echelons of the new national police, the PNP, soon showed
a systemic corruption as the protector of regional jueteng syndicates and princi-
pals in the nation’s drug traffic.

Manila’s crime and corruption also increased significantly during the twenti-
eth century, moving by degrees from precinct-level protection of gambling and
prostitution in 1911 to command-echelon syndication of drug trafficking and
kidnapping in 2001. Instead of Chief Harding’s control of brothels and police
commissioner Percy McDonnell’s streetcar bribes, contemporary supercops have
been implicated in a seamy mix of international drug deals, political intrigues,
kidnapping, torture, and executions. Reflecting its role as a quasi-autonomous
power center within the Philippine state, the national police has produced candi-
dates for every presidential election over the past twenty years. In 2004 Senator
Lacson led a law and order campaign that combined PNP veterans as staffers,
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police intelligence used to create scandal, and possible funding from illicit
sources, arousing enough popular support to split the opposition and position
himself as a potential power broker in the 2010 elections and beyond.

A comparison of scandals throughout the twentieth century reveals both
continuity and change, indicating the covert netherworld’s recurring role in Phil-
ippine politics. First there are some strong continuities, highlighted by juxtapos-
ing two jueteng scandals across the span of three generations in a single elite fam-
ily. In 1930 a newspaper in Iloilo City accused the province’s governor, Mariano
Arroyo, of funding his reelection campaign through a local jueteng syndicate, an
exposé that destroyed his local political machine. Three generations later in 2005,
First Gentleman Mike Arroyo, the grandson of Governor Arroyo’s brother, was
accused of funding his wife’s presidential reelection with bribes from national
jueteng syndicates, precipitating a crisis that nearly destroyed her presidency. In
their reach for political power, two generations of the same elite family, separated
by seven decades of turbulent change, tried to milk the same gambling racket for
illegal campaign finance. Despite the many social changes that separate the two
scandals, both arose from the same underlying cause, an unrelenting escalation
in campaign costs that has strained society’s resources to the breaking point.

Next there are some troubling changes. If we juxtapose Senator Manuel
Quezon’s careful distancing from the jueteng scandal in 1930 with the calculated,
even cynical complicity of President Arroyo’s husband, son, and brother-in-law
some seventy-five years later, it is easy to see that over time the country’s political
culture has relaxed the ethical constraints on public officials, extending vice and
corruption into the country’s highest echelons. At the dawn of the twenty-first
century, diverse members of the Filipino political elite, whether the arriviste Jo-
seph Estrada or the aristocratic Arroyo family, seemed to share a willingness to
take bribes from gambling racketeers. Paralleling this extension of jueteng’s in-
fluence from provincial to national politics, the scale of the racket’s profits and
political payoffs expanded ten-fold, when adjusted for inflation, from Governor
Arroyo’s goal of §100,000 ($50,000) in illegal campaign collections in 1930 to
Mike Arroyo’s political slush fund of §260 million ($4.7 million) in 2005. Indeed,
jueteng’s passage from provincial to national influence reveals much about the
changing character of Philippine politics, particularly the shift from tight rural
patronage networks to impersonal urban electoral mobilizations fueled with cash
and celebrity.

Turning this analytic microscope into a telescope, we can attempt to glimpse
the future. The four-year confrontation between President Arroyo and Senator
Lacson may be a bellwether of changes in the country’s informal political econ-
omy with some potentially profound implications for the Philippines. If, as their
critics have alleged, Lacson loyalists inside the PNP had ties to overseas Chinese
drug syndicates and Arroyo’s campaigns were financed by jueteng bosses, then
illicit drugs may be replacing illegal gambling as the dominant form of campaign
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finance. Although it has been illegal for nearly a century, jueteng still enjoys a
certain legitimacy within the moral economy of Filipino popular culture. Its
massive cash transactions are conducted without violence, and its political bribes
fund both electoral campaigns and local welfare payments. More important, jue-
teng binds the potentially disaffected mass of the urban poor to the Philippine
polity. Daily dreams of jueteng jackpots provide hope in the midst of squatter
desperation. On election day every two years, the slum networks of jueteng col-
lectors mobilize their poor clients for political participation, lending an air of
legitimacy to an otherwise inequitable and unsustainable social contract. By con-
trast, drug use is universally condemned, its traffic is marked by violence, and its
bribes, lacking the compensatory value of good works, seem to encourage aso-
cial, individual acquisition.

If these subterranean rackets do have the power to shape the political
superstructure, then drug trafficking’s displacement of jueteng as the defining
force in the country’s covert netherworld might introduce lurid violence, self-
aggrandizing corruption, police brutality, and a host of irredeemably amoral ac-
tors. Changes in the vice trades may yet shape the country’s moral economy,
superseding an illegal lottery that fosters, through ballots and dreams, social
bonds across the class divide. In its place a violent, demoralized drug milieu is
forming that offers neither political participation nor the shared hope for a better
future.

At the risk of overburdening a single election, the 2004 presidential campaign
may represent a turning point in which established oligarchic families like the
Arroyos were displaced by a new kind of national politician. If the provincial
politicians of the postwar Republic relied on the famed “three Gs” of guns,
goons, and gold, then we can describe the new forces that emerged after the end
of the Marcos dictatorship in 1986 as the “three Cs” of celebrity, criminality, and
Chinese. Just as movie and basketball stars have played on their celebrity to win
seats in the Philippine Senate, once the chamber of aristocratic statesmen, so Ping
Lacson’s presidential campaign allegedly fused criminality and overseas Chinese
influence to challenge an incumbent president with an established profile of ed-
ucational achievement, aristocratic lineage, and jueteng finance. If this electoral
cameo is indicative of larger trends, then landed rural patrons with their armed
peasant militias, agricultural profits, family prestige, and illegal gambling net-
works are giving way to a new kind of urban politician supported by slum gangs,
Chinese capital, mass media advertising, and illicit drug profits. Further changes
in the netherworld of police and criminality may yet play a central, even catalytic
role in the country’s future political direction.

Beyond the electoral arena, Philippine society has slowly been polarized
between a wealthy oligarchy and an impoverished mass, allowing the country’s
security forces exceptional influence as enforcers of order within an otherwise
unstable polity. Through their fusion of legitimate force and corrupt control over
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the illicit economy, the national police has evolved into an almost autonomous
locus of power within the Philippine state.

As police brutality and venality have been routinized to become an adjunct
of presidential power, the crowd has emerged as a new element to challenge this
political entente. Indeed, the three people power uprisings since 1986 have
prompted a protracted debate over the deeper meaning of the crowd’s role in
Philippine democracy. In assessing the role of direct action in Philippine politics,
we need to distinguish between the crowd of one hundred thousand urban poor
that rallied on EDSA for the ousted president Joseph Estrada and the mob of fifty
thousand that later attacked his successor inside the palace. In this latter, very
violent mobilization, the ex-president’s loyal mayors, military strategists, and
rogue police officials played a key role, marshaling drug gangs from the slums and
pumping them with alcohol and methamphetamines until they were ready to
rumble at the palace gates. In this third reprise of people power, history provided
elements of both tragedy and farce. Yet we cannot ignore certain parallels at the
constitutional level between the well-mannered, middle-class crowd of People
Power II and slum mobs of People Power III. “If you keep calling the mob into the
streets and glorifying that as ‘People Power,’ ” wrote the conservative columnist
Max Soliven, “the time will come when the mob comes even if you don’t call for
it.”17 From the other side of the political spectrum, the liberal columnist Armando
Doronila sadly agreed, noting that people power has “brought Philippine democ-
racy to the edge of mob rule, even if exercised in the name of social change.”18

The Philippines is indeed at such an impasse, with an entrenched elite,
impoverished masses, and now, after the sordid spectacle of People Power III, a
demobilized, increasingly disenfranchised middle-class—its numbers depleted as
some eight million educated Filipinos have emigrated to form one of the world’s
largest diasporas.19 With an empowered police force defending the state and its in-
equitable social contract by legal and extralegal means, there was no clear, consti-
tutional path forward, no way to extricate the nation from this political stalemate.
At society’s base in urban slums and peasant villages, the country’s prospects
seemed even more dismal. As poor squatters slip from jueteng’s daily dreams into
shabu’s drug-induced stupor, society might move collectively from an illegal lot-
tery that has long promoted political solidarity to an illicit drug traffic that can,
by demoralizing the polity and delegitimating its political elite, rend the social
fabric. In another generation or two the middle-class diaspora might repatriate
its overseas earnings and exceptional talents to rebuild the vital center of Philip-
pine politics, breaking this political paralysis and moving the nation forward. But
for the foreseeable future there appears to be nothing on the horizon that can end
this cycle of social polarization and political stagnation.

This scenario presents a troubling prospect and is a depressing note on which
to close a lengthy book and a lifetime’s study of Philippine national history. But
the confluence of syndicate crime, police corruption, and political collusion—all
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set in a context of political gridlock among established elites, an exiled middle
class, and miserable masses—seems so deeply ingrained that speculation about
a more positive outcome, at least for the medium term, would seem to be false
optimism.

In this sense U.S. colonial nation building has left a political legacy far more
contradictory than the creation of what President George W. Bush once called
“the first democratic nation in Asia.”20 Simply put, there is a dark underside to
America’s formation of this model Asian democracy marked by recourse to legal
restraints on press freedom and reliance on secret police for extralegal operations,
whether mass arrests, clandestine manipulations, or selective assassinations. If
we probe beneath the surface of politics, U.S. colonial policy, by its prohibition of
personal vice and its creation of powerful police, inadvertently fostered a nether-
world of syndicate crime and corrupt state security whose symbiosis has inte-
grated illegality into the Philippine polity far more fully than anyone could have
imagined. The thirty-two hundred extrajudicial killings under President Marcos
and seven hundred more under Arroyo make a mockery of claims to exemplary
nation building in the Philippines. To return to the analogy between colonial pacifi-
cation of the Philippines and the occupation of Iraq first broached in this book’s
prologue, the U.S. experience in Manila seems to have been a harbinger of a trou-
bling long-term American legacy in Baghdad rather than historical evidence for
the unalloyed Iraqi triumph that President Bush once imagined.

Global Change

Although changes in policing have reverberated deeply within both Philippine
and American societies, it is their sum, their intertwining into a global order,
that strains our comprehension and leads us, albeit tentatively, to some somber
reflections.

Most immediately, we are confronted with the way that the covert action arms
of these two sovereign states arrived with an eerie simultaneity at systematic
assassination as their ultimate weapon in the global war on terror. In the Philip-
pines the Arroyo administration, unable to suppress the communist and Islamic
insurgencies, unleashed a clandestine military operation to assassinate over seven
hundred social activists merely suspected of subversion. In Iraq the CIA, unable
to curtail a terror campaign by Muslim militants, undertook the systematic assas-
sination of innumerable al-Qaeda radicals and wavering tribal moderates, sweep-
ing through Baghdad nightly and ranging, with U.S. special operations forces and
CIA Predator drones, into Syria and Pakistan with fatal effect.21

If we place these recent developments in historical perspective, a steely hege-
monic logic emerges to explain why these two states arrived at assassination sep-
arately yet simultaneously. In its drive for omniscience and even omnipotence
over the Philippines, the U.S. colonial information regime applied a realpolitik
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rationality to accomplish its ends by any means necessary, whether repression,
disinformation, or assassination. Although heir to this apparatus, the postcolo-
nial Philippines also developed a weak bureaucracy and fluid society, allowing
political resistance that its state security could not contain through standard sur-
veillance, hence the recourse to assassination. Similarly, in Iraq the United States
found itself mired in a pacification campaign with a collapsed state and frag-
mented society that defied conventional counterinsurgency. At opposite poles of
power within the same imperium, the Philippine and American clandestine ser-
vices seem to be driven by a similarly relentless logic to resort to the same lethal
tactics. And in each case the covert nature of the mission furnished the requisite
opportunity for unchecked experimentation.

At a broader level, the intertwined histories of the two nations reveal much
about the costs and character of Washington’s global hegemony. Since the 1950s,
American analysts have usually separated overt aid, developmental and military,
from covert operations, ignoring or minimizing the CIA’s role in the conduct of
U.S. foreign policy. From a local Filipino perspective, these two aspects appear
fused in a unitary application of American power whose impact was both more
and less than it might seem.

This situation is not unique to the Philippines. America’s allies have long been
able to dissimulate and divert, twisting Washington’s global agenda to suit their
own, often narrow self-interests. Yet in the context of global hegemony Washing-
ton’s influence also exceeds the raw tangibles of development dollars or military
firepower. In impoverished developing societies even the comparatively small ex-
ercise of U.S. power often has an outsized impact in the context of sparse local re-
sources and a weak state apparatus. As befits the world’s preeminent power, Wash-
ington’s priorities can also have a potent demonstration effect, serving as models
for local political elites trying to gauge global trends or placate a powerful ally. For
client states trying to divine Washington’s intent, the multiplicity of U.S. pro-
grams often sends contradictory signals, with USAID promoting development,
USIS advocating democracy, DOD privileging the military, and CIA pressing for
suppression of dissent. Yet on balance the sheer preponderance of military aid
and covert pressure has tilted the American presence toward coercion, sacrificing
social change to reinforce political stability.

Thailand’s recent history offers parallel insights into the local impact of
America’s half century of global hegemony. At the start of the cold war in 1950,
Washington allied itself with Bangkok as a frontline state in the containment
of Chinese communism. Pursuing a dual-track policy, Washington committed
ninety-seven U.S. advisers and $44 million per annum to building a Thai army of
sixty thousand while two hundred CIA operatives forged a close alliance with the
national police. In the first decade of this close alliance, the CIA collaborated
with Thai leaders to build the national police into a formidable anticommunist
force, creating a Border Patrol Police (BPP) of 4,200 officers and a Police Aerial
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Reconnaissance Unit of four hundred commandos while expanding the regular
territorial units.22 As the Vietnam War escalated during the mid-1960s, American
advisers worked with their Thai counterparts to launch an aggressive counterin-
surgency campaign, expending $63 million, almost half of all U.S. aid to Thailand,
to expand the police from fifty-one thousand to seventy-four thousand officers
armed with M-16 rifles and an armada of thirty-seven helicopters. Throughout
these decades of changing policies and shifting politics, American advisers and
Thai autocrats converged in their commitment to building a powerful police force
that was mobile, lethal, and amplified with civilian auxiliaries.23

As its operational capacity grew steadily across the span of generations, the
Thai national police became a vehicle for carrying the accrued influence of myr-
iad U.S. aid programs past into the political present. When democratic forces
mounted a challenge to military rule between 1973 and 1976, Thailand’s autocrats
deployed the police to act as a counterforce. At the beginning of the democracy
movement in October 1973, the police opened fire on student demonstrators, kill-
ing sixty-five. But the army and monarchy soon sensed the depth of mass sup-
port and retreated. Three years later, however, these police units and their civilian
adjuncts attacked the campus of Thammasat University, the heart of the pro-
democracy movement. After a fusillade of machine gun and rocket fire, BPP offi-
cers armed with M-16 rifles led thousands of civilian auxiliaries, including the
Red Gaurs and Village Scouts, in storming the campus to beat and lynch students
in a spectacle of violence that left at least forty-six dead and stilled the democratic
movement for a decade. As Thomas Lobe concludes, a quarter century of U.S. aid
to the Thai police “created the preconditions, the infrastructure, the readiness
for a more coercive, repressive, and vehemently anti-communist set of political-
military leaders” in an application of American power that “once again, sub-
verted all middle ground.”24 Thus, at a rare moment of possible change in both
Thailand and the Philippines, a ruling oligarchy closely allied with the United
States unleashed a deadly police apparatus, the product of U.S. aid, to close off a
democratic opening, whether by shooting Thai student demonstrators in Octo-
ber 1976 or massacring Filipino peasant marchers before Malacañang Palace in
January 1987.

This political dynamic has long been evident in the Philippines. For well over
a hundred years, a transnational alliance of U.S. and Filipino forces has provided
security at the price of compromising human rights and slowing social progress.
Throughout the twentieth century, U.S.-trained police officers and military
troops defended the ruling oligarchy and served as a vector of institutional conti-
nuity, carrying the legacy of countless security operations from the colonial past
into the postcolonial present. Whenever this brittle polity and its established elites
have faced a serious challenge from the social margins, U.S. intervention has stiff-
ened the Philippine security forces, preventing both political compromise and so-
cial change. During the early 1950s, a counterinsurgency campaign organized by
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the CIA and U.S. military advisers broke the Huk agrarian revolt through a close
coordination of military operations and psychological warfare. In Washington’s
view, this signal success blocked a communist challenge to strategic U.S. bases and
served as an exemplar for counterguerrilla operations during the cold war. From
the Philippine perspective, however, American intervention tipped the local bal-
ance, defeating peasant rebels with sheer force of arms, thereby preempting any
serious attempt at land reform that was, in retrospect, essential to the country’s
long-term social progress, economic growth, and political stability. Similarly, the
infusion of U.S. aid and military advisers under the war on terror allowed the
Arroyo administration to curtail negotiations and crush social activists through
aggressive policing and covert assassinations. In his report on Arroyo’s extraju-
dicial killings in 2007, the United Nations’ rapporteur for human rights, Philip
Alston, observed that such repression precluded a resolution akin to Northern
Ireland’s negotiated peace settlement and silenced an entire sector of Filipino so-
cial activists who were offering alternatives to armed violence.25 After each U.S.
intervention since 1948, Philippine paramilitary operations have thus suppressed
the surface resistance without resolving deeper social problems.

The full implications of the American alliance for the Philippines can best be
understood through a brief exercise in counterfactual history. From 1896 to 1902
the Philippines plunged into seven years of armed revolution that, through its fu-
sion of nationalist ambitions and lower-class aspirations, manifested a potential
for countless outcomes—from a reactionary oligarchic regime to a progressive
social democracy. At the midpoint of this social upheaval, the U.S. Army inter-
vened with a four-year pacification campaign that broke the revolutionary forces.
This was followed by thirty years of colonial rule that achieved a stable political
settlement through power sharing with a narrow political elite. Whenever this
political pact was challenged by peasant revolts in the countryside and working-
class resistance in the capital, the colonial regime deployed its police apparatus to
curb both. Absent such efficient suppression, a sustained resistance might have
forced American colonials and their Filipino allies to accept a more inclusive
social settlement and invest in education or economic opportunities for the peas-
antry as well as emerging urban elites. Assessing the impact of the French secret
police, the Sûreté, on Vietnam in this same period, Norwegian scholar Stein
Tønnesson reached some parallel conclusions about the legacy of colonial polic-
ing that resonate with the Philippines. “The Sûreté’s use of agents and informers
throughout Vietnam created an incriminatory atmosphere which destroyed at-
tempts to establish a civil society,” creating a repressive political climate that is
still “felt in Vietnam even today.” Similarly, the historian Merle Ricklefs argues
that Dutch colonial controls bequeathed the Indonesian Republic the “traditions,
assumptions, and legal structure of a police state.”26

The half century that followed Philippine independence in 1946 witnessed
more missed opportunities for a peaceful resolution of this widening social
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inequality. Without U.S. interventions almost every decade to rearm the
country’s security forces, one can imagine a weak Philippine state reaching a
negotiated settlement with the Huk guerrillas in the 1950s or the New People’s
Army in the 1980s. Such negotiations might have brought land redistribution and
the development of prosperous owner-farmers as the foundation for a stable
middle-class democracy, perhaps obviating the need for more long years of this
never-ending counterinsurgency.

During the past forty years as well, each infusion of U.S. military aid has re-
armed Manila for a renewed war on the Islamic secessionist struggle that has sim-
mered in the southern islands since the early 1970s. Peace talks with Muslim
rebels seemed to advance when U.S. aid reached a low ebb in the mid-1990s and
to retreat when American assistance expanded after 2001. While Manila battled
Muslim rebels, Northern Ireland achieved peace, South Africa abolished apart-
heid, Muslim secessionists in Aceh reached a modus vivendi with Jakarta, Bosnia
settled a murderous sectarian war, and the cold war ended without conflagration.
By contrast, the Philippines is still roiled by bloody insurgencies that show no
signs of resolution. This half century of armed violence is a vivid manifestation
of an inequitable society, polarized between a rich oligarchy and poor majority,
that can only be maintained through sophisticated security operations whose
high costs have been met through the Philippine-American security alliance.

Nor has the ambiguous impact of American power been limited to Southeast
Asia. Throughout the cold war, Washington was antagonistic to social reformers
such as Jacobo Arbenz in Guatemala and Salvador Allende in Chile. The CIA’s
support for Ramon Magsaysay, a moderate Filipino populist, was an exceptional
embrace of social reform during a period when the agency promoted authoritar-
ian military regimes on five continents. Yet even in the Philippines the American
mission sacrificed land reform as the price of the oligarchy’s support for the pres-
ence of U.S. military bases.27 Generally, Washington found its closest allies
throughout the third world among autocrats such as Marcos, Mobutu, Somoza,
Suharto, and the shah of Iran.

In the aftermath of the cold war, the Clinton administration tried to
transcend the nation-state, with its entanglements of democracy and develop-
ment, and advance a new world order of multilateral governance and multina-
tional corporations. With the advent of the war on terror, however, Washington
has once again allied itself with conservative client states across Asia and the
Middle East, pressing for decisive action against terrorists and ignoring the re-
gimes’ corruption and oppression. While President Bush chatted weekly via
videoconference with President Hamid Karzai, illicit opium and Taliban insur-
gency spread unchecked across Afghanistan.28 While Bush and Arroyo toasted
the success of their combined antiterror operations against Muslim militants in
the southern Philippines, Filipino military assassins were targeting social activ-
ists across the archipelago. Admittedly, the U.S. counterterror operations in
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Mindanao tried to balance military aid with social development; yet the sheer
power of the American alliance in a poor society with weak institutions induced
a shift toward repression and reaction. Again and again, America has supported
allies who have not only crushed communist and terrorist enemies but also dis-
torted local political dynamics, slowing social change and political progress.
Whether inherent or incidental to the exercise of American power, such social
retrogression has often followed U.S. unilateral intervention and bilateral alli-
ances across the span of five continents and as many decades.

If the twentieth century witnessed a U.S. imperium that grew from a slender
string of island colonies into a global hegemony, with intervention abroad
matched by repression at home, then the question remains whether the twenty-
first century will see continuity or change, a stiffening or a softening of this
global order and its impact on America. Those mindful of these trends would
be well advised to watch the Philippines and other arenas of U.S. intervention,
whether in Asia, Latin America, or the Middle East. Although seemingly remote
from America, these overseas occupations may again serve as a bellwether of
changing U.S. global power and its domestic consequences.

While such future directions remain uncertain, the lessons of the past seem
clear. In both the colonial Philippines and contemporary Iraq, the United States
possessed such an overwhelming superiority of force that armed resistance
would, with sufficient time, almost certainly be defeated. Yet this local opposition
was so determined and the pacification so protracted that American forces were
pushed beyond the bounds of law and military capability, forcing the creation of
new forms of surveillance and lethal force. In this amplification of state power,
such counterinsurgency campaigns have left lasting scars on both conquerors and
conquered, damaging democracy abroad and curtailing civil liberties at home.
Living under foreign military occupation—with its arbitrary incarceration, per-
vasive policing, and autocratic administration—has traumatized these subject
societies, impeding the formation of the vibrant civil society critical to a func-
tioning democracy. Importing these same advanced security technologies into
the United States has introduced corresponding transgressions of law and consti-
tution that might take decades to repair. Each intervention abroad in defense of
this expanding imperium seems to rebound back into America as a new round of
domestic repression, reinforced by innovative security techniques and ideological
imperatives from the overseas mission. In this process of imperial mimesis, a
state, like the United States, that rules a foreign territory through political repres-
sion and pervasive policing soon finds many of those same coercive methods
moving homeward to degrade its own democracy.

Such are the costs of empire.
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